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Art. I.

—

Oil the Optical Phenomena presented hy the ^'Silver-

Spring,^'' in Marion County, Florida; bj John LeCoxte, M.D.,

Prof, of Natural Philosophy in the South Carolina College.*

The extraordinary reports in relation to the optical phenom-
ena said -to be exhibited by the "Silver Spring," induced me,
under the invitation and guidance of my hospitable friend, Col.

A. G-. Summer of Florida, to visit it during the month of De-
cember, 1859. And although, as might have been anticipated,

many reputed facts vanished under the scrutiny of careful obser-

vation, and all its so-called mysterious and wonderful phenomena
are obviously referable to well-known physical principles

;
yet

it may be interesting to give a brief statement of them, and to,

indicate how they may be referred to the recognized laws of

physics.

This remarkable "Spring" is situated near the centre of Ma-
rion county, in the State of Florida, in latitude (about) 29° 15'

North, and longitude 82° 20' West. It is about five miles north-

east of Ocala, the county seat, and nearly in the axis of the Pe-

ninsula, being equally distant from the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

Its waters are discharged by a short stream bearing the same
name (viz: "Silver-Spring") which, running about six miles,

unites with the Ochlawaha (or Ocklawaha) a tributary of the St.

Johns river. The stream takes its origin in a deep pool or head-

basin, which is called, par excellence, the "Silver Spring." This

Science," at the Newport Meeting, August, 1860.

Am. Jc.i;k. Sci.-Sk( oxd Series, Vol. XXXI, No. M.-Jan., ISfJl.
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basin is nearjy circular in shape, about 200 feet in diameter, and
is surrounded by bills' covered with live-oaks, magnolias, bf^js,

p]jd other gigantic evergreens. The amount of water discharged

is so large, that small steamers and barges readily navigate the

"Silver Spring" up to the pool or head-spring, where there is a

landing for the shipment of cotton, sugar, and other produce.

TiiCoC steamers and barges make regular trips between the Silver

Spri'.ig and Palatka on tlie St. Johns. The boatmen informed me
that r.t its junction with the Ochlawaha, more than one half of

the Vs-ater is contributed by the Silver Spring stream. By means
of a canoe, I explored the stream for about two miles from its

head • its b/eadth varied from 45 to 100 feet, and its depth, in the

.-h-iroVest parts, from 10 to 15 feet: the smallest depth measured
. -^ MGt less than 10 feet in the channel of the stream. The

-e velocity of the stream was rudely estimated at about two
per hour: at the narrowest portions it was estimated at

;niles per hour. According to the reports of the residents,

'-el of the water of the Spring at the landing is subject to

aratively slight fluctuations, scarcely ever exceeding two feet.

fluctuations of level seem to be connected with the season

ns. The commencement of the rainy season varies from
Vth of June to the 15th of July. The" waters of the spring

to rise about the middle of the season of summer rains,

.-lain their maximum height about its termination. The
. lum depth of water in the pool or basin constituting the

. -'f the silver spring, was found to be not more than 86 feet

... 1 _ i deepest crevice irom which the water boils up: the gen-

c^: : depth in the central and deep parts of the basin was found
to be about 30 feet. These measurem.enis \^-ere made by means
of a heavy plumb-bob attached to a twine, to which bits of

V. ': 'te cloth were secured at intervals of six feet, or one fathom.

\ - plumb-bob as well as each piece of white cloth indicating

''loms, could be distinctly seen down to ihe very bottom,

asurements were of the most satisfactory character. Inas-

as accurate quantitative determinations, however easily

:, are seldom resorted to by the unscientific, we need not

. ;
rised, that the real depth of this spring falls very far short

: 'puted depth. In South Carolina, the reported depth was
^ly stated at from 120 to 150 feet; on the^confines of Flor-

v.-as reduced to 80 feet : while the smallest estimate in the

v: ;;;;iiy of the spring was 45 feet! This affords an illustration

<ji lue general law, that the accuracy of popular statements bears

an inverse proportion to the distance from the point of obser-

vation : probably, like all emanations from centres, following the

law of inverse squares.

Doubtless, the greater portion of the water which flows in

Silver-Spring river is furnished by this principal or head-s; :
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but there are several tributary springs of similar character alou^^

the course of the stream, which contribute more less to the vol--

ume of water. These usually occur in deep basins, or coves (as

they are called), in recesses along the margin of the stream.
The depth of one of these coves situated about 200 yards below
the head-sprins', was found to be S2 feet in the crevice in the

limestone bottom from which the water boiled : in other deep
parts of the basin, the depth was about 2-i feet. The " Bone-
yard," (so called from the fact that several specimens of the
bones of the Mastodon have been taken from it,) situated two
miles below the head-spring, is a cove or basin of a similar char-

acter. Its maximum depth was found to be 26 feet.

The most remarkable and interesting phenomenon presented
by this spring, is the truly extraordinary transparency of the
water; in this respect surpassing anything which can be imag-
ined. All of the intrinsic beauties which invest it, as well as

the wonderful optical properties which popular reports have as-

scribed to its waters, are directly or indirectly referable to their

almost perfect diaphaniety. On a clear and calm day, after the

sun has attained sufficient altitude, the view from the side of a
small boat floating on the surface of the water near the centre

of the head-spring, is beautiful beyond description, and vv'cll

calculated to produce a powerful impression npon the imagina-
tion. Every feature and configuration of the bottom of this gi-

gantic basin is as distinctly visible as if the water was reutoved^

and the atmosphere substituted in its place I i

A large portion of the bottom of this pool is covered with a
luxuriant growth of species of water-grass, and gigantic moss-

like plants (fresh-water Algro), which attain a height of 3 or 4
feet. The latter are found in the deepest parts of the husln.

Without doubt, the development of so vigorous a vegetation, at

such depths, is owing to the large amount of solar light v/liich

penetrates these waters. Some parts are devoid of vegetation i

these are composed of limestone rock and sand, and present a
white appearance. The water boils up from fissures in the lime-

stones ; these crevices being filled with sand and comminuted
limestone, indicate the ascending currents of water by tl^e local

5 of boiling sand.

My observations were made about noon, ovi the 17th and
again on the 20th of December, 1859. The sunlight illuminated

the sides and bottom of this remarkable pool as brilliantly as if

nothing obstructed the light. The shadows of our littL I-oat,

of our over hanging heads and hats, of projecting ei..

of the surrounding forest, and of the vegetation .

were distinctly and sharply defined ;
while the coi
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of the slender and delicate moss-like alga), by means of the cur-

rents created by the boiling up of the water, and the swimming
of numerous fish above this miniature subaqueous forest, imparted

a living reality to the scene which can never be forgotten. And
if we add to this picture, already sutficiently striking, that ob-

jects beneath the surface of the water, when viewed obliquely,

were fringed with the prismatic hues, we shall cease to be sur-

prised at the mysterious phenomena with which vivid imagina-

tions have invested this enchanting spring, as well as at the inac-

curacies which have been perpetuated in relation to the won-
derful properties of its waters. On a bright day, the beholder

seems to be looking down from some lofty airy point on a truly

fairy scene in the immense basin beneath him, a scene whose
beauty and magical effect is vastly enhanced by the chromatic

tints with which it is invested.

Popular opinion has ascribed to these waters remarkable

magnifying power. In confirmation of this, it is commonly re-

ported that the " New York Herald " can be read at the bottom

of the deepest parts of the pool. It is almost needless to state,

that the waters do not possess this magnifying power, that it is

only the large capitals, constituting the heading of this paper,

which can be read at the bottom, and that the extraordinary

transparency of the water is abundantly sufl&cient to account for

all analogous facts. A variety of careful experiments were
made with the view of testing this point, by securing printed

cards to a brick which was attached to ray fathoming-line, and
observing at what depth the words could be read when viewed
vertically. Of course, when looked at obliquely, the letters

were distorted and colored by refraction. Numerous compara-
tive experiments were likewise executed, in relation to the dis-

tances at which the same cards could be read in the air. The
results of these experiments may be announced in a few words,
namely :—Tha,t when the letters are of considerable size, say a
quarter of an inch or more in length, on a clear and calm day,

they could be read at about as great a vertical distance beneath
the surfoce of the water as they could be in the atmosphere ! Sub-
sequently, my young friend, Dr. Henrv i^I. Holmes, of " Silver

Spring," at my suggestion, repeated several of these experiments,
with identical results. In some instances, the cards were read by
those who were ignorant of the words on them. The experi-

ments were made on various sized letters, and at depths varying
from 6 to 30 feet. The comparative experiments in reading the

cards in air and w\ater, serve to convey a more distinct idea of

the wonderful diaphanous properties of the latter, than any ver-

bal description.*

« BoUGCER, in his TraUi JOptique mr lar/radantion de fa Inmihre, (Paris, 17(ii),l

SrioLVnight b^r^okmn of 3 "11 (=10-214 feet) of stS v^licv cunfim.! ia'a
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Some persons have thought that there was something rayste-

terious in the fact, that objects beneath the surface of the

water, when viewed obliquely, c.re fringed with prismatic hues.

It is unnecessary to remind the physicist, that such a phenome-
non is a direct physical consequence of the laws of dispersion

of light by refraction. Observation proved that white objects

on a dark ground were fringed -;\dth blue at the top and orange
and red at the bottom; while the color of the fringing was re-

versed for dark objects on a white ground. This is exactly in

accordance with recognized optical principles.* In the present
case, the phenomenon is remarkably striking and conspicuous,
probably, from two causes : F'.rst, because the extraordinary
transparency of the water rendered subaqueous objects highly
luminous ; and /Secondly, because the gigantic evergreens which
fringed the pool cut off most of the surface reflection, which
would otherwise have impaired the visual impression produced
by the more feeble refracted and dispersed light proceeding from
the objects. The shadow of the surrounding forest formed a
dark background, analogous to ihe black cloud on which a rain-

bow is projected.

One of the optical phenomena presented by this spring, at

first sight, seemed somewhat paradoxical :—namely, that when
looking vertically, the depth of the pool appeared to be exagge-
rated. This fact was most striki agly and satisfactorily illustrated

by the exaggeration of the apparent intervals between the bits

of white cloth indicating the fathoms on mj sounding-cord.
The fathoms near the surface underwent a somewhat greater ap-

parent elongation than those nearer the bottom, but all were ex-

aggerated in length. This phenomenon was observed in all

places and under all circumstances, was the same whether viewed
with one or both eyes ; and presented the same appearance to

all observers. The apparent length of the upper fathom was
variously estimated at from 8 tc 10 feet.

In ordinary cases of considerable obliquity of view, it is a
familiar fact, that the water appears to be shallower than it really

is, in consequence of the seeming elevation of the bottom pro-

duced by refraction. Hence the foregoing facts in relation to

the apparent exaggeration of depth, may seem to be i
" '

'

prismatic box with plates of polished giass at the ends was in tb

compared with the standard candle in ai.-. As we had occasion to i

iern research in this department < .

Vide Heraciiers Treatise on Light, I.''nc)/c. Metrop.,

r Spring appear rem

aided by the iniproveJ n
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with recognized optical principles. But a little reflection will

show that when the eye is placed near the surface of the pool,

and when we are looking down in a direction approaching the

vertical, the only method of estimating its depth is by means of

the apparent intervals between interV*ening objects, as for exam-
ple, the intervals between the branches of a sunken tree and the

bottom, or between the fisli and the subaqueous vegetation over

which they are swimming, or between the fathom marks on the

sounding-line. Now, from well known optical principles, it is

obvious that the apparent distance between tw^o objects thus

viewed, depends, caeteris paribus, on the angle which they sub-

tend at the eye. Thus, for instance, the apparent length of a

fathom on the sounding-cord, will depend on the magnitude of

as the rays of light proceeding from the fathom mark which is

nearer the surface make a greater angle of incidence than those

coming from the mark next below, they must undergo a greater

degree of refraction, hence the apparent angle subtended at the

eye by the interval in question (one fathom,) is greater than if it

had been viewed in the air, and therefore the length seems to be
exaggerated.

Moreover, as the apparent length of a fothom depends on the

angle subtended at the eye, while the degree of refraction is

proportional to the sine of the angle of incidence ; it follows

that when the incidence is large, the augmentation of the angle

by refraction will be relatively greater than when it is small.

Hence the uppermost fathom should appear to be longer than
those below it ; this is precisely in conformity with observa-

tion. Our estimate of the decrease of these apparent lengths
with increasing depth, is doubtless vastly exaggerated by the

greater fore-shortening of the lower fathoms. But as all of them
seem to be more or less elongated, and as the whole deptli is thus
—as it were—measured by exaggerated linear units, it must ap-

pear to be greater than the reality.

The general result to which these optical laws lead is, that to

an observer sitting in a boat in the"middle of the pool, the bottom
near the margin (if visible at all, for if the angle of incidence is

too large, the light from subaqueous objects will be totally re-

flected, and will not emerge from the water.) will seem to be ele-

vated and the water appear to be shallower than it really is;

while the bottom near the centre will seem to be depressed,' and
the apparent depth exaggerated. In other words, near the

margin, the depth is measured by the angle made at the eye by
tbe rays proceeding from submerged objects with those coming
from the shore-line ; this angle being diminished by the refrac-

tion of the former, the depth is apparently diminished. On the
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other hand, when looking directly downwards, we measure the
depth by the angle made at the eye by rays emanating from
vipjoer and lower submerged objects, this angle being augmented
by the greater refraction of the former, the depth is exaggerated.
These physical principles thus afford a satisfactory explanation
of the peculiar inverted bell-shaped appearance, which the basin
presents to an observer floating near its centre. They likewise
explain a fact which strikes the most casual observer : namely,
that when the boat is advanced toward an apparently shallov,'-

spot situated at some distance, it appears to grow deeper as we
approach the point in question.

The foregoing is a general physical explanation of the phe-
nomenon of exaggeration of depth ; but the principles of optics

furnish us with the means of submitting it to a numerical test,

and consequently, of showing its adequacy to account for all the

facts observed. Following out the graphic method, the vahdity
of the physical explaioation was at first tested bv
While this illustrated in a
very satisfactory manner,
the accuracy of the deduc-

^' "

tionswhichhadbeendrawn, ^.

and their entire adequacy
to explain all the observed
phenomena, at the same y
time it enabled me to throw-

be
plane, and the sounding-line

to be vertical, the applica-

tion of a few elementary
principles of geometry and
trigonometry will enable us

submit the question to

\

this ngoi
the annexed figure, let M,
A, N, be the surface of the ^

-

water, H, A, F, F', F", etc., ';

the sounding-line, E, the :.,.

position of the eye receiv-

ing light from the succes-

sive fathom marks, F, F', F", etc., assuming no water

interposed, and E' the position of the eye receiving the c

ponding rays after refraction by the water.
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Let E S=HA =K (the weight of E above the water).
" AF =d, (the depth of first fathom mark).
u rF,FF",etc.,=L, (the .ength of the fathoms).
" % i', i", etc., =the angles of incidence.
" y, r', r", etc., =the corresponding angles of refraction,

" n =the index of refraction for water=l-336.
From the law of refraction, siu r=nXsin t, and sin r'=azxsin i',

etc. Bj geometry, the angle subtended at E by F F' =«-*':

also the angle at E' after refraction z=r—r'. Then by trigonom-

etry we have cot z'= -r—-^—— . ; ooii''= -pr—~Y~~-— . etc.^ (/i+c?)Xtanz' {h+d)xt2ini
Hence it follows, that when A, c?, L, and i are given, i' %" i"\ etc.,

may be calculated, and consequently, r, r', r", r'", etc., may be

found: hence the angle subtended at E by FF' {=i—i') as well

as that subtended at E' (=r— r') by the same fathom-interval,

become known. For the sake of illustrating this point, let us as-

sume h=2 feet; d=-liooi\ L^^Gfeet; and 2=80°. Then, by
the application of the formula above given, and the geometrical

and physical principles already indicated, the following table

has been calculated for the foregoing condition of things

:

j

Angle suHended at E. A„Bl.,ub,„d.d.>E-. »5

isii
!•' =14° 37' 28"! " F' F" = 4° 18' 24"

ill

From this it follows, that, under the assumed conditions, the

first fathom-interval is exaggerated in the ratio of 6 to 8-57,

whilst the others are elongated in a ratio but slightly greater

than 6 to 8. If the angle i (other conditions being the same)
had been taken larger, the excess of elongation of the first fath-

om-interval would have been greater. It thus appears, that all

of the fathom-intervals are exaggerated nearly in the ratio of 6

to 8 or 3 to 4 :—that is, sensibly in the ratio of the sines of the

angles of incidence and refraction for water. This is only true

for small angles of incidence, that is, for the lower fathoms ;
for,

in that case, the sines may be considered proportional to the an-

gles. Hence, the real depth oi this pool being 36 feet ; the ap-

parent depth, assumed to be measured by the exaggerated linear

units would be 48 feet.

Strictly speaking, the rays of light emanating from the succes-

sive fathom marks, which, under the assumption of no refrac-

tion, reach a given point E, would not all after refraction, arrive

at the same given point E' : so that, in strictness, the rays of

light which enter the eye at E' are, for the lower fathoms,
those which emerge from the water under very slightly different

angles of incidence from those given in the table. But it is oh-
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vions, that its influence on the deduced ratio of the angles sub-

tended at E and E', would be wholly inappreciable.

The rigorous solution of this problem in physical optics, in-

volves the application of that relined physico-mathematical rea-

soning, which has not ceased to exercise the ingenuity of some
of the greatest geometers, since the period (in 1682), when
Tschirnhausen first called attention to Caustic Curves. Sir John
Herschel shows, that when the refracting surface is plane, and
the refraction is made from a denser into a rarer medium, as from
water into air, "the Diacaustic cxvcyq is the evoluteof an ellipse,

whose major axis is normal to the plane refracting surface ; the
radiant point being in the lower focus, while the centre of the
ellipse is at the intersection of the major axis with the refracting

surface."* In this case, the radiant is a fixed point, and the eye
is supposed to view it under all possible angles of emergence.
The case which we have under consideration" is not materially

different. Here the eye is fixed and the radiant consists of a se-

ries of equi-distant points descending vertically. In fact, Messrs.
Engel and Schellbach, in their admirable DarstdlendenOe Opti'k,

have presented us with beautiful graphic representations of the

exaggeration and distortion which submerged objects undergo
when viewed by the eye placed in various positions above the
plane refracting medium.f

Thus, it has been shown, that all of the beautiful optical phe-
nomena presented by the Silver-Spring are referable to recognized
physical principles, and that all of the so-called mysteries of
its waters vanish under the scrutiny of exact science. It only
remains to indicate the causes which produce the extraordinary
transparency of the water, upon which, as has been shown, the
entire group of phenomena is dependent. It may be remarked,
that these dia])hanous properties are perennial : they are not in

the slightest degree impaired by season, by rain or drought.
The comparatively slight fluctuations in the level of the water
in the pool, to which allusion has been made, produced by the
rainy season, are not, (according to the uniform testimony of the
residents), accompanied by any turbidity of its waters. At first

sight, it may seem paradoxical that, in a country where semi-tro-

pical summer rains occur, the waters of this stream should not
be rendered turbid by the surface drainage. But the whole mys-
tery vanishes, when we consider the peculiar character of the
drainage of tliis section of Florida. Althouo-h the surface of the

. F. Ensel i

le exaggerated in length, but
»!ane of incidence and refracti-

Am. Jouk. Sci.~Secoij1> S
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country is quite undulating or rolling,— tlie summits of many of

the hills being 80 or 40 feet above the adjacent depressions,—

yet, there is no surface drainage : there is not a brook, rivulet,

branch, or swamp to be found in this part of the State. The
whole drainage is subterranean: even the water which falls

near the banks of the Silver-Spring passes off by under-ground

channels. There is not the slightest doubt, but that all of the

rain-water which falls on a large hydrographic basin passes down
by subterranean channels, and boils up and finds an outlet to

the St. Johns river, by means of the Silver-Spring and the smaller

tributary springs which occur in the coves along the margin of

the stream. The whole surface of the country in the vicinity of

Ocala,—and probably over the area of a circle of 15 miles r

whose centre is the Silver-Spring, is thickly dotted with lime-

sinks ; which are the points at which the surface water finds en-

trance to the subterranean passages. New sinks are constantly

occurring at the present time. The beautiful miniature lakes,

—whose crystal waters are so much admired,—which occur in

ion of Florida, are, doubtless, nothing more than exten-

lime-sinks of more ancient date.

Under this aspect of the subject, it is obvious, that all the wa-

ter which falls on this hydrographic basin boils up in the Silv

Spring, after ] ' ^ '
• ^.

, . .

every trace of organic coloring r

men there is a striking contrai

parency of the waters of the Silver-Spring and Ochlawaha at

their junction. The latter river drains a country whose drain-

age is not entirely subterranean. In addition to the above-
mentioned conditions, which persistently secure the waters of

this Spring from the admixture of insoluble materials as well

as from the discoloration of organic matters, it seems highly
probable, that the minute quantity of lime which they hold

in solution may exercise some influence in augmenting their

transparency; for they appear to be more diaphanous than
absolutely pure water. There is nothing a priori improbable
in the idea, that the optical, as well as the other physical pro-

perties of the liquid, are altered by the materials h^eld in so-

lution. This is an interesting physico-chemical question which
demands experimental investigation. It is proper to add that

the waters of the Silver-Spring are not charged with more
than the ordinary amount of carbonic acid, they deposit no
carbonate of lime ; so that, the amount of lime held in solu-

tion must be comparatively small.
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Doubtless there are many other springs to be found in the

State of Florida, whose waters possess the same optical prop-
erties as those of the Silver-Spring ; although perhaps, their

transparency may be less perfect. The "Suwanee Spring" is

said to exhibit analogous phenomena ; and the famous foun-
tain situated ten miles from Tallahassee, called Wachulla or
Wakulla, is represented as "an immense limestone basin, as

yet unfathomed in the centre, with waters as transparent as
crystal." Inasmuch as I have not examined these springs, I

am unable to say how far the optical phenomena which they
present, may be identical with those exhibited by that which
is the subject of this paper.

As in some measure related to the peculiar system of sub-
terranean drainage above indicated, it may not be deemed in-

appropriate to conclude this communication, with a few gene-
ral remarks, in relation to the physical causes which have
produced the several qualities of surface soil, which are found
in the neighborhood of Ocala and the Silver-Spring. The
whole of this portion of the Peninsula appears to have been
originally composed of a mixture of sand and shell-limestone

;

probably of the Eocene period. The lime-rock comes to the
surface, almost everywhere ; in some cases, it is composed of
nearly pure carbonate of lime; in others, silicification, to a
greater or less extent, has taken place by the displacement of
the lime by silex. But in all cases where its structure can be
made out, it consists of a mass of conglomerated shells. The
three grades of fertility at present existing in the soil of this

portion of the State, appear to be owing to the greater or less

facility with which the lime has been removed from it by
aqueous agencies. In the fertile, and densely-wooded Ham-
mock lands, large quantities of soft carbonate of lime may be
found at or near the surftice. In the Mulatto pine lands, which
are extensively cultivated in cotton and Indian corn, the
amount of surface carbonate is less abundant ; a considerable

portion of it having been either silicified or removed from the-

soil. While in the sterile sandy pine-lands, no lime is to be
found: the whole of the rock having disappeared, excepting
that which has undergone silicification. In the Hammocks, an
impervious substratum of clay has prevented the lime from be-
ing carried off by the percolation of meteoric vraters ;—in the
Mulatto lands (so-called because there is a subsoil of yellow
clay) the substratum is less impervious, so that, a large portion

of the lime has been removed ;—while in the l^ine barrens, in

consequence of the absence of a clay subsoil, the whole of the

surHxce lime has been carried off by subterranean drainage ;
leav-

ing no surface rocks excepting those -which are silicilied. Ac-
cording to this view, the light pine lands, which now produce
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cotton witli so little labor, are in tlie transition stage to the pir.c

barrens, and cannot be expected to retain their fertility for ai\v

great length of time, unless lime is restored to them by the cul

tivator. The heavily-timbered Hammocks require a greater out

lay to bring them under cultivation ; but they constitute the

', valuable and enduring lands in this section of the State,

Unfortunately they embrace but a comparatively limited area,

when contrasted with the space occupied by the pine lands.

The outlines of the Hammocks, as indicated by the dense growth

of gigantic evergreens, is singularly and sharply defined, either

dotting or intersecting the desolate pine-barrens ; sometimes

forming narrow sinuous verdant bands extending ten or fifteen

niiles^ which, at a distance, remind one of extensive swamps, or

the bottom lands bordering a stream.

The limit of the resolvability of lines, or how small a spnc!*

can exist between lines and still admit of their being separated

under the microscope, appears to be an undecided point. Prof.

Queckett (Treatise on the Microscope, 8d ed., p. 238, 1855) asserts

that "no achromatic has yet been made capable of separating

lines closer together than the ^s.Voo of an inch." In the same
work, p. 245, it is stated that Mr! Ross found it impossible to as-

certain the position of a line nearer than the j-^ !„ ^ of an inch.

We find also on p. 512 that Mr. I)e La Hue, in his extended ex-

amination of Nobert's Test Plates, was unable to resolve any lines

closer than the ^y.^n of an inch. In Prof. Carpenter's work
(The Microscope, 2d ed., p. 189. 1859) tliis sentence occurs :

" the

well defined lines on Nobert's Test Plates have not yet been re-

solved when they have approximated more closely than the

From the foregoing it appears that actual experiment fixes the

limit of resolvability at about e^-.i^ ir of an inch : this does not,

as is said, vary widely from the deductions of Fraunhofer and
others, based on the physical properties of light. In this con-

nection the remark (op. cit. p. 47) of Prof. Carpenter mav be

cited, ''there is good reason to believe that the limit of perfection

(in the objective) has now been nearly reached, since everything
which seems theoretically possible has been actually accom-
plished."

On the other hand there are authorities who assert that lines

much closer than the si,\oo ol' an inch are resolvable. A few
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.\ear3 since Messrs. Harrison and SoUitt published (Microscop-

ical Journal, vol. ii, p. 61, 1854) their measurements of the stritc

of several diatoms, assigning to Amphipleura pellucida stria3

as close as the t2 o,Voo to tso.Vo o
of ^^ ^"^h. These measure-

ments have recently been, repeated, and with exactly the same
results, by Mr. Sollitt alone (Mic. Jour., viii, p. 51, 1859) who
furthermore expresses the opinion that strias as close as the
___i___ of an inch can, with proper means, be seen. Mr. Sollitt's

measurements have been adopted in the Micrographic Diction-

ary (1860) and most of the modern, works on the Microscope, no
one, Prof. Carpenter (op. cit., p. 188) excepted, suggesting a doubt
as to their accuracy ; on the contrary, their correctness seems to

be expressly recognized bv Dr. Gr. 0. Wallich (Ann. & Mag. Nat.
Plist. for February, 1860)"

Such being the conflicting testimony and opinion of distin-

guished microscopists on the capacity of the modern objective

for separating lines, it is somewhat surprising—in veiw of the

high state of perfection now attained by the microscope, and of

the number of its zealous devotees—that so few experiments

have been made, bearing on this interesting point.

As a contribution toward that object, we propose to offer pre-

sently an analysis from actual measurements, as far as we were
able to carry them, of one of those "marvels of Art," Nobert's

Test Plates. In such investigations the quality of the instru-

ments used being all important, we would state that the optical

apparatus at our command was ample, consisting of a first- class

Smith and Beck microscope stand, a Tolles' ^\ objective of 160°

a,ngular aperture—an objective of rare excellence in all respects

—

besides yVtiis and yV^^^ of other eminent opticians, both English
and American ; also a solid eye-piece micrometer by Tolles, and
an improved cobweb micrometer of Grrunow's accurate work-
manship. Smith and Beck's stage scales furnished the standards
for fixing the micrometrical values of the eye-pieces. By means
of Tolles' amplifier, an achromatic concavo-convex lens between
the objective and the eye-piece, an amplification (by the *stan-

dard of 10 inches) as high as 6000 times was obtained. This
high amplification, with sunlight variously applied after passing
through a small achromatic lens of long focus, was effective in

resolution, and essential to the distinct counting under the mi-

crometer of the lines of the test plate. The test plate used con-

sisted of 30 bands of lines, each band varying but little from
the is,-5oo of an inch in width, and having its lines a uniform dis-

tance apart. On one end of the plate is engraved by Nobert, in

parts of the Paris line, the distance apart -of"the lines composing
the first band, and thence on, the distance between the lines of
every fifth band, as in the 2d and 5th columns of the following

table.
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Bana.
"

Pur. line." Eug in Band. Par. linB, En?, in.

1 0-001000 Txi^^ 20 0-000167 erh^
5

:
0-000550 2Ty,irT 25 0-000143 T^,hr

;

10

1 15 0-000200

30 0-000125

We add the 3d and 6th columns, giving the distances in parts

of the English inch found by multiplying the decimals in the

2d and 5th columns by -088815.

Analysis of Nobe^-Cs Test Plate of 30 ^a«</..

Band.: .S"j. IS^^ Band.. ^s.^tiit:^

1 7 xrixT. 16 30 ^ixF
8 T^,i-^^ r^.^jii

9 Tr,iT2- 7^.1^^
10 TTiarr ^^h^
12 ^i^T ^^ixT
13

16

T^^i^^ TUT^TT
20 irri^^ tt'^t-s-

22 TTriT. T^i^
24 xsM^ Tff,ilT^

25 ^i^ ^T.^7
26 T^IT. 441 ^,iTT

14 28 T^irrr ^i^
15 29 TT.W

The figures in the 3d and 6th columns, showing the distance

apart of the lines in each band, are the mean of numerous and
slightly variant trials, particularly on the higher bands. Up to the

26th band there was no serious difficulty, in resolving and ascer-

taining the position of the lines, but on this and the subsequent
ones,* spectral lines,* that is, lines each composed of two or more
real lines, more or less prevailed, showing that the resolving
power of the objective was approaching its limit. By a suitable

arrangement, however, of the illumination, these spurious lines
3 separated into the ultimate ones on the whole of the 26th,

Tlie tendency of lines near the limil
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and still

adjustment could more than a portion (a third or a fifth part) of

the width of these bands be resolved into the true lines.

The true lines of the 30th band we were unable to see, at least

with any degree of certainty, still, from indications, we have no
doubt they are ruled as stated by Nobert.

It will be observed that our measurements of the lines on the
1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th, bands vary somewhat from Robert's reg-

istration on the plate as given in the first table above. Such dis-

crepancies are to be expected, and by microscopists familiar with
operations of this kind, are looked upon as unavoidable ; but
that on the 25th band is rather large to be accounted for in this

v.-ay. We are unable to explain it, and can only say that our
repeated measurements of it were very carefully made.

These experiments, together with those of others before no-

ticed, induce us to believe that the limit of the resolvability of
lines, in the present state of the objective, is well nigh estab-

lished; but that this limit may be carried somewhat higher, we
since the handsome advance la1

his aV— combining wide aperti

fine definition, and high amplification—shows that the objective
had not, as we were inclined to think, reached the stationary

The theoretical view of this question, that is, what may be
the closest approximation of lines consistent with their separa-
tion under the microscope, we leave to those competent to the
task, by whom, it is to be hoped, we may be favored with fur-

ther information on this point.

With regard to the striation of Diatoms, an opinion generally
prevails that the number of strias on a given portion of a frus-

tule, varies among individuals of the same species, within wide
extremes. This opinion is probably traceable in part to one of
the earlier publications on the subject, the paper of Messrs.
Harrison and Sollitt before referred to, wherein (as in the more
recent paper of Mr. Sollitt) measurements of several Diatoms
are given showing great variableness in their striation. To
these gentlemen much credit is due for their discovery of high
markings, before unsuspected, on certain diatomaceous frustules

;

their measurements however and the alleged variableness of these

markings we have not been able to verify, as will be seen by the
following extract from our paper published (this Jour., March,
1859,) on this subject.

Navicula rhomboides
Pleurosigma fasciola

Plenrosjgma strigosutn

Nitzschia sigmoidea
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Ma,ny frustulcs of these species, from different localities, have
been raeasureci by us and always with the same results. Pleu-

rosigma fasciola has been specially designated by Mr. Sollitt,

and also by Dr. Wallich, as very inconstant in its markings.

Of this diatom we are fortunate in being supplied with abun-

dant specimens, from various localities in England, particu-

larly from the neighborhood of Hull. Several hundred valves,

not a few under ^i^ of an inch in length, were measured, and

on no one were found strire less than 52 or more than 56 in

•001", much the larger number being 54. A similarly uniform

striation has always been observed among the individuals of

many other species examined by us.

To such uniformity of striation Amphipleura pellucida forms

as yet no exception ; this diatom is still a *'res vexata" among
microscopists ; neither the striation nor the structure of its frus-

tule is at all satisfactorily understood. The record of its stria-

tion is found to be thus :—in 1854 Messrs. Harrison and Sollitt's

measurements made its strife 120 to 180 in -001";—Prof. Carpen-

ter (1856) first suggests the probability of some error in these

measurements ;—the writers of this paper declared themselves
(this Jour., March, 1859) unable to "glimpse" thestrije;—Mr.

Sollitt (Mic. Jour., Oct. 1859) measures them again and finds theiu

stdl as low as 120 to 130 in -001", but gives it as the opi!

of Mr. Lobb that "even those figures are too low and thai

ought to be set down at 140 in -001";"—in the same nuin;
the Microscopic Journal, Mr. Rylands sees "stria3, but mucu ;,

distant than the 130 in -001" of the Hull microscopists ;"—]...•
Mr. Hendry states (Mic. Jour., July, 1860) that he has " come to

a satisiiictory conchision, that it is" a sad misrepresentation to set

down the lines so high in the scale as 130 in -001", and that on
a few shells lines may be counted at 42, and many at 60, 70 and
80 in '001"." A perplexing record, truly!—reminding one of

the celebrated Torbane Hill coal case (Mic. Jour., ii, p. 64).
It is our impression, notwithstanding these conflicting state-

ments, that the diatom before us presented to all these gentlemen
the same appearances, but their interpretation of these appear-

- '— ' " v-idely diiferent.

, - ... J understand it, seems
to indicate tliat this diatom has a minutely and irregularly bro-

ken up surface, wln-h '-vjn r>n iho myne valve^ can'be made to

oarse to

V of the
•

tlie ob-
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regular^ distinct

BO recognized 1
^

After all, it is not improbable, that true striae yet unresolved,

may exist on the valves of this species, and furthermore, that the

apparent stride of different observers may be similar to the spec-

tral or spurious lines before noted as occurring on the bands of
Nobert's Test Plate, when examined by an objective incapable

of resolving them.
A summary of the foregoing may be briefly stated thus :

—

that our experiments lead us to believe

1st. That lines on Nobert's Test Plate, closer together thati

about the j^,joo of* ^Q inch, cannot be separated by the modern
objective.

2d. That no tme striae have yet been seen on the valves of
Amphipleura pellucida.

3d. That the alleged variableness in the striation of diatoms
among individuals of the same species has been greatly exagge-
rated : on the contrary, we find a remarkable uniformity, thus

sustaining the opinion of Prof. Smith (Synop. Br. Diat., v. 2^

Introd., p. 26) that for characterizing species "striation is the

best guide."

Columbus, Ohio, Nov., 1860.

Art. hi.— 0/2 the Track of an Animal lately found in the Pots^

dam Formation; by Sir W. E. Logan, F.R.S.*

(Read before the Natural History Society of Montreal, June, 1860.)

The Potsdam sandstone is recognized in Canada and New
York as the base of the Lower Silurian series. As far as we
are certain of the formation in the province it_ rests unconforra-

ably upon the Laurentian series ; but on the north shore of Lake
Huron, the Huroniau series supports unconformably a sandstone

which has been supposed to be Potsdam ; as no fossils, however,
have been met with in it there, its equivalence is somewhat
doubtful, particularly as the superior fossiliferous rock into which
it passes, appears to be of the Bird's-eye and Black River group.

Mr. Barrande in a paper communicated to the Geological Soci-

ety of France about a year ago, compares the Potsdam formation

with the Primordial Zone, and appears disposed to unite it with

the strata marked by Paradoxides near Boston in Massachusetts,

and Placentia Bay in Newfoundland, the first locality yielding

Paradoxides Harlani which he identifies with his P. spinosus, and

the latter Mr. Salter's P. Bennetii, and probably other allied gen-

era and species. But Avhile no well ascertained Primordial spe-

* From the Canadian Naturalist, Aug. 1860.
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cies have been met with in the Potsdam of Canada and Kew
York, the formation appears in Canada to be rather allied to the

strata above than those below it.*

In the Potsdam of Canada and New York, independent of

fucoids, the number of species of which the forms have been either

wholly or partially preserved is only three. Two of them are

LingidcB, named by Hall L. prima, and L. antiqua ; and while

these so far resemble one another that they might by some pa-

laeontologists be considered varieties of one species, we in Cana-

da have a Lingula {L. Belli of Billings,) in the Chazy, which

might almost be considered another variety of the same species,

the peculiarity of them all being the length and sharpness of the

beak. In Canada there is also found in the Potsdam, the im-

pression of the spire of a large flat Pkurotomaria, which so strong-

ly resembles the spire of P. Laurentiana (Billings) of the Calcif-

erous, that they can scarcely be distinguished. In addition to

these upward affinities in the only preserved form, there are beds

of passage between the Potsdam and Calciferous formations, in

which the strongly marked distinctive lithological characters of

the two are well preserved, and at St. Timothy on the Beauhar-

nois Canal those beds of the inter-stratification which are allied

to the lower rock are occasionally marked by Scoliihus linearis

(Hall), supposed to be ancient worm-holes, by which the Pots-

dam is characterised in many parts.

Immediately beneath these beds of passage are the celebrated

foot prints of Beauharnois, to which Professor Owen has given

the name of Protichnites. Since these were described by Owen,
nothing has been discovered to throw further light upon the

forms of the animals which made these impressions; but in thin-

ning a large specimen with some of the tracks on it, for the pur-

pose of placing it in the museum of the Geological Survey, it

was ascertained that the surface on which the traces were im-

pressed must have been subject to the ebb and flow of a tide.

The surface on which the tracks are impressed and the one im-

mediately beneath, shew ripple-mark ; the next in succession
which is about an eighth of an inch below, shews wind-mark, in

a number of sharp and straight parallel ridges from two to four

inches long and an eighth or a quarter of an inch wide. These
characterize a considerable surface, and are precisely similar to

the marks so familiar to every person who has examined blown
sand. The surface must thus have been alternately wet and dry,

and the organic remains of the formation being marine, we have
thus pretty clear evidence of a tide.

Proverbially unstable as water is, the mean level of the sea,

that is the point which is half-way between high and low water,
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supposed to be the least changeable level on the face of the

lobe, and taking it to be now pretty much as it was during the

Silurian period, we establish the means of knowing ap-

proxmiately how much the position where the tracks are found,

is higher than it was when these were impressed, the limit of er-

ror being the number of feet which would represent the differ-

ence between the ebb and flow of the sea in the locality, or per-

haps not more than fifty feet. We have thus a bench-mark to

test the rise not only of these strata at Beauharnois, but of their

equivalents, wherever else they may be met with.

Finding that this ancient sand bank was exposed at the ebb
of tide we naturally look out for some coast to which it was
related. The Potsdam sandstone terminates some twenty miles

to the north at a very low angle against the foot of the Lauren

-

tide hills, which rapidly rise up 500 or 600 feet above the Silu-

rian plain. There is little doubt that we have in the flank of

those hills the ancient limit of the Lower Silurian sea, the shore

of , which is thus traceable from Labrador by the northwest, to

the Arctic Ocean, a distance of 3,000 miles. But though we



have thus evidence of a Lower Silurian dry land and can scarceiy

suppose that it was wholly destitute of vegetation, we have not

yet discovered any certain drifted vestige of its plants along

many hundred miles of its coast.

The crustacean which impressed the tracks at Beauharnois
must have been a littoral animal, tracks of which have now been

found in several places nearer than Beauharnois to the marginal

limit of the sea to which it belonged. These localities are St.

Ann, Vaudreuil, Presqu'ile, Lachute, and St. Elizabeth, and thej

were last year observed in the neighborhood of Perth. In the

last locality they are associated with a new and remarkable de-

scription of track, for the discovery of which we are indebted to

my friend Dr. James Wilson of Perth, who sent me specimens

of it in the month of November last.

The largest of the specimens was between two and three feet

long by a foot wide, and the track upon it so singular that I

became desirous of obtaining a greater extent of the trail. For

this purpose, in the beginning of December, I sent Mr. Eichard-

son to Perth, where he was guided to the quarry by Dr. Wilson.

and shewn the bed in which the tracks occur. " The quarrv, or

which the strata are nearly horizontal, is about a mile from t!ie

town, and with the aid of Mr. Glyn, the proprietor, Mr. Eich-

ardson obtained in fragments, a surface which measures about
seventy-six square feet. To obtain this required a good deal of

patience, for there was half a foot of snow on the ground, anil

Irora under this it was necessary to remove between two
and three feet of rock in order to reach the bed. The rock is a

fine grained white sandstone simi-
3

lar to'that in which the Protichnites

occurs at Beauharnois, and of that
pure silicious character which is

so well known to belong to the
Potsdam formation wherever it is

met with. The tracks are im-
pressed on a bed which varies in
thickness in different parts from
one eighth of an inch to three
inches. When the upper bed was
removed, large portions of the
track-bearing bed came away

separate the layers. Thi
heating the surface with

burning wood placed up<:>n it, and
then suddenly cooling it by the

application of snow. This of

conrae cracked and <iestroyed the



found in the Potsdam Fo

! form of the original tracks.

These tracks consist of a number of parallel ridges and fur-

rows something like ripple marks, which are arranged between
two narrow continuous parallel ridges, giving to the whole im-
pression a form very like that of ^

a ladder, and as the whole form
is usually gently sinuous it looks

like a ladder of rope._ Tlie sur-

face obtained shews six different

trails, (fig. 1,) the longest of which
is about thirteen feet, but they
are all of the same breadth, and
ihey may all have been- im-
pressed by one and the same ani-

mal. The breadth of the trails

is about six inches and three-

quarters to the outer sides of
j

The transverse ridges and fur-

rows are sometimes straight (fig.

2,) and sometimes curved (figs.

o, 4, 5.) When straight and reg-

ular they measure about an inch
and three-quarters from the mid-
dle of one furrow to that of the
next. The height of the ridge is

usually from one and a half to

two lines, and from the highest
part of the distance to the middle
of the furrows is about ah inch
and a quarter on one side and
half an inch on the other, thus
giving to the ridge a sharper
slope on the shorter side. The
tops of the ridges, and the bot-

toms of the furrows are somewhat
rounded.

Though the transverse ridges
are occasionally straight, (fig. 2,) they are in general either

slightly or considerably curved (figs. 3, 4, 6,) and when so, the

chord of the curve is seldom quite at right angles to the direc-

tion of the parallel side ridg:es, one end of the chord in the

greatest obliquity observed being as much as two inches and a

half in advance of the other (fig. 8). The height of the curve
above the chord is sometimes as much as an inch and three
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The concaTG side of the curve is alwa3'S on the steepe

the tranverse ridges.

There runs along the track a ridge intermediate between the

two parallel side ridges, (figs. 3,4,6), and though it is not so

conspicuous as these, it is seldom altogether wanting, but ap-

pears to be, most obscure when the transverse ridges, or rounds

of the ladder, are straight. This intermediate ridge does not

keep parallel with the side ridges, but; occasionally runs in sinu-

ous sweeps from within an inch and a half of one side (fig. 5) to

the same distance from the 4

other ; sometimes, however, it

runs nearly parallel with the

sides for a considerable distance,

either in the middle or some-
what on either side of it. In
one of the tracks there is in

the course of the intermediate
ridge a sudden dislocation of
an inch and a quarter (fig. 3
towards the top,) on the oppo-
site sides of one of the trans-

verse ridges. The course of
the intermediate ridge appears
in general to coincide with the
successive most salient parts of

-"-"^u ua.. »..«.

the transverse ridges when these are curved, but this is

ways the case (fig. 4). The 5.

intermediate ridge appears
most conspicuous where it

crosses the transverse furrows,
yet its crest or line of summit
seems to undulate with the
ridges and furrows, though not
to so great a degree.

The inner flanks of the si'de

ridges appear to be continuous-
ly even surfaces, making an
angle of 155° with the plane
of the intermediate spaces, and
against these sloping flanks the
surface of the transverse undu-
lations form a decided, though
very obtuse set of angles, just

like waves rolling along an
inclined plane in the direction

of its strike. The side ridges
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are rounded at the top, and while their exterior flanks are more
precipitous than the interior ones, they swell out opposite to

each transverse furrow, thus giving to the side ridges a beaded
or knotted aspect, each bed of the series standing opposite a fur-

row. The highest part of these lumps is about three lines above
the bottom of the furrows, and about a line and a half above the

surface on which the track is impressed.

My naturalist friends to whom I have exhibited the speci-

mens, appear disposed to consider the tracks those of some spe-

cies of gigantic mollusc, and I am given to understand there is

now living some small mollusc, whose track presents a series of
transverse ridges and furrows, without, however, the longitudinal

ones. From the resemblance of the track to a ladder, the name
proposed for it is CUmactichnites Wilsoni^ the specific designation

being given in compliment to its discoverer, Dr. Wilson.

Aet. IV.

—

Caricography ; by Prof. C. Dewey.

(Continued from vol. xxii, p. 348, Second Series.)

Ko. 265. Carex Emoryi, Dew.

Spicis staminiferis ternis oblongis cylindraceis terminalibus,
inferioribus brevioribus sessilibus approximatis et densifloris

;

pistilliferis quaternis longo-cylindraceis densifloris sessilibus foli-

aceo-bracteatis apice staminiferis, infima oranino fertili subre-
mota ; fructibus distigmaticis ellipticis basi teretibus brevi-rostratis

! integris squama ovata oblonga subacuta duplo longioribus.

contiguous and sessile ; the three upper pistillate spikes staminate
at the apex, the lowest wholly fertile, nearly sessile and slightly

sheathed; all cylindric, erect, about If to 2 inches long and
densely flowered; stigmas two; fruit narrow-elliptic, tapering
below, flattish, obovate and apiculate or short-rostrate, with ori-

fice entire, and scale ovate-oblong acutish and half the length of
the fruit. Whole plant glaucous or pale green.
On the Upper Eio Grande ; Bigelow. Named in honor of Ma-

jor Wm. H. Emory, United States Commissioner on the United
States and Mexican Boundary Survey.

This and all the species of this paper were described in the
very important Botanical Report of Prof. Torrey, LL.D., in vol.

n, part i, pp. 229-232 of the Mexican Boundary Survey, pub-
lished by Congress, 1859.
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No. 266. C. BarbarcB, Dew.

Spicis staminiferis 2 (raro 8) cylindraceis erectis terminalibus-

que, saprcma longa peciuncalata, infima subeloogata; pistillif-

eris 3 loiigis 2-4 uncialibus cylindraceis, superiore erecta brcvi-

bracteata apice staminifera, inferioribus longioribus subremotis

subrecurvis basi laxifloris brevi-vaginatis foliaceo-bracteatis, om-

nibus nigro-purpureis ; fructibus disilgmaticis oblongo-obovatia

apiciilatis ore integris squama oblongo-obovata dorso pallida mu-

cronata brevioribas ; calmo erecto glaaco longo-foliato et va-

Culm erect, 16-20 inches high, long-leafy towards the root and

long-bracted above, glaucous; spikes 3-6, cjlindric, slender,

blackish purple ; staminate spikes 1-8, upper nearly two inches

long and pedunculate, the lower sessile and both contiguous and

shorter, the lowest longer than the last and more remote
;

pis-

tillate 3, long cylindric, 2-4 inches long, and slender, the upper

staminate at the apex and erect ; the lowest longer, subremote

and subrecurved, short-sheathed and loose-flowered at the base

;

stigmas two ; fruit oblong-obovate, short rostrate, entire at the

orifice, with the scale oblong-obovate, pale on the back, with the

nerve extended into a mucronate point and sometimes making
the scale emarginate.

Banks of streams at Santa Barbara, California ; Dr. Parry.

The locality gives name to the species.

No. 267. a Thurheri, Dew.

Spica staminifera solitaria sublonga, terminal! squamis ob-

longis obtusis raucronatis
;

pistilliferis ternis oblongo-cylindra-

ceis subcrassis vix nutantibus densifloris, infima exserto-peduncu-
lata sublonge vaginata; fructibus irisligraaikis ovato-oblongis

squama brevi oblonga obtusa dorso trinervatascabro-aristata loa-

gioribus vel basi spicarum brevioribus.
Culm two feet high, erect, scabrous above and smooth below

the spikes, towards the root leafy, leaiy-bracteate ; a single, erect

and long staminate spike
; pistil'late spikes three, cylindric, thick-

ish, dense-flowered, pedunculate, the lowest sheathed and exsert

;

stigmas three ; fruit oblong or ovate-oblong, tapering into a short-

ish beak, many-nerved, two-toothed and inflated
;

pistillate scale
1 __. ,Li _!....__ _._7___ .,

^^^^ ^^^-^ shorter than the
^„v.„,i

^,3 Q_ hystricina,
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pistilliferis 2-3 oblongo-cylindraceis, gracilibus remotis sublaxi-

lloris exserte pedunculatis, suprema apice stamenifera, infima

longe vaginata exsertaque, omnibus foliaceo-bracteatis ; fructi-

bus tristigmaticis ovatis subconicis subtriquetris brevi-rostratis

subscabris vix ventricosis bilabiatis squama ovato-oblonga cus-

pidata paulo longioribus vel basi paulo brevioribus.

Culm about a foot high, erect or subflaccid, leafy towards the

root, and leafy bracteate ; spikes 3-6, oblong cylindric ; stamin-

ate 2, upper an inch long and pedanculate, the next one-third as

long and near it usually, rarely a third whicl^ is remotish, and
all bracteate

;
pistillate spikes,' commonly 2-3, rarely one, rather

remote and pedunculate, the upper staminate at the apex, the low-
est longer pedunculate and exsert, all rather lax-flowered especial-

ly below ; stigmas 3 ; fruit ovate, sub-conic, slightly triquetrous,

short and round, short-rostrate, many nerved, bilabiate and sub-

scabrous, a little longer than the ovate-oblong, rough-cuspidate

scale, except at the very base of the spike : color of the plant,

dark green.

In woods on the Colorado of Texas ; Wnght. It is honored
by the name of its discoverer, another of the exploring party.

This species resembles C. scabrata Schw. ; but it diflfers great-

ly in its staminate spikes, as well as in the pistillate and the

. No. 269. a Schoitii, Dew.

Spicis starainiferis terminalibus 3-5 cylindraceis sajpe gemi-
natis erectis approximatis nigro-rubris, superiori triunciali medio
dilatata, reliquis brevioribus sessilibus contiguis vel infima re-

mota et iuterdum geminata
;

pistilliferis 3 (raro 4) prolongo-
cylindraceis gracillimis 6-8-uncialibus per-laxifloris inequaliter
pedunculatis bracteatis, inferioribus longo-pedunculatis vix fruc-

tiferis vel abortivis cum squamis oblongis arctis obovatis vix
acutis ; fructu abortivo vel nimis immature disiigmatico ; culmis
superne scabris, subprostratis ? foliis bracteisque viridi-glaucis.

Culm near 20 inches high, triquetrous and scabrous above, sub-
prostrate, with green glaucous leaves and bracts ; spikes 6-8

;

sometimes staminate 5 and pistillate 3, or 4 and 3, 3 and 3, 3 and
4, most of which are long, and some very long, upper 3 stamin-
ate, near and almost geminate and quite variable, the highest 3
mchos long and enlarged in the middle, with the dark red scale

oblong and obovate, pale on the back
;

pistillate spikes 3, rarefy

4, cylindric, very long, 4-8 inches and very slender, very lax-

flowered and unequally pedunculate, the lowest long peduncu-
late and long vaginate, all leafy-bracteate and with scarcely the

rudiment of fruit or else abortive ; pistillate scale oblong, nar-

row-obovate, scarcely acute.
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Banks of rivers, Santa Barbara, California ; Br. Parry. This

species has some affinity to C. Darwinii, Boott, Trans. Lin. Sec,

vol XX, p. 120, bat differs much. The prostration of the culms

may have been caused by some crushing force, without which

the pistillate spikes must have been long-retrocurved, as in C.

pendula, Goodenough. It bears the name of another distin-

guished member of the exploring party.

No. 270. a monticola, Dew.

Spica staminifera solitaria inferne tereti erecta brevi-bracteata

cum squamis oblo-ngis obtusiusculis dorso excepto castaneis; pis-

tilliferis binis sub-laxifloris, superior! sessili staminifera conti-

gua, inferiore interdum subremota vaginata exserte pedunculata;

fructibus di-tristigmaticis lato-ovatis-oblongis convexo-concavis

acutiusculis vix rostratis subvillosis nervosis ore integris vel sub-

bifidis squama lato-ovata acuta longioribus vel inferiore mucro-

nata paulo brevioribus ; foliis vaginatis culmum superantibus.

Culm 8-10 inches high, scabrous above, leafy ; leaves flat,

rough on the edge, sheathed at the base and longer than the

culm ; one staminate ovate spike, with a sessile ovate pistillate

spike near it and another pistillate spike subremote, often sheath-

ed and exsertly pedunculate; stigmas two and rarely three; fruit

ovate, flat, convex above, subacute scarcely rostrate, subvillose

and nerved
; lower scales of the fruit mucronate and a little lon-

ger than the fruit, while the others are acute and shorter than

the fruit.

In the cases where the fruit is lenticular while the stigmas are

sometimes three, probably one of the stigmas is barren or abortive.

Mountains east of San Diego, California ; Dr. Parry. This is

another of the few species having two stigmas with a single sta-

minate spike.

Kole l._(7. Umbellata, Schk., Tab. w. w.w., fig. 171, and its

var. vicinaDew., vol. x, [1], 31, and vol. xi, [1], 817, this Journ.,

have been found wide over the country.
The variety occurs also with two and three pistillate spikes, in-

stead of one, near the staminate, besides the short and somewhat
umbellate pistillate spikes near the root of the culm. Mexican
Bound. Survey, vol. ii, Part I, p. 232.
Woods on the Colorado and Blanco rivers in Texas ;

Wright.

Numerous specimens were brought by the discoverer, of the

form given by Schkuhr, and of the variety mentioned ; the latter

being most common.

a decidua, Boott, vol. xxvii, [2], p. 78, of this Journal, first

found in Tierra del Fuego, afterwards in Sonora, California, by
Dr. Parry, is presented fully in Boott, lUust. No. 157, Tab. 170.

Dr. Boott shows its still wider range to the north in Oregon.

Note 2.— C. phyllostachys, p. 231, Hex. Bound. Surv., is a mis-

take for C. Geyeri, Boott.
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Office!

1. Under the above title I have published a paper in the

Mathematical Monthly, in which I endeavored, by a complete
analytical investigation of the motions of fluids surrounding the

earth, arising from the different circumstances of a difference of
pressure caused by a difference of temperature, combined with
the modifying forces arising from the earth's rotation, to give a
satisfactory explanation of all the general motions of the atmo-
sphere and the ocean, the cause of the greater barometric pressure

of the atmosphere near the tropics than at the equator and the

poles, and of the greater pressure generally in the northern hem-
isphere than in the southern, to account for the motions of

revolving storms in both hemispheres, from the equator towards
the poles in the parabolic paths, and to establish completely their

gyratory character ; none of which phenomena had ever been
satisfactorily accounted for by any of the theories which do not

take into account the effect of the earth's rotation. It has been
suggested by several that a paper more popular in its character,

although less complete, which should contain only the more
essential parts of the analysis, and in which familiar illustrations

should supply in some measure the more difficult parts of the

analysis, would be more satisfactory to many readers. It is pro-

posed, therefore, in this paper, in consequence of the general

interest taken in the subject, to treat it acccording to this sug-

gestion, and to give only the most essential part of the analysis,

showing the influence of the earth's rotation, which being based
upon well known principles, instead of being deduced from gen-

eral fundamental equations, is very simple, but is sufficient for a

general understanding of the subject.

1. The effect of the eartKs rotation upon moving bodies at its

surface.

2. If a body were set in motion upon the surface of the earth,

supposed to be entirely without friction, it would not in general

move in the circumference of a great circle around the earth, but
would be continually deflected to one side by a force arising

from the earth's rotation.

Let r be the radius of the earth,

the polar distance in arc,

fp the longitude, and
n the angular velocity of the earth's rotation.

Then r sin ^Is the distance of a bodv on the earth's surface

from the axis of rotation, and r sin On^ the centrifugal force m
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tlie direction of a per])endicular to the eartli's axis, arising from

the earth's rotation. If in addition to the angular motion com-

mon to all bodies at rest on the surface of the earth, the body

has an angular motion Dt(p relative to the earth, then the centri-

fugal force becomes rsind (n+Dtcp)''. Now if we resolve the

preceding force in the directions of the meridian and a perpen-

dicular to it, the part acting in the direction of the meridian, neg-

lecting the small effect of the earth's ellipticitj, is r sin 6 cos

{n+Dtvpy. The part of this force which gives ellipticity to the

earth's surface, and which is necessary to keep a body at rest on

the elliptical surface, and prevent it from sliding toward the pole,

is r sin ^cos ^n2. Hence the difference of these two forces,

when the body has a motion eastward relative to the earth, is a

deflecting force which has a tendency to cause the body to move

from the pole toward the equator. The difference of these for-

ces is r B\iiO coid {^n^ Dt(p) Dt% and hence when the body is

entirely free to move in any direction, we have

(1.) ri?,2^=rsm^cos9>(2«+ A?')A?>.

8. Again, if the body has a motion toward or from the pole^

it must satisfy the well known principle of the preservation of

areas, so that as it approaches the pole, and consequently the_ axis

of rotation, the angular motion must be increased, that is, it

must acquire a motion eastward relative to the earth, but if it

recedes from the pole, it must acquire a relative westward mo-

tion. In order to satisfy the preceding principle, the motion

must satisfy the following equation

:

(2.) r2 sin2 6 {n+ D^fp) z= constant.

Taking the derivative with regard to t we get

(3.) rBmOD,2cp= -2rcos.O(n-i-J)c<p)I)A

4. Equations (1) and (3) determine the motions of a free body
on the earth's surface. If the body is constrained to move either

in the direction of a meridian or a parallel of latitude only, the

deflecting force instead of causing a deflection, causes only a

pressure. If.
" ^

mg in the dir

earth^s rotation onlj, and Q for the part depending upon the

earth's rotation, which acts in the direction of a parallel of lati-

tude, we have
... J P= 2m sin5 cos <9Z>,(p

In the preceding equations rJDtO represents the lineal velocity

of the body in the direction of the meridian, and r sin cpDif the

lineal velocity relative to the earth in the direction of the paral-

lel of latitude. Hence the deflecting force is the same in both

directions in the same lineal velocity.



5. If V is tlie velocity of a body moving in any direction

wliatever, and F tlie deflecting force perpendicular to this direc-

tion, by resolving the preceding forces and velocities in the

direction of v and the perpendicular to it on the right, we get

(5.) F=2nvcosd.

In the northern hemisphere cos d is positive, but in the south-

ern negative. Hence, we have established this important prin-

ciple, m whatever direction a body moves, it is always deflected to

the right in the northern hemisphere, and the contrary in the southern

hemisphere.

The forces resolved in the direction of v cancel each other, and
hence the velocity is never accelerated or retarded.

6. Since rn^ represents the centrifugal force at the equator
arising from the earth's rotation, and is known to be -^^^ of g or

gravity, the preceding equation may be reduced to

This form of the equation is convenient for comparing the

force F with gravity.

7. In the preceding equations rn is the lineal velocity of the

equator, and is equal to 1523-2 feet, the second being the unit gf
time. Hence w=-000072924. Also ^=32-2 feet.

It may be remarked here that the preceding deflecting force is

not an absolute force, such as would be required to deflect a
moving body from a fixed direction in space, but is only rela-

tive, being somewhat of the nature of a centrifugal force, and
arises from the fact that the direction relative to the earth to

II. The general Motions and Prei

equatorial and polar regions arising principally from a difterence

of temperature. K the atmosphere in all parts of the earth had
the same density, every part would be in a state of statical equi-

librium, and its surface and the strata of equal density would
assume the elhptical figure of the earth's surface, and conse-

quently the -pressure of the atmosphere at the earth's surface

would be everywhere the same. But the temperature of the at-

mosphere being less and consequently its density greater in the

polar than the equatorial regions, the greater pressure of the

polar regions causes the surface of the atmosphere and the strata

of equal density in the equatorial regions to rise a little above
the level of equ'ilibriam, and hence the atmosphere in the upper
regions flows toward the poles, while the greater pressure of the
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polar regions causes a counter current toward the equator in the

parts nearer the earth's surface, which would extend down to

the earth's surface, if it were not for the modifying causes arising

from the friction of the earth's surface, which "will be explained.

If the earth had no rotation on its axis, this interchanging mo-

tion between the equatorial and polar regions would be exactly

in the directions of the meridians ; but having a rotation, from

what has been demonstrated in the preceding section, the atmo-

sphere above in flowing toward the poles acquires an eastward

motion relative to the earth's surface, and after descending in the

polar regions and flowing back nearer the earth's surface toward

the equator, it tends toward the west, and on arriving in the

equatorial regions it has a westward motion. If it were not for

the resistance of the earth's surface, the mutual actions of the

strata upon one another, whatever the initial state of the atmo-

sphere, would cause them to have finally the same east or west

motion at all heights in the same latitude, and this motion

would be such as to satisfy equation (2), and also, since the mu-

tual actions of the strata upon one another could not affect the

sum of the moments, it would be such that the sum of the mo-

ments of all the particles would be the same as that of the initial

atate arising from the earth's rotation and from any initial

motion rehitive to the earth, which it might have had. This

latter condition determines the constant in equation (2), which

was shown in my paper in the Mathematical Monthly, to which

I must refer for the method, to be, on the hypothesis of an initial

state of rest relative to the earth, equal "'to | r-n. With this

value of the constant the equation gives

(7.) D,<p=[~^-.l]n.
\dsm-0

/

9. Near the poles, where sin^^ is very small, D,<p and conse-

quently the lineal velocity rsmdj)t(p must be very great. To-

ward the equator D,<p is negative, and hence the motion there i3

w«-3tward. Putting Df<f=6, the equation gives sin-9=|, and

hence the sine of the latitude where there is no motion east or

w.:-st is equal to ^/-^, which answers nearly to the parallel of So"-

Hence between this parallel and the poles the motion is east-

ward, but between it and the equator, toward the west. From
vrhat has been shown therefore in §2, the eastward motion

toward the poles, and the westward 'toward the equator, since

J),iris negative^there, must both cause a pressure toward the

parallels of H5°, and consequently an accumulation of atmo-

sphere there, and a depression at the poles and at the equator.

The amoimt of the pressure is represented by the term f sin/

cos5(2;i+D,^)D<<p, and hence toward the pole, where D<<p ']

very large, this pressure is very great, and at the poles it would
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be infinite. Hence at the poles and at some distance from

them, on the hypothesis of no resistances from the earth's sur-

face, the atmosphere cannot exist. Between the parallels of
85° and the equator Dt^ is less and also cos 6», and consequently

the pressure from the equator and the depression there are com-

paratively small. It was shown in the Mathematical Monthly
that in the case of a fluid surrounding the earth five miles

high, the fluid would recede from the poles about 28° and be

depressed at the equator about 4000 feet. This, however, is

upon the hypothesis that the upward expansion of the atmos-

phere arising from a greater temperature is insensible.

10. The preceding results, it must be remembered, are all

upon the hypothesis that the atmosphere is not resisted in its mo-
tions by the friction of the earth's surface. Although these re-

sults are much modified by the resistance of the earth's surface,

11 be of great advantage in explaining its general mo-
i there can be no resistance until there is motion, the

itmosphere must have a tendency to assume, in some measure,

same motions and figure as in the case of no resistances,

ce, towards the poles the general motions of the atmosphere
t be towards the east, and in the torrid zone towards the west

;

they ^

nparison with those in the <

mo«;phere's receding entirel
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only a comparatively small depression ttere, as represented in

the^figure, and instead of its being about 4,000 feet lower at the

equator than at the place of its maximum height near the trop-

ics, there must be only a very slight depression there, both on

account of the small pressure from the equator, and also on ac-

count of the upward expansion arising from a greater tempera-

11. That the atmosphere must assume the preceding figure in

consequence of the eastward motion toward the poles and west-

ward motion near the equator, will be readily understood from the

following illustration. It is well known that if the atmosphere

had the same motion of rotation with the earth, that it would
assume the s ^
greater angular motion, that is, if it had an

lative to the earth, the increased centrifugal force would evi-

dently cause it to accumulate at the equator and to be depressed

at the poles. On the other hand, if it had a less angular mo-
tion, that is, a motion westward relative to tlie earth, it would
accumulate at the poles and be depressed at the equator. Hence,

since the motion is eastward in the higher latitudes and west-

ward near the equator, it is plain that there must be a depres-

sion at both the poles and the equator, and consequently an ac-

cumulation having its maximum height at some parallel be-

of the earth's

tmosphere de-

td 0.8 n factor,

olar regions, and hence the term

the poles. All the east or west
motion of the atmosphere is consequently destroyed by the re-

sistances at these places, and hence as B, 6 vanishes there also,

there is a belt of calms at the equator, called the equatorial calm
belt, and there must be also a region of calms about the poles.

V6. As the motion of the atmosphere is east towards the poles

and west near the equator, somewhere between the equator and
the poles there must be a parallel of no motion east or west, which,

in the case of no resistance, was determined upon the hypothesis
of an initial state of rest, and found to be at the parallel of 35°,

(§ 9). In the case of the atmosphere this parallel is entirely in-

dependent of the initial state of the atmosphere, and depends in

a great measure upon the law of resistance, and hence it cannot

be accurately determined. It is evident, however, that the east

and west motions of the atmosphere at the earth's surface must

be such that the sum of the resistances of each part of the earth's

surface multiplied into its distance from the axis of rotation,

must be equal to 0, else the velocity of tho enrth's rotation would
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be continually accelerated or retarded, whicli cannot arise from
any mutual action between the surface of the earth and the sur-

rounding atmosphere. Now, as the part of the earth's surface

where the motion of the atmosphere is west is much farther from
the axis than the part where it is east, the latter part must com-
prise more than half of the earth's surface, unless tjie velocity of
the eastern motion towards the poles is much greater than that of
the western motion near the equator. Therefore,' since one-half
of the earth's surface is contained between the parallels of S0°,
the parallels of no east or west motion at the earth's surface must
fall within these parallels, and they are accordingly found on
the ocean to be near the tropics. Hence the maximum height
of the atmosphere, as represented in the figure, must also be
near the same parallels.

14. The increase of pressure arising from the accumulation of
atmosphere near the tropics, caused principally by the deflecting

forces (§ 5) arising from the more rapid east and west motions of
the atmosphere in the upper regions, where there is least resist-

ance, gives the atmosphere a tendency to flow from beneath this

accumulation both towards the equator and the poles, since the
motions, and consequently the forces, which cause this accumu-
lation, are much less near the surface. But on account of the
greater density of the atmosphere towards the poles, it has a ten-

dency also to flow, at the earth's surface, from the poles towards
the equator. Between the parallels of greatest pressure and the
equator, these tendencies combine, and produce a strong surface
current, which, combining with the westward motion there,

gives rise to the well-known northeast wind in the northern
hemisphere, and the southeast wind in the southern hemisphere,
called the trade winds. But between the parallels of greatest

pressure and the poles, these tendencies are opposed to each
other, and the one arising from the accumulation of atmosphere
near the tropics being the greater in the middle latitudes, causes
the atmosphere to flow at the earth's surface towards the poles

;

and this motion, combining with the general eastward motion of
the atmosphere in those latitudes, gives rise to the southwest
"wind in the northern hemisphere and the northwest wind in the
southern hemisphere, called the passage winds.

15. Near the poles, the tendency to flow towards the equator
seems to be the greater, and causes a current there from the

poles, which, being deflected westward (§ 5,) causes a slight

hortheast wind in the north frigid zone, and a southeast wind
in the south frigid zone. But this is only near the earth's sur-

face
; and the general tendency of the atmosphere in the upper

regions must be towards the east, as will be seen.

16. Since the atmosphere near the tropics can have no motion
in any direction at the earth's surface, there are calm belts there,

AiL JouB. Scl-Second Sehies, Vol, SXXI, No. 91.-Ja>-., im.
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called the tropical ealm belts. Near the polar circles, where the

polar and passage winds meet, there must also be calm belts,

which may be called polar calm belts. The motions of the at-

mosphere, therefore, at the earth's surface, if they were not modi-

fied by the influence of continents, would be as represented in

the interior of the figure, in which the heavy lines represent the

calm belts. 'On account of the influence of the continents, these

belts are some^vhat displaced and irregular, and on account of the

varying position of the Sun, they change their positions a little

in different seasons of the year,

'The southern limit of the polar winds in the northern hemi-

sphere, and also the limit between the trade and passage winds,

has been determined by Prof. J. H. Coffin, from the discussion

of a great number of observations at different points, and given

in a chart, in his treatise on the winds, published in the seventh

volume of the Smithsonian Contributions,

17. That the atmosphere is depressed at the equator and the

poles, and has its maximum height near the tropics, as has been

represented, is indicated by barometrical pressure. It was form-

erly thought that this pressure, at the level of the ocean, was

very nearly 30 inches in all latitudes ; but it is now well estab-

lished that it is much less towards the poles than near the trop-

ics, and also a little less at the equator. Says Captain Wilkes

:

" The most remarkable phenomenon which our observations

have shown is the irregular outline of the atmosphere surround-

ing the earth as indicated by the pressure upon the measured col-

umn at dilFerent parts of the surface. Our barometrical obser-

vations show a depression within the tropics, a bulging in the

temperate zone, again undergoing a depression on advancing to-

wards the arctic and antarctic circles."

Says Sir James Boss;* "Our barometrical experiments ap-

pear to prove that the atmospheric pressure is considerably
less at the equator than near the tropics ; and to the south of the

tropic of Capricorn, where it is greatest, a gradual diminution
occurs as the latitude is increased, as will be s'hown from the fol-

lowing Table, derived from hourly observations of the height of

the column of mercurv between the 20th of November, 1839,
and the 31st of July, 1843."

F.fraH from Mass's Table.

Latituae. Pressure. -Utitude.— We^i^r^—^-Uiii^dT- F^i?^

Equator.

29-467 29 078

54 26 29-347
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18. The fallowing table, first published by M. Schouw, and
reduced here from millimetres to English inches, shows that

there is a similar bulging of the atmosphere in the middle lati-

tudes and depression at the pole in the northern hemisphere, as

has been observed in the southern hemisphere.

Place.

Cape, 30-040

Rio Janeiro. 23 S.' 30-073 Altona,

Christianburg 5 30 K Dantzic,

LaGuayra,^ 29-928 Konigsberg,

^^-'
23 so-oS ^=Ji, 56

29-905

Tenerifife, 30-087 Christiana,

Madeira,

?Z1.
30-213

lii"'
30-036 29-607

Naples.

Flo'rence. 29-996 Eyafiord,'

Avignon, Godhaverh,

Bol^na. 44 30 30-008 Upernnvik,
Padua, Mellville Isle 29-807

Paris, 49 29976 Spitsbergen. 75 30

19. From the preceding tables, it is seen that the barometric
pressure is much less, especiallj in the southern hemisphere,
towards the poles than at the equator, although the density

towards the poles is much greater, and hence the depression
there must be considerable.

20. It has been seen (§ 1), that, in consequence of the earth's

rotation, the interchanging motion of the atmosphere between
the equator and the poles give rise to a force, by which this mo-
tion itself is counteracted. For instance, the motion toward the
poles in the upper regions causes an eastward motion which
gives rise to a force toward the. equator, and which, consequently,

the motion toward the poles, and the motion toward

equatar produces a westward motion which [' '"' "'" ~

motion toward the equator. ._ .

therefore, between the equator and the poles, is not produced by
the whole force arising from the difference of density between
the equator and the poles, but by a small difference only between
the two farces. Hence if the earth had no rotatory motion, the

force which produces this motion would be very much greater,

and there would be a sweeping hurricane from the pole to the

equator.

21. It is evident, where the motions of the atmosphere are

resisted bv the earth's surface, that all the conditions cannot be

satisfied by a motion at the surface ft'om the poles towards the

equator, and by a counter motion in the upper regions. For we
have seen (§ 13,) that the atmosphere at the surface of the earth
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must have an eastern motion in tlie middle latitudes ; but it

cannot have such a motion, unless it also have a motion toward the

poles, in order that the deflecting force (§ 6) arising from this mo-

T overcome the resistance to the eastern motion. But

,ent there cannot be a complete reversal of the motions

liddle latitudes, but some portion of it must flow toward

the poles in the upper regions, else the eastern motion there

could not be greater than at the surface, which the conditions

require. The motions, therefore, must be somewhat aa repre-

sented in the figure. The part of the atmosphere next the earth's

surface in the middle latitudes having a motion towards the poles,

extends to a considerable height, since it- generally embraces the

1 of fair weather clouds, as may be seen by observation.

Since the force arising from the eastward motion of the

phere above must resist in a great measure the tendency to

flow from the equator to the poles, caused by the difference of

level arising from a greater upward expansion of the atmo-

sphere near the equator on account of a greater temperature, and

since this difference of level, and consequently the tendency to

flow toward the poles, must increase with the height, the east-

ward motion in the middle and higher latitudes must be much
greater above than below, and in the trade wind region, near

the tropical calm-belts, where the motion is westward below it

must be toward the east above. This is also evident from the

general consideration, that the whole amount of deflecting force

lr

stward arising from the motion of the atmosphere towards the

Is equal to the deflecting force westward arising from its

back towards the equator, and that the deflecting force

eastward is principally above where there is less resistance than

near the surface. Hence, at the top of Mauna Loa in the Sand-

wich Islands, and on the peak of Teneriflfe, both of which places

are near the tropical calm-belt at the surface, a strong south-

west wind prevails. Hence, also, "on the eruption of St. Tin-

cent, in 1812, ashes were deposited at Barbadoes, sixty or sev-

enty miles eastward, and also on the decks of vessels one hun-

dred miles still further east, whilst the trade wind at the surface

was blowing in its usual direction." The eastward motion of the

atmosphere above, in the latitudes of the trade winds, is also

confirmed by observations made on the directions of the clouds

at Colonia Tovar, Venezuela, latitude 10° 26', as given in the

Keport of the Smithsonian Institution for 1857 (p. 254). While
the motion of the lower clouds was in general from some point

towards the east, the observed motion of nearly aU the higher

clouds was from some point towards the west.

23. From what precedes, the limit between the atmosphere

which moves eastward in the middle latitudes and westward

nearer the equator, which at the earth's surface is at the tropical
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calm belt, must be a plane incliEing toward the equator above.
And since, according to (§ 21), the atmosphere near the earth's

surface cannot have an eastward motion, unless it also has a
motion toward the poles, this plane near the earth's surface

must nearly coincide with the one which separates the atmo-
sphere moving towards the poles from that moving towards the
equator, in the trade wind regions, and hence the latter must
also incline above towards the equator. This explains the
winds at the peak of Teneriffe, which at the top always blow
from the southwest while at the base they blow alternately

from the northwest and northeast, changing with the seasons.

As the tropical calm belt together with this dividing plane
changes its position with the seasons, as will be explained, in

the latter part of summer when this plane is farthest north, it

from the southwest, even when at the base it blows from the

northeast. As this plane moves south in the fall, more of the
peak gradually becomes north of it ; and hence the southwest
wind, which always prevails at the top, gradually descends
lower on the sides of the peak until it reaches the base. Hence,
when this plane reaches its most southern position, in the latter

part of winter, the southwest wind prevails at both the base and

24. The depression of the atmosphere at the poles and at the

equator, and the accumulation near the tropics, may be explained
n a general manner by means of the principle in (§ 5) that when
a body moves in any direction in the northern hemisphere, it is

deflected to the right, and the contrary in the southern. The
atmosphere towards the poles having an eastward motion, the de-

flecting force arising from it causes a pressure towards the equator,
and the motion near the equator being westward, the pressure is

towards the poles ; and hence there must be a depression at the
poles and at the equator, and an accumulation near the tropics.

Since this deflecting force is as cos ^, it is small near the equator

;

and, consequently the depression there is small.

25. According to the preceding tables of barometric pressure,

there is more atmosphere in the northern than in the southern
liemisphere. Says Sir James Eoss, '

' the cause of the atmosphere
being so very much less in the southern than in the northern
hemisphere remains to be determined." This is very satisfacto-

rily accounted for by the preceding principle ; for as there is

much more land, with high mountain ranges, in the northern

hemisphere, than in the southern, the resistances are greater,

and consequently the eastern motions, upon which the deflecting

force depends, is much less ; and the consequence is, that the

more rapid motions of the southern hemisphere cause a greater
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depression there, and a greater part of the atmosphere to be

thrown into the northern hemisphere.

This also accounts for the mean position of the equatorial

calm belt being, in general, a little north of the equator. But

in the Pacific Ocean, where there is nearly as much water north

of the equator as south, its position nearly coincides with the

equator.

For the same reason the tropical calm belt of the northern

hemisphere is farther from the equator than that of the southern

hemisphere ; and, on account of the irregular distribution of the

land and water of the two hemispheres in different longitudes, it

does not coincide with any parallel of latitude. In the longitude

of Asia, where there is all land in the northern hemisphere and

the Indian Ocean in the southern, this belt, which is also the

dividing line which separates the winds which blow east from

those which blow west, is farther from the equator than at any

other place, as shown by Professor Coffin's chart.

26. In winter, the difference of temperature between the equa-

tor and the poles, upon which the disturbance of the atmosphere

depends, is much greater than in summer ; this causes the east-

ward motion of the atmosphere in either hemisphere during its

winter to be greater, while in the other hemisphere it is less.

Hence a portion of the volume of the atmosphere in winter is

thrown into the other hemisphere
; but, although the volume or

height of the atmosphere is then less, yet, being more dense, the

barometric pressure remains nearly the same. The difference

at Paris, and in the middle latitudes generally, between winter

and summer, is only about j\ of an inch.

On account of this alternate change with the seasons of the

velocity of the eastward motion of the atmosphere in the two
hemispheres, the equatorial and tropical calm belts change their

positions a little, moving north during our spring, and south in

the fall.

III. The Motions of the Atmosphere arising from local disturbances,

I'i. Besides the general disturbance of equilibrium arising

from a difference of speciac gravity between the equator and the

poles, which causes the general motions of the atmosphere, treat-

ed m the last section, there are also more local disturbances,
arising fn.rn a un^t^r rarefaction of the atmosphere over limited

porti . -

' '

"u^e, which give rise to the various
ine_ incUuliiii: cyclones or revolving

h'M*. ;iquo(>us \upor, the atmosphere at

any { than the surrounding portions, it

asceniK, ....a i-i. ~ .- " .ini.iig heavier atmosphere flows in below,

to supply Its place, wlule a counter current is consequently pro-
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duced above. As the lower strata of atmosphere generally con-
tain a certain quantity of aqueous vapor, which is condensed after

arising to a certain height, and forms clouds and rain, the caloric

given out in the condensation, in accordance with Espy's theory,

produces a still greater rarefaction, and doubtless adds very much
to the disturbance of equilibrium, and to the motive power of
storms. So long, then, as the ascending atmosphere over the

area of greater rarefaction is supplied with aqueous vapor by the

current flowing in from all sides below, the disturbance of equi-

librium must continue, and consequently the local disturbances of

the atmosphere to which it gives rise, whether those of an ordi-

nary rain storm, or a cyclone, may continue many days, Avhile

the general motions of the atmosphere may carry this disturbed

area several thousands of miles.

28. When the area of rarefaction is such as to cause the

atmosphere to flow in below from all sides toward a centre and
the reverse above, thus establishing a constantly interchanging

motion between the internal and external part, the case becomes
very similar to that of the general hemispherical motions of the

atmosphere in which the motion is between the polar and equa-

torial parts. For if the earth's rotation on its axis is analyzed
with reference to any other axis, the pole of which is at the dis-

tance of 6 from the pole of the earth, it is found to have a rotation

around this latter axis equal to n cos 6 (Peirce's Analytical Me-
chanics, §25). Hence the interchanging motion between the

internal and external part in this case must cause the internal

part to gyrate around the centre from right to left in the northern

hemisphere, and the external part the contrary way, and thus

give rise to a cyclone or revolving storm just as in the case of the

hemispherical motions the part nearest the pole acquires an east-

ward motion, and that near the equator a westward motion.
This is also evident from the princijile demonstrated in § 5,

according to which the atmosphere in flowing toward the center

below, must be alwaj^s deflected in the northern hemisphere to

the right, and consequently give it a gyratory motion around the

center from right to left. In moving out above toward the

external part, the deflection tends to give the atmosphere a gy-
ratory motion the contrary way, and hence in flowing out above
the gyratory motion which it has while rising to the upper strata

m the interior, is not only destroyed but on arriving at the exter-

nal part it has a gyratory motion the contrary way. In the

southern hemisphere", since" the deflections there are all to the left

of the direction of motion, the gyrations are all reversed, which
is the observed law of storms in all parts of the world, as shown
by Kedfield, and also by Reid, in his Law of Storms. It is also

evident that at the equator, where cos^ vanishes, upon which
tiie deflecting force depends, there cannot be a cyclone, and hence,
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of all those which EedHeld has investigated, and given in his

charts of their routes, none have been traced within 10° of the

equator. The typhoons or cyclones, also, of the China sea, have
never been observed within 9° of the equator.

29. In the case of the general hemispherical motions the inter-

nal or polar part is most dense, but in the case of cyclones the

external part. Hence the motions between the centre and the

external part are different, in the former case the motion toward

the centre being above, but in the latter below. In the case of

no resistances from the earth's surface this does not affect the

gyrations, since on account of the action of the difierent strata

upon one another, they all eventually have the same gyratory

motion. But where there are resistances, they cause the gyra-

tions in the external part to be most rapid above j ust as in the

system of hemispherical motions, they are most rapid above in

the internal or polar part.

30. If the gyrations were not resisted by the earth's surface it

is evident that the rapid gyrations of the cyclone would cause

the atmosphere to recede entirely from the centre, but on account

of the resistance the very rapid gyrations are in genei

great measure prevented, so that instead of a complete
the strata of the atmosphere are only somewhat <

the interior, as represented :

2. For since the force which pro-
duces the gyrations depends upon I

the velocity of the flow to and
from the centre, it is evident, that,

at the centre and at the external
'

part of the disturbed portion of atmosphere, where this velocity

must vanish, the resistances destroy all gyratory motion. Hence,
instead of very rapid gyrations near the centre, as in the case of

no resistances, there must be a calm there, and the most rapid
gyrations be at some distance from the centre, in accordance with
observation. The diameter of the comparatively calm portion, in

the centre of the large cyclones, is sometimes about 30 miles.

The velocity of gyration of the external part, which, in the case

of no resistances, is small, is in a great measure destroyed by the
resistances of the surrounding atmosphere, so that it is, for the
most part, insensible to observation, and only the more rapid
gyrations of the internal part are observed The motion of gy-
ration combined with the motion at the earth's surface towards
the centre, gives rise to a spiral motion towards the centre,

exactly in accordance with the observed motions of the atmo-
sphere in great storms or hurricanes, as has been shown by
Kedfield, in a number of papers on the subject, published in this

Journal
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81. Since the atmosphere is depressed in the middle of cy-
clones, they must sensibly affect the barometer; and this is the
trae cause of all the great barometrical oscillations, as was first

suggested by Redfield.* As the cyclone approaches, there is

generall}-- a very slight rise of the barometrical column, which is

at its maximum at the greatest accumulation near the external
part of the cyclone, after which it is gradually depressed, until

the middle of the cyclone arrives, where the atmosphere is most
depressed, when the barometer is at its minimum, and then it

returns in a reverse manner to its former height, when the cyclone
has passed. In great storms the mercury sometimes falls more
than two inches. In oblong storms, and all imperfectly developed
cyclones, the same phenomena must take place in some measure,
as in a complete cyclone. We have reason to conclude, there-

fore, that nearly all the oscillations of the barometer are caused
by a cyclonic motion of the atmosphere, by which it is depressed
in the middle of the cyclones. The cyclones may be very irreg-

ular and imperfectly developed, and not of sufficient violence to

produce a strong wind, and several may frequently interfere with
one another, so that the oscillations may frequently be very slight

ones only, and very irregular.

Since the gyratory motion of a cyclone, and the consequent
depression at the centre, depend upon a term containing as a
factor, cos (9, (§ 28), which is the sine of the latitude, according
to the preceding theory of barometrical oscillation, the oscilla-

tions should be small near the equator, and increase towards the

poles, somewhat as the sine of the latitude. Accordingly, at the

equator, the mean monthly range of oscillation is only two mil-

limetres, or less than yV of an inch, while there is a gradual
increase with the latitude; so that at Paris it is 23-66""", and at

Iceland, 35'91"'"*. (Kaemtz's Meteorology, by C. Walker, page

32. The greater rarefaction of the atmosphere at some timea
than at others, without doubt, has considerable effect, upon the-

barometer; but the theory which attributes the whole of the

barometrical oscillations to the rarefaction of the atmosphere
produced by the condensation of vapor in the formation of
clouds and rain, can not be maintained; for according to that

theory, in the rainy belt near the equator, where there are always
copious rains during the day, which are succeeded by a clear at-

mosphere during the night, the oscillations of the barometer
should be greatest, and towards the poles, where there is little

condensation of vapor into rain, they should be the least; but

we have seen that just the reverse of this is true. The atmo-

sphere is extremely mobile, so that if there were much difference

* This Jonrnal, [l], x-x, 45.
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centre produced by this difference of pressure, did not give rise

to a cyclonic motion, and thus to a centrifugal force combined
with the deflecting force arising from the earth's rotation which
in a great measure counteracts the force arising from a difference

of pressure between the external and internal parts. If therefore

the earth had no rotation, the oscillations of the barometer would
be no greater in any part of the earth than, they are at the

equator.

83. When the disturbance of equilibrium is great, but extends

over a small area only, the centripetal force is much greater than

in the case of large cyclones, and the gyrations are then very
rapid and very near the centre, as in the case of tornadoes.

Tornadoes generally occur when the surface of the earth is very
warm, and the atmosphere calm. For then the strata near the

surface becomes very much rarefied, and are consequently in a

kind of unstable equilibrium for a while,'when from some slight

cause, the rarefied atmosphere rushes up at some point through
the strata above, and consequently flows in rapidly from all sides

below, and then, unless the sum of all the initi-al moments of

gyration around the centre is exactly equal 0, which can rarely
ever be the case, it must run into rapid gyrations near the centre,

and a tornado is the consequence. This mav be exemplified by
the flowing of water through a hole in the^bottom of a vessel
If the fluid at the beginning is entirely at rest, it runs out with-
out any gyrations : but if there is the least perceptible initial

gyratory motion, it runs into very rapid gyrations near the

34. In the case of tornadoes, which are always of small extent,
the influence of the earth's rotation in producing gyrations 13

generally very small in comparison with that of the initial state
of the atmosphere, so that the gyration depends principally upon
the initial gyratory state of the atmosphere with regard' to the
centre of the tornado, and may be either from right to left, or the
contrary. Hence there may be tornadoes at "the equator, al-

though there cannot be large cyclones. In large cvclones the
effect of the initial state, except at the equator, is insignificant in
comparison with the influence of the earth's rotation

; and the
latter, moreover, is a constant influence, while the former is soon
destroyed by resistances. Hence large cyclones are of long du-
ration, while small tornadoes, depending principally upoiT the
initial gyratory state for their violence, are soon overcome by
the resistances.

So. On account of the centrifugal force arising from the rapid
gj'rations near the centre of a tornado, it must frequently be
nearly a vacuum. Hence, when a tornado passes over a build-
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ing, tlie external pressure, in a great measure, is suddenly
removed, when the atmosphere within, not being able to escape
at once, exerts a pressure upon the interior of perhaps nearly
fifteen pounds to the square inch, which causes the parts to be
thrown in every direction to a great distance. For the same
reason, also, the corks fly from empty bottles, and every thing
with air conSned within, explodes.

36. When a tornado happens at sea, it generally produces a
water-spout. This is generally first formed above, in the form
of a cloud, shaped like a funnel or inverted cone. As there is

[le motions m tne iipper strata tnan near tne
earth's surface, the rapid gyratory motion commences there first,

when the upper strata of tlie agitated portion of atmosphere have
a tendency to assume somewhat the form of the strata in the case
of no resistance. This draws down the strata of cold air above,
which, coming in contact with the warm and moist atmosphere
ascending in the middle of the tornado, condenses the vapor
and forms the funnel-shaped cloud. As the gyratory motion
becomes more violent, it gradually overcomes the resistances

nearer the surface of the sea, and the vertex of the funnel-shaped
cloud gradually descends lower, and the imperfect vacuum of
the centre of the tornado reaches the sea, up which the water
has a tendency to ascend to a certain height, and thence the
rapidly ascending spiral motion of the atmosphere carries the
spray upward, 'until it joins the cloud above, when the water
spout is complete. The upper part of a water-spout is frequently
form^ed in tornadoes on land.

When tornadoes happen on sandy plains, instead of water-
spouts they produce the moving pillars of sand which are often
seen on sandy deserts.

87. The routes of cyclones in all parts of the world, which
have been traced throughout their whole extent, have been found
by Redfield* to be somewhat of the form of a parabola, as repre-
sented in fig. 8. Commencing generally near the equator, the
cyclone at first moves in a direction only a little north or south
of west, according to the hemisphere, when its route is gradually
recurvated towards the east, having its vertex in the latitude of
the tropical calm belt. The motion of a cyclone toward the poles
inay be accounted for by the principle in § 5. The motion of the

equatorial side of a cyclone in either hemisphere is always toward
the east, and hence tiie deflecting force causes a pressure toward
the equator, but that of the polar side being always toward the

west, the deflecting force causes a pressure toward the pole.

Now these deflecting forces being as the sine of the latitude, as

may be seen from (§ 5), the pressure on the polar side toward

* See this Journal, SpcodcI Series, vol. i, Chart i.
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the poJe is greater than on the other side toward the equator, and

hence the cvclone moves in the direction of the greatest pressure.

It is not to be supposed, however, that there is an actual transfer

of all the atmosphere of a cyclone from the equator to the pohu-

regions. For the motions and pressure of the cyclone being

greater on the polar side, where the deflecting forces which cause

it are greatest, its action upon the atmosphere in advance of it is

greater than on the equatorial side, where these forces are much

less, and hence new portions of the atmosphere are being contin-

ually brought into action on the one side, while the resistance of

the earth's surface, and the adjacent portions of atmosphere on

the other side, are continually overcoming the comparatively

weak forces there, and destroying the gyratory motion of the

C3'clone ; so that the centre of the cyclone is being continually

formed in advanced portions of the atmosphere. Since many
cyclones are more than one thousand miles in diameter, the

difference in the violence of its action on the two sides is very

considerable. Hence the interior and most violent portion of a

cyclone, always gyrating from right to left in the northern hem-

isphere, and the contrary in the southern, must always gradually

move towards the pole of the hemisphere in which it is. "While

between the equator and the tropical calm belt, it is carried

westward by the general westward motion of the atmosphere

there, but after passing the tropical calm belt, the general motion

of the atmosphere carries it eastward, and hence the parabolic

form of its route is the resultant of the general motions of the

atmosphere, and of its gradual motion toward the pole.
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TV. The Motions of the Ocean.

38. Besides the actions of tlie sun and moon which give rise

to the tides, there are onlj^ two causes which can produce any
sensible motions of the waters of the ocean. One of these is the
action of the atmosphere upon the surface of the ocean, and the
other, the difference of density between the water near the equa-
tor and that towards the poles, arising from a difference of tem-
perature. The general motions of the atmosphere at the surface

of the ocean have a tendency to cause a Avestward motion of the

water in the torrid zone, and an eastward motion in the middle
and higher latitudes ; and from what we know of the effects of
strong winds upon the ocean, we have reason to think that these

general motions of the atmosphere are adequate to produce sensi-

ble motions, since, after the inertia of the water is once overcome,
which, however small the force, is only a question of time, the

only force necessary is that which is adequate to overcome the

resistance of friction, which is very small where the velocity is

small. The difference of density between the equator and the

poles causes a slight interchanging motion of the water between
them, and consequently, where not interrupted by continents, it

produces a system of motions in the ocean similar to those of
the atmosphere. Hence these two causes of oceanic disturbance,

whatever their relative weight, both act in the same directions,

and conjointly cause the observed westward motion of the ocean
near the equator, and eastward motion towards the poles.

39. The westward motion of the water of the ocean in the

torrid zone was first observed by Columbus, and is now well

established ; and observations also show that there is a motion
towards the east in higher latitudes. A bottle thrown into the

ocean near Cape Horn was picked up three and a half vears

afterward at port Phillip, Australia, a distance of 9000 rniles^

which makes the eastward velocity in that latitude more than T

miles per da}-. And Sir James Eoss, when sailing eastward
near Prince Edward's Island, found himself every day from 12
to 16 miles by observation in advance of his reckoning. {.Voy-

<ige to the Antarctic Seas, vol. ii, p. 96.) But a westward motion
being established in the torrid zone, an eastward motion in the

higher latitudes must be admitted; for, as was shown in the case
of the atmosphere (§ 13), the one cannot exist without the other.

40. It has generally been supposed that the equatorial west-

ward current of the ocean is caused principally by the action of

the westward winds there; but Professor Guyot thinks that "it

is too deep and rapid to admit of being explained by their action

alone," and that "the difference of temperature betwen the re-

gions near the equator and those near the poles controls all other

causes by its power and the constancy of its action." {Earth and
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Man, pp. 189, 190.) The torsive or deflecting force wliich causes

the westward motion of tlie atmosphere and the ocean in the

equatorial regions, and the eastward motion in the higher lati-

tudes, has been shown to be as the velocity of the interchanging

motion between the equatorial and the polar regions; and hence

if this motion in both were similar, the relative amount of this

force in each must be as the whole mass multiplied into the velo-

cit}- of this motion between the equator and the poles. If we
suppose the ocean to be 3 miles in depth, its mass is about 500

times that of the atmosphere, and hence if the motion between

the equator and the poles were only ji^ of that of the atmos-

phere, the part of the force which gives it a westward motion

near the equator, and an eastward motion towards the poles,

arising from this cause, must be greater than that of the action

of the atmosphere upon it, since the whole amount of this force

in the atmosphere is not spent upon the ocean, but only that part

which overcomes the resistances to its motions. Although the

effect of temperature in producing a difference of density, and

consequently of disturbing the equilibrium, is very much less in

the ocean than in the atmosphere, yet since the amount of motion
which a given disturbing force will produce where time is not

considered, depends as has been stated, upon the amount of the

resistances, and not upon the amount of inertia to be overcome

;

and since the resistances diminish as the square of the velocity,

a very small amount of disturbing force arising from a difference

of density must be adequate to cause an interchanging motion in

the ocean between the equatorial and the polar regions equal to

5^^ of that of the atmosphere ; and hence we have reason to

think that a greater part of the motions of the ocean is due to

this cause than to the action of the atmosphere upon it.

41. The motions of the ocean being similar to those of the at-

mosphere, they must cause a slight elevation of the surface about
the parallels of 30°, and a depression at the equator and the poles,

just as in the case of the atmosphere, except that it will be less

in the ratio of the relative velocities of the motions of the ocean
and of the atmosphere. If we suppose the east and west motions
of the ocean to be -g\ of those of the atmosphere at the earth's

surface, which would require the maximum eastward velocitv in

the southern hemisphere to be about 10 miles per day, it would
cause the surface of the ocean in the southern hemisphere to be

about 15 feet higher at the parallel of 30° than at the pole, and
also a little higher than at the equator. Now if the motions
which cause this accumulation of water were the same at the

bottom of the ocean as at the surface, there would be no tenden-

cy of the water to flow out at the bottom from beneath this

accumulation; but since the motions there must be much less, it

must flow out both towards the equator and the pole, especially
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toward the latter, as the depression there is much the greater.

Since the density of sea-water does not increase below the tem-

perature of 28°, the density of the ocean does not increase

beyond a certain latitude, and hence there is no flow of the water

at "the bottom from the poles toward the equator, arising from
the maximum density at the pole, as seems to be the case in a

very slight degree in "the atmosphere, but the under current at

the'bottom, arising from the greater pressure about the parallel

of 30°, must extend entirely to the poles ; so that there must be

a slight tendency of the water to rise at the poles, and flow at the

surface some distance towards the middle latitudes. As the wa-

ter tOAvard the bottom of the ocean is always about the same as

the mean temperature of the earth, when it first rises to the sur-

face at the pole, it must be much warmer than it is after it has

flowed some distance from it, and hence we have reason to think

that there may be open polar seas, surrounded by barriers of ice

at some distance from the pole, where there is the maximum
temperature of the surface water. A surface current from the

poles is indicated by the motions of icebergs in both hemispheres

from the polar regions towards a lower latitude.

42. Where the east and west motions of the ocean are entirely

intercepted by continents, as in the northern hemisphere, the

water receives a slight gyratory m.otion from left to right. The
Avestward motion of the waters of the Atlantic in the torrid zone,

impinging against the continent of America, causes the surface

of tiie water of the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico to be a

little above the general level, while the eastward motion of the

northern part of the Atlantic causes the surface of the water ad-

jacent to the eastern coast of North America, in that latitude, to

be a little lower. Hence there is a flow of warm water from the

Gulf of Mexico along the coast of the United States to ward the

lower level about Newfoundland, which, on account of the pecu-

liar configuration of the coast about the Gulf of Mexico, and the

peninsula of Florida, gives rise to the Gulf Stream. The east-

"''^-rird motion also of the northern part of the Atlantic causes the

-nice of the water on the western coast of Europe to be a little

• than the general level, while the westward motion in the

M zone causes it to be depressed, on the western Coast of

- -li -a, a little below this level, and hence the water of the eastern

' of the Atlantic, flowing from a higher to a lower level, has

•lion toward the the equator. The whole of the North At-

;i'- has therefore a very slight gyratory motion from left to

1^ and is supposed to make a complete gyration in about three

IC. A portion of the equatorial current flowing from the

ln_:her level of the Caribbean Sea toward Cape Horp causes the

Brazil current, which is deflected eastward by the general east-
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ward motion of the Southern Ocean. The east side of the South

Atlantic, as well as that of the North Atlantic, seems to have a

motion toward the equator. Says Sir James Eoss, " There is a

current from the Cape of Good Hope along the west coast of

Africa 60 miles wide, 200 fathoms deep, with a velocity of one

mile per hour, of the mean temperature of the ocean." {Voyage

to the Southern Seas, vol. ii, p. 85.) This cannot be a portion of

the Mozambique current from the warm waters of the Indian

Ocean, passing around the Cape of Good Hope, and giving rise
'

to the equatorial current of the Atlantic, as has been supposed,

but must come fi-om the colder waters of the Southern Ocean,

Hence the South Atlantic also has a tendency to assume a gyra-

tory motion, and the equatorial current of the Atlantic is merely

the" equatorial portion of these two gyrations, with perhaps a

small part of the Mozambique current passing around the Cape.

44. The general eastward motion of the water of the northern

part of the Atlantic, and the consequent depression of the water

next the coast of iSTorth America, is the cause of the cold current

of water flowing from Baffin's Bay and the east coast of Green-

land, between the Gulf Stream and the coast of the United States

called the Greenland current;. Since the warm water of the Gulf
Stream, in flowing northward, is deflected toward the east (§ 5),

and that of the Greenland current, in flowing south, tends toward
the west, there is no intermingling of the waters of the two cur-

rents, but they are kept entirely separate as if divided by a wall,

as has been established by the Coast Survey.
45. There must be a motion of the waters somewhat similar

to the Gulf Stream and the Greenland current, wherever the

great equatorial current impinges against a continent, and the

eastward motion toward the poles is interrupted. Hence, on the

eastern coast of South America there is the warm Brazil current

which has been mentioned, and on the eastern coast of Asia
there is the warm China current, flowing toward the north, sim-

ilar to the Gulf Stream, and the cold Asiatic current insinuating
itself between it and the coast, like the Greenland current. On
the east coast of Africa, also, there is the Mozambique current
flowing south like the Brazil current, and it is also now well

established that, east of the Cape of Good Hope, the general

tendency of the water is toward the south. This water must
mingle with the general eastward current of the South Sea, and
hence there is a slight tendency to a gyratory motion in the In-

dian Ocean also.

46. On the western sides of the continents there is a motion
somewhat the reverse of this, and instead of a warm current

flowing north, there is a cold one flowing toward the equator, as

has been shown to be the case in the Atlantic. Hence, on the

west coast of North America there is a flow of colder water
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along the coast from the north, and on the west coast of South
America is Hurnboldfs current, much colder than the rest of the
ocean in the same latitude, both tending toward the equator to
join the great westward current there across the Pacific, and to
fill up, as it were, the vacuum which this current has a tendency
to leave about the equator, on the west coast of America.

47. With regard to the gyratory motion of the oceans, it may
be further added here, that such gyrations are clearly demon-
strated by the positions of the isothermal lines, as has been
shown by Professor Dana, in a paper read at the twelfth meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science
{Proceedings, vol. xii, p. 77). According to this paper, the
isothermal line of 68° P., in winter, extends, in the North At-
lantic, from 56° N". on the American side, to 12° N. on the
African, and in the South Atlantic, from latitude 31° S. on the
South American coast, to 7° S. on the African side. Similar
evidences are given of gyratory motions, in a less degree, in both
the North and South Pacific, and also in the Indian Ocean.

48. When a portion of fluid on the earth's surface gyrates from
left to right, the deflecting force arising from the earth's rotation
being in this case toward the interior, the surface assumes a
slightly convex form. The water of the North Atlantic having
a very small gyratory velocity in comparison with that of the
earth's rotation, the interior is a little elevated above the general
level, and consequently the pressure upon the bottom increased.
Now the gyrations which cause this elevation in the middle being
principally toward the top, the increased pressure upon the bot-
tom causes the fluid there to flow out on all sides with a very
small velocity, towards the circumference, and hence the water
at the surface has a slight tendency to flow in from all sides to-

wards the interior to supply its place. This completely accounts
for that vast accumulation of drift and sea-weed, covering a large
portion of the interior of the North Atlantic, called the Sargasso
Sea. From what has been stated, the North Pacific must also
nave a slight gyratory motion from left to right, and hence it

likewise has its Sargasso Sea.

V. The Motions of Solid Bodies at the Earth's Surface.

49. It has been shown that if a body were set in motion upon
the earth's surface it would move with uniform velocity, but
would be continually deflected to one side. When the range of
motion is small, cos 6 (equations (5)) may be regarded as con-
stant, and hence the deflecting force in this case is- constant, and
must cause the body set in motion to describe the circumference
of a circle. If we put ? for the radius of curvature, and m for

Am. Jolk. Sci.-Secoki) Series, Vol. XXXI, Xo. 91.-Jan., 1861.
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the angular velocity about tlie center of curvature, the centrifu-

gal force of the body is §m^ which must be put equal to the

deflecting force, (equation 5), Hence we have

Also, since v is the lineal velocity of the moving body,

From these two equations we get

50. When the range of motion is so small that cos 6 may be

regarded as constant, q and m are constant, and hence the body

then moves with a uniform angular velocity in the circumference

of a circle. If we put ^for the time of a revolution, we shall

Hence, since v disappears in the result, Tis independent of the

initial velocity.

61. If a body is forced to move in a straight line F (equation

(6)) is the lateral pressure of that body. K we put v=60, which
is a velocity of about 40 miles per hour, the equation gives F=
stVs ffj

a,t the parallel of 45°. Hence if a railroad train moves
in a straight line 40 miles per hour at the parallel of 45°, the

lateral pressure is jj\j of its weight, and this is precisely the

same in all directions, and not in the direction of the meridian

brating pendulum. If the pendulum were suspended
pole it would evidently vibrate in the same plane in space, and
consequently perform a gyration in one day. Since the velocity

of the earth's revolution around any other point of the earth's

surface is ncos^ (§28), the time of gyration there is ^0=

1 day X sec. 6.

53. This same deflecting force may be used to explain some of

the niotions of a rotating body. Suppose such a body be placed

with its axis of rotation in any direction parallel with the hori-

zon. Then the motions of the upper and lower parts being in

contrary directions relative to the earth, and the deflecting force

in both being either to the right or the left, according to the

hemisphere in which it is, gives the axis of rotation a tendency

to assume a perpendicular position. But there are other forces

beside these horizontally deflecting forces, so that all the forc^

' * Tills result was erroneously given in the Mathematical Monthly, 1 day X mc, *.
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wliich tend to change the position of the axis would not be in

equilibrium with the axis in that position! For the equatorial
side then would have a motion coinciding in direction with the

motion of the earth's rotation, while the other side would have a
1

1

ansmg J

that of the rotating body, would be greater on the equatorial

than on the polar side, and give the axis of the rotating body a
tendencj^ to move in the plane of meridian. It might be easily

shown, when the axis has a position parallel with the axis of the

earth, that the forces which tend to change its direction are then
in equilibrium, and consequently the axis, if free to turn in any
direction, does not change its position.

54. These deductions from theory are in exact accordance witli

some very delicate experiments made by Foucault with a pecu-
liar form of gyroscope, an account of which is given in this

Journal, Second Series, vol. xv, p. 263. See also vol. xix, p.

Art. Y1.^ Geographical Notices; by D. C. Oilman. No. XV.

ARCTIC EXPLORATIONS.

The Hayes Expedition.—At a meeting of the council of the
- '

- ^
- 15^ I860, Henry

Hayes dated at

J. 14, 1860, and
reporting the progress up to that point of the Arctic Exploring
Expedition under his command. It will be remembered that
the particular object which Dr. Hayes has in view is to deter-

mine whether or not there is an Open Polar Sea, as Dr. Kane had

American G-eographical Society, held November 15, I860, Henry
Grinnell, Esq., presented a letter from Dr. I. I. Hay
XJpernavik on the west coast of Greenland, Aug. 14,

good reason to believe. The opinions of Dr. Hayes on this sub-
ject are set forth in an article from his pen in this Journal, [2]
XXIX, 401, and more fully in a small volume entitled "An Arctic
Boat Journey," (New York, 1859, 12°, pp. 375).

Dr. Hayes sailed from Boston, July 10, 1860, in a small ves-
sel of 140 tons named the " United States," fitted out by the lib-

erality of gentlemen in New York, Boston, Washington, Phila-
delphia, and other parts of this country, under the auspices,
though not under the official responsibility of the American Geo-
graphical Society of New York. Every thing had been propi-

tious up to the time of his writing from Upernavik, and Com-
mander and crew were in excellent spirits in view of their long

prospective seclusion from the inhabited world. Dr. Hayes still

adhered to his plan of wintering at Cape Frazer (lat. 79" 42').



North Greenland, Aug. U, 1860. \

-I have the pleasure to report for the information of the

patrons and friends of the expedition my arrival at this port.

AVe made a quick passage from Bosto'n. The schooner proved herself

to be a good sea boat, and behaved admirably during some very heavy

weather. No serious accident occurred.

On the twenty-first day out we were off Godhaven, and on the 5th

inst. we anchored in the harbor of Proven. That settlement or outpost

in theUpernavik district is forty miles southward from Upernavik. We
were there detained in restowing our cargo, so that we might put below,

the deck-load of lumber intended for our winter housing, and otherwise

better prepare the vessel for the ice encounters. We put to sea again s

the earliest practicable ]
' ' - -- -j ^l- - — *i- -

the 12th inst. We fou

Company. She will be
^

mail by the hands of Dr. Rudolph, the retiring Governor of Upernavik,

who returns in her to Copenhagen, and who has politely offered to do me

Through the kindness and liberality of Mr. Hanson, the Governor of

Upernavik, and of Dr. Rudolph, I have obtained at Proven and Uperna-

vik all the dogs that I require, and such furs as are essential to my party.

Mr. Hanson and Dr. Rudolph have generously placed at my disposal

everything which their personal property or the public stores will afford,

for the promotion of the interest of the Expedition.

I have also been fortunate in obtaining the services of an excellent in-

terpreter, Mr. Peter Jonson. He has had much experience in the man-
agement of dogs, and is a good hunter. He resides at Tessinsak, sixty

miles northward from Upernavik, at which place I shall halt to take on

board his team of dogs, which will make, with those on hand, twenty -five.

It is my melancholy duty to report the death by apoplexy, of my car-

penter, Gebsen Caruthers. He was found dead in his bunk last Sunday
morning. His body was placed in the burial-ground adjoining the

church at Upernavik ; and I have directed a railing to be constructed

around the grave, and a suitable inscription to be placed over it. The
loss of Mr. Caruthers is deeply to be regretted. He formerly sailed under
Capt. De Haven, in the first Grinnell expedition, and in addition to his

experience among the ice and his skill as a workman, he was thoroughly
devoted to the best interests of this expedition, and I had great hopes of

his future usefulness.

It is impossible for me to predict anything with respect to the prospects

The season has been backward, but the weather has been very mild

during the past ten days, and the recent southerly gales have doubtless

broken the ice. The wind now blows fresh from the northeast, and if

there is much ice before us it will be driven to the southwest.

We shall leave here to-morrow, and attempt at once the Melville Bay

passage, and shall hope to make Smith's Strait not later than the 1st oi'
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Sept. If successful in this endeavor, we shall have abundant time to
secure a convenient harbor on the coast of Grinnell's Land. You are
already aware that I anticipate (from observations made by myself upon
this coast in 1854) reaching Cape Frazer, lat. 79 degrees, 42 minutes,
where I propose spending the winter. A degree lower, however,
will place one within practicable reach of my proposed field of explora-
tion. If the condition of the ice will permit, I will immediately—after

a winter harbor has been selected—carry f

using for next summer's labors, and some
sible, and then leave them, secured against the bears, and return to the

schooner after the winter has firmly set the ice. Early next spring, we
shall push forward advance depots, and should we find either ice or water,

we shall endeavor to accomplish with boats or sledges, or with both, the

chief object of the voyage before the close of the summer. If this for-

tune awaits us, we shall then return home without unnecessary delay. I

do not, however, anticipate this result, but I expect that we shall be de-

I shall endeavor by every means to avoid a third year's absence. We
carry with us, however, food and fuel for that period, and in the event of

our being so long detained I do not fear adverse results. With the fresh

supplies we have on board I believe we can resist the scurvy.

I do not hesitate to express my belief that, although we are late, we
are in season. Capt. Inglefield left this port on the 16th of August,

1852, and the important results which he achieved during the following

month in Smith, Jones and Lancaster Sounds, are well known.
I am informed by Governor Hanson that the whaling fleet did not

succeed in passing Melville Bay this year, but you are aware of the fact

that after a certain period it would be useless for them to succeed ; August
is the most open month of the year.

I shall however avoid every unnecessary risk of being caught by the

wmter in the middle of the ice. Should the prospects of success appear
to be peculiarly discouraging, I shall return southward and winter at one
of the Danish settlements.

My party are in excellent spirits, and earnest in the performance of
their duties, and you may rest assured that no efibrt will be spared to

accomplish the object of our undertaking in the shortest possible time.

To favor this, we have every facility whicii experience has indicated.

Our camp equipments are of the most compact and portable description.

The food prepared expressly for the expedition by the American Desica-
ting Company in New York, consisting of soup, beef and potato, is excel-

lent, and fully equals my expectations. Of this food we have three thou-
sand pounds—equal to about thirty thousand pounds of the raw mate-
rial. I have tried it during the passage, and consider the several articles

umted preferable to the ordinary pemmican. Pemmican of the finest

qnaiity may at any time be made of our beef by the addition of lard, of

which we have an abundant supply. With good and sufficient food,

with every essential for the promotion of health and comfort, with united

and earnest companions, and with a vessel well suited for the service, I

have, upon leaving this last outpost of cliristian spttlement, every reason

to fcpl greatly encouraged and to expect succ*?*-.
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Trusting our lives and fortunes to the keeping of Him who alone is

omnipotent, we sever in a few hours our connection with the civilized

world, and enter upon our work, looking hopefully to the future.

With the best wishes for the prosperity of you and yours, and with

many sincere thanks for the liberality which you and your associates

have displayed in our outfit and preparation, I beg you to believe me,

With great regard your obedient servant,

Isaac I. Hayes.

eipt of this letter, Dr.

William Longshaw, Jr., of East Cambridge, who had left this

country with Dr. Hayes as Surgeon to the Expedition, arrived

in Boston, having been compelled to return on account of injury

to his eye-sight which rendered him nearly " snow-blind." He

licated to the

allow us to reprint. The expedition sailed from Upernavik, Au-
gust 14th, for Tessinsak where it had arrived on the 23d of that

month. It was here that Dr. Longshaw parted from the com-
pany. Dr. Hayes found a small village of Esquimaux at Tes-

sinsak (the home of his interpreter,) some of whom were em-
ployed to make up into clothing the furs purchased at Uper-

2. HaWs Search for the Relics of Franklin's Expedition.—

A

short time previous to the departure of Dr. Hayes, Mr. C. F.

Hall of Cincinnati, conceived the project of searching for fur-

ther remains of the Franklin expedition. About the first of

June, 1860, he set out from New London, in a whaling vessel

named the " George Henry " belonging to Messrs. Williams &
Haven of that port. A letter just received from him dated
at Holsteinberg, Greenland, July l7th, was communicated to the
American Geographical Society by Mr. Grinnell, at the meet-
ing above referred to. In respect to the plans and outfit of
Mr. Hall we are happy to publish the following information,
communicated in a private letter from Henry E. Bond, Esq., of

New London, in answer to enquiries which were addressed to

him on the part of this Journal.

"New London, ISoy. 20, 1860.

* * " Mr. C. E. Hall is a printer who has resided at Cincin-

nati. He has had no experience whatever as an Arctic explorer,

but has always felt interested in northern voyages of discovery

and has particularly turned his attention to the various expe-

ditions sent out in search of Sir John Franklin. On the return

of M'CIintock's Expedition, he conceived the idea of fitting a
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small vessel and sailing for King Williams Land (where the vari-
ous Franklin relics were discovered) with the hope of finding
some of Franklin's men, still living among the Esquimaux of
that region. Being unable to secure funds sufficient for this

purpose, he changed his plans and after an interview with Capt.
Buddington of this place who was about to sail north on a
whaling voyage, he decided with the consent of the owners, to

take passage on the "George Henry," (Capt. B.'s ship) and pass
the coming winter at that vessel's winter quarters in Cumberland
Inlet—there to accustom himself to the climate, and as far as

possible, to acquaint himself with the Esquimaux language, and
habits of living, which latter he intends to adopt. In the spring
he proposes to start in a boat (which he had prepared, and took
with him for that purpose) with half a dozen or more picked
natives, and plenty of dogs, for King Williams Land. His boat
is so arranged, that it can be placed on sledges, so that he can
make his way along, by land or water, as required.

After leaving Cumberland Inlet, he will either follow up the

east coast of Fox Channel (yet unexplored between 66° 30' and
70°) to the Straits of the Hecla and Fury, and thence southward
and coastwise, until he reaches King Williams Land ;—or he
will cross Fox Channel at about 66°, thence across Kae Isthmus,
by sledges to Committee Bay, and so on by water to his destina-

tion. He does not expect to have any white companions, but
hopes to be able so to Equimaux-ise himself as to be able to

communicate personally with, and make himself at home among,
such natives as he may meet. He intends to be absent two or
three years, during which time he expects to examine care-

fully King Williams Land, and the main land south, about Great
Fish river, for relics of Franklin's Expedition, as he thinks

""
M'Clintock; and he

^ ^ Datives of that region,

for such of Franklin's men as may be still living. Hall takes
with him such scientific instruments as he may need, a quantity
of provisions, articles of trade for the natives and a full supply
of ammunition on which latter he will mainly depend for his

subsistence. His expenses are paid by contributions from in-

dividuals in Cincinnati, Philadelphia and New York. Messrs.

Williams & Haven give him his passage in their "George
Henry " to the whaling ground and he expects to make his way-

back to that point and return home in some whaler when his

mission is accomplished.
Hall is physically rather a fat, heavy man, but is full of enthu-

siasm, pluck and spirit. His enterprise is a very daring one

;

still if he finds himself able to endure the climate, and the Es-

quimaux mode of living, he may accomplish something. If he
reaches King William's Land in good condition, his chances of
discovering other relics seem good." * * *
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I Mr. Hall's letter to Mr. Grinnell we present a few €

r voyage thus far has heen attended with calms, fog;
' )nging it to 39 days. The usual time may be s

We arrived here in Holsteinberg harbor on

The Rescue, of your first expedition in search of

50, arrived at midnight of July 11. The George Henry

Rescue parted company the third night out, during a heavy wma ; out

lolsteinberg being the rendezvous, each vessel made its course direct here.

My health is excellent—better than ever. I enjoy myself beyond measure.
"^ ' ' ^ '; speak to you of the coopers'' ^ "'""

' ' ^ "' ^the(from Capt. Buddiiigton, Avho has the command of both the George Henry

and Rescue. If I could have had the choice of 10,000 men, excellent

navigators in the waters of the north, and withal good and true men, I

could not have selected a better one than Capt. Sydney J. Buddiugton.

The house of Messrs. Williams and Haven, whose generosity in belialf of

my voyage to the north should ever be remembered, know well that

their interests in the George Henry and Rescue are in the hands of one

of the most careful seamen that comes here in the Arctic seas.

It gives me pleasure, also, to communicate respecting the atteutiou and

hospitality extended to me by Gov. Elberg of Holsteinberg.

He, in company with the European ladies of Holsteinberg, have spent

several hours on board the George Henry, and in nothing do they seem

Grinnell Expeditions of 1850-'51, and 1853-'54-'55, as written and
illustrated by the lamented Kane. Happily, I had these volumes with me.
The Governor was also interested in the work of Captain (now Sir) F. L.

McClintock. At a tea-party given by the Governor on the evening of

liy 10, i was invited to give a general

r McClintock, in hii
'

uch amazed with t

hole company presei

Lhe priest\wife, who was blue with cold." "The priest's wife," Mrs.

oyage here to the Arctic regions.

_ ialness of Gov. Elberg, in readintr I

t McClintock's account of his gift c

jovialness of Gov. Elberg

tfcClintock's account of L

iras blue with cold." ". ,

the party and seemed to enjoy the joke quite as well

ilintock I have with me, as there are

nvestigate personally, when on King

I must take the only copy of McClintock I have w
many statements m it that I wish to investigate person
William's Land next year.

I have visited various mountains of Greenland during our stay here,

and know of no part of the world where there is better opportunity for

the geologist to investigate the stratification of the earth's crust than here

in the north. By the by, Gov. Elberg has presented me with numerous
specimens of fossil fish, from North Strom Fiord, the only place where

they can be obtained, Mr. McClintock says they are interesting as being

of unknown geological date.*

Before me, on the table in my cabin, where I am writing this, is a

beautiful bouquet of Arctic flowers, in great variety, sent me by several

young Esquimaux ladies of Holsteinberg. I am astonished at the pro-

fuseness of Nature's productions here.

* See this Journ. [2], xxi, Sia-33S and xxvi, 119, for .ige oi' Arctic rocks.—Eds.
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July IS.—It is intended that we leave here at the earliest moment.
Yesterday, by the assistance of Gov. Elberg and Capt. Buddington, I pur-
chased an excellent team of sledge dogs. Next winter will find me half
Esquimaux, I doubt not. Capt.^'Buddington intends finding good quar-
ters for the George Henry, then proceeding with me through Frobisher's
Straits and Fox Channel. Circumstances will decide as to penetrating
also Repulse Bay. I shall learn much practical information this winter.

July 23, 1 o'clock, a.m.—A fresh breeze now prevails. We are now off
for the west side of Davis's Straits."

P. S.—Since the foregoing was in type, a later letter has beea
received by Mr. Grinnell from Mr. Hall. It is written from his
proposed winter quarters, lat. 62° 61' 30" N., long. 65° 04' 45"
W., but the day and month are not specified. Hall had lost his-

expedition boat, but was in good spirits, hoping to prosecute his
journey early in the spring. He claims to have discovered that
Frobisher's Strait is not a strait but an inlet.

3. Capt Parker Snow^s Proposal to Search for the Franhlin
Relics.—A brief allusion has already been made in this Journal
to the desire of Cfapt. Parker Snow of the British Mercantile
Marine, to go in search of the records and other memorials
which it is hoped may still be in existence, as relics of the lost

Franklin expedition. At the Oxford meeting (1860) of the
British Association he presented his views at some length, and
his paper together with a report of the comments which it called
out, an introduction and an appendix, has been recently pub-
lished in a pamphlet form. (London, E. Stanford, 1860, 90 pp.,
8vo.) Capt. Snow argues with much earnestness that all the
mformation thus far gathered in respect to the fate of Franklin's
party indicates that further traces of the expedition must still

be in existence near King William's Land, and the peninsula of
Boothia. He even thinks that survivors of the party may still

be found. Holding these opinions, he desires to go on the
search, and appeals to the British public for aid to the amount
of £3500, which he thinks will be sufficient to equip a small
vessel (say from seventy-five to ninety tons) and maintain a suf-
ficient crew during a period of two years. He states his desire
to enter the Arctic seas, through Behring's Straits, hoping to
reach King William's Land the first summer.
,
A writer in the Tribune informs us that on account of inabil-

ity to raise the funds which he hoped for, Capt. Snow now pro-
poses a well-equipped boat-party, to leave England in the early
spring, and reach King William's Land fromlhe East, the sum
already collected being sufficient to fit out such a party.

4. McClintoch's Arctic Soundings.—The London Athen^um
*o^^.ovember 17, 1860, contains the following letter from Capt.

McChntock, giving some particulars in respect to his attempt to
Am. Joce. Sci.—Second Sekies, Vol. XXXI, No. 91.-Jas., 1861.
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ake a line of de

" Bulldog, near Rockall, Nov. 6./

" Closed at Kiilybeg's, Nov. 1 1.
j"

My dear CoUinson,—We liave nearly brouglit to a close about a.>

ally falls to the lot of the most hardworking—even of

I have been up (in the ship) to the head of Hamiltonsurveying

Inlet, but South Greenland we fo'und enveloped

pack, so much so that I had to go up to Godthaab (64" north) befov,^ i

could get into any harbor. On the 29th of September I succeded ii;

ting into Julianshaab, where I e::pected to find the Fox, but could '

no mtelligence whatever respecting her. Our vessel was the earir

arrive there this season ; the ice having been impenetrable. The Fox

Capt. Allan Young, Col. Shafner and Dr. Rae on board) had not :ir

at Hamilton Inlet on the I'lth of September, and I fear she hr,-

detained by ice on the east coast of Greenland, although in a letter Y
left for me at Reikiavik he says he intended going first to Julian

to obtain an interpreter for"' the east coast. We have had de>|

weather since the beginning of October. A gale on the 8th of <

'

almost crippled us; we lost two boats, had our bowsprits snapped

a sea, but as the gammoning held it fast, he has since been 'righted."

at least looks shipsliaiie. The iron tiller was also broken, and a va^*

of damage done to tiie sponsons, paddle-wheels, bulwarks, &c., lyii;,.

under bare poles for thirty hours, sleet aloft, and seas coming over n^

below, unable to cook, &c., disagreeable enough even for a 'Polar: To

accomplish a line of soundings from Cape Farewell to Rockall, ha'i

proved rather beyond our powers at this late season, and with sueh con-

tinued severe weather
;
yet we have sounded at intervals the whole war,

and I think sufficiently for ordinary purposes. Southwest of Iceland,

whore we expected 2,000 fathoms, we only found 748 fathoms, and in

1,260 fathoms we brought up a living star-fish ! I tried in July, August,

September and October, yet could not approach Cape Farewell from the

southwest, within forty-five miles, the intermediate space being close pack;
but at the same time the present is such a bad year that the Danes in

Greenland say that they have not had one like it for nearly thirty years.

It has been very favorable in Labrador, and very little ice is seen there.

In Iceland also, the summer has been very fine". We have had much
more icework than I expected, and the ship has suffered accordingly;
paddle-arms bent, cutwater chafed away, and copper bolts standino- out;

the ship rolls very heavily, and is now quite eager for a good caulking. I

think we have done our work well ; at least we have 'done all we can.

Instead of a deep channel leading into Hamilton Inlet, I doubt if forty-

five fathoms can be carried inside the outer Islands, and would reduce the

width of the main channel to about five miles, and there is an exterior

bank along that part of the coast, having between 100 and 200 fathoins

water on it. * * I have completed the soundings across to Rockall,

but they are at long intervals, and not as straight in line as they would

deep water again inside of the Rockall Bank, 1,310 fathoms about mid-
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" F. L. McClintock, R. N."

Heuglin's Seakch foe Dr. Vogel, in Central Africa.—
The fate of Dr. Edward Vogel, who set out in 1853, under the

patronage of the British Government, to cooperate in the explo-

rations of Central Africa then already undertaken by Eichard-

son, Barth, and Overweg, has remained until the present time

shrouded in complete mystery. This brave young man, the

third son of Dr. Charles Vogel, a distinguished School Director

in Leipsic, landed at Tripoti on the 7th of March, 1853, (his

twenty-fourth birth-day) and began his African researches. On
the first of January, 1856, he set out from Kuka, on the west-

ern shore of Lake Tsad intending to return to Europe by way
of Wadai, Darfur, Kordofan and the Nile. The items of intel-

ligence which have since been gathered from various sources give

reason to believe that he reached the capital of Wadai, Wara,
and that he was beheaded by the Sultan of that land, although

indeed there is a possibility that he is still imprisoned in that

country. Every effort to gain more definite information has
hitherto failed.

By the kindness of Dr. A. Petermann, of Gotha, the editor of
the Geographische Mittheilungen, we have been informed of a

noble project, recently put forth, for enlisting the people of
(i^crmany 'in a special expedition, of which the object will be
to determine if possible the fate of Dr. Vogel, to recover any
remains which may be in existence of his journal and observa-

tions, and to prosecute those geographical and scientific inqui-

ries to which his life has in all probability been an offering.

Fortunately the right man is known for this bold and difficult

enterprise. Mr. Theodore von Heuglin, for seven years Aus-
trian Consul at Chartum on the Nile, a traveller and observer

whose writings are well known in geographical literature, stands

ready to go forth in search of tidings of his countryman. A
committee of which the Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha is the

President, Justus Perthes the Treasurer, and Dr. Petermann the

Secretary, has recently been organized, and is diligently engaged
in enlisting the sympathies and" securing the aid of liberal Ger-

mans in promoting researches which the dictates of humanity
as well as the interest of science so loudly call for.

From the various circulars which this committee have put

forth, we gain the following additional particulars. Mr. von

Heuglin is said to be qualified for his proposed task in all the

most important requisites of an African exi>lorer. He is accus-

tomed to the climate, acquainted with the luii,^'iinges aiKi liaiuts

of the natives, skilled in astronomical ::

vations,—a good draughtsman, and b
and travels in Africa known to many i;:



Mr. von Hetiglin proposed to leave Europe last autumn, and
since in Cairo and Chartum lie is acquainted with trustwor hy
servants and has a supply of scientific instruments, he will make
the Nile lands the basis of his enterprise, endeavoring at the

same time, to have reserved supplies at Bengasi, a town on the

North African coast which has direct commercial relations with

Wadai. He proposes, if pecuniary resources allow, to secure

the services of a botanist as a companion. It is thought that

three or four years will be occupied by the expedition, and that

its entire cost, in addition to the private resources of the explorer,

will fall between twelve and twenty thousand thalers. At the

date of our last advices about one third of the necessary amount
had already been secured, wholly from the German compatriots

of Heuglin and Vogel. As the enterprise is regarded in " the

fatherland " as an expression of national union in the advance-

ment of science, we cannot but hope that among the adopted

citizens of this country from Germany, so many of whom have

acquired ample fortunes, there will some men of liberality be

found ready and eager to aid in carrying forward a project which
is full of promise.

Medical Statistics of the XJ. S. Army.—The Surgeon
General of the U. S. Army, Gen. Thomas Lawton, has recently

presented to Congress a statistical report on the sickness and
mortality of the United States Army, between Jan. 1855, and
Jan. 1860, prepared by Dr. R. H. Coolidge, Assist. Surg. U. S. A.
Although this document is chiefly devoted to sanitary discus-

' " ' '
al charac-

ws on the

geographical distribution of various forms of disease.

Two such reports have previously been printed, the first cov-

ering a period of twenty years, from 1819 to 1839, and the sec-

ond a period of sixteen years, from 1839 to 1855. This may be

considered accordingly as a supplement or continuation, the gen-

eral arrangement before adopted being still adhered to, that is,

the details being arranged in geographical divisions and regions

having similar climatological features.

The volume is accompanied by an outline map of the United

States, on a scale of 1 : 10,000,000, being unincumbered with

the ordinary topographical details, and political divisions,—it

presents to the eye in a very clear and satisfactory manner the

limits of the seven military dfepartraents of this Government, the

East, the West, Texas, New Mexico, Utah, Oregon and Califor-

nia, and also indicates the site of all military posts, both forts

and arsenals throughout the entire country.

Squiek's Collection of Original Documents concerning

THE Discovery of America.—Mr. E. G. Squier, well known
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for his archgeological attainments and his printed works in refer-

ence to the early history of America, has announced the publi-
cation of a series of papers, chiefly from the Spanish archives,

concerning the discovery and conquest of America, which ho
proposes to issue in the original, with translations, illustrative

notes, maps and biographical sketches. The materials for the
series have been collected, partly from the Spanish archives, and
]>artly from Central America, during a period of ten years' study
of American archaeology. The scheme is deserving of the ut-

most encouragement, as under any circumstances it must appeal
to a limited circle of students. The collection will be indis-

pensable to the geographical or historical student, and an honor-
able companion and supplement to the great collections of Ter-

naux-Compans, Munoz and Navarrete. The proposal of Mr.
Squier to print the original document as well as the translation

in every case, will meet with universal acceptance. The first

volume of the series, containing Palacio's description of Guaz-
acapan, Izalco, Cuscatlan, Chiquimula, in 1576, has already ap-

peared. Subscriptions for this and the subsequent volumes may
be addressed to the Editor, Mr. E. G. Squier, 205 East Tenth
Street, New York.
Among the manuscripts collected for publication are the fol-

lowing :

I. Carta dirijida al Rey de Espana por el Licenciado Don Diego Gar-

cia, de Palacio, Oydor de la Real Audiencia de Guatemala, ano 1576.

Report on the Provinces of Guazacapan, Izalco, Cuscatlan, and Chiquimula in the

ancient Audiencia of Guatemala, with an account of the languages, customs, and
religion of the aboriginal inhabitants, and a description, the fii'st ever given, of the
Ruing of Copan. Origi7ial Spanish, Translation and Notes, with a J/ap.—(Ready.)

II. Relacion del Descubrirniento y Conquista de las provincias de Nica-

ragua, dirijida al Rey de Espaiia, por el Capitan Gil Gonzalez Davila,

desde la Ciudad de Santo Domingo de la Isla Espanola, 6 dias del mes
de Marzo, de 1524 ailos.

Gil Gonzalez Davila was the first discoverer and conqueror of Nicaragua, and this

character of the country and its inhabitants. Although largely used by Oviedo, Pe-
ter Martyr, and Hererra, it has never been published.

III. Cartas del Adelantado Don Pedro de Alvarado, escrita al Rey de
Espana y al Capitan Hernando Cortez, sobre la Conquista y Pacificacion

de los Revnos de Guatemala, y la Expedicion que hizo desde el Puerto
de Iztapa'd Peru, etc.

These letters of Don Pedro de Alvarado, the celebrated Lieutenant of Cortez in

Mexico, the Conqueror and afterwards Royal Governor of Guatemala, are seventeea
«n number, of which three only have been printed. They give an account of the

reduction of the rich and powerful Kingdoms of the Zutugils, Quiches, and Kachiquels
of Guatemala, and also of hk campaign against the Pipils of Cuscatlan (now San
Salvador), and his Exf^dition to Peru

IV. Relacion luuy circumstanciada, escrita al Rey, de los sucesos de

Juan Vasquez de Coronado, en las Provincijxs de Nuevo Cartago y Costa



Rica en la Paeificacion y Descubrimjento de ellas, por el Cabildo de la

Ciudad y Provincia de Costa Rica, en 12 de Diciembre, 1562.

de Coronado. in the Provinces of New Cartage and Costa Rica, and in their reduction

and pacification, by the Municipality of the City and Province of Costa Rica, De-

V. Relacion dirigida al Rey por Pedrarias Davila, de las Tierras, Cos-

tas y Puertos que estaban descubiertos en el Mar del Sur, desde la Villa

de Bruselas que estaba poblado en el Golfo de San Lucar, hasta Neguepio

que por otro nombre tambien se llamaba Cuzcatan, distancia de 200 le-

guas; anol529.
Relation to the King of Spain, by Pedro Arias de Avila, concerning the lands,

coasts, and ports which have been discovered in the South Sea, from the city of

Brussles in tlie Gulf of San Lucar. to Neguepio, caUed also Cuzcatan, a distance of

200 leagues. Dated in the year 1339.

VI. Relation que en el Consejo Real de las Indias hizeo el Licenciado

Antonio de Leon Pinelo, Relator de su Alteza, Sobre la Paeificacion y
Poblacion de las Provincias del Manche i Lacandon, que pretende hazer

Don Diego de Vera Ordonez de Villaquiran, Cavallero de la Orden de la

Calatrava, etc.; ano 1638.

"Tratado de Confirniaciones Rfales, etc," in his capacity of historical Secretary or

reporter to the Council of the Indias, on the remarkable and even now but little

known district, occupied by unconquered Indian tribes, which lies between Guate-
mala, Chiapa, Tabasco, and Yucatan. It gives a comprehensive summary of all that

seems to liave been compiled from original, and, as yet, unpublished, documents in

cil exclusively, and only enough were printed to give a copy to each member. Prub-

ably 110 copy of the present document exists, except the one under notice, which

seems to have belonged to Pinelo himself, as may be inferred from the MS. crrec-

'. de Yucatan y
de Rienveuida ; ano 1548.

VIII. Relacion de la Provir

IX. Descripcion de las Islas Guanai'as
;
parte de un Inl

1639, de orden del Presidente de Guatemala, por Don Fra
i Lugo, Gobernador i Capitan General de Honduras.
X. Rela

I Paz, y (

tenidas en ella, conao son montes, fuentes, animales, aves, y plantas y ar-

boledas, del numero de los pueblos y distancia de la Iglesias y fundacion

de ellas, y de lo que cada uno tiene; y finalmente del numero de geute,

sus lenguas, su policia y Xpiandad, de.sde el ano de 1544, hasta este de

1575.

XL Discurso de Felipe de Aninon, sobre las utilidades y ventaias que
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Art. Yll.— Researches on the Platinum Metals; by Wolcott
Gibbs, M.D., Prof, of Chemistry and Physics in the Free
Academy, New York.

Reprinted by permission from the Contrib. of the Smithsonian Institution, Vol. XII.

The material which formed the subject of the present investi-

gation was chiefly obtained from the United States Assay Office

and from the Philadelphia Mint, and I am indebted for it to the
kmdness of Dr. Torrey and of Prof Bache. Messrs. Cornelius
of Philadelphia have also liberally presented me Avith about 600
grammes of the Siberian osmiridium—a supply which has been
of great assistance and for which I desire to express my thanks.
The samples obtained from the mint at different times and which
had been subjected to different preliminary processes, varied
greatly in appearance. In some cases the ore was in distinct

scales rather whiter than the Siberian osmiridium ; in a sample
of this kind Dr. Genth detected distinct crystals, belonging to
the rhombohedral system. Other specimens resembled a fine

grey metallic sand, while others again (obtained from the sweep-
ings of the Assay Office) presented a heavy grey powder. Nearly
all the ores contained more or less iron mechanically mixed
which could be extracted by the magnet or dissolved out by
acids. Nitro-muriatic acid in particular acted powerfully upon
many specimens, dissolving portions of the platinum metals as
well as iron and even so far attacking the osmiridium itself as
to occasion a distinct evolution of free osmic acid. In California

! is, I believe, almost always associated with gold, from
" le to separate it by washing. At

,
the gold is melted with twice i

the gold alloy is poured off, there remams a mass contammg
nearly all the osmiridium mixed with gold. This mass is fused
repeatedly with silver and the last traces of silver and gold are
finally removed by treatment with nitric and nitro-muriatic acid
and washing. The osmiridium is sold to the manufecturers of
gold pens who extract from it the excessively hard particles
which serve for the points of pens : the rest is returned to the
assay office. The amount of osmiridium obtained in this way
does not exceed a few ounces in every million of dollars, anS
many samples of gold are entirely free from it. It cannot how-
ever be doubted that large quantities of the ore will be obtained
whenever important practical applications of the metals contained
in It shall create a demand.*

* Br. Torr

which it is of course impossible to separate it by washmg
the Assay office, in this city, the gold is melted with tw
weight of silver and the osmiridium allowed to settle.
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The density of the osmiridmm obtained from California varies

greatly in different samples : in one specimen, composed of lai-ge

dull white plates but sHghtly acted on by nitro-muriatic acid,

the specific gravity as determined by Eose's method was found

to be 19'352. No very definite conclusions can be reached how-

ever from such determinations, since, as Berzelius has remarked,

the separate scales or grains have probably very different com-

positions. According to Gr. Kose, the density of the Siberian ore

varies from 19-3 to 21-1. Dr. Torrey has found among the

scales of the Californian ore some which could be flattened un-

der the hammer ; these were probably platin-iridium. In gene-

ral, however, the scales are not malleable ; some of a lead gray

or bluish tint being with great difficulty cut by the emory dust

employed by the gold pen makers. In color the scales vary

from nearly silver white to dark gray.

§ 2.

The resolution of the ores of iridium, osmium, etc., and the

separation of the different platinum metals from each other, have

researches of Wollaston, Berzelius, Wohler and other chemists

have thrown much light on the subject, and though Glaus, in

particular, in his elaborate " Beitriige zur Chemie der Platin-Me-

talle" has done much to free the chemical history of this group

from the errors of his predecessors, I yet found that much re-

mained to be done, especially as the Californian ore differs from

ment of the ores necessary. In the course of the investigation

which I have undertaken, I have been able to test upon consid-

erable quantities of material, nearly all the methods of working
the ores of osmium, etc., which have hitherto been employed.
As the experience thus obtained has been at great expense of

time and labor I will here give it as concisely as possible, be-

lieving that it will be useful to others, who may hereafter take

up the same subject.

States Assay Office, the proportion of osmiridium in the CalLfomia gold, did not ex-

ceed half an ounce to the million of dollars. Afterward, the proportion rapidly in-

creased till the average was seven or eight ounces to the million of gold. Then for

a year or more the quantity diminished, but for the last year it hag been as large as

ever. These differences depend upon the variable composition of the native gold,

and the constant discovery of new diggings.

The grains of osmiridium, suitable for pens, are roundish and solid,

:k or heated. They seem to nave a anterent composition
tabular crystals. The proportion of them is usually not i

tained in a single ounce. The very best are wor



Fremy's* most recent method consists in roasting the ore
in a current of air or oxygen at a strong red heat. Under
these circumstances the osmium is in a great measure removed
as osrnic acid, while the other metals are more or less com-
pletely oxydized. The mass from which the osmium has been
removed is then to be fused with nitre, after which the re-

maining osmium may be separated by distillation with nitric

acid. Freniy gives a method for the separation of the other
metals from each other, which however cannot yield these in

a state of purity. The separation of the osmium by roasting,

has undoubtedly the advantage of giving pure osmic acid m
large quantity and at small expense of materials. On the other

hand, this process is not applicable to all the
—

•

-• - -^ -~

does not remove all the c

viate the necessity of one or more subsequent fusions with pow-
erful oxydizing agents. So far as the iridium, rhodium and ru-

thenium are concerned, it is better to oxydize at once as Glaus

recommends, by fusion with nitre and caustic potash. In on ex-

periment which I made to test Fremy's process and in which I

employed California ore in the form of fine gray sand and heated
to full whiteness in a porcelain tube. I obtained after long heat-

ing but little osmic acid ; the tube became clogged and broke,
and after cooling I found that the ore had actually melted and
presented a gray mass, having the shape of the tube in which it

was fused. This mass resembled when broken a fine grained
cast iron

; it was very hard and distinctly crystalline upon those
parts of the fracture nearest the surface. As the large scales of
osmiridium from California do not melt before the flame of the
compound blowpipe this result was very unexpected ; it was
doubtless owing to the large quantity of iron which the ore con-
tained.

'r published in 1835, Persozf gave a method of

^idium by fin
"

^
i is to be mixed with carbonate^ of soda and s

worki ulphids.

_ _ . ^^hurand
then projected into a strongly heated earthen crucible. The
crucible is then to be heated to whiteness, allowed to cool and
broken. According to Persoz, the contents of the crucible con-
sist of three layers, of which the lowest contains nearly all the
sulphids of the platinum metals. The two lower lavers are to
be treated with water to dissolve the alkaline sulphids, and the
remaining mass heated with oxyd of mercury which leaves oxyd
of iridium—according to Persoz—while oxyd of osmium and
metallic mercury are expelled.

* Comptea ^endus, xxxviii, 1003.
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Weiss and Doebereiner* confirmed the results of Persoz so far

as the conversion of the platinum metals into sulphids was con-

cerned. They recommended the fusion of the sulphids, after re-

moving those of sodium and of iron by washing with water and

chlorhydric acid, with carbonate of potash and saltpetre, so as

to oxydize the sulphur and the platinum metals at the same time.

By this process the ore is almost completely resolved in two ope-

vith the California ore, I ob-

mation of the metall:

phids. After digesting the fused matter with chlorhydric acid

and washing, there remained a greyish mass of crystalline scales,

which resisted even boiling nitro-muriatic acid^—no smell of

osrnic acid being perceptible. These scales were however pow-

erfully acted upon by fused caustic potash to which saltpetre

was cautiously added, or by a mixture of carbonate and nitrate

of potash, but the process could only be conducted on a small

scale in consequence of excessive frothing which rendered it

necessary to use very large vessels. Chlorine gas at a red heat

exerted no sensible action upon the mixed sulphids.

The difficulties attending the fusion of the mixed sulphids

with oxydizing agents may however be readily overcome by

previously reducing them to' the metallic state. This is most sim-

ply accomplished by a method suggested to me by Dr. Genth,

which consists in evaporating the sulphids to dryness with a

small excess of strong sulphuric acid and then igniting gently,

A gray metallic sponge remains, which contains all the platinum

metals with a small quantity of iron. It is easily reduced to a

fine powder by rubbing in a mortar and may then be completely
oxydized by Claus' method presently to be described. Nitro-

muriatic acid acts very slightly upon this metallic mixture and

I have not found it possible by this agent to remove an appreci-

able trace of platinum.
This process when carefully conducted gives good results but

is not free from inconvenience. In the first place the treatment

of the mixed sulphids with sulphuric acid must frequently be

repeated twice in order to ensure the complete conversion of the

sulphids into metals. Again the action of a mixture of caustic

potash and saltpetre at a high temperature upon the finely divi-

ded metallic mass is violent and not free from danger when all

the materials are heated together. The danger may be avoided

by fusing the nitre and potash together and, after all frothing has

ceased, projecting the metallic sponge little by little into the cru-

cible, waiting in each case until the resulting action has ceased

before projecting a fresh portion. I am of opinion that the pre-

• Anualen der Pharmacie, xiv, 1 6.
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vious conversion of the platinum-metals into sulphids and subse-
quent reduction to the metallic state is upon the whole more in-

convenient and requires more time than the direct resolution of
the ore by fusion with an oxydizing mixture.

Experiments which I have instituted upon the effects effusing
the ore with steel, phosphorus, arsenic and sodium, led to no
really valuable practical results. It is true that an alloy with
steel can be obtained by fusion at a high temperature. Acids
slowly dissolve the iron in this alloy and leave the platinum me-
tals in the form of a black powder which is attacked by nitro-

muriatic acid, though not completely dissolved. But the process

is tedious and the results not very satisfactory.'^'

Wohler'sf method of resolving osmiridium, consists in passing

moist chlorine over the ore mixed with common salt and heated

to low redness in a glass or porcelain tube. This method is in-

valuable in analysis and gives excellent results in working the

ore upon a small scale. In all cases however, several repetitions

of the process are necessary for complete resolution or reduction

to a soluble form. On the other hand, it can scarcely be doubt-

ed that this method could be advantageously employed upon the

large scale, if vessels of porcelain of large size and of a proper
shape could be obtained. Such vessels might be constructed in

the form of long and flattened ellipsoids, furnished at each ex-

tremity with wide tubes several inches in length, and would be
of great utility in various chemical processes. No process of fu-

sion with oxydizing agents compares with Wohler's method in

point of elegance, as no iron or other impurities afterward to be
removed, are introduced by the process itself.

Fritzsche and Struve:{: treat the ore with a mixture of equal

parts of hydrate and chlorate of potash, by which a more or less

complete oxydation is effected, without any sensible evolution of
osmic acid. The temperature required in this process is not high,

but large vessels must be employed as the mixture froths very
much at firet. The process in question has not appeared to me
to possess any sensible advantage over that of Glaus, which is

moreover les's expensive and can be carried out with

Claus'^

hour, at J

;
method of resolving

J red heat, a mixture
the.

of one part^f ore

fusing for an
with one part

» Since the above was written the el:

izH.^r Osmiridium given by these chemi;

I h!!vV;Liribed f™"'P^^*''''*^ ^y ^""'"^

.borat

i^bu
1 with

: Chiiaie ,

t*con^iS
zinc may

' it probable that the subdi-

be simpler than that which

t Journal far prakt. Ohemie, xxxvii,

'

§ B^itrage zur Ohemie der Platio-mel
p. 483

Dorpat,]L834.
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of rniistic potash and two of saltpetre. The fused mass is to

lie p.)Lu-ed out upon a stone, allowed to cool, broken into small

iv.ooes or powdered, and then introduced into a flask which is to

be tilled with cold water and allowed to stand for twenty-four

hours. The clear deep orange red solution of osmate and ruthe-

nate of potash is then to be drawn off by means of a syphon,

and the black mass remaining again washed in the same manner.

The finely divided oxydized portion of the insoluble matter may
now be separated from the unattacked ore by diffusion in water

and pouring off, after the subsidence of the heavier ore. The
unattacked ore is then to bo fused a second time with potash and

saltpetre and treated as before. Glaus asserts that he has been

able in this manner to resolve the Siberian osmiridium com-

pletely in two operations.

I have not always been so fortunate with the raw California

ore, even when in a finely divided state. On the contrary, after

three or four successive fusions there usually remained a large

quantity of black matter insoluble in aqua regia. In one oper-

ation with 500 grammes of ore only 200 grammes were ren-

dered soluble by two fusions with potash and saltpetre. I em-

ploy at present the method of Glaus with several modifications

which I deem essential. The ore, which is usually very im-

pure, is in the first place to be fused with three times its weight

of dry carbonate of soda. The fused mass after cooling is to be

treated with hot water to remove all the soluble portions and

then the lighter portions are to be separated by washing from

the heavy unattacked ore. In this manner the greater part of

the silica and other impurities present may be removed. A pre-

vious purification of this kind is not indispensable and may be

omitted altogether when the ore is in plates or large grains, but

it is very desirable when the ore is fine powder and greatly fa-

cilitates the subsequent action of the oxydizing mixture. Glaus

recommends the purification of the ore by boiling with a solu-

tion of caustic potash. It is certain that a much larger portion

of the ore is resolved by two successive fusions with potash and

nitre after previous purification by fusion with soda and wash-

ing. By cutting off the top of a mercury bottle a wrought iron

crucible is obtained in which 600 grammes of osmiridium may
be fused at one operation with potash and saltpetre as above.

There is usually little or no foaming and if any occur it may
easily be checked by stirring with an iron rod. No sensible

quantity of osmic acid is given off during the process, which

with a little care is entirely fr^e from danger. In this manner,

I have worked up 1500 grammes of ore in a few hours in three

successive operations.

Glaus' method of treating the fused mass to separate rutheni-

um and osmium is liable to two sources of inconvenience. Iq
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tlie first place, the quantity of water required to dissolve out the
soluble portions is very large, and the suijsequent treatrrient of
such bulky solutions 'by distillation with acids, tedious—very
large retorts being necessary. In the next place, it is impossible
ia this way to avoid exposure to the vapor of osmic acid, espe-
cially in transferring the solutions from one vessel to another. I
therefore prefer the following process which leaves nothing to be
desired in point of safety or convenience. The fused mass is to

be broken into pieces with a hammer and brought into a clean
iron pot—a common skillet with a long handle answers this pur-

pose extremely well. Boiling water containing about one-tenth

of its volume of strong alcohol is then to be added and the whole
is to be boiled over an open fire until the fused mass is com-
pletely disintegrated. The osmate of potash is in this manner
reduced to osmite KOsO^, while the ruthenate of potash is com-
pletely decomposed, the ruthenium being precipitated as a black
powder—^]:)robably a mixture of EuO^ and Ru„03 or of the hy-
drates of these oxyds. It is advantageous, after boiling for some
time, to pour off the supernatant liquid with the lighter portions

of the oxyds and boil a second time with a fresh mixture of al-

cohol and v/ater. In this manner we obtain a solution of osmite
of potash, a large quantity of black oxyds and a heavy black
and coarse powder. This last consists chiefly of undecomposed
ore mixed with a small quantity of the oxyds of iridium &c.,

with scales of oxyd of iron from the crucible and, if the ore has
not been previously purified, with the impurities of the ore
itself The greater specific gravity of this residual mass renders
it very easy to pour ofif from it the mixture of black oxyds with
the solution of osmite of potash and alkaline salts. This solu-

tion with the suspended powder is to be poured into a beaker
and allowed to settle. The heavy black powder remaining in

the iron pot is then to be perfectly dried over the fire and fused
a second time with potash and saltpetre as before. The fused

mass is to be treated exactly as after the first fusion. The heavy
portions remaining after this operation may be fused a third time
with the oxydizing mixture. When however the ore has been
previously purified by fusion with carbonate of soda, or when it

was originally in the^rm of clean scales, the heavy portion re-

maining after two successive oxydations will be found to consist

chiefly of scales of oxyd of iron.

The solutions containing osmite of potash and alkaline salts

are to be carefully drawn off by a siphon from the black oxvds
which have settled to the bottom of the containing vessels. The
oxyds may then be washed with hot water containing a little al-

cohol and introduced into a capacious retort. By this process,

when carefully executed, no trace of osmic acid escapes—an ad-

vantage not to be despised, as the deleterious effects of this body
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upon the lungs have not been exaggerated and too much care

cannot be taken to avoid inhaling it.

The solution of alkaline salts contains only a portion of the

osmiiim in the ore. The other portion exists in the mixture of

oxyd and must be separated by distillation. For this purpose

the retort should be provided with a safety tube passing through

the tubulure and with a receiver kept cold, and connected by a

wide bent tube with a series of two or three two-necked bottles

containing a strong solution of caustic potash with a little alco-

hol and also kept cold. All the tubulures and connections must

be made perfectly tight. Strong chlorhydric acid is then to be

cautiously poured into the retort through the safety-tube in small

portions at a time. The reaction which ensues is often violent

;

great heat is evolved and a portion of the osmic acid distils over

immediately and condenses in the receiver in the form of color-

less needles. When a large excess of acid has been added, the

action has entirely ceased and the retort has become cold, heat

may be applied by means of a sand bath. The osmic acid grad-

ually distils over and condenses in the receiver and in the two-

necked bottles. Especial care must be taken that the beak of

the retort is not too small at the extremity as it may otherwise

become completely stopped up with the condensed osmic acid.

The same applies to the tubes connecting the receivers and two-

necked bottles. The distillation should be continued for some
time after osmic acid ceases to appear in the neck of the retort;

when this has once become hot the acid condenses and passes

into the receiver in the form of oily drops.
When the distillation is finished the retort is to be allowed to

he receiver which is 1

J gently heating the receiver in a

„«....--bath the contained osmic acid may be driven over into the

two-necked bottles where it condenses' in the alkaline solution
and is reduced by the alcohol to osmite of potash. The solution
thus obtained may be added to that obtained directly from the

fused mass of ore and on evaporation in a water-bath and cool-

ing will yield crystals of osmite of potash, the salt being but

slightly soluble in strong saline solutions. The mother liquor

from the crystals contains only traces of osmium and may be
thrown away as worthless.

The dissolved portions drawn off from the retort have a very
dark brown-red color. The solution is to be evaporated to dry-

ness, redissolved in hot water and again evaporated, after adding
a little chlorhydric acid, and this process repeated till no smell

of osmic acid can be perceived. A cold and saturated solution

of chlorid of potassium is then to be added in large excess. Tins

dissolves the chlorids of iron and palladium which may be pres-

ent, leaving platinum, iridium, rhodium and ruthenium as double

chlorids insoluble in a strong solution of the alkaline chlorid-
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The undissolved mass is to be well washed with a saturated so-

lution of cblorid of potassium which, for reasons hereafter to be
mentioned, is preferable to salammoniac. In this manner nearly
the whole of the iron and palladium may be removed, while any
insoluble impurities contained in the ore remain with the mixed
double chlorids.

New York, Oct. 31st, 1860.

{To be continued.)

[With a Stereoscopic diagram.]

Sir David Brewster in his Treatise on the Stereoscope, (Lon-
don, 1856) page 135, after describing a method of projecting the

picture seen by one eye, of a symmetrica], geometric solid, and
of obtaining by reflexion from a mkror a drawing of its stereo-

scopic companion, states: " When the geometrical solids are not

symmetrical, their dissimilar pictures must be taken photograph-
ically, from models, in the same manner as the dissimilar pictures

of other solids."

Upon page 200 of the same work he states, that though appa-
ratus may be photographed directly, yet that stereoscopic diagrams,
can only be executed by the use of models made of wire, which
are to be photographed in the usual way.
The same author in the article Stereoscope, Encylopcedia Britan-

nica, vol. xx, 1859, p. 690, writes: "As no artist, however
skillful, is capable of executing tvv^o pictures of any individual
object, or group of objects, as they are seen by each eye sepa-
rately, the stereoscope was of little value before the art of pho-
tography enabled us to take such pictures with the most periect

In addition to these statements, which would seem to imply
the impossibility of producing stereographs by hand, I have not
been able to learn from scientific friends nor from professional

photographers, that any process is now in use to effect this end,
except the laborious and imperfect one of geometrical projection.

Under these circumstances, 1 venture to describe a simple method
of drawing stereographs, which possibly may supply a want in

When we examine attentively a photographic stereographi

•with the aid of micrometrical measurements, and adopt the left-

hand picture as a standard of comparison, we find that the right-

hand picture is an exact reproduction of it, with one important

exception ; viz., that in the right-hand picture the position of
an object, a little more distant from the spectator than the im-

mediate foreground, is shifted a small distance toward the right
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hand ; objects farther back, have their position shifted still more
to the right hand. &c.

This is illustrated by fig. 1, where A is in the immediate fore-

I
ground, and D in the background.

Now if we had a single drawing ia

perspective, of a house for example,

and could produce a fac-simile of it,

this would evidently answer for the

left-hand picture. If we could rgain

>n the right hand of the slide, with all

it back of the immediate foreground,

shifted to the right hand the proper distances, we should have a

pair of pictures, which when combined in the stereoscope would

give relief.

To accomplish this is the object of the machine seen in fig. 2.

^ It consists of a board, 10 in. by

14, having a square opening 0, in

its" centre 5 inches wide ; this is cov-

red by a plate of glass which is

let into the wood and lies even

with its upper surface. The slider

C is moveable in the direction indi-

cated in the figure : its motion is ef-

fected by the screw A, which acts

against the India rubber band I : the

screw and its support are removable
at pleasure. The mirror M serves for illumination ; the shade B
moves on hinges, and regulates the amount of light which falls

on the paper while the drawing is being made.
To produce a stereograph, the object or objects to be repre-

sented are drawn in perspective with ink on writing paper ; this

is oiled to render it transparent, the excess of oil is removed,
and the drawing is attached with a drop or two of gum arable to

the glass plate, which is completely exposed by the removal of

the slider. The under side of the latter is covered with ordi-

nary writing paper or with thin paper, and it is slid into the

machine till the drawing is seen under its left half, the screw

having been previously removed. In this position it is fastened

securely by a screw at C, and the drawing is traced slowly,

line by line, until as perfect a fac-simile as can be made %
hand has been produced ; this is the left-hand picture.

The slider is now moved toward the right hand a distance of

2*6 in. and the screw "with the India rubber band attached.

An object, or a small portion of an object, in the immediate

foreground is now traced, then the screw is turned slightly so as

throw the next object, or the remainder of the first object,

slightly toward the right hand where it also is drawn, &;c. Thus

we advance slowly toward the background, turning the screw
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eacli time that depth is to be represented. This in practice is a
very simple operation, and if the displacements toward the right
hand have been rightly proportioned the effect produced is good*
The process is also a rapid one, for it consists only in making

two tracings.

The question now arises as to the total amount of displace-

ment allowable, and as to its proper distribution.

I number of stereoscopic photographs are examined it will
-^ - ' - mm of alii

) tenths of £

be found that in those where the £
' all the displacements is

readily united, and a good general effect produced, while in
those where this quantity is as great as three or four tenths, diflS-

culty is experienced in effecting the union.

Taking then -2 of an inch as the maximum total displacement
allowable, the method of its distribution from foreground to

background can be calculated in the following way :

Let E E' be the distance between the eyes
=2-6 in., QD= 6 in. the nearest distance of dis-

tinct vision; CD=1 in. A small object being

placed at D and another at C, the eye E sees

. G the two objects projected in the line FG- at c

and D ; the eye E' sees the same objects at D
and c'. Here the total displacement, adopting

the picture seen by the left eye as a standard

of comparison, is equal to the distance cc'.

With the proportion:

—

QC:I = (l-25in.)::CD:cD=

J have i the value of this quantity. In like manner
this displacement on the line EG- for 2, 3, 4 or any number of
inches from Q is readily calculated.
As an example I subjoin the following table applicable to

small models

:

Eor the 19th inch above 6 inches,

XXSJ, No. 9L—Jak., 1S6L
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As in using this table objects in tlie extreme foreground are

supposed to be 25 inches distant from Q, we have for them not

a displacement 1-900 in. but 0: for the 26th inch, viz. the 1st

inch of depth in the picture the quantity -022, &c. Thus if ive

know the distance from the spectators of the objects to be repre-

sented, thej can be located on the stereograph. In the same

manner tables are constructed which apply to objects placed at

greater distances from the eye. Indeed after some practice very

tolerable stereoscopic representations of many objects can be

made without reference to such tables. (See drawing.)

This process was originally devised by me for the production

of stereoscopic representations of optical phenomena, which when
well executed form almost a substitute for the real illustrations.

Photography for obvious reasons is not well adapted to this

class of objects.

By coloring differently, corresponding parts of tw^o stereoscopic

pictures, or by the application of color to only one, the other

being allowed to remain wdiite or black, or by completing certain

parts of the drawing only in one picture, many appearances con-

nected with subjective optical phenomena can be represented

•with a degree of perfection unattainable in a single picture.

Prof. H. W. Dove, {Farbenkhre, p. 166) has studied the effects

produced by coloring two stereoscopic drawings differently,

though I am not aware that he has made this application of the

results he obtained.

By slightly rotating the instrument around a line perpendicu-
lar to its axis, as was remarked to me by Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.,

many of these effects are greatly enhanced. The phenomena of

complementary colors, and many other facts of physical optica

not otherwise within the reach of most students, may also, as

the same gentleman has suggested to me, be rendered intelligi-

ble by the stereoscope without the use of costly apparatus. The
stereoscope is thus capable, in the hands of an expert teacher,

of a far wider range of use than was at first seen.
At the suggestion of Dr. AV. Gibbs, I have also made a few

stereoscopic drawings of crystal models : these can be drawn
by this instrument with perhaps greater facility and rapidity than
any other class of objects.

The accompanying stereoscopic diagram was drawn with my
apparatus without reference to tables.

Outline sketches of every description, stereoscopic drawings
of ideal objects or of objects not in the possession of the drafts-

man, are by this process readily executed—problems evidently
beyond the power of photography.

Finally the drawings thus made can be transferred to wood
and stone and reproduced by the thousand.
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Art. IX.—N'ote on Sources of Error in the Eraphymeni of
Picric Acid to detect the Presence of Potash ; by M. Carey Lea,
Philadelphia.

[Read before the Am. Assoc, for the Adv. of Scl., at Newport, August, I860.]

Picric acid enjoys a higli reputation as a test for potash.

Employed in its alcoholic solution, or as soda or ammonia salt

sometimes as magnesia salt, it gives with potash solutions a
dense yellow crystalline precipitate. If the solution containing

potash be very dilute, the precipitate may not make its appear-

ance till after some hours repose, and it then forms long delicate

needles.

Rose remarks that this reagent " is even more sensitive than
the solution of chlorid of platinum." In his summing up, he
observes, that of the various reagents, chlorid of platinum, tar-

taric acid, picric acid, perchloric acid, sulphate of alumina and
hydrofluosilicic acid, the latter is insufficient to distinguish be-

tween potash and soda ; and that the chlorid of platinum and
sulphate of alumina give the same reactions with ammonia as

with potash.* No qualification is made with respect to the cer-

tainty of the indications afforded by picric acid. Plattner makes
the same observation as to the greater sensitiveness of picric

acid compared with bichlorid of platinum and equally without
qualification as to its reliability.f

I therefore believe that the remarkable insolubility of other-

wise soluble alcaline picrates, in alcaline solutions has not been
before pointed out. If an alcoholic solution of picric acid be
poured into a solution of carbonate of soda, it occasions an imme-
diate dense yellow precipitate, not to be distinguished in appear-
ance from a precipitate of picrate of potash, and liable to be
mistaken for it with the greatest facility. The picrate of soda
formed in the case just mentioned is the most soluble of all the

alcaline picrates, and a priori we should not expect to find it

precipitated under these circumstances : an aqueous solution of
picrate of soda added to one of carbonate of soda acts in pre-
cisely the same manner.
To ascertain if these reactions were extended to various com-

pounds of picric acid, examinations were made which gave with
the following results

:

Alcoholic solution of picric acid added to

—

solution of carbonate of ammonia, gave an immediate dense

yellow crystalline precipitate.
" carbonate of soda gave not so instantaneous a pre-

cipitate, but one v/hich after standing became

hde
PUttner, die Probir
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Aqueous solutions of picrate of soda gave witk

solution of carbonate ammonia,
|

sulphate of ammonia, > abundant precipitates,

carbonate of soda, )

phosphate of soda, slight precipitate.

Aqueous solution of picrate of ammonia gave with

solution of carbonate of ammonia,
)" sulphate of ammonia, > abundant precipitates.

'' carbonate of soda, )
" phosphate of soda, none.

Aqueous solution of picrate of magnesia gave with

solution ofcarbonate of soda, I abundant precipitates." carbonate of ammonia, f
i^ f

When the alcaline solutions to be tested are otherwise than

very dilute there is absolutely no difference in the appearance of

the precipitates. "When the amount of precipitate is small, the

following differences may be observed

:

The potash precipitate forms longer needles, and when these

are found only after standing, or when the precipitate is redis-

solved by heat and allowed to crystallize by slow cooling, they

exhibit a beautiful play of red and green colors.

The soda salt is of a ligliter and brighter yellow than either

the potash or ammonia salt. Its needles are also shorter than

those of either of the other compounds, and when the precipitate

has been redissolved by heat, and allowed to crystallize by slow-

cooling, they tend to agglomerate themselves together in spheri-

cal masses. This is a very marked character, and when exhibi-

ted, is unmistakable, but is not always shown.
The ammonia salt when crystallized in quantities is very dis-

tinct in appearance from the potash salt, but when thrown down
in small portions, even by slow crystallization, cannot be distin-

guished from it with certainty. The prisms are flatter, but these

differences are not apparent in very slender needles. The play

of colors which the ammonia salt exhibits to a less degree than

the potash, disappears entirely in the soda salt.

The above reactions indicate that extreme caution must be

used in employing picric acid as a test for potash. The precipi-

tates above described do not redissolve in any excess of the

picrate, or of picric acid ; nor is it to be supposed that concentra-

ted alcaline solutions are necessary to cause them—on the con-

trary, in many cases, very dilute ones are sufficient. To deter-

mine within what limits such reactions are produced, the follow-

ing trials were made

:

A. Dilution of the alcaline solutions. Limits obtained,

(I.) With carbonate of soda,
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A solution containiug 5 per cent anhydrous carbonate of soda gave
with alcoholic solution of picric acid, an immediate abundant pre-

cipitate, in 10 minutes the tube could be inverted without

spilling the contents.

with solution picrate of soda, an immediate precipitate becoming in

the course of an hour a very dense one.

A solution containing 2|- per cent carbonate of soda gave
with alcoholic picric acid, a shght precipitate increasing very much

by standing, so that after 18 houi-s the tube could be invert-

ed without spilHng the contents.

ixth. picrate of s

) With sul(11.) With sulphate of ammonia,
A solution containing 5 per cent anhydrous sulphate ammonia gave

with alcoh. picric acid, immediate dense precip.

solution containing 2|- p. c. sulph. ammonia gave
with alcoh, picric acid, immediate dense precip.

solution containing 1 p. c. sulph. ammonia gave
with alcoh. picric acid, immediate dense precip.
" solution picrate soda, immediate slight precipitate. The solu-

tion on standing gave a beautiful crystallization of long

needles with bright play of colors, exactly resembling the

reaction of potash salts.

" picrate magnesia, by long standing, a very faint precip.

solution containing ^-^^ anh. sulphate ammonia gave
with alcoh. picric acid, after a short interval an abundant precipitate.

solution containing -^^-^ anh. sulph. ammonia gave
with alcoh. picric acid, after a short interval, a considerable precip.

solution containing y^ij^ anh. sulph. ammonia gave
with alcoh. picric acid, no precipitate, even after twenty-four hours'

B. Limits obtained with respect to indications of diluted solu-

tions of alcaline picrate.

A solution of picrate of ammonia in 200 parts water gave—with an
equal volume of strong solution of carbonate of ammonia, an immediate
precipitate of small yellow needles—in 10 minutes a considerable quanti-
ty settled at the bottom of t^

'

A solution of sar '^ -'

solution carbonate i

^some hours an apprec
v"ith 1 part picrate

a precipitate i

an equal volume of

nia, signs of a precipitate in a hvr minutes, and

ciable quantity settled at the bottom of the vessel.

^ ^a.n. jjiuiiiic ummonia in 800 water no precip. was produced by
solution of carb. ammonia even after 24 hours' repose.

The conclusion to be drawn from these results is,

_
That alcoholic solution of picric acid or aqueous solution of

picrate of soda will produce a precipitate in almost any alcaline
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,
whether of soda, ammonia or potash, except under cir-

3 of great dilution, especially if allowed to repose for

24 hours. .

"

That picrate of ammonia and picrate of magnesia give the

same results, but in a less degree.

That picric acid is therefore wholly unreliable as a test for

potash ; the results obtained being such as would'tend altogether

to mislead those who are not extremely familiar with the ap-

pearance of the precipitates, and that in some cases, tho results

are so deceptive that even eyes most familiar with' these reactions

might be deceived ; for example, in the result- obtained above by

testing a solution containing 1 per cemt, sulphate of ammonia
with solution of picrate of soda. In this case a.crystallization of

picrate of ammonia was obtained perfectly simulating that of ths

potash salt.

Picric acid is in fact a better test for soda, than for pot-

ash, because with a soda solution it gives a precipitate which '

jipitate obtained from a potash solution can

never be positively distinguished by its appearance from that

afforded by an ammonia solution, and we have just seen that a

solution containing ^^^ of sulphate of a;

'

' "'

capable of producing such a precipitate.

., at K-ewport, Aug. 1860.1

Ix a paper published in this Journal, vol. xxvi, 379, for 1853^

I described two compounds of picric acid and ammonia with

copper and nickcL respectively, and mentioned their instability

and the great difficulty of obtaining them in a state of tolerable

purity. Since then I'have found that many other metals form
compounds of a similar nature, and have succeeded in obtaining

several of them sufficiently pure for approximate analysis. The
'results obtained are given below—other investigations are iQ

progress and I hope to communicate them hereafter.

AV"hen a metallic salt is precipitated by ammonia, and a large

excess of the precipitant added, a more or less complete solution

of the precipitate is frequently abtained, especially if a consider-

able quantity of ammoniacal salt be present. I have found that .

these ammoniacal solutions when treated with an alcaline picial .'

for the most part yield an immediate precipitate contai-v :
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tlie elements of a metallic picrate united with those of ammonia.
These precipitates are often very beautiful, thej are generally

yellow or yellowish, soniewhat soluble in the mother liquid, or
in strong ammoniacal solutions by aid of heat, nearly insoluble

in water and decomposed by it very readily, especially if it be
present in' quantity, or heat be applied. Thrown on a filter and
washed, the picric acid, ammonia, and some portion of undecora-

posed salt in solution pass through, while the greater part of the

metallic oxyd remains on the filter and with sufficient washing
is perfectly freed from picric acid and ammonia, and presents the

appearance of a pure hydrate.

The analyses of these substances were made in the following

manner. It was, found desirable that before the ammonia and
metallic oxyd were determined, the whole of the picric acid

should first be removed. This vras effected by adding chlorhy-

dric acid to a weighed quantity of the substance carefully dried,

and evaporating to dryness at a gentle heat. Ether, which must
be anhydrous or nearly so, was added in the proportion of 15 to

18 grammes to -6 or -7 gms. of the salt used, detaching the dry
crust and" breaking it up to powder with a glass rod that every
part might be brought thoroughly in contact with the ether.

After standing ten minutes the ether was poured off, a fresh quan-
tity added, and a larger beaker was inverted over that which con-
tained the substance undergoing analysis. After a lapse of three
or four houi-s the liquid was poured off, a third, and, if necessary,"

a fourth, quantity added in the same way. The decantation "is

effected with the greatest ease, as, if the ether is sufficiently

strong, the chlorids remain nearly or quite dry at the bottom. It

was found that by this means the picric acid could be separated'

with sufi&cient exactnes.s to afford a tolerably correct estimation
.

of its quantity, a careful trial with a weighed quantity of per-

fectly pure picric acid showed that the result fell a little under'
the truth by reason of a small loss arising from minute portions"
of the acid remaining undissolved. On the other hand, no clilo-

rids are dissolved when the operation is propeply performed : tire

etherial solution evaporated to dryness, and theVesidue dissolved
m water was not troubled by solution of nitrate of silver.

The operation requires nice manipulation, otherwise the loss

of picric acid is considerable, and if the ether be not sufficiently

anhydrous, portions of the chlorids mayjDC removed by it.'

In this manner the quantity of picric acid was determined,
and from it was calculated the quantity of the group C, ,H,N3
0,4, or picric acid minus the equivalent of hydrogen which is

replaceable by a metallic oxyd ; -in other words, the grou}) which
.by union with a base forms a picrate, or by union with hydrogen
Torms picric acid. From -the residue undissolved by the ether,
the ammonia was determined either by distillation with solution
o* caustic soda, or by precipitation with bichlorid of platinum.
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From another portion the metallic oxyd was found by appropri-

ate means.
As far as examined, the ammonia-picrates all contain more

"
'

'' ' and are represented either bj

2NH7MO.Cj2 3^g |0 or 3NH72 [MCCja 3^5 ^ol.

Ammonia-picrate of silver.

Nitrate of silver dissolved in water and treated first with

excess of ammonia, and the resulting clear solution mixed with

cold saturated solution of picrate of ammonia gives immediately

an abundant highly crystalline light yellow precipitate of ammo-
nia-picrate of silver, which is to be thrown upon a filter, thor-

oughly washed with dilute ammonia, and dried in vacuo over

sulphuric acid.

It is to be observed that in the formation of this, as well as of

all the other salts here described, the metallic solution must inva-

riably be in excess to check as far as possible the precipitation

of picrate of ammonia together with the compound sought. I

have shown in a paper intended to be read at the same time as

this,* that if an alkaline picrate be poured into an alkaline solu-

tion, a precipitate of alkaline picrate takes place. When the

alcaline solution is strong the precipitate is immediate, and in

the ammoniacal solutions used in the preparation of these salts

any excess of alkaline picrate would fall with the ammonia-
picrate. Even with every precaution, it is difiicult and in some
cases apparently impossible to obtain the ammonia-picrate per-

fectly free from this impurity.

Analysis.

4245 substance gave -2632 picric acid.

•5865 " " -3600 "

4245 " « -1577 cWorid of silver.

2NH7AgOC,,gH,J^

Dried over sulphuric acid in vacuo :

—
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ted i

salt quite free from admixed picrate of i

This beautiful salt appears to be one of the most permanent
of this very unstable class of substances. It dissolves readily
in hot water containing ammonia, sparingly in cold, and crystal-

lizes in fine needles from the hot solution. Heated on platinum
foil it detonates and leaves a brilliant spot of metallic silver.

A cold saturated solution of picrate of ammonia added to an
ammoniacal solution of sulphate or nitrate of copper, immediately
throws down an abundant precipitate which after washing with
strong solution of carbonate of ammonia and afterward with
dilute ammonia exhibits a beautiful pale greenish yellow color
with a shade of red through it. It is in fine scales and mucli
resemblesthe dust of the wings of butterflies.

Analysis gave for this salt a constitution similar to that of tho
silver salt.

'6059 gms. substance gave •4652 picric acid.

9310 " " " '1279 oxyd of copper.

1-4240 " " " -ISYY metallic copper.

•6059 " *' " -2190 chlorbydrate of ammonia.

The copper was determined in the one case by. precipitating
the cupric solution while boiling with hyposulphite of sodn, dis-

solving in aqua regia, evaporating to dryness, redissolving in

dilute ehlorhydric acid, and precipitating with distilled zinc and
estimating as metallic copper—in the other by precipitating at
212° by caustic soda.
These results lead to the formula :

—

2Nh7CuO.C,, 3^^5j0.

Dried over sulphuric acidinvaciio:-

C1AN3O,, 11-63 76-44 7^6-44

Cu 10-19 10-97 11-07 11-02

2NH3 11-53 11-52

100^ "9¥98

In an experiment to ascertain whether all the moisture
removed by drying ii r of about
grammes by exposur
l^ours in the exsicca

e to a temperature of 210° to 212° fc

,tor lost a little less than ne and a i

milligrammes.
Am. Joue. Sci.-Seco>-d Sekies, Vol. XXXI, Xo. OL-Jav. , mi.
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Ammonia-picrate of Cobalt.

To a solution of protochlorid of cobalt prepared from cUorid

of purpureo-cobalt in the manner recommended by Gibbs and

Genth in their interesting and valuable paper on the ammonia-
cobalt bases, a large excess of ammonia was added, and to the fil-

trate, cold saturated solution of picrate of ammonia. An abund-

ant highly crystalline precipitate falls at once, which after dry-

ing- is yellowish green: while moist decomposes with great

facility with separation of cobaltous oxyd.

•6293 substance gave -4784 picric acid.

6075 " " -4594 "

•6067 " " -1641 protosulphate of cobalt.

•5416 " " -1475 " " "

•6075 " " -2065 chlorhydrate of ammonia,

which results lead to the formula :

—

2NH3CoO.C,2 3^5j0+H0.

75-69 75-29 75^49

10-13 10^29 10-21

10-8X 10-81

2-99

This salt is much more unstable than the foregoing, and un-

dergoes a cbmmencement of decomposition in washing : even

when this part of the operation is performed with great care,

using carbonate of ammonia and dilute liquid ammonia, a por-

tion of picrate of ammonia is washed through, and as cobalt-

.ous oxyd is not easily soluble in ammoniacal solutions, it is not

. easily removed by washing with such. It is also probable that

more or less cobaltous oxyd is thrown down with the precipi-

tate, as the latter at the first moment crystalline, becomes quickly

more and more curdy—and ammoniacal solution of cobalt by

-mere dilution with water throws down a bright green precip-

itate; In the preparation of the ammoniacal solution, it is better

to drop a strong solution of cobaltous chlorid into a large excess

Like the foregoing this salt explodes by heat.

Ammonia-picrate of Zinc.

To a solution of pure sulphate of zinc, chlorhydric acid was

added m sufficient quantity to prevent precipitation by the sub-
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sequent addition of ammonia in excess. To the clear solution,

a hot, strong solution of picrate of ammonia was added. Imme-
diately the whole became nearly solid with beautiful yellow nee-
dles and scales—the beaker was rapidly cooled by cold water,
the contents thrown on a filter, and washed first with a solu-

tion of carbonate of ammonia mixed with caustic ammonia, and
finally with dilute caustic ammonia alone.

The splendid gold yellow mass of interlaced needles and scales,

was more or less decomposed, even by the most careful washing,
so that the brightest and purest parts only could be taken for

analysis, nor were even these satisfactory.

C.oHoN-O,. mean of 5 determinations, 81-26

The formula SNH- 2 ZnO.C, [O.] require,:-

79-092

8-913

11-395

100-00

The salt examined may be either this compound containing
admixed picrate of ammonia, or may be a mixture of:

—

2NH7ZnO . C
, 23^^ I O, with

NH^ZaO.C.s 3^(2
Iq.

The fact that when a strongly acid solution of zinc-chlorid is

supersaturated with ammonia, the compounds 2NH3 ZnO HCl
and NH3 ZnO HCl successively crystallize out, speaks in favor
of the latter hypothesis.

Am,7no7iia-picrate of Cadmium.

The cadmium salt is obtained and purified in exactly the same -

manner as the zinc, which it nearly resembles : it is however nojE
•

so bright in color, but pure canarv yellow. Like the zinc salt ft

redissolves in its mother liquid by heat without decomposition,
but like almost all the compounds here described, when washed
with pure water on a filter, the picric acid and ammonia wash
through. A greyish white residue of oxyd of cadmium remains
behind.

Heated on platinum foil, the salt deflagrates with a beautiful

green light.
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ace gave •524V picric acid.
u .48V7 " "

M459 ^^

M459
•C045 "

« •8452 " "

" •1G53 salammomac.
" •2945 "

" •6289 chlorplatinate of amalonia.

•V321 " -1501 cadmium oxyd.

These results lead to the formula :—

3NH:i[cdO.C,.3f5j.O.]

Calculated. Founrl.
Mean.

2(C,3H,N30,,)
3NH3 8-24 8-10 8-17 7-93 8-07

2Cd 17-94

Foo^o 99'24

It seems however not improbable that this substance may be

a mixture in nearly equivalent quantities of the salts: -^

Nh7CcIO.C,2 3^5 ^^0 and 2NH7cdO.C,2 3^5 !^-
for reasons similar t^ those mentioned in the case of the zinc

salt.

Ammonia-picrate of Chromium.

This salt is easily obtained from an ammoniacal solution of

chromoxyd which may be prepared in the following manner:
Three grammes of potash chrome alum are dissolved in water

by boiling, the solution removed from the fire and U c. c. of

pure concentrated sulphuric acid and 90 c. c. of liquid ammonia
added. A strongly alkaline beautiful purple solution is thas

obtained whicli may be preserved in well stopped vessels quite

filled, for a considerable time.*
To a solution prepared in this manner, a strong hot solution

of picrate of ammonia, not in excess, is to be added: Some
precipitation follows at once which increases very much as the

solution cools. The precipitate is thrown on a filter and washed
with dilute liquid ammonia. It consists of splendid green me-
tallic looking scales which if heated with a considerable quanti-

ty of water, even strongly ammoniacal, are decomposed with

* Wliile studying the chromium salt, I met -with Fr^my's "Investigation of the

by boiling (green inodific<ation) are insolubli

e nmple addition
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precipitation of chromoxyd. On cooling, picrate of ammonia
crystallizes out. Even with very careful washing the salt is al-

ways partly decomposed, with separation of green oxyd of chro-

The portions that were least decomposed were selected, but
were not sufficiently pure to give any satisfactory result, al-

though a number of specimens were analyzed.

1. -6949 substance gave -5864 picric acid.

2. -5537 " " -4735 " "

3. -4446 « " .3709 "

4. -4446 " " -0179 sesq. ox. chromium.
5. -6949 " " -0271 " "

These numbers correspond to

1. C.oHoNgO.. 84-02 per cent.

chromoxyd in solution, throws down picrate of ammonia simul
taneously with the ammonia-picrate of chromium. This salt L

very beautiful, its lustre is remarkable.

Ammoma-picraie of Manganese.

If ammonia be added to a solution of manganous sulphate,

previously rendered strongly acid with chlorhydric or nitric

acid, a considerable quantity of manganese escapes precipitation,
an extremely unstable solution is obtained, which in a few min-
utes, even before filtration is ended, becomes cloudy again. To
give the solution more stability, the presence of a very large
quantity of ammonia salt is necessary, a circumstance very un-
favorable for the production of a pure ammonia-picrate, as by a
solution so strongly saline, picrate of ammonia (as already ob-
served) is at once precipitated. The following were the obser-
vations made :

—

A. If a cold solution of picrate of ammonia be poured into
an ammoniacal solution of manganese prepared by adding to a
concentrated solution of manganous sulphate an equal volume
of dilute chlorhydric acid, nnd then ammonia in large excess,
there falls a precipitate of brilliant satiny scales, mhxed however
with precipitated manganous oxyd, which is readily distinguish-
able on the filter. ° -^ '

B. If the ammoniacal solution is added to a hot moderately
strong solution of picrate of ammonia and the whole be rapidly
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filtered, the liquid passes through before complete precipitation

takes place, and on cooling, granular crystals are obtained which

rapidly turn brown in the air. Heated on platinum foil, they

turn brown, melt and deflagrate sharply with a brilliant white

light.

jSTeither A, nor B, yield a salt sufficiently pure for analysis.

A, always contains admixed manganous oxyd and B, picrate of

ammonia. A, bears considerable resemblance to the chrome salt

just described.

1'0115 of B gave -9115 picric acid.

So large a percentage of picric acid corresponding to 89-72 per

cent of the molecule CiaH^ISTgOj^ probably indicates a large

admixture of picrate of ammonia, which cannot be removed.

The formula

NH7MnO.C, 3 ^Q I O requires 84-59 per cent.

.mmonia-picrate of Iron.

Xe of protoxyd of iron appears to exist. If

solution of protosulphate of iron be mixed with one of salam-

moniac, and then with liquid ammonia, be rapidly filtered, and

the filtrate be treated with picrate of ammonia, a dark green

crystalline precipitate is obtained : thrown upon a filter a red

liquid passes through containing a portion of the picrate of v.m-

monia reduced by the ferrous oxyd. The precipitate, when
heated on platinum foil, deflagrates with scintillations. Heated

nd picramate of ammonia remain in solution. It was found

impossible to obtain this salt in a condition to admit of even an

approximate C '
'

K acetate of lead be treated with ammonia in excess, and if to

the clear solution be added picrate of ammonia, a curdy precip-

itate, at first pale yellow, gradually deepening to orange color

falls. Heated on platinum foil it detonates with violence.

Boiled with caustic alkali, it disengages no ammonia. The re-

sult of an analysis showed it to be Marchand's penta-basic pi-

crate of lead, 4PbO PbO C
, , ^'^ ^

I O. The above described

salts containing ammonia are all highly crystalline. The lead

compound just mentioned is amorphous.

Other ammonia picrates exist which I propose to examine

hereafter.
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Art. XL

—

Ike Guernsey County {Ohio) Meteorites^—a complete

account of the phenomena attending their fall with a chemical
analysis of them; by J. Lawrence Smith, M.D., Prof, of
Chemistry in the University of Louisville, Ky.

Ageeeably to the promise made in the July number of this

Journal, I propose giving, as far as possible, a complete account
of the remarkable fall of meteoric stones that occurred in the
month of May in the eastern part of the State of Ohio.

I have thought proper to call them the Guernsey County Mete-

orites ; since we are commonly in the habit of distinguishing the

meteorites found in this country, by the name of the county in

which they fell or were found. All but one of the great num-
ber of meteoric stones that fell on this occasion, were found in

Guernsey county and that exceptional specimen fell in Musk-
ingum on the edge of Guernsey county.

Although the public have been notified of this phenomenon
by various observers, especially by those who gave their observ-
ations in the July number of this Journal

;
yet, as this paper

was nearly completed at the time, and is believed to embrace a
full description, it is as well to present it to the public as it is

;

combining all the particulars of this fall of meteorites, the most
remarkable ever observed in this country, and equal to, if not
surpassing the famous fall at TAigle in France, with which it has
many points of interest in common, that will be stated in the
course of this paper.
My attention was first directed to this occurrence, by a short

notice of it in a newspaper, as being an earthquake that had occur-
red in eastern Ohio, accompanied with a shower of stones Sus-
pecting the true nature of the phenomenon, I immediately visited

the spot, where it was said to have occurred and collected the
statements of those persons who had witnessed the fall. It was
ascertained that on Tuesday, May 1st, 1860, remarkable pheno-
mena transpired in the heavens, of which the following are ac-

counts given by different observers, men of intelligence and ob-

servation,

Mr. McClenahan states that at Cambridge in Guernsey county
Ohio, (lat. 40° 4' long. 81° 85') about twenty minutes before one
o clock, p. M., three or-four distinct explosions were heard, like

the firing of heavy cannon, with an interval of a second or two
between each report. This was followed by sounds like the firing

of musketry, in quick succession, which ended with a rumbling
noise like distant thunder, except that it continued with about the

same degree of intensity until it ceased. It continued two or

three minutes and seemed to come from the southwest, at an ele- •

vation above the horizon of 30 to 40 degrees, terminating in tho
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It about th

fell, the (

head.

The first reports w.•-„• V - y : ' -
^ 'rattle.

The sound was so singular, that it caused some excitement and

alarm, manj supposing it an earthquake. At Barnesville, twen-

ty miles east of Cambridge, the cry of fire was made, as the

rumbling sound was thought to be the roaring of fire.

The day was cool and the sky covered at the time with light

clouds. iSTo thunder or lightning had been noticed that day;

nor could any tiling unusual be seen in the appearance of the

clouds. Immediately on hearing the report, this observer looked

in the direction it came, and noticed the clouds closely but could

not see any thing unusual.

The next morning it was reported in CamVidge that aerolites

had fallen on a farm in the vicmity of New Concord, (eight miles

east, a little south of Cambridge), enquiries were immediately

instituted, and Messrs. Noble and Hines state that they were

near the house of a Mr. Amspoker at the time of the first explo-

sion, which seemed directly over their heads. They looked up

and saw two objects, apparently come through the clouds produ-

cing a twirling in the vapor of the cloud at the point, where they

came through, then descending with great velocity and a whiz-

zing sound to the earth—one striking about 300 yards to the

southwest of them and the other about 100 yards north.

They immediately went to the spot where the first fell, and

found it buried two feet in the ground. They dug it out and

found it quite warm and of a sulphurous smell. The other

struck a fence corner and breaking the ends of some of the rails

penetrated into the earth sixteen or eighteen inclies, passing

through a heap of dry leaves ; the first weighed 52 ibs., the

other was broken up but must have weighed about 40 fcs.

Another of 41 ibs. weight, not seen to fall, was discovered at the

bottom of a hole two feet deep, where it had fallen on stiff turf,

and was seen at the bottom of the hole, having carried the sod

before it. It must have come from the southeast at an angle of

60° with the horizon. Many were discovered to have fallen

southeast of Cambridge but of smaller dimensions than those

already referred to. At the time of the occurrence nearly all

were at dinner, or in and about their bouses. The stones ob-

tained were mostly found near houses, where they were seen to

fall, as the sound of their striking the ground attracted attention.

Another well informed observer. Dr. McConnel of New Con-

cord, (a small town eight miles east of Cambridge), furnishes the

following particulars. On Tuesday, the 1st of May, at twenty-

eight minutes past twelve o'clock, the people of that vicinity
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were almost panic stricken by a strange and terrible report in
the heavens, which shook the houses for many miles distant.

The first report was immediately overhead, and after an inter-
val of a few seconds, wa^ followed by similar reports, with such
increasing rapidity, that after the number of twenty-two were
coiinted, they were no longer distinct, but became continuous
and died away like the roaring of distant thunder; the course
of the reports being from the meridian to the southeast. In
one instance, three men working in a field,— their self pos-
session being measurably restored from the shock of the more
terrible report from above,—had their attention attracted by a
buzzing noise overhead and soon observed a large body descend-
ing, strike the earth at a distance of about one hundred yards.
Repairing thither they found a newly made hole in the ground,
from which they extracted an irregular quadrangular stone
weighing fifty-one pounds. This stone had buried itself two
feet beneath the surface and when obtained was quite warm.
To this we add the following statement: "We the under-

signed do hereby certify ; that at about half past twelve o'clock
on Tuesday, May the 1st, 1860, a most terrible report was heard
immediately overhead, filling the neighborhood with awe. Af-
ter an interval of a few seconds a series of successive reports, the
most wonderful and unearthly ever before heard by us took place,

taking a direction from meridian to southeast, where the sounds
died away like the roaring of distant thunder, jarring the houses
tor many miles distant.'*

Signed by A. G. Gault, Jas. McDonnald. Nancy Mills, Ichabod
Grumman, Samuel Harper, Hev. Jas. 0. Murch,' Urs. M. Speer,
Ang'e McKinney.
The above is from those who heard the noises but did not see

the full ; the following are a few statements of the many I col-

lected from those who witnessed the fall of the stones. I ex-
tract from their depositions made at the time.
"I heard the reports and roaring as above described. And a

few seconds afterwards, I saw a large body or substance descend-
ing and strike the earth four or five hundred yards from where
I then stood: and that I in company with Andrew Lister, re-

paired to the spot and about eighteen inches beneath the surface

iound a stone weighing fiftv pounds." Signed by Samuel Eeblu.
" Heard the reports and" roaring as above described : and the

said Mrs. Fillis further savs, that^a few seconds afterwards she

heard a descendin-r bnzzin- noise as of a bodv fallin- to the

ground. And Miss Cherry also says that she was standing n^ear

strike the earth some one hundred yards distant and that Mrs.

-f illis repaired to the spot and there found a stone eighteen mches

-AJI- Jora. Sci.-Second SE^iF.r,. Vol.. XXXI. Xo. OI.-Jax., l^f'l-
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beneatli the surface weighing twenty-three pounds." Signed by

Agnes Fillis, Mary J. Cherry.
" I distinctly heard the roaring and sounds as above described

and a few seconds after the above report, I saw descending from

the clouds a large body that struck the earth about one hundred

and fifty yards from where I then stood, and 1 immediately re-

paired to the spot and about two feet beneath the surface found

a stone weighing forty-two pounds, a second or two after seeing

the first stone, I saw another descend and strike the earth about

the same distance from where I stood, I also took the last men-

tioned stone from the earth about two feet beneath the sur-

face ; both the above stones when taken from the earth were

quite warm. I also saw a third stone descend." Signed by

Samuel M. Noble.

One observer saw a stone fall within three feet of his horse's

head. One of the most southerly stones struck a barn ; wbile

some people retired within doors for fear of being struck.

These, with many others of a similar nature, were the data ob-

tained near the region of the fall of stones. It is important to

remember, that to these near observers no luminosity or fire ball

was visible.

In addition to the above facts collected by ourselves, we have

the following from observers at more distant points as already

published by Profs. Andrews and Evans.
From the data they have collected, they consider the area

over which the explosion was heard, as probably not less than

one hundred and fifty miles in diameter. " At Marietta, Ohio, the

sound came from a" point north or a little east of north. The

direction of the sound varied with the locality. An examination
of all the different directions leads to the conclusion that the cen-

tral point from which the sound emanated, was near the southern

part of Noble county, Ohio," its course being "over the eastern

end of Washington county, then across the interior of Noble

county, then over the southwestern corner of Guernsey and the

northeastern corner of Muskingum, with a direction of about

42° west of north,"
" Mr. D. Mackley of Jackson county states that he was stand-

ing on the platform at the railroad station in Berlin, 20 miles

south of Parkersburg, when he saw in a northeast direction, a

ball of fire about 30° above the horizon. It was flying in a north-

erly direction with great velocity. It appeared as white as

melted iron, and left a bright streak of fire behind it, which soon

faded into a white vapor. This remained more than a minute,

when it became crooked and disappeared."

Mr. Wm. C. Welles of Parkersburg, Virginia, (lat 39° 10'-

long. 81° 24'.") about sixty miles south of Cambridge, saw the
--'-' " ball (if lire of grrat briJliaucy emerging from be-
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occurred saw this meteorite as a luminous body.
The above I conceive to be all the observations worthy of

note concerning the fall of this meteorite.

The time of the day, and the number and intelligence of the
observers, unite to give considerable interest and value to these

observations. While some of them show points of difference,

natural to the observation of sudden and startling phenomena,
we can yet deduce from them many conclusions with more or
less accuracy, thus :

—

'

The direction of the Meteorite.—My own observations of two of
the stones which fell half a mile apart, enable me to give the di-

rection of the meteor with some degree of exactness. The first

of these stones struck the end of the rails of a Virginia (zig-zag)

fence, halfway down, just touching the middle rail, breaking off

more and more of each rail as it passed to the ground. Con-
necting the points of fracture by a line, this line represents a de-

scending curve from S.E. to N.W.
Again, the stone that fell at Law's (the most northerly), struck

a large dead tree laying on the side of a hill, sloping N.W., passing

through it as any projectile would; it then struck a small clump
of elders, breaking them off at the root, falling finally at the

foot of the hill. A line connecting these points shows the

curve already stated. Coupling with this the observation of Mr,
Callahan, on the direction that one of these stones penetrated the

ground, with the observed path of their distribution, no doubt
can remain that the general direction of their fall was from S.E.
to N.W., striking the ground at an angle of about 60°.

Altitude of the Meteorite.—This is a point that can be deter-

mined but very imperfectly if at all. It may have been when
first seen 40 miles above the earth, but when the explosion was
heard it must have been nearer and was even still nearer when
it subdivided and was scattered (' exploded ' as usually termed,)

over Guernsey and the edge of Muskingum counties. It is, how-
ever, but proper that I should give Prof Evans's computation
from the data he collected ; they were published in the July num-
ber of this Journal, but their reproduction will not be out of
place here.

" Mr. William C. Welles of Parkersburg, Virginia (lat. 89°

10', long. 81° 24'), a gentleman of liberaf education, testifies

that being about three miles east of that place at the time of the

occurrence, he happened to look up to the northeast of him, and
""— " " ' "

<; from behind

en about 3c

east of north he thinks its altitude was 65°, Now the distanc(

n a direction 35° east of north, frmn his station to the line d
ectly under the meteors path, is 20 miles. Calculatmg froi
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these data I find for the

unit, 48 miles. This was
the border of Xoble.

" Mr. C. Hackley testifies that he saw the meteor from Berlin

in Jackson county. It crossed a cloudless space in the northeast,

and he thinks its altitude, at the highest point, was 30°. Now
the distance from Berlin to the nearest point under the meteors

patli is 70 miles. These data give nearly 41 miles for its verti-

cal height over Noble county, a few miles to the south of Saralis-

ville (lat. 39° 53', long. 81° 40').

" Many other reliable witnesses have been found who saw the

meteor through openings in the clouds from various points west

of its path ; and whose testimony so far agrees with the fore

going as to give results ranging between 37 and 44 miles. Care

has been taken as far as possible to verify the data in each case

by personal examintion of the witnesses." The angles have in

most instances been taken as pointed out by them from their

respective posts of observation. It is unfortunate that no case

has come to our knowledge in which the meteor was seen from

the region east of its path. But it was a circumstance in some

respects favorable to the definiteness of the observations made

from the west side, that the observers in nearly all cases saw the

meteor only at one point, or within a very small space on the

heavens. It is impossible to reconcile the various accounts

without granting that its path was very nearly as above de-

scribed, and that its height did not vary far from 40 miles as it

crossed Noble count3^

"In regard to the time which intervened, at different places,

between seeing the fire-ball and hearing the report, the state-

ments are so vague that not much reliance has been placed upon

them. It may be remarked, however, that they will essentially

agree with the foregoing conclusions, if we suppose that the loud-

est explosion took place in the southern part of Noble county.
" I will add under this head the statement of Mr. Joel Kichard-

Eon, of Warren, Washington county, who from a place six miles

west of Marietta, saw the meteor as much as 15° or 20° west of

north, at an altitude of about 45°. The direction in this case

was so oblique to the meteor's path, that the data are of little

value for simply determining the height ; but they are import-

ant on account of their connection with the place of the meteor's

last appearance, Mr, Richardson was visited by the writer, and

his testimony was subjected to close scrutiny. " If we take the

azimuth at l5° west of north, we shall have a distance of 41

miles to the line under the meteor's path ; and these data will

give about 41 miles for its vertical height over a point not more

than a mile from New Concord, at the extreme western limit of

the district along which the meteorites were scattered. If we

take the azimuth at 20" west of north, both the distance and the
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height will be greatly augmented. I have found two persons
living near Bear Creek, nine miles nonh of Marietta, who make
statements closely corroborating that of Mr. Richardson.

" D. Mackley, Esq., a lawyer of Jackson, Ohio, who at the time
of the occurrence happened to be at Berlin, about six miles
northeast from the former place, and seventy miles from the near-

est point under the meteor's path. He took pains to note all the

facts as accurately as he could at that time; and he afterwards

returned to the spot in order to determine more definitely the

points of the compass. His testimony, in answer to my interro-

gatories is substantially as follows :

—

"The meteor first appeared to me at a point about 55° east of

north. It moved northward in a line very nearly parallel with
the horizon. When it disappeared it had described an arc of
about 15°. It was in sight about 6 seconds. Its altitude was
about 80°. In regard to its size, I have since looked at the sun
through a thin cloud, and I think the apparent diameter of the

meteor was one-half that of the sun."

"These data give the meteor a height of 41 miles over the

northern boundary of Noble county ; a diameter of three-eighths

of a mile; and a relative velocity of nearly four miles a second.

The results agree sufficiently well with those before given."

Temperature of the Stones.—Several of the largest stones were
picked up ten minutes after their fall, and are described as being
about as warm as a stone that had lain in the sun in summer.
One fell among dry leaves that covered it after it had penetrated
the ground

; the leaves, however, showed no evidence of having
been heated; no appearance of ignition was discovered in places
or objects with which the stones came in contact at the time of
their fall, so that their temperature must have fallen far short of
redness, while it may not have reached that of 200°.

Size and Velocity.—I have no data upon which to calculate

either of these. Prof. Evans, however, as just quoted, calculates
froni the data above given, that its size was f of a mile and ve-

locity four miles a second.
While I may furnish no more reliable computations from the

data obtained, I may be excused a short criticism on the above
results to prevent too hasty conclusions being formed.
As regards the supposed elevation of forty miles when the first

reports were heard, I would simply ask the question, is it possi-

ble, with the established views of the conduction of sound by
rarefied air that any conceivable noise produced by a meteorite
forty miles distant from the earth, in a medium quite as rare if

not rarer than the best air pump can produce, would reach us at

all, or if so, in the manner described by observers ? This ques-

r.milardata have calculated the elevation of meteorites, where
Ihey were first heard to explode, at one hundred miles.
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As regards the size of the meteorite, I have but to refer the

reader to my experiments made in 1854, and published in this

Journal in 1855,* to show the perfect fallacy of calculating tiie

, size of luminous objects by their apparent disks, and I shall have

more to say on the same subject in a future paper. It is import-

ant to note that the nearest approach of the meteor to the earth

must have been in the northern part of Noble and in Guernsey

counties, the point from which its most wonderful display seem-

ed to have manifested itself, yet we hear nothing of its future

career by reports from observers north of this, while its approach

from the south to this point was noticed by a number of ob-

I need hardly state my own convictions are, that the me-

teorite terminated its career in Guernsey county, and that the

group of stones which constituted it were scattered broad cast

over that county : many have been collected, and many lie buried

in the soil to moulder and mingle their elements with those

of this earth.
i.

We come now to consider

the stones that fell and were
collected. Their number
was over thirty, and their

places of falling have been
plotted with some care in

the accompanying map.
The localities of twenty-

four have been fixed with
precision, by the assistance

of the Hon." C.J. Albright;
but from the diminished
scale of the map, it is im-
possible to place a number
by each dot intended to rep-

resent the locality of a me-
No. .the

map is the spot where the

largest stone _was found,

weighing
the larges

56 ibs., and No. 3, the small-

est, weighing 8 oz. The larg-

est were at the northwest ex-

tremity, and smallest, at the

southeast, the space over

which they were scattered, was about

miles broad.
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The following is a catalogue of 24 :

Eeasoner.

llorlges.

Fillis.

Others have been found but I have no correct record of their

stones have come under my observation;
tiiey are all irregular in shape, cuboidal, Avedge-shaped, globular
and everj^ conceivable form that irregular fragments of stone
Kjay be supposed to possess; they all have the well-known
black coating with a sharp outline between the coating and grey
mass of the stone, and there is quite a uniformity in the charac-
ter of the coating in both small and large stones".

When broken this meteor exhibits a grey mass, with metallic
particles of nickeliferous iron,^ resembling the stones 1 examined
that fell in Harrison county, Indiana, on the 28th of March,
1859, the latter however is the coarser grained of the two. Prof,
fchepard who is familiar with the meteoric stones preserved in the
cabmets of this country and in Europe, says: "In its internal
aspect It approaches the stone of lekaterinoslaw, Eussia, (1825),
though it is somewhat finer and more compact. In crust the
two are identical. It is also similar to the stone Slobodkn, Vkixs-

sia, (Aug. 10th, 1818) ; and compares closely with those of Po-
^itz, (Oct. 13th, 1819), of Nanjemov, Marvland, (Feb. lOth, 1828),
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and of Kuleschowka, Russia, (March 12th, 1811), but the crust

is less smooth on the Ohio stone than in that of the latter. In

fact its character is, that of a large portion of the known raete-

The general thickness of the crust is about from ^V to ^V of

The following is the figure of the largest stone that has been

found, now in the cabinet of Marietta College, and described by

Prof. E. B. Andrews, (this Jour., July, 1860, page 104). We
reproduce the figure from Prof. Andrews's article here cited.

Several specimens have been examined, they all show the pres-

ence of the same m.ineral3 with a slight variation in their pro-

portions as might be expected in a mass not homogeneous. Its

composition is fairly represented as follows :—Specific gravity,

3 -550, varying slightly in different specimens.*
In 100 parts, there are,

—

The nickeliferous particles separated by a magnet from tlie

rushed stone and well washed, presented the following constitu-

nts in 100 parts.

Cobalt,

Copper, - - - minute quantity not estii

Phosphorus,

Sulphur, .----..
* ilr. Jola..oc j;ivas rt a. 3-5 117. tlii. Journal. [2], xxx,
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The sulphur comes from magnetic pyrites that the meteorite
contains and that it is not easy to separate mechanically from
the small particles of nickeliferous iron.

The earthy part when freed as thoroughly as possible from
nickeliferous iron (which can be done pretty effectually by
the magnet), was treated with warm dilute muriatic acid, thrown
on a filter first washed thoroughly with water, then with a solu-

tion of potash to dissolve the last portion of the silica of the de-

composed portion of the mineral. The result was in 100 parts :

Soluble portion, 63-7

Insoluble «------ 36-3

The earthy material analyzed as a whole was found to contain,

Oxyd'of iron, 28-03

Alumina, 0-31

Magnesia, 24-53

Lime, -02

l:tv
•.-.-.-.-.•--. 1-4

Manganese, trace.

From these results it is very clear that the mineralogical con-

stitution of these meteoric stones is about as follows in 100 parts.

Nickeliferous iron, ----- 10-690

Schreibersite, -005

Magnetic pyrites, -005

Olivine, 56-884

Pyroxene, 32-416

This sums up the history of this meteoric shower, with as full

an account as possible of the stones that fell at that time. In
the first part of this paper it was stated that this fall was quite
as remarkable as tliat near L'Aigle in France in 1803. Although
it does not equal this latter in the number of stones that were
collected, it exceeds it in the size of the stones that fell. The
largest of the L'Aigle stones weighed 17^ ft»s., while the largest
in the present case was 103 fts.

There are many points of coincidence in the phenomena and
circumstances attending the two falls. Were I to copy Biot's

description of the phenomena of the fall at L'Aigle as detailed
to the Academy of Sciences nearly sixty years ago, it would be
out a repetition of what has been written in the first part of this

paper.

The date of fall at L'Aigle was the 26th of April, the date of
the Guernsey fall, May 1st ; time of the day of the former, one
o'clock, of the latter, twenty minutes of one. The direction of
both falls from southeast to northwest The extent of surface

covered by the first seven and a half miles wide by two and a
Am. Joci4. Sci.—Seconb Series, Vol. XXXI, No. 91.—Jak., 1861.

13
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half broad, bj the latter, ten miles long bj three wide. A '

both were seen by a large number of persons.

Since my memoir on meteorites was presented to the Ameri!

Association for the Advancement of Science, and published.

have collected several important physical and chemical data thai

cannot be overlooked in the study of the nature and origin oi

these bodies. I will merely enumerate some of them now ;
re-

serving for a future occasion the proof upon which they are based

and the deductions that may be drawn from them. 1st. The

light emitted from meteoric stones does not arise from incandes-

cence, but from electricity or some other cause. 2nd. That the

noise attending their falfis not that arising from the explosion

of a solid, but that it is by concussion of the atmosphere arising

from the rapid motion of the body through it or in part due to

electric discharge.

3d. That meteoric showers are not the results of fragments

from the rupture of one solid body, but the separation of small

and distinct aerolites that have entered our atmosphere in groups.

4th. That the black coating is not of atmospheric origin, but is

already formed when these bodies enter our atmosphere.
I would also call the attention of those engaged in the exami-

nation of this class ofbodies to the study of the true nature of their

black coating, also to the fact that observers at a distance often

see these bodies in a luminous state, while those situated where
they fall, do not observe this luminosity.

Art. XII,

—

Abstract of a Discussion of the Influence of the Moon
on the Declination of the Magnetic Needle, from the observations

at the Girard College, Philadelphia, between the years 1840 and

1845 ; by A. D. Bache, Superintendent United States Coast

Survey.

The existence of a sensible lunar effect on the magnetic dec-

lination has already been established by the labors of Brown,
Kreil, Sabine and others. It is nevertheless important to add
the weight of new numerical results to those already obtained.

In the discussion of the Philadelphia observations of magnetic
declination already presented to the Association, I have shown
how the influence of magnetic disturbances, of the eleven year

period, of the solar diurnal variation and its annual inequality,

of the secular change, and of the annual variation may be sev-

erally eliminated, leaving residuals from which the lunar influ-

ence is to be studied.

Each observation was marked with its corresponding lunar

hour and the hourly normals used for comparison. This method
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of treatment of the subject is that followed by General Sabine
in bis discussion of the results of the British observations. The
details of the method will be better understood by an example.
The time of the moon's passage over the meridian of Phila-

delpiiia (upper transit) was obtained from the American Alma-
nac, the small correction for the difference of longitude being
neglected. The observation nearest to the local mean solar time
of the moon's transit was marked with a zero, signifying O^^ of
lunar time. The time of the inferior transit was next obtained,

and the observation nearest to it in time w^as marked 12^. The
greatest difference in interval between the moon's transit and
the time of observation could in no instance exceed half an hour.

In the bi-hourly series the observations nearest the moon's tran-

sit, or to either hour angle, one hour before or one hour after

the transit was marked. The mean of a number of differences

for the same hours will thus give a result corresponding suffi-

ciently near to the hour. The number of observations interme-

diate between those marked 0^" and 12'i were marked with the

corresponding hour angle by interpolation, care being taken to

note the nearest full hour against each observation iu the bi-

hourly series. Tlie hourly series begins with October, 1843. In
the case of thirteen observations within twelve lunar hours, the
one nearest midway between the two consecutive lunar hours
was omitted.

The month of March, 1842, is selected as an example of work-
mg the bi-hourly series, and the tables are given in the complete
paper which, it is expected, will be published in the Smithsonian
Contributions to Knowledge.
One of the first questions to be determined is, how many of

these residuals must be used to give a definite result, another one
IS, whether numbers deduced from different parts of the series

would give harmonious results. To test both of these the ob-
servations were formed into three groups, one containing 4900
in 19 months of 1840 and '41; another 6715 results in 21
months of 1842 and '43

; and a third 10029 results in 18 months
of 1844 and '45

; in all 21644 results.

The tables for the several months and for each year, showing
the residuals for each lunar hour, are given in the complete me-
moir in detail, as also the results of the discussion of groups I
and II, and of III, in which all the observations are united.
Special investigation showed that the weights were nearly pro-
portional to the number of observations, a result which indicates
that no undue constant errors influence the result.
The results of the discussions of these three groups were also

expressed by Bessel's formula and treated by the method of
least squares. Two terms of the formula suffice to represent
tiie observations, and there is no "constant term, indicating that
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the moon has no specific constant action of deflection on tlie

needle. The coefficient of the first term is small, the character

of the curve depending chiefly upon the second term Avhich pro-

duces a double crested curve showing two eastern and two west-

ern deflections in one lunar day. The difference in the amount

of the eastern and of the western ranges depends upon the coeffi-

cient of the first term. The progression of the hourly values is

systematic, and the agreement between the computed and ob-

served values is satisfactory. On the Diagram B, the observed

values are indicated by dots and the smooth curve results from

the equation.

The difference between the curves of deflection for the eastern

and western hour angles shown in the curve, enables us to de-

termine the diurnal lunar tide and is drawn on the plate and

represented by the first term of the formula. The interference

of the two curves gives the observed form.

The curves all agree in their distinctive characters, and show

two east and two west deflections in a lunar day, the maxima

W. and E. occurring about the upper and lower culminations

and the minima at the intermediate six hours. The total range

hardly reaches 0'-5. These results agree generally with those

obtained for Toronto and Prague. From 8000 to 10000 obser-

vations seem to be required to bring out the results satisfactorily,

and the best results are derived from the use of both groups.

The principal western maximum occurs six minutes after the

lower culmination of the moon and amounts to 0'-23. The sec-

ondary maximum occurs fourteen minutes after the upper cul-

mination and amounts to 0'-18. The principal maximum occurs

at 6^ 17"> after the lower culmination, the easterly deflection be-

ing 0'-22. The secondary maximum at 6^ OS"! after the upper

culmination has a deflection of 0"-19. The greatest range is 27"

and the secondary 22". The epochs of the maxima and minima
are found from the formulse to be at a mean, ten minutes after

culmination. The probable error of a single computed value of

the lunar diurnal variation is dbl"-82. The Toronto observations

gave ±l"-37 from more than twice the number of observations, so

that the Philadelphia observations appear to be worthy of every

confidence. At Toronto from the second investigation, embracing

about 44,000 observations, the western and eastern deflections bal-

anced^ giving for the range 38"-3. The Prague observations also

confirm the nearly equal deflections (mean) to the west and east.

The epochs of the maxima and minima were found from the four

roots of the equation 0=0-029 cos (^+295°) -+-0-414 cos (2^+85°)

which gave ten minutes as the mean time elapsed between the

moon's passing the meridian and the time of maxima of deflec-

tion. If we take the four phases into account the lunar action

seems to be retarded ten minutes, which may be termed the ^uw^''
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magnetic interval for the Philadelphia station. At Toronto the
intervals are not so regular. The secondary range exists there,

and is also a marked feature in the Prague results.

The lunar diurnal variation seems to be the subject of an ine-

quality depending on the solar year, for the investigation of
which the preceding results were rearranged in two groups, one
containing the hourly values for the summer months (April to

September), the other the values for the winter months (October
to March). For the summer season we have 11087 observations,

and for the winter 10557.
In the complete memoir the tables of the hourly sums of the

lunar variations for the summer and winter seasons are given,

and the tabular results are expressed analytically. The curves
representing them are shown in the annexed Diagram C.

The characteristic feature of the annual inequahty in the lunar
diurnal variation is, therefore, a much smaller amplitude in win-
ter than in summer. Kreil indeed inferred from the ten year
series of the Prague observations that in winter the lunar diur-

nal variation either disappears or is entirely concealed by irreg-

ular fluctuations, requiring a long series for their elimination.

The method of reduction which he employed was however less

perfect than that now used. The second characteristic of the
irregularity consists in the earlier occurrence of the maxima and
minima in winter than in summer. The winter curve precedes
the summer curve by about one and three quarter hours. Both
these features are well expressed in the diagram C. At Toronto

ticed, but the other irregularity in the amount of deflection is

not exhibited. It seems probable that the Philadelphia results

are more typical in form than those either of Prague or Toronto.
It is also apparent that the smaller deflection at the upper

culniiuation in the annual mean, when compared with the de-

flection at the lower culmination, is entirely produced by the
feeble lunar action in winter. The maximum west deflection in

summer occurs actually near the upper culmination. At the
same season the maximum east deflection is still retained (as in
the annual curve) about six hours after the lower culmination.
In the winter season this last mentioned maximum east deflection
IS actually the smaller of the two. We have

Maximum summer range, - - - 35"-4, secondaiy 31"-8

At Prague the maximum summer range w^as 44".
I next proceed to examine whether the phases, declination

or parallax of the moon, have any sensible effect upon the

magnetic declination. Dr. Kreil found from a ten years series
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of olDservations at Prague, that there was no specif

the position of the magnet depending upon
"'

and parallax, but that the declination was 6"'<
I greater when

moon was at tlie greatest northern declination than when at :

greatest southern declination. On the contrary Mr. Brown fic-

tile Makerstoun observations, a much shorter series than the

one at Prague, inferred that there was a maximum of declination

two daj^s after the full moon. He also found a maximum cor-

responding to the greatest northern declination of the moon,

but does not appear to have investigated the effect of distance.

Tiie residuals which we have been treating enable us at once

to examine these several points.

Beginning with the lunar phases, the daily means for the day

of full and new moon, and for two succeeding days, were com-

pared with the monthly mean declination. In case any of the

hours were disturbed, the monthly normal for the hour was sub-

stituted for the disturbed observation before the mean was taken.

If one half or more of the hourly readings were disturbed, the

daily mean was altogether omitted. Accidental omissions of

hourly observations were supplied by the hourly normal. The

half monthly normals were then compared wdth the half monthly

means. In the table of differences thus formed equal weight is

given to the bi-hourly and hourly observations. The daily mean

having been subtracted from the monthly mean, the positive sign

indicates a western deflection and the negative sign an eastern

one, as compared with the normal position. The following table

contains the results :

"Sum of t^ _DeflecUo.__

1
Full- moon,

1
1st day after,

j

2d day after,

-f-11-6

-11

52
51

-f-0-22 1

+0'-10
-0-14

1

-0-06
-0-19

I

-0 -08

±0'-07

New moon,
1st day after,

1
2d day after,

-11-5 43

49
+003

1
+0 -01

+0-09
1
+0 -04

±0'-09

The effect is very small, scarcely much beyond the probable

error ; but the table indicates that the north end of the magnet is

deflected to the westward O'-l at the full and as much to the

eastward at the day of new moon, the range between full and

new moon being 0'-2. A more definite result could hardly be

expected from a series of observations extending over but five

Treating the effect of the moon's vnrintinTi in Acn.^\r.^ur^r, in

precisely the same -""
3 obtain the following results :
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One day before,

One day after,

t days of observation.

+ -14

Mean, 1+0 -Oil

The results do not positively prove a deflection of the magnet
depending on tlie moon's greatest north and south declination.

The amount resulting from the comparisons being of nearly the
same magnitude as its probable error.

A similar investigation witb respect to the moon's distance

fi-om the earth gives the following results.

Mean deflection.

One day before,

At moon's perigee,

One day after,

-0''18l from 50 days
-0-18i " 41
-0-00 " 59

obserration.

Mean, -0-12; 150

One day before,

At moon's apogee,

Onedayafter,^

-0'-02j « 55

;

Mean, -;r^! " lis "

The difference being of the same order of ma
probable errors, no conclusion as to the effect of (

irawn from them.

to the effect on the earth's magnetic 1

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.

1. On the Chemical Analysis of the Solar Atmosphere.—Kirchhoff
has communicated some furtber results of his remarkable investigations

on the constitution of the solar atmosphere, a notice of which has already

been given in this Journal. The author maintains that the sun has an
ignited gaseous atmosphere which encloses a core of still higher tempera-
ture. If we could see the spectrum of this atmosphere, we should detect

the bright lines which are characteristic of the metals existing in it, and
should recognize the metals themselves from these. The more strongly

luminous body of the sun does not however permit the spectrum of his

atmosphere to appear. It inverts this spectrum so that instead of the
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dark ones make their appearance.

image of the spectrum of the sun's atmosphere.

In order to study the solar spectrum with the requisite degree of accu-

racy, Kirchhoff procured from the workshop of Steinheil an apparatus

consisting essentially of four large flint glass prisms and two telescopes.

With this apparatus the spectra are seen in a hitherto unattainable

degree of distinctness and purity. It exhibits in the solar spectrum

thousands of Hues with such clearness that they are easily distinguished

from each other. It is the author's intention to draw the whole spectrum

as seen with his apparatus, and he has already done this for the portion

which lies between Fraunhofer's lines D and F.

This apparatus exhibits the spectrum of an artificial source of light with

the same distinctness as the solar spectrum, provided only that the inten-

sity of the light is sufficient. A common gas flame in which a metallic

compound evaporates, is usually not sufiiciently luminous but an electnc

spark gives with the greatest distinctness the spectrum of the metal of

which the electrodes consist. A large Ruhmkorfif's induction coil yields

electric sparks in such rapid succession that the spectrum can be observed

as easily as that of the sun.

A very simple arrangement permits the comparison of the spectra of

two sources of light. The rays of one of the sources may pass through

the upper half of the vertical slit, while those of another pass through

the lower half. When this is the case, one of the two spectra is seen

immediately beneath the other, and it is easy to determine whether com-

cident lines occur in both.

In this manner the author satisfied himself that all the bright lines

peculiar to iron correspond to dark lines in the solar spectrum. In the

portion of the spectrum between D and F, about 70 particularly w«^!'

marked lines occur, resulting from the iron in the sun's atmosphere.

Iron is remarkable on account of the great number of distinct line*

which it produces in the solar spectrum ; magnesium is interesting because

it produces the group of Fraunhofer's lines lying in the green denoted by

Fraunhofer by b, and consisting of three very strong: lines. Very distinct

dark lines in the solar spectrum

these substances in the sun's atmosphere as proved.
" Many c

appear however to be wanting in the sun's atmosphere. Silver, copper

zinc, lead, aluminum, cobalt and antimony have extremely brilliant iin^s

in their spectra; but no distinct dark hues in the solar spectrum corres-

pond to these.

Many metallic compounds do not give in a gas flame the apeetruffl of

their metal, because they are not sufficiently volatile : in these cases the

spectrum may be made to appear by means of the electric spark. It «

true that in this case the spectrum of the metal of which the electrodes

consist and that of the air in which the spark passes is also seen. ^^

avoid the difiiculty arising from the very great number of bright lis^*

of which the spectrum of every electric spark consists, it is necessary

to have recourse to a particular arrangement. The electric sp^ik i'
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1 roles, the light of one epark beinw allowed to pass through the up-
per, that of the other through the "lower half of the slit, so that one
spectrum is seen above the other. When the two pairs of electrodes

are clean, the two spectra are perfectly similar : when however a me-
tallic compound is placed upon one pair, the corresponding spectrum
immediately shows the lines belonging to the metal introduced. The
author has satisfied himself that in this manner even the metals of

the rare earths, yttrium, erbium, terbium, etc., may be recognized most
quickly and certainly. It is therefore to be expected that by the help

of Ruhmkorff's apparatus, the spectral method of analysis may be ex-

tended to the detection of all metals. The researches which the author

has undertaken in connection with Bunsen will, it is hoped, determine

this point.

—

Journalfur praU. Chemie, No. 18, 1860.

2. On a New Alkaline ifefa^.—Bunsen has discovered in the waters

of several mineral springs, a new alkaline metal, the existence of which
was fii-st detected by the spectral method of qualitative analysis, already

noticed in this Journal. The new alkali exists in these waters together

with potassium, sodium, and lithium, and its presence may be shown
by the spectral, analysis with the greatest facility, although only a few

niilligrauimes are contained in several kilogrammes of the raaterial.

The author gives only a very brief preliminary notice of the new metal,

promising a more extended' investigation. Tiie chlorid may be distin-

guished from the ohlorids of sodium and lithium by the yellow precipi-

tate which it gives with chlorid of platinum. It is distinguished from

potassium by the solubility of its nitrate in alcohol. The vapors of the

compounds of this metal, when heated so as to become luminous, give

an extremely characteristic spectrum, which at the same time exhibits

the remarkable simplicity of the spectra of the other alkaline metals. Its

spectrum consists of only two blue lines—a weaker line, corresponding
"with the blue strontium line and another which lies only a little farther

toward the blue end of the spectrum, and which vies in intensity and
sharpness of definition, with the red line of lithium,

—

Journal fiir prakt.

Chemie, 16,1860.
3. On the colors of Flames.—MEm has communicated some investiga-

tions on the coloration of the flames of Bunsen's burner and of hydrogen
gas produced by the presence of various substances. These observations
may be considered as supplementary to those of Bunsen already noticed

i Journal, and although less certain, are simpler and more easily

'le processes "
*

3 hydrogen s

tion, makes use of blue, violet, red and green glasses. The new substan-
ces which he describes as giving characteristic colors to the flame of
Bunsen's burner, are nitric, chromic and molybdic acids, while phosphoric
and sulphuric acids give a peculiar coloration to the dark core of the flame
of hydrogen.

The flame of Bunsen's burner gives three sorts of colors

—

a. Border
colors. These are of couree peculiar only to the most volatile substances.

To produce them, the loop of platinum wire is to be held ouL-^ide of the

flame about one or two millimeters from the lower portion of the outer

Am. Jocb. Scl—Secoxd Series, Vol.XXXI, No. 91.—Jam.. 1861.
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is held in tlie bright bine colored mantle which forms the onter portion

the flame, c. Flame colors. To produce these, the loop is to be h(

horizontally and in the hottest part of the mantle. The hydrogen flai

yields another species of color—viz, the core colors. These arc pvoduc

only by snlphuric and phosphoric acids, which coramnnicate respectiv*

a blue and green tinge to the cold core of the hydrogen flame.

acids give a bronze green

der. The test is to be pr.B colored border. The test is to be previously dried in the flame.

and dipped into a solution of bi-sulphate of potash, or into dilute muriatic

acid, according as we wish to test for nitric or nitrous acid. The sensi-

bility is about 4V nigrm. Compounds of ammonia and cyanogen give

the same bronze green border, but more faintly.

Phosphoric acid gives a grey-yellovv-green border color, as well as a

beautiful green core color. The dry test is to be dipped into sulphuric

acid and held in the flame in the manner above pointed out, in order to

show the border color. The sensitiveness is ^^^^ mgrm. The green core

color is less sensitive, but indispensable in recognizing phosphoric acid in

the presence of large quantities of boric acid, and is produced by alter-

nately moistening the test with a solution of fluosilicic acid, and holding

it till ignition in the hydrogen flame, until the color distinctly appears.

Sulphuric acid produces a beautiful blue core color, being reduced to

sulphurous acid. Free sulphuric acid gives the color when the platinum

loop is held in the border of the flame, but a sulphate must be held in the

middle of the flame. In the latter case, it is well to dip the test into

strong muriatic or fluo-pilicic acid. The sensibility for sulphuric acid i*

ttfW mgrm., for a sulphate, xttVtt ragrm.

Boric acid gives a beautiful green mantle color, which is so intense that

the acid may be recognized in the presence of large quantities of phos-

phoric acid. The sensibility ^^^ mgrm. Borates are to be decomposed

with sulphuric acid.

Chromic acid gives a dark brownish red border color, and a rose red

mantle color. The sensibility is -j-^^^ mgrm. The dry test is to be

moistened with concentrated sulphuric acid, and held in the border.

O.xyd of chromium gives no color, and is to be first oxydized to chromic

acid by moistening with a solution of hypochlorite of soda, and dryina;.

Molybdic acid gives a yellowish green flame-color like that of baryta, which

is however very fleeting, and only occurs on moistening the test with niu-

ery weak greenish blu
very short time, and therefore does not des

i however decomposed into free chlorine which r

Potash gives a grey blue mantle-color and a

in the presence of lithia, as well as through so~thick a I

that the lithium red is no longer visible. The test is to

sulphuric acid, and repeatedly exposed to the flame for a

sensibility is -r^.^ra ™g™M for blue, Xb.wim mgrm. for

Soda gives an orange yellow

appears pure blue, but in smal
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gU^s ; through the green glass, the soda flame appears orange yellow,

even ^vith the smallest quantities. This glass is particularly adapted to

the recognition of soda in all its compounds. The sensibility is ^-^^.V^xr
nigrni. The test is to be moistened with sulphuric acid; dried and held
in the hottest point of the flame.

Lithia gives a carmine red flame-color which appears violet red through
the blue, carmine red through the violet but is invisible through the green
glass. The test is to be moistened with sulphuric acid and treated like

potash, the sensibility is xTxrViny mgrm. In the presence of soda, lithia

is recognized through the blue glass; in the presence of potash, by the

method given by Bunsen. In the case of the alkaline earths, the test is

to be moistened with sulphuric acid, carefully dried, and held in the hot-

test point of the mantle. After all the alkalies have evaporated, the earths

2 detected.

)gnized by the yellowish green flame-color which
appears blue green through the green glass. The sensibility for baryta

alone is ^-jV^r mgrm. If the green disappears and a red fiaroe-color makes
its appearance, the test is to be repeatedly moistened with muriatic acid,

and immediately introduced while wet into the hottest part of tlj.e flame.

If the blue green color is no longer seen, we proceed to examine for lime.

Lime is present when the red flame-color, on evaporating the last portion

of muriatic acid, appears siskin green through the green glass. Strontia

gives in this case a weak yellow. The sensibility of lime alone is ytjW
ujgrm., but by employing the green glass, rff.^tftr mgrm.

Strontia may be recognized by the purple or rose color which is seen

through the blue glass when the test, after mpistening with muriatic acid,

is evaporated to dryness in the flame.

flatne-color. By the combined observation of both colors, copper may be

distinguished from all other metals which give similar colors. The sensi-

bility of copper alone is ^j.^^-tt mgrm. The other flame-coloring metals,

such as arsenic, antimony, tin, lead, mercury and zinc, exhibit especially

in the form of chlorids, more or less intense bluish or greenish mantle-
colors, which however cannot be advantageously used as reactions for the

metals thamsehes.—Journalfur prakt. Chemie, No. 16, I860.

4. The Dichroscope.—The apparatus to which Prof. Dove has given this

name is intended for the following purposes:

—

(1.) To represent interferences, and spectra in different-colored light,

both separately and combined.

_
(2.) To imitate the phenomena of dichroism, both in the case in which

dichroi tic crystals are viewed through Haidinger's rhomb of calc spar, and
also in the case of the phenomena produced when the dichroitic crystals

themselves are used as analyzers in a polariscope.

(3.) To combine elliptically, circularly, and rectilinearly polarized and

and the other by the analvziuir arrangement, but so that'they

•se the doubly refi-acting media simultaneously, and are then submit-

> any analyzing arrangement.
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HEGF is tiie dichroscopfl which is placed in a polariscope as indi-

cated in the figure ; A, being the
, ^

Kicol's prism, and CD the polar-

It is a brass box 81 millim

long, Id high, and '70 broad,

three sides of which are open;

these sides, HE, HF, FG,
l^-^^d

1 in the direction

,fmicS''' The side

e closed by a slide having in it a slit for prismatic analysis or

iperture for expeiiments, with fine gratings. Two mirrors be-

apparatus: one is silvered, the other blackened.

assumed that the linear analyzing arrangement is so placed

ystal of calc spar cut at right angles to its axis and placed

{a.) FG closed by an opaque slide: white linear-polarized light.

(6.) FG closed by the slide, in IIF a colored glass: according to the

ature of the glass, monochromatic or polychromatic linear-polarized

(r.) Colored glass at FG, HF open

:

I bright

I polarized light with un-

(e.) Ditlerently colored glasses at HF and FG. The rings appear as if

the analyzing prism had been turned 90°; the cross is colored and the

(/".) If a rotating mica plate be placed at HE the corresponding com-

binations of circular and elliptical, with unpolarized light are ol)tained.

mica plate at HE is used, circularly or elliptically polarized, reach the

They are (a), both white or both colored, (i) white and colored, (c) dif-

ferently colored, according to the arrangements made.
3d. Between the mirror CD and the plate of glass EF, the mica plate is

inserted : in this manner combinations of circula'rly or elliptically polarized

light, with linear polarized light are obtained.

4th. The silvered mirror is placed at CD and a set of six glass plates is

inserted at EF. This is so arranged tliat the light entering from CD and

polarized by refraction in passing through EF is equal in intensity to the

light polarized by reflexion at EF : the two beams are of course polarized
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at right angles to eacli other; no figure is formed by the crystal of calc
spar—the light is unpolarized.

Interesting experiments may be be made by weakening the intensity of
either of these beams of light. If now colored glasses are placed in HF
and fG the phenomena of dichroitic crystals may be obtained, as fol-

(a.) The calc spar crystal is removed, and the Nicol's prism exchanged

inserted at HE, two images of it are obtained in difierent colors; by rota-

Crystals improperly termed dichroitic are now represented by using

plates of glass of the same color, and weakening the intensity of one of the

beams of light.

(6.) If a crystal of calc spar cut at right angles to its axis is inserted

between k and HE the phenomena are obtained which dichroitic crystals

exhibit when they are used in a polarizing apparatus as an analyzing

arrangement.

By the intermixture of certain spectra Prof. Dove obtained colors which
could not have been expected from the components, but which corres-

ponded to the investigations of Wiinch and Helmhollz.
Prof Dove remarks that his dichroscope can with some inconvenience

be adapted to the Norremberg polariscope.

The little polariscope figured on pnge 536 (or 388, 2d edition) of Silli-

man's Nat. Phil, is however admirably adapted to its reception as I have
ascertained experimentally.—i. and E. Phil. Mag., No. 134, iV^oy., p. 352.

5. Dove's ' Optical >

by combining black an

ory of lustre. In his Optische Studien he describes a method of producing
lustre without stereoscopic combination. A pattern cut out of red p.iper

18 pasted on a sheet of green paper or the reverse arrangement may be

adopted. If a plate of red glass is held before one eye and one of green
before the other, the picture is seen brilliant and lustrous as though
painted on glass or porcelain. A blue figure on a red field, or the reverse,

^vllen viuwed through red and blue glasses give similar results.

The lustre is most striking when the drawing is viewed from above.

(2.) On a method of mingling at will colors produced by absorption or

interference.—see Dichroscope, this Journal p. 108.

(3.) On the influence of binocular vision upon the estimation of the

distance of bodies seen by reflexion and refraction.—IhQ following is a

pb^ced upon a colored glass cube 1 inch iu diameter. When viewed with
both eyes from above, the colored glass appeared to be converted into a
four sided prism of double the height. (A piece of glass 1 inch thick with
two parallel sides, placed on a cork h inch in diameter shows this very

deceptive phenomenon quite well.) If print be viewed through a large

rhomb of calc spar by both eyes it will be seen that the two images do

* Optische Studien, by Prof. H. W. Dove, Berlin, 1S39.
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not lie in the same plane. This effect is imitated by Prof. Dove in two

printed stereographs—see Sept. No. this Journal, p. 304.

[If a printed page be magnified by a plane convex lens 3 inches in

diameter 2^ in fucal length, and viewed by both eyes, it -will be seen that

ing flat seems to be convex. A single projection of a pyramid placed

under the centre of the lens gains relief, though the lines drawn from the

base to the apex rise toward the observer in curves. The efi'ect is due to

the distortion produced by viewing the drawing through the opposite

On the other hand if two perfectly similar printed pages be viewed

through the lenticular stereoscope, attentive examination will show that

the field is apparently concave : the lines rising in shallow tiers, above

and below; this is of course a defect in the instrument, since it alters the

relief in which the objects are seen, increasing or diminishing it according

to their position in the field.

On this account it may perhaps be advisable even where the most natu-

ral relief is desired to place the cameras somewhat farther apart than the

distance between the eyes. Sir David Brewster, in his woi'k on the stereo-

scope, page ]08, gives us to understand that Wheatstone's reflecting

stereoscope is not a "real optical instrument"(:) because pieces of loolcin^-

glass are employed j
^' ..... ,

iope from the catalogue of optical apparatus 1

,
which alter the nal

the same author it is so essential that objects should be viewed ?]

(4 ) Ayi interesting article on the application of the Stereoscope to dis-

tinguish copies from fac-similies.—When two pages pri

the same pfane—"in'uIe'Lti'
stereoscope the

^to'be^..s;nL::ihuted
3 surfa.•e).'" InTe'Totit carehil ,y the

printei• to set up a page! or a feiw lines alike, the words i.nd letters will in

the stereoscope be seen

page 304, vol. xxx, this

to lie i.

, Journ.

» different planes.--(See the iUustration on

By this means when genuine and counterfeit bank nc*tes are combined

in the stereoscope the d.tfere.)ce is at once detected. This is really '^

metiiod of apparently convertir.g distance in a horizonta,1, into dept h in a

(5.)

d plane and greativ mag
Upon the Electric Light.

colored glasses.

sis of th,e Aveaker vfirieties

of ele(2trio light by means "of "in passing from nearly

6. Improvements in the Microsco/je.— Wenhatn's Lnprouec

Microscope.—In the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Seien

1860, Mr. Wenham has described an improved form of Binoc

scope. The coustruction of this iastrument will be understo(
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accompanying %iires. The rays from the two sides of the obi<-ct glass
are transmitted through a compound achromatic prism shown "in fig. 1,
hy which they are made to cross each other and diverge at an anHe of
l&°, so that at the distance of about eight inches the rays from tlie'right
f^ide of tlie object enter the left eye, and the rays from the left sjde enter
the right eye as shown in fig. 2.

Two prisms of flint glass "a a, fig. 1, are cemented 1-

to a single four-sided prism 6 of "crown glass; the
angles of the prisms having such a relation to the
refractive and dispersive powers of the two kinds of
glass as to make the compound prism achromatic
and give to the opposite pencils the proper converg-
ence after leaving the prism. In an instrument of
this kind, made under the direction of the writer, by
Messrs. Grunow, the flint prisms have each a refrac-

ting angle of 26°, the lateral angles of the crown
prism are 44°; the opposite faces of the crown
prism are parallel ; the refractive index of the flint

glass is 1-621 and of the crown glass 1-534 and the
dispersive powers of the flint and crown prisms are as l-UO<

In fig. 2, a represents the object-glass of the microscope,
pound prism, c c, c c show the position and direction of th<

pencils, and d d are two eye-pieces at the ex-
tremities of the two branches of the compound
oody and the microscope.

Each branch of the compound body is fur-

nished with a draw-tube which can be extended
2 or 3 inches if necessary. By this means the
instrument can be adjusted to difi'erent eyes,
vvben the draw-tubes are closed, the distance
between the centres of the eye-pieces is 2 inches,
and when drawn out two inches, the distance
apart is 2|- inches. This is as great a range as

f most persons who

i lateral

Uhen

acnromatic prism. In both of the other forms
named, the hVht,, twice suffers total reflection,
and passes through a thickness of an inch or
more of glass causing much aberration and loss
of hght. In the form described above there is

httle loss of light or aberration, as the greatest
tiiickness of the achromatic prism does not exceed
Another excellence is the lightness and simplicity oi

adapted to the ordinary
microscopes having
changed for the bi
A he instrument of

I horizontal arm, theordinai-y compound body c

this kind made for the wri

nay t
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to ali who have seen it. The stereoscopic effect is perfect ; vascular and

cellular tissues, and mucous membranes are shown in bold relief; and a

magnifying power of 200 to 300 diameters can be used with reflected

can be used on suitable olvjects.

iV^o/e.—There is one defect in this form of binocular microscope, viz.,

object glasses of large angular aperture take in light from so great a

field that a portion of light entere the branch of the corapound body on

the same side from which it originates. This gives, with low poivers, as

the 1 inch and 2 inch objectives of large apertures, a supernumerary

image that interferes somewhat with the definition of that part of the

moved to a greater distance from the prism. If this defect can be obvi-

ated, this form of binocular microscope will undoubtedly prove greatly

superior to all other forms yet devised. M. C. White.'

7. Tolles' Orthoscopic Eye-piece.—Among the recent valuable im-

fonr of"" eyVpiecrmTcle''ty Mr.^R. R Tolles, o7canastoU,^N.''Y. This

is a modification of the Solid Negative Eye-piece for which Mr. Tolles

received a patent, Sept. 1855. The new eye-piece consists of a double

convex field-lens, about three-fourths of an inch t'

is. The image is

This instrument is so constructed as to give a flat field, the central and

lateral portions being in focus at the same time, and the magnifying

power is the same throughout, so that lines are shown perfectly straight

in whatever part of the field they may be seen. Mr. Tolles also com-

bines a micrometer with this eye-piece, by constructing the thick field-

lens of two parts cemented together and by ruling micrometer lines on

one of the plane surfaces of union. This eye-piece either with, or with-

out the micrometer is highly satisfactory, giving very fine definition

throughout the entire field. This eye-piece will be received with great

favor by all who work with the microscope. M. c. w.

8. Contributions to Analytical Chemistry.—From an elaborate memoir

by H. Rose, we extract the following notices which are of special interest

r precipitatmg by ammonia, to 1

ger any smell of free ammonia.
precipitated while tlie whole

' and dissolved by the

niacal salt should be present in sufRoient quaiit^

The precipitated alumina is very difficult to wash out upon the i

it is therefore better after bringing it completely upon the filter, to .Ir

paper when pressed against it. The alumina may then be easily
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3 complete, but extremely small traces of magnesia usu
aiiy rcxuaiu wiiii the alumina.

Separation of Oxyd of Iron from Lime and Magnesia.—By precisely

the same metiiod, oxyd of iron may be separated easily and completely
fi-om both lime and magnesia. The oxyd of iron may be readily washed
out by hot water, and is not gelatinous like alumina.

Sejxiration of Alumina and Iron,from Manganese.—Alumina may be
easily separated from manganese by the same method. The precipita-

ted alumina sometimes however contains traces of manganese which are
too small to be detected by the blowpipe. The same process may be em-
ployed directly in separating manganese from iron, when the quantity of

manganese is comparatively small. When however this is not the case,

the precipitated oxyd of iron contains a considerable quantity of manga-

ingt
''*"

acid, agam precipitated with ammonia, and the solution

be removed by boiling with the solution. The oxyd

washing be dissolved in chlorhydric

d till the free

3 expelled. It is also necessary in separating the bases by this

) bring the solution to the boiling point l

1 the free ammonia is expelled. In

When iron, manganese, alumina, lime and magnesia are present, and the

quantity of magnesia is not too large, the solution may be saturated with

chlorine, precipitated by ammonia, and the alumina, iron and manganese
separated from the other bases by boiling with the solution. The manga-
nese may then be separated from the alumina and iron by a precisely

similar process.

Separation of Manganese from Magnesia and Lime.—This is best

effected by adding acetate of soda to the solution, heating and passing a
current of chlorine gas through it while hot. The purple red solution is

to be supersaturated with ammonia and boiled till the free ammonia is

expelled. The manganese is precipitated as sesquioxyd, while the mag-
nesia remains in solution. When alumina and magnesia are present
with the manganese, it is best to precipitate the alumina by carbonate of
baryta, and then to separate the two other bases by the method already
described. To separate manganese from lime, chlorine may be passed
directly into the solution; ammonia is then to be added and the whole

present the dilute Solution is to be oxy(fized by chlorine, andi" then the
alumina and sesquioxyd of manganese precipitated by ammonia and the

Separation of Strontia from Lime.—The best metliod of separating
these bases, according to Rose, is the old process of Stromeyer, viz : by treat-

ing the nitrates witli anhydrous alcohol, which dissolves the nitrate of lime.
Ihis process may be greatly improved by using a mixture of equal vol-

umes of ether and alcohol.' In this mixture the nitrate of lime easily

dissolves, while the nitrate of strontia is almost absolutely insoluble.—
Poqg. Ann., No. 6, 1860. w. G.

^^L JoL-K. Scl-Second Sebies, You XXXI, No. 91.-Ja.v„ 1861.
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9. Test for Fu^el Oil ; by W. Stein.—Small bits of porous chloriJ

of c.'ilrinm having been placed in a beaker glass, portion., of the spirit

^^]li^ll is to be tested are added until the mass is moistened to siicli an

extent that it ai)pears wet. The beaker is then covered with, a glass plate

and left to itself. If the spirit contains fusel oil, the odor of the latter

mav be detected after a while in the beaker, being still more stronglv

manifest, after the lapse of several hours. When only minute traces of

fusel oil are present, one must allow the mixture to stand for a consideia-

According to Stein, this method is only a modification of the com-

mon test in which the snirit to be investigated is thnnvn into ^ivarin

water. Since the imitossibility of perceiving small portions of fusel oil

in '^])irit de;>en<ls upon the fact that the odor of this substance is masked

by that of the alcohol vapor which is evolved at the same time,

tlie alcohol uith water, or better, as previously stated, by mixing with

it an excesjs of chloriil of calcium, with which substance the alcohol

combines so stronirH', that its odor can no longer interfere with that

of the fusel oil.—From pohjtechnisches Ceniralhlatt, 1859, p. 1627; in

l)in,lu\;?o/v/ Jourml civ, 158
lO V^nlue of fl,rre}ent Lu'h or Soap In R davEGtR—Complaint^

,
wIikIi to tlu b(.-t of the manuiac turtr's knowledge, ha've been weil

t^ !' ill I TiK u-u d explanation which is offered, wlicr-

Mt those M>i„>w huh, out iint \u hu.st piopotti.m of ilUh,-oriTi
hei word, those .ontunin^ I titt\ and, the c.jun iltnt weight ot

hu h 1^ small —must b. the mc
Since the dititrence between t!ucquuahutsotth common fatt. if I'i*

e not 1 tra* , thcsc coiisiderations irt pcrh-^ps ot little or no import-

nco in so til isoncuiis th( ccmsumpt.on ot snip ,n household econo-

sni,lo tuuiK bcni„ but small In »

,u.ututiini>_L abhshmcr, how,vu whcr. tittx o. ilnin.lred thou^-

.dpouii^ .1]. m \ in UM 1 in the <ourso of i x. u, ditierences

huLiniotb 1 nn. 1 n.s.^n.t i iut must.xh,I>itthcn,.ch.s

loreNimpk,tiLuiui duit w iSXhts ot se\ eral s )aps, (reganled as an-
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Oleic acid (red oil) soap,

Palm oil
' "^'

. . .

Tallow " - . .

Cocoamit oil - ...
Calcnlatiiiir from these woi^-Lt^ how much of e

quantities will be found :

1151 ll>s. of Oleic acid soap,

10^7 " " Tahn oil soap, i.

Differences like these must ,

! 400 lbs. of piu-iron havini^ 1

Liful blue sparks, A\]iich wore a'-f

ion that the iron contained co])n.

ot the s'lnij.lc taki'ti, a': ])re\

It lay b-neath the scab-. fH
ved trora the furnace. (III).
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^^as e\i lent, tljeu foic th it tin tOO lU of
}

auau-^is ^o 3 —Diwjlu h jiolyhchiu^chts Journal, 1800, l1\,

1 2 P) ipaiation of Ox yd of LtaJ fxi f} om Copper and L

'

ox>(l ot Vm\ \\])kJi docs noto)iiUin ti.ices ut tlicsc iinpiintRs In Lis

inah.ul, biioivc-ioa b\ that of Molir* for piepuing caii'^lic bint-;, a quan

titv of ( ui^tic <=od I he ot from 28° to 30° (f^ )rr about 1 J5 sp efi b-i^

in^ I n. biouol.t to boil in an iton IvCttle, thp ^ulph ,tt ot kid .. aclJeJ

to It iitt)« b\ lilt's with con-^tant '!tiu mo;, ox>d ot Itad and 'utphite of

added to a kittle ot "^od i, ind A\liKh i-^ soinewh it k-^s than the qmnUtT

t? p miKutt Milidiite ot ka.l being addtd until the ^Inip caustic t".<^*^^'

ot th( 1 1 t( 1 ^\ '1 (Diiil iiK w th the soda and lemain in solution, Diniro'

tht bodiiio tlu d<( oiiipo-it'on IS lapid, and toniplnte, unleii the <;odi h"-

^
[t For a rt-a.K n <'j'>"jj^'^_f

1'' v!'"L7uu'' Juum ll"i -T!!!.!"'



When the proper quantity of sulphate of lead has been added
lye and the decomposition is finished, the contents of the kettle in

thrown into a vessel containing water in order that the sulphate o

^vh!c!l h:is been formed may be retained in solulion, which would i

the case it' no water were added to the mixture. The oxyd of lead,

is in the form of exceedingly fine crystalline scales of a light yel

red color* and of great piiritv, is readily deposited ; after being thorc

washed, to remo-- •'- -•'-^-^ --"'- •' =~ '•=-

As thus prepared the oxyd is an exceedingly soft powder of a yellowish

red color like prepared litharge ; it contains about 2 per cent of alumina

which can not readily be removed, but which is not at all detrimental to

• its use in glazing pottery, and also a larger or smaller quantity of carbonate

of lead according as the soda lye was more or less contaminated with car-

The crude sulphate of lead as it comes from the print works should be

agitated and washed with water—or, better, forced through a fine seive

in order to break up lumps and to remove any foreign substances,—be-

fore being used.

The rc'sidual solution of sulphate of soda being evaporated together

with the first portions of the wash water, afibrds Glauber's salt contain-

ing alumina, plumbate of soda, acetate of soda (the acetic acid and alu-

mina being both derived from the crude sulphate of lead), and chlovid

glass maker's use — From Folt/technisches Centralblatt, 1860, p. 411 ; in

Pohjt AToiizhlaU, xv, 184.

13. Cleansing of Mordanted Cloth before D ifeing ; by J. Lcewenthal.

—It is well known that cotton cloth upon which alumina or iron mor-

dants have been printed must be submitted to the so-called dunging pro-

Tlie action of the ingredients used for dunging is :— 1. to completely

fix the mordants : 2. to remove the substance (starch, gum, &c.,) with

which the mordant was thickened for printing
;

(3. as well as to remove
the excess of mordant, and by combining with it prevent it from soiling

those portions of the cloth which are to remain uncolored.—E. Kopp.)

Giving special prominence to the second of these desiderata, that of re-

moving the thickening agent, Lcewenthal proposes to employ diastase, as

contained in malt, in order to convert the starch into sugar thus render-

«Dg it readily soluble so that it can be easily removed from the cloth.

to baths of bran (previously boiled) or of cowdung, is decidedly beneficial

;

cloths which have been printed with an alumina mordant thickened with

starch being very rapidly cleansed in this manner. With iron mordants
a somewhat longer time' is required than with those of alumina but they

are nevertheless cleaned much more rapidly than when no malt is used.

the malt shall act powerfully.

be used, say of 40° B., somewhat larger crys-

tr
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"When the duiiginc; bath contained water glass (sc-squiMlicate of ^o-ln)

111 this connection Ixirre-wil remarks that he has empUncJ pcp-ine

with success in removing colors fixed with albunten.

—

From Journal for

pntktische Chemie, Ixxix, 480 ; in Repertoire de Chimie Jpphqucc, n.

163.

14. Incineration of Filters.—The great difliculty \\ith ^vhich in many

Whenever a lilter npon which a snUtance capable of injuring platinum

absorb lieat be • <.-t\\U inci\.i^i-il by the interposition of tlie ]>! itinur.i.

other le<s ajiparent i-ejisoii ; or tinally wlu^lier vessel (^f .-;'Mie otiit-i nietm

would not be preterable to those of platinum ; are questions wliicli «e

do not propose to discuss in this connc-tion. We desiie only tu [.'i^*'

i.3. On the occurrence of the IJiiftrocorhou C,^U , in Cunl Gax- !

the copper service pipes at that Vr

Gas-Liqht Journal, Oct. 1859; A" ,

BffittgeVs Notizblatt, 1860, xv, 117;, >
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he vapor of cliloroPorm is

part or illuminating gas.

Of the foregoing sources, ether furnishes it in the greatest abundance. la
\vhichever of these methods the gas may have been prepared, however, it

is always mixed with a large quantity of other gases, from which it must
be separated in the manner indicated by Boettger before it can be ob-

Acetylene is a colorless gas, somewhat readily soluble in water, having
a disagreeable and characteristic odor, and burning with a very luminous
and smoky flame. Its sp. gr.i=0-92 ; it has not been liquified either by
cold or pressure. Mixed with chlorine it detonates almost immediately
even in diffused day light, carbon being deposited. When exploded in

the eudiometer 1 volume of acetylene consumes 2-5 vols, of oxygen and
forms 2 vols, of carbonic acid. Its formula represents 4 volumes of

In general the properties of this gas are similar to those of olefiant gas

(C^H^)
; and by combining with bromine, sulphuric acid, the elements

of water, and with hydrogen, it forms compounds parallel to those formed
in similar cases by olefiant gas,

[In a technological point of view this gas is of great interest; for not

only is Berthelot's observation of the first importance in itself as a contri-

subject will no doubt lead U> the'eluci'dation of several of the vexed ques-

tions upon which gas engineers are at variance. For example, the fact

that a quantity of useful gas—probably much more luminous than an

equal bulk of olefiant gas, is produced when the latter is strongly heated,

must be a most acceptable support to those who advocate " high temper-

atures" as the best system of gas making ;—as it must also materially

modify, the prevailing notion that the luminiferous properties of olefiant

gas are entirely destroyed by such treatment. In a word, those who from

theoretical premises have satisfied themselves that the employment of
" "

1 gas making is pernicious, and have therefore op-

, reconsider their argument.*

gas so readily soluble as

rse language ot the opponents of their system,

etylene, and no doubt of some of its homologues,

iioreover another evidence of the error, still fre-

' fallen"" into bv chemical writers, of attributing all the luminif-



erous power ot coal gas to the oletiant gas, and nomoiogues oi me senw

C^nHgn, contained in it. The incorrectness of which view has been

shown by Frankland, {Aim. Ch. u. Fharm., Ixxiv, 57. See also Ixxxii, 1),

by Lewis Thompson \[Jy%'& Dictionary of Arts, &c., 4th edit., Boston,

1853, i, 438), and by others, and has been recognized, we believe, t_v

every chemist who has latterly made a special study of the technology of

gas making.

Berthelot promises soon to publish the results of his examination of

ylene forms with chlorid of copper and with

us compounds which

the last two salts form with olefiant gas. He also" alludes to a method of

isolating olefiant gas, the publication of which can hardly fail to interest

gas makers.

It is to be hoped that in the same connection M. Berthelot will make

some slight allusion to the labors of Edmund Davy, {Annalen der Phar-

made, xxiii, 144 ; from the Records of General Science, Nov. 1836,

through Journal de Pharmacie, Mars., 1837. p. 143), who obtained from

the decomposition by water of the brown mass—" carbide of potassium'

—which occurs in the preparation of potassium from burnt tartar and

charcoal, a gasf of the same composition (C^Hg) and of identical pro-

perties with that which forms the subject of this notice.

Besides this, the observations of Courbe, {Annales de Chimie el de

Physique, 1838, (2,) Ixix, 184 : compare Gmelin's Hand Book, x, 411,

and xi, 395), should be remembered. In a liquid which was deposited

by illuminating gas (from rosin) when this was subjected to pressure,

Courbe detected compounds, (for example, "B"rr:CjQHg, and "F"=
CjaHj^), which accord with the general formula of the acetylene series,

and which in view of their origin "would seem to be entitled to a place

therein, at least until their right to the position shall have been disproved.

So also, perhaps, with the campholene (C.gH,.) of Delalande, {Ann.

Ch. et Phys., [3], i, 125).
WliiJe the labors of these chemists do not in the least degree detract

from the intrinsic value of Berthelot's observations, they should neverthe-

less neither be lost sight of nor passed over in silence]. f. h. s.

16. Action of Carbonate of Soda on Cast-iron.—In July, 1857,C.Tt8-

STER, director of the Aluminium Works at Arafreville, published in the

Tcchnologiste, (p. 357), some interesting experiments on this subject, an

abstract of which we now make from Dinjrler's Polytechnisches .Journal,

cxlvi, 1 18, (1 857). Tissier's attention was^tirst drawn to the fact that the

mixture of carbonate of soda, chalk, and charcoal used in the nianutac-

ture of sodium, notwithstanding the great excess of carbon it contains—

ployed. He found further, when a piec

high temperature, with this mixture, th

* Compare Boettger, loe. cit., also Vogel
Jahresbencht der Chemie, fiir 1858, p. 208.

\ Tliis gas was called klumeoe by Leopolc
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)f Cc-Tibonute of vjda iiloiie oil both malleable and

le caibon and siliciiini from the cast u'on, thereby converting it into

blc malleable iron.

a specimen of }>ig-iron (that expeiiniented on contained 6-(> pr. ct.

icuim and fiec- caibon) be e\])Osed for several hours at a red heat

Jiucible cont.iinmg an e\ccbs of carbonate of bbda, ihe following re-

»s may be observed ; As soon as the tempeiature is sufficientlv ele-

the mass commences to rise and huge bubbles of caibonic ox}d are

o.\yd has ccM'^ed, the tiie i= allowed to go down and the iron taken

ilei. ihe metrd exhibit-, a conipK'tdy etdud ^u, face, althotigh the

Tipsier cont-iders It coucuv able that this action of caibonate of soda

phorusaud sulphur contained in the iron. It is fuither po^^sible that the

iron take'^ up a portion of sodium, which does not injure it, but on the

contiaiy the mi-tal acquiics de^^irable propeities as eviuced by the fact of

tile d.c.!cro being von \,illing to purchase tlie worn out retoits fiom the

•soda K-, foimed. Tissicr suijgo^ts that in the proce==s of annealing or the

convLi<on of cast iiou into "malleable iron, now accomplished b\ packing

the piogie-s'of the con\erMun into ited or malleable Iron.

liiw .ailhor hoped bv this method to convert largo ma<^«e3 of cast-iron

int. u- ilwablj me* il, such : s heretofore could only be obtained by forg-

^'
' It Ihe hiiirth of time re.piiied for tlie conversion of a mass of any

ble thickne'is and tlie poiosity of the iron obtained, present prac-

. .."'•ultie-, re.iuiii.. '^ some mod. Ligation to overcome them. A\ith

a^tinus. howiver, the action, even when superficial, imparts to

^'le It tu.Tirhtiess so that iliey no longer aie liable to fiacture. The

. of carbonate of ^oda re< quired, when propeily used, is inconsider-

iieated with oarbon'in order to reduce the sulphate of soda tosul-

' sodium, as the alkaline sulphates have a powerful action on iron

1-heat.

'
I .win. Sn -Second Series Vol XXXI, No. 91.-Jas., 1S61.



1. Oeolof/ical Survey of Canada.—Report of Progress for 1855.

Montreal, 1859, 8vo, pp. 263, with 4 Maps hikI Se<-lions.— In tho pveseni

voliinne Sir William Logan continues his description of the di^tribntiorr

of the rocks of the Laur^entian series. I'hes^e stratifit-d rooks, the okW^

not only of America but probably of the world, have long been regarde<5

by the ofTii-ers of the (Teologioal Survev of Canada, as itlentieal with the

oldest crvstalline rocks of Scandinavia and Scotland : and Sir Roderick

Murchison in lii^ late a<lmirable investigations of the geology of his na-

tive Highland? has recognized the parallelism, and adopted the name of

Laurentian for the uldest'Scotti^h rocks, which he had formerly designated

s.^ fundamental nm-hs. Laurentia is destined to be a domain second onlv

in "importance to Si I uri a, embracing, a-^ it does, in Canada, a mass of

strata probably eqilal in amount to the A^hole pahpozoic series in it

greatest dovelopmeiIt, and ineludin'r «„t less than throe limestone form.-.

tions, the most considerable of ^^hich is 1000 feet in thickness. Tlies

are associated witl

rock made up of t

hypersthene or pyroxorie. Argitlites appear to be wanting throughou

the system. The ^^llole of tliis great series of sediments is profound:

altered, vet the exi'.tonce in the limestones of forms resembling Sirom

\ in fht pr(^on<e of beds of graphite, iron-oxyd an

metallic ^ui[liuu*
I
urns to the p.oi,abl, exMence of life durin- tl-

depoMtion ot th ..

IntiUM\( lock, 1

m the \i(]nit\ of (.uuMlb tlure ue injections of syenite, orth.'

The copp r r u ^ 1 .

rail} di-semin-it* 1 m the bed^ Tut tie

itself IS rarely native, generally occu

copper pyrites. The famous Acton i



glonieiates but n uch lt>>i luli m (ojjjxi occui in othu loc ilitics in the

Mr Alcxmtl r M irri^ m-ik^- a rtp jif ipo i tiu- 1 llp'?^lI()n and Missis
sauga rn m^, giving the lesult- of i is to|)>^i ii.liu il cMuiin itioiis, and
contributing fiithci iiitoimatiou i^ to tin -tiud iie o: tiie Iliiionian ro k«,

Tvhicli upon L\U Union ittain i thitkruss ot , bmit 10 000 feet and lie

intercalate.! betweinthe L tuicnli in and 1 owu '^luiiiin ';ciic>< Ihe} aio

Ml. .V di.tnl.ntion lia. ken n.o^t '.eiM ( i' h in n dun^ ont Uio^ st.nctu.e

o. the i.o ;n Ihe copjKi ot the i'>ii e lu 1 W el i i^on in.ii.s of Ko^t
Kui nnd Uho Like nccuis chictlx m ^,u^^ cattm^ *he dioiitt^ of this

^^enc. tltl ough the nittal is d.o fuun.l di>M nnn it d m ^.iiie ot tiie beds

us^sMtiui. t wethti with I inip «iho\\ino the di^tiibution ot the Hut o-

liie icsults obtained b\ Mi J jjiohaidson m in o\ mi n ition ot n p'art

and conglomerates ot the Quebec gioup are se< n dipping southward but
«iom> 1 then ioutheui slopo, leposo the Devonian u ck^ V^soc ated with

hpie txhibitt, I sjnchnd foim with an ( \tituin dip on the south ^ide, so

^^ith thmiKM led paitina:^' Within, the rock i-. dirk Lirnxn or greeui'^h,

fied portion i> about tOO tea it i- sua ted d bv about GUO teet of daik
gi«?en strpentuiL, whuh i^ notdistn'th -t. uifi 1 ii ' Kpo^s diiectly

upoa bla.k blatt. and limt^ton,. J he tut. .1m uh p ibh-^bed by the

tanidMu Survey hive shown that it i. imp lU t > u^ud the great
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In the present Tteport Mr. Hunt j^ives the results of a serios of ii

galions upon tlio intrusive rocks of tlio vicinity of Montreal. Tli-

elude orthophyres, some of which arc very beautiful porphyries,

great variety of trachytic rooks, pawin;^ into granites on the on.

and to phonolites on the other, besides diorites, augite rock and d'

some of them containing large portions of olivine. These in-ynstiu

and are followed by the continuation of Mr. ITunt^s researches on the ,

tion of magnesian rocks. V/itii this investigation our r"aders 'nave i>

been made acquainted. (See this Journal, [2], xxviii, ITU, 3Gj, xxIn.

By way of Appendix to tliis lieport, we iiave a cataU>gue of the

illustrative of the i

[ vounj naturah^t now at the Cape

VViiliain Logan di,riu- the siuiiraer

,.of'ihetloraana

t'ion wasniltch'in t! .e Lower St. L^^v-

Mr. RoluTt r.-li. a n assistant of Mr.

)in.d in part bv M r. B., and pr^rt ly

, ixa and Mr. Bin nev. The 'cJ-';

u-t by dredging, is cJnsiderable, ana

?.—ThM',>uHh"volumc of this Si;r-

raphv and paia^ontoloiry of pH the

v/of-,he southeast crii "counti<'s. 1'-

at number of comparative sections.

'tiii?s^-'i'r'"r^/.lins a ^^^^^'^

ate'ufin'theXt' report. Mr>,»-

he pahvontologica 1 and strati.G;raFh-

ts of Arkan'^as v

the Survey. T:

propnation oi money whii-ii a State so int*^li

nois, cannot withliold—for a woik ^^hic•!l wii

Texas.—We hear with '<s^onir-'ryl'\:n^i t]
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Canada.—The re-ii!t^ i^f tlK"labors of Sir William;

corp* of aisociate?—as Inir as th.y have been made pi.

pan-
is pliiiu to all M'ho take an interest in the prop

^le U nito.l States, that an

toucliiiKT Barrande's piin^rclial'^lne/'TlS'uiird

conic SvM.m' of E.nmo. lonir si.])pressed, will

put U>iwara. Already tlu'Con te.stants are sharponin-

ill^not anticipate tlH^ <li.c

viewjf I Freiudi ovoloori-^t will fin.

I

at til.i^iaiufs'of tire^New York State J^)henMt0loo;i,t,

rior, near Lake Micliiiran. m, tin- north slu .re of Lake Superior near t

Pio. inliie]?la.-k Hills of N.bra^ka. and in Texas.

New York.—Prof. Uali'^ third Nolunv-
(
text) on the Palieontolojrv

New York, so Ion- lo..ked for, hn< b^.n in priut for ^ome tiine, bnt'h

been held baek to ensure compK-t.-n.^. ui.,!. r (he iinp'.vt'int --mi^ Knr\

terns. It is now bef .re us. and we are a^MiM-d bv him that i;v. ill i..-p.;

ilvdi.tribut-.d. Thelntrodii.'tion handles v,ith Hin.t.M-lv skill tl.ednHc

subjects connected with th- proper cla-sitication of th,: lo^s..r !,ori/,.n.

the vie^vs of Barrande will probably appea r in our' next. The plate.

this voluii..^ are not yet all ready for delive,

3. Descriptions of new sperifis of Crinni,,'la ami Echimider, from

Carho,ii^--j., locks of Illi>,ois. >n>'f other U \^sfPn> S loin's ; bv F. B. Me
and A.H. Worimes,^ of tlie Illinois Siar< ' (x.'oioa'ieal Survey, pp.

Proceed. Acad.. Nat. Soi., Pa., Sept.. I860.—Thi^ paper contains dtscrip-

Melnmics, 1.'
\t" is sna:i?"sted I'.v the authors that the ir(.,uis Trema-

iocriiius <>? Ui\]\ is ideiitToal with GonirtstcroidocriuHS oi Lyon and Cas-

sedav. L^ so, the hitter o-enus will have to take precedence, from priority

of publication.
"^

h.

'1. iJescnptions of New Oirhoniferous Fossils from Illinois and other

n^fstcru States; by F. B. Meek and A. H. WouxfTEX, of the Illinois

State (Teolorvicnl burvev, pp. 26. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.. Pa. Kead Oct.

2;;,;. .-id published Nov. 24th, I860.—This interestinpr paper comprises

t'.forP iiiidescribed. They mav be enumerated a'^ follows :
Ephcnopteri-

um, 4 .pecies; Palastcrina, subjrenus Sch.ruustn; 1 ;
Chonctes, i ;

Pro-

d"rin^. 3; Rhynconella, \ : Athyris, \ \ Prcfcn. I :
Jrichpecten :

;

A-icuIa, 1 ; Mmlina, 3 ; Solcnum, 1 : Lcda, 1 ;
Schizodus, 1 ;

Car-

diomcrpha, 1 : "Bellerovhon, 1 : Plenrotomaria, 1 1 :
Euomphalns. 2 ;
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Macrochnlas, 3 , Soleniscus, 1 , 0> thoceras, 1 ,
Cyrtoceras, 2 , >^ tu

tilu<! 1 Gontaiites, 3
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iiLe, It >,s,a, O.C >eari\ in uie otder luiassic species i

li-^t ai.^ clos,.h allied to torins common in the losvcr part

\ (tht LovMr Oohte ind Lias) in the old woild, and sc\.

\ proK uU ntu il on tarthcr compaiison

corhacia coranula

Ihe 57 Krt.ar> spue, iie Ixhevod to be all distinct from foreign for

and none of them l»a\
. \ et been tound in thi-, country ea^t of ^el>rask^

south < t nortlieastern I tab The\ are ail. so far as know n. ext n( t specie*
'

Jl rdtontoloiri.al portion of Lt Wa '
'

'-''

cont iminj: <\t n k J disveriptions and comparisons c

spt-d ^ ot to-.siN tioii all the formations known in the northwest ii^^

illustritions ( -.nipri^ oser one thousand figures of Mollu«ca and occupV

fort> fi\. qin.tophto.

> report is now complete^

ms of over three himdreJ
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6. Olmrvutioas on the Cretaceous Strata of Texas; by B. F. Siiu-
MARD, M.L)., (Trans. Acad. Sci. St. Louis, vol. i, No. 4, p. 582).—The
leading points in Shumard's paper bearing upon the disputed geology of
the southwest are these. First he recognizes at the base of the Cretace-
ous series of that region, what he calls the Arenaceous group, and places
it on a parallel with our No. 1, of Nebraska, (Miocene of Marcou and
Prof. Heer). This is as was shown by Messrs. Meek and Hayden in 1 857*
a part of Maicou's Jurassic and Triassic of the Pyramid Mountain Sec-
tion. It is also the horizon of their Cretaceous leaves of Nebraska and

1 he finds great numbers of Cretaceous fos-

;fej

iby).

r beds which he places on a parallel with No.
f the Nebraska section, and shows that they are the horizon oc-

' Marcou's Ostreu Marshii and'Grypheea dilatata,f upon wiiich

lis claims to the discovery of the Jurassic of the southwest.
Th?=e beds Meek and Hayden had also placed on a parallel with No.

2 and 3, of the Nebraska section, as Shumard states. Thus as is seen, all

explorers concur in the opinion that what Marcou calls Jurassic, at least,

at tho localities where he found fossils, is Cretaceous. There doubtless
are Jurassic and Triassic rocks in New Mexico, and possibly in parJs of
Texas, but all the fossils Marcou relied upon to prove it, are Cretaceous
specie', as already stated. And the Jurassic and Triassic of his section,

important one, and when we consider his opportunity to understand these
matters in making State explorations, is entitled to great weight. m.

v. Die Silurische Fauna des tcestlichen Tennessee ; 4to. pp. 97 ; three
lithographic and two copper plates ; by Dr. Feruinasd Roemer

; Bres-
lau, I860.—In this work Dr. Roemer has noticed and figured 58 species
of fossils from the Upper Silurian rocks of Tennessee. Of these he
identifies 22 as occurring in the Niagara group of the State of New
York, and 28 ia Europe, in the Wenlock formation of England and in
the limestones of the Scandinavian Islands, Gothland and Malrao. The

i those which he has described
der the genera Astylospongia Palceoma

!C'mens ;ac spheroidal sub-cylindrical or cyathiform like the spouses
the cretaceous and Jura formations. They are silicified and in the
i^ued sections, numerous radiating canals w'ith star-like groups of spi-

te are clearly exhibited, presenting an internal structure altogether
ilagoii-5 to that of the more recent sponges. There are six species
icribed, one of which, Astylospongia prcemorsa is identified with the
roDeaii Siphonia procemorsa (Goldfuss). Fossil sponges are rare in

the loi'iTiations below the Cretaceous aiid Jura, but we have some
sou to believe that they here occur at the very base of the pateo-
c svsiem. In addition to the American species described by Dr.
einer we find that another f( ••m has been dis^-overed in the lower Si-

iai: rocks of Kentucky for which the name Scyphia dentata has been
)poscd. (See tlie 2d Report of the Geo. Sur., of Kentucky, page 111.)
CaiiaJii a species closely allied to Roemer's A. stellalim-sulcata, oc-
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nm ei Fendlerianm, etc., cura Daniel C. E.uo-5,

of the Ferns of this same rich Cuban collection.

along with those of Fendler's Venezuelan collection, with characters of

new species, etc. The sets of Fendler's Ferns issued to subscribers are

exhausted ; but those of Wright are still to be had, and are to be aug-

mented by new collections. A. g.

6. Local Botanical Catalogues.—These are interesting as helping lf>

determine the geographical range of our species, and also as indicating

the zeal and activity of our local botanists, perhaps never greater than

now. The following, published during the year 1860, are before us:—

7. Additions to the Flora of Wisconsin '; by T. J. Hale, of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.—The number of species and varieties added to Mr.

Lapham's latest Catalogue, published in 1852, "amounts to 283, ol

which 112 are Mosses, Liverworts, and Lichenes." The catalogue ot

these is contributed by Mr. Lapham. The most notable addition is that

of the rare SuUivantia Ohionis, before known at only one station, in the

central part of Ohio, but lately detected by Mr. Lapham on the Wiscon-

sin River.

8. Catalogue of the Floioering Plants and Ferns of Ohio ; by J- ?•

Newberry, M.D. Originally prepared for the Ohio State Medical S

ety, but now published by the / ' ' — • - -
teresting remarks i

which have determined the distribution of the species.

9. A Catulorme of Plants found in Neto Bedford, Mass., and its vicin-

ity ; by E. W. Hekvey. The plants are arranged according to the season

of their flowering. Nine species only come into bloom between the

middle of March and the first of April,—viz., the common <'hickffeed,

the English Groundsel, which are introduced, two Poplars, two Hazels

and an Alder, Epigma, and Draha verna. We suspect that the latter i»

10. Catalogue of the Phcenogamovs and Filicoid Plants of New Cas-

tle Countg, Delaware, arranged according to the Katnral System, mth

the Sgnongms of Modern Authors ; by Edward Tatxall. "(Published

by the Wilmington Institute.)—A very full and handsome Catalogue of

112 pages, including a list of expected species, and an extended catalog^

of the Diatomacece and JDesmidece detected in that district, by Mr. '^'

Febiger. The addenda comprises among other things, the Saoittaria

cahjcina of Engelmann. This was known only as a Western species, vi?.

—in Texas, Louisiana aud Missouri. In the manuscript, communicatod

by Dr. Engelmann to the Botany of the Mexican Boundarv Suivi y, h«

gave the " Merrimac River, Missouri," as a station of one variety of this

species. In the proof-reading this was somehow changed into the better

known " Merrimac River, Massachusetts." This error proves to be 1^'^

serious than could have been expected, Mr. Swan having since detected

a submerged form of this very distinct species at Kennebunk, Maine, vf'

far north of the Merrimac. Mr. Tatnall has now found it in T)elax^:^

11. Funqi Caroliniani Exsiccati : Fanqi of Carolina iUu^iratrl

natural specimens of tlic Species; by H. W. Ravenel, Corrcsp. M''

Acad. Nat. Sciences. &c. Fasc. I-V. Charleston, S. C. Rn^>..!l ,V J
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jjjng St.—These fascicles are volumes, of quarto form, each containing a

century of species; the specimens attached to the leaves of^thick cart-

ridge paper, with printed tickets. Each vohime has an Index, and the

fifth, issued last autumn, has a full index of the whole work. This in-

duces the fear that the undertaking may not be continued farther. Much

as this is to be regretted it is not surprising; for these undertakings in-

volve a deal of labor and anxiety. The Cryptogamic Exsiccati of this

country—as a whole perhaps unrivalled by those of any other—viz., of the

Musci by Sullivant and Lesquereux, the Lichcnes by Tuckeimann, and

and disinterestedness; 'for their cost to subscribers defrays but a moiety of

the cost of production. Thev are intended to stimulate research m these

several branches of Cryptogamic Botany, and to facilitate their study.

For this last purpose these Exsiccati are all essential, and they would be

hardly less so even if proper manuals and other descriptive and ilkistra-

ted works upon our lower Crvptogamia were generally obtainable. In

time these desiderata will probably be supphed; but authentic speci-

mens will always be invaluable. The former volumes of Mr. Ravenel s

Fungi h&vQ been noticed and commended in this Journal. 1 he fifth

century is equally interesting and full. Perhaps the proof-reading of the

letter-press, or the niceties of the tvpography have not been so heedfully

attended to as could be desired; but we must not be over nice or too

critical. We are truly grateful for what Mr. Ravenel has done, and hope

that his strength and patience will still hold out through as many more

C(ini\\Y\Q9, oi Fungi Caroliniani.
. -kJ"'

^'

12. Uber Polgemhryonie und Keimung von C(Elehogyne : ein Nachtrag

zu cler Abhandlung uber Parthenogenesis bei F/anzen, von A. Braun.

(Aus. Abhandl. der K. Akad. Wissenschaft. Berlin, 1859.) Berlin, I860.—

This elaborate treatise On the Multiplicity of Embryos and Germination

of C<Blehogyne, a sequel to the Memoir on Parthenogenesis in Plants,

occupies 263 quarto pages, and is illustrated by six plates. It discusses

in great detail not only polyembryony, but many recondite incidental

questions arising out of parthenogenesis. The principal direct, and a

very curious contribution to our knowledge is, that polyembryony is

brvos are produced without impregnation, they are apt to be superflu-

ou^ly and abnormally numerous. Thus, the seeds of Ardma pohjloca

figured by Prof. Braun, are stuck as full of embryos as is a pudding with

plums. It would be interesting to know whether, conversely, multiplicity

of embryos as it occurs in this case, and in orange seeds, where the

flowers are hermaphrodite, indicates, not superfluous impregnation, but

failure of impregnation,—a singular paradox.
^'^'t\

13. Illustrations of the Genus Carex ; by Francis Boott, M D.,

TiY-asurer of the Linncean Society. Part Second, Tab. 201-310. London,

'''':
i. Prtiuplin, 1860, folio.—Two years ago we gave some account of the

- .. ',ume of this magnificent and munificent work. We now have

' us a second volume containing one hundred and ten more plates,

I execution more uniformly excellent than before. The species

ut.,d are considerably less numerous than the plates for sometimes
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phijUum, Kunze, vav. myriopJiyllum. It is undoubtedly through son

•AUantodia Brunoniana, Wall., of the East Indies, and Actiniopter

i-adiata, Link., of a wider range, follows next to Aapleninm. The usu

Index concludes the volume. The distinguished author is now arraiigii

the Aspidioid Ferns, which, we trust, will in due time appear in tl

16. Uber einige Farngattungen ; von Dr. G. METTENiuf?, Professor i

der Universitilt zu Leipzig. Frankfort-on-Main. Heinr. Ludw. Bronne

nguishing species and sub-genera, they i

inacnmte to be used as generic chnraeters. This essay is folio wei

monograph of the gemuFohjpodium, in 121 pages, in which 268
"

r of them described and illustrated by refere

ful sketclies of the venation, in three crowded lithographic plates. There

are also given the names of a hundred or more dubious or imperfectly

known species. In the index the names of not less than fifty genera of

various authors are given as synonymous with parts of Polypodium.

The species are classified mainly according to the venation and the shape

of the fronds; and the whole arrangement^is so simple, and yet so compre-

hensive, that, after a little studyi'tig of the meaning and application of

the words used to distinguish sub-generic groups, one has but little diffi-

culty in tracing an unknown species to its appropriate place in the vast

''

The second part (pp. 158, tab. 4,) contains (IL) a monograph of Pla-

giogyria, a new genus of six species, (since reduced to Lomaria by

Hooker,) (III.) a notice and figure of Pteris scalaris, Moritz, from Vene-

aquiUna and'^its allies, and (IV.) an able monograph of Pkegopteris

the first article. Of Aspidium there are given forty-seven generic syno-

nyms, excluding such universally adopted genera as Asplenium, Poly-

podium, Woodsm, (tc. to which some species have been incorrectly re-

ferred. The admitted species number two hundred and thirty, and there

are perhaps half as manr more doubtful ones.

The third part (pp. 2fo, tab 6,) treats in a similar way of (V.) Ckeil-

anthes, and (VI.) Asplenium, two hundred and forty-nine species of the

latter genus being recojrnized.

In this series of useful and comprehensive treatises "on certain Fern-

genera," Professor Mettenius has followed out logically and carefully the

principles he laid down at the beginning, and consequently, whatever views

of the importance of venation, etc., botanists may have, all must concede

to his writings a consistency as well as ability not'often met with. In the

identification of species Professor Mettenius has to aid him the large and
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valuable herbarium of Kunze, Lis predecessor at Leipzic, and has beea

intrusted with numerous collections from various herbaria, embracing tlit-

original specimens of various authors, as Swartz, Desvaux, Piesl, &c.

To^hese may be added many of the Ferns

ing Expedition, so that he will be able to identify i

the species described by Brackenridge in the report on the Ferns of that

17. Filices Horti Botanici Lipsiensis ; G. Mettenius. Lips., 1856.

fol. pp. 135, tab. 30.—In this work, which preceded those above-mentioned,

Professor Mettenius has had an opportunity of applying his principles of

classification to the whole class of Vascular Cryptogamia. Pheffopkris,

though without an indusium, is retained as a genus among the A.spidiea

in Polypodiece, and because the habit, which has nothing in common with

Polypodium so closely resembles that of many Aspidia, that botanists

are continually making interchanges between the two genera, as tbe

species become better known. Hypolepis is regarded as Pher/ofteris with

reflexed lobes, and is therefore put tiext to it. The suppression of tbe old

Linnsean genus Hemionilh will be regretted, but its venation is all it has

to distinguish it from Oymnogramme, to which it is here reduced. The

The book is beautifully printed, and the plates are of singular accuracy

ZooLOGfCAL Notices.—

1 8. On the genus Peasia.—In the Proceedings of the Zoological Society

of London for 1860, page 37, plate 70, Mr. Wm. H. Pease of Honolulu

has published descriptions and colored figures of five species of Planariidse

from the Sandwich Islands, supposed to form a new genus. Of these

species, which are pretty well represented on the plate, the first is a

Stylockus, the second and fifth are Prosihwstoma, the third a Physano-

zoum, and the fourth an Eurylepta. This kind of progress can scarcely

benefit science. As well might one take a Strombus, a Conus, a Cypraa

and a Terebra, and found upon t"

called, by Dr. Bowring, to some remarkable vermiform animals wh
the North Pacific Expedition to Hong Kong i

I observed creeping among damp dead leaves in 1 _

he called "ground leeches." One of these we fortunately secun

body was linear, nearly two feet in length when fully exten

scarcely more than an eighth of an inch in breadth. *The su

slimy, like that of a slug, and of a greyish color, with two
longitudinal black stripes above. The head was lunate, transvei

bod')% with the convexity in front, and the auricles projecting la

surface of the head, were scattered some minute black specks, wl

undoubtedly imperfect eyes (ocelli). On tbe inferior surface of

there were two small apertures in the median line, the anteri<

wh.i'^h at the middle of the body, was the mouth.
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Tlie worm therefore belonged to the order Tiirbellaria and to the trif.e

f Plantriaus, it is undoubtedly one of the most remarkable forms, of :\

ery distinct and peculiar genus. Upon a recent examination of the

Lterary histoiy of the group I find that species of the genus have been
een and described by several other observers. The following is its history.

Many years ago (1835) Dr. T. E. Gray in his "Zoological Miscellany"
rst described one of these animals under the name of Planaria lunata,

•om Bengal, (Zool. Misc. p. 5). The description is short, but sufficient

3 show unmistakably the place of the species in the genus under consid-

ration. This description has been overlooked by all subsequent authors,

forgotten i

In 1842 Dr. Cantor in a paper on the fauna and flora of Chusan (Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist., ix, 277) says, " Among the annelides occurs a remarkable
form with the anterior part drawn out to the sides like the head of Zi/-

gcena. He also speaks of two other species known to him, one from
Bengal. The latter is probably PI. lunata.

I can find no further published mention of such forms, even in the
" Systema Helminthura " of Diesing, 1 851, who overlooks Gray's

attock, or pick-axe. It was placed

in the family Oeoplanidce with the following diagnosis.

vei-sura ; aunculis sat longis, retrorsura tendentibus. Ocelli numerosi,

nuiiuti, in capite plerumque in ejus marginibus dispositi. Os centrale

vel post-centrale. Apertura genitalis inter os et extremitatem posteriorem,

sepius ad dimidiam distantise sita."

Four species were described, all from the Japanese islands. The origi-

nal species observed in China was not found named in the Synopsis, as

the specimens of that species were unfortunately lost.

In 1859 the genus was renamed by Dr. Schmarda in his " Neue Wir-
bellose Thiere." He calls it Sphyrocephalus and gives a colored figure,

and an anatomical description.

Still more recently, in the Annals and Magazine of Natural History, it

has been again named by Dr. E. Porcival Wright, who calls it Dunhpea,
and describes three species. Dr. Wright, however, having only preserved

specimens to examine, has misunderstood its character somewhat, fie

states that there are no ocelli, and Las failed to perceive the gt-'uital

opening.

Both Schmarda and Wris-ht have overlooked previous l.-ibo-s. so thnt

the genus now rejoices in th7ee distinct appellations all oiv.'ii \s.tiiin f.M:-

years. Of these Bipalium is the oarli<-st. Eight .^p^cies ;ij*> now kf,.
-

^
20, The Muuum of Comparative Zoolo;;y m < ambri-lsrc, Ma-.

«^uii appropriate

ealth, on the 13th
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IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. Three more Asteroids.—Three more of the large group of little plan,

ets between Mars and Jupiter have been discovered since Sept. 1, 1860,

In consequence of a prior discovery, the one detected by Mr. Ferguson at

Washington, D. C, September, 1860, and numbered 59, has been ad-

vanced to No. 60. It is proposed to call it Titania.

The numbering of tl
^ ' '

fore its true character is determined. The e

little importance, but it is desirable that the

not be changed without urgent reason.

Daphne is not even yet well settled.

The 59th asteroid, (of 10th magnitude) was discovered by M. Chacor-

nac at Paris, Sept. 12, 1860.

The 61st, named Bande, (of 10-llth magnitude) was first seen Sept

9, 1860, by Goldschmidt, but on account of his illness it was lost for seve-

The 62d named M-aio (of 11th magnitude) was discovered by Drs.

Forster and Lesser at Berlin, Sept. 14, 1880.

2. JVew Comet.—A telescopic comet was discovered October 23, I860,

by M. Temple at Marseilles. Its place, Oct. 23, 16l» 30«' m. t. Mars., was

R. A. lO'i 4"! 383, N. decl. 28° 21'.

3. Further observations on the Shooting Stars of August 9-10, I860.

(1.) At Chicago, III, by Mr. Fraxcis "Bradlky and others.

On the evening of August 8, 1860, Mr. B. w^atchino- alone from lO'i

30m to midnight, saw seyera shooting stars, but the sky was much clouded.

On the night of Aug. 9 he obs'erved alone from' Uh 30^ p.m. to 1^

A. M. of the 10th, fifty-seven fhooting stars. 41 of which he counted during

small cuinulo'us clouds. °
°

On the night of Aug. 10, Mr. Bradley was assisted by Messrs. E. P.

Marsh, Wm. Dickinson,'^Henry E. Chesbrough, and I. II. Scupham. Be-

tween llh P.M. of the 10th and 2^ a.m. of the 11th, they observed 384

different shooting stars, distributed as follows, viz

:

ds appeared and increased s
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(2.) Paris, France, by M. Coulvier-Gravier.—This indefatigable ob-
server has piiblisiifcd in the Coraptes Rendus of the French Academy
(li, 2G3), a table .u'iving the results of his observations from July 13 to

Aug. 12, 1860. The niean hourly number at midnight of shooting stars

Aug. 9 he finds to be 62, Aug. 10th, 54, or about ten times as large as

he finds it in the middle of July.

(3.) Rome, Italy, by M. Secchi.—The shooting stars observed early

in the month gave a decisive maximum on the 10th of August, viz.,

9th, from 9ft to 10* 30" p.m. 50 shooting stars, of -which 8 were very brilliant.

The observations at Chicago of the lOth-llth, taken with those at

New Haven of the night before, show that the August meteoric display

continues to agree closely in all its characteristics with the phenomenon
as observed more than twenty years ago. The number of shooting stars

at this epoch is at least six times the common average, increases from even-

ing twilight to morning dawn, is about equal on the night of the 9th and
the night of the 10th, and the apparent direction of nearly all is from
the vicinity of the constellation Perseus. E. C. Herrick.

4. Shooting Stars in November, 1 860.—For a few years before and after

the ever-memorable meteoric showers of November 13th, 1832, and No-
vember 13, 1833, shooting stars were unusually abundant on that calendar

day. The cycle of this phenomenon being apparently about thirty-three

years, there is reason to hope for its recurrence on a large scale in 1865,
1866, or 1867, and we may expect now to see some traces of its coming.
At New Haven this year, the sky was unfortunately overcast during the
nights of Nov. 11-12 and 12-13. The following statements show, how-
ever, that about this period the number of shooting stars was plainly

above the average. The observations from Maryland indicate that, not-

withstanding this is leap-year, the night of the 13th-14th is the most
fertile. This confirms the supposition that the meteoric shower of No-
vember is slowly advancing into the year. If, as is highly probable, this

display is the direct successor of the like displays of Oct. 26, 1202 and
Oct. 30, 1366, (this Jour, [l], xl, 364,) the motion of the node of the
zone or ring which furnishes these shooting stare is at the rate of three
or four days in a centurj'.' E. c. h.

(1.) Near Cape Halteras, lat. 35° N., long. Y5°, Nov. 7, I860.—Dr.
Brouson, of New York, Prof. C. U. Shepard and daughter, counted /or/y-
SIX meteors in two hours, from 7^ to 9^ p. m. They were mostly from a
point to the N.E. of the zenith. The mate of the steamer Columbia said

5 night when they were North of

lothing unusual was seen.

' Haven, Conn.—Wedn. morning, Nov. 14, 1860. Sky very

no moon. Prof. H. A. Newton, watching alone, from 3^ 15">

' and looking to the S E. observed tiventy-one shooting stars. His

by high buildings fi

of the" 1] iisphere, trom the zenith down to an

u- meteors seen less than a fourth part traced back would i

'it^iiie in Leo, a larger number would intersect near the zeni

remarkable for size or for train.

• •^''L'K- Sci—Second Series, Vol. XXXI, No. 91.-JAif„ 1861.
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Nov. 15. Sky very clear. Prof. H. A. Newton watching as before,

during 45 minutes from 3^ 40™ to 4^ 25"^, observed fifteen sliooting stars,

having the same general characteristics as those of the morning previous,

(3.) New York C7i<y.—November 14. Prof. A. C. Twining watched for

shooting stars during one hour, from 3 a.m. to 4 a. m. His position was

at an open area commanding a good view of the S.E. quarter of the sky.

The atmosphere Was uncoramoni}' clear, but the glare of the street lamps

doubtless interfered with the visibility of very faint meteors. During the

first fifteen minutes by estimate, he observed ten meteoi-s, eight of which

had paths conformable to the radiant point of 1833, and two of which had

paths not conformable. For the next half hour not a meteor was seen,

At 3^ 45™ the largest of all appeared, with a long, conformable and bril-

liant path. After this till 4^ three non-conformable were seen, two of

which shot from near the zenith. The observed number during the hour,

was therefore 14, nine conformable and five unconformable. In conclu-

sion, he remarks :—" Compared with the similar phenomena in the years

following the great meteoric shower of 1833, the meteors of tbe present

year (except the single one at 3^ 45™) were but faintly developed. Yet

it was impossible not to perceive in the whole taken together at least a

symptomatic return of the periodical display. The morning of the 13th

may have been richer in the phenomena, but it was not favorable for ob-

(4.) Montgomery Co., Md.—Yexy full observations were made during

the two entire nights of Nov. 12 and 13, (both clear,) under the direction

of Mr. Francis Miller, principally by the students of the Stanmore School,

in Montgomery Co., Md. The following table shows the number of

shooting stars observed during the different hours.

Not. 12, 6Jap. a. to 7A P.M. 1 3 4



For the purpose of comparison, Mr. Miller

observed on the night of December 12, 1860, :

minutes ending at midnight, they saw 180 d
tributed as follows, viz:

few days is one in which shooting !

IV. [1], XXXV, 361.)

(5.) Bloomlnafon, Ind.—ln a letter to the Editors of this Journal,

Prof. Daniel Kirkwood of the Indiana State University writes as follows

:

" Assisted By several members of the Senior Class, I kept an incessant

watch for meteors during six hours on the night of the 12th inst. (No-

vember, 1860.) The number of observers was at no time less than five,

so that the entire hemisphere was kept in view. The first to notice the

appearance of a meteor announced it aloud, that it might not be counted
more than once. The whole number seen was 381, as follows:

About one half of those seen after one o'clock appeared to diverge from
the usual point in Leo."

5. Narrative of the American Expedition to N. W. British America,
to observe the total Solar Eclipse of July \mh, 1860 ; written by Wm.
Ferrel, and communicated by Capt. C. H. Davis, U. S. N., Superinten-
dent of the Nautical Almanac—The party consisted of two assistants

sent from the Nautical Almanac Office, and of Mr. S. H. Scudder, of

Boston, who was sent by the Museum of Comparative Zoology to make
collections in Natural History, and who was also engaged to assist in

making observations on the" day of the eclipse. Leaving Boston and
Cambridge at different times, the members of the party met at St. Paul
on the 14th of June. Engaging a passage here on Mr. Burbank's line

of stages and steamboat for Fort Garry, on the Red river of the north,

they left on the morning of the 16th, and after traveling four davs in a

northwestern direction over the beautiful and fertile, though almost en-

tirely uninhabited, plains of Minnesota, they arrived at Georgetown, on
Red river. The party remained here one day waiting for the arrival of

the Anson Northrop, a boat which runs on the Red river between this

place and Fort Garry, and while here, enjoyed the hospitality and kind

assistance of A. IL Murray, Esqr., Chief Trader of the Hon. Hudson's
Bay Company, who seemed to be much interested in science in general,

and in the success of the expedition. After foliowinfl: the very tortuous

course of Red river about 400 miles, the party arrived at Fort Garry, in

British America, on the 25th of June. Calfing here upon Gov. Wm.
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I proseiitititr hini a letter recen

their canoe \oyage throu«Th lake Wintiipci

ri\cr. lie made arranpfements to transport

a bnrgo to the Stone Fort about twenty n

granted them the use of a large North cau{

also gave them a letter to Mr. Lillie in chni

aid them in obtaining a suitable crew, and <

obtained, mostly aboriginal natives of tlu

read} to leave on the 2'8th, The rcmaindo

tionVas down the Ked river about tv.enty

the lake to the mouth of the Saskatchev\an

leaving the lied river settlement, is a dc-ol;:

blutft, along the

r of tra\

(

wind and waves. The party vva=; fourteen dav^ in izoinL;' the lenwih of

the Jake from lied river to the mouth of the Sa'>kHtoheCvan. and during

the whole time it was enabled to proceed onh ouv entire day vvitliout.

on a small i'^land in the lake on account of a lon^- continued and violent

ids and up the current the whole distance to (Jiunberland Ilon-e vvniU

then strength with luiic: pok- in oel

making tliL drand Porta^t and a^

aXlo ui h (.umbcfhnd IIoim



serve the eclipse, the crew were persuaded to paddle up the river for
thirty-six hours without stopping for sleep or rest, but late in the evening
preceding the eclipse the party had been able to get only to the mouth

was now very cloudy and rainy, and the strength of the crew was ex-
hausted so that the party could do no better than stop and make prepa-
I'ations for observing the eclipse from this point, if by chance it should
be visible next morning. It was, however, still raining in the morning
and continued very cloudy until after the beginning of the eclipse, so
tliat it could not be observed. A few glimpses of the eclipse were caught
nevertheless, before it became total, but for some time immediatelv be-
fore and after the time of totality it was completely obscured bv the
clouds, so that no observations of the physical phenomena which afways

eclipse the clouds suddenly became very dark, which any one not ac-

<{uainted with the cause might have attributed to the sudden gathering

iiess was at no time so great that the title page of the Nautical Alma-
nac could not be read with facility. The instant of the end of the total

eclipse was determined by the observation of a sudden change in the in-

tensity of the light, although the disc of the sun was not seen for some
.time afterward. " There were two strata of clouds, an upper stratum
with openings through which the disc of the sun was at times seen, and
a lower stratum of thin scudding clouds, which served as a screen dur-
mg the greater part of the time, for
seen through the openings in the str;

The following are the results of t\:

observing

atum above,

le observatii

the eclipse when it

ons made with the 1

Latitude of station,

Chronometer last of local time, -

Ending of total eclipse, -

Last contact, - - . - -

Last contact with large spot, -

The partv was furnished with Professor Hind's
panying maps, of the Assinaboine and Saskatcl

53= 45' 46"
Ih 54m 14.1

18 20 53-9

19 "V 29-1

5 Report, and the ace

lewan exploring exp
tion, which were of great advantage in enabling it to determine its i

of progress, the distance and locality of good boat harbors, &c., b^

reference to the map in which all the principal bays, islands, capes, i

bors, dangerous boulders, &c., seem to be accurately delineated, as v

as described in the report. They were especially useful in determin
the point on the river of the southern limit of total darkness of

• days and l.^.._ .,..

n days in traversing the lake. On arnvmg at

of August, it was found tliat the Anson Xort

ing on account of low water and was laid up fo

e party was detained there two weeks without
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a train of ox ivagons and carts for merchandize, to take the p.'rtj

and its baggage with him : hence its long delay. Twenty-two days

were occupied in crossing the plains from Fort Garry to St. Paul, by

way of Pembina on Red river and Crow Wing on the Mississippi, 130

miles above St. Paul, so that the party were not able to get back to

Cambridge before the 20th of September.

V. BOOK NOTICES. •

Charles W. Eliot and Frank H. Stoker, pp. 40, 4to. (From the

Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, [N. S.,] vol.

Tiii, p. 67).*

In the elaborate memoir before us the authors have given a detailed

account of their investigation of the impurities of eoramercial zinc and

of their endeavors to obtain precise and definite knowledge upon the sub-

ject, with which to replace the loose, inaccurate and often contradictory

experiments made by themselves. In

as general as possible they examined •<

which they were able to r

Lehigh Zinc Works at Bethlehem,)^

at the U. S. Mint,) 6. a sample labelled Zinc pur, from Rousseau Frere3

dealers in pure chemicals at Paris, Y. of unknown origin obtained in Ber-

lin, (Prussia),— 8, 9, 10 and 11, samples of '' Emjlish Zinc," obtained

from different works in Wales.
"A qualitative examination of the residues left by these zincs when

treated with dilute acids, showed that they consisted chiefly of melalllc

lead. It will appear in the sequel, that lead is the chief impurity '^i

other impurities found in it by previous observers, occur either in very

minute quantities, or rarely.

The amount of lead in eacu ot ttie zincs above specili

mined quantitatively \
"

' ~'

Rousseau Freres,

other interesting t
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^ from Wrexham, - - - - 1-192

p„ 1-
,, ) " Mines Royal (Neath), - - - 0-823

r-n^iisn < ,, Diiiwyn & Co. (Swansea), - - 1-661

(.
" Messrs. Vivian, (")

- - 1-516

samples of zinc. In no case however could the sum of both these

metals have amounted to one twenty-fifth of one per cent,—excepting

the New Jersey Zinc which gave decided indications of tin.

No copper could be detected in any sample of zinc excepting that

from New Jersey which contained 0-1298 per cent of this metal.

That iro^i is usually present in commercial zinc—in quantity gener-

ally less than 0-2 per cent—being derived from the moulds in which
the zinc is cast, has been demonstrated by previous observers.*

Messrs. Eliot and Storer have therefore deemed it unnecessary to oc-

cupy themselves further Avith this impurity. They have nevertheless

determined the amount of iron in several of tlieir specimens of zinc.

That frona New Jersey contained 0-2088 per cent of iron.

In regard to nickel, cobalt, manganese, etc., which have been said to

occur at times in zinc, the authors remark that, " the occurrence of

these metals has been denied just as often as it has been asserted, but
it is of course impossible to assert the universal negative, that these

metals are never to be found in any spelter. * * * * Thus much
may be safely asserted, however, that if nickel, cobalt, and

found in commercial zinc, they occur there accidentally,

xceptionally, abnormally, and in quantities hardly to be appreciated,

nd utterly insignificant."

" Carbon.—With reference to carbon as an impurity of zinc, we have attempted
> determine this single point,—Does it occur in the residue insoluble in dilute acids,
s has been generally believed, but never to our knowledge proved 1 One fact alone

ue extremely improbable. We have observed that the residues from the Silesian,
few Jersey, Rousseau Freres, Berlin, and Mint zincs are completelv dissolved in per-
World of iron, acidulated with chlorhydric acid. If carbon or silica were present
1 any appreciable quantity, complete solution of the residue in this reagent could
ot be expected. In testing the residues from our various spelters for carbon, we
dopted the following process.

' From thirty to forty grammes of the zinc to be tested were dissolved in pure

''."*J^

<=h'orhydric acid, the black residue thoroughly washed with hot water, and,

much below one hundred degrees (C). The dry, grayish powder was
with fused chromate of lead, and the mixture was introduced into a

apillary tube which delivered the gas.

T of the reagent employed, and the

' opecially by Karsten ii

> Dmgler's Polyt. Journ.
Karsten ii. Decben's
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I'm zincs, and from tlie zinc of Rousseau Fr^res. As precisely the same result ^a=

there appeared in each case a very slight deposit on the upper surface of tlie liwe-

been visible ; it was incomparably less than that produced by the atom of carbon

which was purposely introduced into a similar tube, and was undoubtedly caused bv

drying, and which no possible precautions could entirely avoid. It is obvious fiora

these experiments, that the often repeated statement, that the insoluble residue fion:

other English zinc (that from the works of Messi-s. Vivian) yielded but the merest

trace of carbonate of lime,—a little larger deposit, perhaps, than that obtained

from the Silesian, Vieilie Montagne, and other zincs first experimented upon, but

doubtedly collected on the residue. From none of these zincs could we obtain

considered carbon only an accidental and mechanical impuritv, and to the exact

experiments of Karsten, who endeavored to determine the caVbon in Silesian zinc

by decomposing chlorid of silver and chlorid of copper bv zinc but ' could find

no trace of carbon in either the hard or the soft kinds of zinc.'*
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addition to this negative evidence, that no precipitation is produced by barium

adduce positive experiments to show that any compound of suiplmr with a
which might be present in the zinc, would, in all probability, be decomposed

Pennsylvanian), and treated with moderately dilute sulphuric or chlorhydric acid,

the black sulphid soon entirely disappears, while torrents of sulphuretted hydrage»
are evolved. If, after all the zinc has been completely dissolved, the insoluble resi-

due is fused before the blowpipe with carbonate of soda free from sulphuric acid,

the mass thus obtained will not blacken silver.

effects will be produced, though much more slowly. The sulphid of lead, there-

fore, suffers complete decomposition in presence of an excess of zinc and free acid,

and it is of course absolutely impossible that this substance should be found in the
insoluble residue.f

" The presence of sulphur in the insoluble residae from zinc is, without doubt,
very rare ; but it is also an unquestionable fact, tliat a certain amount of sulphuret-

ted hydrogen gas is generated whenever commercial zinc is treated with dilute

acids. This phenomenon has been often observed. Thus Blancard:|: remarks.
' that the sulphur often contained in commercial zinc may be shown by bringing
paper wet with acetate of lead in contact with the gas" developed therefrom.'

Fordos and Gelis§ say, that ' the formation of this gas (sulphuretted hydrogen)
can only be attributed to the partial reduction of the sulphuric acid by the nas-

cent hydrogen.' Subsequently Jacquelain,|| doubting this supposed reduction of

sulphuric acid, attributes the production of sulphuretted hydrogen to the presence
of sulphurous acid or other compounds of sulphur, with which the sulphuric acid

ted hydrogen when treated with dilute sulphuric or chlorhydric acid, as may be
manifested by placing a slip of paper moistened with alkaline acetate of lead in

Is it contained in the zinc, or is it derived from the acids used in the experiment ?

lough it is undoubtedly possible to pre-

pare sulphuric add free from sulphurous acid, yet the doubt would still remain con-

cerning the reduction of the sulphuric acid by the hydrogen,—a reduction not impos-
sible at certain temperatures and in certain states of concentration. In testing for a
minute trace of sulphur in zinc, it is evidently undesirable to employ a reagent which

acid which gives no precipitate with baryta salts, but it is very difficult to prepare

it shall be absolutely free from sulphurous acid, or some lower compounds of sul-



cess of tlie oxydizing agent, for sulphuretted hydrogen would not be developed froir

substance of like properties. Thus common chlorhydric acid very often contain!Thus common chlorhydric t

11 yield with such acid anything more than a very i

jn lead-paper. To obtain chlorhydric acid which v

[ unquestionably free from every trace of sulphur, and from evi

task, that we finally rejected this acid altogether, and resfound so difficult a task, that we finally rejected this acid altogether, and resor-

ted to the following process. A solution of chlorid of calcium, free from every

trace of sulphur, was first prepared by dissolving carbonate of lime in chlorhydric

acid, adding ammonia in excess to the boiling solution, filtering off the precipitated

oxyds of iron and alumina, adding to the filtrate chlorid of barium, and evapora-

ting to dryness. The residue was dissolved in distilled water, and in this solution a

slight excess of chlorid of barium was present, as was proved by the precipitate

produced by a solution of sulphate of lime. Oxalic acid free from sulphur was

then prepared by tl)e following process : a quantity of commercial oxalic acid was

treated with enough cold water to dissolve about half of the acid taken, and the

and crystalliz
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passed through nitrate of silver; this precipitate was
not metallic silver, as Karsten conjee' -

-

"

"Again, Jacqm
was not contained in the specimen of French zinc whicli he examined, b(

plete solution of the zinc in aqua regia gives no precipitate with chlorii

But obviously the precipitation of sulphate of baryta in aqua regia is

the same paper, Jacquelain, criticising the observation reported by Fonl
of the generation of sulphuretted hydrogen from zinc and dilute" sulphi

ted hydrogen from zinc may be avoided by using properly prepared aci

which Jacquelain used had been saturated with chlorine gas, in a proc

he NewTeTsey °zin"c ^ore^rkn

in, Sussex County, New Jerse

1 hydrogen was tl

As a general result it appears therefore that ir

nietallic lead is the principal impurity : while it is gratifying to observe

that the purest of all the zincs, which have been analyzed by Slessrs. Eliot

and Storer is that manufactured at the Pennsylvania and Lehigh Zinc

Works, at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. This spelter leaves no appreciable

residue when dissolved in dilute acids, and therefore contains no lead
;

indeed a trace of cadmium is the only impurity whose presence in the

made is the hydrated silicate of zinc (electric calamine), and it is not sur-

prising that this mineral should yield zinc of singular puritv, if the ore be

carefully selected.

_
We have here purposely omitted any allusion to the valuable discus-

been drawn, since we propose to cite their remarks upon this subject in

full in a subsequent number.
2. A Practical Treatise on Coal, Petroleum, and other distilled Oils;

by Abraham Gesner, M.D., F.G.S. New York. Bailliere Brothers,

I860, 8vo, pp. 134.—This book is just what it claims to be in its title,

A Practical Treatise on the comparatively new art of producing oils

for illumination and machinery from coal and its congeners. As a

contribution to the recorded technology of an obscure subject it is a de-

cided step in advance. It describes in as simple and direct terras as the

inherent complexity of the subject permits, the method of preparing and
purifying coal oils and the natural oils (rock oils) allied to them. The
scientific chemist as well as the technical manufacturer will find these

descriptions plain matter-of-fact statements, of a man thoroughly versed

in the practical details and administration of his art, and much of it of a

positive and valuable addition to what was previously accessible in books.
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The author recognizes the intimate relation of the manufacture of coal mis

with the production in such increasing abundance of petroleum, destined

to become a powerful competitor of the artificial product, for economic use.

He states the number of oil wells in Western Pennsylvania and Ohio as

not less than five hundred and fifty, opened or in process of boring, and

yielding by estimate not less than 25,000 to 30,000 gallons daily. It is

t records of hu-

ess and almoat

glected until the modern art of coal oil distillation, has shown its in-

dustrial value. It is quite possible that the future historian of the indus-

trial arts may look back on the coal oil distillation as only an episode in

the history of the development of the use of petroleum.

We would not be understood however as giving to Dr. G.'s book an

unqualified approval. It abounds in loose, careless statements likely to

confuse and mislead his readers; such is his allusion to "Electricity "on

p. IT, which he says "plays an important part in the changes which

occur during distillation." It is time this force ceased to be the pow

ignorance lacks the courage to

such a'J ineth\lene, cthvlone, butvlene," etc., he daikens council

Ts ithout knou 1{ dge Since no one is likeh to mistake these thi

pioducts, C2II2, C^ll^ and Cgllg, the second ot which, et

^ohjiunt m,' and the thud is 'odffas; ior the beautiful white
paiathne, who'-e foimula maj bo as oui author states, on the ai

Lev IS. C20 n^ „ 01 It may be C, 9 II
_^
^. ^

A\ hat he meant to say

the ' IJomoIogou. .cru. obtained fiom the bitumen .t Tr,nidad,"j^pag«

bb) tbe

mtd type C ^^illn. Such \a!2rue a-^seitions ^Mll neThu""as'he

s -, "inttust the p)otL-,sional chcmi'-t, ' or «\tend th e bounds of ^ 1.

^ too man} technical ^^orks pnntcd in this countrv , this book ah

^pogiaphieal enors-such as the pe.sistent u^e of anahne ior a

couMdermg the author's well-known position as plaintiti in the c

Gl'iler ^. Cannes—we esteem his allu.ion to tlie "AloertCoaK't
ba<l taste, since it jjives only a partizan view of a ca^e ^Nheiethetc^*
\\as \uv \aiiou3 and e^nly bahnccd, as the printul

1
til, notes of the Judg. clearly sh;w.- iLe arc

mnmt.sot tl

man^ othei

lUtl 11^ b<K>k open to culicism which we hope will be collected m

' ' ^ ^'' '-''/. Orthoorap/ur Projections of I)^
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"Warrex. C.E., Professor of Descriptive Geometry and Geometrical
Drawing in the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y., 412 pp.,

8vo. New York: John Wiley^ 1860.—This is a moire extended work
than any other American treatise on Descriptive Geometry which has
hitherto appeared,

in its general plan, 1

with a complex sy

scale, that will not 'l

sianaing tnis ^
_ _

secure the important educational benefits to he derived from such a study

exact knowledge. From this point of view the most striking feature is

the plan of prefixing to the detailed solution of each problem, an out-

line sketch of the process, given without reference to a diagram, which
the author terms a " Solution in Space." Another commendable feature

is the thoroughness, and fullness of detail with which the more impor-

tant elementary problems are worked up.

The problems relating to each of the four general classes of surfaces

are arranged under four distinct heads, or "Classes of Operations ;" viz :

Projections, Intersections, Tangencics, and Developments. In his mode
of treatment of some of these'topics the author has displayed consider-

able originality. The doctrine of tangency especially is presented in a

new light. A new definition is given of a tangent line not liable to cer-

tain plausible objections that may bo urged against the definition gener-

ally adopted, and which may be more readily and more distinctly appre-

hended by the student, and'conducts more readily to the rules for draw-
iug tangents to special curves. But if the author desires that the defi-

nition he has given shall maintain its ground, the task devolves upon
him of showing that it is completely reconcilable with the principles of

geometrical analysis, and would accommodate itself to analytical as well

as purely geometrical investigations.

We hail with pleasure the appearance of so comprehensive and thor-

ough a treatise upon a branch of mathematics which holds so promi-

nent a place in our schools of practical science, and commend it to the

attention of all who are desirous of obtaining a complete knowledge of

the mathematical theory of geometrical drawing.

4. Cooke's Chemical Physics.—A critical and complimentary notice of

Prof Cooke's elaborate and excellent work, in the London Athenaeum for

Nov. 17, concludes with these words:
"As an introduction to chemical physics, this is by far the most com-

prehensive work in our language. We only fear that it may be consid-

ered too extended for use in the class-room. We have, however, no

doubt that it will find its way into the library of students who are ambi-

tious of laying a secure foundation for their chemical knowledge."

5. Siluman: Principles of Phvsics—2d edition. Revised and re-

written. Small 8vo,pp. 700. Philadelphia, Peck & Bliss. 1861.—Tins
new edition varies from the fii-st chiefly in the addition of mathematical

demonstrations, and problems for exercise, and in the recomposition of

no:uly the whole of the first two parts—while the whole is enriched by
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V. MISCELLAXEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Earthquake.—Ahoni 6 a. m., on the lYth of October, 1860, Can-

ada and the northern United States were visited by an earthquake vibra-

tion of a more general and impressive character than any which has oc-

curred for many years. The shock appears by the observations of Dr.

point of greatest intensity was low down on the St. Lawrence. Xear

Riviere Ouelle and Riviere du Loup, proceeding thence with diminish-

ing intensity as far west as Hamilton. It was generally felt throughout

northern and eastern New England, and as far west as Auburn, in the

State of New York. At Nevvark, New Jersey, it was very slight and

this appears to be its extreme southerly reach. Dr. Dawson* lias col-

lected the following observations from about twenty places in Canada

I Belleville, nearly nine degrees apart, the

to be but little less than that due to the :
longitude.

was slight and the testimony of only one observer was recorded, there

may be an error. The shock thus appears to have been nearly simulta-

neous throughout Canada.

Eic, 6 A, M. Three shocks at intervals of some seconds, noise continued for tea

Green Island, 6, a. m.

schooner off this place experienced a shock resembling lihat of striking on a sau>i-

bank, and the waters of the Gulf were unusually agitated.

River Ouelle, 6.15 a. m. Very violent, damaging walls and throwing down cbitn-

nevs, especially in low grounds.

'Eboulements, near Murray Bay, 5.30 A. m. Violent. Five other feeble shocks m

rapid succession, another at noon and another at 5 p. m. This is the only place where

these latter .shocks are mentjoned, but the h')ur of the first is probably an error, as Bay

St. Paul, quite near Eboulements, agrees in this respect more nearly with other place?-

Bay St. Paul, 5,50 a. m. Violent shock ; chimneys feU.

St. Joseph de la Beauco, 6.10 A.M.

Three Rivers, about 6 a. m. Shocks felt for

St. Hya'cinthe, 5.45 L. si. Tliree shocks cont

^^
Mlskinon^e.l; a. m. Shocks felt for more th
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tanoons oooLirreiice of tlic «liook thron<T;li<''Ut Cjuuuln, poriiap'- iiulic.itos

tliat tlio \va\e did nf)t ttiove hori/oiitally but leacliod tUo Mufarc fiorn a

jrreat depth and at a liicjh angle a'* rcrroy of Dijon seenT^to suppose the

earthquakes of Eabtern America ha\ e iiMially done. It must ho .. ever he

observed that at tlio rate of proparration pi\en by Mallet for eaitlKpiake

wavei thvongh hard rock, A^hicli is not Ic^s than 10,OUO feet per second,

it is quite possible that even a horizontal wave may appear to be felt at

the same in^^tant at great distance-'.

" All the observers asrree that the sound preceded the shock and con-

tinued after it, and that the fir.st shock ^^as the most violent ; and it is

a!«o very gjenerally noted that it \\as most severely felt on low ground

earthquakes generally, seems to arise from the greater re^i-tance op-

po>od to the \ibrations by loose materials as compared with hard rock*,

"Jt appears from the pubh'she<l lists that the late earthquake i'< the

last of at least twenty-nine that have vi-^ited Canada since ith d;sco\ery

by European's."

3. Two New Meteorites; bv J. Lwvrence Smi'iii, (in a letter to the

Editors, dated, Louisville, Ky., \o\. lOth, I860).—Inhere ha\e ji>t come
into my possession, two new meteoric irons ; one weighing one luindred

and twelve pounds from (Jldham Connty, near LaGrange, Ky. ; the other

^^eighing thirty-seven pounds from R()bert<;on county, near Coopertown,

J. P. P:spy.—The death of Mr. Kspv was announced by us in vol. xxix,

p. 304 ; the following notice of his life was communicated by Prof. A. D.
Bache, at a recent meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian
Institution, and forms part of the Report for 1859, p. 108.

" James P. Espy, one of the most original nnd successful meteorologists of the pres-

ent lime, died in Cincinnati. Ohio, on the 24th of January, 1860, in the seventy-fifth
year of his age, after an illness of a week, at the residence of his nephew, John

The early career of Mr. Espy as an instructor was marked by the qualities which
led to liis later distinction in science. He was one of the best classical and mathe-
matical instructors in Philadelphia, which at that day numbered Dr. Wylie. Mr.

banderson, and Mr. Crawford among its teachers.
Impressed by the researches and writings of Dalton and of Daniell on meteoroloary,

Mr. Espy began to observe the phenomena" and then to experiment on the facts which
form the groundwork of the science. As he observed, experimented, and studied,

Sol''"
""^ *^^ **^'*^"^^ ^"^"^ became so strong that he determined to give up bis
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prepared to extend their views over the whole horizon of physical and mechanicr

re'^earch. As chairman of the committee on meteorology, Mr. Espy had a larg

share in the organization of the complete system of meteorological observatic

ried on by the Institute under the auspices s

of the Franklin Institute, containing discussions of the changes of temperature, pres-

sure, and moisture of the air, and in the direction and force of the wind and other

phenomena attending remarkable storms in the United States and on the ocean

developed, and founded on the established laws of physics and upon ingenious and

well-directed original experiments, this theory drew general attention to itself, espe-

Philosophical Society of Philadelphia gained for Mr. Espy the Iward of the Magel-

*^

^Mr" Espy "w^r^enStly socLl in\'S°me1!tal' h^Wts, fuU oT'bonhommie and of

Henry D. Rogers, and myself were members—llr. Espy found the mental stimulus

experiments, and the results of his reading and studies; the collection and collation

of observations of natural phenomena in the poetical region of the storm, the tornado,

and of the aurora. Mrs. Espy's mind was essentially literary and slie could not aid

more importance than the-^e aids—a genial and loving interest ever manifested in his

pursuits and successes, and in his very failures. Mere flammmn was the office of

her delicate and poetical temperament. Younger than Mr. Espy, she nevertheless

inductions from observations, and having written a. great deal in regard to it, Mr.

Espy took the bold resolution, though past middle age, to throw himself into a new

of the knowledge which he had collected and increased, by lecturing in the town-,

villages, and cities of the United States. This proved a successful undertaki

by its originality attracted more attention to his views
" " ' ' "

''

Ideas'! His simplicity an/clear^esa Tnable7''

attention to his views than could have been obtained

Harkable power in explaining his

departments. Their attention was arrested by t:

warmth in presenting them, and he imparted so mucii ui

procure for him, under the patronage of the government, c

consistent support of his scientific friends, and particularly of the Secretary of tbn

Institution, Mr. Espy owed also much in obtaining the opportunities of keeping in *

scientific career. Hi« reports to the Surgeon General of the army, to Congress, anil
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\ deep convictions of the truth of his theonrin all its parts, and his

OT in regard to it; perhaps, also, the age which he I'lad reached,

py from passing beyond a certain point in its development. The

didTo^nSethatTm Tl^l on' iooS
wi\irlb5-''were''UTifled-oSi!ig ml^^^ credit among .chohirs

•aUc^ding in our country than among scientific men and making

is\odiiy vigor was faih'ng, and that his 1:

imithsonian Institution induced him to re-ex

while it was going through the press, an a.ccount of his most ma-
ture views. I trust that the Secretaiy will, in one of his reports, give us a thorough

a branch of science, the knowledge of which the Smithsonian Institution has already

On motion of Piofessor Baclie, the following resolutions were adopted:

Resolved, That the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution have learned

with deep regret the decease of James P. Espy, one of the most useful

and zealous of the meteorologists co-operating witli the Institution, and

whose labors in both the increase and diffusion of knowledge of meteor-

ology liave merited the highest honors of science at home and have added
to the reputation of our country abroad.

Resolved, That the Regents offer to the relatives of Mr. Espy their sin-

cere condolence in the loss which they have sustained.

On motion of Mr. Pearce, it was resolved that the remarks of Professor

Bache be entered in the proceedings.

David Dale Owen, well-known aa a geologist and chemist, died

at his residence, New Harmony, Indiana, November 13th, 1860, aged 53.

Dr. Owen has been long a contributor to this Journal and was widely

known and highly esteemed as an assiduous explorer and author in the

wide fields of American Geology. " ' ^ -..i ,--k _.

Braxfield House, Lanarkshire, Scotl
the eminent Philanthropist, was a large Mill owner. His mother was a
daughter of David Dale, once Provost of Glasgow. Dr. Owen from 1823
to 182G, was educaf-d at the well-known establishment of Emanuel Fel-

lenberg, at Uofwyl, Switzerland, with three of his brothers ; two of whom,
(Hon. Robert Dale Owen, late American Minister Plenipotentiary at Na-
ples, and Dr. Richard Owen,) yet survive. He subsequently spent a year
in Glasgow, attending the chemical instructions of Dr. Andrew Ure. In

1828, Dr. Owen accompanied his father to the United States, where some
time before, the latter had purchased a part of the town of New Har-
mony, la., as a site for testing his educational and philanthropic plans

;

arriving at New Orleans after an eight weeks' voyage, in January, 1829.

Returning to Europe, in 1831-32,—after commencing his scientific labors

in America—ha visited Paris for the purpose of perfecting his hand m
drawing from models, having a stiong natural taste for the pencil, the evi-

dence of which is visible in his numerous original drawings and sketches in

his various geological Reports. In London, he resided for the next eighteen

months, following the chemical lectures of Dr. Turner and visiting the

A.M. Jour. Sci.—Secokd Sebies, Voi.. XXXI, No. 91.—J.i»., 186L
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Museums and Gool(wic;il Society. Returninj^ to tlic United Stntc?

was, in 18;.] 3, and sul)^('(iuonLly,' associated as a volunteor explorci

Tennessee, lie received liis Medical diploma iVoiii tlio Ohio Modieal

lege, in 183o, after two years' a«>i<hunis devotion to me<lical stiidi(

F.N. Neet; tiio foimer a^,s(K•iate of I'estalozzi, in Switzei'Tand, and

with Mr. WiUiara Machn-e, in New Harmony.

when he took charge of the Oeologiral Rvconnoissance of Indiana,

forming that labor chiefly on horsei>ack in a comjiarativoly now com

Ills report on the geology of Indiana, quite a small volume, Mas last

reprinted, by order" of tlio Legislature of that State.

Ilis appointment by the Genera! Government, in 1839, to examine

'l>y which he was ''able hi an incrud

Report on tlio Chippewa Land District of Wisconsin, was pub-

iinder instructions from the United States Treasury Department, m

oO.l Soon after tlu* completion of his second Iowa Report, he un-

> fourth Report of which was sent to piv^s only a few weeks Lffora

;ith. The three elaborate volume^ already published, on the Ken-

lSr)T, h'e undertook al>o 'the dirccti'on <iv the^ Geoloo-ioal Survey of

«as the work in Kentuckv, b,>iiig so far coniplete(K as to authorize

Miming new duties. The lu•^t voTume, (8\o.) of the Aikaas.is lie-

ids. be'iides these great and !

Otis Geological examinations fo
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will have tlie benefit of all Dr. Owen's puLlic labors. The second report
on tiie Geological Survey of Arkansas is in the hands of the printer, as
also the fourth volume of the Kentucky report.

seum and laboratory, at New Harmony, completed during the last year.

The disease of which Dr. Owen died, if not induced, was greatly aggra-
vated by the long and severe exposures and privations to which his almost

He sleeps in the vault, (which was also that of his own family), of
William Maclurk, the father of American Geology, already consecrated

to science as the last resting place of the eminent naturalist, Thomas Sat.
Few men have labored more harmoniously with their associates, than

Dr. Owen ; whose catalogue of collaborators includes, Norwood, Shuraard,
Meek, Swallow, Lesquereux, Peter, Litton, Elderhoi'st and Joseph Lesley,

Jr. His Reports bear testimony to the eminent sense of justice which
led him to assign to each of his associates the share both of honor and
responsibility Avliich was his due. Nor should we fail to state that hia

eldest son, for the last year or two, has been his professional associate

and assistant. In view of his great executive and scientific ability, rich

experience, and comparative age, science had much to hope for in the

continued life of Dr. Owen, and his loss is great in proportion to these

reasonable hopes. It will be seen from an advertisement in this Number,
that the administrator of Dr. Owen's estate, offers a part of his Scientific

property for public sale.

Mr. S. a. Casseday died the latter part of September, of " congestive
chill." His papers in connection with Mr. Lyon on Crinoidea, published
m tins Journal, were valuable contributions to American palaeontology,
to which he had devoted a large share of attention. He was a native
and resident of Louisville, Kv.

ir G. A. Hrav.

i important, d

?. i^cs telles quo le Cinul.i. U L»u=ia:..', etc, *j.t Ja ruiinpro-iun d luic ^crie dart c (

q»' out p,ru ,l.m. 1.1 Re\ ue dcs doux Mondos. L'.uiteur i-t un ^ovagour fautai.ist

dont 1 .. p.oduction. litteiAiu- ^ont fo.t en vo-nic en Fiance.U Xuy,;r,e, par Lolis Cn miit. 1 ^ol m 12° d -150 pa-os.—Cest un ouvrase d

', par ScuDo —A
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JOURIAL OF SCIE](CE AND AETS.

Art. XIII.

—

On the Appalachian Mountain System; by Arnold
GuYOT, Professor ia the College of New Jersey, Princeton.

With a map.

The remark has been made with justice that the Appalachian
or Alleghany system of mountains, although situated in the

midst of a civilized, nation is still one of the chains concerning
which we have the least amount of positive knowledge. This is

especially true respecting the height of the culminating points of

diiferent portions of the system. A great number of measure-

ments, have indeed been made within the last thirty years, for

the construction of railroads and canals and for other practical

purposes, but this net-work of surveys, it is easy to understand,
has included only the basis of the system, and the lowest points

at which it may be crossed. Everything not connected with

practical objects has received but little attention. True, a cer-

tain number of barometrical measurements were made a long
time ago, chiefly in the north ; they have not, however, proved
to be exact when compared with the measurements which I have
lately made with greater care and under more favorable circum-

stances. But we must not attribute the rarity and the imper-

fection of mountain measurements whollv to a want of interest

in science or to the absolute preponderance of the uiihtarian

spirit which characterizes America. It is due, in a considera-

ble degree, to the difficult}-, which has existed until withm a

very few years, of procuring erood instruments, and to the obsta-

cles, often very great, whicirthe explorer meets in these wild
Ail. Jouu. Sci.-Sec;.nd SiCKiES, Vol. XXXI, No. 02.-MAKrH, IStil.
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hand and with a loss of time and strength often quite dispropor-

tionate to the results which are obtained. Add to this, that in

many parts of the system, the journey is to be made in an un-

known region, without a reliable map, far from a human dwell-

ing, rarely penetrated by the most hardy hunters. The explorer

must be ready to march without any trusty guide, and to sleep

in the open air, exposed to the inclement temperature of the ele-

vated regions, and obliged to depend for nourishment on the

food which he can carry with him. In these circumstances the

danger of perishing from exhaustion is by no means imaginary,

as I know by experience.

In a great portion of the Appalachian chain, especially toward

the south, the lofty forests which crown nearly all the summits,

and the thick underbrush, literally impenetrable, of Ehododen-
drons and other evergreens, in which the faint track of the bear

is often the only assistance of the traveller, are not less serious

obstacles. The difficulty of obtaining general views enabling one

to take his bearings in the labyrinth of mountains which cover

the country, is thus considerably increased ; and the favorable

points of observation which are necessary to determine the posi-

tion of the peaks which are measured or "to be measured, and for

identifying them in every case are by no means numerous. Be-

sides all this, if the relative height of different culminating points

has been determined correctly, there still remains, in order to

fix their absolute height, the difiQculty of determining the alti-

tude of the points of departure or of the lower stations which

are often hundreds of miles from the sea coast.
These various difficulties, or at least some of them, have dirain-

ished withm the last ten years. Excellent barometers are now-

made in America and are within the reach of any willing ob-

server. The railroad surveys cross all the principal sections and

furnish a great number of points whose altitude is sufficiently

determined to serve as a point of departure for measuring the

summits throughout nearly the whole extent of the system.

Moreover hypsometrical tables adapted to all the barometrical

scales, partly compiled and partly computed by the writer, have

been published by the Smithsonian Institution, and relieve the

observer of the most tedious and time-consuming portion of his

task, by reducing the computation of barometrical heights to the

simplest arithmetical operation. These tables can be found in

the volume of "Meteorological and Physical Tables"' which, by

the liberality of the Institution, is now accessible to every sci-
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One of my first labors, on arriving in America, in 18-18, was
to collect all the measurements of the Appalachian system which
had then been published. Except the elevations determined for

railroads and canals, nearly all the more remarkable heights
which had been measured were in New England or New York,
that is .to say, in the White, Green and Adirondack mountains-
Add to this the secondary heights measured, in considerable
number, in Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts, a few-

points in Pennsylvania and Virginia, and some rather vague
determinations in North Carolina, by Dr. Mitchell, and we havo
nearly all the hypsometrical wealth then at the service of the geog-
rapher. Massachusetts, the only state in the Union which has
had a regular trigonometric survey, furnished besides some geo-

detic points determined with great accuracy. The same may be
said of the admirable work of the Coast Survey still progressing

under the skillful direction of Prof A. D. Bache ; but the points

geodetically measured are seldom distant from the coast. All
the other altitudes which were published had been obtained by
barometric measurement.
The comparison of these last soon led me to see in the heights

published by different authors such differences as indicated either

a confusion of names, or errors in measurement too consider-

able to be attributed to the formulas employed in calculating,

and which could only be attributed to imperfect instruments, or

to circumstances too unfavorable for the work which was under-
taken. As for detecting the error, when there was a disagree-

ment, it was hopeless ; for, since most of the authors gave merely
their results, without the observations from which they were
deduced, and without describing the instruments employed, or

the circumstances of the measurement, a discriminating criti-

cism was impossible. Moreover, the measurements which I had
occasion to verify were nearly all found to be affected by errors

more or less considerable. I was therefore led to regard them
all only as approximations which by no means superseded the

necessity of new determinations.
Since 1849, I have devoted my summer excursions to a study

of the physical configuration of the Appalachian system, and to

the barometric measurement of those points which were most

with the most remarkable culminating groups, namely, the ^

Mountains, where I made four excurvsions in as many different

summers, the Green Mountains and the Adirondack. I after-

wards visited in three excursions the central and southern por-

tions of Virginia, and the vast group of elevated chains which
covers the western part of North Carolina, between the bound-
aries of Tennessee, Georgia and South Carolina, and which
iorni, as my observations fully show, the culminating region of
the whole Appalachian system.
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I intend to continue these explorations, so far as circumstances

permit, in order to collect sufficient facts for forming a just

idea of the normal proportions of the system in all its parts.

Meanwhile I present the list of results already obtained, hoping

that this preliminary publication will afford some interest to sci-

entific men. At the same time I desire to have it considered as

a resume merely of special memoirs in which I shall give the

, and shall indicate the details of the workigmal measurements, and shall indicate the details oi the worK:

id the method employed for deducing these results. It is my
wish to do my part toward establishing an usage which should

be invariable among men of science, to give the elements on

which are based the results, which should be in the common
treasure of our knowledge. This would furnish to sound criti-

cism the means of determining their proper value. In this par-

ticular case, however, such details may be more fitly placed

in the transactions of scientific societies.

I present the following altitudes with some degree of confi-

dence. An acquaintance of more than twenty years with the

barometer, and the thousands of measurements which I have

made in the Alps and elsewhere, have long ago initiated me into

the theoretical and practical difficulties of the barometric meth-

od and of the instrument itself In all measurements I have

had a double object. I desired not only to obtain an accurate

result, but also to perfect the barometric method. I hope I

have been able to eliminate some errors and uncertainties which

too commonly affect its working, and tend to throw upon the

method a degree of distrust which should rather rest upon the

observers themselves. At another time I may offer some further

remarks upon this subject. At present I will only add that the

value of the coefficients in the formula of Laplace must be slightly

modified, in accordance with the more recent determinations of

the physical data which it employs, and that the corrections

which depend upon the temperature and the hour of the day i"

which the observations are made, deserve a much closer degree

of attention than has hitherto been accorded to them.

_

In the volume of Physical and Meteorological Tables, pub-

lished by the Smithsonian Institution, I have mentioned two

instances in which my barometric measurements were followed

the next year by leveling with a spirit level. This occurred in

the two culminating points of the Appalachian system, Mount

Washington in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, and the

summit of the Black Mountains in North Carolina. The received

height of Mount Washington had previously been 6226 feet. ^I}'

measurements in 1851 gave 6291 feet. The measure

spirit level, by IJ. A. Godwin, Civil Engineer, in 1852,

;

feet, and a similar leveling under the direction of the (

vey in 1853, gave a height of 6293 feet.
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For the Black Dome ofNorth Carolina, the culminating point of
the Black Mountains, (lately called also Mitchell's High Peak, but
not the former Mount Mitchell,) my measurements in 1856 gave
6702 feet, or, by adopting the modification of the coefficient

just alluded to, 6707 feet. A measurement by spirit level in the
following year, 1857, by Major J. C. Turner, Civil Engineer, who
had my figures in his hand, and who set out from my point of
departure, gave an altitude of 6711 feet.

To these coincidences I may add examples still more recent.

Waynesville, the chief town m Haywood County, North Caroli-

na, 27 miles from Asheville, being one of my principal stations

for the measurement of all the culminating region of the Appa-
lachian System, I determined its altitude with care by a series of
hourly correspondent observations extending through several

days, one at Asheville, the other at Warm Springs, thirty-seven

miles below the French Broad river, near the boundary of Ten-
nessee, the altitudes of these two points being given by the Sur-

vey of the Charleston and Cincinnati railroad which follows the

valley of the French Broad, beyond the inouth of the Swanna-
noa. The Asheville series, in 1859, gave for the altitude of the

base of the Waynesville Court House 2756 feet, assuming 2250
feet for the altitude of the Asheville Court House, according to a

leveling which I was told had been executed between that point

and the railroad track near the bridge of the Swannanoa. This
figure of 2756 feet is that which I published early in July, 1860,
in an Asheville newspaper. If I adopt the mean of the baromet-
ric measurements which I made for determining the elevation of

Asheville, I find it to be 2246 feet, and Waynesville becomes
2752 feet. The series of 1860, which began at one of the benches
of the railroad at Warm Springs, and which includes an inter-

mediate station at Finescreek, gives also for Waynesville 2752
feet. But Col. Eobert Love, of Waynesville, informs me that

the altitude of this same point, as given to him by the Engineers
of the Western North Carolina railroad, (who had just finished

the location of that road,) was also 2752 feet.

I owe to the courtesy of Mr. Presstman, chief assistant of Maj.

Jas. C. Turner, Chief Engineer of the road, a communication of

the altitude of two other points also included in the list of pub-

lished elevations, already mentioned, to wit, the summit of the

route which crosses the Balsam chain at the upper end of Scott's

creek, and the confluence of this creek with the Tuckaseege,
twenty miles from Waynesville. In both cases, the railroad lev-

elings agreed within a yard with the barometric measurements,
these last being the highest.
These measurements, entirely independent, and proceeding

from the same given points, present an argument which is well

fitted to inspbre confidence in barometric results obtained with
fittmg precautions.
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I scarcely need to add that I cannot pretend to guarantee a

similar degree of accuracy in the greater number of heights

measured which rest upon a single observation. All those who

are acquainted with the hypsometric method fully know that,

in the determinations obtained, either by the theodolite, or by

the barometer, accuracy is only secured by repetitions so numer-

ous as to permit the elimination of accidental errors incident tr>

the variable state of the atmosphere. I may say, however, that I

riation, both in time and quantity, of the atmospheric pressure

in the corresponding barometers, and again, the errors in the de-

termination of the true mean temperature of the air, at the hour

of observation, whether by day or by night. To prevent the

first I have taken a special care to locate the corresponding ba-

rometers at stations generally distant much less than twenty, and

rarely exceeding thirty miles from the points measared. As to

the second, when it was not possible to eliminate the errors due

to the temperature of the air, by combining observations taken

both by day and by night to produce a compensation, I have re-

sorted to the aid of tables formed from a great number of ex-

periments to be mentioned hereafter.

That which induces me to believe that the results resting on

a single observation also deserve a good degree of confidence is

that having had occasion to repeat the measurement of a great

number of points previously determined by careful observations,

both in the Black mountains and in the county of Haywood, in

different years and under different conditions of the atmosphere,

the new results did not differ from those previouslv obtained by

more than one to three yards. When the height of a raoimtain

is known within these limits of approximation the claims of

physical geography may be regarded as satisfied.

The barometers' which I have employed in these different

measurements are a series of Fortin barometers, modified by

Delcros, and manufactured by Ernst, at Paris. These instru-

ments, with the exception of one which is my own property,

have been imported by myself under the authority of the Smith-

sonian Institution, for the purpose of determining by direct com-

parison, the relation between the standard barometer of the ob-

servatory at Paris, and the standard barometer intended for the

Institution. They have been kindly left at my disposal by the

Secretary, "
'

These i

not only before and after each excursion, but also during the pro-

gress of each, whenever there has been an opportunity. The

corresponding observations have always been made with one or

the other of the barometers thus compared, and their relative

suiting from the equations thus established, have
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always been applied in the calculations. A long familiarity with
Gay Lussac's syphon barometer, with Bunten's improvement, as
well as with Fortin's cistern barometer, modified by Ernst, has
convinced me that the latter is to be preferred, notwithstanding
its weight and its greater length, if the utmost accuracy compat-
ible with the method is to be sought. The variations of capil-

lary attraction, and the soiling of the tube of the short branch of
the syphon by the oxyd of mercury in the Bunten barometer

serious difficulty. I carry with each of my Fortin barometers,
two extra tubes and a bottle of purified mercury which enable
me in case of accident to reconstruct my barometer in two hours
time, even in the depths of the wildest forest. This advantage is

of the utmost value in America where every explorer must trust

to himself and his own resources, unless he is willing to be con-

stantly deprived of his instruments. It is difficult for me to

think coolly of so many scientific expeditions, sent at great ex-

pense into unexplored countries, in which observations, even if

made with an inferior instrument, would have had great value,

but in which all barometric measurements became impossible
by the fracture of the instrument at the outset of the journey.
Such an excuse, under the ordinary circumstances, of an official

expedition, is quite inadmissible.
Such were the considerations which led me to introduce in this

country and especially recommend the modified Fortin barome-
ter, when in 1849, '50, '51, I was charged with establishing, in
the states of New York and Massachusetts, fifty meteorological
stations under the scientific direction of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion. Acting in its behalf I superintended the construction of
a series of meteorological instruments of which the manufacture
was entrusted to a skillful optician, Mr. James Green, of New
^ ork, and which are now extensively employed throughout the
United States, under the name of the Smithsonian Meteorologi-
cal Instruments. I especially endeavored to render these instru-

ments strong, simple and adjustable. By the latter phrase, I
mean that their construction allows them to be regulated by a
standard instrument so as to eliminate the error of zero in the

thermometer, and in the barometer the total error due to capilla-

rity and to the peculiarities in the construction of each instru-

ment, so that they will all give immediately absolute values con-
formed to the same standard, and consequently comparable with
one another. In the thermometer it is enough to suspend the
tube to the scale by means of a screw, which permits the tube to
be moved along the scale until the zero of the mercury coincides
^vith that of the scale. In the barometer I obtain this result

t>J means of a moveable scale which slides upon the brass casing
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of the barometric tube and whicli is so placed as to make its in-

dications accord with, those of the normal barometer. A line

traced on the fixed scale marks the natural height of the column

of mercury and makes apparent the value of the applied cor-

Each instrument made by Green, bearing a fixed number, and

having been carefully compared with the standard (such, at least

is the direction given) its indications may be immediately com-

pared with those of any other of the same maker. This adjust-

ment is evidently important for stationary observations, for it

dispenses with the task of reducing by an applied correction each

series of observations to a standard scale. For travelling observ-

ers and for the measurements of heights the scale of adjustments

becomes of no account since it is enough to compare carefully

with one another, the barometers which are employed, and to

determine their equations, which otherwise are liable to vary and

ought to be constantly observed anew. It is consequently better

to dispense with the moveable scale, which may be disarranged

by the accidents incident to a journey.

After many different experiments, and at the suggestion of Mr.

Green, the cistern was modified, and instead of the two parts of

the cistern screwing upon each other, a system which occasioned

frequent leakage of the mercury, a means of closure by planes of

contact was substituted, which not only make leakage impossible,

but permit the opening and dismounting of all the parts of the

cistern at an}^ time, with the utmost ease. This construction is

not only stronger, but it greatly facilitates the cleansing of the

mercury, which it is well to attend to frequentlv. Finally it dis-

penses with cement and as the cistern is of injected box wood,

the evil effects of extreme temperatures and of extreme moisture

and dryness are avoided. Barometers of this construction are

now in use throughout America, having been substituted for

those of Bunten in the army meteorological stations, and having

been employed in the numerous expeditions of the Pacific rail-

roKd surveys. I accordingly consider the introduction of these

instruments at an epoch, when for various reasons, scientific re-

searches were so rapidly increasing in America, as a very fortu-

nate circumstance in enhancing the value of these same observa-

tions; for I may add that previous to this epoch, with the ex-

ception of a very few instruments imported from Europe, I

scarcely found in the hands of the observers in this country a

single barometer v/hich had a scientific value.

The preceding details will not be void of interest to those wbo

have occasion to make use of the observations recently made in

America in officiiil and other explorations. As for my own ob-

uld mention that thev have been constantlv ac-

npanied by corresponding observations made by my young
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the use of the barometer.
I ought particularly to mention Mr. Ernest Sandoz, Avho has been
with me in nearly all my excursions, and Mr. Emile Grand
Pierre, who was my companion during three summers. I have
also received the kind assistance of Dr. Bache, the Superintend-
ant of the Coast Survey, who caused a series of corresponding
observations for the measurement of Mt. "Washington in 1851,
to be made by two of his assistants, Messrs. Edward Goodfellow
and B. F. West.

^
I would also mention Dr. Algernon Coolidge, who accompa-

nied me to the Green Mountains, and to whom I owe, in addi-

tion to corresponding observations, the measurement of the
Camel Hump, My young friends, Alexander Agassiz, Edward
Rutledge, and Herbert Torrey, have given me active cooperation
in the White Mountains. To my friend and fellow traveller in

the Black Mountains, Eev. W. H. Green, of Princeton,

W. A. Benners, of Waynesville.
The corresponding observations, made by my companions in

travel, were taken hour by hour, and sometimes even once Qwerj
quarter of an hour, so as to allow the construction of a complete
barometric curve which represents with great exactness the state

of the barometer for any hour of the day, and renders the error
of interpolation almost null.

For the pur|)ose of distinguishing accurately the relative posi-

tion of the regions explored, it may be well to describe the gen-
eral structure of the system of mountains to which they belong.
The upheavals of ancient rocks which constitute this well con-

nected physical structure, for which, as a whole, it is proper to

retain ilie common name of the Appalachian system, extend in

an undulating line thirteen hundred miles in a mean direction of
N.E. to S.W., from the promontory of Gaspe upon the Gulf of
St. Lawrence to Alabama, where the terminal chains sink down
and are lost in the recent and almost horizontal strata of the

cretaceous and tertiary formations which cover the greater por-

tion of the surface of "this state. This long range of elevations
is composed of a considerable number of chains, sensibly parallel

to each other, occupying more particularly the eastern part which
faces the ocean, and of an extended plateau which prevails to-

w-ards the west and northwest and descends gradually towards
the inland valleys of the St. Lawrence, the lakes Erie and On-
tario and the Ohio river.
The base on which this large belt of mountains rests, and

which may be considered as bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on
one side and by the Ohio and St. Lawrence rivers on the other,

' ' '
-
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is formed, in the east, bj a plain slightly inclined towards the

Atlantic. The width of that plain, in New England, does not

vary much from fifty miles. Near the mouth of the Hndsoii,

however, in New Jersey, it nearly disappears, but gradually in-

creases towards the south to a width of over two hundred miles,

Its elevation above the sea, at the foot of the mountains, is in

New England, from 300 to 500 feet. From the neighborhood

of the bay of New York, where it is nearly on a level wiili the

ocean, it rises gradually towards the south to an altitude of over

1000 feet. On the west the table-lands which border upon the

Ohio River, and which may be considered as the general base of

the system, preserve a mass-elevation of a thousand feet or more,

in the thickness of which the river-bed is scooped out to the

depth of from 400 to 600 feet, thus reducing the altitude of the

Ohio River full one-half from that of the surrounding lands.

The vast belt of the Appalachian highlands forrns the mar-

ginal barrier of the American continent on the Atlantic side, and

determines the general direction of the coast line, which in gen-

eral, runs parallel to the inflections of its chains with remarkable

regularity. This system, composed of a series of corrugations

tolerably uniform, does not, like the Alps, or the other great

systems of fracture, have a central or main axis, to which the

secondary chains are subordinated. But it is properly compared
to the system of the Jura, for it is composed like that of a series

of long folds, or chains, which run parallel to each other, often

with great regularity. In the same part of the system the gen-

eral height of the chains is sensibly equal and ''their summits

show neither many nor deep notches. In the middle region, es-

pecially in Pennsylvania and New Jersey, thev present the ap-

pearance of long and continuous walls, the"blue summits of which

trace along the horizon a uniform line seldom varied by any

peaks or crags. In the extreme northern and southern portions.

however, this character is considerabl y modified. There the sys-

tem loses very much of its uniforniitv and its phvsical structure

becomes far more complicated ; the form of simple parallel ridges

almost entirely disappears.

There is one feature of the Appalachian system which distin-

guishes it from the ranges of the Jura; it is the well marked divis-

ion into two longitudinal zones of elevation, one turned towarcb

the shores of the Atlantic, in which the form of parallel chains

just spoken of predominates, and the other turned toward.s the

interior, which is composed of elevated and continuous plateaus,

descending from the summit of their eastern escarpment, in the

centre of the system, in gentle stages towards the basins of the

lakes and the valley of the Ohio. Occasionally minor chains, very

little elevated from their base, wrinkle the surface of the table

lands. Their parallelism with those of the eastern mountain
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zone sliows tliat they are but the last undulations d-ie to the ac-

tion of the same forces which have upheaved an 1 folded that

region, and -which have raised at the same time, the mass of these

more uniform plateaus. Thus when from any.point we traverse

the Appalachian system from the Atlantic, we encounter first a
plain more and more undulated and gradually ascending to the

foot of the mountains; then a mountainous zone with its ranges

parallel and its valleys longitudinal ; at length a third zone of
uniform plateaus slightly inclined towards the northwest, and
cut with deep transverse valleys.

Another feature not less conspicuous characterizes the region

of corrugations properly so-called. This is a large central val-

ley which passes through the entire system from north to south,

forming, as it were, a negative axis through its entire length.

This is what Mr. Kogers calls the Great Appalachian valley.

At the north it is occupied by lake Champlain and the Hudson
river; in Pennsylvania it bears the name of Kittatinny or

Cumberland valley. In Virginia it is the Great valley ; more
to the south it is called the valley of East Tennessee. At the

northeast and at the centre its average breadth is fifteen miles

;

it contracts in breadth towards the south, in Virginia, but
reaches its greatest dimensions in Tennessee where it measures
from fifty to sixty miles in breadth. The chain, more or less

compound, which borders this great valley towards the southeast
is the more continuous and extends without any great interrup-

tion from Vermont to Alabama. In Vermont it bears the name
of Green Mountains, which it retains to the borders of New
York; in the latter State it becomes the Highlands ; in Pennsyl-
vania the South Mountains; in Virginia the Blue Kidge; in

North Carolina and Tennessee the Iron, Smoky, and Unaka
Mountains. On the northwest of the great valley between the
latter and the borders of the plateau parallel tliere extends a
middle zone of chains separated by narrow valleys, the more
continuous of which is the range which bounds the central valley.

This zone has a variable breadth in different parts of the system,
and the number of chains which compose it is by no means uni-

form throughout.

Although these features are common to the Appalachian sys-

tem throughout its entire length, nevertheless it may be divided
from north to south into three divisions which present very re-

markable differences of structure. Passing the eye over the phys-
ical chart which accompanies this article we at once distinguish
in the longitudinal extent of the Appalachian system two prin-

cipal curvatures, the one at the north from Gaspe to New York,
the concavity of which is turned towards the southeast ; the other
at the centre, from the Hudson to New River in Virginia, with
Its concavity also towards the southeast : the third from Ne\r
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Eiver to the southwest extremity of the system, the direction of

Avhich is nearly straight or forming a gentle curve concave to-

wards the northwest. These three divisions, diminishing in ex-

tent, from the north to the south, are well marked, at the nortb,

by the deep valleys of the Mohawk and the Hudson, which

b]-eak through the Appalachian system to its base and across its

entire breadth ; at the south, by the New Eiver whose deep val-

ley with vertical walls also separates regions whose orographic

characters present remarkable differences.

The northern division is much the most isolated ; it is geolog-

ically the most ancient, since its upheavals appear coeval with

the Silurian and Devonian epochs, and are thus much anterior

to the rest of the system, which only emerged after the deposit

of the carboniferous" rocks which it has elevated. Four hundred

feet more of water would separate all the vast territory of the

northern division from the American continent. One hundred

and forty feet would convert into an island all iS'ew Englaud

and the British possessions as far as Gasp^ ; for the bottom of

the valley occupied by Lake Champlain and the Hudson does

not in any part exceed this level.

I distinguish in this northern portion three physical regions

;

lst,_ the triangular plateau of the Adirondack, with its mountain

chains more or less parallel, between Lake Champlain and the

St. Lawrence, Lake Ontario and the Mohawk : 2nd, Kew Eng-

land, with the two swells of land separated by the deep valley

of the Connecticut, and forming the base of the'Green and White

mountains: 3rd, the northern region, with the prolongation, to-

wards the northeast, of the same features of relief, "from the

source of the Connecticut through Maine into Canada and I^'ew

Brunswick to the promontory of Gaspe and the bav of Chaleurs.

The middle or central division extends in length about 450

miles. The eastern region, or region of folded chains, at iirst

very narrow about New York, presents towards the centre, in

Pennsylvania, its greatest breadth which again diminishes to-

wards the south. It is composed of a considerable number of

chains much curved towards the west, and remarkable for their

regularity, their parallelism, their abrupt acclivities, the almost

complete uniformity of their summits, and their moderate eleva-

tion, both relative and absolute, which varies from 800 and 1500

to 2500 feet. The chains, however, increase in elevation towards

the south, while they become more numerous and more indented.

In the Peaks of Otter, in Virginia, they attain to 4000 feet.

The western region, or the region of plateaus, is quite narrow-

in the southern part, but acquires towards the north the greatest

breadth which it attains in any part of the Appalachian system.

Its high terraces occupy all the State of New York south of the

Mohawk, and a considerable part of Pennsylvania and culminate
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,
the valleys preserving

a height of 1500 feet wliile the hills reach 2600 feet.

This tableland forms a remarkable water-shed from which the
waters descend by the Susquehanna into the valley of the Chesa-
peake and the Atlantic ocean, by the Genesee and St. Lawrence
to the same ocean, and by the Alleghany and Ohio to the Gulf of
Mexico. The Susquehanna thus starts from Lake Erie at the
extreme western border of the plateau, and runs across all the
Appalachian system and its mountain ranges to its eastern base.

More to the southward the eastern escarpment of the plateau
divides, as far as the sources of the Potomac, the waters of the
Atkntic coast from those of the Gulf of Mexico. It is the same
escarpment which bears the local name of Alleghany Mountain,
a name which continues to be applied, south of the waters of
the Potomac, to the dividing ridge along the sources of the va-

rious branches of James Hiver, and even to the irregular hills

which form a water-shed between the waters of the upper Ro-
anoke and New River, across the Great Valley, near Christians
burg. Through all this middle region the name of Blue Ridge
is applied to the main eastern chain which separates the Great
vallej^ from tlie Atlantic slope, and -which is cut by all the
rivers which flow out of it.

The souihern division, from New River to the extremity of
the system, is much the most remarkable for the diversity of its

physical structure and its general altitude. Even the base upon
Vvhich the mountains repose is considerably elevated. Although
the elevation of the Atlantic plain at the eastern base of the

mountains is onlv 100 to aOO feet in Pennsylvania, and 500 in
V irginia near James river, it is 1000 to 1200 feet in the region
of the sources of the Catawba. In the interior of the mountain
region the deepest valleys retain an altitude of 2000 to 2700 feet.

From the dividing line in the neighborhood of Christiansburg
and the great bend of New River the orographic and hydro-
graphic relations undergo a considerable modification. The di-

rection of the principal parts of the system is also somewhat
changed. The main chain which borders the Great valley on
the east, and which more to the north, under the name of the
-i^lue Ridge, separates it from the Atlantic plain, gradually de-

viates towards the southwest. A new chain detached on the
east, and curving a little more to the south, takes now the name
of Blue Ridge. It is this lofty chain, the altitude of which, in
^'^ more elevated groups, attains gradually to 5000 and 6900 feet,

which divides in its turn the waters running to the Atlantic from
those of the Mississippi. The line of separation, of the eastern
and w-estern waters, which, to this point, follows either the cen-
tral cham of the Alleghanies, or the western border of the table-
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land region, passes now suddenly to the eastern chain, upon the

very border of the Atlantic plain. The reason is that the terrace

\vhich forms the base of the chains, and the slope of which

usually determines the general direction of the water courses,

attains here its greatest elevation, and descends gradually to-

wards the northwest. The base of the interior chain which runs

alongside the Great valley is thus depressed to & lower level, and

though the chain itself has an absolute elevation greater than

that of the Blue Eidge, the rivers which descend from the sum-

mits of this last, flow to the northwest towards the great central

valley which they only reach, in southern Virginia and jSTorth

Carolina, bv first passing across the high chain of the Unaka and

Smoky mountains through gaps of 3000 or 4000 feet in depth.

This southern division thus presents from southeast to north-

west three regions very distinct.

The first is the high mountainous region comprised between

the Blue Eidge and the great chain of the Iron, Smoky, and

Unaka mountains which separate ISTorth Carolina from Tennes-

see. It commences at the bifurcation of the two chains in Vir-

ginia, where it forms, at first, a valley of only ten to fifteen miles
'" ' uthern part of which flows iSew Elver; it

' North Carolina and into Geor-

gia, in length more than 180 miles, varying in breadth from

twenty to fifty miles. The eastern chain, or Blue Eidge, the

principal water-shed, is composed of many fragments scarcely

connected into a continuous and regular chain. Its direction fre-

quently changes and forms many large curves. Its height is

equally irregular. Some, groups elevated from 6000 feet and

more, are separated by long intervals of depression in which

are found gaps whose height is 2200 to 3700 feet, often but

he interior valleys themselves with

The interior, ov western cliain, is

much more continuous, more elevated, more regular in its direc-

tion and height, and increases very uniform'ly from 5000 to

nearly 6700 feet.

aiie area comprised between these two main chains, from

the sources of the Xew Eiver and the Watausra, in the vicinity

of the Grandfather Mountain, to the southern cxtreuiitv of the

system, is divided by transverse chains into manv basins, at the

bottom of each one of wdiich runs one of those moimtaiu tribu-

taries of the Tennessee, which by the abundance of their waters

merit the name of the true sources of that noble river.

Between the basin of the Watauga and that of the Noleclf

rises the lofty chain of the Eoan and Big Yellow mouLt
The northwest branch of the Black mountain and its con:,

tion as fiir as the Bald mountain separate the basin of the >

chucky frona that of the French Broad river. Between tbo
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1

' stretches the long chain of the Pis-

juiitains. Further to the south the
elevated chain of the Great Balsam mountains separates the ba-

sins of the Big Pigeon and the Tuckasegee ; next comes the chain
of the Cowee mountains between the latter river and the Little

Tennessee. Finally the double chain of the Nantihala and Val-
ley Eiver mountains separates the two great basins of the Little

Tennessee and the Hivvassee. The bottom of these basins pre-

serves ill the middle, an altitude of from 2000 to 2700 feet. The
height of these transverse chains is greater than that of the Blue
Eidge, for they are from 5000 to 6000 feet and upwards ; and
the gaps which cross them are as high, and often higher than
those of the Blue Eidge. In these interior basins are also found
groups, more or less isolated, like that of the Black mountains,

which, with the Smoky mountains, present the most elevated

points of the system.
Here then through an extent of more than 150 miles, the mean

height of the valley from which the mountains rise is more than
2000 feet; the mountains which reach 6000 feet are counted
by scores, and the loftiest peaks rise to 6700 feet ; while at the

north, in the group of the White mountains, the base is scarcely

1000 feet, the gaps 2000 feet, and Mount Washington, the only
one which rises above 6000 feet, is still 400 feet below the height

of the Black Dome of the Black Mountains. Here then in all re-

spects is the culminating region of the vast Appalachian system.

It is worthy of notice that in the Appalachian, as in many other

systems of mountains, the culminating points are situated, nei-

ther near the middle, nor in the neighborhood of what may be
called its central axis, which is here the Great valley, but near
the northern and southern extremities, and on the eastern side,

almost outside of the system. These culminating regions seem
almost exceptions to the normal structure of the system. The
high mountainous region of North Carolina which has just been
described is, from the bifurcation of the Blue Eidge" near the

great bend of the New Eiver, an additional fold which attaches

itself on the eas
Great Valley, ju
Connecticut Eiver, upon which the group of the White moun-
tains is situated, is an additional fold attaching itself to the east

The second region of this southern division is the continuation
of the Great Central Valley which is divided by a general swell

of the land about the sources of the Holston, into two distinct

basins, the one in Virginia, narrower and more elevated, which
ill the basin of the New Eiver, rises gradually towards the south
from an elevation of 1600 feet to 2600 feet; the other in Ten-
nessee, where the vallev widens to nearly sixty miles between
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the Smoky mountains and the Cumberland mountains, but

where it has a mean elevation of not more than about 1000 feet,

that is, only one-half of the height of the neighboring valleys

in the mountainous region of North Carolina.

The third region is that of the plateaus which, in Tennessee, are

'

reduced to a table land about thirty or forty miles wide, called

the Cumberland mountains oh account of the abrupt edges which

it presents upon the east and the west, and which give to it the

appearance of a mountain chain. Further north, in Virginia, the

plateaus expand and fill a vast area to the west of the Clinch and

the Cumberland mountains and extend over a part of Kentucky,

the central portion of which, near Lexington, preserves an alti-

tude of more than 1000 feet.

The rapid sketch here given shows that in a hypsometrical, as

well as from a geological, point of view, and even to a certain

extent from its physical structure, the Appalachian syst

ed to be divided into two sections of nearly equal (

I section, which is geologically more ancient, comprehend-

ing the northern division from the mouth of the Uudson to

Gaspe; and a southern section, which is more modern, comprising

the central and southern divisions, which are bound together by

more than one characteristic common to both. The separation is

distinguished by a remarkable general depression of all the alti-

tudes of the eastern zone, or parallel mountain chains, a depres-

sion which attains its lowest point in New Jersey in the parallel

of New York City.

Passing from this region, where the Blue Eidge and the Etta-

tinny mountains are but little more than 800 or 1000 feet high,

and the Great valley 50 to 150 feet, the altitude in the northern

section increases rapidly, but regularlv, towards the northeast,

where, almost in the same parallel, lat 44" N., we find th.c cul-

minating points at Mount Washington 628S feet high in the

AVhite Mountains, Mount Manslield 4480 feet in the Green Moun-

tains, and Mount Tahawus or Mount Marcy 5739 feet, in the

Adirondack group. Further north the Adirondack group ter-

minates, and the Green Mountains lose somewhat of their conti-

nuity, but show here and there, as far as Gaspe, scattered grnur^

of mountains whicb still preserve an elevation of 3000 or i

feet.

In the southern section the altitude increases from the r
-

east to the southwest with the same regularitv but less rar

and it is only towards the extremity of the system in >•;';'

Carolina that they attain their maximum elevation in the Bhi^i^

Mountains 6700 feet, and the Smoky Mountains 6660 feet. Here,

as at the north, beyond the culminating points the general alti-

tude is but little diminished until we arrive almost to the ter-

mination of the 1
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The following figures demonstrate the law which I have an-
nounced above

:

Upon the ridge which borders the Connecticut river on the
east and where the elevation gradually increases from the sea
coast until it reaches in Connecticut 1000 feet, in Massachusetts
1100 feet, and in New Hampshire 1600 feet at the sources of the
Connecticut river, we meet with a series of mountains more or
less isolated, which appear to have no other relation to each other
than that they are placed on a common base.

The most remarkable of these, proceeding from the south to-

wards the north are the following

:

Mount Wachusett, in Massachusetts, - - 2018 feet high.*

Grand Monadnock, iu New Hampshire, • 3718 " "

Mooseliillock " " " -. - - 4790 " "

White Mountains, - | 6288 " "

In the double chain of Green Mountains are the following re-

markable peaks gradually increasing in height from the south to

the north

:

North Beacon, in the Highlands of the Hudson, 1471 feet high.

Bald Peak, in Massachusetts, - - - 2624* " "

Greylock, or Saddle Mount, in Massachusetts, 3505* " "

Equinox Mount, in Vermont, - - - - 3872 " "

Kiilinfrton Peak, " ... 4221 "

Mansfield Mountain, "... - 4430 *'

North Beacon was probably measured by Capt. Partridge, the
others were measured by myself

la the Adirondack group I have cited only the most elevated
point, Mount Tahawus or Mount Marcy, which is the only one of
the great peaks which I have as yet measured. I found its height
5379 feet. This height differs from that of Redfield given in the
Geology of the State of New York, (5467 feet), and from that of
Prof T. Benedict, (5341 feet). But it is to be remarked that
the heights given by the first are all too great by reason of the
defective nature of the instrument employed, as I have had oc-

casion to convince myself; and also that Prof Benedict, although
provided with a Bunten barometer, was only able to make use
of corresponding observations made at a considerable distance.

From Tahawus the height of the peaks diminishes both towards
the north and towards the south and the chains dwindle away
before they reach Lake Champlain or the Mohawk Kiver.

In the southern part the law of gradual increase is still more
regular. It can also be exhibited at the exterior base of the

mountains, along the Great valley, and in the principal chams
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which border it. I have already said that the interior border of

the Athintic plain rises gradually from 50 to 1200 feet, from

New Jersey to the upper region of the Catawba, near Morganton.

The grade of the railroads gives us in the Great valley a series

of significant points

:

The Great valley at Eastou, on the Delaware in Penn., 165 ft.

" near the Schuylkill, Penn., 250 "

" " " at Harrisburg, on the Susquehanna, 328 *'

" " " at Chambersburg, Penn., 600 "

" " " near Staunton, south fork of Shenandoah, in

Central Virginia, 1261 "

" " " at Salem, in the upper valley of the Roa-

noke, 1014 "

" " Newbern in the valley of New River, 2065
"

" « " Mt. Airy Ridge, highest point near the sources

of the Holston, 2595
"

The principal chain along the eastern border of the Great

valley under the name of Blue Eidge, Iron, Smoky and Uuaka
Mountains, presents in the same manner an. increasing altitude.

Blue Ridge in New Jersey about 1000 to - - 1500 ket

Peaks of Otter in Virginia, the highest, - - - 3993
"

White Top, on the boundary of Virginia, North Carohna,
and Tennessee, 5530 "

Bald Mountain, west of the Black Mountains, - - 5550 "

Smoky Dome, Clingman's Mountain, culminating point in

the chain of the Smoky Mountains, - - 6660 "

Thunderhead, in Smoky Mountains, - - - - 5520 "

Great Bald, highest peak, in Smoky Mountains, near the
cut of Tennessee River, . - , . 4722 "

Hangover, highest peak of the Unaka Mountains, about 5600 "

Great Frog Mountain in Tennessee, highest peak near the
south end of the System. - - . . 4226 "

The chain which from Christiansburg takes the name of Blue

Eidge and forms the barrier which separates the waters along

the Atlantic plain does not appear to exceed the altitude of 4500

feet in Virginia. This is only an estimate, for I have made no

measurements in this portion of the Blue Ridge. In North Car-

olina the culminating points are much higher, but more to the

south they gradually decrease as far as Georgia.
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Groat Hogback, at the sources of the Tuckasegee, - - 4792 "

Tvhitc-Side, near the sources of the Chatooga, - - 4931 "

i\fud Creek Bakl, near the head of Little Teunessee, Georgia, 4705 "

Tray Mountain, in Georgia, at the sources of Hiwassee
Kiver, 4426 «

Furthermore the transverse chains, which in Korth Carolina
uuite the two principal chains, and the interior isolated groups
iu which the highest summits are found, present altitudes in-

creasing as they proceed, culminating, however, more towards
the north.

Roan Mountain, High Knob, which joins the Iron moun-

Black Douae, or Mitchell's High Peak, the culminating

point of the Appalachian System, - - - 6707 "

Hichland Balsam, in Big Pigeon Valley, - - - 6425 "

Amos Piott's Balsam, in Tuckasegee valley, - - 6278 "

Yellow Mountain, Cowee Chain, between the Tuckasegee
and Little Tennessee valleys, - - - - 5108 "

Standing Indian, highest point'in the Nantihala chain, 5518 "

Fodders' Bald, in Hiwassee valley, Georgia, - - 4821 "

The law of general increase of altitude towards the southwest
m ail parts of the Appalachian system, is thus fully established

;

hut it is to he remarked that the different elements of which it

is composed do not arrive to their maximum of altitude in the
same locality nor iu the same latitude. The bottom of the Great
valley reaches its greatest elevation near the sources of the Hol-
Eton,_at about 87° K lat. The mass elevation, or terre-plein,

culminates in the vicinity of Grandfather and Big Yellow moun-
tains. The isolated groups and intermediate chains, culminate
in the Black mountains, a little south of 36°_K lat., although, in
this region, the principal chains on the two sides do nowhere rise

to 6000 feet; while these last, the Blue Eidge and the Smoky
jlountains, reach their greatest mean and absolute height at the
north of 35° N. lat, between the valleys of the French Broad and
Little_ Tennessee, in the northern part of Haywood and Jackson
counties. Although the high peaks of the Smoky mountains
are some fifty feet lower than the isolated and almost exceptional
group of the Black mountains, by their number, their magnitude,
the continuity and general elevation of the chains, and of the
base upon which they repose, they are like a massive and high
citadel which is really the culminating region of all the Appa-
lachian system.

^
To complete this brief review I ought to add that this increas-

ing altitude towards the south which is so well marked in the
^iountain zone of the Alleghanies, is scarcely observed in the
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zone of the plateaus. A transverse section from New York to

Lake Erie shows that the depression of the system does not ex-

tend to the western zone which preserves in appearance a height

very nearlv uniform, from the plateau of Adirondack in the

State of New York as for as to the Cumberland mountains in

Tennessee. There is here no well marked region of subsidence

as in the eastern zone, but only a tendency to it which is slightly

manifested upon a line between the maximum of eastern depres-

sion and Pittsburg. It is towards that central line of depression

that the Alleghany and Monongahela rivers flow from opposite

directions, thus proving the existence of inclined planes which

meet about Pittsburg, forming a sort of shallow trough. North

of this line the plateaus rise to the sources of the Alleghany and

Susquehanna rivers, where, as was said above, they reach an al-

titude of over two thousand feet; still keeping, further north,

on the table-land of Adirondack a mean elevation of 1500 and

1600 feet. Towards the soutli also the phateaus rise to the sources

of the Monongahela. In Virginia and Tennessee they appear

to reach 2000 or 2500 feet, atleast near the mountains, but the

measurements which I possess are too few in number and too

uncertain to allow me to speak with certainty on this subject.

Tliis remarkable depression of the Appalachian system in

the region noticed, of which the bay of New York is the cen-

ter, causes a great part of the continental plains, which form

the natural base of the mountain folds, to disappear under

the waters of the ocean. The waters of the tide thus come to

bathe the very base of the mountains, and the region of plains

iiides away on"the frontiers of New Jersey and New York, while

towards the south the emerged portion enlarges gradually as

it rises according to the law of gradual increase indicated above,

so that it reaches a breadth of more than 200 miles in the Caro-

linas. This depression seems to be due to a local subsidence of

the earth crust at an epoch, undetermined, it is true, but which

must have been posterior to the principal upheaval of the Ap-

palachian mountains-. A fact, the discovery of which is due to

the sagacity of Prof J. D. Dana, seems to give weight to this

opinion. He demonstrated by means of numerous soundings

marked upon tlic excellent marine charts published by the U. S.

Coast Survey, the existence of an ancient channel, a continuation

of that of the Hudson river, which goes out from the bay of

New York through the Narrows and advances far out under the

waters of the ocean. It is not possible to suppose that such a

channel which is constantly liable to be obliterated by sand

banks formed by the motion of the sea, could have ever been

formed in its present position. In order that the current of the

river should excavate this channel it is necessary to suppose

that the bottom of the sea has once occupied a higher level,
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above, or very near the surface of the ocean. Tlie shallowness
of the ocean ibr a considerable distance fron\ the coast of New
Jersey also indicates a prolongation of the continental plains

under the sea, and the limit of the deep waters is there found
at a distance nearly double that which is observed off the coast

of the Carolinas. Moreover the parallelism which exists be-

tween the line of coasts and all the great general inflections of

the jiV])palachian system, a parallelism which is well marked
from Nova Scotia 'to Florida, here undergoes a modification

which is well explained only by a local depression of this part

of tiie system. The fact that all New Jersey is now undergoing
gradual submergence from Cape May to the Bay of New York,
which is proved by the numerous facts gathered by Prof. G. H.
Cook in the Geological Survey of the State of New Jersey, is

here not without signification.

The disposition of the relief indicated above would be readi-

ly accounted for by supposing that it is the result of a tilting

motion from the north to the south, which, while depressing the

northern portion below the mean altitude, elevated the south-

ern region in the same proportion, the centre or axis of the tilt

being in the vicinity of Christiansburg, near the Great Bend of

the New River. As the movement affected more particularly

the eastern, or mountainous belt, and not that of the plateaus of

*e west, the result of it was a twisting, the effect of which was to

raisc,.iu the southern part, the mass of the land on the extreme
eastern border and thus to produce an inclined plane towards the

northwest; while in the northern part, the general depression of
the land along the Atlantic, a depression not participated in by
the plateaus of the northwest, left to^these latter all their alti-

tude and produced an inclined plane from the extreme western
border towards the southeast. It is then this particular disposi-

tion of these two general slopes which gives us the key of the

hydrographic system of the central and southern divisions of
the Appalachian mountains, which at the first glance appears
so abnormal. In the central section, as has been remarked above,
north of New River, the water-shed is situated along the edge of

the plateaus in the Alleghanv mountain proper in Virginia nnd
Pennsylvania, from which descend the James River and the Po-
tomac

; and still further to the west in the plateaus of New York
froni which flow the Susquehanna and the Delaware, traversing
all the chains of the mountainous region to the Atlantic. In the

Eoutkern division, south of New River, the water-shed between
the Atlantic nnd the Mississippi basin is situated upon the sum-
mit of the Blue River at the extreme eastern edge, and the nu-

merous tributaries of the Tennessee which descend from it »!so

traverse the whole mountainous region, but in an inverse direc-

tion, from the southeast to the northwest, and, united in the
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Great Yallej at tlie very foot of tiie plateaus of the northwest,

flow down by the sole channel of th.e Tennessee to the basin of

the Mississippi.

As many of the names of mountains given below in the list

of the heights measured are new, I may be allowed a few words

on the subject of mountain nomenclature.

It is a mistake to suppose that names have been given to even

the most prominent points in the mountains of the Appalachian

system. Just in the wildest and most elevated regions, such as

western North Carolina, for instance, the great majority of them

have yet to be named. In a country without a regular chart, and

in the midst of forests rarely visited, far from any human habi-

tation, and in places where the primitive inhabitants have disap-

peared, leaving scarcely a trace of their traditions, it is not sur-

prising that this should be the case.

The uniformity of physical configuration in a great portion

of the system does not favor distinguishing different parts by

specific names. Frequently people are satisfied with giving a

name to a mountain range, or to a district of great extent. The

observer who measures the height of definite points must do

more. In order to make his labors useful, he ought to designate

them individually, and determine their position so that they can

always be identified, or afterwards traced upon a chart. It isj

therefore, almost a matter of necessity for him to sketch such ft

map while proceeding, and to name, either ill or well, the points

determined by his observations. A good geographic nomencla-

ture, however, is not an easy thing ; the chart of the United

States proves this.

The names of objects in physical geography now in use in

this country are essentially of three kinds. The Indian names

which have been bequeathed to us by the aborigines, and are ap-

plied more commonly to the water courses and lakes, and espe-

cially to their towns or districts ; descriptive names, as White

Mountains, Black Mountains, Green Mountains, which designate

entire chains or groups of mountains ; and the names of men,

which are applied to all. These last are the more numerous.
Wherever an Indian name is in use it ought to be preserved

except where, as sometimes happens, its pronunciation is impos-

sible for us. These names, especially in the languages of the

ire often harmonious and they are all significant, but un-

without meaning for us. In the south they are rar^jlr

to mountains, although the Indian name of a^river \fl:'
'''

flows near frequently extends to a neighboring chain of n

tains. Indian names, designating special mountain peal:-.

not common, perhaps because not preserved by the \vhi*

tiers, who did not live with, but succeeded the Indian po;

tion. The more modern descriptive names have the def ct of

appliec
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great similarity, for in an extent of thirteen hundred miles the to-

pographical characters are singularly analogous. The multipli-

cation of the same name in all parts of the sj^stem becomes here,

as in political geography, a serious evil. Green, Blue, and Black
mountains are found alike at the south- and at the north;
White mountain, White face. White side, &c., are also numerous.
Chestnut, Oak, Pine mountain and Laurel mountains are found
everywhere. In the South, Balsam mountains occur at every
step from southern Virginia to Georgia. This name designates

a mountain whose summit is covered with Pimis Bakarni/h-a,

or v;itli its analogous species, Pinus Frazeri, which onlv grow on
heights which exceed 5000 or 6000 feet. The Bald Mountains
whose summits are destitute of forests, a thing comparatively
rare at the south, are yet very numerous. It only remains for

the geographer, in order to avoid intolerable confusion, to add
to such names another name, or epithet, as Richland Balsam,
Smoky Bald, and other similar designations.

These difficulties explain, and excuse perhaps in part, the

frequent use in America of names of men to designate places,

rivers, and mountains. This course requires the least efibrt of
the imagination, A river without a name commonly takes that

of the first planter who erects there his cabin or farm-house, and
if there is a remarkable mountain near, it is soon designated by
the same name. This is the origin of a great number of the

names,, more convenient than elegant, of the mountains and vd-
leys of the Alleghanies. It is but recently, since scientific meas-
urements have been made, that the names of men, distinguished
either in the political or scientific world, have been given to

prominent mountains in New England, in the state of JSTew York
and at the South.

_
The principles which have seemed to me proper and which

have guided me in the adoption of names of mountains are to

give preference to the name employed in the immediate neigh-
borhood of the point designated. 'When more than one name
has been given to the same point, as happens when it is seen
from valleys on two different sides of the mountain, it seems
proper for the observer to adopt that name which appears most
natural or more euphonic. When the choice lies between the
name of a man and that of a name which is descriptive and char-

acteristic, I should choose the latter. In regard to points with-
out established names, but recently named by scientific observers,
and not by residents of the country, the right of priority ought
to be respected, provided the identity of the points can be sufii-

ciently established, a matter by no means easy, unless the posi-

tions have been determined by instruments, or otherwise, with
considerable care. But it is evident that popular usage will

decide in the last resort and that the name universally adopted
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wil], in time, become that which geography ought to accept.

When I have myself given names to mountains, I have almost

always preferred a descriptive name to any other; but I ac-

knowledge that the invention of names is a thankless and dif-

ficult task. I have, therefore, frequently had recourse to the

names of neighboring rivers, or to a fortuitous circumstance, or

to some little adventure, connected in my memory with this or

that point to designate it, without any other object than that of

distinguishing it from every other, since here as elsewhere it is

better to accept ahnost any name rather than to leave it all ia

The map which accompanies this paper was first published ia

Petermann's MiMheilungen, No. vii, 1860: it was drawn, in Gotha,

with all the data at his command, by my friend and assistant

Mr. E. Sandoz under the kind and skillful direction of Dr. A.

Petermann, who by his admirable cartographic labors and mani-

fold services rendered to the science of the physical globe, has

long since placed himself among the most useful and scientific

geographers of the day. The special map of the Black Moun-

tain has been constructed from my own observations ; the points

measured having been located by means of a portable theodolite

and sextant. In the map of the White Mountains the position

of the points measured has been taken from the anonymous map
which we owe to Prof. Bond, of Cambridge Observatory, and

which was constructed from similar observations by himself. In

this new edition of the general map an important correction has

been made. The mountain region of North Carolina was en-

graved anew from a sketch founded upon my observations of

1859 and 1860. A map of that interesting region, on a larger

scale, and one of the Black Mountains, showing the position of

all the points measured, are in preparation and will be published,.

together with the discussion and results of the barometric obser-

vations, in the Smithsonian Contributions, to which I must refer

for further details.

The accompanying list of heights which I have measured is

classified according to physical regions. The measurements are

pf two kinds
:^ those which are marked B are the heights regu-

; those marked P L are 1

pocket level in the following

manner. Wishing to measure a mountain in sight, at a mode-

rate distance, and not exceeding in elevation the one on which

I stand, I seek, with the instrument in hand, a point on a level

with the summit of the mountain to be measured. Taking then

at that point a barometric observation, I consider the result, cor-

rected for the curvature of the earth and for refraction, as the

height of the mountain. With an accurate level, a signal upoa

the mountain, and the knowledge of the exact distancs a meas-
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urement thus taken would stand the same chance of accuracy
as the former ; with a pocket level, without a telescope, the re-

sults must be considered as approximations which may be very
nearly correct, but which also may, according to the distance
from which the observation was taken, vary by the height of a
tree, that is to say from thirty to fifty feet. They are therefore

only preliminary measurements which, while the country re-

mains comparatively unknown, have their proper value in phys-
ical geography. I have added for reference a few points marked
R R, which are elevations obtained from recent surveys for rail-

roads, and L, which are also determined, for other purposes, by
spirit-level. The chart was in part engraved before the revision

of the heights given below. New measurements of points pre-

viously determined having since taken place, their results ought
to have their due influence on the final values. It may happen
therefore that there may be found a difference of several feet be-

tween the figures given in the table and those inscribed in the

map; in those cases the figures given in the table are those

which I regard as nearest to the true height. Some ancient

measurements of heights in New England have been inadvert-

ently inserted in the chart such as Wachussett 3000 instead of

2018, and some others of this sort which have been recently

corrected.

Tlie heights are given in English feet, and above mean tide-

water. They are all reduced to the ground, or, for the rivers, to

the level of the water.

Culminating Kegion of the Northern Section.

P i-«gj,^,Ki,e.3u.ct,„nwiU>W.I„Ki™,^ . .

«^%

^^'^IslKiEr
.^"""° "'""°° '°' ^="'"v :

817

^957

|:l. SSl^^;?;Sf
»°"--^°~-

: : : :

i

€

1
^ JocB. Sci.-Skcoxd SisiES. VoL. XiXI. No. 93.-MABCH. 1861.
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Eastern Slope —Valley of the Saco.

Crawford's or Davis's hotel, ."'"._!

jr Bartlett's Post Office, '
. .

'. ...
sin? of the road's junction of the Saco and Ellis River vaUeys,

li Conway Post Oflice,

. Lawrence and Atlantic R. R,

! Presidents, ascending froi.

ilminating point of northern s

Mt. Deception,
Sherry Mt., apj

Chains Soitth of t

P.L. Echo Mt.,hic;hest point,

P.L. Tiie ViUey, or Notch chain, the low

P.L.' ivilley Mt. proper, 1st or East pea:

P.L. Twin Mt., the highest peak,
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South side, between Saco Valley and Merrimac River.

Sumirof^Eastern Spur,
L. Brick house Mt., in the line N.E. 3 miles from Carrig in,

t: GreeXS; '.

\ \
'.

'.

L. Table Mt., 3 miles 8.S.E. of Hart's ledge,

h. CMcoruimiigbest peak south, .

Eagle Cliff, facing the Profile house,
Eagle head, near the pond,
Eaple pond, foot of last peak,
Lafayette or Great Haystack,

Summit of Blue or Bog-Eddy Mt.", the highest part o

, of the White

le hillock, Jiiffhe

s Mt., highest SI

Rumney R. R. station, . . . -.

Plymouth village, R. R. station, .

and Canal. Lake Winnipese

Eastern summit of Redhill,

,
hi^est peak,

cMt.,nearRi
B. Shrewsbury Peak,
B. Pico Mt., north of Killington, .

B. Killin-ton Peak, . . .

R.R. Waterburv R. R. station, .

P.L. Hogback Mt., . .

B. Stowe Village, foot of Mansfield M

B. Mansfield kt" the Chin,' highest,

"
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Profile from Lake Champlain to Mt. Tahawutfrwn E

JL. Lake Champlain, mean level, ....
B. Crown Point tavern,-

B. Bradford farm, road summit, ....
BuckhoUow, hamlet water of Putnam Creek, .

son and St. Lawrence v
, water of Put

B. Summi
B. Johnson'spond, .

' crossinff of road from Paradox lake to Root's,

between Paradox crossing and Johnson's pond,

Adirondack ViUa^e, or Mclntyre's iron-worki
Summit ahove Beaver Marsh,
LakeColden, ....
Limit of trees on Mt. Marcy and Whiteface,

: Beaver marsh, .

bove Beaver marsh,
I opalescent River (Hu

Prof, k N. Horsford.
"" " ^""^

Culminating Eegion of the Southern Section.

Valley of the Swananoa.
R.R. Junction of Flat Creek with Swananoa River, . . .

B. Burnett's house,
B. ^w^r Mountain house, Jesse Stepp's house, floor of jpiazza.

Resting place, brook'behinTlas^^
"^^

\ '. '. '.
'.

UpperMoui

b". TocRi^e^r"

Rocky Knobs, south peak.
Big Spring on Rocky Knobs,

In the Blue Midge.

B. Toe River Gap, between Potatoe Top and Hieh Pinnacle.
B. High Pinnacle of Rin^ Ri^<r„ ^ ^" ""S" rmnacie,

B. Rocky Knobs, s.

B. BigSprinffoi
"

B. Greybeard,

Craggy Chain.

B. Big Craggy,

b! Craggy PinAacle, .'
.' '.

The Black Mountain, mai,

B. Mt. Mitchelll . .

.'

]

B. Mt. Gibbs,
B. Stepp's Gap, the cabin,
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. Hallback (or Sup;arl

Black Brother (Sandoz o

Rocky Trail Peak,
'.

Group of the Roan Mountain,

om Bimi^ville to Toe River,

irnssy RidS'lill'N.E.'Voati

Sampson's Gap, ......
i^olfs-camVcap?®"'' .'

^BaWMt. summit of highest peak, ...

Valley of the Big hy Creek.

Diliincrham's house, below Teates' Knob, or Big Butte,
Junotion of the three forks of Big Ivy,
Salomon Carter's house, . . .

Stoekville, at Squire Black Stocks',
R.R. Mouth of 'ivy KiTer,l
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Sulphur springs, the spring, ...... 2093

SSisia.-'esr"""
*"""•.

: : : : : iGreat Pisgah, 5i57

Big Pigeon Valley.

East fork ofPigeon, at Cap. Th.'Lenoir's, '.

. . . 2855

Sulphurspring, Richland Valley, at James Love's, Esq., '.

. 2716

Crab Tree creek, below Hill's farm', " ' ' ' p^

n of the Richland Balsam, between Richland Creek and Big Figton River.

Deep Pigeon Gap, .....
Cold Spring Mountain, ....
Richhind llaTsfm, oV Caney'fork Balsam divide,"

Spruce Ridge Top,....'.
Old Bald,l^'d of Richland Creek,

'.

Chain of Wettener Bald.

I Scott's Creek andSoco Creek.

510(

J^iSS'oSSS^l^!^^^"^ :

: 1

Valley of Scott's Creek.

]^^-^^-^^''^^^>
:

•

fohn B;Tw^n^s1a™%' oU's Crtk Valley, "

Igg^sc,, ^, : : : :

Soco River,' ford to Oconaluftec, .

Kosm^ottTflmTn Jonathan's Creek VaUey.'

oQua la, .

HJ-

: 1
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B. Oconalnftee River, junction Bradl

B. Junction of Rilvens'.'and Straight
B. Junction of Bunch's creek.

North of Road Gap.

B. R.aTcnsKnob, I . . .

B. Tricomer Knob
B. Mt. Guyot, (so-named by Mr. Buckley), in Tenr

ftee River,

: ti

: B
: S

5682

1 ill?""" ; ; : : S
6135

: S
Grovp of Bn

B. Central peak or Mt. Leconte,

i ai'Ei?-"'--

1 m^-

Uhead, Tenne

11

1
B. Alum Cave'creek junction with 1 ttle Pigeon I iver, . : ^

t Smohy Mountaim, Smith of Road Gap.

B. Clingmaun's Dome,
B. :Mt. Budviev,
B. Cliimzv Knob,

i altitudes measured in the summer of 1860 du-

ring an exploration of two months not being ready for pubhca-
tion, will be given in ano

'
'

'

Princeton, New Jersey, January, 1861.



M. C. Lea on Picramic Acid,

It is to Mr. Airae Girard that we owe the first isolation of

picramic acid, and correct determination of its constitution. His

views however of the circumstances under which it is formed do

not altogether agree with the results of my observations, and I ad-

vert to tliem now, because his second paper contains a criticism

on the results obtained by another chemist, which criticism I

think depends upon an inexact view of the reactions.

In a paper published by Dr. Evan Pugh in Liebig's Annalen,

he endeavored to establish the identity of picramic acid with

Wohler's nitrohrematic acid. Mr. Girard, while he agrees with

Mr. Pugh in his conclusions, rejects his experiments and reason-

ings as insufficient.

"This chemist, in fact" he says "proceeded exactly as Mr.

Wohler had done before I demonstrated the formation of picra-

mic acid by means of sulphydric acid. His process consists in

'ng picric acid with protosulphate of i

vident that under these i

even supposing that the protoxyd of iron had not converted the

picric acid to picramic, the sulphydric acid alone would have
produced this reduction." *

• At first sight this conclusion seems perfectly legitimate, so

much so, that it is probable that no test by experiment was
thought necessary. Had such been made it would have been
ascertained that sulphydric acid is wholly without jyoiver to reduce

picric acid whether free or in combination with lead, to picra-

The fact appears to have been overlooked that sulphydric acid

is quite incapable of producing this reaction either upon picric

acid, or as far as my experiments go, upon any picrate. It is

the alkaline sulphids that possess this power, and not free

sulphydric acid, a circumstance which has not been noticed, in

consequence of chemists operating on solutions of picric acid in

alcohol to which excess of ammonia had been added. AVhen
sulphydric acid is passed through such a solution, sulphydrate

of ammonia is formed and acts on the picric acid.

Sulphydric acid may be passed through solutions of picric

acid, picrate of potash or picrate of ammonia, either at ordinary

temperatures, or at a boiling heat, for any length of time, with-

out producing the slightest effect. On the addition of excess of

alkali the reducing effect of the sulphid formed is immediate.

Philadelphia, Nov. SO, 1S60.

* Comptes Rendua, xlii, 59.
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In a late number of the London Chemical News* a modifica-
tion of Will and Varrentrapp's process for the estimation of ni-

trogen is proposed by Mr. J. Walker. He decomposes the sub-
stance in a combustion tube in the ordinary way, but instead of
conducting the products of the combustion into chlorhydric acid,

conducts them into solution of chlorid of zinc, and in place of
determining the ammonia in the usual manner, determines the
amount of oxyd of zinc precipitated by it. " This process," the
author observes, " has been practised by me for the last two
years, and gives most accurate results, and I can with perfect

confidence recommend it."

Few chemists would be apt to adopt a process so obviously
worthless,' but as its author recommends it especially for the

analysis of manures, and as in that way it might be employed
for technical purposes, it seems desirable that its gross inaccu-

racy should be pointed out. Oxyd of zinc is well known to be
easily soluble in ammonia salts : if a drop of caustic ammonia
is let to fall into a solution of pure neutral chlorid of zinc, it oc-

casions a precipitate of oxyd, if now solution of sal-ammoniac
be added, the precipitate redissolves. Obviously if more am-
monia, instead of sal-ammoniac, is added, sal-ammoniac is formed
by the decomposition of the zinc salt, and a portion of the pre-

cipitate is redissolved by it, or to speak more correctly, a portion
of the oxyd of zinc which is liberated by the ammonia, is held
m solution by the sal-ammoniac. The necessary result must be
an under-estimation of the ammonia, leading to errors of such
magnitude as would render the process wholly unfit even for
the roughest technical process.

_
In consequence of overlooking the frequent solubility in alka-

line solutions of certain metallic oxyds and basic salts insoluble
m water, even chemists of experience have been led into singular
errors. Dr. Friedrich Mohr in his interesting book on Yolu-
metric Analysis, highly recommends a process proposed by
Kieffer for acidimetric estimation, and which is briefly as follows.

Sulphate of copper in solution is treated with liquid ammonia
until the precipitate formed is nearly redissolved ; it is then fil-

tered, diluted to a certain strength and constitutes the test liquid.

If this be dropped into an acid, or an acid solution, afler the ad-
dition of a certain quantity a precipitate falls, the appearance
of which Kiefifer and Dr. Mohr consider to mark the moment
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of the exact saturation of the acid liquid by the joint action of

the ammonia and copper. Dr. Mohr observes -.^^

"Done le moindre exces de la liqueur de dosage formera un

precipite bien net, tout a fait insoluble dans la dissolution des

deux sels completement neutres."t

Here is an important error, this precipitate is by no means

insoluble in such solutions, it is soluble with considerable facihty

in solution of sulphate of ammonia (in the above passage Dr.

Mohr refers more particularly to the dosing of sulphuric acid)

and also, though to perhaps not to so great an extent, in solu-

tions of sal-ammoniac and of nitrate of ammonia. Consequently

when the precipitate appears, it is because the solution is satu-

rated with it. If it were not that the effect of the cupro-amrao-

uiacal solution is directed to be determined empirically and not

by calculation, this solubility would have led to discrepancies

no doubt sufficiently great to have awakened suspicion. But

the eiror is just sufficiently great to make the process dangerous.

More or less of the precipitate is held in solution a'jcording as

the saline solution is more or less dilute. Consequently if the

liquid to be analyzed contains no saline matter, the error may
be but trifling, the error in the analysis correcting more or less

accurately the original error in the determination of the " titre."

This mode of estimation is particularly recommended for deter-

mining the quantity of free acid in acid saline solutions, but here

is just where it would be most fallible, the nature and quantity

of the saline substance in solution exerting a powerful influence

on the solubility of the precipitate. It is evident that a solution

containing 5 grammes of free sulphuric acid with 5 grammes of

sulphate of ammonia, tested in this way, would give quite a dif-

ferent result from one in which 5 grammes of free acid was con-

tained with 20 or 50 of sulphate of ammonia. Likewise its re-

sults when used in the " method of residues" must be ililse. Ac-
cordingly in an experimental trial by Dr. Mohr;}: for the determin-
ation of magnesia by supersaturation with a known quantity of

sulphuric acid, and determination of the residue of uncombined
acid, the result which he obtained is erroneous by 4 per cent.

Four per cent too little of magnesia were obtained, because the

free sulphuric acid was over-estimated, the ammonio-cupric £

lution having been added ti" " " - . , .

•

as we have just seen, does i

has been reached.

The precipitate which appears in all these cases is spoken (

by Dr. Molir as hydrated oxyd of copper. It apuears to b

basic (probably quadrobasic) sulphate.
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In making these observations on a single process of Dr. Mohr,
I wish at the same time to bear testimony as to the candor with
Tvhich he has given the results of his experimental trials. The
proposal of a mode of analysis such as that of Mr. Walker is a
new proof how much it is to be regretted that any chemist
should ofter a new mode of analysis, without having first con-
trolled it by the analysis of one or more specimens of substance
of a known composition. In this way MM. Glenard and Guil-

lermond have recently proposed- a method of estimating the qui-

nine in barks. It has been however shownf that not only the
presence of cinchonine destroyed the accuracy of these results,

but that owing to a mistake of the authors as to the reaction

of the sulphates of quinine upon tincture of logwood, the pro-

cess when performed with pure quinine gave only one-half the
true result.

In connection with the foregoing observations on zinc I may
remark that an error has crept into the description of zinc reac-

tions in Gmelin's Handbook. It is there stated that zinc salts

give preciptates with ferrocyanid and ferridcyanid of potassium,

both of which are soluble in chlorhydric acid.ij: As respects the

precipitate with ferrocyanid, this is certainly erroneous, the pre-

cipitate does not redissolve in that acid.

Philadelphia, Dec. 28, 1860.

Art. XYI.—On ike Dimorphism of Arsenic, Aniimony and Zinc;

by JosiAH P. Cooke, Jr.

The rhombohedral forms of arsenic, antimony and zinc are

well known. Those of arsenic and antimony have been deter-

mined by several observers,! and that of zinc first observed by
N6ggerath,[| on a furnace product from the smelting works of
the Vieille Montaigne Zinc Co., near Aix la Chapelle, was sub-

sequently redetermined on the same specimen by Gustav Eose.l"
It is the object of the present paper to show that these elements
may also crystallize in regular octahedrons and therefore that

they are dimorphous. Supposed monometric crystals both of

arsenic and zinc have been previously described but since these

observations have been discredited, the author has thought it

best to publish his results.

Arsenic.—In the "Journal fiir praktische Chemie," vol. xxii,

344, 1841, Eisner describes, as crystals of arsenic, octahedrons,

* gep de Chimie Appliquee, 1839, p. 131. f Idem, 1860, p. 61.

c, in Proceedings of Ameri-

8 Poggen/or
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vrhich he obtained "by subliming a mixture of arsenious acid and

charcoal powder. The author repeated the experiment of Eisner

and obtained very distinct octahedral crystals, having a nearly

black color and bright lustre, which were undoubtedly the same

as those observed by Eisner. Similar crystals made by sublim-

ing the commercial arsenic, " cobalt," in a glass flask were at first

sight mistaken by the author for crystals of arsenic. Their true

nature however became evident on boiling the crystalline

mass in water when it all dissolved with the exception of a small

quantity of a black amorphous powder, the amount varying

with different specimens. The substance dissolved was easily

recognized as arsenious acid, and the black powder as finely sub-

divided metallic arsenic. The octahedrons were evidently

merely crystals of arsenious acid containing as a mechanical

mixture, particles of metallic arsenic like the sand in the crystals

of Fontainbleau limestone. This result led the author to make

a series of experiments with a view of testing the possibihty of

crystallizing pure metallic arsenic in forms of the monometric

system. In one experiment rhombohedral crystals of arsenic,

which had been prepared by sublimation in the usual way, after-

wards kept under water, deprived of air by boiling, and just

before using dried in a current of hydrogen, were introduced into

a glass flask. Through this flask which was fitted with a cork and
glass tubes for the purpose, a gentle current of hydrogen was

maintained, the gas entering at the top and passing out near

the bottom of the flask. As soon as the flask was known
to be filled with hydrogen, the arsenic was sublimed in this at-

mosphere, when it condensed around the neck forming the well

known metallic mirror. On subsequently breaking the flask and
examining the mirror with a microscope (power of eighty diame-
ters) it was found to be studded with distinct octahedral crystals

having a greyish color and a, bright metallic lustre. These c

first 1

that t

: recognized as belonging to the monometric system
"""""'

1 -
r. ,,

.

- Vp faces and finding

„-_ -, / the general " hab-

itus" of the crystals especially in their distorted forms which
could never be mistaken for truncated rhombohedrons, the only

form with which they were liable to be confounded. The crys-

tals were strictly microscopic and could not be distinguished with

a pocket lens except as brilliant points. The precautions taken

in the preparation seemed to exclude the possibility of any arsen-

ious acid being present, but in order to establish this fact beyond
a doubt, a portion of the metallic crust studded with the cr3^stals

was boiled in water for several minutes and afterwards treated

with the strongest aqua amraonice for twenty-four hours, but the

crystals were not dissolved by either reagent nor was their sharp-

ness apparently impaired.
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In another experiment arseniuretted hydrogen gas was reduced
in a bohemian glass combustion tube in the usual way, when
testing for arsenic only on a larger scale and with special precau-
tion in order to ensure the exclusion of air from the apparatus,

and to regulate the quantity of arseniuretted hydrogen in the

current of hydrogen gas. To one end of the combustion tube
was connected by a cork a small exit tube whose open* end dip-

ped under mercury the other end was connected by means of a
tube having two branches each provided with a stop-cock with
a hydrogen generator on the one hand and on the other with a
gas bottle generating arseniuretted hydrogen. The last was
provided with a safety tube by which the excess of gas not

needed in the experiment might escape. Before heating the

combustion tube it was filled with hydrogen from the generator by
which a uniform current of gas through the tube was maintained
during the process. A portion of the tube two or three inches
long was next heated to a red heat and then by opening the

stop-cock a very small amount of arseniuretted hydrogen was al-

lowed to mix with the hydrogen current and the experiment con-

tinued until a metallic mirror was formed on the glass beyond the

heated portion of the tube. This mirror examined by the micro-
scope, was found to be studded with minute octahedral crystals,

which were submitted to the same test as before and with the
same results.

Antimony.—ISTo crystals of this metal except the well known
rhombohedral forms ever appear to have been observed. Hauy
formerly supposed that he had discovered in antimony the
four cleavage planes of the regular octahedron and the six cleav-
age planes of the regular rhombic dodecahedron, but his obser-

vations were made on the ordinary regulus of antimony, which
is now known to have rhombohedral cleavages. After crystal-

lizing arsenic in octahedron by the process last described the
author succeeded in obtaining octahedral crystals of antimony
with the same apparatus, using antimonuretted hydrogen in
place of arseniuretted hydrogen. The tube was heated with a
-Bunsen's gas burner to as high a temperature as it was capable
of yielding and the process conducted as before. On breaking
the tube and examining the metallic mirror with a microscope it

was found studded with minute octahedral crystals. They were
more readily obtained than the corresponding" crystals of arsenic
and presented the same characteristic forms. The solid angles
cf the octahedrons were very frequently observed modified by
the faces of the cube and in one case at least the edges were
truncated by the faces of the rhombic dodecahedron. These mod-
ifications are of importance as they remove all doubt in regard
to the system of crystallization. The crystals being microscopic
their mterfacial angles could not of course be measured, but the
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existence of these modifications is even more satisfactory evi-

dence on this point than an actual measurement.
It is well known that oxyd of antimony is capable of crystal-

lizing in octahedrons belonging to the monometric system and

although from the construction of the apparatus it was deemed

impossible that any sensible amount of air could become mixed

with the' hydrogen in the tube, yet in order to remove all doubt

on the subject, the crystals were exposed to the following rea-

gents.

A portion of the glass tube covered with crystals was first

boiled for a long time in water and subsequently treated with

the strongest liquid hydrochloric acid ; but although exposed to

the action of the acid for several days in a warm room, the crys-

tals were not dissolved. They also resisted for some time the

action of boiling hydrochloric acid, but after prolonged boiling

they disappeared. Exposed to the action of chlorine gas at a very-

gentle heat, the crystals were immediately consumed, leaving no

residue and rendering the gas cloudy from the fumes of chlorid

of antimony. Lastly, a portion of the tube (on which was de-

posited nothing but distinct octahedral crystals), was treated w'ith

a few drops of nitric acid, and a gentle heat applied. The
crystals were at once attacked and the familiar white powder of

antimonious acid was the result. This dissolved on adding a few

drops of hydrochloric acid and the solution evaporated nearly to

dryness, diluted with a solution of tartaric acid and subsequently
treated with a solution of sulphid of hydrogen, gave the familiar

red precipitate of sulphid of antimony.
In the metallic mirrors of arsenic and antimony obtained by

Marsh's test, the metals seem to be alwaj^s in the octahedral moa-
ification, and when deposited slowly are more or less crystalline.

The author has obtained the best crvstals bv resubliming the me-
tallic mirrors, after thev were first formed,"^ in a slow current of

hydrogen, and it is in this wav very easy to obtain the crystals

entirely isolated on the surface of the glass tube, and in the case

of antimony the author has traced with the microscope every
gradation between the distinct crystals and the granular coating,

which forms the mass of the mirror. The process of crystalli-

zation in the formation of the mirror is similar to that of sal-

ammoniac on a glass plate and the lines of crvstals shoot out in

the same way parallel to the axis of the tube.-
Zinc—In the " Annales de Chimie et de Physique," vol. xxii,

87, 184S, Nickles has described some crystals of ])ure zinc pre-

pared by M. Favre with the process of M. Jacquelain as penta-

gonal dodecadrons but unfortunately he has given no measure-

ment of angles to confirm his opinion. This observation has

been questioned by Gustav Rose* on the grounds first that the

Poggendorff, Annalen, vol. Ixlxt, 293.
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mamillary concretions of zinc, which are frequently deposited on
the cooler portion of the retort during the process of distillation

might readily be mistaken for pentagonal dodecahedrons witliout

any exact nieas-orement of angles, and secondly that this form
which is characterized by a peculiar law of symmetry, has never
been observed unless this case is an exception, on any metallic

crystals. The question might readily be settled by a reexamina-
tion of the original specimen and it is to be hoped that, if they
still exist, such an examination will be made.

In "Poggendorff's Annalen," vol. cvii, 441, 1859, Gustav Eose
has described two specimens of crystallized brass formerly be-

longing to the mineral collection of Klaproth, which show in the

cavities of the mass distinct crystals. Kose infers that these crys-

tals belon^^ to the monometric system rather fi-om their group-
ing as indicated by the striation than from the external forms
of the individual crystals which was too indistinct to admit of

exact determination. This subject has been much more fully

studied by Mr. F. H. Storer in the laboratory of Harvard College.

Storer obtained octahedral crystals composed of zinc and copper
in the varying proportions of the constituents from pure copper
to 70 per cent of zinc* The crystals were made by fusing the

metals in a crucible and pouring out the still liquid alloy after a
crust had formed on the surface as in crystallizing bismuth or

sulphur. They were all too ill-defined to admit of direct deter-

mination and althou,n:h they exhibited similar striations to those

described by Kose, the strite did not seem to the author to fix

tj)e system of crystallization with such clearness as to exclude all

doubt. There were however other circumstances which were
thought to point out the system of the crystals ; first, the crys-

tals resembled precisely the artificial crystals of magnetic oxyd
of iron which are frequently obtained as a furnace product, and
which are known to belong to the monometric system. The
author had recently the opportunity of comparing with the
brass crystals a vcr^' finely characterized specimen of this mag-
netic oxyd in the mineral collection of Dr. Krantz at Bonn.
Second, the whole series of crystals including those of pure cop-

per had the same characters and if the crystals of copper were
monometric, as no one will question, the rest are also. But assum-
ing that the octahedrons in question are monometric, this fact

has no bearing upon the crystallizing form of zinc unless it can
be also shown that there is no definite chemical combination be-

tween the zinc and the copper, or in other words, that the alloys

of those metals are nearly isomorphous mixtures. Storer has

proved this point as the author thinks, conclusively, by analy-

zing the series of crystals as well as the alloys in which they
were formed. The full details of his results will be found m his
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memoirs in vol. vi, of tlie Memoirs of the American Academy of

Arts and Sciences. It is sufficient for the present purpose to

state that the composition of the crystals was in every case

sensibly the same as that of the alloy.

This investigation seems to prove that zinc is capable of assum-

ing a monometric condition and thus of crystallizing in connec-

tion with copper in the same way that sulphate of copper may
be made to crystallize in connection with sulphate of iron, taking

the form of green vitriol although it generally assumes the form

of another system. But although his results are conclusive as

3 than this per cent of zinc become granular on cool-

ing, and do not yield distinct crystals. The following observa-

tions of the author may therefore be of value in extending the

history of the subject.

During the course of some experiments on the compounds of

zinc and arsenic a furnace product was accidentally obtained

composed of these two elements imperfectly fused together and

mixed with cinders. The cavities of this mass were lined with

very brilliant octahedral crystals having a bright metallic lustre.

The crystals although small could be easily measured with a

reflective goniometer and gave the exact angle of the monometric
octahedron, A sufiicient number of the crystals for analysis

was separated with some difficulty from the gangue. They were

dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid and the zinc precipitated

with carbonate soda was determined in the usual way. The
result gave

Zinc, 81-18

Arsenic, 18-82

100-00

The quantity of arsenic in these crystals is so much smaller than
the amount required to form any probable definite compound that

there can be but little doubt that it is present as impurity and
that the octahedrons are an isomorphous mixture of the two ele-

ments. The presence of a certain amount of impurity seems to

favor metallic crystallization and it is possible that it may be the

disposing cause in this case, inducing as it were a monometric
condition in the zinc. The beautiful lead crystals containing a

small quantity of antimony which are obtained at the smelting

works near Clausthal in the Harz, are familiar to mineralogists,

and the author has found that a small quantity of lead on the

other hand greatly facilitates the crystallization* of antimony.

Similar facts have been noticed in the case of bismuth so that dis-

tinct crystallization instead of being the test of purity in the

case of a metal is quite the reverse. To what extent the presence

of these impurities may effect the crystalline form of the metal
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has not yet been determined but it is certain that this influence is

important and that it depends as well on the amount as on the
nature of the impurity. Laurent and Holms (Ann. de Chimie et

Phys., [2], vol. Ix, 833), state that zinc containing a few per cent,

of iron crystallizes in rhombic prisms, and Warren de la Rue
also (Philosophical Magazine, vol. xxvii, 870) has anal}^zed and
measured rhombic prisms of zinc having the composition, zinc

90-00, iron 2-56, lead 6'00, copper 1-44. Acicular crystals hav-
ing a similar composition have also been described by Erdmann,
(Berzelius, Traite, ii, 620). Moreover the author observed in a

furnace product similar to the one above described some flexible

acicular crystals which he analyzed and found to consist of zinc

91-8, arsenic 8-7. These crystals could not be crystallographi-

cally determined but they were undoubtedly similar in form to

those before described and entirely different from the octahedral

crystals noticed above. Is it not possible that all the prismatic

crystals of zinc, which have been described, including those of

Noggerath and Rose, may belong to the same crystalline system?
If so the apparent anomaly presented by the above facts would
disappear, and as the observers themselves do not claim that the

crystalline system has in either case been determined beyond a
doubt, this is not an improbable supposition ; moreover the au-

thority for the rhombohedral system rests on a single specimen,
which, as Rose admits, is not capable of exact determination

crystallographically and has never been analyzed. However
these facts may be regarded, the octahedral crystals above de-

scribed appear to the author to confirm the view that zinc is ca-

pable of crystallizing in the monometric system, but he does
not attach to the observation any weight except as confirming
previous results, and as furnishing additional data for the solution
of the problem,

Cambridge, 'Nov. 14, i860.

Art. XYU.— General Account of the Results of Part II. of the dis-

cussion of the Declinometer Observations made at the Oirard Col-

lege, Philadelphia, between 1840 and 1845, with special reference

to the Solar Diurnal Variation and its Annual Inequality; bj
A. D. Bache, Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey.

(Read before the Amer. Assoc, for the Adv. of Science, at Newport.)

The discussion presented last year to the Association embraced
the amplitude of the solar diurnal magnetic variation, as well

as that of the number and magnitude of the disturbances of de-

cimation, in reference to the eleven years' period, heretofore

pointed out by General Sabine and others. The discussion now-
presented, is of the annual solar diurnal variation and its annual

All. Jock. Sci.-Secom> Sekies, Vol. XXXI, No. 9;3.-March, 1861.
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inequality. The complete results of the computations, as in the

other case, will be given in the Smithsonian Contributions to

Knowledge, and the present paper will contain merely a general

account of the results.

The normals, or means, freed from the disturbances, are used

in the discussion, avoiding thus the necessity for rejecting the

observations of months in which disturbances are frequent. The

same course is followed by the Rev. Professor H. Lloyd in his

discussion of the Dublin observations and also by General Sabine

in the third volume of the discussion of the Toronto observations.

I therefore return to the hourly normals given in part (I.)* of the

discussion, and arrange them according to months of the year, cor-

recting those of 1845 for index error, as already explained. The

tables given in the complete memoir, show at one view the mean

hourly readings for each month unafi'ected by large disturbances,

and the mean hourly position of the magnet in reference to its

general mean position. The solar diurnal variation for each

month is readily traced in the table, but the annual inequality

in the diurnal variation being affected by the secular changes is

less distinctly traceable. To give this result distinctness, each

hourly normal is compared with the corresponding monthly
mean value, as set down in the last vertical column of the table,

and the results are recorded in a new table. The sign + in this

latter table indicates a westerly, and the sign — an easterly de-

flection of the north end of the magnet from its mean position,

the scale divisions having been converted into minutes of arc.

The distinctive features of this second table are brought out

both analytically and graphically. The inequality in the diurnal

variation 'id most readily seen by comparing the horizontal lines

of the table from August and February and the annual variation

appears most plainly by carrying the eye down the vertical col-

umns for the hours of 6 and 7 a. m.
The annual variation depends upon the earth's position in its

orbit, the diurnal variation being subject to an inequality depend-
ing upon the sun's declination. The range is greater during
the summer, when the declination is north, and less during the

winter when the declination is south, and passes from one to the

other about the time of the equinoxes. The summer and win-

ter means are therefore tabulated for comparison with the gene-

ral mean. Diagram A shows the type curve for the summer
and wdnter periods and the general mean of the year. The sum-

mer months, April to September inclusive, give a diurnal range

of nearly 10 1 minutes and the winter months one of 5i minutes.

Diagram B shows the same results in a different form, the mean
rly curve of the first diagram (A) being straightened out to

the axis of the second (B). The curves represent the win*

* This Jour., [2], toL xxix, p. 36.

fbrn
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ter and summer variations, the ordinates being the difference be-
tween those of the yearly curve, and of the winter and summer
curves respectively. This diagram shows very perspicuously the
progress of the annual variation at different hours of the day.
It shows that at 6 or 7 a. m. the annual variation is a maxi-
mum, disappearing at a quarter before 10 A. m. That it reaches
a second, (secondary,) maximum at 1 p. m. nearly disappearing
shortly after 5 P. M. A still smaller maximum is reached after

9 P. M. and half an hour before midnight the annual variation

again disappears. At, and before, and after the principal maxi-
mum between 6 and 7 a. m, the annual variation causes the
north end of the magnet to be deflected to the eastward in the

summer and to the westward in the winter. At 1 v. m. the deflec-

tions are to the west in summer and to the east in winter; the
range of diurnal motion being thus increased in the former sea-

son and diminished in the latter. The needle is thus deflected

in summer, more to the east in the morning hours and more to

the west in the afternoon hours, or has greater elongation than
it would have if the sun moved in the equator. In winter the

reverse is the case. The range of o

mer to winter at Philadelphia is al

about 2'-6.

In diagram C similar curves are given for Philadelphia, St..

Helena, Toronto and Hobarton, of the winter and summer pro-
gress of the annual variation. The comparison indicates that

Toronto and Hobarton are not normal types of the half yearly
deflections and the near coincidence of the forms at Philadelphia
and St. Helena, seems to show that the type for different places
is one and the same in general character, affected by incidental

irregularities.

In reference to the annual variation. Gen. Sabine, in the rectifi-

cations and additions to the last volume of Humboldt's Cosmos,
expresses himself as follows :

"Thus in each hemisphere the semi-annual deflections concur
with those of the mean annual variation for half the year and
consequently augment them, and oppose and diminish them in
the other half. At the magnetic equator, there is no mean diur-
nal variation, but in each half year the alternate phases of the
sun's annual inequality constitutes a diurnal variation of which
the range in each day is about 8' or 4', taking place every day
in the year, except about the equinoxes, the march of the diur-

nal variation being from east in the forenoon to west in the after-

noon when the sun has north declination and the reverse when
south declination." According to the same authoritv the annval
variation is the same in both hemispheres, the north end of the
niagnet being deflected to the east in the forenoon, the sun hav-
ing north declination, whereas in the diurnal variation the north
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end of the magnet at that time of the day, is deflected to the

east in the northern hemisphere and to the west in the southern

;

In other words, in regard to direction, the law of the annual va-

riation is the same as that of the diurnal variation, but opposite

in passing from the northern to the southern magnetic liemi-

Some interesting conclusions as to the law of change of the

annual variation, will flow from a closer discussion of the obser-

vations at the two hours of maximum, namely 6 to 7 A. M. and

1 to 2 P. M. The general table, by subtracting the annual mean

from each monthly value, at the respective hours, gives the fol-

lowing values for the annual variations at or near the hours of

principal and secondary maxima of range, the signs + and —
indicating as usual westerly, or easterly deflection from the an-

nual mean position.

'."J
1 i.r V°J. ^.M."

+0-47

-1-90
+093

Jnly,

til
+2-30

+ 1-25

The greatest range at 6 to 7 A. m. is 5'-0 the easterly deflection

being greater than the westerly by 0''4. That from 1 to 2 p. M.

is 2''7, the eastern and western deflections being equal. A gen-

eral inspection of the columns shows that the solstices are apprOK-

imately the turning epochs of this annual variation, and that the

pressed by an analytic formula. According to this, January 1st

and July 1st (ten days after the solstices) are the dates of the

greatest values, and the transition from positive to negative val-

ues, and the reverse will occur on the first of April and first of

October (ten days after the equinoxes).
A table is given in the memoir showing the satisfactory coin-

cidence of the observed and computed values. This result agrees

with that deduced by a different method by General Sabine.
To give a definite determination of the law of the phenom-

enon, so as to embrace the whole progress shown by the series,

the regular solar diurnal variation has been expressed as a func-

tion of the time, by four terms of Bessel's formula, the equation

being found for each month, and also for each half year from

April to September and from October to March and also for

the whole year. Allowance was made in determining the co-

efiicients for the difterent weight of the readings at the even and

at the odd hours.
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The equation for the whole year is compared with that given
by Prof. Lloyd for Dublin, Eeference is made to the monthly
equations deduced by Mr. Karl Kreil from a consecutive series

of observations made at Prague from 1840 to 1849, and selected

from a longer series of thirteen yeai

^_ „d and observed mean a

diurnal -\

DiiTer-

Compared Oteerved.

19i -0'02

Is
'"^

+3-81
+4-32
+3-77

+0-04

+1-71 +0-09

6 '' -2-17 12-72
+0'88

4-0-25

-3-44 -3-50

tE
20 " -0'38

~oS ^OM
10 " -0"4 -0-19 22 " -0-62 -0-64 +0-02
11 " +2'03 +2-17 23 " -0-71 +0-14

The greatest difference at any one hoar is less than 11" and
the probable error of any single computed value is d=0''19.

Diagrams D and E give the resulting curves for the computed
hourly values of the diurnal variation for each month of the

year. Diagram D contains the curves for the six months of the

summer half year and E, for six months of the winter half year.

Positive ordinates correspond as before to a westerly motion of
the north end of the needle, and negative ordinates to an east-

erly motion. Diagram F contains the type curves for the sum-
mer, winter and the whole year.

From the computed values as given in the th^ table assisted

by the diagrams, the general features of the diurnal variation
and of its annual inequality are readily deduced.
The general character of the diurnal motion is nearly the

same for the summer half year, for the winter half and therefore

for the whole year. The greatest eastern deflection is, at a mean,
reached a quarter before eight a. m. being a quarter of an hour
earlier in summer, and half an hour later in winter. JS^ear this

hour the declination is a minimum. The greatest western deilec-

tion is reached, at a mean, at a quarter after one o'clock P. M., a
few minutes earlier in both the summer and winter. At this hour
the decHnation is a maximum. The diurnal curve presents but

the

igle wave, slightly interrupted by a deviation occurnn,
the hours near midnight, or from 10 p. m. to 1 a. if. when
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cycle, and arriving at it

This nocturnal deviation ... ..V. ^-. ., ,

suoimer and is but slightly perceptible in the annual curve. Ac-

cording to the investigations of Greneral Sabine, it is probable

that if the effect of disturbances was completely obliterated in

the results, this small oscillation would disappear. In summer
when it is not noticed the needle remains nearly stationary from

8 P. M. to 3 A. M. The type curves for the year, show a similar

result. The diurnal curves for the months when the sun's decli-

nation is north, and those when it is south, resemble each other

closely, as is shown by diagrams D and E.

For greater precision in regard to the epoch and amount of the

diurnal variation we must recur to the analytical expressions

representing the numbers of the table.

The following table contains the results for eacb month and

for the summer and winter seasons and the whole year, also the

critical interval between the two adjacent hours of the mean po-

sitions.

Eastern Western CriUcalio. ^&
Month.

_J5_ _l1_ J^rval^
__A^__ -4-^-

10 52
February, 10 52
March, 10 46

tr^May,

Jufy,' 1102
August, 1 05 5 47
September.
October,

November, 1 08
December, 8 54 4 40 10 50 6 17 7 27__

s^^^^:^. ~Tol7~ --Tir~
Winter, 8 24 5 01
Year, lotl

The formula? also give for the time of the seondary minimum
of eastern declination in winter 9i> 42™ p. m. and for "its amount
-0''97.

For the time of the secondary maximum of western declina-

tion in winter, 1^ 15«i a. m., and for its amount — 0'-26; differ-

ences 3'' 33'" and 0'-71.

For the secondary minimum of eastern deflection for the year,

XOh 11m p. M. and its amount, — 0'-62.

For the secondary maximum of western deflection for the

year, 1^^ IS-", and its amount -047 ; differences 3»> 02™ and 0''15.

The effect of the season on the critical
"

' '

the foregoing table, the eastern elongation occurring earnest

solstices and the autumnal equinox, smo.between tuc ouxiiuiv^x <^wi^>.l^k,c ,

latest about the winter solstice.
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The eastern elongation occurs earliest about the winter solstice

and the same holds good for the morning epoch of the mean
declination. The afternoon epoch, however, occurs earliest

shortly after the autumnal equinox, and latest shortly after the
summer solstice. The critical hours which are most constant
during the year, are those of the western elongation and of the
morning mean declination. The greatest difference between any
month and the mean, of all the months, is 31 minutes in the

former and 28 in the latter.

To exhibit the features of the diurnal variation and its annual
inequality, a graphical representation is given in diagram Gr.

The magnetic surface is formed by contour lines 0'-5 apart. The
curves in dots ( ) are lines of mean position. Those in

dashes ( ) are eastern deflections from the normal position

and the full lines are western deflections. This Diagram and
the table from which it is deduced are immediately applicable to

the practical problem of furnishing the correction to be applied

to a single observation, made at any hour of the day and month,
to reduce it to its mean value. It also renders unnecessary the

development of the annual variability of the coefficients in the

analytical expression. The diagram distinctly exhibits the diur-

nal minima and maxima, the former represented by a valley, tlie

latter by a ridge, on the magnetic surface.

Next, the magnitude of the diurnal range is studied. The
following table exhibits the amount of the deflection at the east-

ern and western elongation and the diurnal amplitude of the

declination for each month in the year derived from the equations.

t~-|Dra —D^lle~cti5n"at ^Dhu^aT
:e. Eloiig.|W. L E.EIong.jW.EIong ^ange^

TGii: -5'-58 -f-5'-46 U'04
FebV. \Z2-U\1^ Aug. -S-Vg +6-36
March. _3.^3

i +4 Sept.
April. -4 -02

1 +5
Sov. 1 1-92 +2-85

•06 10 -32 Dec. 4-'r9

The diurnal range for the summer months is 10'*45, for winter
months 5'-56, and for the whole year 7''89, all corresponding to

an epoch about a year and a half removed from the epoch of a
minimum of the solar period.
The numbers denoting the dinrnal range, exhibit three re-

markable features, namely, the maximum value in August, the

sudden falling off in September and October, (Diagram H,) and
the minimum value in November and December. In other re-

spects, the progression is regular. The curve is single crested,

which holds in the eastern, as well as the western deflections

when viewed separately. This is of special importance, as it is

probable that the interference of these separate curves at other
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stations cliiefly determine tlie double crested character of tte

curves of diurnal range. The curves for Milan, Munich, Gottin-

gen, Brussels, Greenwich, Dublin, etc., for instance, exhibit two

maxima, one after the vernal equinox and, a second, generally

the smaller, about the summer solstice. The system to which

Philadelphia belongs, is exemplified by the annual progress of

the diurnal range at Prague and certain Russian stations, as at

Nertschinsk, but more closely by Toronto as seen in Diagram H.

Neither station appears to have a tendency to a secondary max-

imum about the month of April, so that the maximum about a

month and a half after the summer solstice, is a well marked

feature of the North American stations.
. .

In connection with the preceding discussion the inequality m
the magnetic declination from year to year next claims attention.

This subject presents greater inherent difficulties than the di-

urnal inequality, on account of the difficulty of keeping the in-

strument in precisely the same condition of adjustment through-

out the year. In the first part of the discussion, I had occasion

to refer to this circumstance while investigating the annual effect

of the secular change, and it was then shown that the Philadel-

phia observations share in this respect a similar difliculty with

other stations in consequence of which the results must be re-

ceived with caution.*

In the mean monthly values of the declinometer readings and

in their difi'erences, when compared month for month, are com-

bined the joint effect of the secular change, and of the annual

inequality. To eliminate the effect of the secular change, condi-

tional equations were formed, which give a value deduced by the

application of the method of least squares, of 1-227 divisions, as

the monthly effect of the secular change.f The effect of the

secular change was deduced from the mean monthly values, and

these values themselves being subjected to certain corrections,

which the numbers show to be necessary, the following result

for the annual inequality was obtained.

* Dr. Lloyd's instructive note on this subject in his discussion of the Dublin ob-

difficult than that of the diurnal, both on account of"the much smaller frequency

of tlie period and the difficulty of preserving the mstniment in the same unchanged
condition during the much longer time, or of determining and allowing for its

changes when they do occur; accordingly, although the annual period may be traced

m the observation! of Gilpin and ia decidedly displayed in those of Bowditch, it

has evaded tlie researches of recent obsfervera. There is but a faint indication of its

existence in the Gottingen observations, which were made at the hours of 8 a. m. and

1 p. M., and Prof. Gauss and Dr. Goldsmith, find in the analysis of these observation"

duced by Dr. Lament from the Munich observations which were made twelve tim«

f This value 6 '"7 of annual change, though not preferable to the value (4'-5) de-

duced by a different method in part I of this discussion, must necessarily be em-

ployed in the present investigation. The most reliable value 5'-0 was deduced
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Mean declinom. r7ZA^^\Ek^l\-^ |5fiE|56n|S|SilTl|Sl|Si|li^jlS|
Corr. far secular change, -4.4 -3 6 -2-8 -20 -1-2 -0 4 +0-4| +12 +2 +> 84-3-6| +44

This result has been adopted as representing the annual vari-

ation. From June to October the north end of the magnet is

accordingly to the eastward of the mean annual position, (after

the elimination of the secular change,) and in the remaining
mouths of the year, it is to the westward of this position. From
the vernal equinox until after the summer solstice, the motion is

to the eastward, or retrograde in regard to the advance of the

secular change, (to the westward). This is in conformity with
the law given by Dr. Lloyd in the Dublin discussions, the motion
of the magnet there being to the westward at that period of the

year, or the reverse of the Philadelphia deflection. The secular

change is also reversed. The west declination diminishing at

Dublin between 1840 and 1843. The results for annual inequal-

ity from seven years of observation at Toronto, are also brought
out and compared with the Philadelphia results. The secular

change at Toronto was 2'0, whilst at Philadelphia (1843) it was
4'4. In regard to the amount of the inequality, the two stations

agree remarkably well, the range remaining slightly below 2' of
arc. It is supposed that this range at the same station is increas-

ing, or diminishing, as the secular change increases or diminishes.

Art. XYIII.—rAe Upper Silurian Beds of Wes^-n Tennessee; and
Dr. F. Bjoemer's Monograph; by Prof. J. M. Safford, Leba-
non, Tenn.

• part of Tennessee has the attention of American palae-

3 been more frequently directed than to the region of

3s," in the western part of the State. Eecently atten-

gain been called to this region by the publication of
Dr. Roemer's"valuable and elegant monograph.'^ For this work,
which we welcome with great pleasure, we are much indebted to

Dr. Roemer. It presents a unique local fauna of great interest
Setting aside a few forms, the species he enumerates and describes
belong to a bed of calcareous shales and limestones equivalent to

the Niagara group of Kew York. This bed I have denominated
lor some time past, in my unpublished notes, the 'sponge-bed,' or
the sponge-bearing bed, the appropriateness of which name is at

once seen by referring to Dr. Roemer's monograph.

igia>

Die Silurische Fauna Des "Wi
aphie von Dr. Ferdinand Roe
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The object of this article is to point out the fact that the fauna

illustrated in the above work is not the only one occurring upon
the glades. Heretofore not a little confusion has existed with

reference to the different beds of this region. To this day, so

far as the writer knows, no complete sections have been pub-

lished. To present the number and order of the beds, and to

prepare the way for a clear understanding of the formations and

their condition, the following section, selected from the materi-

als gathered for my Eeport upon the Geology of Tennessee, is

given. It was made in the northern part of Wayne county.

The successive beds crop out along a line, which commencing at

the level of the Tennessee river (low water) at Clifton, and run-

*ng back nearly four miles, terminates at the top, and on tlie

' "

> spurs, or fingers, that jut out from the high

flat lands further east. The beds are arranged in descending

The term Niagara is made to include both the Clii

and Niagara groups of New York.
( 9. Top of ridge overlooking the valley of Eagle Creek,

n
-( Strata concealed ; loose cherty i

' -—

•

agara, the i 4. Variegated Limestone ; brownish-red and grey layers

.ntaining Leptcmia sericea.

The beds numbered 4, 5, and 6, represent all the glade-form-

ing limestones and shales, and it is to these that attention is

especially invited. In this part of Wayne countv, their entire

thickness is seen to be 211 feet.
^
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No. 4. Variegated Limestone.—This bed, the first I notice, rests

directly upon the Hudson river rocks. The junction is well
seen at Clifton and below that place, for several miles, along the
eastern bank of the Tennessee river. This bed is seen in the
glade region occupying generally a low position. Outside of
\7ayne and Hardin counties its base is rarely seen. The vicin-

ity of Clifton is the most favorable place for studying the entire

bed, that has come under my observation.

It is easily recognized by iuterstratified brownish-red layers,

some of which, when crinoidal, furnish a pretty good marble.

It is, however, often argillaceous and crumbling.

Its red color, due to sesquioxyd of iron, may indicate its

Clinton affinities.

This bed is, in general, comparatively barren in fossils. Occa-

sionall}^ its layers are crinoidal, Atrypa reticularis.^ and several

species of orthocerata are met with. At Clifton, the base of the

bed, the entire mass, is exceedingly rich in individuals of several

species of orthoceras and in large crinoidal stems and roots. The
pponges especially are abundant.

No. 5. Gray Limestones and Shales, or the Sponge-hearing Bed.

—This is the division to which Dr. Roemer's fauna belongs. It

13 a series of gray crinoidal limestones and calcareous shales, the

latter often predominating. On the sloping marly glades the

layers of limestone frequently crop out in two or three success-

ive ledges separated by masses of shale. Thin layers of chert

often occur iuterstratified with the limestone. Fossils abound.
among them Astraeospongia meniscus is very
fact the mass might well be called the Meniscus oea.

The general thickness of the bed is from 80 to 100 feet. In
this respect, however, it is quite variable ; at a few points the

thickness is reduced to 30 and even to 20 feet. In the section

above it is given at 90 feet ; it is quite possible, however, that a

portion of the overlying bed (as in it, at this point, no character-

istic fossils were observed) ought to be included, thus making
the thickness to a small extent greater.

The Sponge-hearing Bed is the prevalent rock of the glades

in Hardin, Wayne, Decatur and Perry counties. It also occurs,

to some extent, in Humphreys, Benton and Henry.
Nearly all of the species given by Dr. Eoeraer in his mono-

graph are found in this bed. There are a few, however, which,

«o far as my olzservations extend, are confined to the bed next

above, having been seen, in place, only in these rocks ; the most
i mportant, perhaps, is Peutowerws .9afea^< "' '

"" '"^

lagarensis, var. oligoptycJui of the monograph) although in

York a Lower Helderberg form, is properly included m
verlying bed.

Kocrncr, is the .same as C. Americana,
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Safford, described in a previous number of this Journal, (vol.

xxix, p. 248). The latter name must give place to the former.

On a future occasion I shall have remarks to make upon other

species given in Dr. Eoemer's monograph.

No. 6. Lower Eelderherg.—We come now to a bed of strata

iresenting a fauna quite different from that illustrated by Dr.

ioemer. It occurs well marked at numerous points withm the

glade region and in the counties mentioned. The place of this

bed is immediately below the Devonian shales and sandstones

cropping out, when present, from beneath those on the hiU-sides.

At many points it is the surface rock. Many of the glades,

with naked summits, present only Niagara rocks. Some, how-

ever, are capped by this formation. This division, as a bed, and

looking over the whole region, is to a considerable extent cut up

and fragmentary.

In thickness it varies much ; at some p-nnts it is entirely absent,

No. 7 or 8 resting immediately upon the Sponge-bearing bed^;

then again it swells out to 60 or 70 feet, and perhaps to as mucn

as 100 feet although I have not any where, as yet, measured so

great a thickness.

So far as it regards the particular section presented, it is not

certain that No. 6 is wholly, or even in part, Lower Helderberg,

no characteristic fossils having been seen. It marks, however,

the horizon of these rocks. Within a few miles of this point,

the bed holding this position is well characterized in good

To my mind it is evident, that this bed was subjected to very

considerable denudation before the deposition of the Devonian

shales and sandstone ; hence its variable thickness, or its absence

when, in complete sections, the latter rocks are present. Going

further back, I have reason to think that the floor of Niagara

rocks, upon which this bed rests, was also previously subjected,

(but not in so great a degree,) to denudation, and hence the

varying thickness of the Niagara bed. This, too, will explain

what appears to be the fact, that where the Niagara bed is thm
the other becomes thicker, the two in this respect being, to a

certain extent, complementary to one another. The Helderberg
sediments filled up the hollows and basins of the partially denu-

ded Niagara floor.

* I take this opportunity of expressing my thanks to mv friend and former

pupil, A. B. Gant, Jr., of Cravens Mills, Wayne connty for" valuable ai^sistanc

rendered me in my investigations on Indian and Eagle creeks. Mr. Gant has dis-

covered several most interesting localities of fossils in both Wayne and Hardin
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are quite different. Here the characteristic sponges of the Ni-
agara bed disappear; and so do thecrinoidal forms so well illus-

trated by Dr. Eoemer.
In their places we have other species, mostly brachiopods, the

larger portion of which are known to occur in the Lower Hel-
derberg rocks of New York. Below is a list of some of the
described species. These have all been collected by the writer
from the bed in question. Most of them may be found in all,

or nearly all the counties bordering the Tennessee river. With
the exception of the last, they have all been compared directly

with New York specimens.

Eatonia (Atrypa) singularis. Rhynchonella mutabilis, Hall.

Merista ("') laevis. Orthis subcarinata, Hall.

{") bella, Hall. " oblata, Hall.

Rbynchospira foraiosa, Hall. " varica, Hall.
"

globosa, Hall. • Spirifer perlamellosa, Hall.

N'ucleospira ventricosa, Hall. Strophomena punctulifera, Conrad.
"

coucentrica. Hall. Phacops Hudsoiiicus, Hall.

P^ntamerus Verneuili, Hall. Anisopliyllum Agassizi, Edwards
"

galeatus, Hall. and Haime.

Dr. Eoemer's beautiful species, Rhynclionella Tenncsseensis, aa

well as Atkyris tumida, as he has it, ought perhaps to be included
in the Lower Helderberg fauna; I have seen many perfect in-

dividuals of the first in these rocks, and but a few uncertain

fragments in the debris of the Niagara, or Sponge-bed ;
of the

second species, but few individuals have come under my obser-

vation and I am more in doubt as to its true position.

The following among the brachiopods given in the monograph
^e common to the two beds ; Atrypa reticularis, Ehynconella
^ilsoni, Orthis elegantula, Spirifer (» Niagarensis ") macro-

Pi^a and Strophomena depressa.
Within a few months I hope to be able to present a more de-

tailed and svstematic account of these rocks, together with com-
plete lists of the fossils they contain.

I'ebai.on, Tenn., January, 1861.



Art. Xl}i.— Correspondence of JoAGiiui Barkande, Sm Wil-

liam Logan and James Hall, on the Taconic System and the

age of the Fossils found in the Rock of Northern New Englcmf

and die Quebec Group of Rocks.

I. Introductory Remarks.

As some of our foreign readers may not be acquainted with

the question to which the following important correspondence

relates, we think it advisable to make a few explanatory obser-

vations by way of introduction. A complete history of the

whole subject would require a greater amount of space than can

be afforded and we shall therefore touch only upon a few of the

more salient points.

The rocks under discussion occupy a belt of country east and

west from twenty to sixty miles wide,.stretching from the vicinity

of the city of New York in a northerly direction to Lake Cham-

plain and tbence through Vermont and Lower Canada to Capo

Gaspe at the mouth of the St. Lawrence. The strata consisting

of slates, limestones, sandstones and conglomerates are greatly

disturbed, plicated and dislocated, and are often, especially along

the eastern side of the belt, in a highly metamorphic condition.

On this side they are overlaid unconformably by upper Silurian

iind Devonian rocks, but on the western and northern margin they

are in contact with and in general seem to be a continuation oi

the Lower Silurian. Some of the slates of the formation closely

resemble in lithological characters those of the Hudson River

group and thus along the western side of the region, where the

junction of the two formations occurs, it is often almost impossi-

ble to draw the line between them. The dip and strike of bota

are in the same direction and throughout extensive areas the

newer rocks appear to plunge beneath the older. The whole

district affords an excellent example of those cases, so well

known to field geologists, where the true relations of the different

masses cannot be clearly worked out without the aid of fossils

and where the best of observers may arrive at diametrically

opposite opinions.

Dr. Emmons, one of the geologists of the New York Survey,

early convinced himself by a careful examination of these rocl«,

that they constituted a distinct physical group more ancient than

the Potsdam sandstone, the latter beincr regarded bv bim as the

base of the Lower Silurian System in North America. His

views were given in detail in 1842 in his final report on thai

part of the State confided to his charge, and in a more special

manner in another work entitled " The Taconic System," P^^^-

lished in 1844. In this latter work he figured s
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the names of Atops trilineatus and Ellipiocephala asaphoides. The
others were graptolites, fucoides and apparently trails of anne-
lides ; he considered all the species to be distinct from any that
had been found in American rocks of undoubted Silurian age.
The pre-silurian age of the formation has also been maintained
by him in several more recent publications such as his "Ameri-
can Geology "—the several reports on the geological survey of
North Carolina and in his "Manual of Geology."
On the other hand, Professor Hall placed the whole region in

the Hudson River group. In the first volume of the Palaeontol-
ogy of New York he identifies Aiops trilineatus with Triarthrus
Beckii the characteristic trilobite of the Utica slate \—ElUpto-
cephala asaphoides he refers to the genus Olenus and describes as

congeneric therewith another trilobite {0. undulostriatus) said to
be from the true Hudson River shales. It is scarcely necessary
to state that these identifications have always afforded an ex-
tremely powerful objection against the correctness of the position

assumed by Emmons, because no species of trilobite is known to

range from the Primordial Zone up to the top of the Lower Si-

lurian. Hall's first volume was published in 1847 and as it is

unquestionably the most important work on the Lower Silurian
Fossils of North America it has been very generally accepted
by our physical geologists as a guide. It is not surprising there-
fore that, in all the discussions that have taken place during the
last fourteen years upon the age of these rocks, the majority of
tnose who did not profess to be naturalists should have arranged
themselves on the side of the leading Palaeontologist' of the
country.

The formation was traced from New York through Termont
and there identified, by Prof Adams the State Geologist, with
^he Hudson River group. The Canadian Surveyors continued
» with great labor through a mountainous and partially unin-
habited country for nearly five hundred miles further, from the
northern extremity of Vermont to the neighborhood of Quebec
and thence along the south side of the St. Lawrence to the mouth

?J
that river at Cape Gaspe. In Canada the nomenclature of the

^>ew York Survey was adopted for all the formations and it ap-
pears from his several reports that Sir W. E. Logan could find
nothing m the physical structure of the country to authorize him
w make an exception in favor of this- particular series of rocks.

,1
^^ therefore always been called the Hudson River group m

tbe publications of the Canadian Survey.

lioi!t u
^ be seen by the following correspondence that the new

ght thrown upon "the question of the age of these rocks by the

W?°,^^^ discovery of a large number of fossils near Quebec, now
^eads him to place them at the base of the Lower Silurian, and
^ >^'' states that the shales in Vermont in which the trilobites no-
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ticed in Mr. Barrande's letter to Prof. Broun have been found

may be subordinate to the Potsdam it seems probable that the

sequence contended for by Emmons will turn out to be at least

for the greater part the true one.

On the Primordial Fauna and the Taconic System of Emmons, in a

LETTER TO PrOF. BrONN OF HeIDELBERG.*

"Paris, July 16, 1860.

" I have recently received, thanks to the kindness of Mr. E. Bil-

lings, the learned palaeontologist of the Geological Survey of Canada, a

very interesting pamphlet entitled ' Twelfth Annual Report of the Re-

gents of the University of the State of New York, 1859.' If you possess

this publication, you will find there, at page 59, a memoir of Prof. J. Hall,

entitled ' Trilobites of the Shales of the Hudson River Group.' This sa-

vant there describes three species under the names Olenus Tkompsoni,

Olenus Vermontana, and Feltura (Olenus) holopyga. The well-defined

characters of these trilobites are described with the clearness and precis-

ion to be expected from so skillful and experienced a palaeontologist as

I read, accompaniea

of these three spe-

. long by 80 broad,

ble character, which consists in the greater development of the third seg-

ment, the point of which is stronger and longer than in all the other

pleura. This is a striking resemblance to the Paradoxides, the second seg-

ment of which has the same peculiarity. Besides, there is an intimate

relation between these two primordial types, and we should not be sur-

prised if America furnished us with forms uniting most of their character-

istics. The pygidium of 0. Tkompsoni, the only one that is known, shows

no segmentation, and attests by its exiguity its relation to a primordial^

tnlobite. P. holopyga, by its whole appearance, resembles the species ot

Sweden so well known by the name of P. Scaraboeoides.
,

" Thus all the characters of these three trilobites, as they are recognized

and described by J. Hall, are those of the trilobites of the primordial fau-

na of Europe. This is so true, that I think I may say without fear, if M-

Angehn, or any other palaeontologist practised in distinguishing the trilo-

bites ot Scandinavia, had met With these three American forms in Sweden

or Norway, he would not have hesitated to class them among the species

of the Primordial fauna, and to place the schists enclosing them in one

ot the formations containing this fauna. Such is my profound conviction,

and I think any one who has made a serious study 'of the trilobitic forms

and of their vertical distribution in the oldest formations will be of the

same opinion.

Proceed. Boston S. N. Hist, vol. vii, Dec, 1860, p. 811.
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"Besides, all who have seriously studied palaeontology know well that
each geological epoch, or each fauna, has its proper and characteristic

forms, which once extinct reappear no more. This is one of the great
and beautiful results of your immense researches, which have generalized

"The great American palaeontologist arrived long since at the same con-
clusion, for in 1847 he wrote the following passage in the Introduction to

the first volume of the Monumental Work consecrated to the Palaeontolo-

gy of New York.
'"Every step in this research tends to convince us that the succession

of strata, when clearly shown, furnishes conclusive proofs of the existence

of a regular sequence among the earlier organisms. We are more and
more able, as we advance, to observe that the Author of nature, though
always working upon the same plan and producing an infinite variety of
forms almost incomprehensible to us, has never repeated the same forms
in successive creations. The various organisms called into existence have
performed their parts in the economy of creation, have lived their period
and perished. This we find to be as true among the simple and less con-

spicuous forms of the palaeozoic series, as in the more remarkable fauna
of later periods.'—J". Hall, 'Pal. of Neio York,' i, p. xxiii."

" When an eminent man expresses such ideas so eloquently, it is be-

cause they rise from his deepest convictions. It must then be conceived
that J. Hall, restrained by the artificial combinations of stratigraphy pre-

viously adopted by him, has done violence to his palaeontological doctrines,

when, seeing before him the most characteristic forms of the Primordial
/«Mna, and givii

"

he thinks it his .„,_, _ ... _„„ . ,

horizon superior to that on which the second fauna is extinguished
" In effect, according to the text of J. Hall, the three trilobites

"

tion were found near the town of Georgia, Vermont, in schists w
superior to the true Hudson River f/roup. In his works J. Hall
go beyond indicating the horizon oi certain fossils, and no on
Jhink of asking a guaranty for such indications. But on this
|he great American palaeontologist thinks it necessary to support
"graphical determination by another authority, chosen from the
^pec^able names in geology. The following is the note which te
"i>^ Memoir.

-Note.—In addition to the evidence heretofore possessed r(

"le position of the shales containing the Trilobites, I have the U

"« IS inchned to rank as a distinct group, above the Hudson River

p

would be quite superfluous for me to add one word in support <

r,en"''^°
^^ ^^^ ™ost able stratigraphical geologist of the American

t.cl-^''''''
'''^^" a sa^-ant like J. Hall thinks himself obliged to i

•^i^UmOnV to D-liai-an+o^ +1,^ ^,„„+T,^c= r.t +K^ r^nc;tiAll nf a tCW foSSll:
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"In order to understand these difficulties I have consulted the maps
and documents relating to the State of Vermont and the country in which

the town of Georgia is situated, and, although the library of our Geolog-

1 Society does not contain all that one could wish on this subject, I re-

determined by the incontestable evidence of direct superposition. Besides,

the physical appearance of these schists is not that of the rocks constitu-

ting the typical group of Hudson River. This is verified by the Note of

J. Hall, for it tells us that Sir W. E. Logan is inclined to make a distinct

group of these schists superior to that of the Hudson, and which conse-

quently would crown the whole Lower Silurian division of the continent.

"For the above reasons, the geological horizon on which the three

Oleni of Georgia were found appears to me, at first view, to have been

but doubtfully determined, and in complete opposition to palseontolog-

" I do not think, then, that I weaken in the least degree the respect and

confidence justly inspired by the labors of the American savants whose

names have just been mentioned, when I ask them in the name of science

to niake new researches and new studies, that may lead to a final and cer-

tain solution of this important question.
" Doubtless, thanks to the progress of our know^ledge, we are now no

longer bound by the ancient conception of the simultaneous extinction acd

the total renovation of the faun;e. As for myself, in particular, it would

::-hi!)g the explanation of my doctrine of colonies. But you will per-

I'nat the tacts which I invoke in support of this doctrine are far

' V- iiig fauna, which the three trilobites of Georgia would do, if they

had realiy lived after the deposit of the Hudson River group.
" This reappearance would be still more astonishing, as among the three

great Si!uri-in faunae the second fauna occupies the gieatest vertical space

and is probably the one which enjoyed the longest existence. Thus, to

verify such a reappearance, the most incontestable proofs are required, for

such a decision would compel the entire re-formation of one of our most

important scientific creeds. « Yours very truly,

J. BARRANDE."

In anotlier letter, dated Paris, 14tli August, 1860, Mr. Bar-

rande says:

—

" You will easily perceive the intei

even it it were only raised on accoun
"

'
' vider field, c ^ ._ _ _ „,

,1 Survey or. Bilhngs, official Palaeontologist of the Geologic?
informs me that he has found lately, in the schis

ebec, considered as being the prolongation of those in question in

ariy one hundred species, a

be the true representa-

j Primordial fauna, and he cites among them Conocephahti',
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Arionellus, Dikellocephalus, etc., that is, very characteristic forms of this

"In another limestone, which is gray, he finds thirty-nine species, all

diflerent from the first, and representing, on the contrary, the most dis-

tinct types of the second fauna. Finally, the black schists furnish him
with Graptolites, Lingulce, etc., etc., fossils which at first sight cannot
determine a horizon, because they are found upon several Silurian hori-

" While waiting for these very obtcure stratigraphical relations to be
disentangled, and without committing in any manner Mr, Billings, who
should preserve the independence of his opinion, I may yet express to you
my view wholly personal, and of which at this moment I take the entire

responsibility. I think, then, that this region of schists and limestones of

Vermont, in other words the Taconic system, will reproduce in America
what took place in England as to the Malvern Hills, and in Spain for

the Cantabrian chain,—that is to say, the Primordial fauna, after having
been disregarded, will regain its rights and its place, usurped for a time
by the second fauna.

" You see it is a great and noble question, whose final solution will com-
plete the imposing harmonies existing already between the series of palseo-

zoic faunae of America and that of the contemporaneous faunae of Europe,
leaving to each the imprint peculiar to its continent.

" I can well imagine, from the position previously taken by our learned

American brethren on the subject of the Taconic system, that the final

solution of which I speak will not be obtained without debate, and per-

haps some wounding of self-love, for some opinions that appear to be

"But experience has taught me that in such cases the most elevated

ramds turn always first to the light, and put themselves at the head of
the movement of reform. Thus, when in 1850 I recognized the Primor-
dial fauna in the Malvern Hills, where the second fauna only had been
found, Sir Henry de la Beche and Sir Roderick Murehison were the first

to adopt my views, to which little by little the other oflScial geologists

agreed; Edward Forbes ranged himself publicly on my side in 1853 in

' The Geological Survey,' while others still hesitated, until now there is no
'"Dger any opponent.

,
"I thick there will

^
^!j^\ change as regards this question.

It is a fine opportunity for Dr. Emmons to reproduce his former ob-

servations and ideas with more success than in 1844.
" Yours very truly,

^

J. BARKANDE."
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Group of Rocks ani

William E. Logan, Diri

My Dear Mr. BarbAN dk;

I am much indebted to you for your letter of the 6th of Au-

gust, which was accompanied by a copy of your communication

to Professor Bronn of Heidelberg, dated 16th July. Agreeably

to your request, I took an early opportunity of letting Mr. Hall

have a copy of your communication to Prof. Bronn, and he

received it on the 11th or 12th September, 1860.

I am of course aware, from the correspondence you have had

with my friend Mr. Billings and myself, how fer you are ac-

quainted with our discoveries at Quebec. On two occasions, just

previous to the receipt of your last letter to Mr. Billings (received

the 8th November), I devoted the short time I could spare from

other engagements connected with the Geological Survey, to

farther researches at Point Levi. I have satisfied myself, not-

withstanding the conglomerate aspect of the bauds of rock which

contain our new fossils, that the fossils are of the age of the

strata. Without entering at present on minute details of struc-

ture, I may say that the chief part of the specimens, found up to

this time, are from two parallel out-crops, which might be taken

as representing two distinct layers. If they are such, they are

comprehended in a thickness of about 150 feet ; but the circum-

stances of the case, connected with the physical structure, make

it probable that the one band is a repetition of the other through

the influence of an anticlinal fold or a dislocation. Both out-

crops dip to the southeastward.
From the more northern out-crop (which we shall call A=^) "^e

have obtained Orthis 1, Leptcena 1, Camere/ki 1, Lmgula 2, Di^-

cina 1, Agnostus 3, Conocephalites 1, Arionellus 4, Dikellocephalus

6, Bathyurus 4. From the more southern out-crop (which we

shall call A=») we have Dictyonema 1, Orthis 2, Leptcvna 1, Stro-

phomena 1, Camerella 1, Cyrtodonta (?) 1, Murchisonia 3, PUuroto-

maria 7, Relicotoma 2, Straparollus 2, Gaimlus % Agnostus 1,

Bathyurus 4, Cheirurus 2, Amphioyi 2. From a third out-crop,

which IS still farther southward, and supposed to be another

repetition of the same band (which we shall call A*), we have

OrtMs 1, Camerella 1, Asaphus {A lUcenoides) 1, Bathyurus 1-

Tracing A- or A^' round the extremity of a synclinal, and fill-

ing occasional indications of the fos.sils of A= and A^ we arrive

at a position on the south side of the synclinal. We shall call

the position P. Here the band A^ or A^ ends, but a bedot
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sandstone a little above it is traceable over an anticlinal to a junc-
tion with a conglomerate band lower than A^ or A^, showing
that A2 or A3 must merge into it. Call this A'. In this we
have Asaphus {A. Jllosnoides) 1, Menocephalus (M. ghhosus) 1.

These two species occur in the same fragment of rock. Of all

these fossils, 1 Onhis is common to A% A^ and A* ; 1 Lept(Bna,

1 Ca^nerella, 1 Lingula, 1 Agjiostus, and 1 Bathyurus, are common
to A-' and A^ ; 1 Asaphus is common to A^ and A'.
The dip at P is to the southeastward, and therefore an in-

verted dip. Northwest of this, and therefore above it, at such -a

distance as would give a thickness of between 200 or 300 feet,

we have a band of shale with nodules of limestone, the nodules
made up of other rounded masses in a matrix holding fossils,

many of them silicified. From a few of these compound nodules
we have obtained Orthis 11, LeptcBna 1 ; this band we shall call

B '
. A band like this occurs about half a mile or more to the

southwestward. It may be a higher band, or it may be the
same band, but we shall call it B^ From this we obtain On-
noidcBa (columns) 3, Orthis 1, CaraenVa 1. Nautihi^ 1, Orthoccras

1, Leperditia 1, Trilobites (2 genera undetermined) 2. In another
position to the southeast, on the southeast of the same anticlinal

previously mentioned, we meet with a conglomerate band sup-
posed to be the same as B^ ; but, in case it should be different,

we shall call it B^. Here we have Odhis 3, Pleurotomaria 2,

Murchisonia 1, Ophikta 1, HeUcotoma 1, Xautilus 1, Maclurea 1,

Orthoceras 3 or 4, Cyrtoceras 1, Bathyurus 1, Illcenus 2, Asaphus 1.

Of all these fossils, 1 Orthis and 1 Gamerella are common to B'
and B2

; the same Orthis and Ccwierella with 1 Leptcena are com-
mon to B^ AS A = and A'-'.

ro the north of all these exposures, and on the northwest
side of a synclinal running parallel with the synclinal already
mentioned, fossils have been obtained in a cliff of about 100 feet,

composed of limestone conglomerate, thin bedded limestones and
shales. Their equivalence is not yet quite certain, but the strata
are supposed to be not far removed from A' and A^. We shall
call this cliff A. The fossils from it are Telradium 1, Orthis 1,

J^}ngula 2, TriloUtes (genus uudescribed) 1, with a great collec-

\?^ ?J"
'^onfipound Graptolida, described and being described by

^ir- Hall under the genera Oraptolithus 25, Eetiolites 1, Bet^o-

gmptus 2, Phyllograptus 5, Dendrograptus 3, Thanmograptus 3,

I have given you these details of localities, because as the
subject requires forther investigation we do not yet wish to

commit ourselves entirely as to the equivalency of separate ex-
posures. But there is no doubt that the whole is one group ot

«^rata deposited under one set of alternating circumstances. The
^aole fauna, as known up to the present time, is composed of—
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Graptolida;, 42 '"

Of this fauna not one species is found in tlie Anticosti group,

where wc have a gradual passage from the fauna of the Hudson

River formation to that of the Clinton, and not one of any forma-

tion higher than the Chazy. Mr. Billings recognizes one species,

Maclurea Atlantica (Billings) as belonging to the Chazy, and six

species as belonging to the Calciferous. They are Lingula Man-

telli (Billings), Camerella undescribed, Ecculiomphalus unde-

scribed, Helicotoma uniangulata (Hall), H. perstriata (Billings),

and one remarkable species of an undetermined genus, like a

very convex Gyriodonta, which occurs both at Mingan and point

Levi. All of the forms, particularly the trilobites, remind tlic

observer of those figured by Dr. D. Dale Owen from the oldest

fossiliferous rocks of the Mississippi valley, while independent

of the six species identical with Chazy and Calciferous forms,

there are many others closely allied to those found in the latter

formation in Canada.
From the physical structure alone no person would suspect

the break that must exist in the neighborhood of Quebec, and

without the evidence of the fossils, every one would be author-

ized to deny it. If there had been only one or two species of an

ancient type, your own doctrine of colonies might have explained

the matter, but this I presume would scarcely be applicable to

so many identities in a fauna of such an aspect. Since there

must be a break, it will not be very difficult to point out its

course and its character. The whole Quebec group, from the

base of the magnesian conglomerates and their accompanying
magnesian shales to the summit of the Sillery sandstones, must

have a thickness of perhaps some 5000 or 7000 feet. It appears

to be a great development of strata about the horizon of the

<'hazy and Calciferous, and it is brought to the surface by an

overturn anticlinal fold with a crack and a great dislocation run-

ning along the summit, by which the Quebec group is bronght

to overlap the Hudson 'Eiver formation. Sometimes it may
overlie the overturned Utica formation, and in Vermont points

of the overturned Trenton appear occasionally to emerge from

beneath the overlap.

A series of such dislocations traverses eastern North America

from Alabama to Canada. They have been described hy

Messrs. Eogers, and by Mr. Safford. The one in question cornea

upon the boundary of the Province not over a couple of miles

from Lake Champlain. From this it proceeds in a gently curv-

ing line to Quebec, keeping just north of the fortress; thence it
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coasts the north side of the Island of Orleans, leaving a narrow
margin on the island for the Hudson River or Utica formation.
From near the east end of the island it keeps under the waters
of the St. Lawrence to within eighty miles of the extremity of
Gasp(^. Here again it leaves a strip of the Hudson Eiver or
Utica formation on the coast.

To the southeast of this line the Quebec group is arranged in
long narrow parallel synclinal forms with many overturn dips.

These synclinal forms are separated from one another on the
main anticlinals by dark grey and even black shales and lime-

stones. These have heretofore been taken by me for shales and
limestones of the Hudson River formation, which they strongh'

resemble, but as they separate the synchnals of the Quebec group
must now be considered older. I am not prepared to say that

the Potsdam deposit in its typical form of a sandstone is any-

where largely developed above these shales, where the shales are
m greatest force. Neither am 1 prepared to assert its absence,

as there are in some places masses of granular quartzite, not far

removed I'rom the magnesian rocks of the Quebec group, which
require farther investigation ; but, from finding ^Yind-mark and
ripple-mark on closely succeeding layers of the Potsdam sand-
stone where it rests immediately upon the Laurentian series, we
know that this arenaceous portion of the formation must have
oeen deposited immediately contiguous to the coast of the ancient
Silurian sea, where part of it was even exposed at the ebb of
tide. Out in deep water the deposit may have been a black
partially calcareous mud, such as would give the shales and
hmestones which come from beneath the Quebec group.

In Canada no fossils have yet been found in these shales, but
the shales resemble those in which Oleni have been found in

^eorgia (Yermont). These shales appear to be interposed be-
tween eastward dipping rocks equivalent to the magnesian strata

f the Quebec group, and they mav be brought up by an over-
iappmg anticlinal or dislocation. We are thus led to believe
that these shales and limestones, which may be subordinate to
toe Potsdam formation, will represent the true primordial zone
iQ Canada.

^

Mr. Murray has this season ascertained that the lowest rock
tnat IS well characterized by its fossils in the neighborhood of
gault Ste. Marie, near Lake Superior, really belongs to the

^irdseye-and Black River group, and that it rests on the sand-
stones of Ste. Marie and Lacloche, the fossiliferous beds at the
iatter place being tinged with the red color of the sandstone

inamediately below them. These underlying Lake Superior
rocks may thus be Chazy, Calciferous, and Potsdam, and may be

equivalent to the Quebec group and the black colored shales
Deneath. The Lake Superior group is the upper copper-bearing
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series of that region, and rests unconformably upon the lower

copper-bearing series, which is the Huronian system. The upper

copper-bearing series holds nearly all the metals, including gold,

and so does the Quebec group, each making an important metal-

liferous region. Each when unmetamorphosed holds a vast

collection of red colored strata. The want of fossils in the Lake

Superior group makes it difficult to draw lines of division, but

if any part represents the primordial zone, I should hazard the

conjecture that it is the dark colored slates of Kamanistiquia,

which underlie all the red rocks.

Professor Emmons has long maintained, on evidence that has

been much disputed, that rocks in Vermont, which in June,

1859 I for the first time saw and recognized as equivalent to the

magnesian part of the Quebec group, are older than the Birdseye

formation
; the fossils which have this year been obtained at

Quebec pretty clearly demonstrate that in this he is right. It is

at the same time satisfactory to find that the view which Mr.

Billings expressed to you in his letter of the 12th July, to the

effect that the Quebec trilobites appeared to him to be about the

base of the second fauna, should so well accord with your opin-

ions; and that what we were last spring disposed to regard at

G-eorgia as a colony in the second fauna, should so soon be

proved, by the discoveries at Quebec, to be a constituent part

of the primordial zone. I am, my dear Mr. Barrande,

Very truly yours,

w. E. LOGAN.
Mr. Joachim Barrande, Rue Meziere No. 6, Paris.

Genthmen,~ln the Twelfth Annual Report of the Regents of

the University* upon the State Cabinet of Natural History, 1

published descriptions of three species of Trilobites from the

shales of the town of Georgia in Vermont, referring them to the

age of the Hudson River group. These trilobites had been m
my possession for some two years or more; and knowing the

great mterest that would attach to them, whenever published, i

had waited, hoping that some new facts might be brought out

touching the stratigraphical relations of these rocks in the town

Alter'tbe descriptions had been printed and a few copies dis-

tributed, I learned that Sir William Logan was at that time
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actually investigating the rocks of that part of Vermont. De-
siring to know the results of his latest researches in regard to the
stratigraphical relations of these rocks, I withheld the final pub-
lication till the Meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, in Springfield, and there showed to
Sir William my descriptions as they now stand in the Eeport,
and I then received his authority for the addition of the note
which was appended.

This in a few words is a simple history of the matter relating
to the publication of these species. I made no remarks or com-
parisons with the primordial fauna of Barrande in Bohemia,
knowing that these features would be at once recognized by
every palaaontologist ; while their reference to the genus Olenus
showed my appreciation of the nature of the fossils.

I received a copy of the communication of Mr. Barrande, from
Sir William Logan in September, a few davs before setting out
for my field duties in Wisconsin. Since my return to Albany,
constant and pressing occupation has left me no time to consider
a reply to a question of so much importance.
Later discoveries in the limestones associated with the shales

at Quebec leave no longer a doubt, if any could have been enter-

tained before, that the shales of Georgia, Vermont, are in the
same relative position ; and we must regard these three trilobitea
as belonging to the same fauna with the species enumerated by
fell" William Logan as occurring in the Quebec group. Left to

palaeontological evidence alone, there could never have been a
question of the relations of these trilobites, which would at
once have been referred to the primordial types of Barrande.

Sir William Logan yields to the palaeontological evidence,
and says, " there must be a break'" He gives up the evidence of
structural sequence which he had before investigated and con-
sidered conclusive; and having heretofore relied upon the opin-
^OQ of the distinguished Geologist of Canada in regard to a
Region of country to which my own examinations had not ex-
tended, I have nothing left me but to go back to the position
sustained by palEeontological evidence. Let us for a moment
examine this palaeontological evidence.

-the identifications of the fossils of the Quebec group, certainly
snow a remarkable agreement between the trilobites of this

group and those of the Potsdam sandstone, in the occurrence of

'J^
species oi Dikellocephalus and one of Menocephalus ; while the

occurrence of many others is in agreement or not incompatible

II the fauna of the Potsdam and Calciferous sandstones. The
comparative values of the Trilobitic fauuc^ of this group and of
jae primordial zone of Europe, as established by Barrande, is

^er shown in a tabular form which I here append.
^ Jots. Scl-Second SEKIE3, VoL. XXXI, No. 92.-MABCB. ISGL
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Crustacean fauna of the primordial zone of Europe.

We have therefore in the Quebec Group, two established

genera of the primordial zone ; one, Agnostus, which passes

from the primordial to the second fauna ; one, Araphion, cited as

doubtful in the first fauna in Sweden, and known to be in the se-

cond
; and three,—Asaphus, Ilkenus and Chierurus, which begin

their existence in the second fauna. Of these, Asaphus begins and

ends in the second ; Illsenus begins with the second and continues

to the third; while Ceraurus = Chierurus begins in the second,

extends through the third Silurian, and appears in the Devonian

fauna.

Bathyurus is a new genus, and as yet has no stratigrapbical

value in comparisons. Those which I described as Oienus

h;i X ."
I roved to be not true Oleni ; and though much resembling

that genus, are nevertheless distinct ; and 1 have proposed the

names Barrandta and Baihynotus for the two forms.f These

have yet no stratigraphical value, except so far as their relations

to established genera may aid in that direction. _
^

The genera Dikelhcephalus and Menocephalus are of the Pots-

dam group ; and so far the Quebec group is in parallelism witJi

the Potsdam and Calciferous strata.

Of the other genera, we know Asaphus, Illsenus and Ceraurus

(= Chierurus) in the Trenton limestone and Hudson Bi^^^

groups; Illtenus and Ceraurus in the Upper Silurian strata o

Niagara age, or the third fauna of Barrande ; while Ceraurus

Not ElliDtoceohalus of Emmons. .l„
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occurs also in the Devonian of Europe. Amphion is known in

the second fauna in Europe, and, doubtfully in the first.

Ceraurus does not occur in this country, so far as I know,
above the Niagara group ; though known in the Devonian rocks
of Europe.

The following tabular arrangement of the genera found in the

Quebec group will serve to express more distinctly the relations

of the Crustacean fauna of these rocks.

The letters at the head of the columns have the same refer-

ences as those used in the communication of Sir William Logan.

^ AL
1
3

6

A^^ B« J!_ B3

Conocephalus

Agnostus, ..' !.... 1 ....

S^£r:.:;::::::-
Bathyurus 7

-
J

Barrandia,'
[ Shales of

::.. ....

Asaphus, 1

iii,'..:::::
Chierurus (Ceraurus),

1

JguO. 'V
=
- J

Discina :

"

orthC'.:::
1

1

1

.!..

11

1

' 3

LepteW::::
Strophodonta

Camlella, '.
•••

1

Cyrtodonta ?

Maclurea r"
Mnrchiso'nia

'' 3

I

ReurotomaHa 1

"

'

"

"

Heiicotoma,. .:::::
••"!•"

StraporoUu,
. i

"
caplius, ..::;:
Ophileta, ...

Nautilus .

1^

1

Orthoceras,':

Oyrtoceras

Crinoidalcolumns hTetradium "''

25

2

I

Jictyonema,
...

^

g^aptolithus,
. .

;:::
5^tiolites, ;.

g^jeograptus':

^'•w«s, :::'*'
^endrograptu

,

^^-»i :::::::: In:-
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In this table we find, of previously recognized trilobites of

the primordial fauna, two genera and five species ; of previously

known genera of the second and third faunae, four genera and

eight species ; two genera before known in the Potsdam sandstone

and seven species ; and of Agnostus, which is of the first and

second faun«, two species ; and one new genus with nine species.

These are certainly very curious results ; and a modification

of our views is still required to allow four genera and eight

species, (or leaving out Amphion) three genera and six species

of the Trilobites of the second fauna to be associated with two

genera and five species of Trilobites of the primordial fauna, and

yet regard the rocks as of primordial origin.

The Brachiopodous genera, Lingula, Discina, Orthis, Lept^na

and Strophomena, have a great vertical range, and are known in

the Lower and Upper Silurian, and most of them in the Devo-

nian; while Camerella so far as known is a Lower Silurian

form of the second fauna (perhaps also in a lower position).

Of the Gasteropoda, Maclurea and Ophileta are restricted to

Lower Silurian rocks, but occur mainly in the second fauna.

The other genera occur likewise in the second fauna and in the

Upper Silurian rocks as well as some of them in Devonian.

The same is true of the Cephalopoda enumerated,
Tetradium is known in the second fauna of the Lower Silu-

rian rocks, and in the upper part of the Hudson Eiver group at

the west. Dictyonema is a genus known from Lower Silurian to

Devonian strata.

Graptolithus proper extends to the Clinton group of N'ew

York ; and the same is true of Eeteograptus. Thamnograptua
occurs in the rocks of the Hudson Eiver group near Albany,

and in the Quebec rocks. Phyllograptus and Eetiolites are

known in the Quebec rocks only ; while the typical form of

Dendrograptus occurs in the Potsdam sandstone, and, likewise,

in three other species, in the Quebec rocks.
"We find, therefore, in the other genera except trilobites, very

little satisfactory evidence, on which to rely in the present state

"^ """ knowledge,^ for determining the position of these strata.
^I . .T

.,
^ppgg^j.g ^Q jj^g necessary to go f''"-In the

ther and to mquire in what manner we have obtained our pres-

ent ideas of a primordial, or of any successive faunae. I holtt

that in the study of the fossils themselves there were no means

of such determination prior to the knowledge of the stratigraph-

ical relations of the rocks in which the remains are inclosed.

There can be no scientific or systematic palseontology without a

stratigraphical basis. Wisely then, and independently of theo-

ries, or of observations and conclusions elsewhere, geologists in

this country had gone on with their investigations of structural

geology. The grand system of the Professors W. B. and H- 1^-

Eogers had been wrought out not only for Pennsylvania and
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Virginia but for the whole Appalachian chain ; and the results
were shown in numerous carefully worked sections. In 1843,
44 and '45 I had myself several times crossed from the Hudson
River to the Green Mountains, and found little of importance to
conflict with the views expressed by the professors Eogers in re-

gard to the chain farther south, except in reference to the sand-
stone of Burlington, and one or two other points, which I then

Sir William Logan had been working in the investigations of
the geology of Canada; and better Avork in physical geology
has never been done in any country.

This then was the condition of American geology, and inves-
tigators concurred, with little exception, in the sequence based
on physical investigations. As I have before said, our earliest

determinations of the successive faun* depend upon the previ-
ous stratigraphical determinations. This I think is acknowledg-
ed by Mr. Barrande himself, when he presents to us, as a prelim-
inary work, a section across the centre of Bohemia. "With all

wilhngness to accept Mr, Barrande's determination, fortified and
sustained as it is by the exhibition of his magnificent work upon
the trilobites of these strata, we had not yet the means of par-
allelizing our own formations with those of Bohemia by the fau-
na there known. The nearest approach to the type of primor-
dial trilobites was found in those of the Potsdam sandstone of
the northwest, described by Dr. D. D. Owen ; but none of these
flad been generically identified with Bohemian forms ;* and the
prevaiHng opinion, sanctioned as I have understood by Mr. Bar-
rande, was that the primordial fauna had not been discovered in
this country, until the re-discovery of the Paradoxides Harlani,
at Braintree, Mass. The fragmentary fossils published in vol. 1,

i^alaiontology of New York, and similar forms of the so-called
laconic System, were justly regarded as insufficient to warrant
any conclusions. It then became a question for paleontologists
to decide, whether determinations founded on a physical section
j"i a disturbed and difficult region of comparatively small extent,
Were to be regarded as paramount to determinations founded on
examinations, like those of the professors Eogers, extending over
a clistance in the line of strike of five or six hundred miles; and
those of Sir William Loo-an over nearly as great an extent fi-om
Vermont to Gaspd

It IS not possible for me, at this moment, to give the time ne-
cessary for a full discussion of this important subi.>ct. In present-
ing these few facts in this fori !,

'
'

^ ing it in the

fpint of cavilling, or as an m any direc-

i?n- It is plain'that the ca- v^-^"<^^'« P^^"
ofsu(ccessive Trilobitic fauna- . ;

;.»uught c
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not serve to clear up the difficulty. It is evident that there s

an important and perplexing question to be determined,—one

that demands all the wisdom and sagacity of the most earnest in-

quirers, and one which calls for the application of all our knowl-

edge in stratigraphical geology and in palaeontology;—one in

which cooperation, good will and forbearance are required from

every one, to harmonize the conflicting facts as they are now pre-

sented. The occurrence of so many types of the second fauna

in the rocks at Point Levi, associated with a smaller number

of established primordial types, offers us the alternative of re-

garding these strata as of the second stage, with the reappear-

ance of primordial types in that era, or of bringing into the pri-

mordial zone several genera heretofore regarded as beginning

their existence in the second stage : in either case, so far as

now appears, conflicting with the scheme of Mr. Barrande in

reference to the successive faunae of Trilobites as established m
Bohemia and the rest of Europe.

For myself I can say, that no previously expressed opinion,

nor any •' artificial combinations of stratigraphy previously adopted

by me, shall prevent me from meeting the question fairly and

frankly. I have not sought a controversy on this point, but it is

quite time that we should all agree that there is something of

high interest and importance to be determined in regard to the

limitation of the successive faunte of our older palieozoic rocks.

I am very truly yours, &c.,

JAMES HALL.
Albany, ^^. T., January 23, 1861.

Art. XX.—On a new Lead Salt, corresponding to Cobalt Yellow;

by S. D. Hayes, of Boston.

In' the course of some investigations on the cobalto-cyanid

compounds, I was obliged to use a quantity of cobalt yellow,

the pigment discovered by M. Saint Evre in 1852.* AU the

methods described for preparing this salt are very tedious, so

that It became an object to find a more ready means. The best

method, which has heretofore been given, is to precipitate a solu-

tion of nitrate of cobalt, with an excess of potash ; then by

• deutoxyd of nitrogen (NO^^) through the

• ^ • ' - • ,artof the

. , ^ ^..^...^, .
xperiment

d the amount of salt so obtained is very small.

i.s ttie composition of this body is considered doubtful, i^

urred to ^e that it might be made from peroxyd of nitrogen

ponitric acid, NO*), and after a few trials, I obtained it by t"^
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agent very readily, in large quantities, and found that all the co-
balt contained in a solution may thus be converted into cobalt yel-
low. Two bottles, connected, and supplied with funnel tubes, are
about half filled with a solution of nitrate of cobalt, to which pot-
ash, slightly in excess, is added. On passing through the solution
a brisk current of NO*, the mass in the first bottle soon changes
color, and the pigment begins to fall; by adding small quanti-
ties of potash, occasionally, through the funnel tubes, all the
cobalt may be removed. The NO* is most readily prepared,
by allowing a current of N0= made from copper and diluted

nitric acid, in a small flask, to mix with a current of common
air from a gasometer, in a dry empty bottle, before passing into

moved, and replenished when necessary. A solution ot the

carbonate of potash may be used, instead of caustic potash, for

precipitating the cobalt solutions, with the same result.

A. Stromeyer, when working upon this salt, endeavored to

obtain an analogous body with lead; he succeeded in getting a
yellow solution, by means of nitrite of potash, and acetic acid,

in a solution of lead, but he then added cobalt, which gave a

precipitate*

Oa treating a solution of nitrate of lead with potash and pass-

ing through it a current of NO*, precisely as in making the

cobalt-yellow, I found that all the NO* was absorbed, and as
the oxyd of lead disappeared, the solution became very yellow

;

on evaporating, and crystallizing this, I obtained large, yellow,

prismatic crystals; nitrate of potash crystallizes at the same
tinie, and if the NO* has been passed through the lead oxyd
lEixture too long, nitrate of lead is formed.
The yellow salt was easily separated and recrystallized. The

bases were determined as sulphates, with the following results:

I- 0-7462 grms. pure salt gave 04200 grms. sulphate of lead,

and 00097 grms. lead =0-3195 grms. oxyd of lead, and 0-2472
grms. sulphate of potash = 0-1385 grms. potash.

il. 1-459 grms. gave 0-6387 grms. oxyd of lead, and 2593
grms. potash.

III. 1-0271 grms. save 0-43745 grms. oxyd of lead, and
u 1881 grms. potash. ^

-I he nitrogen was determined as gas; metallic copper reduced

frornthe /
" ' -

d_ > . .

tt
,

srnall apparatus, then transferred to the eudiometer, where
i^ Was measured.

I- 0-1926 grms. salt gave 45-6277 cubic centimeters, nitrogen,

temperature 60° C; pressure 277-5 millimetres =16-30 c. c, at

" ^- and 760 mm. pressure =0-2048 grms.

* Ann. Ch. und Ph»nn., xcvi, 228
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II. 0-1958 grms. gave 16-23 c. c. at 0° C. and 760 mm. pres-

sure = -0226 grms.

The water was determined by combustions with metalhc

copper.

I. 0-'7834 grms. gave 0-0274 grms. water.

II. 0-9145 grms. gave 0-0314 grms. water.

III. 0-4735 grms. gave 0-0177 grms. water.

These results sum up as follows.

Oxydoflead, - - - 42'81 4S 08 42-59 43-22

The above analyses correspond to the following calculated

formula

:

As this salt crystallizes out with nitrate of potash, it is

of about the same degree of solubility, in either hot or cold

water, and the solution may be boiled for some time, without

any decomposition : but it is readily decom.posed by sulphuric,

hydrochloric, or nitric acid, giving off red fumes. With the

common reagents, it acts as nitrate of lead, but with a solution

of sulphate of cobalt, it gives cobalt yellow, which goes down

with the sulphate of lead. It loses its atom of water at 100° C.,

but if the temperature be raised a few degrees higher, the red

fumes are given off abundantly. The crystals are of a bright

yellow color, and remain unaltered in the air.

I am not yet prepared to give this salt any decided rational

formula, but its composition may be expressed in several wars,

as below.
^ When 2N0, are passed over 2K0, we get KONO,

and KONO3, two distinct salts, but if 2N0^ be passed over

CoO and KO, as in the case of cobalt yellow or over PbO and

KO as in this salt, we get only one salt of a double composition

KONO3C0ONO3 or
KONO 3 or PbONO ^ +HO

But there are objections to this : cobalt vellow is almost or

quite insoluble in water. These salts may also be looked npoQ

as double per-oxyds, in which two equivalents of oxvgen have
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e--::r, Gmelin describes a salt to which he gives the formula
2PbO, NO 4 Aq * and we express the compositioa of these salts
quite as well, by writing them thus,

KONO, CoONO, or

KONO,, or PbONO,+HO
This subject will be pursued, and I hope to get several other

salts, which must give some reactions that will lead to the right
rational formuIaB.

Heidelberg, Baden, Dec. 5th, I860.

Art. XKl.Slcetch of the Qeology of the Country about the Head-
waters of the Missouri and Yellow Stone Rivers; by Dr. F. Y.
IIayden, Geologist to Capt. Eavnolds's Expedition, with an
Introductory letter by Capt. W. i\ Eaynolds, U. S. Topograph-

A. Capt. Raynolds's Letter.

[The following rapid sketch of the main geological features of the
country passed over by the recent expedition to the Head-v '

iellow Stone and Missouri riv
'' '" -.^

xr tt

ologist of the Expedition, is si

Honorable Secretary of War.
The district that ^Yas examined by the expedition is bounded by tho

Missonrl river on the north and east, by the Platte on the south and by
ttie dividing crest of tho Rocky Mountains on the west, and operations
pi'c strictly confined to those limits, excepting between the head of
\\ind river and the Madison fork of the Missouri where the nature of tho
country was such as to force my division of the party across the main
<:W of the mountains.
|he expedition was in the field for two entire seasons (1859 and 1860)

and during about half of the first and the whole of the last season, was
Jmded into two sections or divisions, the first under my immediate con-
"•^J, tlie second under Lt. Maynadier, U. S. A., the routes travelled«ver
^eing xvidely separated so that the amount of labor performed was equal

J
^hat would have required three and a half years for a single party ;

and
» operations were all conducted in concert the results must in some re-

spects be more valuable than if obtained by a single party in a longer time.
|ae total land travel of the different branches of the expedition amount-

, i

/°'^''ly five thousand miles independent of having descended in skin

Y ji

"^^^oats, the Missouri from Fort Benton to Omaha, N. T., and the

\v"^l
'''^^ from near the mountains to its mouth.

' traversed by an exploring party, nor indeed by any whites ex-

^^Diir^
^''''PP'^''s and not by them for the 'past fifteen

^r- Hayden
^ard along tHe base of the

n """'"g the winter months, while the party was stationary on the Platte,
r- ilayden made a frpolncripa! ftvnminntinn of the eountrv to the south-
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n^ tl e ac*i\e operitions of tlic piit) he -^ccompan od tliit pirt cl

"'"'ccoii^ 'i 'W^^aVu\ Jr the iSmecha'tc uiuctiou of Di C M
ll Sr tl 11

I iUt' 1 lint the fr i^ re^ii^^s of th^ expedition ^^ill add laige]\ to

^ I IvUNOIDS Ciit io^j l^i^r Coid-j
T "4 Liiiglon D C Jail iTtli \^b\

13 D Tl IDLN^&IvETCII

Tl c ob^cr\-^ion^ iirtdc dmiiu the iccent expedition to iLe

io-(iva .Old] Ali-oun -nd Icllow ;^tone luer.^, undei the

) h -1 1 ( i ( 1
^ W II 1 1? u .olds, T L , luive -cned to ev

i . nut 1 o 1" kr o \ lull of die l.oji apb cal arci of the

Lhi 1 t , o, . 1 ioi na K isldioad\ inu tated as existing m
at i r ^\ (

^ 111 .p ).r
. iliP io o\ 111- p cpci topie^entabrief

b^ 1 c o[ h "Mdii _ IK > i^ccita l(d^MthaMe^ to their ben^

n_iiOnti
f
u^Li , o\v\ of iht. iiountaiu cbau ^ I know

h it r \\\V b. iiup( ^ 1 >L \ tlna the bn Us of n fc.nglc p-p^i to

'Uv. e%us |oin a^cVii is co ild be de^ii d or to ii'^e tti ms m
11 c\ c^ u tijcii ii-u IK i-^tr atd ben-^p \ruch of the country

a^cdoMi ^^^s cf tbl Bhck HdK had never I ^ r. ben ex

)^5 al b^ -ci 1 trie u en no in
^ ^ existed Avhkb exhibited its to

\ n IX o_ ijdi ( d locibt'c. 01 uith their ]iopei tiend a d

.0. dhLil cK k bcohuij^ upoit of Capt Enuo\K now m
:< 01 ^e (1 i;^ . n Ltic

, a} })c u . can the-. deiiciLiicics be siippbecl

doi o\oi, t ud • !(' bio^ ^11 ch uacter of the surface oi the

ii^n(."nH ,d, iiM nu c(lcxc.ptl)> loMiio tubes of ho^nle

1 c 1 ins p e ci. I t c pos^ i ibtN ol pcikcL accarac^ in all the

ai lu i\rr IV . d v\c e m oni hope t lat we ha\c obtainer' a

:
i*al idei o( l. e

]
im ip 1 j,. cio-ital leatuies of the %ast arci

xploicd 1 le K U ob LUtd bJong to tne d.ficrciit geolcgi

alpuiod.mtioio o. unorder

III Cirbonifaou.R v., (n c.uding Permian,
')
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L Granite, Stratified Azoic, and Eruptive Eocks,

Under the first division of my subject I will take up th?
mountain elevations as thej appeared in their detached portion;
along our route. It is now well known that the term "Kockj
Mountains" is quite general m its application including a vast
number of more or less important ranges of mountains, which
when examined in detail seem to have been elevated with very-

little regularity and in many instances to be but slightlv connec-
ted, but when viewed in the aggregate to present a trend nearly
northvfest and southeast. Before reaching the main range wo
find along the eastern slope many detached minor elevations
showing the wide geographical area under which the elevating
forces acted.

_

I allude in the first place to the Black Hills, the northern por-
tion of which we examined on our route from Fort Pierre on the
Missouri to the Yellow Stone river. These Hills form the most
eastern outlier of the Eocky Mountains and v/ould seem to be an
independent elevation were it not for alow anticlinal which ex-
tends across the plain country southward connecting it with the

Laramie Mountains. The central portion is composed of a coarse
flesh colored feldspathic granite with a series of metamorphic
slates and schists superimposed, and thence upon each side of

region follow in their order, to the summits of the Cretaceo; .

Jhe whole being more or less inclined against the granitic ro;
'

The distance across the granitoid nucleus, is from fifteen to thi:

miles and on each side of the crest or axis of elevation we h: .

the corresponding portions of the fossiliferous beds from the ti-

Inrian to the summit of the Cretaceous. The evidence tiierefare,

IS conclusive that all the unchanged sedimentary strata at a peri-

od of comparatively recent date extended contiuuouslv over tlie

^'hole area occupied by the Black Hills. The eruptive rocks
reveal themselves at various localities as at Bear Peak, Invan-
k'ara Peak, &c. Bear Peak is a protrusion of verv compact
Igneous rocks, almost isolated from the main range of the Black
iidls, and Inyankara Peak is for the part con^.posed of pont;^--

<^nal basaltic columns arranged in a vertical po.siti.v\ -'ih-!- l^

no evidence however that thev were formed bv ;::

pendent of that which elevated the entire range (

The next range that we examined was the Big L
Pfhaps the most important detached outlier on .:

<^f the main crest of the continent. Ti::

jiorthwest and southeast, extending int
^oj btone. The nucleus of these mom. ''

red feldspathic granite, with a series o. S
fQcl the unchanged sedimentarv strata t > :

laceous and including a portion of the LiguiLc Tc; L;ary can be
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seen in regular sequence outward inclining at greater or less an-

gles. From the observations of Dr. C. M. Hines, who acted as

Geologist to the exploring division under Lieut. Maynadier, we

know that the corresponding formations occur on the opposite

side of the axis of elevation and as we remarked of the Black

Hills, we may infer from this fact, that the unchanged sediment-

ary beds once extended continuously over the whole area occu-

pied by the Big Horn mountains, in a nearly horizontal positioa

sometime during the Tertiary period. As we pass along the

northeastern base of the Big Horn mountains southwestward,

the ridges of upheaval seem to be presented en echelon^ the range

gradually making a flexure around to the westward. Toward

the head waters of Wind Eiver this range as it attaches itself to

the main chain of the mountains, changes its lithological charac-

ters, no true ancient igneous rocks being seen, but instead, lofty

peaks composed of eruptive rocks, presenting every variety of

structure from compact basalt to porous lava-like masses.

The Laramie mountains, by which we mean the whole range

from the Eed Buttes to the Arkansaw, were examined with some

care from Red Buttes southward nearly to Pike's Peak. There

is a remarkable similarity in the general geological features of all

the mountains on the eastern slope. The more lofty elevations

as Long's and Pike's Peaks with other ridges and peaks scarcely

less lofty than those just mentioned, are composed of the same

coarse feldspathic granite before alluded to, but the lower ridgea

are formed to a great extent of a ferruginous feldspathic granite

which easily yields to atmospheric agencies, and the surface of

the country is paved with crystals of feldspar in consequence of

its decomposition. All along the base and often extending up

to the crest of the mountains, we see the outcropping edges of

the fossiliferous rocks inclining at greater or less angles, and on

crossing over into the Laramie Plains we find the corresponding
strata leaning from the opposite side. The granitoid nucleus va-

nes from eight to twenty miles in width. No indications of true

eruptive rocks were observed in this range. The Medicine Bo\v

and Sweet Water mountains appear to be of the same character

for the most part, but on the east side of the Sweet Water river

the evidence of igneous action is shown on a large scale. The

ancient volcanic material would seem to have been elevated to a

great heighth in but a partially fluid condition and then to have

gradually cooled, affecting to a greater or less extent the fossil-

iferous strata in contact.

Near the junction of the Popo Agie with Wind Biver, we

came in fall view of the Wind River mountains which form the

dividing crest of the continent, the streams on the one side

flowing mto the Atlantic, and those on the other into thePaciQc-

This range is also composed to a large extent of red and gy^y

feldspathic granite with the fossiliferous rocks inclining higH
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upon its sides. After passing the sources of Wind Eiver, tlie

mountains appear to be composed entirely of eruptive rocks.
Even the three Tetons which raise their summits eleven thou-
sand feet above the ocean level are formed of very compact
basaltic rock. The Wasatch and Green Eiver ranges, where we
observed them have the same igneous origin and the mountains
all along the sources of the different branches of the Columbia
exhibit these rocks in their full force. In Pierre's Hole, Jack-
son's Hole and other valleys surrounded by upheaved ridges,
these ancient volcanic rocks seems to have been poured out
over the country and to have cooled in layers, giving to vast
thicknesses of the rocks the appearance of stratified beds.
The mountains about the sources of tiie Missouri and YelJow

Stone rivers are of eruptive origin and in the valley of the
Madison fork of the Missouri are vertical walls of these ancient
volcanic rocks one thousand to fifteen hundred feet in height,

exhibiting the appearance of regularly stratified deposits dip-
ping at a considerable angle. As we pass down tlte Madison we
find some beds of feldspathic rocks and mica and clay slates

beneath the eruptive layers, dipping at the same angle. After
passing the divide below the three forks of the Missouri we see a
number of partially detached ranges which appear to be of the
aarae igneous character. In the Belt, Highwood mountains and
indeed all along the eastern slope in this region we find continual
evidence of the outpouring of the fluid material in the form of
surface beds or in layers thrust between the fossiliferous strata.

Ihese igneous beds thin out rapidly ns w^e recede from the point
of effusion. A large number of these centres of protrusion
^ay be seen along the slope of the mountains west of the Judith
range. The erupted material sometimes presents a vertical wall
^ree hundred feet high, then suddenly thins out and disappears,
ihe Judith, Bear's Paw and Little Eocky Mountains seem to be
composed for the most part of granite and other rocks, with
igneous protrusions here and there. I have in a former paper
expressed the opinion that the central portions of our mountain
ranges are composed of feldspathic granite and to a certain ex-
tent this is true in regard to the more eastern outliers, but more
decent observations have convinced me that these rocks which I
"ave defined by the term eruptive compose by far the greater
portion of the mountain masses of the west.

II. Potsdam Sandstone. (Silurian.)

The discovery of this formation in its western extension has
already been announced in a former paper.* It was first made
Known as occurring in the Black Hills and resting upon the up-
'Wned or nearly vertical edges of the schists, clay slates and
granitoid rocks, and the inference was drawn that the same rocks
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would be found forming an outcropping belt all along the eastern

slope of the Rocky Mountains. After leaving the Black Hills

we next observed it along the margins of the Big Horn range

near the summit, holding the same relative position and exhibit-

ing the same lithological characters. A few thin laj-ers of fine

calcareous sandstone were observed filled with fossils charac-

teristic of this period. At the head of LaBoiite creek in the

Laramie range I noticed a bed resting discorda'-^'lv upon azoic

slates, fifty to one hundred feet in thickness, holding the same

position and possessing the same lithological characters which

it reveals at other localities. I could discover no fossils in it

at this point but I am confident that this bed represents the

Potsdam sandstone. The same bed seems to occur all along

the mountains from Laramie Peak to Cache la Pondre creek un-

derlying the well-known Carboniferous strata and resting upon

the decomposing granitoid rocks, which form the nucleus of the

first ridge. This rock (the Potsdam) is more or less changed

by heat from beneath, but I was able to trace it continuously

from the source of the Chugwater creek to the source of Cache

la Poudre, a distance of over one hundred miles. It was also

seen along the eastern slope of the AYind River mountains bat

did not contain any organic remains.
The above flicts show very clearly that in its western exten-

sion, the primordial zone of Barrande is represented only by a

thin bed of sandstone never exceeding one hundred and fifty

feet in thickness, and that is seen only in a very narrow outcrop-

ping belt near the margins of the mountain crests. The strati-

lied azoic rocks upon which it rests discordantly so far as i:i^

observations have extended, never reach a very great thickness

in the west.

III. Carboniferous Rocks, (Including Permian?)-

On both sides of the divide of the Rocky Mountains, so flir as

our explorations have extended, a series of calcareous, areno-cal-

careous and arenaceous beds are seen which we have referred to

the Carboniferous epoch. They vary iu thickness at ditferejit

points. Without specifying localities it will be sufficient to re-

mark that all along the margins of any of the mountain elevations

in the far West, these rocks are seen in a more or less inclined

Sometimes they are not visible for a short distance (as betn-een

the Laramie and Platte Rivers, twenty or thirty miles), but it if

plain that they have either been removed by erosion, or concealed

by more recent deposits. Along the Big Horn mountains there

are alternate layers of sandstone, arenaceous and magnesian lime-

stones, many of which show oblicjue lamina? and other indications

that their deposition took place in shallow and perhaps turbuien

waters. They are here developed to a thickness of one thousaaa
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to fifteen hundred feet and incline high upon the sides of the
mountains at an angle of 60" to 70°. They contain few fossils but
these nidicate rocks of the same age as those in the Black Hills.
Along the Laramie mountains, from the Red Buttes to Pike's
Peak apparently the same limestones are seen inclining against
the sides of the elevated ridges at greater or less andes and on
the opposite side of the axis sloping down to the Lai'amie plains
the corresponding strata are seen, though leaning at much smaller
angles, usually from 9° to 15°. Along the Sweet Water and
Wind River mountains these rocks are highly developed and in-
cline against the sides of the ridges of elevation as heretofore de-
scribed. The corresponding portions are also seen on the west
slope of the main range at the sources of Green and Snake
Rivers but rot as conspicuously developed, the eruptive rocks
prcoominating. Crossing back over the dividing crest near the
sources of the Madison, Jefferson and Gallatin Forks of the
Missouri, we find similar limestones largelv developed and cov-
ering a considerable area on the eastern slope. Near the junction
ot the three forks and along Smith's or Kamas River we find
them reaching a thickness of eight hundred to one thousand feet,
otten partially changed by contact with igneous rocks beneath.
-Lhey were also observed around the Judith Mountains and also
about the Bear's Paw and Little Kocky Mountains.
Nowhere in the Rocky Mountain range so far as my observa-

tions have extended, do the Carboniferous rocks seem \o abound
in organic remains and the few usually seen are generally found
11^ a bad state of preservation and comprise a limited number of
species. The precise period to which these rocks belong, which
aie so persistent in all disturbed regions, is not positively known,
he ^evidence from organic remains pointing to the age of the

p ".- ^"i^ieasures and sometimes to that of the Lower Carboniferous
i enod

: probably both members of the system occur there.
•
At the foot of the Big Horn mountains near the head of
owder River, I observed at one localitv a series of beds which

inaicated the presence of Permian rocks: These beds which are
composed of cherty magnesian limestone are very much like
tjiose a ready described in northeastern Kansas ancl contain in
great abundance some of the same species of fossils as Mrjalina
P^rattenuaia and others. I have' also seen similar limestones in
|nier localities but no fossils were detected and though having a

the c'^lh
''^PP^^^"'^^^^ *^^y ™sj belong to the upper portion of

The evidence is clear in many localities that prior to the de-
position of the Red Marls succeeding the supposed Permian, a

Plao
^^w ^^°^^*^" ^^ t^^e surface of the Carboniferous rocks took

Ln!l .-^ ^'^°^' ^°^ example, in many localities only a thin rep-
resentation of the Carboniferous rocks and again a full develop-

"S one thousand to fifteen hundred feet in thickness.
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Overlj-ing the Carboniferous rocts and equally persistent with

tliem is a series of red arenaceous Marl beds or gypsum-bearing

marls wliicb are coextensive with the upheaved sedimentary form-

ations along the Eocky Mountains. The largest development of

these beds which I have observed, occurs on the northeastern

side of the Big Horn mountains and on the west slope of the

Wind River mountains near the source of the Gros Ventres Fork

of Snake River. From the Red Buttes on the North Platte to

Pike's Peak these beds are often removed by erosion or concealed

by superficial deposits, but their appearance in numerous places

shows very clearly that beneath the surface they occupy a con-

siderable area throughout the country bordering the mountam

ranges, possibly extending entirely over the eastern slope. Pass-

ing over into the Laramie Plains we find that the red marls con-

stitute the surface formation of the plain country. It has also been

shown from Mr. H. Engelmann's explorations that these beds

are revealed along the Wasatch Mountains, even south of Lake

Utah, furnishing undoubted evidence that they belong to the

same great deposit. The feet also that one thousand to fifteen

hundred feet of red arenaceous beds are seen near the sources of

Green River, leads to the inference that they continue southward

far down the Green River valley to that portion which takes the

name of Colorado, and are in fact a continuation of the extensive

red deposits, described by various explorers in New Mexico.

These red beds are also seen under similar circumstances highly

developed along the mountains at the sources of the Missouri.

There seems to be a change in the lithological characters below

the Gate of the mountains, the peculiar red^deposits disappearing

for the most part and a series of irregular layers of siUceoiis

limestone with a reddish tinge, and with oblique lamina, ripple

mark and other indications of shallow water deposition. It 'S

through these lavers of rock that the Missouri River cuts its

w^ayfrom the foot of the mountains to the mouth of High Wood
creek, about ten miles below the falls. They are also distinctly

revealed around the Judith mountains. Along the Big Hora

mountains thick layers of gypsum occur, but the gypsum beds

are by no means co-extensive with the red deposits, and indeed

are present in but few localities. Near the head of Powder

River the aggregate thickness of the gypsum strata is about one

hundred feet while near the source of Snake River there is a

thickness from fifty to eighty feet. It also occurs to a con-

siderable extent at the foot of the mountains, on La Bonte

creek, a branch of the North Platte.
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Their fullest development and most fossil iferons condition
seems to be along the margins of the Black Hills vvhere they
have furnished the most satisfactory evidence of their age.
Along the northeastern slope of the Big Horn mountains, this

group of rocks presents its usual appearance of grey and whitish
calcareous and arenaceous layers, with indurated somewhat vari-

egated beds of more or less laminated marls, containing in great
SLhmidancG Belemyiites densus, Pentacniius asieriscus, anew species
of Ostrea, Pecien, &c.

^

At Red Buttes w-e find a fair development of these beds with
the same fossils, but as we proceed southward toward Long's
Peak, the intercalated laminated marls disappear and the whole
formation seems to be reduced to a thickness of fifty to one hun-
<^red feet, with very few fossils. Along the southwest side of the
Big Horn mountains and the northeast side of the Wind Eiver
mountains we have a thickness of Jurassic rocks from eight
nundred to one thousand feet containing organic remains in the
greatest abundance. Crossing the Wind Hiver mountains we
observed the strata corresponding to those npon the eastern side
With B. densus, Ostrea, &c. Eeturning to the eastern slope at
toe sources of the Missouri we sec occasional indications of their

existence, but* not so conspicuous as to be readily identified,
i^^e age of this group of rocks may be now considered as thor-
ougly established, so great a number of fossils which appear to
be of undoubted Jurassic forms have been obtained.
I have remarked that the older fossiliferous beds doubtless pass

beneath the more recent Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits and
occupy a greater or less area underneath the prairie country east

f
the 'divide' of the Rocky Mountains. I have made this in-

terence from the flict that where any elevations occur the ccm-
plete series of fossiliferous beds are exposed around the axis of
i-\pheaval. That I may be not misunderstood by those geolo-
gists who have colored large areas Triassic and Jurassic on geo-
logical maps of the West, I would say, that I have never seen

^"y of the older fossiliferous rocks from the Potsdam to the Ju-
rassic inclusive, exposed except in narrow^ outcropping belts

ground the mardns of the mountain elevations. Tlie Carbon-
I'crous rocks occupv a belt from one to two miles wide, and the
^ea arenaceous deposits are exposed over about the same area,

^^hde the Jurassic form a zone never more than one-fourth of a
me to three miles in width.
A»- JouK. Sci.-Seconi> Sebies, Vol. XXXI. No. 93.-Mabch, 1861.
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VI. Cretaceous Rocks with Subdivisions*

The various subdivisions of the Cretaceous group in the West
were observed at numerous localities. The strata in many places

occupy large geogi

in others forming i

the mountain elevations. JSTo. 1 is a well marked and distinci

division along the Missouri Eiver from Desoto to a point above

the mouth of the Big Sioux River in the eastern portions of

Kansas and Nebraska and in the south and southwest. But

when we come into the vicinity of the mountain ranges in the

northwest its typical form is wanting, and apparently an increased

development of No. 2 only is seen. Along the Big Horn

mountains, No. 2 is eight hundred to one thousand feet in thick-

ness, composed of black, plastic clay with several layers of gray

and yellowish calcareous sandstones ten to fifty feet in thickness.

Along the Laramie and Wind River mountains the same char-

acters are shown. After leaving the Missouri near the mouth

of the Niobrara river No. 3 is never seen presenting its typical

marly character. In the vicinity of the Black Hills we saw a

series of beds composed of alternate thin layers of arenaceous

and argillaceous sediments with Osirea congesia and Inoceramus

problematicus which may possibly represent No. 3. Along the Big

Horn mountains and from Red Buttes to Cache la Poudre creek

the same fossils were often found and some other indications of

its existence, but no well marked typical beds were seen. B is

now well-known that 0. congesta and I. problemaiicus, range down
into No. 2, so that No. 3 in the Avest and southwest may give

place to an increased development of No. 2. Nos. 4 and 5 are

largely developed every where, when not concealed by the over-

lying Tertiary deposits, especially along the Laramie mountains
and in the valley of Cache la Poudre. In the Yalley of Wind
River all the Cretaceous rocks down to No. 2, appear to have

been removed by erosion prior to the deposition of the Tertiary

Beds, and the characteristic fossils of No. 2, are quite abundant.

As we pass over mountains, we have inclining from the western

slope, SIX to eight hundred feet of alternations of black plastic

clays, arenaceous marls and beds of sandstones and limestone witb

a few seams of Carbonaceous matter passing up into calcareous

near the middle (

Is were ._., __ __^ ^ ^^^^^ ^,_ ,

species of Osirea, a large Pinna, four incliesTn length, a CarcUvm

and a number of undetermined species with fragments ofsim-

fied wood. The general dip of these rocks is about 20''. These

* The Cretaceous rogks of the West have been divided into fire io"^^f';
numbered 1, 2, .3, &c. A more careful study of No. 1 ? may render it necessary

compact rocks. In some arenaceous limestones

;ofthes
'

' '""""
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v.cli marked Cretaceous beds pass up quite imperceptibly into an
enormous thickness of Lignite Tertiary. Passing over the divi-
ding crest to the head waters of the Missouri, we did not observe
any indications of Cretaceous rocks until we had descended be-
low the three forks, where we find traces left after erosion. They
do not reveal themselves conspicuously until we arrive within
twenty or thirty miles of Fort Benton where the black plastic
clay begins to overlap the Jurassic rocks with its characteristic
fossils, and on reaching Fort Benton the plastic clay is quite ho-
mogeneous and is developed to a thickness of eight hundred feet.

As we proceed toward the mouth of the Judith Eiver and near
the Judith mountains we find quite thick beds of concretionary
sandstone which form the "Stone Walls," "Citadel," &c. It is

from these beds that we have obtained a group of fossils which we
have referred provisionally to No. 1, but which seem to be spe-

cifically distinct from all others in the West. It may be that when
this group of beds now referred to Nos. 1 and 2, comprising a
thickness of fifteen hundred to two thousand feet in this region
are more carefully studied that several subdivisions will be made,
having equal importance with the others. During the past sea-

sou our route led us along the 'divide' between the Missouri and
1 ellow Stone rivers south of the Judith mountains, so that we

)sures of No. 1, as well

t the mouth of the Judith.
" We

I thorough and detailed exploration of this re-

1 state with entire confidence the s
' " '

VII. Tertiart Deposits.

In speaking of the Tertiary deposits of the Northwest, so far as
known at the present time I propose to separate them into four
divisions which will be suflacient for our immediate purposes.
1st, Estuary Deposits. 2nd, True Lignite Beds. 3rd, Wind
li'ver Valley Deposits. 4th, White Eiver Tertiary Deposits.
The estuary deposits, of which the Judith basin may be re-

garded as the type, are quite remarkable and of a most interest-
ing character. Opinions of a somewhat conflicting nature have
been entertained in regard to them, owing to the peculiar char-
acter of the organic remains, but recent observations have con-

vinced me that they are all of Tertiary age and that they are

(luite widely distributed throughout the far West. The litholog-

ical characters of the Judith deposit have already been sufficient-
ly described and it has yielded manv important fossils. A thin

series of beds is also found near 'the sources of the Moreau,
^rand and Cannon Ball rivers, and at the mouth of tlie Big
Uorn nver we have a group of beds eight hundred to one thou-
sand feet in thickness with fossils of the same character as those
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occurring at the mouth of the Judith. The researches of Mr.

H. EngelmaDn, in Utah, have also established the existence of an

estuary deposit in the country bordering upon Green river,

—

scarcely less interesting than that of the Judith. These deposits

pass up into the true lignite beds without anj perceptible line

of separation gradually losing their estuary character and ever

after containing only land and freshwater shells. The lignite

strata are chiefly remarkable for yielding in the greatest abun-

dance, finely preserved vegetable 'remains. A few fragments of

leaves of Dicotyledonous trees and silicified wood, with very im-

pure lignite beds, are formed in some of the estuary deposits but

no groups to indicate the great luxuriance of vegetation which

must have existed during the accumulation of the lignite

The geographical extension of the lignite deposits of the West
is now a matter of the highest interest, and from what is already

known, I am convinced that they will yet be found to cover a

greater or less area on both sides of the main 'divide' of the

Eocky Mountains, from the Arctic Sea to the Isthmus of Darien.

The estuary and lignite beds seem also to have partaken equally

"With the older fossiliferous rocks, of the influence which elevated

the mountain chains. Along the Laramie mountains, and from

the Red Buttes to the 'divide' between Platte and Wind rivers

along the Big Horn mountains the strata incline at very higli

angles 40^ to 80° and in some instances are very nearly vertical.

The true lignite strata seem to conform to the older fossiliferous

rocks and to have been disturbed by the same influences that

elevated the mountain ranges in the vicinity. These Tertiary

beds extend over all the plain country to the north, and east of

the Laramie mountains, far to the northward, beyond the limits

of our explorations. Crossing the Wind Kiver mountains, we

find them largely developed high upon the western slope, dip-

pmg at a high angle, from the Wind River raiige on the one

side, and the Wasatch and Green River mountaiiis on the other.

Throughout the Wind River valley is a series of beds of

great thickness which seem to be intermediate in their character

between the true lignite beds and the White River Tertiary

deposits. We first observed them gently inclined near ^\' illo^v

Springs on the North Platte and thence westward toward toe

Sweet ^\ ator mountains, and near the 'divide' between the ^orttl

PLatte and W md River they reach a thickness of four hunarea

feet. From this 'divide' throughout the Wind River vallev tn^J

occupy the greater portion of the country and though inclining

m the same direction with the older strata the beds do not dip

more than 1° to o°. They differ from the other deposits in tW

great predominance of arenaceous sediments and in the abpc-ucc

of vegetable remains, but they contain fragments of tartl> ^
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3US fresli water and land shells of the genera Helix, Pla-
norbis, Vivijjara, etc. The entire thickness of these deposits may
he estimated at from fifteen hundred to two thousand feet.

From the fact that these deposits do not conform to the true
lignite beds and that detached portions are seen lying upon the
sides of the mountains but slightly inclined, while the corres-

ponding beds are shown in the valley below, we infer that they
were accumulated long before the mountains were raised to
their present height or perhaps during the gradual process of
elevation. This is especially shown at the upper end of the
Wind Eiver valley. Passing over the Wind Eivcr mountains
we again see them holding the same position on the western
slope and possessing the same lithological characters. While
the lignite beds on the west side of the 'divide' incline at a large
angle, the more recent beds although in some places occupying
the very crest of the mountains, seldom incline more than 8
to 5 degrees.

.
The most interesting additional facts which we have obtained

m regard to the White Eiver Tertiary beds, are their geograph-
ical extension and the evidence of their age in relation to the
lignite deposits. We can now show beyond a doubt that the
former must have been accumulated long since the latter. We
aave ascertained that thev extend southward alono: the Laramie
Mountains to Willow Springs within ten miles of Cache la Pou-
dre, that they also extend up the North Platte to the Box
t-lder creek, and even beyond are small outliers, showing that
much has been removed by erosion. Passing over into the
i^aramie Plains we find at the source of the Box Elder and ex-
tending over to tiie head of Bates Fork a large development of
this Tertiary and it also reaches far westward to the Medicine
^ow mountains. We also know from the observations of Dr.
i^^nes that it occupies a considerable area among the Sweet
^ater mountains extending over into the Green Eiver valley.
\ve have along the Xorth Platte the overlapping of the White
-twver beds upon the lignite strata, thus affording the evidence

,

ot superposition for their relative age. The same fact was no-

J;ced between the north fork of the Shyenne and the head of
i^herry creek where beds of marl and limestone containing Fla-
'^oruis, Limnea, etc., the same as are seen in tiie Bad Lands proper,

Repose upon true lignite Tertiary strata. Again, while the White
^^iver beds hold for the most part a horizontal position, those of
pie lignite Tertiary are often much disturbed. Near the Black
fi\ils the former seem to have been elevated to a considerable
^eighth by the upheaval of the mountains, but they do not in
'^'ly case incline more than 1° while north of the Black Hills
\"e lignite beds dip 5° to 10°. Along the Platte I have seen
'ie termer inclining 5°, especially on La Bonte creek and about
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fifteen miles east of the mouth of that creek. Often the beds

seem to have been raised up several hundred feet abo\re their

original position, without inclination, resting upon the upturned

edges of the lignite beds which we have before observed, par-

took equally of the disturbing influences which have given so

great an inclination to the older fossiliferous rocks. Along the

Big Horn mountains and the North Platte the lignite beds some-

times incline from the foot of the mountains 80° and often the

influence of the elevatory power has affected them far out inlo

the plain country.

In the above accounts of the Tertiary deposits of the West we

have shown that the older members are clearly separated into

four divisions exclusive of the Pliocene deposits of the Kiobrara,

Let us examine the evidence in regard to the age of these de-

posits. If we study the upper portions of Cretaceous formation

No. 5 when not removed by the erosive power of water to

any great extent, we then observe from the time we pass from

No. 4 to No. 5 a gradual change in the sediments and other in-

dications of a slow approach to shallow water, arenaceous sedi-

ments begin to take the place of argillaceous so that we have

alternate thin layers of sand and clay, the sand continuing to

increase until the upper part becomes a yellow lerruginous,

coarse sandstone with most conspicuous examples of ripple- 'i^'^rk

and oblique laminte. As the waters of the Cretaceous bed v.-cre

gradually receding, toward the Atlantic on the one side, and to-

ward the Pacific on the other, remnants were here left in the form

of lakesj estuaries, etc., which now afford us the last indicatious

of marine and brackish water deposits in the central portions of

the West. In these deposits we have first a mingling of brae--

In the upper part of the Cretaceous formation No. 5, on the

Moreau, we find the Ostrea subtrigonalis, and in the Judith depos-

its a form occurs in the greatest abundance which is undistin-

guishable from it.

We have also mentioned the fact that the fossils of upper part

that they sometimes present peculiar forms r
mat mey sometimes present peculiar forms more closely ameu -

Tertiary types than Cretaceous and were it not for the presence

of the genera Baculites, Ammonites, Inoceramiis, etc., which are

every where supposed to have become extinct at the close of the

Cretaceous epoch, we would be in doubt whether to pronounce

them Tertiary or Cretaceous. These facts would seem to indi-

cate a foreshadowing of the Tertiary era and that the transitioa

from one great period to the other was gradual and quiet, the

change in the physical conditions being ultimately suf&cient to
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destroy tlie Cretaceous fauna and bring into existence that of
tlie Tertiary. Again, in numerous localities where No. 5 is fully
developed and a large thickness of Tertiary deposits is super-
imposed, so that near some of the mountain elevations I have
found it difficult to draw the line of separation, no apparent
physical break occurring in the sediments.

Will not these statements go far to show that the estuary de-
posits ushered in the dawn of the Tertiary epoch and induce the
belief that they belong to the first part or Eocene period ? This
point is an important one to establish, on account of its bearing
upon the history of the physical development of our western

The estuary deposits soon lose their marine and brackish char-
acter and gradually pass up into the true Lignite strata, of purely
freshwater origin, thence by a slight discordancy into the Wind
Kiver viilley beds, which give evidence of being an intermediate
deposit between the true lignite and White river Tertiary beds.

Then come the White river bone beds which pass up into the
Pliocene of the Niobrara by a slight physical break, and the
latter are lost in the Yellow Marl or Lacs deposits. I have esti-

mated the entire thickness of Tertiary rocks in the Northwest at
from five to six thousand feet, and their interest will be appre-
ciated when I venture to suggest that by thorough investigation
they will doubtless reveal in a most remarkably clear manner
the history of the phvsical growth and development, step by step,
of the^central portion of this continent. I shall treat this subject
more fully in a future paper, and would refer to the forthcoming
Keport of Capt. Raynolds for the details of the facts sustaining

^
We have no evidence, so far as I know, of long continued

^leep-water deposits in the west, until far up in the Cretaceous
pfjrioil.^ Jf ,v,^ exan-iine the Potsdam sandstone we shall find that
'>'^'hei'e it rracho^ its o-reatest force, the lower portion is composed
ot np --.M-c-ntion of quartz pebbles cemented with siliceous
^'liuter, uud ;)s m (> pass upward we find it arranged in thin layers
^I'^ite compact 'a iih fncoidal markings, ripple-mark, kc. Every-
^^'iiere inv nujsr abundant examples of oblique lamiuro of deposit,
'iid ripp!,.. and wave-markings—evidences of shallow waters.

i^Ln-niir the long period that elapsed between the deposition of
•'0 (Milicvt part, of the Silurian epoch and the commencement

''^ "*^ Carbouiferous, we have reason to believe that dry land
•
''

" 0^-.-, a large portion of the w^est. The Carboniferous

''"..-IOCS with thin layers of arenaceous deposits grad-

;!U up into homoseneous siliceous and calcareous beds.

'ir.- never more than from twenty to fift;^ feet in thick-

' tl„-n the arenaceous sediments begin again to predomi-

;; Y't'^id all the proofs of shallow as well as turbulent waters
-^ •^Uown. We then pass up through the red arenaceous de-
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posits and Jurassic beds, and find no rocks that indicate deep

water deposition. Cretaceous formation No. 1 commences in

many places with a considerable thickness of an aggregation of

Avater-worn pebbles parsing up into thin alternate layers of are-

naceous and argillaceous sediments with thick beds of sandstone

with viuplc markinirs and oblique laminaj, then gradually ceases

in Ko/:^ and through Xos. 2, 3 and 4, the sediments "indicate

that they Avere accumulated in comparatively deep and qujet

waters. Ko. 2 is a black plastic clay, No. 3 grey marl, and No.

4z a dark indurated sometimes laminated clay with many calca-

reous concretions. In No. 5 we gradually approach indications

of shallow water until dry land appears, as already stated.

It will not be possible at this time to mention in detail all the

oscillations of surface and other physical changes to which we

have reason for supposing the country was subjected during all

these periods. It is sufficient for our present purpose to show

that except during the middle Cretaceous epoch no long continued

periods of quiet water prevailed in these ancient western seas.

The evidence appears to me to point to the conclusion that a

much milder climate prevailed throughout the western portions

of our continent, during a greater part of the Tertiary period

than that which exists in the same latitudes at the jDresent time.

The organic remains appear to indicate a subtropical climate or

one similar to that of our Gulf States. Near the close of the

Cretaceous epoch the waters of the great Cretaceous sea re-

ceded toward the present position of the Atlantic on the one

side and toward that of the Pacific on the other, leaving large

areas in the central portions of the w^est, dry land. These areas

omparati -ely bui

slightly elevated above the ocean waters. In regard to the

Moliusca which have been found quite abundantly eutombjd m
the lignite-bearing strata, it is an interesting fact that the most

nearly allied living representatives of many of these species are

now found inhabiting the streams of Southern Africa, Asia,

China and Siam, apparently indicating the existence of a tropi-

cal climate in these latitudes at as late a period as the Tertiary

xigain, the luxuriance of the flora which has been so perfectly

preserved in the lignite strata of the West point to the same

conclusion. It is true that until recentlv no species have been

found which belong exclusively to a tropical vc^^etation, but mir-

ing our last expedition we obtained a species of trite &Q V^fl
very closely allied to Snhal lamonis, Q^nved by Dr. Heer mhis

" Flora Tertiaria Helvetu^." " The molt northern limit of palms

IS that of Ckmnmrops palmcllo, in North America in lat. 34 -oy
and of Ohamcerops humilis in Europe, near Nice, in 43°-^' -

'

* See Memoir by F. B. Meek and F. V. Ilavden, in Proc. Fa. Acsd, Ji^r'f'.

'
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lat."* The true palms of our present day are considered as
having their native land within the tropics. That this or a sim-
ilar condition of climate continued throughout the accumulation
of the Wind Eiver valley deposits may be inferred from their
Molluscan remains which are more nearly allied to tropical forms.
Again, we have in the West, as before mentioned, a vast area

occupied by the lignite-bearing strata. There are from thirty to
fifty beds of lignite varying in thickness from one inch to seven
Jeet. Over all this vast area there are at the present time no
^rge forests, no timber except that which skirts the streams.
We now know that during the Tertiary period vast forests of
timber must have covered many portions of the West from the
abundance and variety of the vegetable remains preserved in
the rocks. Silicified trunks of trees, fifty to one hundred feet
in length and two to four feet in diameter, and stumps which indi-
cate gigantic forest trees occur abundantly over hundreds of
square miles along the Missouri and Yellow Stone rivers. Prof
^enry and other meteorologists have arrived at the conclusion
from a vast number of well authenticated facts that the absence
of forest trees on the great prairies of the far west is due to the
\vant of moisture which is well known to prevail all along the
eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains. The prevailing winds
are now known to come from the west, and as the currents of
air ladened with moisture from the Pacific ascend the western
swpe ot the mountains, become condensed and deposit their bur-
dens for the most part before reaching the eastern slope.

_ "rof Henry, in his paper on Climatology contributed to the
latent Office Eeport for 1856, says: "the return westerly cur-
^'ent, sweeping over the Pacific Ocean, and consequently charged
J^ith moisture, will impinge on the Coast range of mountains of

J^regon and California, and, in ascending its slopes, deposit mois-

^^}^ on the western declivity, giving fertility and a healthfal
Ciimate to a narrow strip of country bordering on the ocean, and
Sterility to the eastern slope. All the moisture however will

J^ot be deposited in the passage over the first range, but a por-
tion will be precipitated on the western side of the next, until

.
reaches the eastern elevated ridge of the Rocky Mountain sys-

^SI", when, we think, it will be nearly if not quite exhausted."
ve are now supposing that the climatic conditions, winds, cur-

rents of air, &c., did not differ to any great extent during the
^ertiary epoch from those w^hich prevail in the same latitudes at
'le present day. We therefore venture the suggestion that up

J ?V^"^®
^^ ^^^ accumulation of the middle Tertiary deposits

e lofty barrier of the Rocky Mountains did not exist.

* Lindley'a Vegetable Kingdom, p. 136.
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Art. XXJl.—Ee7narJcs on the Atomic Weights of the Elements;

by WoLCOTT GiBBS, M.D., Prof, of Chemistry and Physics in

the Free Academy in New York,

In the present communication I shall endeavor to show that

if the atomic weights of oxygen, sulphur and carbon are taken,

respectively, as 16, 32 and 12, those of a majority of the other

elements must be doubled. I do not at present adopt the view in

question; my object is simply to point out the logical consistency
" ' '

^ the sake of co:of the change. For the sake of convenience and precision <

language I shall employ the terms atom, molecule and equiva-

lent, in the sense in which they are understood by the chemists

of the new or unitary school * An atom of any element is the

least quantity of that element which can exist in combination:

a molecule is the least quantity which can exist in the free state.

The definitions of atomic and molecular weights flow at once

from those of atom and molecule. The equivalents of bodies

are the relative quantities which replace each other in actual or

'^ '' bstitutions; they may correspc ^ "" ^^"

: may bear a simple numerical
mic weights of c '

^ -onsidered to be
the following grounds

:

1. In all volatile organic compounds the constitution of which

has been accurately determined, the number of atoms of these

elements is always even, if we consider the Aveights of the

atoms to be respectively 6, 8 and 16. Provided that all such

compounds are assumed to correspond to 2 vols, of vapor (H-1)-

2. Purely chemical considerations appear to show that m
organic compounds, independently of any assumption as to

vapor-volumes, the number of atoms of carbon, oxygen and

sulphur is always even,
3. When oxygen or sulphur replace hydrogen in organic

compounds, 2 units of weight of hydrogen are replaced by lo

of oxygen or 32 of sulphur ; 4 units of hydrogen by 32 of oxy-

gen, and so on ; in no case is on^ unit of weight of hydrogen

2-eplaced by 8 of oxygen.
4. The least quantity of oxygen or sulphur set free in anj

reaction is either 32 or 64, or is some multiple of 32 or 64. In

like manner the least quantity of oxygen or sulphur whicti

reacts with any compound body is a multiple of 16 or 32 by an

even number.
The assumption is now generally made that the molecules ot

all substances in the gaseous state occupy the same volume:

* See for example Kekule, Lehrbuch der Organischen Chemie, i, 97, Erlangen, ISS^'
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from this it follows that in the greater number of cases two atoms
unite to form one gaseous molecule. The difficulty which form-
erly existed in the case of sulphur has been completely removed
by the researches of Deville and Troost, and of Bineau, who
have shown that the volume occupied by 16 parts of sulphur in
the form of perfect gas is i, and not i of that occupied by 1 part
by weight of hydrogen. In the case of those substances the
vapor-densities of which correspond to four volumes, it appears
probable that decomposition into two 2-volurae molecules oc-
curs, so that the observed vapor-densities are the sums of the
densities of the constituent molecules. Thus sal-ammoniac*
m the form of vapor is HCl and NH^, these constituents re-

combming at a lower temperatute to NH^CI. In this manner,
among others Koppf and Hofmann:}: have shown that* it is un-
necessary to admit the existence of 3-volume, 4-volume and
6-volume vapors. There exists however at least one exception
to the law now generally admitted that, in the case of the ele-

ments, one molecule consists of two associated atoms. The
vapor-density of phosphorus, even at a temperature of 1040°
C, corresponds to ^ vol., the atomic weight being taken as 31.

Smce sulphur, which is less volatile than phosphorus, is a per-

fect gas even at 860°, we cannot admit that the case is other-

wise with phosphorus, or reasonably suppose that the vapor-
density would correspond to one volume if determined at a still

higher temperature. We must therefore admit that the molecule
of phosphorus corresponding to 2 vols, of vapor contains 4
atoms, and not 2 like that of nitrogen, while nothing is more
certain than that the atomic weights of phosphorus and nitrogen
are respectively 31 and 14. In like manner the vapor-density
of arsenic appears also to correspond to i volume only, though
It has not yet been determined at temperatures veiy far above
the boiling point.

If now we admit that the molecules of all substances occupy
^ vols, in the gaseous state, and if the reasoning which has led

chemists to double the old atomic weights of carbon, oxygen, sul-

phur, &c., be correct, it follows that the atomic weights of the

greater number of the elements must be doubled. For we find:—
1. That nearly all volatile inorganic oxyds, ohlorids, oxjchlo-

nds &c. contain in 2 vols, of vapor (H=l) two or four received

equivalents of metal or radical. Thus the

"'c»u 01 4 The explanation in the text is th'
Comptes Rendus, xVix, 239.

t Ann. Chemie und Pharmacie, cv, 390.
? Comptes Readus, xlix, 181.
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HgCl, Hg,Cl, HgBr, Hg„Br„ Fe^CL, Al,0l3, A\J,, ALBr,,
CrO,Cl, must be written Si.CL, Ti,Cl„ Z,C1„ Sn,Cl„
Hg,Cl„ Hg,Cl„ Hg.Br,, HgJ„ Fe.Cl^, Al.Cle, A1J„
Al^Br^, Cr^O^Cla, in order to correspond to 2 vols, of vapor.

2. All volatile metals and metallic oxyds contain two or four

received equivalents in 2 vols, of vapor. Thus the vapor-den-

sities of mercury and cadmium represent the molecular weights

Hg2 and Cd^ . Arsenous and osmic acids correspond in the form

of vapor to the formulas AsaOg and Os^Og.
3. All volatile compounds of metals with organic radicals

contain an even number of equivalents of metal in 2 vols, of

vapor, excepting only those in which triatomic metals occur.

Thus we have corresponding to 2 vols, of vapor the formulas :—

c:h:}^"3, g:i:[z„„ jca^.s^,, {ca|.s..,

{8:l:kl^»". '''^kl'"'' <'*'V.:I«"=. '^'^^bM^"--

4. The volatile compounds of the triatomic radicals, nitrogen,

phosphorus, arsenic, antimony, bismuth and boron, contain m
2 vols, of vapor only one received atomic weight of the radical.

Thus we have the compounds :—

-"=0»- (g^^iiA.. [^^l\^^,0„ i^^^ll^A-
5. The specific heats of the atoms of nearly all the elements

are equal if the molecule is in each case referred to 2 vols, ot

vapor.*

If now we consider it proved from the above considerations

that the molecular weights of carbon, silicon, tin, titanium ana

zirconium, correspond in the gaseous form to 2 vols., and that

these elements are tetratomic, it follows from analogy that certain

other elements are also tetratomic, and we have the group:—

Carbon, 12 i-68 Lead, 208 6-52

Silicon, 28 ~ Palladium, 108 ^f
Zirconium, 44 — Rhodium 102 ^'b^

Titanium, 48 - Ruthenium, 106 7
Niobium, 96 - Platinum, 198 6-40

Tantalum, 136 - iridium, 196 ^f
Tin, 116 6-52 Osmium, 194 5-92

* The onlyonly exception t
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The first column of numbers giving the atomic weights, the sec-

ond the atomic heats or the products of the atomic weights into

the specific heats. It is possible that thorium belongs to the
tetratomic group, as thoria appears to be ismorphous with stannic

acid, SnjO^. Lead is placed in this group from the analogy of
the compounds which it forms with ethyl, methyl, &;c. to stan-

nethyl, &c. : it appears however like tin, palladium, ruthenium,
platinum, rhodium, iridium and osmium to be also diatomic; the

so-called protoxyds having the formulas PbaOj, Sn^Oj, &c.

For similar reasons we admit the existence of 6 triatomic ele-

ments, namely:

—

Nitrogen, 14 — Antimony, 120 6-11

Phosphorus, 31 5-85 Bismuth, 208 6-41

Arsenic, 75 6-10 Boron, 11 —
The diatomic elements, according to the reasoning above men-
tioned, will be 30 in number, and may be arranged in natural

families, as follows :—

Selenium, 80 6-08 Cobalt, e

Tellurium, 6-08 Nickel, i

Chromium, 5

feiium, 24 _ Aluminum, i

Calcium, 40 Zinc, i

Strontium, Cadmium, 11

Barium, 136 _ Copper. (

Uranium, 12

Cerium, 92 _ Mercury, 2(

Lanthanum,
Bidvmium, 96 — Molybdenum, i

Yttrium, Tungsten, 16

Erbium, ~ ~ Vanadium, 1 13

Terbium,

Glucinum, 10 _
Thorium, ? 118 _
This classification irito natural families appears to ;

sent the present state of our knc>wledge, though th€
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It is however to be remarked that, of the other elements, at

least two, namely copper and mercury, are monatomic in certain

combinations, as for example, in CagCl and HgjCl. It is true

that we may write these formulas Cu^Clg and Hg^Cl^, in which

case we have two additional diatomic forms of copper and mer-

cury with the atomic weights 126 and 400 respectively. This

mode of viewing the subject obliges us to admit atomic_ heats

represented nearly by the number 12, or twice as high as in the

case of the other elements, and appears therefore less simple than

that first stated.

In like manner all the elements belonging to the tetratoinio

group which form protoxyds, &c., may be regarded as tetratoraic

and diatomic ; this will a'dd at least eight to the number of dia-

tomic elements. Finally, in the sesquioxyds and similar com-

pounds two received atoms of iron, manganese, chromium, alu-

minum, &c., must be regarded as forming a single triatomic atom.

Limpricht* and Franklandf admit the existence of pentatomic

elements, including the nitrogen group in this class, but this

view is not generally adopted, and in the present state of our

knowledge a primary division of the 60 elements into four

classes, the monatomic, diatomic, triatomic and tetratomic ele-

ments, appears to be sufficient.

From the above it appears that of the 60 elements now known
to chemists, the received atomic weights of 50 at least must be

doubled, if we admit the correctness of the reasoning which has

led many chemists at the present day to double the atomic

weights of carbon, oxygen and sulphur. Wanklynit and Wurtz^

have already suggested the propriety of doubling the eqaivalents

of zinc and tin, and by analogy, oif several other metals, while

Cannizzarol has adduced the specific heats of the atoms witn

other arguments in favor of the same change. Wurtz com-

pares oxyd of zinc Zn.O^, with oxyd of ethylene (C4H,)0,

;

the hydrate of oxyd of zinc will then correspond to glycol,

jj^ ^ O^. In the same way we may consider hydrate of ses-

quioxyd of iron as corresponding to glycerine, n j

^^ ^

^11 \ ^ei^^a ^eing here triatomic.

Should the ftirther progress of the science show that the view^

above mentioned are the most simple and consistent expression

* Limpricht. Lehrbuch der Organischen Chemie, lt« Abth., 8.

t Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society, vol. xiii, Nos. 2 and 3.

t Thesame, vol.xiii, p. 124.
J. '

..

i Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, k, 239, and Repertoire dc Chimw pure,

f II nuovo Cimento, vii, 321. I hare not seen the original paper and quote »'

second hand from the Jahreabericht of Kopp and Will for 1868, p. I"
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of all the facts, it will be desirable to return to the notation of
Berzelius slightly modified, that is to say, it will be better to
halve the atomic weights of hydrogen and the other monatomic
and triatomic elements, and denote the atomic weights of car-

bon, oxygen, sulphur, zinc, &c., by the numbers 6, 8, 16, 32,5,
&c., respectively. In this manner while the formulas are written

with precisely the notation of the new school, the numbers actu-

ally employed in the great majority of calculations will be those

which have been sanctioned by longest usage, and which are

most convenient for practical purposes. The atomic weights of

hydrogen, chlorine, potassium, and the other monatomic ele-

ments, will be in each case one half of the old equivalent, while
the molecular weights will correspond with the old equivalents.

Thus we shall have :—
Hydrogen, ^ 1 Oxygen, 8 16

Clilorine, 17-75 35-5 Carbon, 6 12

Bromine, 40 80 Zinc, 32-5 65

Potassium, 19-5 39 Iron, 28 56

Nitrogen, 7 14 &c. &c.

in which table the first column gives the atomic and the second

the molecular weights.
The formula of water thus becomes HjO and its atomic

weight 9 ; caustic potash is ^ }
and its atomic weight 28

;

oxyd of zinc will be ZnO and its atomic weight 40-5 ; chlorhy-

<lric acid will be HCl and its atomic weight 18-25. The dashed

symbols H, -&1, K, &c., may also be employed, as in the Berze-

lian notation and would in many cases be extremely convenient.

All the tvpical formulas now so generally employed will be
written as at present, the actual weights only being changed.
J-lie general acceptance of the views of the new school would be
greatly fiicilitated by the adoption of the system of atomic

weights here proposed.
In another paper I propose to discuss the question of the

basicity of the elements with other points of special tlieoretical
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Aet. XXlll.—Abstract of a Meteorological Journal for the year

1860, kq)t at Marietta, 'Ohio: lat 39° 25' K, and long. 4° 28'

W. of Washington City; by S. P. Hildreth.— [Thirty-fourth

annual report.]
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The mean temperature of the year is 53° -35. The amount oi

rain and melted snow is 39 '58 inches. . ,

Remarks on the year I860.—This year has been characterized

by several uncommon events in the meteorology of the clirnate,

such as wide-spreading and destructive storms, with tornadoes

of unprecedented violence sweeping every thing in their course

from the face of the earth with the impetuosity and force of gun-

powder, raising the question whether its main power was not de-

rived from electricity, rather than from the winds. Some por-

tions of the valley of the Ohio and of the Mississippi suffered im-

mensely from these storms in the months of May and June, winca

periods seem to be more liable to such outbreaks of the elements

than any other portions of the year. Setting aside these events,

the year has been one of uncommon fertility and productivenes^

The crops of grain and fruit were abundant and never ^xcel e

in quantity since the first settlement of the country. The healtn

of the adult portion of the population has been good, ^"^°°^^

monly exempt from fevers ; in place of which has prevailed

new form of the old and well known scarlet fever, or 'putn

sore throat,' chiefly confined to children, but of a most fatal and

destructive type. Like the cholera, it appears to be epidemic in

its character, and after a certain period will run its course au

disappear from the land.
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Winter months.~The mean temperature of the winter is

32°-95, proving it to have been a very mild one, as it is some-
times as low as twenty-six degrees. The first week in January
was the coldest of the winter, the temperature being below
freezing all the time, and on the fifth at three degrees below
zero. The Ohio river was closed for a few days above Marietta,
but soon opened, leaving the navigation for steamboats free, the
remamder of the winter. In ponds and the mouths of creeks,
ice formed of the thickness of six or eight inches, and a plenti-
ful supply was procured for summer use of this needful article
of comfort. The greatest depth of snow, at any one time, was
three inches, on the 21st of December.
V%.—The mean of the spring months was 54°'64, which

IS about the average for a series of years. This season is called
earlier or later from the blossoming of a certain class of trees,

especially fruit trees, the peach and apple being the standard,
fbe former did not bloom until the eighth of April, and the lat-

ter on the fifteenth of that month, which may be called about
the mean time, although the period varies as much as twenty-
nve or thirty days in some years. It was a spring of mild,
pleasant temperature, and favorable to the growth and health of
the vegetable kingdom, but marked by several unusual phe-
nomena in the meteorological department of nature. The early
part of April was attended with excessive rains, producing floods
jn the Ohio and Muskingum rivers, overflowing the bottom lands
to a great depth, and higher by four feet at Dresden and two feet
at Zanesville, than ever before. The main source of the flood
^as m the rivers that fall into the Ohio, on the north side, as the
fccioto, Muskingum, Beaver and Alleghany. The southern afflu-
ents were not very high, or the water would have equalled that
ot 1832. But little damage was done below Marietta, which,
standing at the junction of the Muskingum with the Ohio, suffers
^ore than any other point ten miles above or below that place,
^t this town the water was four feet below the flood of 1832,
»W twelve inches higher than any other one.

'^reat meteor of May, I860.—On the first day of May, about
^wenty minutes before one o'clock, P. M., a tremendous explo-
^lon was heard at Marietta, like the discharge of a piece of heavy
artillery, the sound coming from the north. It was found to

Foceed from the explosion of an aerolite or meteor, which fell at

JPiace about fiftv miles north of Marietta, and twenty east of
^anesville. Its course with a description of the accompanying
;^'enomena has been given in this Journal by Profs. Andrews

the first
an 1

p ''"'* "as Deen given m this Journal Dy .

^^ Mans of the Marietta College, and Dr. J. L. I

''Qtl last named aentlpmpn h^vina n^rsr
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Yrhere it fell, a few days subsequently, and minutely examined

all the attending circumstances noted by the inhabitants in the

vicinity. One of the largest fragments, weighing over one

hundred pounds, was purchased and placed in the cabinet of Ma-

rietta College. Appearing, as this meteor did, in the middle of

the day, when hundreds of spectators were in situations to see

it, the history of its course and appearance has happily been

made out more accurately and satisfactorily than that of any

other which has visited North America.

Great storm of the 21st ofMay.—On Monday, the twenty-first

day of May, the valley of the Ohio was visited by one of the

greatest storms or tornadoes ever experienced since the settle-

ment of the country. Commencing west of the Mississippi river,

it swept over a space not less than six or seven hundred miles

in length by fifty or sixty in breadth, following generally the

course of the Ohio river, or from the southwest to the northeast.

I do not know the hour of its commencement, but it was at

Louisville, Ky., by two o'clock, p. m., at Cincinnati by half past

three, at Portsmouth by half past four, and at Marietta about

half past five, travelling at the rate of eighty or one hundred

miles an hour, far exceeding in rapidity that of any railway

train. Its progress was marked by desolation and rum, in

the destruction of buildings, fences, trees and boats.
^
Of the

latter, many coal boats were sunk and the navigators drowned.

Several hundred lives were lost. Steamboats sufltered less, as by

their motive power they were able to gain a more sheltered po-

sition on the bends of the river. Louisville, Cincinnati and

Portsmouth suffered more than any other towns, being larger

and more fully exposed to the fury of the storm. Marietta sul-

fered but little, the force of the tornado being expended before u

reached that place. In its full force it was attended with thun-

der, lightning, hail and torrents of rain, pouring from the clouas

more like a cataract than rain. The air was filled with leaves,

fragments of branches and broken pieces of buildings, whicti,

with the mist, produced a darkness equal to that of a clouay

night, requiring the aid of candles to go about the house, io

violence of the storm at any one place did not last over halt an

hour. At Marietta the day was cloudy with a brisk breeze trom

the southwest in the forenoon, in the afternoon it veered to tn

south. At 5 P. M. heavy dark clouds appeared in the ^^st, wi

a good deal of commotion and some thunder. At half past m
it began to rain a little. A quarter before six, wind very vioJen

from the southwest and west, with hard rain, blowing steaau)

and not in gusts as in ordinary storms, lasting about twe )

minutes. As soon as the rain ceased, the sky or hazy clouu=

in the west and southwest put on a deep orange or copper *'P^^j

and after seven until dark, a brilliant red, like the rays ot d
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in the aurora borealis. The night following was calm and clear,
rhe mercury in the barometer, in the forenoon, was 2910, and
i:ept rising during the violence of the tempest, being at 29-15 at
5 P. M., and at 29-23 at 9 o'clock. At Wheeling, Ya., SO miles
southeast of Marietta, there was only an ordinary gale, its force
being spent before reaching there. No similar tornado has visited
the valley of the Otio since Sunday, the 28th day of May, 1809,
ihis struck Marietta about 4 o'clock p. m. with more violence than
m 1860. There was little or no rain or thunder ; several houses
were unroofed and some blown down, with immense destruction
01 forest trees. It was greater in breadth and probably as ex-
tensive as that of this year. I was living in the town at that time
and witnessed its ravages. Brown's Cincinnati Almanac for the
year 1810 contains the only printed account of it that I have
^en

; but probably the newspapers of that period noticed it, as
there were then nine or ten published in Ohio.

.
^ummer.~The mean of the summer months was 71°'31, which

IS a full average for this season of the year. Heat and moisture
were distributed by a beneficent Providence in due season and
in quantities fully adequate to the wants of vegetation, produc-
ing one of the most abundant harvests in all the various varie-
ties of cereal productions common to this climate. In some of
Jfle southern counties whole fields of wheat were destroyed by
that pernicious insect, Tinea granella, after it had attained ita

Jill growth. This miller is a different insect from the Hessian

t\
*^®. ravages of the former are confined to the grain, where

It dejposits its eggs when in the milk, while the 'fly' makes its

, laying its eggs in the autumn and spring.

" deposits

his miller in some districts, especially in "Washington c

was very injurious, its larvse devouring the grain in whole fields,

leaving none for the farmer. Happily its ravages were limited,

tt
^^^^^ ^^ sai^ to be found in a new variety of wheat, which

^^e imea does not molest, and which is already coming into

^"jXation. The meadows furnished an abundance of grass,

SV^e pastures were green until late in the autumn. In some
^^las the potatoes suffered from the disease caUed 'the rot,' but
generally the crop was abundant and good,
^^wfumn.—The mean of the autumnal months was 54°-85, a

mam crop of the valley of the Ohio, and of i

the farmer than that of any other grain, was very i

dant
•

^'iiiutii man inai oi any oiner grain, wus vci.y «i^""
*tiu m quantity and eKcellent in quality. It ripened early, and

.,:JJ^^ to be cut up by the twentieth of September. This

V
^^r, trom the supply of rains at the right time, the crops on the
"s and uplands were nearly as good as in the rich bottom lands

taV.i
rivers, while on the latter, the heavy deposits of vege-

^"^e mould left by the overflow in April added unusual fer-
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tility to the soil, producing crops of corn from eighty to one

hundred bushels an acre, remunerating the husbandman for his

extra labor in replowing and replanting his fields. Fruit of all

kinds was abundant, especially apples and peaches. All the

smaller fruits were in great perfection. Grapes matured without

much loss from mildew or insects. Melons were never better

or more plentiful. The forests '

bending their branches under their uncommon load. On every

department of the vegetable kingdom the God of nature has

bestowed his blessing in a manner rarely before witnessed.

Floral cafencZar.—February 24th, the Eobin appears m flocks;

27th, Bluebirds.—March 1st, Blackbirds in flocks, yellow crocus

in bloom; 7th, flocks of the cherry lark, White Crocus; 14th,

Persian Iris; 16th, blue Crocus; 20th, Crown Imperial nearly

open; 25th, Sugar maple; 26th, Golden bell or Forsythia vm-

dis ; 28th, Magnolia conspicua ready to open, but injured by the

late frosts.—April 1st, Primrose in bloom; 8d, Hyacinth; btn.

Peach partly open in warm exposures ; 7th, Sangumaria cana-

densis ;
8th, Peach in full bloom. Plum trees, Pears and Chernes

,

11th, white Narcissus; 15th, Apple tree in bloom; 16th, Bed-

bud or Circis canadensis, Hydrastis canadensis; 18th, Cornus

Florida; 23d, Lilac; 26th, Tulips in bloom.—May 1st, Black

Haw tree in bloom; 2d, Quince tree, Harebell; 5th, Native

crab apple; 7th, Horse chestnut; 8th, Wigelia rosea; 11th,

Harrison yellow rose and fragrant Syringa; 13tb, I^o^ust or

Pseudoaensia ; 14th, Prunus Virginiana ; 25th, Syringa Phua-

delphia.—June 10th, White Lily; 17th, Catalpa tree; SOtti,

Juneating apple ripe.— July 5th, Amaryllis fo'rmosa ; Jt ,

Blackberry ripe ; 8th, American broom in bloom ;
12th, tbesi-

nut tree.—August 1st, Green gage plum ripe, and Summer V ir-

galeupear; 8th, Watermelons ripe in open ground ; 16th, &\^ee

potatoes in market.
Marietta, Ohio, January 1, 1861.

In the Annalen d^ Chimie und Pharmacie for March, I860

(cxiii, 293), Kolbe has given a paper on the natural relations

between mineral and organic compounds, considered ^^. *Aa
entific basis for a new classification of the latter. He obj^'^!

the four types admitted by Gerhardt, (namely, hydrogen, byar^^

chloric acid, water and ammonia,) that they sustain to ^^^^^,
compounds only artificial and external relations, while he c

^^

ceives that between these and certain other bodies there are --

ural relations having reference to the origin of the orga'
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cies. Starting from the fact that all the carbon compounds found
in the vegetable kingdom are derived from carbonic acid with
the concurrence of water, he proceeds to show how all the bod-
ies of the carbon series may be deduced from an oxyd of carbon,

which is either carbonic acid, carbonic oxyd, or the liypothetical

C3O.

When in the former (C^O^) we replace an atom of oxygen
by one of hydrogen we have CgOjH, or anhydrous formic acid;

the replacement of a second equivalent would yield C^O^Hj,
or the unknown formic aidehyd ; a third, C3OH3, the oxyd of

methyl, and a fourth, C^H^, or formene. By substituting me-
thyl, C.Hg, for one or more atoms of hydrogen in the preceding

formulas we obtain those of the corresponding bodies of the

vinic series, and it will be readily seen that by introducing the

higher alcoholic radicals we may derive from C^O^ the formulas
of all the alcoholic series. A grave objection to this view is

however found in the fact that while the anhydrid may in this

way be made the type of the aldehyds, acetones and hydrocar-

bons, it becomes necessary to assume the hypothetical C^O^HO
as the type of the acids and alcohols. Oxyd of carbon, C3O3, is

according to Kolbe to be received as the type of hydrocarbons

likeolefiant gas, (CH.C^H^,) while C^O, in which ethyl re-

places oxygen is CgHj or lipyle, the supposed triatomic base of

glycerine.

The monobasic organic acids are thus derived from a single

molecule of carbonic acid, while bibasic acids like the succinic

are by Kolbe deduced from a double molecule, and tribasic acids

like citric from a triple molecule, Cfi,^- H^ moreover com-
pares sulphuric acid to carbonic acid and deduces from it by sub-

stitution the various sulphuric organic compounds. Ammonia,
phosphu retted and arseniuretted hydrogen are regarded as so

many types, and by an extension of his view of the replacement
of oxygen by electro-positive groups the ethylids like ZnEt,
PbEt,, and BiEt,, are by Kolbe assimilated to the oxyds, ZnO,
PbO,,andBi03.*
Ad. "Wurtz, in the Repertoire de Chimie Pure for October, 1860,

bas given an analysis of Kolbe's memoir (to which, not having
the original before me, I am indebted for the above sketch), and
follows it by a judicious criticism. While Kolbe introduces as

{ypes a number of mineral species, including the oxyds of car-

Don, sulphur, and the metals, Wurtz would maintain but three,

hydrogen (H3), water (H,0,), and ammonia (NH 3),
and these

three types, as he endeavored to show in 1855, represent differ-

ent degrees of condensation of matter. The molecule of hydro-

gen, H, or M3, corresponding to four volumes, combines with

* See on this subject Dr. Frankland's late exceUent lecture on Organo-metallic

^'I'-s in the Quarterly Journal of the Chemical Society, July. I860, ^os. L. LI.
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two volumes of oxygen (Oj) to form four volumes of water, and

may thus be regarded as condensed one-half in its union with

oxygen, and derived from a double molecule, M^M,. In like

manner four volumes of ammonia, ISTHg, contain two volumes

of nitrogen and six of hydrogen, which being reduced to one-

third corresponds to a triple molecule, M3M3, so that these three

types and their multiples are reducible to that of hydrogen more

or less condensed.—(Wurtz, Ayin. de Chimie ei de Physique, [3],

xliv, 302.)

As regards the rejection of water as a type of organic com-

pounds and the substitution of carbonic acid, founded upon the

consideration that these bodies in nature are derived from C^O^,

Wurtz has well remarked that water, as the source of hydrogen,

is equally essential to their formation, and farther that the car-

bonic anhydrid, like all other anhydrous acids, may be regarded

I simple derivative of the water type. Having then adopted

notion of referring a great variety of bodies to a mia^ ral

" le constitution, water is to be preferred to car-

because we can compare with it many mineral

compounds which can with difficulty be compared with carbonic

acid, and 2d, because the two atoms of hydrogen in water being

replaceable singly, the mode of derivation of a great number or

compounds (acids, alcohols, ethers, etc.) is much more simple

and natural than from carbonic acid. As Wurtz remarks, Kolbe

has so fully adopted the theory of types that he wishes to multi-

ply them, and even admits condensed types, which are, how-

ever, molecules of carbonic acid and not of water; "he combats

the types of Gerhardt and at the same time counterfeits them."

Thus far we are in accordance with Wurtz, who has shown

himself one of the ablest and most intelligent expounders of

the doctrine of molecular types as above defined, now almost

universally admitted by chemists. He writes, " to my mind the

idea of referring to water, taken as alype, a very great number

of compounds is one of the most beautiful conceptions of mod-

ern chemistry ;" and again he declares the idea of regarding

more or less condensed, to be so simple and so generalln its ap-

plication that it is worthy "to form the basis of a system ot

chemistry." {Repertoire de Chimie Pure, 1860, pp. 356-359.)

We have here two important conceptions; the first is that

hydrogen and water regarded as types to which both mineral

and organic species may be referred, and the second is the no-

tion of condensed and derived types, according to which we not

only a.ssume two or three molecules of hydrogen, water or am'

monia as typical forms, but even look upon water as the deriva-

tive of hydrogen, which is itself the primal type.
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As to the history of these ideas, Wurtz remarks that the prop-
osition enunciated by Kolbe that "all organic bodies are derived
from mineral compounds, from which they take their origin, in
part directly, by processes of substitution of great simpjicit}-,"

is not new, but "known in the science for about ten years.

Williamson was the first who said 'alcohol, ether and acetic

basic acids. Although he did
the idea of types, which belongs to Dumas, he gave it a new-
form, which is expressed and essentially reproduced by the prop-
osition of Kolbe." " Grerhardt reduced all organic bodies to four
types, hydrogen, hydrochloric acid, water and ammonia." {Reper-

toire, etc., p. 355.)
The historical inaccuracies of the passage just quoted are the

more surprising, since in March, 1854, I published in this Jour-
i^al ([2], xvii, 194,) a concise account of the progress of these

views. This paper was republished in the Chemical Gazette

(1854, p. 181), and copies of it were by myself placed in the
hands of most of the prominent chemists of England, France
and Germany. In this paper I have shown that the germ of
this idea of mineral types is to be found in an essay by Auguste
l^aurent, {S^ir les cnmhinaisons azoteis, Ann. de Chimie et de Phjs-

me, Nov. 1846,) where he showed that alcohol may be looked
upon as water H,0, in which ethyl (C,H,) replaces one atom
01 hydrogen, while hydric ether is the result of a complete sub-

stitution of the hvdrogen by a second atom of ethyl. Hence he
observed that while ether is neutral, alcohol is monobasic and
the type of the monobasic vinic acids, as water is the type of
Dinasic acids. In extending and developing this idea of Laurent's
i insisted in March, 1848, and again in January, 1850, upon the

I'elations between the alcohols and water as one of homology,
jv-ater being the first term in the series, and H, in like manner
the homologue of formene and acetene, while the bases of Wurtz
^ere said to sustain to their corresponding alcohols the same
relation that ammonia does to water. (This Journal, v, 265, ix,

In a notice of his essay published in September, 1848, (Ibid,

V' 173,) I endeavored to show that Laurent's view might be
farthf extended so as to include in the type of i

^bose saline combinations (acids) which contain oxygen,
paper read before the American Association for the Adv

iient of Science, at I
-- ^ . ..

gested that as many i

^ent^of Science, at Philadelphia in Sept. 1848, I farther sug-

r neutral oxygenized compounds which do
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not possess a saline cliaracter are derivatives of acids which are

referrable to the type H^Oj, "we may regard all oxygenated
bodies as belonging to the type H^O^," which as I farther

showed in the same essay is but a derivative of the primal type
H,, to which I referred all hydrocarbons and their chlorinized

derivatives, as also the volatile alkaloids, which were regarded
" as amidized species " of the hydrocarbons, in which the residue

amidogen, NH,, replaced an atom of H or CI, or what is

equivalent, the residue NH took the place of O^ in the corres-

ponding alcohols. (Ibid., viii, 92.)

In the paper published in Sept. 1848, I showed that while

water is bibasic, the acids which like hypochlorous and nitric

acids are derived from it by a substitution of CI and ^'0^

for H, are necessarily monobasic, and I then pointed out the

possible existence of the nitric anhydrid(N0j2 03, the result of

a complete substitution, which was soon after discovered by
Deville. Gerhardt at this time denied the existence of anhydrids
of monobasic acids ; he regarded anhydrids as characteristic of

polybasic acids, and indeed was only lead to adopt my views by
the discovery of the very anhydrids whose formation I had
foreseen.*

In explaining the origin of bibasic acids I described them as

produced by the replacement in a second equivalent of water of

an atom of hydrogen by a monobasic saline group; thus sul-

phuric acid would be ^S.HO.Hp^. Tribasic acids in like

manner were regarded as derived from a third equivalent of

water in which a bibasic residue replaces an atom of hydrogen.
The idea of polymeric types was still farther illustrated in the

same paper where three hydrogen types were proposed, (HH),
(H,H,) and (H3H,), corresponding to the chlorids MCI, MCI3,
and MCI,. (This Journal, vi, 174.)

I also showed that hydrogen is to be looked upon as the fun-

damental type, from which the water type is derived by the re-

placement of an atom of hydrogen by the residue H(). ;
thus

(HO2
.
H), (Ibid, viii, 93). In the same way I regarded ammo-

nia as water in which the residue NH replaced O^.
1 farther pointed out that sulphur in its ordinary state was to

be regarded as a triple molecule, S^ (or S« =4 volumes), and

referred sulphurous acid, SO, (S,0,), to this tvpe to which also

belongs selenic oxyd. At the same tima I sugo-ested that the

odorant form of oxygen, ozone miaht be O Wurtz has since

adopted sulphur vapor at 400° C. or S as the tvpe of the triple

acid minus one equivalent of water, as 2(NH06)-H202=N30io,
bibasic ac.d8 are formed from one equivalent of the acid

'

ot an equivalent of water thus C2H2OS- H-202=Ci04.
anhydrids are to be referred to the type of one molecule 01

•?o,Stl
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1 anhj^drid amid, or nitryl, which may be derived from nitrite

of ammonia as nitrous oxyd is from the nitrate, thus (NO 3

.

NH,0)-4H0=NN.*—(This Journal, v, 408, vi, 172.) A late

writer attributes this view to Gerhardt, who adopted it from me.
I have always protested against the view which regards the

so-called rational formulas as expressing in any way the real

structure of the bodies thus represented. These formulas are

invented to explain a certain class of reactions, and we may
from other points of view other rational formulas

e equally admissible.
As I have elsewhere said " the various hypotheses of copu-

lates and radicals are based on the notion of dualism, which has

no other foundation than the observed order of generation, and
can have no place in the theory of the science." All chemical

changes are reducible to union (identification,) and division

(differentiation). When in these changes only one species is

concerned, we designate the process as metamorphosis, which
may be by condensation or by expansion (homogeneous differ-

entiation). In metagenesis on the contrary unlike species may
finite, and by a subsequent heterogeneous differentiation give rise

to new species, constituting what is called double decomposition,
the results of which, differently interpreted, have given origin to

the hypothesis of radicals and the notion of substitution by
residues to express the relations between the parent species and
their progeny. The chemical history of bodies is a record of
their changes ; it is in fact their genealogy, and in making use
of typical formulas to indicate the'derivation of chemical species

we should endeavor to show their ordinary modes of generation.

(See On the theory of chemical changes, this Journal, xv, 226;
L. R S D. Phil Mag., [4], v, 526, and Chem. Centralblalt, 1853,

P- 849, also Thoughts on solution, this Journal, xix, 100, and
Chem. Gazette, 1855, p. 92.)
Keeping this principle in mind, let us now examine the theory

?t the formation of acids. As we have just seen, I taught
in 1848 that the monobasic, bibasic and tribasic acids are derived

I'espectively from one, two and three molecules of water, HjO,.
Mr. Wurtz in 1855 put forth a similar view. He supposes a mon-
atomic radical PO/, a diatomic radical PO3", and a triatomic

radical PO/" replacing respectively one, two and three atoms
of hydrogen in H,0,, H,0„ and H,0« ; thus (PO/H)0,
(^03"H^)04, and {V0J"B.^)0^. These radicals evidently cor-

'f^spond to PO.. which has lost one, two and three atoms of ox-

o^st:;
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ygen in reacting upon the hydrogen of the water type, and the

acids may be accordingly represented as found by the substitu-

tion of the residue PO. — O, for H, etc.

To this manner of representing the generation of polybasic

acids we object that it encumbers the science with numerous hypo-

thetical radicals,* and moreover fails to show the actual succes-

sive generation of the series of acids in question. When phos-

phoric anhvdrid P^O,
o
= (POJ.O^ is placed in contact with

water it combines with one equivalent, HgOg. The union is

followed by homogeneous differentiation, and two equivalents of

metaphosphoric acid result; (P0,),0,+'E,0,=2(P0,B)0,.
Two equivalents of this acid in contact wilh one of water at

common temperatures are slowly transformed into two of pyro-

phosphoric acid, by a reaction precisely similar to the last;

2{VRO,)= {FRO,),0,+B.,0,=2{FB.O,.'EL)0,; andtwoequiv-

alents of pyrophosphoric acid when heated with a third equivalent

of water yield in like manner two of tribasic phosphoric acid

;

2(PH3O,)=(PH2O,),O,+H,O,=2(PH,O,.H)03=2PH30«.

The above, which we conceive to be a simple statement of the

process as it takes place in nature, dispenses alike with hypo-

thetical radicals and residues, both of which are however con-

venient for the purposes of notation. In the selection of a typical

form to which a great number of compounds may be referred,

hydrogen or water, from its simplicity, as already remarked by

Wurtz, and also from the important part which it plays in the

generation of species, merits the preference. Water and carbonic

acid are both so directly concerned in the generation of the bodies

of the carbon series, that either may be assumed as the type,

but we prefer to regard CaO, like all the other anhydrids as a

derivative of water and eventually of the hydrogen tvpe.

These views were first put forward by myself in 1848, when

I expressed the opinion that they were " destined to form the

basis of a true natural system of chemical classification," and it

was only after having for four years opposed them to those ol

Gerhardt, that this chemist in June, 1852, renounced his former

views, and without any acknowledgment, adopted my own {Ann.

de Chimie et de Physique [3], xxxvii, 285). Already in 18ol,

Williamson in a paper read before the British Association de-

veloped the ideas relative to the water type to which Wurtz

refers above, and to Williamson the English editor of Gmehns

* Those who are familiar with chemical literature will remember an amusmg

jeu (Tcsprit of the lamented Laurent in which he invited the attention of the adT *

cates of the radical theory to anew electro-negative radical which he named i-urm

zene, {CoT»ptes Rendus des Travaux de Chemie, 1850, pp. 251 and 376). B
^^^^^^

proposing as a newly invented radical under the name of hydrine, the peroxyd o

hjdrn^en HOa, the eurhizeno of Laurent

!
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Handbook, ascribes the theory. The notion of condensed types,

and of hydrogen as the primal type, was not so far as I am
aware brought forward by either of these, and remained unno-
ticed until resuscitated by Wurtz in 1855, seven years after I

had first announced it, and one year after my reclamation pub-
lished in this Journal in March, 1854.

My claims have not however been overlooked by Dr. Wolcott
Gibbs ; in an essay on the polyacid bases, he remarks that in a

previous paper he had attributed the theory of water types to

Williamson and Gerhardt, and adds "in this I find I have not

done justice to Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, to whom is exclusively due ,

the credit of having first applied the theory to the so-called

oxygen acids and to the anhydrids, and in whose earlier papers

may be found the germs of most of the ideas on .classification

usually attributed to Gerhardt and his school." (Proc. Amer.
Assoc, for the Advancement of Science, Baltimore, May, 1858,

p. 197.)

It will be seen from what precedes that I not only applied the

theory, as Dr. Gibbs says, but except so far as Laurent's sugges-

tion goes, invented it and published it in all its details some
.

years before it was accepted by a single chemist.

In conclusion I have only to ask that future historians will do

justice to the memory of Auguste Laurent, and will ascribe to

whom it is due the merit of having given to the science a theory

which has exercised such an important influence on modern

chemical speculation and research, remembering that my own
publications on the subject, which cover the whole ground, were

some years earlier than those of Williamson, Gerhardt, Wurtx
or Kolbe.

Mte to Mr. Hunt's paper on Tyi^es.—Gerhardt long since maintauied

tbat we can not distinguish between polybasic salte and what are called

subsalts, which are as truly neutral salts of a particular type. Thus the

bibasic and tribasic phosphates are to be looked upon as subsalts which

sustain the same relation to the monobasic phosphates that the basic nit-

rates bear to the neutral nitrates. He succeeded in preparbg two crja-

ubnitrates of lead and copper, having the f

the true monobasic sulphate, S206..M0, corres-

he Nordhausen acid and to the anhydrous bisulphates. --l.

r neutral sulphate, S^Oe-M^O^- 3d, the so-called dmr-

B.M,0„ corresponding to the crystallized or glacial aci..

0; 4th, the sulphates, S^Og.MgOe, represented by turp'lh

d, 5th, the so-called quadribasic sulphate, SjOg .MsOg. lu^
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copper described by Kane and Schiiidler, we have a monobasic sulphate,

a, S2HO7; a bibasic, h,S^U.,Og; a quadribasic, c, S^B^O^^; a sex-

basic, rf, SgHfiO , 2 ; and an octobasic, e, S2HgO
, 4. (

Gerhardt on Salts,

Jour, de Fharmacie, 1848, vol. xii, and this Jour., vi, 336.) These salts,

in accordance with Wurtz's notation, correspond to the following radi-

5(, SgOg, monatomic; b, SgO^, diatomic; c, SgOg, quadri-tetra-

;
cf, S2, hexatomic; and e, 82-0^0, octo-atomic. It is easy to

^_, a similar reductio ad absurdum to the radical theory in the case of

3 oxychlorids and other basic salts and to show that the radicals of the

dualists are often merely algebraical expressions. (See farther my re-

marks, this Journal, vii, pp. 102-104.)

apply i

; Meteorites.—Lincoln County

^ .. ...... ^...^..,... „.. _..^_„, 1855—OMAam Coimty {Ky)

Meteoric Iron—RoberUon County (Tenn.) Meteoric Iron ; by J.

Laweence Smith, M.D., Prof. Cliem. Med. University of

Louisville.

Lincoln County Meteoeite.—This meteorite was examined

several years ago having been sent to me for that purpose by

Prof. J. M. Safford, State Geologist of Tennessee ; the result of

my examination was embodied in Prof. Safford's report of the

geology of Tennessee for 1855, but has never received a special

notice in any scientific journal, and as it is not too late to make

up that deficiency, the following is sent for publication, embra-

cing Prof Safford's account of its fall with the chemical examina-

tion. The. following particulars in regard to its fall were fur-

nished by the PiCY. T. C. Blake of Cumberland University.
" It fell two miles west of Petersburg, and fifteen northwest of

Fayetteville, in Lincoln county, about half-past three o'clock,

P. M., August 5th, 1855, during, or just before, a severe ram-

storm. Its fall was preceded bv a loud report, resembling that

of a large cannon, followed by four or five lesser reports ;
these

were heard by many persons in the surrounding country. I^'

mediately after, this mass or fragment was seen by James B.

Dooley, Esq., to fall to the ground. It approached him froni

the east, appeared, while falling, to be surrounded by a " milky

halo, two feet in diameter, and fell one hundred and fifty or two

hundred yards from him, burving itself about eighteen inches ni

the soil. When first dug out, it was too hot to be handled.

This specimen has an edge broken off", revealing the character

of the interior. Within it is of an ashen-gray color, varied by

patches of white, yellowish and dark minerals. ,

With the exception of the broken edge, it is covered, ana

when first obtained was entirely covered, as most meteorites 01



this kind are, with a very ' black, shining crust, as if it had
been coated with pitch.'

One end or face, which may be regarded as the base, has an
irregular rhomboidal outhne, averaging 2| by 2| inches. Pla-

end, however, is not well defined, but runs
^

flattened protuberance, giving the entire specimen a form ap-

C.ching roughly an oblique pyramid. The length from the

to the apex is 4r| inches.

Three adjacent sides are rough, being covered with cavities

and pits. The other sides are smoother and rounded.
The specimen acts upon the needle ; fragments of it readily

yield particles of nickeliferous iron by trituration in a mortar.
The specific gravity of the entire specimen is 3-20. Its weight,
in its present condition, 3 lbs., 14^ oz.

The minerals found in the meteorite are

:

Pyroxene—principal portion of the mass
;

Olivine and orthoclase—disseminated through the mass

;

Nickeliferous iron—forming about one half per cent of the

In addition to these, there are specks of a black, shining min-
eral, not yet examined."
The general analysis is as follows :

The minute quantity of nickel that was separated did not

permit of my examining for cobalt, but there is no doubt that

this metal was present.
Oldham County Meteoeite.—The announcement of the

^iiscovery of this iron meteorite with the one that follows was
^ade in a note in the last number of this Journal.

It was discovered in the month of October 1860, by Mr. Win.
.faring ne^r Lagrange, in Oldham County, Ky. There is noth-

'"g known with reference to the time of its fall It came mto
'^y possession shortly after its discoverv.

It was entire and weighed one hundred and twelve poun^ Its

extreme dimensions were, length twenty, breadth ten and three-
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fourths, and thickness six and a half inches ; its shape \

gated and flattened. Its specific weight is 7-89 and an

furnished

mcke[[y^'^[['.[y^y^'^y^/^. '..'..'.'............

Cobalt

Copper minute quantity not estima

being sent by Prof. Lindsley of Nashville, Tenn,

covered by Mr. D. Crockett, near Coopertown, in Eobertson

county, Tenn. The time of its fall is not known.
Its weight was thirty-seven pounds, its form was wedge-shaped,

and its extreme dimensions, length ten, breadth nine and a half,

thickness five and a half inches. Its specific gravity is 7-85.

On cutting through the mass, a module of sulphuret of iron was

discovered about Jth inch in diameter, and there are doubtless

others in its interior. The iron on analysis furnished

Obituanj.—Since my last communication, France has lost three savans,

one of whom was one of the oldest members of the Institute, and apot'^^

one of the youngest. Of these two, the first is M. Dumeril the zoologist, the

second the botanist, Payer. The third is the hydrographer, M. Daussy,

who many years since became unknown to science, and who is therefore

least known of the three. He died the same day as M. Payer, viz., the

J)umeril.~DvM±mL, who died the 14th of Aug., 1860, aged 87 years,

was born at Amiens, Jan. Ist, 1774. He had a taste for natural histor}'

and a peculiar ability for teaching it, which he exercised without cessation

whether at the School of Science at Paris, where he taught zoology, or

at the School of Medicine, where he was Professor of anatota^', or at the

Museum where he taught herpetology, a sjwcialitv which he purs^f*

with great success. His first publications, having' for their object me

natural classification of insects, bear the date of 1797. In 1800, h^<^°^

piled, under the direction of Cuvier, the first two volumes of l^f^^

Anatomie Comparee of that great naturalist, who was pleased to acknoff
-

edge that he had not only aided him by his pen, but that he was in-
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debted to him for many curious observations, among which was the anal-
ogy of structure existing between the vertebrpe and the bones of the cra-

nium. He may be considered as one of the founders of those anatomical
theories which four years later exercised a powerful influence upon the
direction of the studies of naturalists.

About the same time Dumeril succeeded Cuvier as professor at the cen-

tral school of the Pantheon, where he had for his colleague, Alexander
Brongniart. In 1802, Lacepide entrusted to him, the course on herpetolo-

gy and ichthyology at the Museum. He filled this appointment for 55
years ; during this period he formed, at the Museum, the most beautiful

collection of herpetology which exists, as well as a menagerie for reptiles,

the first which had been undertaken. About this time he also published
in connection with M. Bibron his valuable work on general herpetology.

Afterwards be was engaged upon his Icthyologie Analytique ; he was
then 80 yeai-s of age : still later he wrote his Entomologie Analytique,

.

in two volumes. When he presented this work to the Academy of Sci-

ences he was 87 years of age.
Like Duvernoy, his rival and fellow disciple,* he devoted as much as

half of his time to the practice of medicine and in 1805 he is seen in

Spain confronting the dangers of a malignant epidemic in order to con-
tribute to the progress of his art : thus he never overlooked the practice of

medicine, although as has been stated, he taught comparative anatomy.
He occupied successively several different chairs in the faculty of Medi-

M. Payer.—Jean Baptiste Payer, died September 5th, 1860. Born
tebruary 3d, 1818, at Asfeld, (in the Department of Ardennes,) he was
at an early age distinguished for the splendor of his oratory. He entered
upon the study of law and the sciences and was made doctor in 1840. In
the same year he was appointed Professor of mineralogy and geology at
the Faculty of Science of Eennes. He did not long retain this position
which diverted him from his favorite pursuit of botany. He returned to

"aris the following year to teach Botany at the Normal School, and to
supplv the place of M. de Mirbel at the Faculty of Sciences.

liarmacy at Strasbourg. There are two
other schools of Pharmacy in France, viz., at Paris and Montpellier, but
that at Strasbourg is the most important in relation to the studies which
are pursued there, and the care with which the students are exercised in

he pursuits of chemistry and natural history. Payer passed there, the
lollowing year, his fourth examination, as did the chemist, Gerhardt, the
next subsequent year, and sustained with great honor a thesis upon the
natural system of botany.

Jn 1848, after the revolution of February, he was appointed Minister

« i-oreign Aftairs, by M. de Lamartine, chief of the cabinet, and he was
a'so a representative of the people in the Constituent Assembly, where
"e belonged to the democratic party. Despite these distractions, he did
'wt lose sight of his plans for the future, for they were realized in«1852,

* See this Journal, [2,] vol. xx, p. 105.
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ulty of Sciences of Paris, in place of Augusta de Sain

This chair was soon united with that of Vegetable Anatomy and Physi-

ology, which became vacant by the death of Adrian de Jussieu. It was

about this time that Payer published bis principal works on Natural

History.

We are indebted to him for memoirs upon various questions in vegeta-

ble anatomy and physiology, but his most important labors were related

to a new science called by Si. de Mirbel, Organogeny. He developed the

latter in a great work, entitled "-Traite d' Organogenie Vegetale Comparie^

He also published " Botanique Cryptogamique ou Histoire des Families

InfirieuresV He edited D'Adanson's " Le Cours EUmentaire d'Histoire

NaturelU^' to which is added an introduction and notes on the natural

families of plants by the same author. His treatise on organogeny made

him the leader of a new school in which relation he is reproached for

want of respect for his seniors : we have had occasion before to speak of

this subject in this Journal, in I80Y.

The death of Payer surprised every one, his friends not excepted, for

they were unacquainted with his disease ; he succumbed to the results ot

a surgical operation for a fistula ; we shall presently allude to this again.

Pierre Daussy.—M. Dausst also succumbed to a surgical operation,

which is usually devoid of danger, viz., lithotrity. Born at Paris in 1792,

Pierre Daussy was admitted in 1806 to the corps of hydrograpbic en-

gineers. After having, for fifteen years, taken part in the survey of the

coast of France, he was nominated in 1829. as chief engineer of the

French marine.

His memoir upon the perturbation of planets was in 1813, honored

by the Academie des Sciences. Besides various articles furnished to >>«

des Temps, we are also indebted to him for a report upon

the arc of the meridian between Dunkirk and the island of Fonnentara,

also for Des Tables des Positions des Principaux Lieux du Globe, 1847,

tn 4°, and a great number of other papere of much value.

Insalubrity of ike air of Paris.—The operation, by no means severe,

which cost M. Payer his life, has called attention to questions relating to

the air of great cities. Dr. Castelnau reported in the Monileur des Sci-

ences Medicales et Pharmaceuiiques that it had long been known to the

surgeons of Paris, that surgical wounds do not unite as well in Pans as

m the country. This may explain the numerous failures of Velpeau,

chief, surgeon of the Hospital La Charite. M. Castelnau declares that

there is less danger to be apprehended from the operation of an empuic,

than trom an operation at Paris bv the best surgeon. " Since this tact,

says Dr. C, "is daily verified before our eyes, it is truly surprising that

such an operation as M. Payer underwent, and which requires no haste,

should be performed in the heart of Paris, when it is so easy to remove

the patient to a healthy locality." Surgical operations performed at Pa-

ris, are frequently followed by erysipelas of a character i"nv« or less alarm-

ing, which appears to pass from one patient to another, as though 1

by the clothes of the surgeon. Despite the ability of the operat

Cffisarian section has never been successful at Paris. Amputations

* Rapport mr la determination de la hitgueur de Pare du miridhn <^/.'r<

alliles de Dunkerque et I. Fwrnentara.
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thigh are almost always fatal at Paris, though they generally terminate

favorably, when performed upon the field of battle.

Diffusion of Germs., (Panspermia), Researches upon Spontaneous Gen-
eration.—We recently gave our readers the views of this question enter-

tained by Pouchet ;* many scientific men have pronounced against the

conclusions of this zoologist, and have referred the origin of the vegetable

mycoderins obtained by him, where the atmospheric air was excluded, to

microscopic germs floating in the air, and which ;

may be introduced ii

"

exclude them. Ace
the air is full of these germs, therefore Pouchet has undertaken to submit
the atmospheric air to microscopic examination. He has not found either

germs or spores of infusoria in the dust suspended in the air, but he has
found a great number of grains of starch. The air of great cities and
other inhabited places, contains many of these starch grains, which, ac-

cording to him, one might take to be eggs of infusoria, or germs of fny-

coderrns. He has found them among the dust of old cathedrals, and even

mids, as well as among the ruins of Grecian temples. Yet there must be

something in the air which has escaped recognition by the microscope, for

by causing a quantity of air to pass through a tube containing calcined

asbestos, and introducing some of this material into liquids which previ-

ously had access only to calcined air, and which consequently contained
i>o trace of vegetation, Pasteur has been able to develop mucedines.
We have seen the apparatus of this chemist in use at the Ecole Nor-

precision, and it is impossible to object to his conclusions, for they pre-

clude the possibility on the part of nature to continue her creative work
>n connection with elements purely mineral, or to animate them with the

organic influence.

This chemist has already informed us,t that, in order that vegetation
may be developed, or fermentation produced, there is required a liquid

containing water, a salt having ammonia as a base, a carbonaceous sub-

^'6 introduce into the flask, some spores of 2)enicilium, or a little dust ob-

^tgetation is then developed in less than a day, and, what is particularly

•euiarkable, it is developed in the dark as well as in the light. The or-
dinary law does not govern these little organisms, for they neither give out
oxygen nor absorb free carbonic acid ; but on the contrary tliev disengage
<^arbonic acid, and increase by fixing ammonia and phosplioric'acid. The
prms which produce these marvelous eftects are not uniformly distribii-

^yn the air
; thus Pasteur, making comparative experiments with one

^^<i the same liquid arranged in flasks completely deprived of air, found
"lat the air from the cellars of the Observatory, contained only one-tenth
P^ft as many germs as the air from the court of that establishment; and

* See this Journal, [2,] xxvii, p. 253, and xxix, p. 414.
t ^ee this Jouiuid, [2,] xxix, p 412.

^«- JouB. Scl-Second Series, Vol. XXXI, No. 92.-Mabch, 1861.
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that the air contained fewer germs in proportion to its elevation in the at-

mosphere. This chemist has perfurnieJ comparative experiments in the

mountains of Jura, at an altitude of 800 metres, and in the Alps at Mon-

tanvert, (Savoy), at 2000 metres above the level of the sea; and he has

proposed to take the air from a much greater elevation by the aid of a

These researches present an interesting field to the naturalist. Pasteur

has many species in vegetation^ new and hitherto unknown. By varying

the conditions, it will doubtless be possible to obtain others, as Paul Lau-

rent has already done with the infusoria in a work of which we shall

speak further on. On the occurrence of these researches, Boussingault

called attention to a fact pointed out by Bineau, of Lyons, who, while ex-

amining a specimen of rainwater, containing nitrates and ammonia m so-

lution, found these materials disappearing under the influence of cryptoga-

mic vegetation. In reference to this great question of the assimilation of

nitrogen, we would refer the reader, who wishes to understand it thor-

oughly, to the valuable work of Boussingault, just published, entitled,

" Agronomie, Chimie Ayricole et PhysiologieP

In order that plants may be developed in meteoric waters, these waters

should be found in the condition of Pasteur's liquids. It is known that

rainwater contains assimilable nitrogen and also salts of potash, soda, lime,

&c., but it has heretofore lacked the indispensable element, phosphoric

acid, which had never been detected in rainwater. This chasm in the

series of fertilizing principles of meteoric waters, has at length been filled

by Barral, who has discovered phosphates in rainwater. To avoid all

sources of error, this chemist has experimented entirely with an apparatus

of platinum. In the residue of evaporation he has obtained the phospho-

rus in the condition of phosphoric acid, as phosphate of bismuth, (Chan-

cel's process), and as the ammoniaco-magnesiau phosphate. He has thus

found a quantity of phosphoric acid, varying from -05 to "09 of a milh-

grara to a litre of rainwater (=0-000-5 to 0-000-9 gram).
From these results it may be calculated that the rainwater of an o^ii-

nary shower furnishes about 40i

hectare (or 2^ English acres),

have proved that a hectolitre,
(

about one kilogram of phospho. ,

eight hectolitres of wheat to the French hectare, which corresponds to a

harvest without the use of manure, it would be necessary to let the held

repose for twenty years, if the soil did not previously contain a trace ol

phosphates. Barral in 1850 to 1852, made researches upon rainwater to

detect the presence of phosphoric acid in the residue of evaporation ;

ttie

udometres and other vessels of platinum employed in the present investi-

gations were constructed at the expense of the Academie des Sciences.

_
Chemical Synthesis.—Th% most remarkable scientiiic event of modern

times, is the publication of a treatise on chemistry, proceeding on tuo

same plan in organic chemistry, as has been adopted for a century pas^

in mineral chemistry, that is, forming organic substances synthetically^^

combining their elements by the aid of chemical forces only. The autno

who has performed his demonstrations by this method, is Berthelot, vn

has been occupied with organic synthesis since he first devoted
himselt



chemistry. Berthelot Is not a vitaUst, (see our last contribution) ;* he is

convinced that, " we may undertake to form de novo, all the substances

which have been developed from the origin of things, and to form them
under the same conditions, by virtue of the same laws and by means of the

same forces which nature employs for their formation." Let us hasten to

add a distinction upon which Berthelot properly insists and which it is

necessary to recognize, between organs and the matter of which they are

composed. " No chemist pretends to form in his laboratory, a leaf, a
flower, a fruit or a muscle, these questions relate to physiology," and it

was by not observing this distinction that it was possible to form that school

which referred everything to vital force, (See Journal de Chimie et de

Pharmacie, Sept., 1860). This distinction being admitted and calling to

mind the syntheses recently effected, such as the direct preparation of

C*H* from carbon and hydrogen, and alcohol from the union of C*H*
nd the possibility of performing for organic

le for mineral chemistry, and to give to it a

dependent of the phenomena of life.

" I have taken for a point of departure, the simple bodies ; carbon, hy-

drogen, oxygen and nitrogen, and I have constructed by combination of

these elements, organic compounds, first binary then ternary, &rc., the for-

mer analogous and the latter identical with the proximate principles con-
tained in living beings themselves." Notice the progressive order of these

synthetic formations, " The substances which we first prepare by meth-
ods purely chemical are the principal carbids of hydrogen, that is to say
the fundamental binary compounds of organic chemistry. As a means
of producing all the parts from the elements themselves, we take oxyd
of carbon,^ that is to say a substance purely mineral, and by the con-

" * '

" this oxyd of

decomposingaposmg this formate by h<
ot carbon and the hydrogen of the water to comDme m tne nascent state
and produce carbid of hydrogen. Thus there is formed marsh gas, ^xom-
lene&c&c. This is the fi?st step of synthesis,

th
•

^y<irocarbons thus prepared become the starting point for the syn-
esis of alcohols ; with marsh gas and oxygen we form methylic alcohol,

with olefiant gas and water-ordinary alcohol, &c.
Ihe synthetic production of carbids of hydrogen and of alcohols con-

stitutes the true difiiculty, but we know that even in this, Berthelot has

^Pj^ej-t The alcohols once obtained, it is easy to obtain the greater

Th" ^l
^*^^'' °''g^^^^ compounds by the ordinary chemical forces.

is chemist has thus established the fact that organic chemistry reposes
'P?"^h\«ame basis as mineral chemistry.

^

cla.r ^ been said of the alcohols may also be said of various other

P.A,fTi"^
oj'ganic compounds, and among others of that new group, which

enuelot calls the Phenols, and to which he has devoted a very interest-
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future, and to science great progress and brilhani uisouvc.i..o.

before mentiutied a project conceived by tU

Acclimation, {Societe Zoologique d'Acdimatahon)]
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ing chapter. Phenol, or carhollc acid, C ' sH^Os, the type of this group,

may also be obtained by direct synthesis.

Starting from benzine, Q^^R^, it is transformed by nitric acid into

C12H5N0* (nitro-benzine), which under the influence of nascent hydro-

gen, (the Zinin process) becomes Ci2H7N, (an'" " " '
'^'-- ""''"- '^-^

influence of nitrous acid is changed into phenol,

by T. S. Hunt, in this Journal, [2,] viii, p. 372.

In Synthesis, or the forces of nature, substituted for hypothesis, we

the basis of the truly original work, now under notice.
_

Berthelot is

youngest, but also the most distinguished of our chemists.* He owes

his success to the cause which gave power to Laurent, Gerhardt and other

savans of the first order, to the guiding power of a fundamental idea,

which in the case of Gerhardt, was, Series, but in the case of Berthelot, is

Synthesis. He is only 34 years of age, and yet his work, " La Chemie

Organique, fondee sur la Synthess' gives promise to its author of a glo-

rious fi

Acclimation.—We have

Society for Zoological Acclimation, {docieie /.ooiogique « ^lcc^"..—-—-/

1

of forming a model garden for conducting the acclimation of useful plants

or animals, and for cultivating an interest in this kind of enterprise. Ihi^

garden was opened the Gth of October last, and immediately made

available to the public ; considerable sums of money have been sub-

scribed to make it both a useful establishment and a work of art. Fifteen

months have been sufficient for this purpose. The Garden is established

in the forest of Boulogne; besides the necessary buildings tor oflices,it

includes large stables, many and elegant rustic pavillions, designed tor

difi"erent species of animals, an immense aviary, a large enclosure for fowls,

an elegant nursery for silkworms, an aquarium of unusual extent, g''^.^°'

houses, and a winter garden not yet entirely completed. The other buila-

ings are completed and already filled. A large stream, drawn from tlie

Seine flows through the garden and forms a beautiful ornament ;
it is oc-

cupied by a great number of aquatic birds. _ .

The collection of the Zoological Garden of Acclimation, [Jardin ^ooto-

pique d'Acclimatation), is composed of, 1st, species and races which tbey

have tried to acclimate in France; 2nd, species and races whieh havo

been acclimated in other countries, or which are habitually reared^ eittiei

for use or pleasure. Already the Socicto Zoologique d'Acclimatation ex-

tends throughout the entire world. We have recently mentioned the suc-

cessful efforts of this society to introduce the dromedary into the deser

plains of Brazil.

The Arch-Duke of Austria has sought instruction for making experi-

ments of acclimation in the Isle of (froma : also an Italian silk cultu er

favored by the relations of this Society, has succeeded in penetrating i^^

silk districts of China, and has spent nearly two months near the ci

Ouchau-fu, and has learned many of the processes employed m
country in the culture of the silk worm. It beinsr impossible to '"'^P,

^
duce here the interesting report which Castellanf has ad'-^'-essed to t

Society we refer the reader to the Bulletin de la Societe Zoologn^-

* Biographisch-litterarisches Handworterbucb, par Poggendorff, 1858.

^ t See this Journal, [2], xxviii, p. 431.
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d'Acdimatation, where he will find, besides this memoir, other reports,

as that of Guerin Mannaville concerning the important subject of silk

and the insects which produce it.

During the sojourn of Castellani in China he learned the important

fact that'in that country no species of silkworm is reared in the open

air; for those worms which are not devoured by birds soon perish if they

do not receive that intelligent care which the Chinese from time imme-

morial have learned to give them. The contrary has been long main-

tained, and it was upon a belief of such reports that they endeavored

in France to rear the Bombyx Cynthia in the open air. The Bulletin de

la Societe d'Acclimatation contains many notices of almost complete

success of experiments undertaken in the early part of the year 1850.

The Bombyx Cynthia feeds unon the leaf of the Aylanthus glandulosa.

The Serimetre.—Wg cannot leave the subject of silk without men-

tioning the interesting machine invented by Froment for the purpose of

determining the relative tenacity and elasticity of different kinds of silk.

This instrument measures at once, 1st. The tenacity of a thread by the

weight necessary to break it. 2d. The elasticity, by the elongation it

sustains before breaking.

We cannot here describe this instrument, but we may give an idea of

the precision of its action by stating that it enables us to determine the

tenacity and elasticity of a spider's web.

These researches have led to very curious results, of which the follow-

ing possess the most general interest.

1. The cUmate, food, and general care have a considerable mfluenco

upon the tenacity of silk, for example, the cocoons raised in Avignon

gave a tenacity of 12, while cocoons of the same species raised at Pans

cious than that of the female cocoons. Thus for an equal length the

weight of the male cocoons being represented by - - - \\-2d,

That of the female cocoons was ----- 11'59

Again a mean of 200 experiments gave for male cocoons a

tenacity of - - _- " " ' ' " ^^;^-^

foi- the present offered with some degree of doubt, but the Societe d'Ac-

climatation has taken measures for removing these doubts. The Serico-

"Metric experiments, which we have mentioned, were made under the di-

rection of Persoz, from whose report we have taken them.

. Pseudomorphism and Fs€v.domorphosis.—'Metiimoi])hmi^, considered

enced by mineral substances'; the subject may be divided according as it

'•elates to minerals or to rocks. The first—the nietamorphism of mme-
rais—has been made, by A. Delesse the subject of profound study,

^nich he has distinguished by the name of pseudomorphism. V\ hen a

";iineral is presented under a form which does not properly belong to it

^here is said to be pseudomorphism. The substance to which a mineral

^•nparts its form may vary ; it may even be of an organic nature, tor a
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mineralogist sees a case of pseudomorpliism even in a bone, phosphate of

lime is not there found in its usual form* Delesse makes a distinction

between the original or substance pseudomorpkosed, and the pseudomorphic

or mineral substance which replaced the first.

He also distinguishes between pseudomorphism by alteration and

pseudomorphism by displacement; in the former the pseudomorphic

mineral contains the elements of the first substance ; in the latter the

first substance has completely disappeared. For example, iron pyrites

which changes into hydrous oxyd, preserving its form becomes pseudo-

morphic by alteration, while fluor spar which is replaced by quartz, is

pseudomorphic by displacement.

Delesse arranges among pseudomorphs, the forms by envelopment,

so well described in Prof. Dana's Mineralogy ; also those phenomena

which Naumann has called zoomorphosis and photomorphosis, produced

when organii; matter is replaced by a mineral substancef or by other

matter in a different condition.

Thus vivianite is sometimes developed in the interior of bones, in

the shell of moUusks and in vegetables. Prof. Dana has seen it com-

pletely replace the calcareous beak of belemnites, and I myself have seen

it developed in human bones buried in ferruginous soil ; a part of this

phosphate had even crystallized in the form of vivianite (see this Journal,

[2], xxi, p. 402), even coal sometimes pseudomorphs certain fishes into

cupriferous and bituminous slates (as those of Mansfeld.)

The simple bodies are rarely pseudomorphic ; they are more frequently

pseudomorphosed ; for the most part there is no relation between the com-

position and form of pseudomorphosed bodies and pseudomorphic bodies,

so also the composition of bodies appears to be without influence upon

forms by envelopment.

Pseudomorphism by alteration is more frequent than pseudomorphism

by displacement, inasmuch as the mineral newly formed more frequently

depends upon the more ancient. The same mineral may be pseudomor-

phic or pseudomorphosed, without the existence of any rule in this respect,

this condition is often presented by such minerals as quartz, carbonate

of hme and pyrites as they occur in nature. Delesse has found among

105 pseudomorphic minerals and 119 pseudomorphosed minerals, or

224 in all, only 60 minerals that are both pseudomorphosed and pseu-

* Grasses and lichens belong to thia class; the first owe their structure to silica,

Jhe^others^to oxalate of lime. A parallel generalization is ^^'^^""^^^^^f^-
ding' to an iavariable type, very unlike those pseudomorphs or forms obtained by

f To us the Saurian does not appear more different from a bird than the pa>^,

morphic bodies arranged in this category of Delesse. Laurent is the author,

paramorphism, who defined it as follows : " I place in this class thosfi W'^.^'^

It is much to be regretted that Delesse was not acquainted with the re?'

of Prof. Cooke on allomerism (see this Journal [2] jcxx p. 194, and Jon'''

Chemie et Pharmacie, t. xxxviii, p. 383). The ideas' of Prof. Cooke expla"

well the difiiculties met with by Delesse and other mineralogists.
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tlie most part in the metalliferous rocks.

The question of Inundations.—^This important question, wliicli bas
always been studied in France, has made considerable progress—a new

is an engineer, M. Gueymard of Grenoble, who has studied the Alps tor

nearly 60 years. In his opinion this cause is the absence of grass upon
the sides of mountains. It existed at the coramencement of this century
but it has been destroyed by the great numbers of sheep pastured upon
the mountains. Where grass was found fifty years ago the slopes are

now denuded, and incapable of retaining the waters which have fallen in

rain. Wherever there is a surface of sod 10- centimetres thick, for exam-
ple, containing 10 per cent of water, it will absorb a layer of water
4-75 centimetres deep. Gueymard has concluded that the inundation
which on the 30th of May, 1856, overflowed the valley of the Isere would
have caused no damage if the slopes of the n - ^ '

ing of grass 20 centimetres in thickn^

The piincipal remedy for inundations is therefore to be found in iur

^ng. Gueymard estivuates ten years as the time necessary to pvodu(
«pon the tianes of mountains a sod of suffic

"

etfectually long continued rains.

Pi-incipal cause of inundations. He bases his opinion upon the fact that
although there were no inundations in France from 1793 to 1840, the
period during which the forests destroyed during the Revolution and
restocked at the commencement of this century had not attained their
full growth, yet the disasters of 1840 commenced when the forests had
attained their full strength. But from 1800 to 1840, the flocks of sheep
^ere increased three-fold, and in proportion as the trees increased in size
the grass disappeared under the teeth of the animals, and with it the
«io^t efficient protection against inundations.

^ he French government has taken these observations under serious

consideration, and made them the subject of careful study.
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1. On a Compound of Boron with ii"<Ai/Z.—Fraskland and Ddppa

have succeeded in fonnitig a corabinatioi\ of ethyl and boron by the

action of zinc-ethyl upon boric ether. The reaction is represented by the

2(BO3.3CJl5O)+3Zn2{C4Hj2=r2B(C4Hj3+CC4H50,Zn0.
and is particularly interesting as ottering a new method of forming corn-

brought in contact with tribasic boric ether the temperature rises gradu-

ally during half an hour. On submitting the liquid to distillation a col-

orless liquid passes over between 94° and 120°. The distillation is then

to be interrupted. The remainder in the retort solidifies to a crystalline

distillate after two reciitications, boils' between 95° and 97°.
"
It then

corresponds to the formula B { C.H,. Borethyl is a colorless soluble

liquid which has a sharp odor: its vapors strongly irritate the mucous

membranes and provoke a flow of tears. Its density is 0-69(5 1 at 23 :

it boils at 95°
; the density of its vapor is 3-4006. The tlieoretical vapor-

density, calculated according to the condensation of chloiid of boroii,

Borethyl is not easily decomposed by

magnificei

:es fire spontaneously i

i smoky tlame ; in contact v^.t^ ^

plodes. When submitted to slow oxydation it forms a co

'oilin<r at higher temnorntnrA than bArPtlivl. but which c

-essed by ti

This compound dissolves immediately in water, decomposing into alco-

ol and a white crystalline substance which may be sublimed ^'^i"*"
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scales like those of naphthaline. Its constitution is represented b;

formula B
j
HO,, and its formation depends evidently on the sub

tion of two atoms of hydrogen for two atoms of ethyl in the

B } C^E Og. This substance possesses an agreeable ethereal odor, and

a very intense sweet taste. When exposed to the air, it volatilizes slowly
at ordinary temperatures, and is partially decomposed, always leaving a
little boric acid. Its vapor possesses an intense sugary odor; it reddens
litmus paper, although its other acid properties are but feeble. Water,
alcohol and ether easily dissolve it ; it melts at a gentle heat, and boils

at a high temperature, with partial decomposition.
The authors promise an extended study of these substances as well as

Ann. de Chimie et de Physique, Ix, 374, November, 1860. w. G.

2. On the vupor-density of Chlorous Acid.—lha vapor-density of
chlorous acid was found by Millon to be 2 646. This corresponds to a
condensation from 5 volumes to 3 ; the calculated vapor-density is then
2-7454. According to this determination, chlorous acid forms a remark-
able exception to the law now generally assumed that all substances in
the state of vapor correspond to 2 volumes ; it also renders it necessary
to consider the atomic weight of oxygen 8, and not 16.

Scliiel has therefore undertaken a new determination of the vapor-
density of the acid, and finds in two experiments the numbers 2-7-23, and
2-603, which corresponds closely to the determination of Millon. The
author proposes to control these determinations by observing the ratio of
the volumes of chlorine and oxygen which are obtained from a known
volume of the acid.—^rm. der Chimie and Pharm., Ixvi, p. 115.

3. New Researches on the Oxyd of Mhylene.—Wvniz has communi-
cated some exceedingly interesting and important results of his continued
investigations of the ethylene series. These may be briefly stated as
ollows: ]. Oxyd of ethylene unites directly with acids and neutralizes
them. When the oxyd is heated in a water-bath with concentrated
culoihydric acid, the two unite directly forming chlorhydrate of oxyd of
ethylene. The oxyd unites iu like manner with anhydrous or hydrous
acetic acid, and gives among other products the neutral acetate. 2. In
mting with acids the oxyd of ethylene is capable of forming basic salts,

iuus lu the last experiment, after separating the neutral acetate by dis-

onri^'^"'
^^^'^^ remains a considerable quantity of a liquid boiling above

inis contains three products which may be considered as basic ace-
^ates of oxyd of ethylene, and which constitute in reality the acetates of

P'yethylenic alcohols. The first boils at about 200°, and constitutes
aiethylenic acetate, which is formed in consequence of the following
fraction: ^ CJI4 j

2(C4H^02)4-C8Hg06= CaH60e, 20^11^0^ = (€^11^02)2 )

^- JocR. Scl-Secokd Sbbuw, Vol. XXXI, No. 92.-Makch, 1861.
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When saponified by baryta, this acetate is resolved

diethylenic alcohol, ^^'^^||^
|- 0^

The second product boils toward 290°,

3(C^H^02)-fC8n606=CgHeOe,3C4H^02= g^JJ^
\0^.

Under the influence of baryta it yields acetate of baryta and tri-eth-

ylenic alcohol, ^^^^^^ I Og. Finally, the third product boils above 200°,

and when distilled in vacao is a thick colorless liquid, tetrethylenic

acetate. C,H, ]

4{C,H,0„)+C„H.06 = CgHeOg, 4C.H,0o = C.II. }0^^.
C,H,

I

This last is a thick colorless neutral liquid^ soluble in water and boiling

above 300°.

Oxyd of ethylene is also capable of combining with diacetic glycol to

form polyethelenic acetates.

^-T-(C,H30,),
f (C>30,), )

'

This reaction is comparable with that which transforms acetate of lead

into basic acetate, when the neutral salt is brought into contact with an

excess of oxyd of lead.

The basic properties of oxyd of ethylene are especially shown in the

action which it exerts upon saline solutions. When the oxyd is mixed

with a concentrated solution of chlorid of magnesium, the liquid after

some hours solidifies; magnesia is precipitated, while chlorhydrate ot

oxyd of ethylene is formed.
The oxyd on the contrary is displaced bv potash, when this is made to

act upon the chlorhydrate. Heated upon a water-bath with a solution

of perchlorid of iron, the oxyd of ethylene precipitates the hydrate ot

the sesquioxyd : it also precipitates alumina from a solution of alum ana

subsuiphate of copper from a solution of the sulphate. These facts exhibit

clearly the basic properties of oxyd of ethylene, which is comparable wita

the anhydrous «xyd of zinc, or oxyd of lead, while glycol itself corres-

ponds to the hydiates of these oxyds.

—Repertoire de Chimie Pure, Sept. I860, p. 340. '^•/,
,

4. Transformation of Olefiant Gas into cmnplex Organic Acids.-^^ ^"

memoir on the glycols, Wurtz had expressed the opinion that these m -
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be considered as the alcohols of diatomic acids: the following facts sTve
C4H4 }

to confirm this view. By oxydizing diethylenic alcohol C^H^ V Og he

has obtained an acid

cumstances, has transformed triethylenic alcohol ^*jj* ^Og into a still

more complex acid.

The oxydation of diethylonic alcohol is easily aii'ccted by nitric acid

which acts very violently; the acid liquid crystallizes when evaporated.

The liquid is to l)e s'ltiiratcd with milk of lime, when a small quantity of

oxalate of lime .separator. The filtrate vicKls a lime salt in long and
brilliant needles which l.:i. the formula C; IT.Ca/), ,-f-12llO.

ntical or i^^omeric

Id the oxvdation of triethvlenio alcohol tw. ) acid-, are obtained, <me of

which is identical with that' ju^t de=.cribed ; the other has the formula

Ci2"io<>i,. Tim acid duc^ not crv.talli/.e, 1nit after separation remains

intheformof asvrupvma.s.
The author remarks that in the oxvdatiun ot

• the i>oly.'thylenic alcohols

a certain quantitv of hvdroovn <lisappear. an< 1 i> rt'olaciHl by an equiva-

lent quantity of oxv,nm: \Ve n.av aVnut that the two acid. iu.t described
are derived from 'two corre..pondin<r alcohol s. ju^t as glycolic acid is

derived from ethvlcnic alcohol, bv the tran^for
of molecules of ethylene, CJi^,'into rrlvcolvl,'cVu'osfas'theVollowing
formulas show. '

" " ""

c^H^io, 0.1130.
^Q^_ CiH4| cmon Cinn r.HK)-i

SSl^o-. ^^^lyo^%cal. Glycolkaeid ^H-ij^' ^'" n; ^^
Diethylenic alcohol. Diglycolic aci .1. H.J ' n]}

'''Sol!j"" Kiisriid,
The^e acids po.-.'io.ss the molecular compositioi , and the characters of the

ilread\ been described in this Journal (vi

les further details which are necessary to
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of the method, especialJj when iron is present. In this case, the precipita-

ted phosphate of bismuth always contains iron, unless this metal is present

in the form of protoxyd. The process to be pursued in general is as follows

:

1. Treat the weighed' substance with an excess of concentrated nitric acid

by the aid of heat, so as to transform, if necessary, metaphosphoric or py-

rophosphoric acids into tribasic phosphoric acid ; redissolve by a suffi-

cient quantity of nitric acid, add water, and filter if necessary. 2. Re-

move the sulphuric acid from the dilute solution by nitrate of baryta,

then the chlorine by nitrate of silver. 3. Pass a current of sulphuretted

hydrogen to saturation through ' ~

sulphides are completely precipitated. Before filtering, the

sulphydric acid gas must be completely removed by passing a current of

carbonic acid through the liquid, till the gas no longer darkens paper

soaked in acetate of lead. 4. An excess of acid nitrate oi bismuth is then

to be added to the filtered liquid, the precipitate allowed to settle, collected

on a filter, washed with boiling water, dried, ignited and weighed. 5. The

bismuth may then be removed from the filtrate by means of sulphuret-

ted hydrogen, and the bases present determined in the ordinary manner.

— Coinptes Rendus, li, 882. "W. o.

[See on p. 281 an interesting note on this subject bv Mr. McCurdy.]

6. 0>i the preparation of Oxygen.—R. St. Clair Deville and Debray,

in studying the economical production of oxygen upon the large scale,

have arrived at results which promise to be of great practical importance.

The authors find that sulphate of zinc when heated alone in an earthen

or porcelain vessel yields a light and white oxyd which may be utilized

in painting; sulphurous acid, which is easily absorbed by water; and

finally pure oxygen. The temperature required is not much higher than

that which is necessary for the decomposition of peroxyd of manganese.

Another and very elegant process, consists in the decomposition of

sulphuric acid by heat. A fine stream of the acid is allowed to flow into

a retort of about five litres capacity, filled with thin platinum foil and

heated to redness. The acid is completely decomposed into oxygen, water

and sulphurous acid, which last is absorbed by an appropriate washing

apparatus. The sulphurous acid may again be converted into sulphuric

acid, in the usual manner.— Comptes Rendus, li, 822. """• ^'
.

7. On the Polyethylenk Alcohols.—LovREt^co has studied the action ot

bromid of ethylene upon glycol, and has discovered several new polje^/i-

ylenic alcohols closely related to those already described by Wurtz. The

diethylenic, triethylenic and tetrethylenic alcohols of Wurtz are among the

products of the reaction and may be separated by a fractional distillation.

In addition to these, the two alcohols belonmng to the same series are

formed. Pentethylenic alcohol whose formula is

ether, and
boil*
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Hexethylenic alcohol is only to be distinguished from the last b

greater viscidity. It boils at about 325° under the same pressui

C4H4

When the operation is conducted for a sufficiently long time and a

tained, the general formula being
°^4J^*

I Ogn+z-

The compounds become more and more" viscid as their molecular con:

plication increases. We remark a difference of about 45° in their boiling

points. When the mixture of bromid of ethylene and glycol is heatec

above 130°, very difterent results are obtained. The liquid become
brown and the alcohols disappear, giving rise to the corresponding brom
hydric ethers.— Comptes Rendus, H, p. 365. w. o.

V. On Baudrimonfs ProtosulpMd of Carbon.—Flayfaib. has exan:

ined the different processes given by Baudrimont, for the preparation (

the protosulphid of carbon. These processes are not less than five i

number
; though the author admits that only the first yields the con

pound in a state of tolerable purity. This process consists in passin

>or of bisulphid of (

ra, by which, Baudrimont, sulphur is deposited and
s gaseous protosulphid set free. Playfair found on repeating this pro-

^v3s that no protosulphid of carbon whatever is formed, but that the gas
given off consists of carbonic oxyd and nitrogen ; while the greater pro-
portion of the bisulphid of carbon passes over undecomposed. In like

manner it was found that when the vapors of bisulphid of carbon were
passed over red hot charcoal, only a mixture of carbonic oxyd, nitrogen
and bisulphid of carbon was obtained. The author concludes that there
IS no sufficient evidence of the existence of protosulphid of carbon, all

the processes described for its preparation, having failed to yield it.

Contributions from the Laboraforij of the Yak Scientific School ;—com-
municated by Profs. Brush and JoHNSOif.

8. Observations on ChancePs method of estimating phosphoric acid ; by
^EXRT I McCuRDT.—The following new method for tie detection and
quantitative separation of phosphoric acid by means of nitrate of bismuth
nas been lately recommended by Chancel as of universal applicability. A
"'tnc acid solution of the substance containing phosphoric acid is treated
^ith a solution of nitrate of bismuth* as long as a precipitate is formed,

the* ur^*
P^'^'P^''?^' -according to Chancel's latest advice, by dissolving 68-45 gms. of

^tnc acid Representing 68-3 gmrof anhydrous 'nitric acid and bringing the solution
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It is then boiled, filtered and the precipitated phosphate of bismuth is

washed with hot water, dried, ignited and weighed. Chlorine and sul-

phuric acid, if present, must first be removed by means of the nitrates of

baryta and silver. Too great an amount of nitric acid must be avoided,

since the phosphate of bismuth though insoluble in a moderate quantity

of nitric acid, is soluble in a large excess.

I have recently made some experiments on this method, at the sug-

gestion of Prof. Johnson, which go to show that in the presence of certain

sesquioxyds it is utterly valueless, I proceeded as follows : a solution of

nitrate oV bismuth was prepared according to Chancel's directions, and

also a solution of pure phosphate of soda. These two solutions were of

such strength that one cubic centimeter of the nitrate of bismuth solutiotr

contained a little more bismuth than was necessary to precipitate the

whole of the phosphoric acid in 1 c. c. of the phosphate of soda solution.

A strong solution of the nitrate of the sesquioxyd of iron was then

prepared, and to 1 c. c. of it were added successively 1 c. c. of the phos-

phate of soda solution and 1 c. c. of the nitrate of bismuth solution. No

precipitate was formed even after boiling the mixture. The pernitrat- of

iron was diluted with nine parts by volume of water, and to 1 c. c. of

this dilute solution were added equal amounts of phosphate of soda and

nitrate of bismuth. A rather bulky precipitate came down, but after

boiling, the filtrate on being tested with molybdate of ammonia was

found to contain phosphoric acid in large quantity. The experiment was

repeated, using two, three and four c. c. of the dilute solution of ferric

nitrate to 1 c. c. each, of the solution of phosphate of soda and nitrate

of bismuth with similar results—the precipitate of phosphate of bis-

muth diminishing and the amount of phosphoric acid in the filtrate in-

creasing regularly as more and more of the iron salt was added. When

5 c. c. of the solution of iron were employed to 1 c. c. each, of the two

other solutions, there was no precipitate whatever, the whole of the

phosphate of bismuth being held in solution by the nitrate of iron.

In all cases where phosphate of bismuth was precipitated in presence

of nitrate of sesquioxyd of iron it carried down with it a notable quantitr

of iron, as manifested by the color of the precipitate, which was brownish

red when a large proportion of iron existed in the solution and of a yel-

A strong solution of nitrate of alumina was prepared by saturating

nitric acid (of sp. gr. 1-16) with pure, freshly precipitated hydrate of

alumina, and some experiments were made with this solution, usi"g' '°

each case, 1 c. c. of the solution of phosphate of soda and 1 c- _c- «*
Jf^

e of bismuth, to .successively increasing quantities ot

* *..„.„ ^ „ „r,.,nA so
^gj^^^^j^

ilumina. With 1 c. c. of the
i a considerable precipitate, but when the solution w
with molybdate of ammonia it was found still

phosphoric acid.
^
After dissolving this precipitate in

separating the bi.^muth by sulphuretted hydrogen, a.,

^

,

^'
3 presence of phosphate of alumina, showin<y' that the pbospiwi'-

I a portion of alumina with it. With 2 c <

uth had c

01 alumina there was scarcely any precipitate on oo

. the phosphate of bismuth was entirely prevented £



Experiments were made with a solution of nitrate of sesqiiioxyd of
chromium and it was found that 5 c. c. of chromic nitrate employed to

1 c. c. each, of the solutions of phosphate of soda and nitrate of bismuth,
were sufficient to prevent the formation of any precipitate. The solution

used was a rather strong one.

Nitrate of sesquioxyd of uranium even in small quantities prevents the
complete precipitation of phosphoric acid by this method, and when in

large amount, dissolves the precipitate entirely. The phosphate of bis-

contaminated with the latter.

A similar series of experiments was made with the nitrates of ammonia,
potassa, baryta, strontia, lime, and magnesia. The presence of these bases

It follows from these trials that the method proposed by Chancel, can
not be applied in the presence of sesquioxyds of iron, aluminum, chro-

wben in excess*, have the property of dissolving phosphate of bismuth
and thus preventing its precipitation, and on the other, when phosphoric
acid is in excess, phosphates of these bases are thrown down iu conjunc-
tion with the phosphate of bismuth.

iVb^e.—Since these experiments by Mr. McCurdy were completed, we
have learned from the Comptes Rendus that Chancel has discovered the

inapplicability of his original method in presence of peroxyd of iron, and
proposes t

toxyd. T
-naneel, however, still appears to overlook the fact that his process is,

ind IS likely to remain valueless in just those cases where a new method
'Vould be most acceptable, viz. for the estimation of phosphoric acid in

Yale Scientific School Feb. 15. ISfil.

ber of

On the loss of Light hy Glass Shades.—{To the Editor of Silliman's

^^ican Journal of Science and Arts)— ,Si>; In the November num-
1 your Journal I find a notice of my experiments on the loss of

%ht by glass shades, with an account of 'additional investigationE by
'Ir- Frank H. Storer; his communication induces me to ofi'er some fur-
ther remarks on the subject.

.

Ihe experiments were intended to be of a practical nature, and were
ned solely in order to ascertain, (as I state in my letter to the London
Journal of Gas Lighting), the loss of light occasioned by the use of the
ordinary glass shades. It is not therefore quite correct for Mr. Storer
to compare results obtained bv the use of /ai sheets, y\hh the loss of

^J^"^,
occasioned by spherical shades. He is right however in suppo-sing

at by "the loss of light," I intended to express "the actual dirainu-
"on of the amount of liaht, falling for example, upon the pages of a
f^ook held near to its source, which would be occasioned by the inteipo-
sition of the shades enumerated."
_^Prof. Verver had another object in view, and his experiments do not

He was investigating the illumip**'"'' t>"w

Argand burner with, and without, a



opposite

The lights, (which we may call A and B), having been :

gLs),'was7ac
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o-a^ in these two cases is burnt under very different conditions, while in

Ml-. Storei's experiments, and those which I have tried, the gas was

burnt under precisely the same circumstances whether a shade was in-

terposed or not, the only difference being in the substances through

I conducted my experiments in the following manner :—In order to

avoid the trouble and inaccuracy arising from the use of a candle, I em-

ployed a gas-light as the standard of comparison throughout the trials

of all the shades. This could easily be done, as in the blackened experi-

ment chamber of the Liverpool United Gas Light Co., there is a dupli-

cate set of apparatus, two governors, metres, burners, &c., being fixed at

U A and B), hi

\ noticed, the first shade, (that o

)toineter screen moved to-

both sides of the screen were equally illuminated, the

reading on the photometer staff was then found to be I'll 8 on that

tion of light given by B, (without a sh'ade), was to the light given by

A, (with a shade), as 1 to xtt? or as 1 to 0-8944, or the loss of hgW
by the use of the shade was equal to 10-56 per cent. The first shade

was then removed, and tlie next substituted, and so on till the loss of

light in each case was detennined.

Atter all the shades had been examined, the lights were again com-

pared, and found to be equal as at first adjusted. The quahty of the

gas and the descriptions of burner employed do not affect the question,

provided that the same burner is used throughout all the experiments.

The burners I used were "Xo. 3, Fish-tails," consuming S'V cubic feet

per hour. The gas was taken from the street mains.
By using a standard light of unvarying intensity, all the errors likely

to arise from inequalities in the consumption of a candle are avoided,

and much time is saved in making the experiments as one or two obsei-

vations with the photometer in each case are quite sufficient to ensure

accuracy.

The "divisions on the photometer staff do not necessarily represent

candles, but the proportion that one lioht under examination, bears to

the other, when one of them is taken as unity.
I may observe that the single experiment made with a sheet of com-

mon window glass was tried simply to confirm the result obtained by

the globe of clear glass.

The distance at which the glass is placed from the light does not seem

in the slightest degree to affect the amount of light transmitted throUj,

it. I am glad to find that mv own experiments on this point are so en-

tirely confirmed by Mr. StoreVs statement. William KI^"G•

Liverpool United Gas Light Co., Dec. 28, 1S60.

Note bt Me. Stoeeb.

Jn reply to the courteous letter of Mr. Kinar. I must express my regret ^K
has notUre explicitly stated the reasons whkh lead hin7to object ^o^-^^^S-
of results obtained by the use of flat sheets of glass with those obtained ^^.^^^^^x
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surface of one side of a lamp-shade, of any form, -should be compensated for by that

similarly reflected from the opposite side—and that no similar compensation could

dent ; but I am ignorant of any experiments which go to show that the amount of

light which is cut off from a given surface by the interposition of a.fat screen is differ-

ent from tlmt which would be stopped by a curved screen r,f the same material. Let

determine how much light is cut oft; by the glass, i. e.. bring the photometer to rest,

b '\J^lAc'r&segZeni'iriiAml-lh^^^^ aTatTrial^idc^ntLlly s'imilar with that of

the flat sheet firet used, shall we find that our photometer is no longer in equilibri-

um ? The same amount of light must have in each instance passed into the aper-

ture in the sheet of tin -.-why should it not be transmitted to our photometer m
the same way in either case ? The experiment cited would probably be difficuH to

ground glass of precisely the same material, or ground equally rough. I state it

with the desire that some proof may be given that the transmitted light would be

theories (serArt.' Light in Encyclopedia Metropolitana, p. 347, |^ *^^|^^^)'^"°^''

(see hLm^CmlTde p)^^iJu€\^h€irPo}ytechnique, 2;le
^^^'^^

F^';;:^'j;\^^^';;j/t*5f2t

constructed of fiat porcelain transparencies which are so commonly employed ia

this country to soften the glare of gas-lights ; or of the lanterns of colored and en-

ameled glass which were so often exhibited in the torch light processions of the

Presidential campaign of the Autumn of 1860, and by which the phenomenon, of

"loss of light by glass shades," now under discussion was so strikingly exhibited. In

work which he had already so faithfully performed. In publishing my results, I re-

^rded them as being merely supplementary to those of Mr. King,
?^*''^J^^'J^;°jf"J^j;S

1 those of Mr. King in so far as they went to prove

^^ great iS^s of light occasioned by the use of glass screens.

As for the experiment of Prof. Verver, to which Mr. King takes exception, he

nnst pardon me, if I persist in maintaining that the observation does apply to the

luestion at hand. It matters little in science, at any time, what object an expen-

aeuter may have in view, so long as the truth is attained and exhibited by his re-

earches
; but in the case in point, Yerver's experiment, so far as it goes, applies di-

:«tly to our subject. (See his own words, this Journal, Nov., 1 860, [2.] xxx, 421.)

•onsequenUyb^7egard"ed'"a.|t^^;s:^u;ivr''but^b?fo"™s!H.kii.g to discard

taltogetller, Mr. King shoi a globular glass shade sur-

:s-mS^weUb

•'

£•»/, and that thereforehisown

ror which affects

inmakiVlJ^e^nia „ the least degree

SiUnS
t Mr. King's obse. ^jov^r^v^rilen.

doubt of their acJi!racv^;-^forth™owii 'aWe s ight error

-hiiPit^
I have alluded, h is method of experir

'"*Ve??eTmu«t not oe re-

stionably the best

ret known. I urge only that the observatioi
'"^^"'fea^kVstoeee.

R.9ton, Feb. 6, 1861.
Am. Jo, Sebies, Vol. XXXI,

, No.192.-MABcn , 1861.
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10. On (he Alloys of Copper and Zinc ; by Frank H. Storer. (From

the Memoirs of the American Academy, [N. S.,] vol. viii, p. 27) * Cam-

bridge, 1860, pp. 32, 4to.

In the words of the author :—" This research was undertaken m order

to ascertain what, if any, definite chemical compounds could be detected

among the alloys of copper and zinc'

which the metals exhibit when fused 1

On the contrary I am confident that all the alloys of copper and zinc are

simply isomorphous mixtures of the two metals, capable, as I shall pro-

ceed to show, of crystallizing at any point, from copper with only a trace

of zinc down to alloys containing but thirty per cent of copper, or even

less, under favorable circumstances." " The misconceptions of previous

observersf have evidently arisen either from a great tendency to separate

instead of immediately forming a homogeneous mixture,

hen fused together, or from certam striking

i of superficial coloration which occur among

the d fi"erent alloys."
.

Mr. Storer has prepared a large number of alloys of copper and zinc

containing different proportions of these ingredients, by methods which

he has described in detail, and has found that they may all be crystallized

by piercing the crust which forms upon the partially cooled molten meta

and then quickly pouring off those portious of the latter which are still

fluid from the crystals which have formed upon the walls of the crucible,

—as in the common class experiment of crystallizing sulphur by fusion.

At least he has succeeded in obtaining crystals from all the alloys whictt

contain more than thirty per cent of copper. He has found it diftcult,

however, to crystallize any of the alloys which contain less than this pro-

portion of copper since they are liable to pass through a pasty plastic state

similar to that assumed by zinc or soft-solder while solidifying.

" These crystals are all octahedral, usually somewhat elongated and ap

parently much modified by the circumstances in which they have been

formed. The edges of all of them are rounded. The octahedra are m

general more largely devek '
.-

, >
.u__ „^r.arpn

upon the side from which .^^ .„o. v.....^.w,.. ^. ...«

They are, moreover, combined together with parallel axes, which give to

the crystals;]: a striated appearance; these stri» are not sharply denneu,

* Communicated to the Academy, Nov. 9, 1859. .

^^ garsten
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but their edges have the rounded character of the edges of the crystals.

This general character is maintained throughout the whole series of
crystals, from those of pure copper down to those of the lowest white
alloys which I have obtained. No doubt can possibly be entertained

of the complete resemblance of these crystals to each other throughout
" " ' 3 the striking similarity to the well-known crystals of pure

obtained by fusion) which they exhibit, strongly indicatos that

3iong to the regular system. As it is of course impossible to meas-

! angles of such crystals, they cannot be crystallographically deter-

mined
; but the most obvious conclusion is, that they are monometric.

This opinion, however, must be based rather upon analogy than on any

" Upon the assumption that the crystals which I have described belong
to the regular system, as well as upon the fact, which will appear in the

sequel, that none of the crystals have been found to contain any larger

quantity of either of their component metals than was contained in he
remainder of '

'

- • - - - ^

based ray con
mixtures* of

" On this hypothesis it is of course presumed that both copper and zinc

are capable of crystallizing in the regular system. Copper, as is weU
fenown always occurs in forms of the monometric system. But in reg iid

to zinc this has not been so satisfactorily proved. Not only, however,
does analogy indicate that zinc should be monometric—for, so far as is

known, all the metals of the Three Series of Cookef allied to it crystal-

hze in forms of this system—but NicklesJ has actually observed an in-

stance in which it occurred in the form of pentagonal dodecahedrons."
This observation of Nickles having been called in question by Noegge-

rath and G. Rose, Mr. Storer takes occasion to defend it, niaintaimiig

cistalline form of zinc which have hitherto been made.
A minute description with figures of the crystals as obtained from al-

loys of various composition follows. These crystals vary in size accord-

ing as a larger or smaller quantity of the alloy is allowed to become solid

before piercing its crust, some of those obtained by the author exceeded
«a|f an inch in length, others were quite minute.

" Very fine groups of crystals were obtained from those alloys which
contained only one or two per cent of zinc. It is worthy of note, that,

although these crystals have the same form and general appearance as
those prepared by the same method from an equal quantity—three or
four pounds—of pure copper, they are nevertheless much larger and more
perfect. Since they may, for alfpractical purposes, be consitlered as crys-

^Is of copper with slight impurity of zinc, and are easily to be obtained,

iportmtnt of the alloys of copper'ancl zinc'towards acids, and the solutions o
's metallic salts, is that of chemical compounds, being entirely unlike that

pie mechanical mixture of the two metals, or of a mixture of several aUoji.

;

Memoirs of the Amer. Acad., [N. S.,] r, table to p. 266.
Ana. Ch. et Phys., [3,] xiii, 37.
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it would almost seem advisable to add one or two per cent of zmc. to the

metal employed in preparing specimens of crystallized copper for the cabi-

net. A similar case is presented by lead, which is very readily crystal-

beautiful cups of crystals of Krdtzblel, which are prepared by partially

cooling the metal in ladles, at the Fraukensharner smelt-works near Claus-

thal, and doubtless in other localities in the Hartz."
" Since the crystals rich in copper which have just been described do

not possess in any marked degree the yellow color peculiar to brass, they

are sornewhat less interesting than those obtained from alloys containing

more zinc. Crystals of the latter can be obtained with the greatest ease

by remelting old brass, or, better, by filling a Hessian crucible from the

molten metal of the pots of a brass founder, in which case all annoyance

from the formation of a false crust of mixed oxyd of zinc and metal is

obviated." * * *

" The most perfect individual crystals were obtained from a quantity of

brazier's solder which had been prepared at the foundry of the Revere

Copper Co., in Boston, by fusing together 50 parts of copper with 50

parts of zinc. When an alloy of about this composition solidifies, and

especially if it be suddenly cooled—as happens when it is poured into

iron ingot-moulds,—it assumes, as is well known, a highly crystalline

structure, consisting almost entirely of a mass of coarse fibres which shoot

out from the points at which the alloy comes in contact with the cold

metal of the mould. In the instances which have fallen under my notice

the mgots being from an inch to an inch and a half in depth the fibres

have shot up three quarters of an inch, or more, from the bottom of the

mgot, leaving only a sheet of metal about a quarter of an inch in thick-

ness on top, which had cooled more slowly by contact with the air. * * *

On removmg portions of this upper layer, its inferior surface will be found

studded with crystals, often of great beauty, while others frequently oc-

cur impacted among the fibres themselves. Indeed, these fibres, although

described by Calvert and R. Johnson* as prismatic crystals, indicating

that the alloy Cu Zn is a definite chemical compound, are evidently noth-

ing more than collections of octahedral crystals, similar to those which

torm the fibres of sublimed sal-ammoniac and of several metals."t
Ihe tendency to shoot out into fibres iust alluded to which extends

over quite a space from alloys containing 57 or 58 per cent of copper

down to those containing only 43 or 44 per cent is next discussed. It »«

of peculiar interest on account of its practical bearing;-" alloys at the

upper limit of this fibrous tendency being the lowest—i. e., richest in zinc

wtiich can be rolled or subjected to the various processes by whicn

metals are wrought. Singularly enough, at a point just beyond the limit

at whicli the fibres cease to be apparent, viz., at 60 per cent of copper, an

alloy of peculiar homogeneity occurs ;—its fracture as seen when small

bars are broken, being smooth and compact, and entirely unlike either

the coarse, irregular, stringy fracture of alloys richer in copper, or that o

alloys containing only a little more zinc, upon the fracture of which small

bundles of fine crystalline fibres are often apparent.

* Journal of the Franklin Institut- Fa 1 ^^;; onn h»« ,.l«n Phil. Trans, cxlvii".
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"This alloy readily admits of being rolled, either hot or cold, and may
be subjected to the operations of hammering or drawing without detri-

ment, while alloys containing only a few per cent more copper can be
rolled hot only when the sheets are raised to a very high temperature. * * *

_
"In the preparation of the alloy of 60 per cent copper, now so exten-

sively used for sheathing vessels under the name of Muntz's sheathing or
yellow-metal,—also known as malleable brass,—it is the custom of found-
ers to reserve a portion of the zinc which has been weighed out for a
charge, until the alloy in their pots or furnace has become sufficiently

hot
; the last portions of zinc are then added in small pieces, a sample of

the alloy being tested after each such addition. This is done by dipping
out a small portion of the melted mass and pouring it into a mould ; a
little ingot, five or six inches long by an inch or less in thickness, is thus
obtained, vrhich after cooling, is broken on an anvil, and its fracture ob-
served. If this does not exhibit a smooth and homogeneous surface, more
zinc is added to the alloy. The accuracy with which an experienced
workman can thus obtain the desired alloy is truly astonishing, the more
specially since this homogeneous alloy is confined within very narrow

fracture, whether the test ingot prepared from it be cooled slowly, by (

posure to the air, or rapidly, by plunging it into cold water, while alloys
containing either more or less than 60 per cent of copper are liable to as-
sume different structures, according as they are cooled with greater or
less rapidity. Two ingots are therefore sometimes cast, on each trial of
the alloy, one of which is cooled in water and the other in air for com-
parison. This double test is, however, deemed superfluous bv skillful

workmen."

m "th T^ ^^^^"^y- Jn this connection, that I have repeatedly obtained crystals, by the

fouDdur's pots at the moment it had afforded them a satisfactory test. These crys-
lais are m no wise different from those obtained bv myself from alloys of almost
wentical composition.

at thl il?"^'''
^ ^^-^ *^^" ^***^'^' ^^^ ^^^^^^'^y *« form fibres seems to have ceased

its influence is less clearly Sefined than^^thr" tes^-'TfVelW-metal founders 'would
seem to indicate. In the circumstances ;mder which this test is applied, it is doubt-
ess true that no fibres are formed; but it is a matter of experience with manufac-

Tf u}, ^\ '"^°* '^ allowed to cool. It is evident, therefore, that during the processes

ii text^u"
''°"^"^' *"^ °^ annealing, to which the alloy is subsequently subjected,

miri^f ^^^ sheathing, when exposed to the acdon of sea-water, must in ,^eat

5?»„'!l5
"^^'^ ^^ a '""ace of the fibro°usTtruTture were preS,Tt is clear' tb.it the
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II. GEOLOGY.

1. On Prof. J. W. Dawson's papers on the Coal.—Trot J. W. Dawson,
LL.D., of McGill College, Canada West. Las lately published in the Pro-

ceedings of the Geological Society of London two very interesting me-

moirs :—one concerning the vegetablo structure in coal ;* the other on a

terrestrial mollusk, a Myriaiiod and some new species of reptiles from

the coal of Nova Scotia.

The formation of the coal and the composition of its combustible

matter may be considered as settled questions. But we are still far from

being well acquainted with the true nature of the coal plants, and with

their generic and specific affinities. Fossil plants are found preserved in

two different ways. In the shales and the sandstones the outline of the

vegetable is marked just as it would be on the stone by the pencil of a

lithographer ; but no trace of internal structure is preserved ; and as these

remains are mostly broken parts of stems and of leaves, crushed cones,

scales or blades, nutlets and prints of various forms left on the bark of

some trees at the point of attachment of the leaves, it is nearly impossible

to determine with precision the species to which such fragments belong,

or at least to get any indication about their mode of vegetation and

their relation to plants now living.

In the coal on the contrary we find a few remains of internal organism,

chiefly vessels of various appearances. But in the compact, homogeneous

matter of the coal, every trace of external structure of the plants having

disappeared, these isolated vessels can not, in any way, indicate the form

of the plant to which they belong.

It is especially in treating the lamina of mineral charcoal intermixed

upact coal by chemical maceration, that Prof. Dawson ' '

"""

to separate the vegetable fibre and to study the form of some of the

vessels. The result of these researches is satisfactory to this point
;

it

proves by a direct experiment that the coal is a compound of differetit

species of plants. Though many paljfiontologists had already come to the

same conclusions by researches "^of the same kind, Prof. Dawson is the

first who has succeeded in clearing the woody fibre perfectly from every

particle of amorphous substance, and thus his assertions are more con-

clusive and more reliable. Nevertheless, some of these assertions are

open to critical discussion.

The first question which the author proposes to elucidate by his re-

searches (the one which relates to the precise genera and species ot

plants which have contributed the vegetable matter required for the coalj

is perfectly well answered by himself m a note from a former paper where

he says : / have little confidence in the establishment of genera or species,

on the minute structure of fragments of wood. Of course if fragments
ot

fossil wood can not indicate genera and species by their internal organi-

zation, a fortiori, neither can isolated vessels do it. The second If^^^y
concerning (he causes which have produced the different qualities ofcoaiy

matter observable in the different parts of the same bed, or in different

beds in the same coal-fields, does not appear to be satisfactorily
answereo.

Suppose we admit Liebig's theory, that coal results from the subrnersio

of vegetable fibre :—then since the thin lamina of mineral charcoa't
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generally no thicker than the -i^i\x part of an inch, alternate

sion ? The supposition that the mineral charcoal represevtn the i

fibre of trees subjected to atmospheric decay, while the bark of those
appears as compact coal along ivith such woody and herbaceous mat
might be imbedded before decay had time to take place, is contrH<iicti

ofchai frequently show prints, easily ideniified,
cies predominant in the shales overlaying the coal. Ulius one bed (No.
IB Coal) has, especially in its charcoal, blades of Lepidostrohits and leaves
of Lepidodendron. Others have in abundance the prints of the baik of
Calatnites, Lepidodendron, Stigmaria and even ferns.
The question whether Stigmaria fcoides be the root of a Sigillaria is

far from being settled, and though the assertion that Stigmaria is found
in every bed of fire clay is true, the deduction drawn from this fact, on
the assertion of some authors—that Stigmaria is nol found in the coal or
in the shales overlaying it is without any foundation whatever. Some
beds of coal have been formed by Stigmaria only. AVhole strata of
black laminated roof shales contain only remains o{Stig7naria,

N^either the form or the size of the scalarifoi'm vessels can be admitted

vessel passing from round to oval, to equilateral and to true scalariform
shape by gradual and inappreciable transitions. The size of the vessels
vanes according to the size of the same plant.

L ne of the most interesting conclusions reached by Prof. Dawson is
that the small cylindrical filaments, resembling black threads, so abundantm the coal and mineral charcoal are composed of bundles of scalariform
vessels inclosed in a sheaf of woody fibres. This is, says the author, pre-
cisely the structure of the vascular bundles of the petioles of ferns. It is
certam that the writer has seen these filaments generally in connection
witii crushed stems, especially with crushed Calamites.

.

-I he vessels figured 8 to 12 of pi. 18. apparently belong to some spe-
cies of Stigmaria, especially to S.fcoides (compare Corda's Beytrage, tab.

^V- That tissue of this kind constitutes by far the largest part of the
mineral charcoal is a proof of my assertion, that Stigmaria enters largely

f^!!;
^^^'^^'"^'''3^ possible now to refer the genus Sigillaria to Cycadea or

to the Coniferc. Neither the internal structure nor what we know of the
external forms of species of this genus, the leaves, the fruits, &c., can show
»ucn an analogy.

tni n^' P*^'^^° c^" °ot with certainty afiirm the presence of tissue of

^^""f
in the coal. This agrees perfectly with the result of ten

Stat
^'^P'orations by the writer in the coal measures of the United

K,..
^\.^^^ Its flora, where no trace of a true Coniferous plant has thus far

"een found.

a t?'*"
"

u^'^''
^^"^^ "°^ ^^^'"^ *^^* t^*« <^oal measures of Nova Scotia give

that
*" ^'"'^'^'^'^^ «^ t^e general formation of the coal. The coalfields of
country bear testimony to such continual disturbance by the repeated
ementa of ths surface, repeated overflows, sudden invasions of littoral
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\\Aon of tlie coal strata in the coalfields of the United

TJie general conclusions of this paper, appear to be perfectly just,

though not necessarily derived from the microscopical researches of Prof.

Dawson. But, if this assertion of the author is true; that the sigillarim

especialli/, have contributed to the vegetable matter of the coal; what be-

comes of the former conclusion : that the filaments so abundantly found

in the coal and mineral charcoal are bundles of fibrous vessels of petioles of

ferns. Moreover we must d*^ny the prevalence of Calamites and Sigillarm

in the roof .shales, at least, in the coalfields of the United States. Each

bed of coal, according to its age, or geological horizon, has some plants pe-

culiar tn itself predominating in the shales, and the same plants are found,

apparently in the same proportion, in the whole thickness of the coal.

mer discovery made by himself and Sir Charles Lyell, of the presence of

stances, viz., in the hollow petrified trunk of a standing tree, he has found

numerous well-preserved specimens of the same land shell, Pupa vetusta

Daw., befpre discovered at the same locality ; some remains of a new-

genus and species of an articulated animal, resembling a Myriapod, Jiylo-

bius Siyillarm Daw. ; and portions of two skeletons of animals belonging

to a new reptilian genus, Hijlonomus Daw., two species of which H. Lyelh

Daw., and I£. aciedentatus Daw., are figured and described in the paper.

Every geologist will recognize the great importance of this discovery,

as respects both palaeontology and the history of the coal formations.

This history is slowly unfolding itself by the unwearied researches of a

few true lovers of science, who like Prof. Dawson, endeavor to compen-

sate the want of cooperation in such a thankless field of science as that

of fossil botany, by incessant and conscientious labor. Discoveries ot

nearly the same kind as those of Prof. Dawson, have been made lately

both in Europe, and in the United States. Goldenberg has found in the

coal measures of the Vosges, in France, new species of Blattina, Ther-

mites, Dyctioneiiron, &c., and five wings of a Blattina have been lately

found in the lowest coal of Arkansas. ?"
,

2. Thirteenth Annual Report of the Regents of the University of the

State of New York, (for 1859), 128 pp. 8vo. Albany, N.Y.-The ^'^
and title page of this Report bear the date of 1860, with the ad<^'^'*f'

" made to the Senate, April 10, 1860." It contains in addition to tn

usual annual statement of the business affkirs of the State Cabinet, six

Appendises. Of these, A, B, C and D are catalogues of various col ec

tions and donations. The Appendix, E. is an interesting paper ent^tiea

^nmnrisinff the results oi

, etc. 1859." It ^

illustrated by 24 plates and a map'of variouslnounds, excavations an

antiquities of the aboriginal inhabitants of the country. p
Appendix (F) has a separate title pao-e thus : " Contributions to i

Ijeontologj-, 1858 and 1859. By James Hall, Geologist and Fal^o^

tologist, etc." We are thus particular in noticing these dates bee

* Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, London, xvi, 268, 1860.



^ve have been informed tliat Prof. Hall has introduced into this paper
under new names several species which have been described by other
authoi-s during the year 1860. Should this Appendix be separated from
the Report and circulated with no other information as to the date than
what 13 given on tlie title page, palaeontologists in other countries may
possibly be led to quote its contents with a date as far back as 1858.*
l^roin what appears upon the cover of the Report itself most people
would suppose the date of publication to l)e April 10, 1800. Such
however is not t!: foot. We have ascertained that "the first lot of
(this) Regents' R,p.»rt was delivered (by the Printer) Dec. 1*7, 1860, to
the Regents of C- University,"' (letter from C. Van Benthuysen, the
printer). A\ e have evidence that important changes were introduced
into the text of the Geological part as late nearly as the above date, if

not even later. Such additions should have been indicated by an appro-
priate date either in the text or on the cover of the Report. We regret
extremely to feel compelled to make this statement. But having been
long aware that similar changes had been made in the 12th Report, after
It had been in part circulated and noticed in this Journal (xxviii, 149), we
cannot permit this recurrence of the same practice to pass withotu our
earnest protest. We would therefore respectfully suggest to the Regents
that hereafter they should take every precaution to" prevent this confu-
sion of dates in the publications that issue under their authority. The
interests of science demand that all misunderstandings between natural-
ists should be guarded against, and nothing can be more likely to make
a man of science feel that he has been unfairly dealt with than to see

another obtaining priority over him by fictitious or indefinite dates.

Another Regents' Report will be due either in the present month of March
or perhaps in April. Let it be printed and circulated as presented at
once, or if it be delayed to accommodate authors, let the date of actual

publicadon be given as well as the date of presentation to the Senate.f
Prof. Hall's paper contains notices of about one hundred (mostly new)

species of fossils from the Silurian and Devonian rocks of the United
States. He proposes the following new genera of Brachiopoda

:

1. Skexfdium.—This genus if adopted will inciude several species heretofore
referred to Orlhrs ; the dorsal valve flat and the ventral valve of a pyramidal shape.

Conrad, and Spirife;- unfjmmlm, Sowerby. It is therefore the same as McCoy 'a

Kenus Martinia. (See McCoy's British Palwozoic Fossils, p. 877.)
3. V iTL-LixA.—The species resemble Or(his with the dorsal valve flat,—the

central valve pyramirlal,—ribs large.

"plications more rounded, and rarely or never continued to the lateral margins

% James Hall, Geologist Ld Palaontdogi^Cetc. (From the Thirteenth Annual

isir*^'
"f ^''6 Regents on the State Cabinet,) pp. 55-128, Svo.]' On the cover there

the^d^t
^""'^'P'^ is more" thoroughly established in the ethics of science than that

t'n" t^^""'"'
'^' °^-

•'^^^'"4"''' "-^ Hence^lfas arisenThe practice of A u'thors of distribu-

''•rin-theearriestprSS^ed"atVor^wW^^^^ To this course no objection
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in RhynconeUa proper. The ii]

group of species

McCoy's genus is lo\e*'divicied,

^5. ^Meeistella.—Intended to include that group of species of Athyrh (McCoy)
'urnida Dalman, for the type. It is not probable that this proposal

a.°°No''nrw*'nam8s\arbraLu\''ed until'lirthroicW^

Athyrh, must be retained for the group with the beak of the ventral valve
perforate and closely incurved and -with the mesial centum in the dorsal v
(Type A. tumid^i.)

"
^ ^

Spirigera, must include those with I

a rudimentary mesial septum in the dr

These two genera are limited as ab(

whSrhat?''''
'^^''- °^''^'" g^'""M^*"'"^^«"^ill no doubt hold gooli fS ^hose specie^s

Prof. Hall describes a new r-enus of Crinoids under the name of
Cheirocrinus, and also proposes two new genera of trilobites Barrandia
and Bathynotus to include the peculiar forms from Yennont heretofore
referred by him to the genus Olenus. It has perhaps escaped Mr. Hall's
notice that McCoy has published a trilobite genus ''Barrandia'' in

the " British Palffiozoic Fossils," p. 149. McCoy's genus appears to be
disputed but still it raust be retained until it is clearlv shown to be
without foundation.

_
3. Geological 6^«r.f'y..—Tennessee. Prof. Safiord is now publisb-

mg the first volume of his Report on this State. It will be in two
parts. 1st. 1 he Pbysu-al Geography of Tennessee, 2d. The Geological
structure and the Formations of Tennessee. Tt is in 8vo, and will con-
tain a map of the State and 20 or 30 plates, chiefly fossils. Its comple-
tion is expected in about three months. A second volume to be published
hereafter, will contain Part 3d, the Minerals and mineral resources of the
State, and Part 4tli, the Agricultural resources.
Kentcckv.—The publication of the fourth and concluding volume of

Mas burvey is in the hands of Dr. Robert Peter, of Lexington, Ky. The
matter will torni a large and very valuable volume. The Legislature
ordered 7000 copies to be printed. The completion of the work may be
expected during the coming summer, if political causes do not arrest the

Texas.--We learn with regret that th<3 removal of Dr,. Shumard (no-
ticed on p. 124) was caused soIelvbvT^oiil;ical consideratioDS—his succes-

thlt^kSi
an " OiId Texian," which Dr. Shumard was not

!

An intimation
intial scientific names had been used to effect this change ap-

pears to ]jave nc) toundi^tion in tact, and was nrobablv it(tended only to

to'aboirh'

.,
4. Trih

•eraark

lobites' ' n-oln t

VleX'"'
.effect of th^ change w

tie Potsdam sandstone from "Bhu

ill probably be

'k"^!;';^ Falls."

Wisconsin
,
presei tlie Boston Societv of Natural H i.torv bv Prot:

Daniels, as ment
ings, thev are fou

KLeville. X.Y.

ioned r

n.l to 1,

>n page 310 of v.

e id..ntieal with tl

A. vi of the Society'; IVoceed-

le Conocephalites minuius tro.n



iJiea to tue genus Jiathynrus (LSillingsj. I he speci-

Theca, apparently T. trianr,ularis (Hall); as also a
few Lingulce, which, while they maij be L.jmma of New York, yet vary
so much that their identity seems hardly possible. k. h. bradlet.

5. Chrojne Garnet.—I have recently diseo\eied a beautiful emerald
green garnet in Oxford, Canada, in CHlcareous spur with niillerite. It is

massive, granular, or in transparent dodecahedron.^ and r.semhles ouva-
rovite, but is essentially a liine-aluinina garnet with 6-0 p. c. of oxyd of

chromium. I shall soon send von a full description with an analysis.

Montreal,Jan.21st,18Gl.
' ^

t. s! au.vr.

III. ZOOLOGY.
1. Contributims to the Natural Hislory of the United States; by

Louis Agassiz, Vol. III.

—

Acalephs in (jcneral—Ctenophorce. Nothing
goes farther to prove the necessity of a wide and far-reaching study of
animate nature than the facts brought to light by the examination of jelly-

fishes. It is the misfortune cf mo?t zoological' text-bocks, and of popu-
lar science in general, that such stress is laid on the structure of Verte-

to them, as the head and type of the auimal kingdom, and the scale by
which all other animals are to be measured, that'the student gets to look
on everything else as something intrinsically inferior in character and un-

certain in position.

This wrong idea is well illustrated by the expression Vertebrates and
Invertebrates, as if the first were a division equal to, and co-extensive with,

the second. Invertebrates are a common refuge for all creatures so unfor-

tunate as to have no back-bone; just as Infusoria furnish a convenient

reservoir, into which to pour all small objects that cannot easily be seen.

Again, naturalists are led, by such partial studies to make many false gen-

eralizations
; such as, that the rapidity and force of motion are in direct

ratio to the size of the nervous centres and to the perfection of the mus-
cular system

; whereas we see such medusa; as Coryne (Sarsia) and Fleu-
fobrachia executing swift and complicated motions, though thev have
neither nervous nor muscular systems, properly so-called. Then the in-

correct homologies that are attempted: the comparison of the head-gan-

Jo that of Petromyzon ; and of the limbs of an insect to the limbs of the
hight^r vertebrates. To this may be added th»} fal.e ideas of rank among
""= uinerent groups; placins: the wh(
Wa; the whol« of the Mollusca bel

t»etW'een tlie ditierent plans of creation, an.! no such systematic subordin
at'on established. The squids, among ilollusca, so "iar as tliey can b
compared, stand certainly as high as any of die crabs, and possibly highe
"i''n the lamprey eels.' The radiate 'SpaLujuim is, without doubt,
"lore complex mechanism than the molluscoid Vorticella, or the artici

'^te Rotifera.

i all its richness, a class which includes in its apparently humble



hmits some of the most extraordinary phenomena of generation, of growth

The first chapter treats briefly of the history of our knowledge in this

branch, from the time of Aristotle, (who confounded sea-anemones and

jelly-fishes under the common term nettles), down, through many barren

centuries, to near our own day, when Rondelet, three hundred years ago,

published figures of medusae, with some observations of his own. Two
centuries more added comparatively little to the store of information ; 0.

F, MiilJer, liowever, had published the Zoologia Danica, the colored plates

of which are fitting forerunners of the magnificent drawings of Lesueur,

illustrating the numerous acalephse, collected by him and his companion,

Peron. The System der Acalephen by Eschscholtz, which not only em-

bodied all heretofore known, but was further enriched by the material ac-

cumulated during two voyages round the world, served to show the great

number and variety of these animals. The important exploring expedi-

tion of Quoy and Gaimard in the Pbysicienne and the Astrolabe; of

Prof. Dana, in the expedition under Capt. Wilkes ; and of Fitzroy in the

Beagle, have done much to complete the necessary specific knowledge.

The first discoveries of Sars in the embryology of medusas are striking

illustrations not only of the gradual way in which zoological truths are

arrived at, but also of the mistakes which come from a partial knowledge

of any animal. They show that we cannot judge the embryo from the

adult, or the adult from the embryo ; and, what is yet more important,

they exemplify the fundamental fact, that the embryo of a superior class

resembles the perfect creature of an inferior class, in the same type. It

was in 1829, that the Norwegian naturalist described a new genus of

polyps under the name of Scyphistoma, and another peculiar one, of me-

dusae called Sirohila. In 1841, through his own discoveries and those of

other naturalists, he was enabled to prove, 1st, that Scyphistoma was the

first stage of Strobila ; 2nd, that Strobila was the fixed stock, which by

transverse division, produced individuals of the genus JSphyra ; 3rd, that

a species of i:phyra was the young of Aurelia aurita ; and 4th, that the

eggs (i{ Aurelia aurita produced a species of Scyphistoma : the two ends

of the line of growth \ ' ' • • - • • -

covered-eyed medusae. The connectiorT^between the so-called'"hydroid

polyps and the naked-eyed medusaj, was yet to be shown. In 1843, Du-

jardia supplied the wanting link, by discovering that the medusa Cla-

donema was the offspring of the hydroid genus Syncoryne. The other

two orders, Ctenophor^ and Siphonophora?, do not present embryological

difficulties of the same sort ; the first named have voung resembling the

parent, though with shorter rows of flappers ; somewhat as spiders, among

insects, have no proper larval condition, but gain another pair of legs on

coming to maturity.

It would be natural to challenge the standing of a class, containing

such seemingly heterogeneous groups. What have they in common -

Not a common embryology :-~Tiot a common detail of structure :—leas

of all a common form. Here then we are compelled to resort, to wha

we should daily resort to, without compulsion, the metaph/sics of zoology

If we agree to call that a class which shows a plan of stn

peculiar way m which the general

peculiar way ; then two questions come uptwo questions come up: ist, w

eral plan of radiation is carried c
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the Acalephs ? and 2d, do all the so-called Acalephs really agree in tho

way in which the plan of radiation is through them exemplified l The
peculiar model, so to speak, of a jelly-fish may best be seen by contrasting

'ZZ

jelly-fish carries the so-called stomach of the polyp turned inside out, and

forming the proboscis (compare Ehizostoma, Cyanea, &c.) ; even where

there is no proper proboscis, the stomach is not inverted into the body

{Bolina, &c.). What is commonly spoken of as the stomach of a medusa
is nothing more than the visceral cavity, into which open the radiating

tubes, just as the free chambers of the polyp open into its visceral cavity.

The jelly-fish has however a circular tube, running round the edge

disc, and making a common re ' ' ' " '
''

'

feature not found in the polyps.

tions, so thin and regular among polyps, are thickened, i

and coalesce above and below, leaving only narrow, radiating tubes

through their gellatinous mass. With the model thus hastily sketched,

all Acalephse will be found to agree. The Ctenophorse, which Quoy and

Vogt would (no one can tell why) refer to MoUusca, are readily homol-

ogized. Taking Idijia as an instance, there is the visceral cavity, the

circular marginal tube and the radiating tubes leading into it. The
peculiar appearance of this particular group rises from their unusual

height, their little rows of tentacles, called " flappers," and the arrange-

ment of their parts in S's, instead of 4's. It is in the order of Siphono-

phorse that the triumph of class homologies has been the greatest ;

—

here we are forced at once to take an embryological view, just as we are

in considering the lampreys in connection with the fishes, or the marsu-

pials, in connection with the mammals. Knowing that hydroids are one
stage of true Acalephise, and taking Hydraciinia in comparison with any

siphonophorous community, like Velella, we see that the polymorphous
individuals may be compared in the two ; Hydractinia is attached, Velella

is free ; the expanded base of Hydractinia, from which rise the different

hydrae, forms in Velella the swimming vesicle. If further proof were

needed the "tentacles" (hydrse) of Velella actually produce /ree medusa.
Such elongated communities as Diphyes may, in like way, be homolo-
gized; there are a few medusoid individuals ("swimming bells"), then

hydroids ("polyps") protected by a "scale" and bearing on their probos-
cis male and female medusae buds (" ovaries ").

Not the least interesting addition to the hydroid medusne is the dis-

covery, by Prof. Agassiz, that Millepora alcicornis, of the Florida reefs, be-

longs to this division, and not to the actinoid polyps. It become hereby

probable, that the whole of Milne Edwards' division Tabulata, which in-

cludes Millepora, Focillopora, &c., is to be considered as among the

Acalephs; and, further than this, his Rugosa, which include only fossil

genera, are so distinct in many respects from the true stony corals, and so

remind us in some genera, of the Strobila stage among the covered-eyed

medusa?, that we are led to suspect their affinity also with the acalephs.
oe this last as it may, it is now pretty well established that jelly-fishes

»<-e represented, through the raillepores, in some of the earliest geological

formations
; a point of the greatest importance in palaeontology.

A proper review of Part II, on Ctenophor^, could not be brought withm
'ae limits of this short notice. It consists of a critical analysis of Cteno-
Paor^e in general ; a consideration of their natural families ; thorough
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anatomical investigations of the North American species of Bolina,

Pleurobrachia, and Idyia ; a systematic tabular view of the known Cten-

ophoicC ; and a table of their geo3:raphical distribution. Among the

most interesting of these investigations are the variations of form as (la-

pendent on the development of different " spheromeres " or radiating

wedges of which the body is mado up ; and the remarks on the circula-

The illustrations by Sonrel, Burkhardt, and Prof. Clark, are unrivalled

in their way ; Sonrel's large drawing of Cyanea arctica is a miracle of

skill and patience. t. t.

Note.—The important chapter on individuality among acalephs is not

mentioned here, because it has already appeared in this Journal, (vol.

XXX, 142).

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Translation of the Siirya- SiddhAnta, a Text-hook of Hindu As-

tronomy, (Journal of the American Oriental Society, vol. vi).—We take

pleasure in bringing to the notice of our readers, and especially those

who are students of astronomy, this highly important contribution to

the history of that science. Ever since India began to open itself to the

knowledge of the western nations, about the middle of the last century,

it has been well known that the Hindus have a peculiar system of astron-

omy, which is neither recent in its origin nor inconsiderable in its devel-

opment. The curiosity and interest which this fact could not fail to

awaken, are attested by numerous works which relate, wholly or partly,

like Bailly, Delambre, Biot, or of Englishmen resident in India, as Da-

vis, Colebrooke, Bentley, Warren, and many others. It is remarkable,

however, that while so much has been written on the subject, no work

has appeared before the present, from which the occidental scholar coula

find out what the Indian astronomy is,—how it exists, as a system ot

theory and practice, a science and an art, in the Indian mind. It is the

want of any such work, which has given rise to the publication before

us. Rev. Mr. Burgess, formerly missionary of the American Board oi

Missions, while laboring among the Marathas of western India, was called

upon to prepare an astronomical text-book for the instruction of
^^^

^^'

tives. In executing this task, he was, naturally and almost unavoidal'n.

led to study the astronomical system of the Hindus themselves. ii«

found, however, much to his surprise, that there was no published booK.

from which he could obtain, in a comprehensive and systematic f'lrni;

the information which he wanted. The perception of this denoseriL.

suggested the idea of supplying it. To facilitate for others the acqi"^^

tion which cost him so much time and trouble, he determined to tran^^

late one of the Siddhantas, or astronomical treatises, of which theij^^

a considerable number (for the most part, yet unpublished) i
'

"

krit language. He selected " - • ' ' oa_„„
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he placed his collected materials at the disposal c

American Oriental Soci

the Society's Journal, in an article

volume), of which a separate editic

Secretary of the American Oriental Society,

tion, he has aimed to make it, not only taitlifnl,

intelligible, by expanding the condf
by giving English equivalents for the scientific, lecunicai, ana ni\mo-
logical terms which abound in it. In the last case, however, the de-

mands of the Sanskrit scholar are satisfied by adding the original terms
enclosed in marks of parenthesis. We say, "/?» some degree intelligible"

;

for a mere translation, however skilfully executed, would of necessity

present numerous and almost insuperable difficulties to the occidental

reader. These difficulties arise, partly, from modes of conception pe-

and processes of the Hindu arithmetic and geometry
;

partly, from the

fact that the work is composed in Sanskrit verse,—a njixture of poetry
and science which is familiar to the Hindus, though to our view incon-

gruous and absurd. The style of the original is exceedingly condensed
and cramped, and its lang\iage often vague and ambiguous. In fact, it

was never intended for easy reading. It was not meant to be an open
source, from which an unlearned man could draw out for himself the

knowledge of astronomy ; but rather a secret repository of astronomi-
cal science, accessible to the initiated, and employed by them for the
uses of instruction, the teacher supplying in his own oral comments the

indispensable explanation.
To remove the difficulties of which we speak, Prof. Whitney has

added a copious and elaborate commentary, which follows the translated

^ext from point to point, and not only illustrates its ?neaning, but com-
pares Its principles and processes wf '

'

« presents the results of long and c

attractive style, which cannot fail to i

;ng an interest in the subject. The,

"»e elements of geometry and trigonometry. It appears from an ac-

knowledgment in the introduction, that Mr. II. A. Newton, Professor

Ji Mathematics in Yale College, has rendered important assistance in

^tie preparation of this commentary.
The subject of Eclipses is treated with particular care. This may be

^«garded, indeed, as the centre of Hindu astronomy, the great end of

3fI'onomical pursuits among that people being the prediction of these

Phenomena. Besides his remarks in illustration of the text. Prof.

"i^nney has given an extended calculation of the lunar eclipse of teb-

^^7 6, 1860, made by himself in strict conformity with the data and
jnethods of the Surva-Siddhanta. We find also a calculation, accord-

Ijg
to Hindu data and methods, of the solar eclipse of May 26, 1854;

'^ however, was mainly prepared for Mr. Burgess by his Hmdu as-
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sistant, and it illustrates, as we see from the accompanying or

the negligence and looseness with which the methods of thei

are applied in practice by the native astronomers.

One of the most interesting chapters is that which relates t

,
a series of star-groups, twenty-eight in num-

, and seemingly kni

' period. Prof, Whitney, in his 1

, encircling the sphere, and seemingly known to the Hindus from a

Indii

the mandzil of the Arabs. He comes to the conclusion that they did

not originate in India; but he shows at the same time, that they were

not brought, as Biot supposed, from China into India ; if they origin-

ated in China, they must have been carried first to some country of cen-

tral Asia, where they received a modified form, and thus afterward

passed into India on the one hand, and into Arabia on the other, to

undergo further special modifications in each of these countries.

The relations of the Indian science of astronomy to that of the Greeks

are often noticed in the course of the commentary, and form the subject

of a closing note, which suras up in a very clear, and, to our mind, con-

vincing manner, the results to be drawn from the foregoing expositions.

The conclusion, in brief, is this, that the Hindu science must be regarded

as an ofF-shoot from the Greek, planted not far from the commencement

of the Christian era (probably before the time of Ptolemy), and attaining

its fully developed form in the course of the fifth and sixth centuries.

Among the points of agreement between the two systems, the most strik-

'"""^' -- -i- -.- 1
^ . ., .•

^ and calculating

in both systems,

and is essentially the same in both. There is no reason to suppose that

the Greeks borrowed it from the East, but much reason for believing

the contrary. To regard it as originating in India is opposed to all we

know of the scientific character and tendencies of the Hindus. Acute

as they are and fond of speculation, they have never shown an aptitude

for the study of external nature, and could not have made the exact and

long-continued observations of the stars, on which that system must

have been founded ; their books, indeed, contain no records of astro-

nomical observations. The division of the circle also presents traces ot

a Greek origin ; and the Greek names for mimite, hour, centre, are fouTid

in the Hindu text-books. The Greeks, in fact, are, not unfrequentiv,

referred to in the treatises of earlier date, as authorities on astronomical

subjects. But the Hindus, if they borrowed the Greek astronomy, ua.\^

set upon it the stamp of their own thinking; they have given it, m
general, an arithmetical, instead of a geometrical, form ; and have made a

really valuable improvement by substituting, in their calculations, the sines

of arcs for the chords which were used by the Greek mathematicians.

We must add, however, that Mr. Burgess does not accept these con-

clusions. In a note appended to the article, he sets forth his dissenting

views, maintaining the originality of the Hindu science, and coutendin^a

that the features common to the two systems were either developed i-

dependently in both countries, or were imported into Greece from ^

^^***-
. -hich

The value of the work is much increased by a copious index, w

furnishes to those who may not care to study it as a whole, the mea

of finding readily ail that it contaiiis on any particular topic
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V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. Interesting discoveries of Saurian and other fossil remains in the

Red Sandstone of E. Pennsylvania, in a letter from C. M. Wheatley,
Esq., of Phosnixville, Pa., to one of the Editors.—I have within the last

three months made some important discoveries in our black shales of the
Phoenixville Tunnel. I have found a irMQ'' Bone Bed" and have ob-
tained from it Saurian Bmes of very great interest, whether Clrpsisaurus

Lea, Centemodon Lea, or Omosaurus Leidy, is difficult to determine.

These fossils are on masses of rock, too large for removal ; they comprise
vertebra, ribs, tibia, femur, coracoid, and other bones. I will describe

the bones on the masses of rocks as I obtained them, viz.

:

On JVo. 1. Concave vertebra 2^ inches in diameter with spinous pro-

cess 6 inches long from centre of vertebra, and other bones.

On No. 2. Part of a very large bone B^ inches long measuring across

largest end 2^ in. and at smallest 2 in. with ribs, vertebra, and other

On No. 3. Fine large bone 7 inches long, 2 in. diameter at smallest

end, 3^ inches over condyles. This bone has a large medullary cavity.

Another bone on same rock is 10^ inches long, diameter at sraallest end

H inches: a coracoid on same stone, with other parts. Other pitces

exhibit ribs, vertebra, spinous process, teeth, coprolites, some with scales

and bones of Ganoid fishes in them.
i^quisetum calumnare! very fine specimens 15 to 16 inches in circum-

ference and Y in. long, the first time it has been noticed this side of

Richmond (Va.) Coal Basin.

Pterozamites longifolius like those figured in Emmons's North Carolina
Report. Gymnoeaulus aliernatus Era. Fir Cones, 3 in. long, 1 inch
wide, two species of Eslheria, Ct/pris, Myacites, Pennsylvanicus Conrad,
and a lot of undetermined fossils—some very like Crustaceans and possi-

% remains of Insects.

2. Upheaval of the sea and inundation at Kahului and Maliko, Maid,
Sandwich Islands.—A sudden tide wave occurred on the 2d of December,
I860, along the coast of Ea<<t Maui, lying between Kaluhii and Maliko,

shore of some" twenty -five miles. The wave, of which there was but one
on this occasion, rose about eight feet, and resembled the same phenom-
enon which occurred in that district some twelve or fifteen years ago, and
Jfliich consisted of several waves, following each other at short intervals,

" took place during the night, and created"some consternation among the
natives. No serious damage was done, though two or three native huts
^t iJaliko are reported as having been removed from their foundations,
and a wharf or staging erected by the ncAv sugar company p* ^*' samft

These
]

Heft high
phenomena are no doubt caused by the volcano of Manna Loa,

"-•1 by a submarine eruption creates a disturbance in the bus..—Pacific
Advertiser, Honolulu, Dec. 12, 186U.

VVe look with interest to the tidal register of the Coa't Survey to learn

Whether this vibration was felt along the Pacific Coast of this Continent
« >n the more remarkable case of the great upheaval at Jeddo in 1854.
Am- JorR. 8ci.—Second Sehies, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.-MAECH, 1861.
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3. Dr. Coopers reply to Gov, Stevens^s charge of Plagiarism in vol. xxx,

p. 302.—W« Inive received a long letter from Dr. Cooper dated at San

Dr. Cooper's manly explanation of the origin of Gov. Stevens's com-

plaints which we give below, and the laudable spirit which characterizes

his communication, at once relieves this gentleman from any suspicion of

Dr. Cooper states that he assisted Gov. Stev<

tion of the Chapter on Meteorology. While I

of appro])riating any of Gov. Stevens's labors, he adds that " nothing but

the accident of his arriving at Washington (in July 18-59) after the vvoik

of the Cliapter on Meteorology."
" I have otTered," says Dr. Cooper, "to Gov. Stevens, in a letter, (which

he did not wait to receive before publishing his reclamation for my
' ]>lagi;uisiTi;) to go the expense of an extra title page to the Chapter on

Meteoiology, without mention of my own name. This can be sent to

each owner of a copy to be pasted 'in before the Chapter, and will give

credit more conspicuously, than if his name was in the general title page

"I have offered to consider any plan which he may esteem preferable."

cessions"—we have only to say, while'^we believe that Go". Stevens will

be satisfied with the disclaimers and explanations of Drs. Cooper and

Suckley, we cannot doubt that it would have been more satisfactory to all

parties hnd the general title page of the " Contributions to the Natural

History of Washington Territory," stated in substance "that these ober-

vations were made in connection with the Expedition to survey routes

for a Pacific Railroad from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean near

the 47th and 49th parallels of N. latitude, under command of Gov. I. b

Stevens."

4. Fulgurites or Lightning tubes.—Bv. Hitchcock informs us (Nov. 20,

1860) that he has received from Dr. A. Cobb, of Montague, Mass., "spe-

cimens, which ap{«ared to be some kind of slag, more or less tubular,

with the cavities glazed on the inside and rough on the outside; looking

externally somewhat like branched coral ; the branches nearly an incn m
diameter and flattened. In short, ii was obviously fine sand which baa

been fused by heat on the inside of the n^ass, so as to form a thin pel-

licle of brown glass. The specimens were tmnd at Northfield Farms »"

Massachusetts, on what was supposed to be an old Indian camping

ground, or battle-ground." They are obviously fulgurites. ,

5. jVe.w Meteuntes from Jlindostan.—Two meteoric stones feh on m
58th of Feb., 1857, near the village of Paruallee in Southern Hindo^ta ,

about noon bom a cloudless sky—one of them weighing about 3
i
po""^-

has reached this country as a gift from Rev. H. S. Taylor, to wIhhji
"

owe tie history of the fall, to the Cabinet of Western Reserve Colkg^'

Ohia A deacriptiou of thie stone will appear ia our next
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6. Results of a Scientific Mission to India and High Asia 1 854 to 1 858,
by Hermann, Adolphe and Robert de Schlagintweit.—We have received
the Index to vol. i. of this important work, togetlier with four large maps,
of which No. 1 shows the routes taken by the Brothers Schlagintweit
through India and High Asia; No. 2 show's the lines of equal magnetic

of equal magnetic intensity t

This work is publii-hed in quarto in"the best style by Brockhaus of Leip-

sic, and forms an important contribution, to our knowledge of terrestrial

a full account of its contents. The maps are very perfect specimens of

cartography and chromatic printing,

7. " The Botanical Society of Canada^' an institution of great prom-
ise, was established at Kingston, Canada West, on the 7th of December
last, at a meeting called for the purpose at Queen's College, the Rev.

Principal Leitcb iu the chair. Principal Leitch is the President of the

Society, and Prof. George Lawson. Secretary. We have read with great

interest the report of one or two meetings of this Society, at which valu-

able papers were read, and we learn that arrangements are made for the

publication of the botanical papers of permanent interest which are read

before the Society.

8. Assinniboine and Saskatchewan Exploring Expedition.— Prof.

Hind's interesting narrative of his explorations in this region (see vol.

XXX, p. 288,) is about to be published by Longmans in London, in an 8vo,

the neatly reduced maps for which edition have reached us.

9. The American Association for the Advancement of Science.—Thh
body adjourned to meet at Nashville, Tennessee in April next. The Local

Committee had fixed on the Hth of April, the third Wednesday, as the

^I'^y of meeting. We learn however that there is every probability the

Standing Committee, who have charge of the affairs of the As8o<-.ifltion ad
tnterim, acting with the Permanent Secretary, will advise a postponement
of this meeting for one year, owing to the disturbed condition of public

affairs.

10. Major John LeCoxte.—This well known naturalist died at Phila-

delphia, on the 21st of November, 1860, aged 77, having b^en born at

v^brewsbury. N. J., Feb. 22, 1784. He entered the corps of U. S. Engin-
eers in 1818, and derived his title of Major from that service. Uis chief

contributions to science have been in botany and zoology. Dr. Coates
has been requested to preface a notice of his fife for the Am. TMiil. Society.

.
11. Charles W. Hacklet, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy,

'n Columbia College, died in New York, Jan. 1 1, 1 861, of a nervous fever.

He was born in Herkimer Co., N. Y., in 1809, entered the U. S. Military

Academy at West Point in 1825, and was Assistant Prof of Mathematics
there from 1829 to 1832. Leaving military life he studied theology and

«P to the time
College, N. Y
-a "Treatise c
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on Geometry," which appeared i

with their Practical Application

Book JfoTicES.

—

12. Illustrated Catalogue of Philosophical Apparatus; by Edttard

S. EiTCHiE, No. 313 Washington st., Boston, 1860, pp. 84, Svo. Also

Ritchie's Cataloffue of School Apparatus.—Mr. Ritchie's catalogues attest

the neatness, skill and good taste with which his apparatus is prepared.

The Illustrated Catalogue enumerates many pieces of physical apparatus

; heretofore included in the catalogue of American instrument makers,

surprised by an examine
' School Apparatus to find how much may be c

sum in illustrating the principles of physics.

13. Education: intellectual, moral,'physical ; by Herbert Spencek,

Author of " Social States," etc., etc. New York, D. Appleton & Co.,

1861. Svo, pp. 283.—We have examined this book sufficiently to be

able to say that the style of it is vigorous and the matter condensed with-

out the sacrifice of cle'arness. It is composed of four essays, bearing the

following titles: I. What knowledge is most worth? II. Intellectual

Education. IH. Moral Education. IV. Physical Education. These

were originally published in the English Reviews. The discussions are

able and suggestive ; and will, in one particular at least, be likely to

gratify the students of nature, inasmuch as they warmly insist on the

superior advantages of science over languages, in the culture of youth.

The author belongs to the school of Compte, and the deficiencies of his

treatise, especially under the topic of moral training, are to be ascribed to

this circumstance. On the whole, however, while the attention of the

alywellsi

We observe also that it is proposed to issue by subscription, Mr.

Spencer's System of Philosophy, comprising First Principles, 1 vol. The

P.mciples of Biology, 2 vols. The Principles of Psychology, 2 vols.

The Principles of Sociology, 3 vols. The Principles of Morality, 2 vols.

Messrs. D. Appleton & Co., 443 and 445 Broadway, N. Y., are the

American publishers,

VT. BOOKS RECEH-ED.
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tr, it.« Theory and 1
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Proceedings Boston Soc. Nat. E •om p. 156.> 1861. JANUARY.
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AMERICAN

JOURIAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS.

3C N D SERIES.]

Art. XXVII.

—

The Aurora^ viewed as an Electric Discharge be-

tween the Magnetic Poks of the Earth, modified by the EartKs
Magnetism ; bj Benjamin V. Maesh. With two plates.

It was shown bj Dalton that the appearances presented by
the Aurora could be explained by supposing the existence of
norizontal bands of luminous matter nearly at right angles to the
Magnetic meridian, and of columns parallel to the dipping needle^

^the former constituting the auroral "arch,"and the latter the
"streamers"—and he suspected that the streamers either stood
iipon the arch, or depended from it.

Subsequent observations have confirmed the reality of these
bands and columns, and have shown that, ordinarily, the stream-
«'"s stand upon the arch as a base. When the arch is nearly over-
head we see the streamers through it, as through a curtain, and
jjaye no means of determining which is the more distant, both
being in the same direction from the eye. But when, as more
^equently happens, the whole display lies far to the north of us
]ye can observe clearly the relative position of the parts. We
^Qen see an arch stretching over the northern horizon, with
streamers standing upon the arch and not extending below it.

-liie tops of the streamers may be at very unequal elevations but
t^eir bases will generally be found arranged in the regular curve

Ji
the arch—although when there are two concentric arches the

'•reamers from the lower may appear to extend into the upper
'^iw thus render the phenomenon more complicated.

I he auroral arch as seen over the northern horizon is gener-
^^'y a perfect and regular arc of a circle, its highest point being
-M. Joca. Sci.-SEcoifi. SEEIE9, Vou XXXI, No. 93.-iUT. 1861.
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In an aurora the centre of the corona being the vanishing

point of the nearly parallel streamers which compose it, it is

evident that a streamer having its base exactly in this centre

(as aboT cd, fig. 1, Plate V,) must be seen absolutely endwise,

and must appear merely as a bright spot in the centre of the

corona—the line drawn from the base of this streamer to the eye

of the observer (at A, or B, fig. 1) being a continuation of its axis.

But it is found that this line always coincides with the direction

of the axis of the dipping needle, at whatever place the obser-

vation is made, and, since the position of the dipping needle at

any point on the surface of the earth is such that its axis lies in

the magnetic curve passing through that point, it necessarily

follows that the axis of the streamer in question must lie in a con-

tinuation of this magnetic curve, which for so short a distance

may be treated as a straight line. Hence we must conclude that

every auroral streamer lies wholly in the magnetic curve which passes

through its base.

electric discharge from the parts of the atmosphere

Prof Pliicker, be compelled by the magnetism of the earth, to

move along the magnetic curve passing through the point from
which it starts. Hence as we find the auroral streamers occu-
pying this very curve, presenting every appearance of streams
of electricity, and revolving around the magnetic pole of the
earth, just as Dr. Edwards observed the electric streams to do
around the pole of the magnet, we seem justified in concluding
that they really are currents of electricity passing from the auroral
arch on their way to the south magnetic pole, or perhaps to a corres-

ponding arch surrounding it. (See fig. 1, Plate V.)
If so it will probably be found that the phenomena in the

two hemispheres, although simultaneous, are not identical, just
as the appearances in the electric discharge in vacuo are widely
different at the positive and negative terminals.

It is true that we have succeeded in tracing the streamers only
five or six hundred miles, out of the many thousands they must
traverse to reach their destination in the southern hemisphere, but
their illumination even thus far beyond the supposed limits of the
atmosphere is probably due in part to particles of matter carried
from the arch, just as portions of the platinum wire were con-
veyed by the currents to the surface of the glass in the experi-

ments of Prof Pliicker—and the invisibility of the streamers
beyond this point may result from their great distance from the
observer combined with the greater diffusion of the current and
the absence of matter to be illuminated.*



Whatever may be the material constituting the auroral arch,
it does not seem capable of penetrating the denser portions of
the atmosphere but rather glides over them with a horizontal
motion. Its observed form and motions may perhaps be most
readily explained by supposing it to originate as a horizontal
stratum of cloud, of a circular form, having its centre vertical
over the north magnetic pole. Such a cloud, if repelled by this

pole and attracted by the south magnetic pole, must, in com-
mencing its motion southward (if there be any coherence between
its parts) be converted into a ring, which would glide over the
upper surface of the atmosphere, its diameter constantly increas-
ing, like that of a circular ripple in water, as it moved towards
the magnetic equator. In this case the ring itself would always
occupy the position of a magnetic parallel of latitude ; and the
part of it visible from any place on the surface of the earth
would appear as an arch with its ends resting upon the horizon
and with its highest point on the magnetic meridian. Other
similar clouds successively formed over the pole and then im-
pelled southward would present the same phases, and when
they were sufficiently near to each other, an observer would see

several concentric arches, as is the case in some auroral displays.

The material composing the arch seems, in the steadiness
and mildness of its light, its rolling motion, and cloudy appear-
ance, strikingly to resemble the " glow " which is frequently
seen in electric discharges in vacuo and which is very remarka-
ble in some forms of the " stratified discharge." In the " Pro-
ceedings of the Eoyal Society," vol. x, Nos. 38 and 39, Mr. J.

P. Gassiot, in giving the results of numerous experiments upon
the electric discharge through his carbonic acid vacuum tubes,

describes many varieties of the " stratified discharge." In some
instances several luminous cloud-like concentric envelopes sur-

stance as platinum being insufficient to resist it ; and the great height to -which
auroral streamers are seen to extend renders it probable that their visibility is due
to matter so transported from the auroral arch—and since they are illuminated in-

stantaneously throughout their whole length, the velocity of the particles of matter

'"Zl^'^
wp must approximate to that of electricity itself.

The auroral columns shooting up instantaneously to such immense heights and
maintaining their rectilinear form while revolving, as they frequently do, with great
angular velocity around the magnetic axis of the earth are strikingly analogous to
the tails of comets shot out from the nucleus with inconceivable velocity and main-
taining their rectilinear form while sweeping around the sun, in perihelion, notwith-
standing their prodigious length and great angular velocity.

Comets frequently approach so near to the sun that we might well expect devel-
opments of electric energy incomparably surpassing anything presenting itself upon
ine earth

; and if auroral currents can transport particles of our atmosphere to a

similar forces may carry portions of the extremely rare material composing the en-

J°Pf.^of a c

on of a stream of electricity rendered visible by its illumination ofparticles
r which it is cmistantly transportingfrom the micleut with the velocity of el
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rounded one of the terminals, whilst in others cloud-like masses

of light were successively developed from one of the terminals,

whence they passed towards the other terminal and were thus

arranged in a line between them—their development being

greatly promoted by the presence of a powerful magnet.

With a water-battery of 3500 cells, these are represented as

faint and cloudy in their appearance ; and with Grove's nitric-

acid battery of 400 cells although the action was so intense that

they became extremely bright they still retained their cloud-like

form and motion. In describing experiments made with this

battery, the exhausted receiver being placed between the poles

of the large electro-magnet of the Royal Institution, Mr. G. says,

" On now exciting the magnet with a battery of ten cells, efful-

gent strata were drawn out from the positive pole and passing

along the upper or under surface of the receiver, according to the

direction of the current. On making the circuit of the magnet

and breaking it immediately, the luminous strata rushed from

the positive, and then retreated, cloud folbiving cloud toith a ddih-

erate motion, and appearing as if swallowed up by the positive

electrode."

In another experiment with the nitric-acid battery Mr. G.

says, "four or five cloud-like and remarkably clear strata came
out from the positive." These were large lens-shaped masses

arranged at regular intervals between the terminal wires, their

flattened surfaces facing these terminals, as shown in fig. 2,

pi. V, which is copied from Gassiot's figure (Proceedings of

Eoyal Society, vol. x, No. 39, p. 401).
Now if in this case we imagine a small glass globe placed

with its centre directly between the wires, it is evident that

each of these cloud-like discs as it "came out from the positive"

towards the negative terminal, must, while passing the glass

globe be pierced by it, and be converted into a ring, (see fig. 3,)

just as the auroral cloud was supposed to take the annular form

In gliding over the spherical surface of the non-conducting at-

This part of tJie auroral display may therefore prove to he some

modification of the ^' stratified discharge''^—the magnetic -poles of the

earth being the terminals, and the auroral arches being analogous to

the cloud-like masses of light or glow described by Gassiot, the mag-

netism of tJie earth aiding in their development."^

terniLal. On the p
apparently by some sudden energetic action, fashes of
dart thresh the vacuum, but by carefully adjusting i

charge could be made to pass, prodi

without, to the eye affording any appc
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In the "London, Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Maga-
zine" for December, 1860, Prof. Eijke of Leyden mentions that
M. Parrot had shown that the spark from a Euhmkorff coil

consists of a bright point of light combined with a "luminous
atmosphere that admits of being displaced by a current of air or
gas," which he had succeeded in separating from it ; and that
while the ordinary spark is entirely unaffected by magnetic
force, " this luminous atmos2)here appears affected in precisely the

same manner as the voltaic arc under similar circumstances." Now
as the voltaic arc tends to revolve around the pole of a magnet,
this "luminous atmosphere" or glow must do the same; and if

the material composing the auroral arch be of the same nature
we should expect it also to revolve from east to west, or the

reverse, around the magnetic pole of the earth—the direction of
its motion corresponding with that of the streamers. In the dis-

play of August 28th, 1859, such was actually observed to be the
case, the fragments composing the arch, as well as the streamers,

having a rapid motion from east to west*
The foregoing considerations seem to render it probable that

the aurora is essentially an electric discharge (see fig. 4, PL YI)
between the magnetic poles of the earth,'—leaving the immediate
vicinity of the north magnetic pole in the form of clouds of elec-

trified matter which float southward through the atmosphere at
a height of forty miles or more from the earth, sometimes to a
distance of more than thirty degrees from the pole ; that whilst
they are thus moving forward with a comparatively slow and
steady motion, or sometimes even remaining almost stationary
for a long time, bright streams of electricity are, from time to

time suddenly shot out from them in a nearly vertical direction

—that is to say in the magnetic curves corresponding to the

points from which they originate : that these curves, ascending
to a great height beyond the atmosphere, then bending more
and more southward and downward until they finally reach cor-

^ The grand display of August 28th, 1827, seems to have been of a striking

iilar character. In "Hough's Meteorology of the State of Ne^y York from 18

5 of its extremities meeling the\orizin°a little south of east, and the other

^sed in a rapid Zld ^eaZless cnrlmt from Bast to West ; and soon after the i

s formed it began to move (the extremities ho-vrever advanced but httle) ii

'ly Mfistoardt^and gridTally'c'^'"''-^^''-
"^ '•"'''-^---^--^ --'''!'"-*'-- '^*'^^

-* i-^
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nation; and for several hundred miles from the earth these

curves are thus "traced through space in the most distinct way
and illuminated with bright electric light "—and further that the

magnetism of the earth also causes these luminous currents and

the electrified matter composing the arch to revolve around the

magnetic pole of the earth, giving them the motion from east to

west or from west to east, which the streamers and the compo-

nents of the arch are observed to have.

We will begin our remarks upon t

ing in a general way, first, to that s

mbraces it, known as the Marshall Islands. The name is that

by Krmenstern in honor of Capt. Marshall who made the

first discoveries there in company with Capt. Grilbert. The dis-

coveries date back seventy-two years ; the first island was seen

in 1788, the last being discovered only in 1824.

The whole group lies within the longitudes 166° and 172"

east, and 4° 39' and 12° north latitude. Of the atolls of the

group, some are large, measuring forty, fifty, and sixty miles in

circumference, while others are mere bank-reefs, two or three

miles in circumference. Of the large islands, we may mention

Jaluit or Bonham's Rimski Korsakoff, or Rong-rik and Bong-lab,
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and Mille or the Mulgrave Islands. Of the mere bank-reefs, we
may mention Kili or Hunter's and Lib or Princess Island, And
we would liere remark, perhaps no group of the Pacific presents

a more tangled mass in the nomenclature of its islands, than does
the Marshall Islands, and especially the Ealik range. Some of
the terms we have given above may perplex the reader as he
attempts to trace them out on ordinary charts.

The Marshall Islands are divided by a deep sea about one
hundred and fifty miles wide—^into two chains—the Eastern or

Radah, and the western or Ealik. Their general bearing is

N.W and S.E. The Eastern chain possesses thirteen atolls and
the western sixteen. The general features of these atolls are

similar to those of most coral islands. They are low—the

reef-rock in none probably measuring more than ten or twelve
inches in elevation. In form, however, there is much diversity.

Mille or Mulgrave island is nearly a parallelogram

—

Majuro or

Arrowsmith is oval ; Ebon circular—while Jaluith or Bonham's
Island and Arlinglah-lab or Elmore Islands, and many others,

are without any definite forms.
The atolls vary in fertility. Those south of 8° north latitude

possess, from alf native accounts, the most fertile islets and the

most available soil. Their fertility may be accounted for from
the fact, that more rain falls upon them. They are more afiected

by the equatorial belt of "constant precipitation" which is ever
oscillating backwards and forwards over them. Dead leaves
and wood rapidly decay.

It is an interesting fact, anomalous to the general features of
coral islands, vide Dana's Coral Is. p. 24—that the leeward side

of these islands possesses the largest body of land. Indeed the

windward side of many of these islands "is entirely destitute of
land—or possesses it only in small islets. On Mille or Mulgrave
Islands and' ifajWo, Arrowsmith^ Jaluith^ jB^n/^trm's Islands and
Ebon islands which the writer has visited, this is emphatically
true. The windward side of Majuro is possessed only of small
islets, while the leeward side is one continuous strip of land,

twenty-five miles long. Jaluith is much like this
;
perhaps, how-

ever, it has not so continuous a piece of land on the leeward
side—though there is here the most fertile soil. On Ebon this

is likewise true.

An explanation of this fact may perhaps be found, in the
strong winds—the "N.E. trades" sweeping with all their force

for one half the year over these reefs. These strong winds and
the heavy sea they raise, tend to sweep off the material which
"^ig'at accumulate there'; and bearing some portion on across
^'"' lao-ooii to the leeward side is there lodged, and helps forward
i!'''-t rapidly the accumulation of the "beach formation."

'i'ii'" fact has been stated, that the northern atolls of the Mar-

"42
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shall islands are rather subsiding than otherwise; vide Dana's

Coral Is., p. 134. It may be asked, is this not rather apparent

than real? May not the small amount of wooded land found

there—for this is the basis of the statement—be owing rather to

the heavy seas and winds which there prevail? The natives

ever speak of the heavy winds of that latitude, 12° N. Islands

have been desolated by them. We feel disposed to offer this as

a solution of the fact.

Another fact, we would state as common to the whole group

—is the existence of large ship channels on almost every side of

the lagoon. Mille possesses four large ones—three of them,

and one, the largest of all, on the windward side. Jaluith has

its reef pierced by as many—and much in the same position.

While Majuro has its channel on the windward side only, and

Ehon on the leeward, we cannot speak of more from personal

observation—though the natives say the other islands possess

many channels and in much the same position of those above
mentioned.

AVith these remarks upon the general features of the Marshall

islands, we proceed to remark upon the atoll of Ebon.
The position of this atoll is 4* 39' north latitude, 168° 49' 30"

east longitude. This is the position, from the anchorage of the

ship '' Morning Star" in the Lagoon. The atoll is the most
southern one of the Ralik range. It was discovered May 25th,

1824, by Capt. George Ray who named it Boston Island. In
1834 Capt. Covel thought it a new discovery, when it took his

name, by which it is often called. The atoll is nearly circular

and measures some twenty or twenty-five miles in circumference
Except the passage on the west side of the reef, there is no other,

not even a boat passage, in the whole circumference of the atoll.

The reef however, at full tide, can be crossed by native craft.

There is a tradition that once a passage existed, of sufficient ca-

pacity to admit ships, on the N.E. side, and that it was destroyed
however by some powerful spirit, in his rage, and the present
passage opened.
The natives possess also an interesting tradition concerning

the existence of a high island as having once occupied the most of
the lagoon. It is said the tall hills, covered with bread-fruit and
cocoanut, reared themselves where now the flats in the lagoon
exist. It is said also that what must then have been the barrier

reef possessed land, which is now Ebon islet. The present pass-

age is twelve or fourteen fathoms deep, and at the inflowing and
outflowing of the tide has necessarily a very strong current,

being the only outlet for the whole lagoon—when the waters
are lower than the reef. As it flows in, against a strong wind.

its presence maybe traced quite across the lagoon, from tn.'

ripple of the waters and the white caps. The reef-flats «>•:

passage in the lagoon are being covered with sand and
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coral debris—the nucleus of some future islet. The small coral
patches in the lagoon are all covered with a few inches of water
at low tide.

Ebon is the largest islet on the reef, as shown on the ac-

companying sketch.—and gives name to the whole atoll. Its

length from point to point is about eight miles. A singular
feature is found upon it, a ledge of coral conglomerate. The
map by the sign ^ presents its position. On the north end of
the islet it projects itself free from all soil or sand ;

and its course
as marked, can easily be traced by its repeated outcropping. The
land which lies on the sea side is of considerably more recent

formation than that on the lagoon side. The difference is very
perceptible. The ledge or embankment was formed, no doubt^

Plainly from the wash of the lagoon. This is seen from its 1am-
iDation sloping that way. It undoubtedly served an important
purpose in catching aud holding the finer materials thrown up
«*om the lagoon.
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At the S.W. bend of the islet the surface is quite unev
hills and vales in miniature form and size show thems. ]

They are formed no doubt by the drift of the sand—bio v.

.

into little hillocks. From its elbow round to the N.E. poin:

islet possesses but little soil. It is however covered with a <.

'

heavy growth of bushes and trees, all possessing a very rich

and deep green color—and this is indeed characteristic of the

foliage of the whole island. It has none of that sickly yellow,

half nourished hue, which we find upon many coral islands—

those especially of the Kingsmill group. On Ebon all the

growth is beautiful. There is soil and rain enough to nourish

well the tropical vegetation.

I have not been able to obtain an exact classification of the

plants of this atoll. More than fifty distinct species, however,

will be found. We will mention some which enter chiefly into

the support of native life. The Artocarpus is represented by

some eight or ten varieties, one, the A. integrifolia—and the

rest A. mcisa. The Pandanus odaratissimus is represented by
some twenty varieties. Its fruit enters largely into the native

food. It is prepared in large rolls enclosed with its own leaf,

—

and may be kept for years. The cocoanut {Cocas nucifem) is

represented by some ten varieties distinguished only by the nut.

Two varieties of tarro {Arum escidentum) is quite plentifully

grown. It is raised in large beds prepared somewhat for it.

from those found on the Kingsmill islands.

They are not as there, excavations carefully worked (

good soil prepared and worked in. They seem in a mei
be natural excavations, perhaps the sunken hollows between
hillocks. These hollows with some little preparation would
answer the purpose :—at least their origin at this day is un-

known. If a native be asked concerning them, he invariably

refers them to the work of spirits. Around the margin of these

arum patches, are grown bananas in quite plentiful crops. And
the larger islets have just sufficient to raise oranges and figs,

which the missionaries are now growing.
This atoll is the home for a few varieties of birds. But in

this feature of the island, the contrast is as wide between the

"low coral" island and the " high volcanic " one—as between
their natural features. The high islands of Micronesia are

largely supplied with the feathery tribe,—but this atoll can
claim only a very few birds—and with two or three exceptions

these are all water fowl. There are a few Columbida?, Carpophaga
oceanica, which manage to elude the keen search of the natives.

These birds are occasionally heard cooing away in the tops of

some quite isolated bread-fruit tree. A Cuculus gives forth

occasionally its sharp whistle—and these, with the addition of

another land bird whose species I have not been able to learn

—are aU the feathery songsters thia atoll can claim.
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The shores of the reef at low tide, and the bare rocks, are a
httle enlivened by the brown and white Heron. Small flocks of
snipe {tScohpax) gather on the sand bars—or single individuals
are running along the beach picking up food. An occasional
plover {Charadrius) is to be seen. Sea swallows {iSterna stolida

and Sterna minuia) are skimming the waters of the lagoon, or
resting on the beach. A Booby {Luld) now and then is seen
sailing over the island. His home is unknown to the natives.

His want of caution is clearly seen in the easy way a native
will ascend a tree in which the bird is roosting and with a slip-

noose capture him. An interesting explanation of the origin of
the single variety of the Cuczilm is given by the natives—so
skillful has this bird been in concealing its birth-place. As the
natives find it only full grown they say that it is born and nour-
ished in the clouds and falls to the earth of full size.

At least five species of reptiles are found on the atoll. Four
are of the Lacertinidas-—and one, Geckotid^. The Gecko readily

domesticates himself, and lives upon the house flies and gnats
he finds. The Lacertinida; find their homes on trees and bushes.

The varieties of insects are interestingly numerous. It might
seem as though these atolls, so comparatively recent in their

origin would be but feebly represented by any varieties of ani-

mal life. But the entomologist will find here not an uninteresting
field of study. The most common kind of insect is the par-
asite Pediculus, disgustingly numerous in the heads of natives

;

a large size Libellula, dragon fly, is quite numerous, and a few
of the diurnal and nocturnal Lepidoptera are found. Of ants
and mosquitoes and flies there are large swarms. Of the cukx
there is probably a new kind, which might be called diurnal
culex. They are very small and almost as numerous as those

more commonly seen at night. Of Scolopendra—Centipedes

—

there are many to be found and of rather formidable size—though
we rarely hear of their biting any one.

There are several varieties of Spiders. The scorpion, though
found on the atoll is small and harmless.

The Crustacea are numerous on land and in the water. We
seem to have a great abundance of the Paguridse—^hermit crabs.

I have thought they were more numerous on these coral islands

than on the volcanic ones.
The Mollusca too are abundant. Some rare specimens are

found. The orange cowry is common to some of the Lagoons.

Zoophytes also are numerous, as would be supposed in these

«vaters. A valuable and quite abundant sponge i

some of the lagoons and the Marshall islands.

It will be noticed, on the reef of this atoll, that besides the

islet of Ebon there are nineteen others. All of them are much
smaller than Ebon, though for their size they are equally fertile.

Some of them seem to be veritable fairy-lands—so soft is the
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out their long sweeping arms like the monarch oak

—

—" Who has ruled in the green wood long."

In the growth of some of these islets, we have perhaps some

interesting facts connected with the rate of growth of islets or

coral reefs. Bikri is an islet containing not more than an acre of

land. A few Pandaniis self-sown from seed washed there by

the waters of the lagoon or sea, have taken root. And there are

a few bashes,—a variety which I have noticed as growing only

on the frontier soil of an islet—soil which is but little more than

sand. From the leaves of these bushes and Pandanus, soil is

very slowly forming. But the present age of the islet is, as stated

by a native, who saw it when only a sand hank washed by the

tides—some thirbj-Jive years. He remembers it when a boy as

only a sand bank, Now it has a little soil and feio hushes. ^
The

islet Nanming he describes as once only a sand bank. It is now
about the same size and condition as Bikri. These facts are

not stated of course as definite for determining the rate of growth
of coral iskis—for into such a calculation many other circum-

stances might enter, such as the position of the reef for catching

and holding the washed-up matter, &c. But we may learn from
the facts here given, that the growth of land, like the growth of
the reef-rock, is very slow.

Xear the southern extremity of Toko (opposite x on the map)
some thirty-five years since, there was a passage suflBciently large

to let a proa pass over the reef between what was then two islets.

Now that passage has been filled up, and large bushes grow there.

The only tree of any size is the cocoanut and Pandanus, which
have been planted. This fact we would state as illustrative of
two points—one bearing on the fact we have just referred to—the
rate ofgrowth of an islet—and the other, that large islets are made
by stringing as it were, together several small ones. It may be
questioned whether a large islet, say some two or three miles

long, is one continuous production; it was rather formed by
several smaller islets becoming attached and the whole in time
becoming one large islet. This fact I think can be clearly

proved to have been the case with the growth of the islet of

Ebon. There are several spots which may be indicated as

the welding points of small islets. These places are usually nar-

rower, and less overgrown with bushes and trees, and possess a
thinner soil than other parts of the whole islet. Then again

there are places which are expanded^ just as if they had been the

central nucleii of the islets. These are heavily wooded—have
large bread-fruit trees and other trees of apparently an old age,

'ng upon them. We have reason to believe that ail the

islets of t
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whole reef possess, so far as it goes, one unbroken chaplet of
vegetation.

We are now deeply interested in watching the formation of
sand hanks at one or two points. As yet they are shifting about
—as the winds and seas prevail for a given time from any quar-
ter

; they are as yet covered by high tides. One of these sand
banks is between Eni-armeth and the northern point of Ebon.
We may not live to see it, but we believe that this sand bank
will yet hecome fixed—will enlarge itself—catch some floating

seeds and appropriate them and then there will be another green
islet on the reef. This will again expand itself and become the

connecting link of Ebon and Eui-armath—thus completing the

length of the green band of this Ebon islet on its northern ex-

Ebon Atoll, Marshall Island, Micronesia, Aug. 16th, 1860.

Art. XXIX.— On Normal quasi- Vision of the Moving Blood-

corpuscles, icithin the Edina of the Human Eije : by Levi
Reueex, M.D.

I. While observing, in the summer of 1857, the apparent
changes in the colors of natural bodies, due to transmission of
the light from them through various colored media, I looked
through a thick plate of deep blue cobalt glass at a clear,

bright sky ; and upon so doing, I at once noticed an appearance
of movement of numerous minute, shining or lucid points, and
seemingly in the space a foot or more forward of the eyes.

These appearances, as then and often since observed, may be
thus described

:

1. The earliest impression was that some of the lucid objects

showed as mere points, others as bead-like bodies. The bead-
form is, however, in this experiment, an illusion, and due to a
quick circuitous movement of some of the points.

2. The movements were by regular impulsions, or in jets ; and
as if, at each jet a new troop of these objects entered suddenly
in all parts of the field of view—these moving, as the eye would
pronounce, distances varying from J to f of an inch, and then
mainly but not all disappearing just before the next accession.

3. Owing to the quick movement, the effect was as if so many
fine lucid lines were rapidly traced; and these were seen at the
same moment, throughout the whole of the length already

named
; or, sometimes" the first formed extremity of the line was

observed to vanish first. The lines were apparently not of light

or color, but rather oi glistening^ or lustre.

4. The jets were alioays sensibly synchronous with the pulsa-
tions of the heart; the duration of the lines, from the half to the
whole of a pulsation.
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5. The movements were in all dir

contorted
;
generally indicating sor

points or from along certain lines ; ;

some practice.

6. Thus aided, however, it soon became evident that, as long

as the eye was not shifted, the moving objects kept in each part

of the field to certain directions, upward along one narrow band,

downward or obliquely along another, as if confined to particular

channels or paths.

7. The blue glass showed the movements best ; but the eyes

were not at the time actually directed to the apparent place of

the sky, but so that the optic axes met in the space seemingly

occupied by the moving objects—not more than four feet from

the eyes.

8. With this glass, there was no difficulty in converging the

eyes to this space. The objects appeared so distinct, that the

vision seemed involuntarily adjusted to them.
8. Yet it was easy to observe that if the eyes were forcibly

directed to the sky, or if in any way the direction of the axes to

the apparent field of the shining points was lost, the latter were

less distinctly perceived ; and with media of most colors other

than the deep blue, were wholly lost.

The facts can only be reconciled with the hypothesis that the

lucid lines are quasi-visible traces of the corpuscles of the blood

moving in vessels in the retina ; and that they were such, I be-

came convinced during the first observation of them. That the

blood can be only that of vessels in the retina, becomes certain

when we remember

—

a.—That these vessels lie in the anterior half-depth of the -

transparent retina itself.

h.—That the vessels of the choroid coat lie behind the retina

or laterally to it, and imbedded in absorbent or black pigment.

c—That in the eye, subsequent to birth, there are no vessels

other than those in the retina, that lie in the course of the cone

of rays admitted by the pupil.

Thus, these apparently trifling observations acquire at once

both a physiological and a psychological interest, as showing the

visual surface and the objects positively impressing it brought,

certainly, to their extreme limit of contiguity ! I have called

this 5?ia52-vision, because it does not arise from the presence of

any object the rays from which are brought to foci by the crys-

talline lens ; that is, the case is not one of ordinary vision. Yet

there is a positive impression on the retina, and of just such kind

that the mind interprets it into the vision of real, glistening ob-

jects in the air. The cause is a subjective one (physiologically

considered) ; but the perception (so far as the mind is concerned i.

is clearly o6/ecfire and ?*ea/. That the pbe
*
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any condition of mj own eyes. I determined in my first experi-
ment by desiring several others who were present to look toward
the sky through the blue glass : every one (among them a little

girl not quite seven years of age) readily discovered and cor-
rectly described the general characters of the movement.
With lighter blues, the moving points were less distinct and

fewer
; through a deep green, pretty distinct ; but faintly and not

easily visible through light green, or through orange. Subse-
quently I discovered them in tolerable distinctness on directing
the unaided eyes toward the sky, or toward cloud-surface not
too dark. In all these cases, diffused or daylight was the agent
of vision. With all but the deep blue or green, or a bluish-green

glass, considerable practice and some effort are requisite in order
to focus the eye properly, an effect that seems to be secured at
the same time with the converging of the optic axes on the proper
field, for each hue employed. The greatest difficulty is experi-
enced, as later experiments have shown, with yellow, violet, and
red glasses ; and with these, consequently, the vision of the lines
is very fugitive and uncertain, while their number is small.

In "Mackenzie's "Diseases of the Eye," the phenomenon, as

witnessed by the unaided vision directed toward the sky, is men-
tioned as having been noticed at different times by different ob-
servers. 1 am not aware that before the observations I have
now detailed, any one had noted the special applicability of col-

ored media, or the superior vividness afforded by use of the
cobalt-glass.

Regarding this glass as dichromatic—cutting off mainly both
extremities and also the rays of the middle of the spectrum
transmitted through it, and allowing the passage of two bauds
chiefly, the one blue, the other a hue of red, I was first led to be-

lieve, that, in connection with action of the blood-discs as lenses,

dichromatism in the medium furnished an explanation of these

phenomena. And, according to Wollaston's analysis of the
light reflected from the atmosphere, this is comparable to that of
a dichromatic medium, blue and red being also marked elements
in it.

The substance of the results now stated, with an exception or
two not touching the essential features of the phenomenon or

explanation, I presented before the Photographical Society, of
this city, June 13th, 1859, and more fully at the meeting follow-
ing. Not then finding leisure to follow out mj intention of
offering an account of the subject for the pages of this Jour-
pal. I furnished a brief statement to Mr. Seely, and it appeared
in the Joumrxl of Photography published by him, July ISth,

1859. Professor' Rood's observations, in this Journal, Septem-
ber, I860, recalled the consideration of the subject, especially

-ill- Jock. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.—Mav, 1861.
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as I was already able to add some other and quite as sin-

gular aspects of the phenomenon. Even befoie that date, I had
also observed the appearance named in Prof. Kood's second note

(Nov. 1860), of the field of view resolving itself " into a mass of

small, round, densely packed moving bodies," or rather into

several currents of such, moving in different ways; and though

without publishing it, had mentioned the fact before the Society

above named, giving, however, a different method by which the

appearance could be secured.

Prof. Eood considers the lucid traces as yellowish in color ; and

explains them as due to complementary color subjectively aris-

ing, in a retina generally impressed with blue rays, along lines

in which by passage of yellow blood-discs the blue light is mo-

mentarily intercepted. He admits, however, the fact of some

appearance, even with the use of a gncn, red, orange, or yellow

medium. He deems the indigo and violet rays as mainly influ-

ential in the result with the cobalt-glass. Let us recollect, how-

ever, that the yellowness of the stain of dilute blood is apparent

only ; the color of one or a few layers of blood-corpuscles must

be a tint of the same hue possessed by the blood in mass, i e., of

some hue of red. Thea, on the hypothesis of complementary
color, a bluish green glass (the coniplement of red) should show
the phenomenon best ; but it does not show it, so far as I have

discovered, nearly so distinct as the cobalt-glass. Again, on the

same hypothesis, the blood should be of the hue complementary
to that of the cobalt-glass, namely, a yellow or greenish-yellow ; but

it is in fact red. Furthermore, a violet glass should show the

appearance quite distinctly : it really does so only with the

greatest difficulty, and then very few points, I have found that,

with a yellow or orange glass, the points are few, but marked
and bright ; and with this medium they are still better seen by
the reddish-yellow transmitted light directly following sunset, or

at mid-day against whitish and highly illuminated cloud.

Thus I am led to doubt whether the explanation of the ap-

pearances can possibly be that they are due to complementary
'"^

y-ellowish hue of the lines is not always appa

With glasses of other hues, it is very doubtful whether the

color. The yellowish hue of the lines is not always apparent

(to me) with the cobalt-glass ; but glistening or brightn

3 show anything like the complementary colors. May not,

then, the yellowish hue sometimes appreciable with the deep-

blue glass be rather an incident, than in any way essential to the

phenomenon ? On the other hand, it is quite certain that the

various colored media showing these moving points can not all

be capable of a dichromatic effect on the transmitted light; so

that, while this effect may, when present, operate in intensifying

or otherwise modifying the phenemenon, I am led to consider

the true cause of the 'latter as to be sought in some effect of i/ie
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hhod-corpuscles^ acting as lenses^ upon the minute pencils of converg-
ing and already almost focalized light entering the retina.*

11. In the communications already referred to, certain other
facts and principles were stated, which I will briefly recapitulate,

taking the liberty to present more clearly some points before
implied

:

1. Some of the lines did not remain lucid throughout; but

is marked and unmistakable. But owing to the brevity of t

whole movement, I at first erred in judging that it was the last-

formed half of the line that became black, and that the black
portion was the narrower, I have since ascertained that it is the

firstformed half of the line that becomes black, and either very-

soon, or just before disappearance; and what is strange, this is

uniformly the fact, except that in rare instances, to appearance
at least, a line is traced that is black throughout and from the
first. The supposed narrowness of the black line also seems to

have been an illusion, but one readily accounted for on the prin-

ciple of the tendency of any distinct luminous impression to

-^xtend itself upon the i
'

'

^ ^ looking with
near to a bright gas-f

of the opening, the bright lines appear

;

far more rapid and through longer sweeps, resembling very much,
except in the brightness of the lines, the play of the eel-like

animalcules of a drop of vinegar through the field of the solar

microscope. With white paper and the yellow gas-flame, the

lines are always of a light bluish-green. Along with and behind
the lines, there is usually a mottled appearance, as of patches of

bead-like bodies, either stationary, or in apparently slight com-

motion. Query : appearance of cells forming parts of the ante-

rior layers of the retina ?

3. At other times, owing to some slight and uncontrollable

shifting of the adjustment of the eve, there appears, in like tint,

a wholly different view : the field is now mainly occupied as with

a pavement or floor of the small, stationary bead-like bodies; but
in the middle of it, always in the very axis of vision at the time,

tbere is a wholly vacant roundish space, apparently if not quite of

tbe size of a three-cent piece. This I have very often witnessed

;

and the general characters of the appearance are constant.

4. This apparent opening or vacancy through the pavement-

covered field of view, having its center always m the axis of

"vision, at once suggests that the phenomenon is another view of

the cells or granules forming certain layers of the retina, but

which for some reason are not to be detected over that slightly

single blood globules, in this No., Scientific Intelli-
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elevated portion of the membrane corresponding witli t"he fjrarnen

centrale and limbus luteus, or "yellow spot" of Soemmerring, and

which is the seat of most distinct vision. It is difficult, however,

to account for the non-appearance of the cells at this point

since, anatomically, (beside the fact that the entrance of the ar-

tery and the insensible spot of the retina are close to or within

its area, on the inner side), the only differences of structure from

that of the other parts it presents, are greater tenuity as well as

sparseness of nerve-filaments, and the want of the deepest or

granular portion of the gray or sensific layer of the retina. Con-

jectures indeed, may point to the thinness of the retina here as

the cause of disappearance of the anterior layer of cells ; or, one

may even assign this vacancy as the magnified area of the insen-

sible spot.

5. Let it be remembered, further, that though the posterior

layers of the retina are of gray or vesicular nerve matter, yet

the layer is so thin that the color must be quite ineftective ; so

that tiie retina through its whole deptli is. nearly as transparent

as water. A consequence is, that this membrane consisting of

an expansion of the optic nerve and of ganglionic nerve-substance

back of it, is not, as commonly taught, a screen, receiving a pic-

ture having superficial dimension only ; it is, on the contrary, a
minute depth of impressible though transparent tissue ; so that
rciiiial images generally must have depth, as well as area, and
we may say, a real, though in one direction quite limited, solid-

6. Now the red blood-discs, the most numerous variety, mov-
ing in the vessels lying directly in front of, and partly in, the
impressible portion of the retina, and, which, in the small capil-

laries are probably separated in most instances so as to advance
singly or in very small groups, become comparable to so many
minute lenses, shot at every pulsation in various directions

athwart and in the transparent mass of the membrane. If the
capillaries are large enough to admit discs without compression,
tliey remain shghtly bi-concave, and supposing them to differ in

density from the blood and the retina, their effect must be, if

they lie with the concave sides transverse to the rays of light, to

overcome part of the convergency given by the crystalline lens,

or to cause the minute pencils transmitted by them to diverge.
If, however, they present themselves edgewise to the light, L e.,

if their concavities are transverse to the paths in which they are
advancing, then we may suppose, either, that in the direction
vertical to their path they act as convex lenses; or that, while
this is the case, certain rays entering at their edges in such part
as to strike afterward, from within, either of the surfaces that are
outwardly concave, and of course inwardly convex, would un-
dergo total reflection, and so an additional effect of concentrating
or massing together the rays would occur, the whole being
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brought to a focus more quickly or brighter in itself; and thus,
the disc would project this bright pencil just beyond it into
the impressible layer, and necessarily carry it along with its

own motion. But if the capillary, as is sometimes the case, be
too small, so that the red corpuscle becomes wedged, then it

has been observed, under other circumstances, to be variously
changed in form, usually inclining to globular ; and the latter is

the form also of the few white corpuscles contained in the blood
;

so that in these instances the effect of a minute spherical lens is

secured or approximated.
7. But, are the corpuscles more dense than the serum and the

nervous mass, so that they can act as lenses? It is well known,
first, that the specific gravity of healthy blood slightlv exceeds
that of brain ; and I shall have to assume that the density of the
retinal substance is not essentially different, as its composition
and structure are not, from that of brain. But again, in blood
whose coagulation is delayed for a few minutes after withdrawal
from the veins, the red corpuscles are found rapidly sinking
through the liquid, so that the clot thereafter forming is at top
yellowish only, or of buff color, and the serum is quite red. The
white corpuscles are to a greater extent entangled in the clot.

Hence, it must be inferred that at least the red corpuscles have
a density distinctly greater than that of the blood, and in all

probability, than that of the retinal mass; and this is all that is

necessary to show that they must act as lenses upon any light

which they can transmit.

8. And this brings me to the question, can the red blood discs

transmit light of any hues, even green or blue? It must be re-

collected that, in the minute capillary vessels, these discs can no
longer advance in masses of several in thickness, but must ad-

vance singly, or at most in layers of two or three deep. In such
a case, the blood-discs can hardly present a hue deep enough to

render them effectively colored, that is, opaque to their comple-
mentary color. The thickness of two red corpuscles advancing
skle by side with their longer diameters presented in the direc-

tion of entering rays, would not exceed in all about the TTootk
of an inch. Now, "let us suppose a solution of the same absolute
intensity of red as that of the blood, introduced into a wedge-
shaped glass of very gradual taper, and in which the film could,

near the" edge, be brought to a thinness of -r:fVoth of an inch:
tow much of the spectrum would the red medium at this degree
of tenuity cut off? how much of the intensity of a green or blue
Ijeam would it destroy ? Inappreciably little, it appears to me

;

and this view is sustained by an experiment named in Prof Rood's
paper. He says: "Yellow solutions, when combined with the
blue glass or blue solutions, render the circulation invisible ; and
it does not re-appear till the yellow solution has been made so

dilute as barely to preserve a yeUow tint, and to ira?isrnii the spectrum
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almost unalteredy The words which I have here italicized de-

scribe exactly what is true in regard to the red tint of dilute

blood, and of course of the single attenuated streams of blood in

the capillaries. The experiment itself disproves the possibility

of a real or effective opacity of the blood-discs for green or blue

rays. In seeing a blush on the cheek of another person, the eye
takes in at once the hue of tens of thousands of closely aggrega-

ted capillaries
; and here the intensifying eflPect of concentration

is experienced. But in witnessing the movement of the blood
in the retina itself, the field is as it were spread out, and near

objects thrust apart ; and the effect of each pencil so small as to

pass through one corpuscle, or two or three in succession, is no-

ted by itself; so that no intensifying of color by mere contiguity

can here occur.

9. The explanation I was at first inclined to give of the quasi-

visibility of the moving blood-discs, by use of the cobalt-glass or

against blue sky or cloud simply, was that of regarding it as an in-

stance ofglistening, adopting Dove's theory, (as modified by Brews-
ter,) that the perception of glistening or lustre is consequent in

some way upon the mental effort to reconcile or combine images
formed at slightly differing depths in the retina. The lights em-
ploj^ed in the cases now named, or at least in the first two, have
prominent a blue and a red pencil. These are of refrangibilities

considerably differing. Now, the eye not being perfectly achro-
matic, the several prismatic colors are focalized at the same time
at slightly differing distances from the lens, i. e., at slightly differ-

ing depths in the retina. In case of white light, or colors nearly
allied, there is so close a sequence of these images, and they over-

lap, or rather, inter-permeate each other, so nearly, tliat their hues
blend into a single resultant image, white or of the dominant
hue, with which the mind occupies itself, the colored borders, or

rather surfaces, of the image being relatively so slight as to escape

perception. But when a dichromatic beam passes to the retina,

certain intermediate hues having been mainly eliminated by the

medium, there are two images or sets of images that do not so

nearly coalesce ; an image by the more refrangible rays placed

anteriorly, and one by the less refrangible, posteriorly, within

the retina. But, bi-concavity of the corpuscles would diverge,

say, the blue rays more than the red, producing increased bright-

ness along certain moving points back of the corpuscles, where

the two kinds of rays would then come nearer to one focus ; or

bi-convexity would affect the blue rays again the more distinct-

ly, in the way of increasing the convergency before given by the

crystalline lens ; and thus the two images might be still more

separated, and the effect of glistening, or no sensible effect, should

then be anticipated. But, since it is not supposable that yellow,

red, and certain other glasses transmit more than one sheaf ot

closely-allied hues, the supposition of dichromatism fails to be
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applicable to these ; and being set aside as but an incidental, pos-
sibly a modifying circumstance, no probable hypothesis other
than that of action of the corpuscles as lenses seems to remain.

10. Another curious phenomenon I early observed, and one
for which I have not been able even to imagine a cause. It ap-
pears with most of the media used, especially with the darker
colors; and usually precedes or attends the vision of the shining
traces. It consists in the vision of many very minute but yarj
real black motes or points, that do not sweep off, but are in rapid
and considerable agitation, or swarming^ as it might be termed,
over the whole field of view. These appear' to be more distant
than the lucid points, and equally diffused ; and they are seen
very constantly.

11. In Professor Kood's second paper, he speaks of the " dense-
ly-packed moving bodies" already referred to, as being seen
when the light of a salted wick is condensed on the eye, and bet-

ter when a yellow glass is interposed ; and he adds that Profess-

or W, B. Eogers obtains the like appearance by fixing the eye on
a bright surface, until that organ is fatigued, or looking through
a tube of black paper at a white surface. In my later experi-
ments, made the last summer and autumn, I was surprised at

finding this effect produced on closing one eye and laying over
the other, open, a paper, white or of any hue not too opaque, and
standing wMth this eye near to a bright gas-flame. The quiet
steady flow of minute objects is soon discovered more or less

perfectly forming itself in the field of view ; it grows more clear,

and is seen to consist of many streams in different directions,

each keeping its own course ; and the appearance suggests

streams covered with fine floating ice. But the eye must be
rightly focused, looking apparently into the space quite near to
it; the appearance easily vanishes, and is hard to recover. It

may be observed when a leaf of an ordinary book is laid over
the eye, under the circumstances named, or when yellow, green-
ish, red, or other paper not too dark is used. The color of the

objects approaches more or less nearly that of the complement
of the medium. The steady flow of the bodies seems to show
that they cannot be the same as those seen with the blue glass

;

^iid appears to intimate that, while the latter are in the arterial

extremities or in the first extremities of the capillaries, so that
they still feel the impulsion of the heart, the "floating-ice"

pbjects are in the radicles of the veins, where their propulsion
is uniform and their numbers greater.

III. The following notes I select from among such as I have
taken down during some of my latest experiments, the past

autumn :

«.—With a bright sun ; view of the sky about 20° from the sun,

through the cobaft glass : When the lucid lines are best seen, and
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the eyes adjusted to their place, there is always at the same time a

pretty distinct consciousness of the back-ground (sky or cloud) as

distant, and as being, directly before the eye, mottled with pris-

matic colors, faint but real ; sometimes taking the appearance of

mosaic pavement, or of small colored cirro-cumidi ; so that when
the glass is aside, one is disappointed at seeing no cloud, or one of

different appearance. In this case, the colors seem mainly Hue and

red. The effect I had somewhat unconsciously noticed before

;

have seen it very positively many times since. Sometimes the

appearance is- that of fine colored powders mixed; sometimes it is,

though faint, quite beautiful, as if the groundwork were of con-

fused rainbows. It is seen more or less distinctly with glasses

of nearly all colors. But it vanishes the moment the eyes are

directed to the sky, and may reappear when they are again fo-

cused to the near field of the moving discs.

h.—Same time, and medium: the lines are mostly lustrous

only ; very few give even a faint impression of yellow. The
spot in the axis of view has least in number; and the eye catclics

more as it is turning a little to one side. Best seen when tiie

eyes converge to the objects.

c.—Against same sky, through single amber yellow glass : the

moving points seen as minute, not colored, few, very bright,

quick-moving, and fugitive. Through two thicknesses of the

same glass : points fewer, and more fugitive, but quite well de-

d.—Through dark green formed by combination of yellow and
light blue : Looking long and steadily, the eye finds the field of

the objects, and so adjusts itself as to" see many of them, though
only tolerably distinct.

e.—Through grass-green glass : The shining lines readily and
distinctly seen; a few quite defined. They show no tinge of red.

/.—On another occasion, with the cobalt-glass, against the sky

:

all the phenomena beautifully made out ; the more distant

swarming, black points plentiful; the traces of the blood discs

numerous and distinct; and a considerable proportion of them
turning to black lines just before disappearing,—the black line

always at the end first or longest formed, and extending down to

a defined extremity, where it abruptly changed to, and was con-

tinued by, the lucid portion. I could not, however, make out that

the black line began at the first-formed extremity, and ran down
the course of tbe whole line ; though this may have been so.

The black and the bright portions both suddenly and completely

disappeared.

g.—Same time, and medium : Found, very evident and certain,

a larger channel or spot of ingress where a more numerous,

crowded and confused body of the moving objects came at every

pulsation, pouring in, as iffrom without pr beyond the rest, ioicard
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the eyes ; and plainly thus discovered, not as moving in, hut as
emerging into the field of vieiu. This spot seemed, with two ejes,

a little to left of the axes of vision ; and from it several streams
arose. Query : the termination of the arieria centralis, or of one
of its large branches ?

A.—Looking with but one eye, this point of ingress seems very
near the axis of vision ; and sometimes there is the appearance
to be named in the next paragraph.

i.—Looking to the west, clear sky, soon after sunset ; through
red glass ; some few moving points ; but chiefly, in the axis of
view, a continual influx of a small stream of very small bead-like

objects, faint, but real; seeming to move only into the field, and
to disappear almost at once through it ; not spreading out in it.

This appearance I had noticed first of all with a violet glass

;

and with violet, red, or blue, it was often repeated. By shifting

the eye, the movement could be made to occur apparently up-
ward, or to one side ; but it seemed to return usually to the

downward course. I distinguished this as the cascade. The
uniform movement seemed to forbid the supposition that this

could be the appearance of the corpuscles in the artery ; and
hence, its explanation is doubtful.

k.—Upon momentarily closing and opening the eyes, there
was an appearance of a rosette-shaped space, its centre always in

the axis of vision, which distinctly and always showed the com-
plementary color of the glass before the eye at the time. This
appeared with all glasses ; it showed where the axis of vision

pierced the sky at the time ; and that the cascade was in this

axis, the point of jetting in of corpuscles (g) in or very near it.

This rosette seemed to me to mark the limits of distinct vision

on the retina, the portion most impressed by the color of the

medium employed. Having observed it, as now named, I could

from that time be less distinctly conscious of it, while looking at

the moving objects, or other appearances. Thus, through the

cobalt-glass, a yellow central spot was really at all times faintly

obvious
; through green, a reddish spot of like size, and so on.

?.—With glasses showing the moving points faintly, I often

succeeded in bringing them out more distinctly for a little while,

by having just previously used those of complementary color.

m.—Looking at midday against light cloud: The cascade,

small, but very perfect, flowing up, or down, appeared through
the cobalt-glass; more faint, through orange, red, and violet.

To see any moving traces of the corpuscles, with yellow or red

glasses, it was found necessary to compress the eye-ball, as could
be done by making the effort to retract it, and to look into a
space very near the eyes.

^ -...-. n
. entioned in (k\ it should be added,

) visible both in and around the cen-

. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.-Mat, 1861.
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tral area of the field, or tbat whicli showed the faint comple-

mentary color. And the arising of this color after a few mo-

ments' use of any of the colored media, seemed to show that,

over the most sensitive portion of the retina, the tendency to the

perception of the secondary subjective color, or that which

follows the impression of a previous and different one, is even

stronger than the present impression of any given color, so that

the subjective complementary can here displace even the actual

or acting color

!

IV. The singular results which these observations seems to

furnish, then, are the following:

aa.— ^wasz-vision of moving blood-discs; showing, incident-

ally, also the places and courses of certain capillaries of the

e change, in which the momentarily illu-

cases, and usually at a little

distance behind the advancing disc, gives way to black.

cc.—-Quasi-Yision, in different ways, of the cells or granules in

anterior portion of the retina.

del.—Discovery, by apparent absence of these, of either the

entire seat of most distinct, ordinary vision ("yellow spot") ; or

else, of the place of the insensible spot, magnified. The latter

view doubtful.

ee.—Appearance as of numerous, swarming, black points.

ff.
— Quasi-vision of numerous small bodies, moving close to-

gether, and apparently steadily, in unlike directions, but so that

the several streams cover nearly the whole field ; as if the con-

tents of many capillaries, or venous radicles, close together.

gg.—Obscure perception of finely mottled colors, at the same
time with vision of the moving discs.

hh.— Qwost-vision of place of influx of a considerable propor-
tion of the discs into the field of view ; suggesting the artery, or

a large branch of it.

ii.— ^wosi-vision of single stream, seen only in a brief course
through the field, and seemingly without impulsive movement
—the cascade.

kk.—Perception of nearly circular, or rosette-shaped area, of
subjective color, corresponding with the seat of most distinct

U.—The actual visibility of this subjective (complementary)
color, within and in spite of the generally diffused presence of
the opposite color at the time.

V. Among principles incidentally discovered or affirmed in

course of the discussion, appear to be the following

:

_
aaa.—That the traces of the moving blood-discs are not inva-

riably, nor necessarily, of a color the complementary of that

occupying the surrounding retina at the time.
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bbb.—That the blood-corpusclea, single or sparse, as in the
retinal capillaries, can transmit, without appreciable diminution
of intensity, rays of any color. In this way the coloration of
the fine parts of images of pictures, landscapes, etc., on the retina,

is not, during our view of the objects, continually interfered

ccc.—That moving blood-discs, within the capillaries of the
retina, according to their form and position, may affect the light

passing through them in various ways, by lens-action or total

reflection.

ddd.—That images in the retina are variable in their place,

(within the limits constituting, on either hand, myopia or pres-

byopia), by minute changes of depth ; and are composed of a
series of solid images of as many colors as the light admitted to
the eye contains, and more or less perfectly coalescing.

Moreover, as general facts bearing on the explanation of the
phenomena now detailed, the following propositions seem to be
established

:

eee.—That the eye or eyes, in order to discover any of the
appearances named, must be focused or adjusted for vision of an
object at some certain distance. This necessity of focusing the
eye explains why, usually, the appearances are so readily lost.

fff.—HhoX this adjustment differs for light of different colors,

the implied distance of the object being greater or less. Obser-
vations seem to indicate that the distance of the imaginary
object is least for the red rays, and less generally for the less

refrangible.

ggg.—Hence, when either appearance is seen by merely look-
ing steadily toward a lighted surface, or until the eye is fatigued,

it is probable that, involuntarily, the proper focusing or adjust-

ment of the eye takes place.

hhh.—^\l\x the single exception, if it be such, of the case of
looking steadily at a bright surface, or with the eye fatigued, the
light with which any of these phenomena is discovered, is never
white or complete light, but always partial, of special colors and
refrangibilities.

That is, all the media, or lights, showing these effects, are such
as afford rays of not all, but some certain refrangibilities. All
these general facts agree with the supposition that the blood-discs

become quasi-Y\si\>\Q by means of their effect as lenses. Although
we may not be able to say in what way, precisely, each part of the

phenomena results, it appears certain that the discs, and in cer-

tain other cases the retinal cells, so modify the convergency of
rays entering the retina through them, or perhaps in some in-

tances, the divergency of more refrangible rays which have
already passed their focus and spread out, (at the very time that
red and yellow rays have their focal distance and proper effect),
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tliat the impression of tlie retina throngli many of these bodies

must be decidedly different from that which it receives or yields

around their place. We may say, generally, that the visible

corpuscles or cells become so from the fact that in certain ways

and degrees they complement the effect already impressed on the

light by the crystalline lens and the humors of the eye. This

view suggests a ready explanation of the circumstance that media

of different colors require a eonvergency of the optic axes toward

points at different degrees distant from the eyes ; since we must

presume that this is one instance of " associated movements," and

one in which, accordingly, the mere telescopic adjustment of the

place and convexity of the crystalline lens, will be made to cor-

respond, involuntarily and accurately, as in ordinary vision, with

the degree of eonvergency voluntarily or otherwise given to the

The change by which certain of the lucid lines are replaced

through a part of their length by black, it is difl&cult to explain.

The effect can hardly be that of the accidental or subjective

production of black (total absence of impression), succeeding a

previous impression of brightness ; for, were it such, it should

be more general, and follow through the whole length of the

bright line. Assuming each line to be not less than twenty
times longer than broad, and nearly as broad as the corpuscle

could appear, if seen bodily in its place, then the black portion

is seen to follow at some distance behind the advancing corpuscle.

Is it due to the collapsing wall of the capillary, or to changes
in its liquid contents, such as to result, a little way behind the

corpuscle, in certain cases, in a hrief total interference of transmit-

ted rays ?—or, such as to produce aloag an inconsiderable length

of the vessel the effect of total reflection, excluding momentarily
the light from that part of the retina directly behind its place?

Finally, it needs hardly be said that, in order to observe many
of the phenomena now considered, much care and patience will

be required, and not less an eye so delicately sensible to color

that it can appreciate the finest colored points and very faint

tints. And the caution must be added, that experiments of this

kind can scarcely be pir)tracted very long at any one time, or re-

peated continually for weeks or months, with no long intervals

»f rest, without the risk of permanent injury to the delicate

organization of the eye.

New York, Jan. 16th, 1861.

Note -.—March 15.—Since the above was written, Sir D. Brewster's

paper enumerating " Certain Affections of the Retina" {Philos. Maga-
zine, Jan. 1861), has appeared, but containing no allusion to vision of the

xi.- 1.- X xl:- and certain related phenomena quite a»



O. N. Rood on Dove's Theory of Lustre.

In the Farbenlehre, p. 177, Prof. Dove writes: "In every case

where a surface appears lustrous, there is always a transparent or
translucent reflecting stratum of minor intensity, through which
we see another body. It is therefore externally reflected light

in combination with internally reflected, or dispersed light,

whose combined action produces the idea of lustre."

Thus by combining in the stereoscope two projections of a
pyramid, one drawn in black lines on a white ground, the
other in white lines on black ground. Dove found that the pyr-
amid appeared lustrous as though made of graphite. [To me it

recalls rather the idea of highly polished glass.] He found also

that a yellow and blue surface when combined in the stereo-

scope and viewed through a plate of violet glass, produced, in
the act of combination, the idea of a polished metal.

Similar to Dove's theory of lustre is that of Prof Kuete.*
This view of the nature of lustre opens to us the possibility

of reproducing by the stereoscopic combination of suitably col-

ored surfaces, the individual lustre and appearance of gold,
copper, brass, &c. ; it also affords us a means of examining sep-
arately the components, which may produce the appearances
peculiar to each.

1. I combined in the stereoscope on white or on black grounds
—a piece of tin-foil one inch square with a piece of yeUow paper
of the same size. The value of the tint on the chromatic circles

of Chevreul was, 1st circle, orange-yellow, No. 4. When the
field containing the tin-foil was somewhat shaded by the hand
or otherwise, the surface seen in the stereoscope could not be
(distinguished from gold-leaf The union of the images took
place as readily and the illusion was as strong with persons

unaccustomed to the use of the instrument.
2. By combining in the same way tin-foil with orange-tinted

paper, (1st circle, orange,) the lustre and appearance of copper
IS imitated.

3. Tin-foil in the act of combination with Kos. 14 and 15 of
the red and black scale imitate bismuth.

4. Tin-foil or silver-foil in the act of combination with ultra-

marine paper appears scarcely blue, rather black like foliated

graphite.

5. Gold-leaf in combination with paper of a tint nearly that
of the green of th<^ 1st circle imitated murexide.

6. Gold-leaf in combination with ultramarine paper resembled
a surface of graphite.

* Das Stereoicop; C. G. Tk Kuete. Leipzig, 1860.
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Upon substituting dark grey paper for the tin-foil the same
effects in degree were not produced, owing as it seemed to me,

to the fact that the well known texture and appearance of the

paper forcing itself on the attention, precluded the idea of any-

thing metallic. To remove this difficulty I employed two means.

1. A crumpled sheet of tin-foil was photographed, and from
the negative, prints were taken, by the "ammonia-nitrate pro-

cess," which were toned to the so-called black of the photograph-

ers. This furnished dark paper upon whose surface was an

accurate drawing of the irregularities characteristic of metallic

foil; the surface of the paper was of course wholly without

(a) Upon combining, in black or white fields, a square inch of

one of those photographs, with the above-mentioned yellow

paper, and shading the photograph a little, a representation of

gold was obtained but little inferior to that given by the use of

the real tin-foil.

(b) This photographic paper in combination with orange paper
(1st circle, orange), made an imitation of metallic copper.

(c) The ultramarine paper in combination with the photograpli
of tin-foil gave a striking imitation of foliated graphite. The
blue color is perceived much less than would be expected.

2. The surface of a plate of brass 1 inch square was polished,
and then rather heavily scratched by a coarse file. Into the
scratches a small amount of yellow or white oil paint was
rubbed, and upon this prepared surface dark grey or black paper
was laid and the whole submitted to the action of a press as in

copper-plate printing. By this means a drawing of a scratched
metallic surface was transferred to paper. These markings serve
also to enable the observer much more easily to direct his atten-

tion simultaneously to the two impressions presented.
(a) Upon combining dark grey paper (black and white scale,

Nos. 18, 19, 20,) prepared in this way with the above-mentioned
yellow paper, the appearance of a polished, scratched plate of

gold was obtained.

(6) When these dark prepared papers were combined with
yellow paper colored by gamboge (yellow and black scale, No. 9),

the appearance and lustre of brass was obtained.
According to Dove's theory the darker surface in the stereo-

scope represents the dispersed light, the brighter, that regularly

reflected. As the polish of a metallic surface is proportional to

the smallness in amount of the light it disperses, we should be

led to expect that by varying the shade of the black paper, we
should be able to alter the apparent degree of polish of these

imitated metallic surfaces.

This is the case : yellow paper, (1st circle, orange-yellow Ko.

4,) in combination with black (No. 21,) gives the idea of a very
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highly polished golden surface ; as we descend in the scale, the
lustre and resemblance to polished metal regularly diminishes
"'" -" grey. No. 8, almost no effect like gold is to be pe '

'

the other hand by diminishing the brightness of tl

; constant, the idea of a
^

) placed as to reflect the image of
some dark object, is produced. Thus we may descend throuL^h
the circles of Chevr ' - *" ' -

- •
•

orange-yello

idea of a golden plate much shaded is produced. I constructed
tables expressing the effects produced by varying the intensity
of the two components, but it is not worth while to introduce
them here.

As we are accustomed to see gold tinted variously from nearly
a yellow as in gold-leaf, to almost a copper-hue as in some speci-

mens of our American coin, so the tint of the paper placed in
the stereoscope, may be varied within certain limits, without
greatly affecting the results.

Prof. Helmholtz in his admirable work on physiological optics,*

mentions that by a peculiar arrangement he was able to cause
the homogenious golden yellow light of the spectrum to appear
brown, proving thus that the tint brown is only weak yellow
hght. These stereoscopic experiments give ns on the other
hand the means of apparently converting brown into a metallic
golden yellow, for many specimens of even brown wrapping
paper, when combined in the stereoscope with very black pre-
pared paper, acquire the lustre and appearance of yellow plates
in the shade, and reflecting images of dark objects.

In the same manner, and corresponding to the investigations
of Helmholtz, I found that the stereoscopic union of black glazed
paper with red, (No. 14, red and black scale,) imitated with sur-

prising perfection the appearance of a glazed plate of chocolate.

The chromatic scales of Chevreul furnish us with a ready
means of combining in rapid succession in the stereoscope a
great number of definite tints ; thus by cutting in a card-board
^wo parallel apertures j\ inch broad and one inch long, their
distance apart being 2-6 inches, and pasting under one of them
black prepared paper, the other can be brought over any de-
sired tint and the effect noted.

1. In this way I found that a pretty good representation of
the appearance of slightly tarnished lead was produced by the
stereoscopic union of grey No. 18 and No. 4 on the blue-violet
and black scale.

2. A somewhat inferior imitation of antimony was given by
N_o. 1 blue and black scale, with gray Nos. 18 to 20, or by using
J^o. 17 blue and black scale with white.

* P. 281. Pht/iioloffische Optik {Encyklopadie der Phytik, Leipzig, 1860.)
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S. Tarnished zinc surfaces may be imitated by tlie use of grey

No. 5 with No. 18 blue and black scale.

4. Ultramarine paper with some of the lighter -violet blues

gave an imitation of blue glass. The idea of blue polished

glass was also obtained by using in combination with the ultra-

marine paper No. 1 of the yellow and black scale.

I will mention, here that the stereoscopic union of this blue

with yellow paper, never induced in my mind the idea of green.

I made some experiments to ascertain how far the stereoscopic

mixture of two masses of different colored light corresponded to

their true mixture by the method of rapid rotation, use being

made of the imitations above described. It is however so diffi-

cult to compare a varying with a fixed tint that I will not record

the results obtained ; in many cases a certain moderate amount

of agreement in the resultant tints was observed. Briicke found
"

'
T " > is was held before one eye,

J
that a landscape viewed

through this combination was simply darkened in appearance.

I repeated this experiment with similar glasses and obtained a

like result; objects appeared darkened, but in their natural

colors, though sometimes the blue or yellow tint predominated a

little. But when I presented to a single eye these two masses of
light a very different result was obtained ; the plates of glass

were attached to a blackened disc opposite suitable perforations,

and it was set in rapid rotation ; a landscape viewed through it

appeared deep purple, though not a trace of this color was to be
perceived in the binocular use of these glasses.

When these two glasses were held before the same eye, a
landscape viewed through them was very much darkened but
scarcely colored.

Sir David Brewster's Theory of Lustre.

Sir David Brewster opposes Dove's theoiy of lustre, as he has
found that when black and white surfaces without drawings are
combined in the stereoscope, no lustre is produced. The lustre,

then, according to this philosopher is due not to one mass of
light passing through another, but to the effort of the eyes to
combine the stereoscopic pictures.

Admitting the correctness of Sir David's experiment. Dove
has shown that the objection founded on it is without weight—
(p. 3, Optical Studies).

In repeating Brewster's experiment I always obtain the oj^po-

site result ; in combining uniform black and white surfaces, with-
out drawings, I always obtain a distinct impression of lustre,

like that of the blackened mirror of a polariscope, and in strict

accordance with Dove's theory, when the black field is so dark-
ened that no light is sent from it to the eye, this lustre vanislies,
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original experiment waited nearly half a century for confirma-

To Brewster's own theory, the simple objection, which has
already been made by others, that we daily perceive lustre

plainly with one eye, Avould seem sufficient.

Production of Lustre in Monocular Vision.

I proceed now to describe some experiments where by the

action upon a single eye of two masses of hght of unequal inten-

sity, the idea of lustre is produced.
i. If a disc of colored card-board, out of which a number of

sectors has been removed, be made to rotate rapidly, and an
object be viewed through it by a single eye, two masses of light

• will reach the eye, which apparently proceed from the object;

one is reflected from the surface of the disc, the other emanates
from the object behind the disc, and passes through the first

mass of light. Dark objects viewed in this way assume to me to
a small extent an appearance like that of blackened glass. The
effect is not at all striking, and would be overlooked by many
persons ; I therefore prepared paper in a peculiar way so as to
imitate distantly the appearance of foliated graphite or crumpled

White smooth drawing paper was rubbed over irregularly

with a brush slightly moistened with a weak wash of India ink or
lampblack; when dry another wash of a deeper hue applied as

before, care being taken to leave many small spots untouched.
The final wash was laid on with pure black. If the brush be
kept nearly dry and passed only lightly over the paper, it is easy
to obtain a surface bearing some very distant resemblance to the

niinerals above mentioned ; it is of course without lustre. Sim-
ilar papers were prepared with red and blue water colors.

When these papers were held behind discs of ultramarine
or orange-tinted paper, from which equal alternate sectors had
been removed, and which were revolving at such rates that their

surfaces seemed uniform, or at lower rates, they often appeared,
to a single eye, highly lustrous. This was true of the prepared

paper in a state of rest; Avhen moved slightly by the hand it

glittered strongly. Dark photographs of tin foil "held behind a

revolving disc of ultramarine paper and viewed by a single eye,

assume often to a striking degree the lustre and appearance of

foliated graphite.
2. If a piece of this peculiarly blackened paper i of an mch

square be placed in a blue field, (rather light ultramarine paper,)

and be steadily regarded for some minutes by one eye it assumes
a red orange-hue and appears suspended over the blue paper
Am. Jona. Sci.-Second Sebies, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.-Mat, 1861.
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and nearer to the eye than the latter ; at the same instant it

appears lustrous like crumpled mica. The illusion with me
often lasts half a minute in great perfection ; this is particularly

the case when the eye is not quite accurately focused on the

3. If a sheet of this prepared paper be brightly illuminated

by light from a window, and be held so near one eye as to pro-

duce indistinct vision, it often apparently becomes highly lus-

trous. In this case enlarged images of the white and grey points

are formed on the retina which overlap, so that again "

4. Ifa
markings, be brightly illuminated on one side and viewed through
deeply colored plates of glass (red, green, blue,) in a few seconds
it appears lustrous resembling a roll of polished zinc which has
been irregularly and deeply corroded by an acid. Upon remov-
ing the glass the surface of the paper appears lustrous for an

5. A sheet of the finer variety of this prepared paper viewed
through a large rhomb of calc spar gives often in spots the ap-

pearance of lustre, particularly when the head of the observer,

or the rhomb, is slightly moved. Some persons compared this

to the appearance of water.

It would seem probable that in all cases where two masses of
light reach £

larly when 1
^ x ^ .

appearance of more or less lustre is'produced, though

'

we often overlook it. Thus Helmholtz remarks* upon the com-
bination of two colored surfaces in monocular vision by means
of a simple instrument he figures:—" It is particularly favorable
when the drawings, or spots on the two surfaces are made to

shift their position. Then we often believe that we see both
colors simultaneously in the same place, the one through the
other. We have an impression in such cases of seeing objects

through a colored vail or reflected from a colored surface,"

I found in fact that by placing stereographs consisting of col-

ored paper for one eye and a photographic drawing of tin-foil

for the other in this instrument, that lustre could be perceived,

particularly with the imitations of copper.

The diagram represents the instrument referred to; it consists

of a plate of glass, P, with parallel sides,

which is properly supported over a blackene

board B. Differently colored papers are place

at K and Y ; one is seen through the plate,

and the other by reflexion from it. The im-

ages are made to overlap and their intensity

is regulated by altering their distance from ¥.

* rhyHologische Optik, p. 273.
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Analogous to this is the observation of Brewster.* Speaking
of uniting similar pictures, (patterns on hanging paper,) in binoc-
ulor vision, he remarks :—" The surface of it, (the wall) seems
slightly curved. It has a silvery transparent aspect^ Here the
images though of the same intensity, &c., moving with each
slight movement of the head induces in the mind the idea of one
object seen through another.
In closing I will remark that while many of the experiments

above mentioned are easily repeated, others require considerable
practice in this kind of observation.

[From the BibliothSque Unvverselle (Archives) de Geneve, vol, viii, p. 255.]

When in 1844, the first volume (1st edition,) of my element-
ary treatise on palceontology was printed, I was struck with the

impossibility of fixing a precise limit between the Diluvian epoch
and the present or modern period. These two periods, it is true,

have been considered as distinct in all treatises upon geology
;

but when I attempted to point out their palseontologic characters,

I soon perceived that the zoologic population had not in reality

been modified in passing from one to the other, and that they are

evidently the uninterrupted continuation of one and the same
state of things. This truth appeared to me so evident that I

merely indicated the principal arguments which supported it,t

without entering into details, and I considered it sufficient, to

call the attention of geologists and palaeontologists to this point.

Tliis has had its influence, and recently, since questions of this

nature have taken a new importance by the discoveries relating

to human fossils, many geologists have admitted the above

conclusions as demonstrated. I would especially mention Mr.
Scipio Gras,:{: who is engaged in an important work on the

diluvium of the valleys of the Rhone and the Rhine, and also Mr,

Lartet,§ who has recently sustained the same opinion in a memoir
upon the geological antiquity of the human race in western

l^urope.

There are however some opponents to these views, especially

Mr. Koechlin Schlumberger,|| who replying to Mr. Scipio Gras,

has called my opinion a little radical and has sought to overthrow

•, p. 167.

?"% Series, tome xri, p, 83.
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it. I therefore think it necessary at this time to famish new
proofs and to set forth more clearly those evidences which have

decided my own mind, and which I have no doubt will convince

the most incredulous.

This question may be considered from two points of view, the

geological and the palseontological. I shall only approach the

question in the latter aspect, for which my studies have better

fitted me, but I ought to remark that we have no example of seri-

ous disagreement between palaeontology and geology when they

are employed to distinguish the several periods of the history of

the globe. There is no one of these periods which is not clearly

distinguished by the character of its fauna, and no case can be

cited where stratigraphy has required a division which palaeon-

tology has not confirmed. If we surve

never find any two consecutive stages i

population has been identical.

If this is so, the geologists and the palaeontologists will be

unanimous for uniting these two epochs into one, and for apply-

ing to them a common name. I think if I am able to prove,

from the standpoint of palaeontology, that the two periods are

only one, this result ought to be as fully admitted as in anala-

gous cases for anterior epochs.

I know that this opinion is not without question, and that some
geologists, whose learning and judgment I highly respect, think
that in the condition of the globe and the forces which have
existed since the

sufiicient reasons for dis _
from the modern epoch. I shall not discuss this question for

which I do not think myself qualified. I will only say that

however this may be, it will be impossible for me to assimilate
tli.e separation of two periods whose fauna are continued iden-
tical from one to the other, to the well determined limits which
distinguish geologically and palaeontologically all the anterior
periods admitted as divisions of the history of the globe. I have
elsewhere intimated that these same geologists are singularly em-
barrassed in regard to the precise point where they ought to

establish the division, and that the long series of Quaternary
deposits, following the glacial period, which certainly neither
commenced nor ends suddenly, will give them very g'reat diOa-

My object in this communication is simply to demonstrate that
between the Diluvian period and the modern epoch there has not
been any modification of the fauna having the least relation to

the changes which characterize and distinguish other palseonto-

logical faunae. For this purpose I shall consider two distinct

points. I shall demonstrate first that all actual or modern faunae
have existed from the origin of the Diluvian period. I shall
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inquire afterwards what differences exist between the Dihivian
fauna and the present fauna and shall show that thej consist

onlj in the disappearance of a hmited number of the larger

I ought however before proceeding to details to notice an ob-

jection. Of late years questions relating to the origin of species

have been reviewed with renewed ardor, and some persons think
that the solution of these questions may have an influence upon
the demonstration of the question with which I am now engaged.
On the contrary I think the subject with which I am concerned
is entirely an independent question. Whether we admit with
Lamark or with Mr. Darwin a gradual transformation of beings,

or think there is a general law of nature introducing, at certain

epochs, new organic forms, or accept the idea of successive

creations, we shall in either case be obliged to refer to the same
facts in the history of the globe. At the end of a certain number
'" years or centuries the zoological population of j

changed and the species are replaced by others. The surface
of the globe has been successively occupied by a series of faunae

perfectly distinct ; each of these fauna corresponds to a period
which it characterizes. Whatever theory may be entertained in
regard to the cause of the change, the change itself is not ques-
tioned. But all we need to do here, is to show that these organic
differences characterize the successive periods, and that there is

no such difference between the Diluvian period and the present
epoch.

I ought, as I have said, to demonstrate in the first place that
all the present faunae have existed from the commencement o^ the
diluvian period, as well as the last species, of which I shall speak
farther on. For this purpose I have recently arranged a com-
plete catalogue of the fauna of European mammifers, and I have
inquired which have not been found in the fossil state, and what
are those the bones of which have been found buried in the

Quaternian or Diluvian beds, with the fossil elephant, Elephas
prhnigenius or with the Cavern Bear, Ursus spelceiis.

Reasoning upon comparable and sufficiently certain facts, I

have excluded from this list:

1st, Marine mammifers in view of the difficulty of determining
the age of marine Quaternian deposits.

2d, Mammifers of remote regions whose bones are not likely to

De found in the more explored and better known diluvian de-

posits of Central Europe. Thus I have not considered as impor-
tant either the monkey of Gibraltar, or the small species on the

confines of Asiatic Eussia, or those which have been recently

discovered in Sicily or in Turkey. I have confined myself to

those actually living in places where the Quaternian deposits
are well known. Besides this, the excellent work of Eichwald
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proves the existence of the same state of things in Eussia as in

England, Belgium, France, Grermanj or Switzerland,

The following are the principal facts obtained from an analysis

of my catalogue, viz :

Almost all the common species of Cheiroptera have been found
in the Quaternary deposits. I have found, especially those here

cited: Vespertilio:— V. noctula^ V. pipisirellus, V. serotinus, the

common bat, the lop eared bat, Vesp. auritus, the fer a cheval, the

V. discolor, and the V. mystacinm. Is it not extremely probable,

not to say evident, that the rare species more recently discovered

which are wanting upon this list, are wanting because we have
not known how to distinguish their bones or because they have
not yet been found ? What geologist will venture to afl&rm that,

the varieties V. Leisleri, V. Kuhlii, &c., which only appeared be-

fore the species named above, appertain to a more recent fauna.

The same results are furnished by the Insectivora.

In these same Quaternary deposits are cited the hedge-hog, the

mole and three or four species of the shrew-mouse.
This is all our fauna, for, on account of the reasons mentioned

above, I am not able to give any importance to the two species

of Mygale {^desmans), one from the Pyrenees and the other from
Eussia, which have not yet been found in the fossil state.

The group liodentia is of diificult determination and we may
naturally expect to find some vacancies, but there are none, how-
ever, of any importance. We may cite the squirrel, the marmot,
the dormouse, the mouse, the hamster {Crisetus), the water-rat,

the ordinary meadow-mouse, the beaver^ the hare, and the
rabbit. The only striking vacancy will be that of the porcupine,
but Mr. Areas .has fortunately found this also in the caverns of

Sicily. There are wanting to our list only some small species of

the mouse, the garden dormouse, the muscardin, &c., in regard to

which we may make the same reflection, as was suggested by the

Cheiroptera. The jerboa, lagomys, &c., are found as fossils in

Eussia.

The Carnivora being in general larger than those animals
which represent the preceding groups and being at the same time
more easily recognized scarcely present any vacuity.

There have been found the lion, cat, wolf, domestic dog, fox,

genet, white bear, brown bear, badger, glutton, martin, beech
martin, polecat, ermine, weasel and the otter. There is lacking

to this list only the lynx, and it is important to know whether
the Fells engiholensis of Schmerling, from the caverns of Belgium
is not identical with it. I have not supposed that any person

could see an indication of a subsequent creation in the" absence

of some species from excentric regions as the fox of the north,

the polecat of Poland, or the P. boccamela of the Mediterranean
islands.
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The only Pachyderms of the present fauna yet found in our
Quaternary deposits are three, the wild boar, the horse and the ass.

Among Ruminants have been enumerated all our present deer,

the deer properly so-called, the reindeer, the moose deer, and
the roe-buck. The fallow deer is not comprised in this last, but,

as is well known, it is not native in Central Europe. There
are enumeratod also the wild oxen, (the urus and the bison), the
chamois, and the goat. The sheep had not been discovered until

the last few years, which had probably been more recently im-
ported; however, Mr. Areas has found in the caverns of Sicily a
closely related species, the mufflo7i. Finally, to this series of
animals, modern discoveries authorize us to add man. All this,

as I have said elsewhere,* appears to demonstrate that man has
coexisted with this diluvian fauna and that his history dates

probably from the same epoch.
The facts here mentioned are remarkably conclusive, for they

prove that all the present fauna of European mammifers have
been found as fossils in the Quaternary deposits, except some
small species difficult to be determined, the bones of which if pre-

served, have not yet been recovered. It appears to me evident
that these rare exceptions are without value as objections, and
that we may boldly declare that : From the commencement of the

THluvian period to the present day, no species ofmammifers has been

added to the fauna which then lived in Europe.
What we have said of mammifers may also be affirmed of

birds and reptiles-; but upon this part of the subject I shall not
enter into details, for these classes are less known and do not
furnish results so certain. The examination of a treatise on pa-

laeontology is suiJicient to show that the existing species are al-

ready indicated in the Diluvian deposits.

The terrestrial and fluviatile moilusks are in the same cate-

gory. Thus with the bones of the Elephas primigeniics are

frequently found buried all our species of Helix, Bulimus, &c.,

and they show us that for the invertebrata as well as for the

vertebrata, all the existing fauna date from the origin of the

Diluvian period.

The preceding facts suffice to show that there has been no
renewal of the fauna between the Diluvian period and the Modern
epoch. We must now consider in what consists the apparent dif-

ference which has led most geologists into error. It has been
caused by the gradual disappearance of a certain number of

species. At the commencement of the Diluvian period the fauna
was richer and more complete than it is at present. There lived
in Europe at that time not only our present animals but a certain

number of species which are now extinct. These latter have
gradually disappeared from causes probably in part similar to

* Bibl. Univ. (new series), tome vil, p. 364. March, 1860.
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those which destroyed one species of ox mentioned by Julius

Cassar, and which destroyed most likely the last representatives

of the ure-ox (aurochs) and the elk. The fauna of the eastern

continent has been successively impoverished, and as the popu-

lation and cultivation of the soil increased only a part of the

species which once dwelt there remain living.

It is not possible, in the present state of palseontology to pre-

pare a complete and precise catalogue of these extinct species

;

but it is sufficient for our purpose to sketch the principal features

of such a catalogue,

I am embarrassed in regard to the Alluvial deposits of Au-
vergne, which appear to present characters somewhat exceptional.

It is not perfectly demonstrated that the fauna which they en-

close has all been contemporaneous with the Quaternary deposits

of the greater part of Europe. There are found many species as

yet imperfectly known which appear to be extinct and which

have not been recovered elsewhere. Such is the JErinaceus

viajor, many of the dogs, some polecats, at least three species of

deer, the wild goats of Roset, &c. It will probably be necessary

to add to them hereafter; but new investigations appear indis-

pensable to make the proper additions with certainty. I have
experienced some doubt in regard to many races or species of

true Quaternary deposits, indicated as different from those now
living, but which have been characterized without doubt by their

form and not by appreciable organic characters. It appears to

me quite natural that species at the commencement of the Dilu-

vian epoch, finding abundant nourishment in a country where
great forests and immense virgin territories replaced our present

culture, and being able there to develop in freedom should have
frequently had a form a little superior to their existing represent-

atives, which, surrounded by hunters, restrained on every side,

lead a more difficult and precarious life. I do not think 'it pos-

i specific value to slight differences of stature, if

doubtful many of those species inserted in the catalogues of palie-

ontology. Such are the Talpa fossilis, the 3Mes Morreni, the

Lutra antiqua, the S:mrus prisms, the Arciomys primigenia, the

Myoxus fossilis, the Sus prisons, &c. Some of these are probably
identical with living species. By new researches we shall find

that some of these are truly extinct.

But aside from these difficulties and doubts a certain number
of species have certainly disappeared which I will briefly enu-

lu the family of hears I consider as lost the great Cavern
Bear {Ursus spelcBus). Their bones characterize well the de-

posits called Diluvian, or the formations more ancient than the

last period of our globe. The Ursus prisais is more doubtful
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and is probably identical with our black bear. The Hyenas
appear to liave been represented in the ancient epochs by three
species which have now disappeared; the hyena of caverns
{H. spelcea), analogous to the spotted hyena of the Cape of Good
Hope, the Hyena Ilonspessulana, of Christol, more similar to the
striped hyena, and the Hye^m intermedia, Marcel de Serres.
In the family of the felintdcs, we should add to the wild-cat,

the lynx (?) and lion which have disappeared from Europe in
the historic period, another species related to the leopard, {Felts

antiqua).

The numerous order of Bodents appear to contain some extinct
species more different from the living than those which I have
cited above in speaking of differences of form. These are the
Sperraophihis superciUosu-s of Kaup ; the Castor {Trogontherium)
Cuviere, Fischer de Waldheim; the Lejjuspriscus Cuvier, from the
breccias of the Mediterranean, and some species of Lagomys, &c.
The Elephant is one of the most remarkable of the genera

among those which have made a part of the ancient fauna of our
period.

_
Their bones are, with those of the bear, the most char-

acteristic of these Diluvian strata, since thev are abundantly
scattered over an immense surface of country. " The species best
known is the mammoth {Elephas primigenius). Of other bones
may be mentioned those of the African elephant {E. Africamts).
The existence of some other species (such as the E. meri'dionalis

Nesti), is contested by some anatomists and admitted by others.

The great Rhinoceros with valved nostrils {R. tichorhinus) less

widely diffused than the elephant, and probably also one or two
species of the same genus, are striking examples of those races
which have disappeared.

It is the same with the Hippopotami of which it is thought
we may admit the prior existence of many species now extinct

{H. major\ H. minor, H. Pentlandi, and the hippopotamus of the
valley of the river Somme).
The horse of Pezenas appears to be another species differ-

ent from the one mentioned above as related to the existing

The genus Cervus has been numerous from the commencenient
•^f the diluvian epoch, for to the species now living, and which,
ss I have said, existed then, is to be added the beautiful giant

^tag of the peat bogs of Ireland {Cervus euryceros), the great deer
of the Somme {Cervus dama giganteus) the Cervus mariialis,

yravais, and many species from caverns described by Marcel
de Serres.

.
Among the other species of ruminants lost from our fauna, it

's necessary to mention the Antelope Christoli, M. de Serres, the
/>'•/' o/,.r,Kf;Gervais, and Ibex Cebennarum, Gervais.

-i. Scr.—Second Series, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.—Mat, 186L
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I will not add the Bos primigenius because it was seen alive by
Julius Caesar.

I have not found among birds or reptiles any species to add
with certainty to this list.

We shall hnd only a few in this category among the terrestrial

invertebrata. The marine deposits on the borders of the Med-
iterranean contain some moliusks of lost species, but their num-
bers are small compared with species still living.

We thus see, as I have said, that the fauna originating at the

period which succeeded the Tertiary epoch has been successively

deprived of many remarkable species. This gradual disappear-

ance may have proceeded from many natural causes. First the

climate, cooling very much as the formation of great glaciers

proves (Glacial period), would not be favorable to any one of

them, especially to the great pachyderms, the congeners of which
characterize in our day the torrid zone. Still more as I have
said elsewhere,* admitting the presence of man from the origin

of the latter period, we may, with much probability attribute to

him the destruction of a part of the species. If we examine the

list which I have given we shall see that, aside from the great

pachyderms, it is principally composed of carnivorous animals
whicli man is interested to destroy, and of herbivora which
should serve for his nourishment,

Mr. Lartet, in the memoir which I have cited, has furnished a
new argument in favor of this hypothesis. He has found marks
of the instruments of man upon the bones of many species of this

epoch, and in particular upon those of the ox and the goat;
these marks being generally deep cuts designed to cause the

rupture of the bone, sometimes more superficial wounds as if the

object had been to elevate the skin about the base of the horns.

This destruction of species is merely like that which daily trans-

pires before our eves. If new circumstances should cause the
laws m regard to the chase to be abolished, and if the great

land-owners did not protect some species, it would not be long
before all our present deer would be classed among extinct
species. They have already disappeared from many countries,

and among others from the valley of the Ehone, where the stag
and the roe-buck were abundant at the end of the last century.
A curious fact has been cited which seems to confirm what I

have said, it is the very limited number of species of small size,

or little connected with the wants of man, among those which
have disappeared.

Such is the opinion which has been formed in regard to the

causes of this extinction. I repeat therefore that these causes can

* Bibl. Univ. (new seiie?). tome vii, p. 8tl, March, 18G0.
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have no relation to those which acted during the previous peri-
ods, for in the renovation of the fauna there has always been a
replacing of some species by others.

Here, on the contrary, we merely find extinctions which can
no more furnish a basis for distinguishing two periods than could
the destruction of the Bos primigenius or that of the Dodo.

To complete our knowledge of the history of the Diluvio-
modern period, it would be very interesting to ascertain the date
of the extinction of each species. Some investigations of this

kind have been recently undertaken, principally in England;
but observers generally content themselves with stating the rela-

tion of bones to the Quaternary epoch without other details. It

is important always where it is possible to determine accurately
the position and the geological relations of the stratum which
encloses them, and sometimes even to indicate whether they are

found in the upper or the lower part of the stratum. It is impor-
tant to examine with great care the bones in the deposits of the
glacial epoch, for it is very probable that many species have
extended even to that period. By such studies well directed we
may obtain more accurate knowledge of this series of extinctions,

and I doubt not we shall be more and more convinced that they
have been gradual and g

Descending from the Sierra Kevada into the plains of the

Sacramento river by the route which leads along Black Bute,

we meet west of the Bute with a phosphoritic trachyte crumbling
into pieces and covering the surface for many miles. As there

is hardly a trace of organic substance to be discovered in the

soil from which a luxuriant vegetation is springing, it was to be
expected that the rock contained phosphoric acid.* This an
analysis showed to be the case. The phosphoric acid is contained
in the precipitate obtained by ammonia after a pulverized portion

of the rock has been disintegrated by fluohydric acid, heated

and dissolved in chlorhydric acid. The washed precipitate is

dissolved in a small quantity of hot chlorhydric acid, much tar-

taric acid and some sulphate of magnesia added, and then the

phosphoric acid precipitated with an excess of ammonia ; the

crystals of the phosphate are forming immediately. The amount
of phosphoric acid contained in the rock was thus found to be
0'26 per cent corresponding to 0-78 per cent of phosphate of lime.
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Art. XXXIII.

—

Ninth Supplement to Dana's Mineralogy; by

Geo. J. Brush, Professor of Metallurgy in Yale College.

List of W(yrks, etc,

Q. E. Eammelsberg : Handbuch der Mineralchemie. 8vo, pp.

1039. Leipzig, I860.—This work is by no means merely a new-

edition of Rammelsberg's former " Handworterbucb des chem-

ischen Theils der Mineralogie." It is entirely rewritten and re-

arranged, and, as its title indicates, it aims to give the complete

history of the chemical properties of each mineral species. It

has seventy pages of introductory matter upon the analyses of

minerals—the calculation of analyses—a discussion on the value

of analyses— the chemical constitution of minerals, including

the function of water—heteromorphism, isomorphism, homoeo-
morphism, etc. The whole is arranged according to a conven-

ient chemical classification.

Rammelsberg has done more to give precision to our knowl-
edge of the chemistry of minerals than any other chemist since

the time of Berzelius. The present work is one of great value
to the mineralogist, the grandest work of the kind ever pub-
lished—still on careful examination, we are sorry to observe evi-

dences of haste, if not carelessness, in its preparation. It is to

be regretted in such a standard book—as this is sure to become
—that the author had not given it a little more time and care.

This is particularly to be noticed in regard to American min-
erals :—on page 6 we are told that the native copper of Lake
Superior contains 7-29 pr. ct. of silver and O'OS of mercury ; ad-

mitting that the specimen examined by Hautefeuille may have
contained both silver and mercury, it is unnecessary to offer evi-

dence to the contrary in regard to the thousands of tons which
are yearly produced from this region, as shown by the careful

investigations of Whitney, Jackson and others.

In many cases where an analyst has made several analyses of
one mineral, the author gives the mean result only ; this might
be well enough, were it not that he very often omits to mention
the fact, and compares the results of an extended and careful

research, with a single and frequently imperfect analysis, a pro-

cedure which certainly has a tendency to create error, and mis-

lead the student who places implicit reliance in this work.
Thus, under Danburite, p. 770, examined by Shepard, Erni, and
Smith & Brush, we find one analysis by Shepard, one by
Erni, and one by Smith & Brush. The natural inference is,

that but one analysis was made by each of the two first named,
and one by Smith k Brush—had such been the case perhaps
Rammelsberg might have been justified in his remark, "that
with such diflferences in results, the nature (composition) of the
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mineral remained in doubt." But liow does the case stand—and
we may be allowed here to remark that there is no doubt as to the

identity of the mineral examined by Shepard, Erni, and Smith
& Brush ; Prof. Shepard recognizes the mineral examined by us
as Danburite, and the writer furnished Dr. Erni the specimens on
which his analysis was made.—Shepard's analysis gives 5-12 of

alkalies and no boric acid, Erni found 14-13 p. c. of alkalies and
1004 boric acid. Smith and Brush published two complete
analyses, and besides showed by direct experiment that the min-
eral contains no alkalies (this Journal, [2], xvi, 365). No allu-

sion is made to this latter fact in the work before us, but from the

simple composition of the mineral, the experiments must be ad-

mitted as conclusive in proving the absence of alkalies, and no
further discussion of the first two analyses is needed. Other
instances of this kind of omission are found under Carrolite, p.

Ill, Anal. 2 being the mean of three—Cuban, p. 118, Smith's
Tesults are overlooked—Hydromagnesite, p. 233, Anal. 2, is the

mean of two, four analyses were published—Jenldnsite, the

analysis given is the mean of two—Finite, p. 835, Anal. 7, is

the mean of three—Euphyllite, p. 845, the earlier analysis by
Crooke is given, while those of Erni and Garret are omitted;
Smith and Brush made four analyses of two different varieties

finding some 8 pr. ct. of alkalies which had been overlooked by
Garrett, Erni and Crooke, one variety analyzed was from the
identical specimen examined by Erni and Crooke—Enceladite,

p. 888, an early analysis by Hunt is given ; Eammelsberg does
not seem to be aw'are that Warwickite and Enceladite are not
only identical, but they are the same mineral from the same
locality, both containing boric acid.

Rammelsberg proposes to apply the name Gibbsite to the

phosphate of indefinite composition examined by Hermann, not-

withstanding this name was first applied by Torrey to a pure

hydrate of alumina, and the results of the latter have been con-

firmed by four other chemists. The author gives as his reason,

that Silliman. and Smith & Brush found a small amount (0-57-

0-67 pr. ct.) of phosphoric acid, consequently showing the pres-

ence of a mixture of phosphate and hydrate of alumina. We
add, that if this be admitted, the reasoning applies with much
more force to the Eussian Hydrargillite in which Hermann found
1"43 per cent phosphoric acid ! The mineral described by Dr.

Torrey is a native hydrate of alumina, and Gibbsite having

many years precedence, there is no reason for arbitrarily re-

placing it by the name Hydrargillite. It matters not what

Hermann analvzed, it is an indisputable fact that Torrey's Gibbs-

ite is hydrate^ of alumina, and furthermore such a change of

names as our author proposes, is against all usage, and followed

out would cause endless confusion in nomenclature. We have
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noticed only points in regard to American species ; other exam-

ples miglit"^ be quoted to justify our assertion that the work,

although of great value, is marred with evidences of haste in

its compilation, but we would not overlook the great services

its illustrious author has rendered to the science of Mineralogy,

of which no better evidence could be quoted than the work we
have before us.

Albrecht Schrauf : Ueber die Krystallformen des Kiesel-

zinkerze-s. 8vo, pp. 27, mit 6 Tafeln. Wien, 1860.

H. Dauber : Ermittelung krystallographischer Constanten
und des Grades ihrer Zuverlassigkeit (21. Akanthit). Bvo, pp. 18,

mit 5 Tafeln.

C. F. Rammelsberg : Ueber Isomorphic und Heteromorphie
bei den Singulosilikaten von Monoxyden und Sesquioxyden.
Pogg. Ann., cix, 581-94.

J. Reinhard Blum : Handbuch der Lithologie oder Gestein-
lehre. 8vo, pp. 356, mit 50 Figuren. Erlangen, 1860.

W. H. Miller: Crystallographic Notices, containing obser-
vations on the Employment of the Stereographic Projection of
the Sphere in Crystallography

; on the Measure of the Dihedral
Angles of Crystals ; on the Cleavages of Ratile ; on the doubly-
refractive character of Thermophyliite. (L. E. and D. Phil. Maq.,

[4], xix, 325).

J. P. Cooke : Crystalline Form not necessarily an indication
of definite chemical composition ; or on the possible Variation
of the Constitution of mineral Species independent of the Phe-
nomena of Isomorphism. {_L. E. and D. Phil. Mag., [4], xxi, 406,
and this Journal, xxx, 191.)

E. SoCHTiNG : Die Einschliisse von Mineralien in krystallisir-

ten Mineralien, nebst Betrachtungen liber die Entstehung von
Mineralien und Gebirgsarten. 8vo, pp. 357. Freiberg, 1860.

DesCloizeaux et Damour: Examen des propriAes optiques
et pyrog^netiques des mineraux connus sous les noms de Gado-
linites, Allanites, Orthitea, Euxenite, Tyrite, Yttrotantalite et

Fergusonite. Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., [3], lix, 357.

A. Delesse : Recherches sur les Pseudomorphoses, pp. 76.

(Extrait des Annales des Mines, xvi, 1860.)

Aquilla Smith : A new Pyrognostic Arrangement of the
Simple Minerals hitherto found in Ireland. {Dublin Quar. Jovr.
Sa' No. 1, Jan. 1861.
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E. J. Chapman : A popular exposition of the Minerals and
G-eology of Canada. Under this title, Prof. Chapman has con-
tributed a series of interesting articles to the Canadian Journal
of Industry, Science and Art.

A. Kenkgott : Uebersicht der Eesultate Mineralogischer
Forschungen in Jahre 1859. 8vo, pp. 212. Leipzig, I860.—

A

complete review of the Mineralogical Eesearches published in

1859, with additional observations and critical notes by Prof.

Kenngott.

H. Kopp UND H. Will : Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte

der Chemie, und verwandter Theile anderer Wissenschaften, fiir

1859. Giessen, 1860. 8vo, pp. 903.—Pages 765 to 820 contain

Prof. Kopp's excellent review of the progress of Mineralogy for

1859.

E. Hermanx : Heteromeres Mineral-Systems. (Zweite um-
gearbeitete Auflage). 4t0; pp. 214. Leipzig, 1860.

V. V. Zepharovich : Ueber die Krystallformen des Epidot.

8vo, pp. 22, mit 2 Tafeln. Wien, 1860.

Descriptions of Species.

AcMiTE.—For a memoir on the crystalline form of this mineral by vom Rath, see

Albite [p. 240, VI, VIII].—An interesting variety of albite occurs associated

with smoky quartz at Moriah in Essex County. New York. It has a greenish color

and a peculiar lustre resembling green diallage. Cleavage very perfect, showing
with great distinctness the triclinic striations. G.=2-633 (Brusli). Analysis by
Mr. Edward H. Twining, Assistant in the Laboratory of the Yale Scientific School

:

Si *1 S'e Ca Mg Na K Ign._

Akanthite [II].—Kenngott considers the mineral from Copiapo described by W.

eluding the iron found in the analysis as FeS^ the remaining sulphids of silver and
copper are in the proportions of 4AgS to l€uS (Kenngott, Uebersicht, 1859, 116).

For a memoir on the crystalline form of akanthite see Dauber in Ber. Wien. Akad.,

Mine near Freiberg. Sp. gr. of Freiberg specimens '7-192—7-199, from Joachims-

thal 7-246. At Freiberg it is associated with argentite and stephanite. Analyses
of akanthite by P. Weselsky show it to be identical in chemical composition with

argentite. Specimens from Freiberg contained 86-71 silver, 12-70 sulphur; from

Joachimsthal, 874 silver. AgS requires by theory 87-03 Ag. and 12-97 S.—Ber.
Wien Akad., in Jour, prakt. Chem., Ixxx, 487.)

Aluminite [p. 389, II].—Analyses of ahimin
the vicinity of Halle show, according to Heintz,
"' "

s of alumina, (Kopp,

.
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scribed by Domeyko, especially in regard to the action exerted upon it by acids

;

still Field considers that it is only a variety of the mineral, derived from the oxyda-

tion of a mercurial tetrahedrite. Purified by prolonged digestion in nitric acid, the

Dividing the sulphur equally between the mercury a

HgO HgS SbOs SbSs

-f(3HgO, SbOa) equivalent to HgO 32-93, HgS 35 37, SbOj 1707, SbSj 14-63=

coupled with an^oxy'sulphL of'antimony wi^Mhe formula 3(2 HgO, Hg3)+(2SbSs,

and HgO, and one atom each of SbOj and SbSj, and in the second'formula 6HgO,
3HgS, 2SbS8, and one atom SbO^. It ig evidently impossible for these formulas

Lpattte [p. S96, I—Vni].—H. Rein
i bromine.—(Kopp, Jahresberkh

Bateachitz.—See Monticellite.

Bervi, [p. 178, 11—V].—Analyses of bm-yl by Hofmeister, (1 and 2) Rosenbach
in Silesia, (3) Heubacfathale

:

gi Xl »e Pe Ca Mg

2
G.=2-6a

I gg.gg 20-41 11-60 1-45 0-20 0-11

3. G.=2-63 66-22 1636 1279 163 0-78 0-83

—Jour.prakt. Chem., Ixxvi, 1, in Kopp's Jahresbericht, 1859, 778.

Bruoite [p. 133, I, II].—Ingelstrom has discovered this species at three localities

stone. Three analyses gave

:

% fe_ H _

(S. 68-51 3-83 27-67 = 100-0]

The pure mineral contained no carbonic acid.—(ifo^j^r;. Vetenskaps-Akad. Forhand-

BccHOLziTE.—See under SiUimanite.

i, V1.-T. Sterr, „„ .,...

: Notre Dame Mts. in Canada, At Bro

mellas, and sometimes making up one-half of the rock. Cleavage of the miner
perfect in one direction, with two less distinct transverse cleavages. Lamellie ofti

curved, and not easily separable. 11. =6. G. =5 13. Polor, dark greenish-gray
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This variety of chlorotoid has been known among geologists and mineralogists as
fhyllite, and Prof. Hunt shows in his article on this subject (given in this number of
this Journal) that Thomson's phylUte from Massachusetts is most probably the same

variety of chlorotoid, although this latter suggestion requires further investigation.

The abundance of chlorotoid in the schists occurring over wide areas in Canada,

Cheysolite [p. 184, I—IV, VI].—Mr. Edward A. Manice, of the Yale Scientific

School, has analyzed the olivine found by Prof. 0. P. Hubbard in a boulder of
coarse basalt at Thetford, Vermont, with the following result

:

Vesuvius, analyzed by Kalle in Rammelsberg's Laboratory {Pogg. Ann., cix, 568)

TSlg'Si, correspondiog very nearly with the composition of the chrysolite of the
Pallas meteorite. Rammelsberg further examined the white olivine (Peridote bianco)
of ilt. Somma. Occurs in crystals. Sp. gr.=3-243. The pulverized mineral gelat.

inizes, though with difficulty, with chlorhydric acid. Si 42-41, Mg 53-30, Fe 233=
9804. This is identical with the composition of boUonite as analyzed by Smith
(Suppl. I) and the writer (Suppl. VII).

Achmatowsk^by

agreeing very closely with the analyses by Craw and v. Kobell of the American
and Bavarian mineral.

CoppEE p. n, IV, VI].—Hautefeuille has discovered the presence of mercury in

KeuDgott, Ifebersicht, 1839, 108.)

. CaossTEWTE [p. 299].--Damour has reexamined the cronstedite from Przibram,
in Boliemia. The mineral is jet-black ; opaque ; streak dark to olive green ; after

lieating the powdered mineral is perfectly black. H. above 3. G.=3 35. B.B.

fuses to a black magnetic mass and with fluxes gives reactions for iron and manga-
nese. Dissolves in acids, and on evaporation yields gelatinous silica. Composition:

sesquioxyd of iron in this mineral by v. Kobell ga^

irf^^3^4ri»?i!%T4"^"o°'
Mg)s?i+lFe'^Si-f 6fl or (R^ Pejbi+:

Elamours results': % 22^83, ;P<

weig.

-See WMtnemte.

ee NepheUne.

ici.-8EcoxD Series, Vol. XXXI,
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DiALLOGiTE [p. 446, III, VII].—The variety of this mineral called HimbeerBpath,

occurring at Oberneisen gave E. Hildebrand on analysis

:

G Mn Ca Mg Fe
38-94 55-32 2-99 2-07 61=99-84

DIANITE.—Von Kobell has given this name to a variety of what has here-

tofore been considered as tantalite, from Taramela in Finland. The specific gravity

is 5-5, while that of the tantalite analyzed by Rose, Jacobson, and others varies

from 7-38—7-5. Tlie color of the streak blackish-gray; that of the tantalite from

corresponds perfectly in physical characters -with tantalite. Von Kobell, liowever,

finds it to contain a new me'tallic acid belonging to the same group as tantalic and

properties of this acid see this Jour., [2], xxx, 124, and Bull, der Akad der Wissen-

schitften, March 10, 1860 (Munich).

For a memoir on the crystalline form of epidote see v. Zepharovich in Bcr. Wien

heretofore been classed by many mineralogists.-(^nn. Chcm. Fha,

Feldspar [p. 228, I_III]._The glassy feldspar from the trachyte of Dracheni
on the Rhine gave Rammelsberg {Zeitsch. d. deutschen geolog. Gesellschaft, xi, 43

xvurameisoerg consmers it an isomorpiious mixture ot a soda and potash orthoclase.
For analyses of the feldspar of the Norwegian zircon-syenite, see Fogg. Ann., cviii,

Rieden, Kempenich, Rockesckill and in the adularia from St. Gotthard in quantities

Fekgusosite [p. 350, III—VIII].—Nordenskiokl (Jour, prakt. Chem., Ixxxi, 200,)
gives a new analysis of the so-called fergusonite from Ytterby

:

The crystals are tetragonal, have a dark brown color, translucent on the edges

H.= 4-5-5. Sp. gr.. 4-89. This differs very materially from the composition of the

Greenland fergmonite as analyzed by Hartwall and Weber, that mineral having

been found by these analysts to bo anhydrous.

YovK^ZTiT%.—^ee Tetrahedrite.

Gauskt [p. 194, I—VIII]—T. S. Hunt has discovered an emerald-green garnet

1 (this Journal, X
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rom Miask, analyzed by

, Mill. Utisslands, Kenngott, Uehersicht, 1859, ',

p. 58, VII, VIII].-A massive variety of tli

tforded Bergemann (Jour, prakt. Chcm., Ix

Hermann. Tlie chemical examinations made independently by four different chem-
ists have confirmed tbo original result as given by Dr. Torrey, namely, that the
mineral is a hydrate of alumina and even purer than the crystalline hgdrargillita

We do not pretend to determine what Hermann examined, if it was really a

elude that this negative evidence was a sufficiently satisfactory demonstration of
the absence of any considerable amount of phosphoric acid in Gibbsite. Wo also

above method, but we have never experienced any difficulty in detecting it by this

GiESECKiTE.—DesCloizeaux has confirmed the pseudomorphic character of this

Gmelinitb [p. 321].—Analysis of gmelinite, discovered by Gaudry near Pyrgo in

tbe island of Cyprus, by Damour (Bullet. Soc. Geol. (2) xvi, 615, in Jahrb. Mm.,

^ccurraici'of gold, see this Jour. [2], xxviii, 253. This pafer has been translated

ind republished by Prof. Cotta in his " Oavgstudien." Freiberg, ISfiO.

:, II-IV].—R. Hermann describes graphite from Ajagnss, in the

1- Andreasberg, 48-49 16-35

rhe oxygen ratio of R, *1, ?i, fl.

-Bull.d. Natur. de Moscou, 1858, 630, Kenn-
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Haerisite [III, IV].—Dr. Genth informs us that he has now in his collectioi

Hauyne [p. 230].—The blue transparent crystallized haiiyne occurring w
pyroxene and mica at Monte Somma, examined by Rammelsberg, {Pogg. Ann., c:

r, and the relation of R,3tl, Si

will be as 1 : 3 : 4, or, taking siUca as SiOj, the formula (RJ-*1) Si'. TJie oxygen of

the protoxyds combined with S is to that combined with Si as 2-.')
: 4-5 or 1 : 2. con-

sequently the formula of the mineral maybe expres.«ed as R S+2{fi Si+Sl Si),

or iiS+E'- Si+Xl^Si3=S 11-10, Si 34-19, Si 28-51, Ca 10-37, Na 11-48, K 4-35.

Rammelsberg calls attention to G. Rose's observatjon that sodalite, haOyne, and

nosean are isomorphous bodies—the silicate (fi, Sl)5i* occurs in all ; some haiiyne

three minerals may be expressed as follows :

A. Sodalite= NaCl+n (% Si, Si'^)

B. Haiiyne =RS +'i (R, Si, Si^)

Hedlandite [p. 330, IV].—A specimen of crystallized heulandite from Tieger-
holm in Iceland analyzed by Rammelsberg {Pogg. Ann., ex, 525) lost 1'91 pr. ct

when the air-dried mineral was left for two days over sulphuric acid, and 135 addi-

tional on ignition, in all 15-48 pr. ct. Composition

:

Si Si Ca fi: t& S
59 63 1514 6-24 235 046 15-48=99-b0

Oxygen 30-95 T'OY l-YS 0-40 0-12 13-74

The ratio of fi : Si : Si : fl is nearly 1 : 3 : 12 : 6, considering the loss of 1-91 as

}-28, giving the oxygen ratio 1:3:12:5, the same as given in the

Mineralogy. Rammelsberg, however, considers the former ratio to be more correct,

called hygroscopic moisture. He gives the formula (Ca, K, Na)" Si^ -4-S18 gi^ +12fl.

-amiMTT'R.—N'ordenshmd, Jour, prakt. Chem., Ixxxi, 202.—This name is

proposed by Nordenskiold for

Crystallin "

In oxydizing f

Color, jet black ; lu

blackish-gray. B.B. <

phosphorus dissolves to a bluish-green glass; with borax gives
wliich becomes opaque on flaming ; with soda and charcoal yields i

quartz, orthoclase, albite {\j and mica. Composition

:
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HORNESITE.—Haidinger has given this name to a ne\r hydrated arseniate of

Kenngott, on a specimen in' the Imperial Mineral Cabinet at Vienna. It occurs in talc-

like, stellated, columnar and foliated snow-white pearly masses, in a gray coarsely

'2-4':4. According to Ton Hauer it is insoluble in -water, but easily soluble in acids.

giving exactly the formula sSlg S+fislg or %sls-f Sfl, analogous to the general

formula Jt'^s+Sfl for erythrine, annabergite, kottigite and symplesite.—(Kenngott,

Hydromagnesite [456].—p. Meyer describes an impure variety of hydromagne-
Bite as occurring at Kaiserstuhl in Baden.—(^n«. der Chem. und Phar., cxv, 129.)

^Kaolin [p, 249, Y].—Analysis by A. Knop in Jahrbuchfiir Mineralogie, 1859

'^\
*l

^ ^ _
Keeamohalite [p. 382].—Analysis of the so-called heramohalite from Maderan by

Schweizer (Kenngott, Ueber.khtSsb^, 12) :

S 3tl % iln Fe K Cu Ca_ Insol. Cl fi«

Appears from Schweizer's experiments to be a mixture of alum, with (%, liTn, Fe)

E [p, 237, VII, VIII],—A white feldspar from Radauthal in the Harz

Kopp's Jahresbericht, 1859, 785.

Lapis-Lazuli [p. 229, V, VI].—Bergeron has described a variety of lapis-lazuli

from Coquimbo, Chili, which phosphoresced strongly on heating.—(£«7/. de la Soc.

Geologiqne, [2], xvii, 432.)

Lead [p. 17, III. IV].—C. v. Reichenbach has found native lead in small globules
Jn a variety of basaltic tufa at Rautenberg in northern Moravia.—( Verhandl. d. k. k.

geolog. Reichmnstalt, in Kopp's Jahresberickt, 1859,769.)

Lkucite [p. 231, III. V, VI].—Bergemann (Jour, prakt. Chem., Ixxx, 418)
describes a pseudoraorph of leMite from Oberwiesenthal which occurs in perfect

icositetrahedrons
; H.=5-5; Sp. gr. =2-5616. B.B. acts like orthoclase

;
partially

Si *1 fe Mg £ Xa
60-46 2211 1-98 1-22 ISSS 0-62=99-82

Loss by ignition 122 pr. ct. The anhydrous mineral has the oxygen ratio 1 : 31 : 94
or nearly that of an oligoclase, in which the soda is replaced by potash.

LiBETHENiTK [p. 420, VIII].—This species occurs at the "Mercedes" mine near

Coquimbo associated with tagilite and limonite. It has a dark olive-green color and
a resinous or waxy surfoce. Composition, according to F. Field ((7A«n. Gazette,
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readYll*0,''sb3+fl instead of 'ifl.

Melaconite [p. 109].—Kenngott {Uehersicht, 1859, 97) considers the crystals of

crystals of cuprite occnring in the same vein with melaconite are uniformally octo-

hedral, and in his opinion there is no sufficient reason for considering the crystals

MELANHYDRITE—A new mineral found in a decomposed wacke from Schmel-

zerthal near Honnef on the Rhine ; described by A. Krantz
(
Verha>idL d. nahtrhist,

Verein d. Rheinlande u. Westphalens, xvi, 154). It is amorphous, occurs in irregu

lar nodules, with conchoidal fracture; opaque ; color, velvet-black to brownish-black ;

streak, blackish-brown. Does not fall to pieces when placed in water. In small

fragments adheres to the tongue, G-.= l-82. Analysis by Rammelsberg:

* formula R' Si^4-2fiSi-[-12fi ;

.—Kokscharow describes two localities of this mi
Government Tula, the other near Nertchinsk. '

' Matlifhi^ ^^ms., iii,^2T'7,'''in°Kenn^tt, f/S

MicRocLiNE [p. 242, VI, YIIl—Scheerer has analyzed the feldspar in which the
Norwegian apreuKtein is imbedded, and also the feldspar inclosed in the spreusteiu
crystals, (Pogg., cviii, 430, inKopp's Jahresbericht, 1859, 785). Anal. 1, is the outer,

luble in chlorL

Scacchi. 'The crystals analyzed liad a yellowisligra'y col

ided only oi1 the edges. The white powder is perfect!

acid , but by hea.ting gelati,nizes. Composition;

i Ca ihz f^

Oxygen, 19-^67 9-93 8-82 1-24

The of the si

chrjsoUte. but 1

\and°silicalsilic;

oxyd of iron. FormulaCa^s!4<lirg,iFe)'gii= Si3S
tl\ Monticell

solit;e. The coi=^T.is the same as that of Breithau
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Nateolite [p. 327, VI, VII].—I have analyzed the natrolite re«
Bergen-Hill, New Jerser. in the greenstone taken from the tunnel cons
IN'ew York and Erie Rail Road Company. Composition

;

jiac:dp::^£.-:fjg"nn

nephelinfm.ly kTcontaininc e of lime. The crystallin

composition of cancrinite as given by G. Rose. Cancrinite differs from davyne in

that the amount of lime it contains is not sufficient to .saturate the carbonic acid, and
a portion of the carbonic acid must be assumed to be combined with soda. If these
two minerals contained carbonic acid combined only with lime, and that in an inva-
riable quantity, it could be assumed, as n^pheline and carbonate of lime crys-
tallize in the same form, that they might possibly be isomorphous mixtures. But

Otteelite.—See Chlorotoid.

Pectolite [p. 305, II, III, V—VlllJ.-Ingles

esembles asbestos. B.B. gives off water and f

martial analysis gave—(/o-ur. prakt. Chem., Ixxxi

Phillipsite.—For remarks on the formula of, see Rammelsberg's article in Por;(j.

Pholerite [p. 251, VIII].—Mr. Richard Miiller of Carlsruhe has communicated

at the Einigkeit miue in Freiberg, Saxony. It occurs as a white, scaly crystalline

aggregate in seams in gneiss and is associated with galena. Composition:

Si ^
Si ^

Oxygen, 2492 18-46 12-97

The ratio of Si, Si, S, is as 4 : 3 : 2 and Muller gives the formula SP Si4-f6H or

*l Si'+2fi. This is exactly the formula and composition found by Dr. Genth for

ih& pholerite of Tamaqua, Pa. (this Jour., [2], xxviit, 251, and Suppl. VIII). Knop
gives an analysis of an impure pholerite from Niederrabenstein in Jahrbuch fiir Min-

.PdosphochIlcite [p. 425, II, VI-VIIIl.-F. Field describes crystals from a

Cn ^ Ca CaCl fi

2U-93 37-69 36-64 2-33 232 = 99-91

This he represents by the formula 2(Cu«,^fl')+10(Ca', ^)+CaCl or 2 atoma
phosphocalcite, 10 atoms of tribasic phosphate of lime, and 1 atom of chlorid of cal-
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cium. It occurs with a hydrous apatite, and it may he questionable whether the

mineral is of uniform compositjon, there is however no doubt that the copper exists

in the mineral as phosphate.—(C%«w. Gazette, June 16th, 1859.)

Phyllite.—See Chlorotoid.

PINITOID ; A. Knop {Jahrb. Min., 1859, 558).—This new name has been given

according to Knop, of quartz 5806,'mica 6-19, feldspar 8-44 and pinitoid 25 '73=98-42.

The pinitoid was dissolved out from the other species by sulphuric acid. It is a

micro-crystalline mineral of a clayey and compact character. Color leek oil and

secondary product, and frequently occurs as pseudomorph after feldspar in decom-

posed porphyry. Composition

:

Si 51 Fe K Na Mg Jin 3 _

a cupreous variety of copperas from Turkey, analyzed by Pisani, noti

Suppl. under copperas.

19-81 =99-81

e gave F. Fiel

3AgS,SbS3.

PvEoxENE [p. 158, I, II, V-VIII].-Crystals of pyroxene from V
of the eruption in 1631, analyzed by Wedding (Kopp's Jahresbericht, :

lervations on crystals of pyroxene from Warwick by vom Rath, see Po^g.

; VII].
in Bull. Imp. Acad., St. Petersburg, i, 229. For Haidinger's r

of rutile from Graves' Mountain, Wien Akad. Abhand. Januai

Sabcolite [p. 200, II, VI).—Rammelsberg (Po^^-. J[?i«. <

complete chemical and crystallographic examination of this t

results given by Scacchi. Occurs ii

dish white; sp
'

white enamel.

sp. gr. =2-932. Gelatin

40-Y8

S. 40-97

an, 4054
vgen, 21-03

: Xl : Si is as 1:1:2, the same as in garnet. Rammelsberg

a, Na, KfSi-\-'M-Si^. Thi.s analysis agrees with the results
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"p. 201, I, ir, V).—An examination of paralogite
3e dimetric, confirming its identity with scapolite, a

gested by Kenngott {Bull. Imp. Acad, de St. Fetersbourg, i, 229).

Chrysotih

analyzed the chrysotile a

i^e_ Slg -Sin fl a

SiLLiMANiTE [p. 265, 513].—An optical examination of this mineral by DesCIoi-
zeaux has finally set at rest the question as to its relations to kyanite. Its optical

DesCloizeaux classes Jibrolite, buchotzile, xenolite, worthite, bamlite and monrolite.
These all have the same optical properties, and they also differ from kyanite in
density. A new analysis of sillimanite by Damour gave : {Ann. des 3Iines [5], xvi,

3906 6953 1-42 O-28=100-28

which DesCloizeaux concludes that the composition of sillimanit

e kyanite is atPSi=. To establish this point fully, will require an

SoDALiTE [p. 229, 11, VI. VIII].—Two varieties of sodalite from Monte Somma
have been analyzed by Rammelsberg {Pogg. Ann., cix, 574). 1. Colorless sodalite,

'2- VAC,. 2. Green sodalite, is more rare, crystallizes in dodecahedrons with cubic

i l)e oxygen of the soda, alumma and sUica m (1.) is 4'74

:

Rammelsberg considers it as (]Sra+Sl)Sia combined with

equal to one-third the soda existing as silicate, while in (2.) it h

1. IfaCl+3(]SVSi+ SlSi)=2NaCl+3(]S'a"Si+3:r-Si'')

2. !^aCl-f9(XaSi-filSi)=2]>faC14-9(Na"-5i-j-5l2giS)

The author argues that this double silicate is isomorphous witl

stances combined in various proportions still have the same cr

nas the same composition as the green sodalite from Greenland
from Brevig, Litchfield, Salem, and the Ilmen Mts.

The ratio for n, Si, Si, fi, is nearly 1 : 4 : 6 : 2, for which the

mula 3fi Si+2Sl*Si''+6aq, but it may be questionable wh<

homogeneous, and worthy of being considered as a distinct el
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Stilpnomelane [p. 287, III, IV].—L. J. Inglestrdm" (Jour, prakt. Chem.,

[The author gives no proof that all the iroa exists as protoxyd, thus leavin

composition of the mineral in doubt ; we have previously drawn attention t

importance of ascertaining the oxydation of the iron in this mineral, when disci

its relations to the American chalcodite (this Jour. [2], xxv, 198).—g. j.b.]

Tagilite [p. 426].—F. Field has analyzed tagilite from the "Mercedes"

quantity associated with limonite. (Chem. Gazette, June 15th, 1839.)

Talc [p. 215, V].—A peculiar indurated variety of this species occurs in vein

gneiss at Bristol, Connecticut. It has a dark leek green color, and a greasy lu:

' " " ' " "" ' lalysis by Dr. H. H. Lummis in the Laborator
the Yale Scientific S

Teteadtmtte [p. 21, 612, 1, VII].- Analysis of tetradymite from
England, by Rammelsberg (Min. Chemie, p. 4)

:

Tlie telluret of bismuth from Field's Gold Mine near Dahlonega analyzed by Dr.

C. T. Jackson, (tliis Jour. [2], xxvii, 39), and pronounced by him to be identical in

composition with the Brazilian bornite, has bean reexamined by Dr. F. A. Genth
with the following result : {Mining Magazine, (2), i, 368.)

son. This difference is explained by the tact that the methods of analysis empl
by Dr. Jackson were unreliable, and consequently gave erroneous results ; atte:

has been called to tins point in an editorial notice in Erdmann's Journal fur praktische
Chemie, Ixxix, 507, also in a similar notice in the Reperetoire de Chemie Pure, ii, 288,

as well as by Dr. Genth (loc. cit.). Dr. Jackson has replied to Dr. Geuth's criti-

cisms {Mining Magazine, [2], i, 466) but inasmucli as no new facts or analyses are

frorFhTvimna Co" Virginia, and''"'"'^^

[Since tl»e above was written Dr.

(2), ii, 64, January,) showing the ii

Teteahedrite [p. 82, 1, II, V].— CA. Mine has described a new vai

idrite from Ardiliats (Dept.de Rhone) France, which he calls /o«r«e/
I in a quartzose porphyry. "No physical characters, excepi

composition in three analyses was

:
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rejecting the quartz gangne, the mean of the analyses gives Cu 32-00, Pb 12-00,
S 2300, Fe 3-00, As 8-00, Sb 22-0.—(Co;«p<es Rendus, li, 463).

Teiplite [p. 408].—Bergemann describes a new locality for this mineral at Peilau
in Silesia {Jour, prakt. Chem., Ixxix, 415). In thin splinters translucent. Color
dark-brown almost black; streak, light liver-brown. H.= 4. Sp. gr. 3-617. The

mineral dissolves m chlorhydric acid without evolution of chlorine. Composition :

f' i-e iHn Pe Ca Mg Na Si Ign.

32-76 31-72 S0-S3 1-55 1-19 0-32 0-41 23 1-28=100-29

giving the formula fin* P+Fei ^.

URANOPHANE.— Wehsky (Zeitsckc. d. dcutsch. geol. Geselhchaft, xi, 384, Kenn-
gott, Uebersicht, 1859, 193), has given a more complete notice of this mineral before
described by him (loo. cit., v, 427). It occurs in the copper mines at Kupferberg in

ous to pearly. B.B. in glass tube gives reactions for water (alkaline), tellurium,
selenium ; in forceps, fuses with dirficulty to a black glass, and gives a faint green

6 Ca fig ft ^

nuthglance, 0-02 sulphur, t

I Websky, for the composition of uranophane

:

for which he gives the formula 3{R'gi)+5(S'»Si)+36H.

[The mineral is undoubtedly a secondary product, and one may reasonably ques-

clinochlore locality at Westchester, Pennsylvania, a peculiar bronzy yellow mica-

resembling phlogopite, and it has for some years been circulated among mineralo-

gists as a variety of phlogopite.

An examination of this substance made by Prof J. Lawrence Smith and myself

more times its original size, thus very much resembling thermophyllite and vennicu-

According to a statement communicated to me by Mr. Jeffens. it ocairs in a. vein m
the serpentine rocks fifty yards south of the clinochlore locality ;

the vein is about

two feet wide, and is composed of plates and crystals |^'"'"^" together m the most
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e large crystal measuring six by four inches. The mineral is optically biaxial

;

e less flexible than chlorite, almost brittle ; color, brownish-yellow, light-yellow

Specific gravity of the air-dried mineral about 2-30. Hardnc
e than chlorite, almost brittle ; color, brownish-yellow, light-yellow by

jlit. Specific gravity of the air-dried mineral about 2-30. Hardness,

between gypsum and common salt. B.B. in forceps exfoliates and becomes pearly

white and opaque, and on prolonged heating fuses to a dark gray mass. In closed

acts alkaline. With the fluxes gives reactions for silica and iron. Decomposed by

chlorhydric acid. The air-dried mineral lost 419 pr. ct. in weight by dryiag m a sul-

phuric acid desiccator, and 3'74 pr. ct. additional when dried at 100'^ <J. : heated in

an air-bath to 220° C. it lost 417 pr. ct., but between 220° and 300° C. the loss was

scarcely appreciable, and maintained at the latter temperature for half an hour it

suflFered no farther diminution in weight ; at a full red-heat over a blast-lamp it lost

5-85 pr. ct, making in aU 17-95 pr. ct. Assuming the amount lost by drying over

contained in the mineral. It is difficult to determine what amount of water should

be included as essential, but it is perhaps safest to take the mineral as dried over

sulphuric acid. For analysis the mineral was decomposed by fusion with carbonate

of soda—the state of oxydation of the iron was determined by dissolving a sep-

Si *l 3Pe Fe Ca iflg fe Na S
3710 17-57 1054 126 0-56 19-65 0-43 tr. 13-76= 100-87

Other analyses made in 1853 by Prof Smith and myself gave similar results. The
iron in the mineral has undoubtedly been partially oxydized by weathering, many of
the crystals a
hey are q

"

lydrous silicates and m view ot its pyrognostic properties we refer it with a query
o vermiculite, which its chemical composition approximates. Th ' j:^-i.-

)f obtaining pure vermiculite in sufiicient quantity for analysis 1

rented me from reexamining it, in fact I have delayed publishing my results on tne
oping thereby to be able to deter-

dtlSt^

mine more fully its relations to this species. The oxygen r

as calculated from the analysis is as 19-89 : 11-36 : 8-35 : 11-23 or 7 -. 4 : 3 : 4 equal to

3R'Si+4fi§i+12ii or the more general expression (ft^g) gi^-Aq. The mineral
is however so much altered by exposure, and so liable to impurities from infiltra-

safe to draw any conclusion from the analy-

way to the chlorite group near chlorite and

markable pyrognostic properties. The exfoliation in heating is not due to the es-

cape of hygroscopic moisture, as it does not take place to any considerable degree

—{Comptes

Whitneyite [VII].—D. Forbes has described (i. E. <L- J). Phil. Mag., (4), 3

423,) under the name darwinite, an arsenid of copper which is identical in physic

and chemical properties with Genth's whitneyite. It is stated to occur in veins ne
Potrero Grande near Copiapo, Chile. It is massive, without cleavage, rather britt

but may be distinctly impressed by the hammer ; fracture uneven ; lustre metalli

color of freshly-fractured surface dark silver-grev, on exposure dirty bronze-yelloi

streak metalic, silver-grey ; opaque. H.=-3.5. 'G.=8-64. B.B. gives reactions i

copper and arsenic with trace of silver. Composition

:
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on the crygtalline form and optical properties of,

Wolfram [p. 351, 1—III, IV, VIII].—An interestin? variety o
described by Dr. F. A. Genth {Mining Magazine, [2], i, 359). It c

vnth qiiartz and mica, about 1| miles from St. Francis River, St.

;

posed by fusion with carbonate of soda, (2) by chlorhydric

The oxygen ratio of W, Fe, fin, Ca, is 15-56 : 1'26 : 4-28 ; 032, giving a new type of

this mineral with the formula Fe W'+4l{[n W.

Tttrotantalite [p. S59, IV].—In a memoir {Jour, prakt. Chem., Ixxxi, 193) on
the chemical and crystallographic characters of the tantalates and columbates of

phism of this mineral with polymignite and polycrase. The new analysis of the
black variety of yttrotantalite gave

:

Ta W Yt 6a Fe tl Cu S
66'56 3-87 19-56 4-27 890 0-82 tr. 6-68= 100-66

ZiNO^ [VII].—According to G. Ulrich, native zinc has been found in basalt

locality is described by L. Becker as occurring in the gold washings of the Mitta
nYei.~{ICen,igott, Uebersicht, 1859, 108.)

ZiNciTE [p. 110, II, III].—W. P. Blate has described and analyzed a very pure
variety of this mineral from Franklin. It has a much brighter and clearer color than
the ordinary red-oxyd, more nearly resembling crocoisite or realgar. It is trans-

agonal' prism, and also a basal cleavage, the latter being free from the black layers

^hich separate the laminae of the ordinary oxyd. In the specimen described there

"(^ere several slender hexagonal prisms partially imbedded in a white enamel like

crust, the result of the weathering of the mass. a=4—4-5. G.=5-684 (at eO^F.)

Composition: {Mining Magazine, (2), ii, 94.)

ZoisrcE [p. 211, IV].—DesCioizeaux has shown from the optical properties of this

nineral that it is distinct from epidote, the former belonging to the monoclinic, while
he latter has the triclinic form. {Ann. des Mines, [5], xvi, 219].

ZwiESELiTE [p. 399].—The probable identity of this mineral with triplite is pointed

Hit by Kenngott {Uebersicht, 1859, 30). The author shows that the identity of crys-



E. Hitchcock on the Metamorphh

Art. XXXIY.— On the conversion of certain Conglomerates into

Talcose and Micaceous &htsts and Gneiss, hy the Elongation^

Flattening and Metamorphosis of the Pebbles and the Cement ; bj
Prof. Edward Hitchcock.

It will be seen by the statements below that tbe subject of this

paper arrested my attention nearly thirty years since. But it

was only within two or three years that I began to realize its im-

portance and resume its investigation in connection with my
youngest son, Charles H. Hitchcock. Nor was it till within a

few weeks that the locality, which more than any other shows
the completion of the metamorphic process for which we contend,

was discovered. If we are not mistaken, these facts have an

condition of this conglomerate and the associated schists and
gneiss, subsequent to their original consolidation. Other strong

arguments do, indeed, lead to the same conclusion : such as the
change exhibited by the Azoic rocks from a mechanical 1

condition, the complicated foldings and contortions of
these rocks, the remarkable curvatures of the veins of granitic

rocks ; and the existence of superinduced structures, such as no
mere mechanical forces could have produced. But I pass by all

these proofs now, and present only that from the changes in cer-

So far as my knowledge of geological literature extends, the

facts, and some of the conclusions presented below, are mainly
new ; -and this is the chief reason why I offer them to this Jour-
nal. Professor Sedgwick has, indeed, described joints that " have
actually cut through the pebbles of quartzite and other hard
masses which enter into the composition of the conglomerates."

{British Palceozoic Rocks, p. xxxvi, Introduction.) But he does

not describe the pebbles as elongated, and he calls the joints
^^ mechanical,^'' which epithet I am confident he would not apply

to the joint in the Ehode Island or Vermont conglomerates. The
same thing is described by Jukes, in his Manual of Geology,

" lly. He also notices as an effect of cleavage, the " distor-

.- fossils and other small bodies imbedded in the rocks,

lengthening and pulling them in the direction of the cleavage and

contracting them in the opposite direction." These facts, first

noticed by Prof. John Phillips, have been used by Messrs. Sharpe,

Sorby, and others, to sustain the hypothesis of the production of

cleavage by " the action of great forces of compression, squeezing

the particles of rock in one direction and lengthening them in

the opposite." The facts which are presented in this paper har-

monize with these views and lead to generalizations still higher,

especially to the position so ably defended by Scropc, Beaumont,

e fully.

of fos;
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Scheerer and Hunt, of the plastic condition of all the deep seated
rocks since their original consolidation, and showing us how-
rocks mechanically formed are sometimes converted into schists,

with entire changes of mineral character. Admitting these
conclusions, the whole subject of metamorphism becomes com-
paratively easy and full of interest. This affords no small relief

to one, who, like myself, has been for years perplexed and con-

founded in studying the highly metamorphic rocks of the Green

Doubtless many geologists will demur at my conclusions, as I
should have done without visiting the localities. I can ask them
only to suspend their judgment till they have seen the rocks
which I describe, especially those at Newport and at Plymouth.
If they shall then propose any more rational theory, I hope I

shall be willing and thankful to receive it.

With these preliminary remarks I proceed to the details. We
give them as proving and illustrating the following statement,

and essentially in the language we shall use in our Eeport on the

Geology of Vermont.
lYe havepund striking examples where ihepehhles of conglomerates

have been elongated and flattened so as at length to he converted into

the silicious lamince of the schists and gneiss and the cement into mica,

tak, andfeldspar.

In a Report on the Geology of Massachusetts made by me in the year

1833 a singular conglomerate was described near Newport R. I. :—"com-
posed of elongated rounded nodules of quartz rock passing into mica
slate, with a cement of Talcose slate, the nodules varying from the size

of a pigeon's egg, to four and even six feet in their longest diameter, and
so arranged that their longest diameters are uniformally parallel to one
another, lying in a north and south direction. The conglomerate is di-

vided by fissures running east and west vertical to the horizon, and
parallel to one another from ten to twenty feet apart. These fissures divide

the thick masses of comglomerate so perfectly that they seem as if cut

through by the sword of some Titan. The nodules through which the

fissure passes, are divided very neatly and the parts present even surfaces,

so as to give the rock a quite peculiar aspect."

These facts were repeated in the subsequent Reports upon
Massachusetts in 1835 and 1841. But it was not until we found
an analagous conglomerate along nearly the whole western side

of the Green mountains that the special bearing of the facts above

mentioned upon metamorphism occurred to us. Myself and son
then (1859) visited Newport to get a clearer view of the facts in

the hope that they would help us better to unravel the intrica-

cies of the Vermont conglomerates. That same year I read be-

fore the Amer. Assoc, for Adv. of Sci., a paper on the subject,

as it was developed at Newport and at E. Wallingford, where an
interesting locality had been discovered by Mr. Hager, another

the geological survey of Vermont.
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In 1860 mj son brouglit the subject again before the Associa-

tion for Adv. of Sci. But it was not until after that time that

the last link in the argument was supplied by a visit to a locality

in Plymouth, Yt., which was also discovered by A. D. Eager.

We will now try to state the facts and conclusions as they have

been gradually worked out by us. If any should wish to verify

our statements and see the force of our reasoning, we advise them
to visit the different localities in the order in which we describe

them. For the processes began at Newport, seem to be carried

to the conclusion in Vermont.
Perhaps the best exposure of the Ehode Island conglomerate

paper of C. H. Hitchcock read before the Am. Association in

Aug., 1860, the belt of conglomerate commences a little south of

Purgatory, is a mile wide with interstratified belts of slates, and
extends N. 30° E. probably as far as Sandy Point, in Portsmouth
some 5|- miles. It shows several folds, is underlaid by a gritty

schist or sandstone, and itself underlies the coal r

" It is a coarse conglomerate, c

pebbles, from the smallest size, to b^

by a meagre amount of talcose schist, or sandstone," with numerous
small disseminated crystals of magnetite. The i^ebbles are mostly a fine-

grained, or compact quartz rock, which when partly decomposed appears
like sandstone ; not unfrequently the pebbles seem to pass into an imper-
fect mica schist, and show lamination. A few of them are gneiss, and
probably granite, and occasionally hornblende rock. In their shortest

diameter they rarely exceed a foot, while in length, one, two, and three

feet are very common, and a few may be seen from 4 to 6, and one, at

least, is as long as 12 feet. The following facts as to the pebbles, are of

the most interest

:

1. They are often very much elongated in the direction of tlie

strike ; 2. They are flattened, but not so strikingly as they are

elongated ; 3. They are indented often deeply by one being pres-

sed into another ; 4. They are sometimes a good deal bent, occa-

sionally in two directions ; 5. They are cut across by parallel joints

or fissures, varying in distance from each other from one or two
inches to many feet. The most distinct of these joints, which are

a rod or two apart; are perpendicular to the horizon, and nearly

at right angles to the strike, and make a clean cut from top to bot-

tom of hills 30 or 40 feet high. Abrading agencies have often re-

moved the rock on one side of these joints, or between two of

them, so as to leave walls of pebbles smoothly cut in two ; the

whole appearing like a pile of wood neatly sawed. Acres of

such walls may be seen in the vicinity of ' Purgatory.' Often

the surface of the pebbles thus cut through is not only perfectly

even, but smooth and seemingly polished. Yet the two parts
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of the pebbles thus cut oiF, perfectly correspond, and
1 as never been made to slip over the other. In so
.ioints single pebbles are not entirely cut off, but are i

drawn out of their beds at one end where the rock is separated,
and remain projecting above the cleared surface. These joints
do not always extend through the whole rock.

We should be glad to introduce here many sketches of speci-

mens illustrating these statements. But one or two must
suffice :—

Newport,

s the elongated pebbles partially

lie ends, and begin to assume a
toliated or schistoae aspect, and to be somewhat blended with the talcoso
or micaceous cement. This though not general, is frequently the case.

From these facts we could hardly avoid drawing the following
conclusions

:

1. This rock was once a conglomerate of the usual character,

except in the great abundance of the pebbles, and it has subse-

quently experienced great metamorphoses making the cement
crystalline and schistose, and elongating and flattening the peb-
bles. 2. The pebbles must have" been in a state more or less

plastic, when they are elongated, flattened and bent. If their
shape has been thus altered, their plasticity must of course be
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admitted ; for the attempt to change their present form would

result only in fracture and comminution. The degree of plas-

ticity, however must have varied considerably ; for some of

them are scarcely flattened or elongated at all—and as has been

stated, some are not cut off by the joints.

The neat and clean manner in which the pebbles have been

generally severed by the joints, implies plasticity.

For though occasionally we meet with one that has a some-

what uneven surface, as if mechanically broken, such cases are

rare. Whatever may be our theory of the agency that has

formed the joints, the conviction is forced upon every observer

that the materials must have been in a soft state after their

original consolidation. There is no evidence that the opposite

walls have slid upon one another at all, as the opposite parts of

the pebbles coincide. It seems as if a huge saw or cleaver had

done the work.
These proofs of plasticity apply essentially, though less forci-

bly to the micaceous and talcose cement which has also been cut

across by these joints. Though generally small in quantity it

sometimes forms layers of considerable thickness interstratiiied

with the pebbles.

Some have imagined that the elongated, flattened, bent, and
indented pebbles of this conglomerate may have been worn
into their present shape and brought into a parallel arrangement
by the mechanical attrition of waves and currents. We feel

sure that an extensive and careful examination of the localities,

and of beaches where shingle is now being formed, will convince
any one that they cannot have had such an origin.

1. We do not believe that any beach can be found with peb-

bles that have anything more than a slight resemblance to those

at Newport. Those somewhat elongated may indeed be found
where they are derived from slate rocks. But nowhere does the

attrition of pebbles against one another produce deep indenta-

tions, and leave the one neatly fitting into the other, nay, one
bent partially around the other, as is the case at Newport. If

these phenomena were produced by original attrition how strange

that they should have such an extraordinary development on
Ehode Island, while it is not marked enough in any other con-

glomerate in our country save in Vermont, to have arrested the

attention of geologists.

2. The remarkable joints in this conglomerate prove that the

pebbles have been in a plastic state, and since the strata have
been much folded, and consequently subjected to strong lateral

pressure, how could the pebbles have escaped compression and
modification of form ? A mass of the conglomerate when broken
open along the line of strike, a good deal resembles a plug of

tobacco, which ha^ been rolled into lumps and then subjected to

strong pressure, so that the lumps are distorted and made to con-

lorra to all the irregularities around them.
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3. The force by whicli the pebbles were flattened and indented

superincumbent pressure and less in the direction of the s

the same lateral force might have elongated the pebbles. But
perhaps there may have been also a horizontal curvature in the
strata, to aid in the work, as we shall explain when we come
to describe the Vermont localities. It may not, however, be
easy to show how this compressing force has operated where
rocks have been so folded and disturbed as around Newport, for

the conglomerate is in juxtaposition with granite, which has
exerted a powerful metamorphic influence on other strata there

;

but if we can show the results of the agency, our main object
will be accomplished.

4. The phenomena of the joints in this rock, conduct us most
naturally to some polar force as the chief agent in their produc-
tion. Mere shrinkage could not have separated the pebbles as

smoothly
; much less could a strain from beneath have thus frac-

tured them; for sometimes the joints are not more than two or
three inches apart, and if we suppose one of them to have been
the result of fracture, yet how is the other to be obtained in that

manner ? A simple inspection of the rock in place will satisfy-

any one that no mechanical agency is alone sufficient to explain
these phenomena. We have been driven to the supposition of

' "
-

. , ^. '^'John
3ortof

crystallization in plastic materials, why may not joints come into

the same category ? Why should the conclusions drawn from
the experiments of Mr. Fox upon the lamination of plastic clay,

by electric currents, be limited to cleavage ?

5. The Newport conglomerate is probably only a special variety

of the extensive deposit of highly silicious pudding-stone found
so abundantly between Boston and Khode Island. Both have
the same geological position, we believe, and were the Roxbury
conglomerate to be brought into a plastic state, and the pebbles

elongated and flattened by pressure, we think the result would
resemble the Newport conglomerate.
Thus far we are legitimately conducted, we think, by the Rhode

Island rock. We are carried farther by the Yermont conglom-
erates, which we now proceed to describe. We select two local-

ities, although doubtless many others might be found equally

instructive. The rock occurs on both faces of the Green Moun-
tains, and we can hardly doubt that it once formed a fold over
the mountains, which denudation lias swept away.

We have found this rock in connection with quartz rock,

mica and talcose shists, and gneiss ;
sometimes merely in juxta-

position, as in the case of the quartz rocks, but sometimes inter-

stratified. The conglomerates at the different localities may not
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incline rathe thebe identical as to geological age
;
yet

opinion, that quartz rocks, micaceous and talcose schist and
gneiss, may be varieties of the same original rock, which meta-

morphism has sometimes converted into one and sometimes into

others of the series. Quartz rock may be the residuum of certain

silicates ; the schists and gneiss are these silicates modified ; any

of these rocks, we think, might be formed out of the conglome-

rate under consideration, as we shall now endeavor to show. If

so, we might perhaps find it in connection with them all, without

implying a difference of age.

Ill the N.E. part of Wcallingford, Vt., on the western slope of the Green

Mts. on the hilt north of David Hager's, is an interesting exhibition of

the conglomerate. Numerous bowklei-s are scattered over the fields,

which are insti-uetive, but the embossed ledge half a mile north of Hager's

is most so. It has been rounded and smoothed by the drift agency so as

to show the pebbles and their alteration with the schists, very distinctly,

as the following sketch of a portion of the ledge, taken by A. D. linger,
'

1 the geological survey of Vermont, will evince. It will be

about N.E. and S.W. and the dip 10° W.,
but it sometimes rises to 90° near by. To show its position in re-

spect to a micaceous qnartz rock, approaching micaceous schist, on the

upper side, and to the Green mountain gnei-^s below it, we give the ad-

joining sketch, Fig. 4. These rocks constitute a single massive ledge,
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with very few distinct strata-seams, and they seem as if only vai

To show that the gneiss sometimes lies above the quartz and the schist,

we give the followinof section. Fig. 5, only a few rods long, taken at an
easily accessible localit)^ on the east side of the mountain ; where, as we
shall shortly see, the same rocks occur in juxtaposition. In the road
from Ludlow to Mt. Holly, and near the line between the two towns, a
small stream has cut a gorge, 40 or 50 feet deep, through a ledge of
quartz rock. On the west side a trap dyke occupies a considerable part
of the face of the rock, though more or less worn away. Talcose schist

succeeds the quartz rock on the west side, dipping beneath it at a high
angle. But on the east side, and lying upon the quartz at a less dip, is

distinct gneiss, with more of feldspar than is usual in the Green mountain
„„.!„„ ^rru :._ ^_.,..^,

^^,jj, j^g ^^ j^^^ of these facts, fig. 5.

igtord congioi

less hyaline quartz.

mon. Quartz is sometimes dis-

form a sort of graphic granite.

for the

White felJspar

seminated through the feldspar

•ew pebbles of distinct gneiss
^' micaceous cement to exhibit laminK of feldspar, becommg,

3 gneiss ; and perhaps the gneiss pebbles may all have th

The most striking pebbles of feldspar, however, are seen m a

riety of the rock, destitute of quartz pebbles, but showing small

)unded masses of feldspar, rarely over half an inch in diameter,

of opinion that all the feldspar pebbles, as well as the narrow-

unusual

fact,
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shall

strips of gneiss, are th

metamorpbic processes.

^Tlost of the pebbles are somewhat
elongated iu the direction of the strike

on a horizontal surface, so as to give

them an egg-shaped appearance. But
where joints or other fissures have

exposed the edges of the strata at

right angles to the strike the elonga-

tion flattening and bending of the

pebbles, are much more striking, as

the following outline, fig. C, will show.

Yet even here, a few pebbles appear

not to liiive been at all modified in

form :—two such are shown on the

awing. They seem not to have
>een plastic as the others were.

Single pebbles sometimes show
striking curvatures, as on fig. 7, where
I represents a pebble ten inches long,

A still more interesting case is

shown in another boulder, a few feet

long, represented imperfectly in fig. 8.

Here the laminae of the schists are

bent considerably. On the inner side

is a quartz pebble of considerable

size, which is elongated and bent

somewhat But outwardly, the peb-

bles are so much flattened that they
can hardly be distinguished from the

the time this sketch was taken, we
did not fully realize the important
bearings it might have upon theory,

and therefore we fear that it is not as

minutely accurate as to every pebble,

as could be desired. Still, the general

facts above named are quite manifest, and these are all that a

The preceding facts would '^•

justify some inferences ad-

ditional to those drawn from,

the Newport rock. But we
will first describe another
locality on the east side of
the Green mountains, where
the metamorphic processes, begun at Newport and carried s
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farther at Wallingford, are completed

^•c. 381

St satisfactory

It is at Plymouth, along the west shore of Plymouth Ponds, most
fully developed, perhaps, just where the ponds are separated by a mass of

detritus, « hich was most probably the moraine of an ancient glacier, as

will be described in our Report on the geology of Vermont.

The schist, which here is decidedly talcose schist for the most part, and
not far from some of the gold diggings, has an easterly dip ; from 60° to

60°; and a direction a few degrees east of north. As the ledges crowd
closely upon the road, a fine opportunity is presented of seeing the quartz

pebbles that have not been much flattened on the exposed surfaces, hav-
ing the aspect of a most decided conglomerate. Yet, if joints cross the

rock, or if it be broken across, in the direction of the strike, the pebbles

t part, appear ) flattened 1 they 1

ticular, or laminite*!. And if a fracture l

perpendicular direction, that is in the direction of the dip, the pebbles

of tiilcosQ schist. Both 'those factb aie shown on fig. 9, which was copied
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from one of the specimens obtained at

these edges, we should have no hesitati

anety of talcose schist. But looking at the oth

•e no doubt that the quartz laminae are merely fl

ilongated pebbles. So strange and unexpected a fact leads t

to suspect that he may be deceived ; but hundreds of speci:

sC;

The quartz in this rock, both in Wallingford and Plymouth is gener-

ally white, or a light gray, and though sometimes granular, it approaches

much nearer the hyaline variety, in most instances. It seems to be quite

pure silex, rather than a silicate. In a few instances we find pebbles of

granite, which are also flattened.

The suggestion has been made that what I regard as pebbles

may be concretions. But the following facts seem to me to show
this position to be untenable. 1. We have no other example of

concretions formed of hyaline or granular quartz. 2. Concretions

are never, as these nodules are, drawn out into the laminse of

schists. 3. Siliceous concretions, such as chalcedony, formed by
gelatinous silex, are banded; but these nodules show no concen-

tric structure. 4. Some of them consist of granite, gneiss, &;c.,

which certainly never form concretions. 5. If these nodules are

concretions, so are the pebbles of quartz and granite found loose

in modified drift ; or rather, no line of distinction can be drawn
between the concretions and the pebbles.

The thickness of the rock where the pebbles are indicated, is

many hundred feet. Indeed, it may be much more, as I have
not fully explored it. And if, as we suppose, the strata already
described in connection with the conglomerate^ are only that

rock in an advanced state of metamorphism, the original thick-

ness must have been very great.

We have ascertained, also, that the layers with pebbles extend
as far south as Ludlow, though nearly converted there into mica
schist; nor can we doubt but it may be traced much farther

south and north, perhaps even the whole length of the Grreen

mountains. At any rate, its occurrence on the opposite sides of
that mountain at Wallingford and Plymouth, at points not

much different from east and west of each other, leads to some
interesting suggestions and conclusions. The distance between
these two points is about ten and a half miles.

Myself and son, aided by the Senior Class of 1861, in Amhei-st Col-

lege, have recently, (October, 1860), traversed this line, mostly on foot,

and obtained as the result, the section below, fig. 10, The base of the

section is the sea level, and the heights are laid off from the same scale,

(about 13,000 feet to the inch), as the horizontal distance. This makes
the Green mountains, (1390 feet above the ocean at Mt. Holly), appear

of very diminutive size. But it is a true representation, except that the

mountain for the sake of distinctness is a little too high. On both the

flanks of the mountain, the dips are quite distinct, (they were ni'?asured
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Plymouth Ponds). But in the central parts they a

a good deal irregular. It will be seen that all the central portion of t

untain is gneiss of the peculiar kind know
gneiss. Above this lies, what has been called talcose schist, with wtuch

limestone is interstratified, and on the east side several beds of dark grey

hyaline quartz, only a few feet thick. One of these beds, however, is

snow-white. The upper part of the schist is the conglomerate already

described, of a character so marked as not to be mistaken. At the west

end we found several beds of limestone, but none of quartz. Beyond the

conglomerate, however, and probably lying conformably upon it is an

enormous development of granular quartz, which seems to have no coun-

terpart on the east side of the mountain.

toC,r

railroad; from D to E, gneiss with talcose schist and at least two beds of
limestone, and several thin beds of quartz ; from E to F, talcose conglom-
erate. This last rock, so distinct and peculiar, forms a good starting point
for our reasoning. I think no geologist will doubt that it once mantled,

over the mountain with the subjacent strata as represented in the above
section. True, we have not found all the subordinate beds of limestone

and quartz to correspond on the two sides of the mountain. But there is

a general correspondence. The beds of limestone, er,peciaiiy, may have
extended originally over the arch of the mountain, although it is not com-
mon to find limestone beds as thin as these, with so great a lateral exten-

sion. As to the I

of the crest of the mountain.

Taking this section as a fair representation of the Oreea moun-
tains, several important inferences follow.

1. It shows the gneiss of the Green mountains, to form a great

anticKual fold not a synclinal fold, as some have supposed. 2.

This gneiss underlies the talcose schist, the limestone, the quartz
rock and the conglomerate. 3. All these latter rocks probably
once mantled over the gneiss, though they have mostly disap-

peared from the eastern side, except the talcose schist. 4. We
Am. Jour. Sci.-Second SEaiES. Vol. XXXI, No. 93.-May, 1861.
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get an approximate idea of the amount of erosion from this part

of the Green mountains. We have flattened down the curve

described by the strata originally, more than perhaps we ought

to do, yet it runs almost twice as high as Mansfield mountain,

which is shown on the section at M, and is the highest point in

the chain. The erosion at Mt. Holly cannot have been less than

8000 feet, which is nearly six times as great as the present height

of the mountain at the summit level of the railroad. 5. We see

here how the schists and gneiss may be formed out of conglom-

erate. This is perhaps the most important inference, and there-

fore it will be dwelt upon more fully in the sequel.

We proceed now to draw some inferences from the facts de-

tailed respecting the Vermont conglomerates, additional to those

already given. The Vermont localities teach the same lessons

as those of Rhode Island, but we think they develop other

1. They show, we think, that the elongating and flattening

force in Vermont must have operated most energetically in the

direction of the dip, whereas in Rhode Island, it was most pow-
erful in the direction of the strike. In the latter case it was as

if two men had taken hold of the ends of a plastic mas?, and
pulled it out horizontally ; but in Vermont it is as if one had
stood at the top of a steep hill, and the other at the bottom.
This is evident from the fact that when we look at the edges of

the rock laid bare along the line of the dip, we see little more
than the flattened edges of the pebbles in the form of laminae,

but if laid bare along the line of strike we see the scattered

and even lenticular ends of the pebbles, as shown in fig. 9,

already given. The fact however, that the pebbles are lenticu-

lar on the basset edges of the strata, shows that the whole force

was not exerted in the direction of the dip. They were a good
deal flattened horizontally, but never so vertically.

2. We think we can get a glimpse in Vermont of the mode in

wliich the force acted to elongate and flatten the pebbles. We
refer to the bowlder shown in fig. 8, where it is obvious that the

bending of the rock, if it was plastic could produce that effect,

because the outer portions must be extended over wider and
wider spaces. Hence, as in the figure, a pebble on the interior

part, might be only moderately extended while the outer ones

were stretched almost into mere laminae.
Apply now this principle to fig- 10, which shows the manner

in which, as we suppose, the strata were folded over the top of

the Green mountains. The effect would be to stretch them out

i in the direction of the curve, or dip, than at right angles t

; although the strain would spread them in that direction also,

> some extent, and it may be that the irregularities that must
ave accompanied such great movements as the folding up of a
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mountain chain, would make the horizontal elongation in some
places the greatest.

We do not assert that this explanation of the phenomena is

the true one, but only that it shows one mode in which the pro-
cess might have been performed. Whether any horizontal flex-

ure can be found in the Khode Island rock to explain the elon-

gation there, we are unable to say, because the theory was not
in our minds when we examined those rocks.

3. The facts detailed, disclose to us some of the modes in

which the laminae of the schists and of gneiss may have been pro-

duced. The first mode is by chemical agencies. Out of the
" onglomerate these agencies have formed ]

talc, whose parallel structure was probably the result, mainly
of pressure. We doubted for a time whether we could justly

include gneiss among the rocks that may have originated from
conglomerate ; for we have not found as yet decided examples
of pebbles in this rock. Yet so intimately connected with the

conglomerate schists is the Green mountain gneiss, as the preced-

ing details show,—so little, in fact, does it differ from the schists,

that we cannot doubt but both originated from the same parent

source. But the conglomerate at Wallingford affords still

stronger evidence and shows us the modes in which the gneiss

was produced from the conglomerate. Some of the elongated
*

pebbles there are gneiss. But we doubt whether they were
originally so ; for quite often the cement is changed to gneiss.

To eSect this change it was only necessary that feldspar should
be interpolated between the laminae of mica or talc. And no one
who has seen the specimens will imagine that it could have been

introduced mechanically, by deposition, for example. The last

way, or crystallization from solution, is the only other probable

mode. Gneiss, perhaps, has been generally formed by such an

interpolation of feldspar into the schists, and this may be the

reason why we seldom, perhaps never, see pebbles in that rock.

We do not yet despair, however, of finding pebbles in gneiss,

now that we know how to look for them. Indeed, some varieties

of it contain nodular elongated masses of feldspar interlaminated

with mica which may perhaps have been originally pebbles

chemically changed and elongated mechanically.

The second agency by which conglomerate has been converted

into schists, is mechanical. By some force they have been flat-

tened and elongated till they have become the quartzose lamina? of

the schists. It is not probably possible for us to convey a very

clear and complete idea of the evidence of this position. Would
that our readers could, as we have done, visit the localities agam
and again and become familiar with the striking specimens there,

by repeated and careful examination. From our own experience,

it would not surprise us, if the conversion of the pebbles of con-
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glomerates into the laminas of schists should bepronounced prep
terous by able geologists. So the idea seemed to us :

' " -5 forced it up " -
'" ^ " ^'

rtrhen the facts forced it upon our attention. But as the facts

compelled us to give up our scepticism, so we think it will be

with any candid mind. Looking at almost any specimen of

the talcose conglomerate schist, on the edge corresponding to the

dip (B fig. 9,) we should see nothing but alternating laminse of

quartz and talc, or mica, and pronounce it a good example of the

rock which we have called, and which is generally called, talcose

schist. But a fracture at right angles reveals the flattened peb-

bles (A fig. 9), and shows us that their edges are what we have

regarded as laminae. Let the process of flattening be carried a

little farther, and no evidence will remain that they ever were

pebbles. Who knows how extensively the process may have
been thus carried through in the schists and gneiss of the Green
mountains, and how large a part of them may once have been
conglomerate ? Our aim, however, is not to show the extent of

the metamorphosis, but only to prove its occurrence on a large

4. A fourth conclusion forced upon ua by the facts is, that the

chemical constitution of the pebbles has generally been altered

in the process of metamorphism without obliterating their origi-

• nal mechanical character.

As has been repeatedly stated, most of the pebbles in the Ver-
mont rock are quite pure quartz, having often more or less of a
vitreous aspect. , In fact it is nearly pure silex ; and it is that
form of silex which is absolutely insoluble in anything but hy-
drofluoric acid; nor can we suppose the presence of any heat
high enough to melt it, without completely destroying the forms
of the pebbles. Yet the evidence that they have been in a plas-

tic state so as to be molded by pressure is too decided to be
resisted. How then have they been softened?

Let us recur to the conglomerate at Newport. Most of the
pebbles there are not pure quartz but rather silicates of such
bases as alumina, magnesia, lime and iron. Now the silicates are
soluble by water containing alkalies ; and such quartz as is seen
in the Vermont pebbles may be the residuum of the decomposi-
tion of the silicates, the bases being abstracted to form other
compounds, the quartz is left.

This may be the most probable theory of the origin of quartz

for nearly all the sandstones are silicates.

But suppose the silicates in the form of pebbles to be per-

meated by water containing alkalies, could their bases be ab-

stracted without entirely destroying the form of the pebbles?
We do not see why this could not be ' " '

-done, if the mass is kept

that the laws of chemical affinity
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should prevail, forming new compounds, and leaving tlie quartz
behind. The chief effect upon the pebble would be to reduce its

bulk, though we do find sometimes the cement so strongly adher-
ing to the pebble, that it can hardly be separated so as to leave a
smooth surface. The bases, we think, could be mostly used in

forming the micaceous or talcose cement, and if there was a good
deal of pressure upon the whole rock, as we may reasonably
suppose, if the pebbles did shrink some, the cement would in-

crease and the whole mass would be compacted together.

To sustain the position that the mineral constitution of peb-
bles in conglomerates is sometimes entirely changed without
destroying their character as pebbles, we would refer to another
kind of conglomerate which we have found along the eastern
border of Vermont, and farther south in Massachusetts. This
rock, so far as we know, has never been described in treatises on
geology; but we know of four localities on the west side of
Connecticut river, and its character and origin are quite obvious.
We cannot here go into full details as to this rock, but shall

mention only the facts that bear especially upon the point under
consideration,

_
We define this rock as a conglomerate, with a cement of sye-

nite, or granite, or as a syenite or granite containing pebbles,

sometimes thickly and sometimes sparsely disseminated. We
have found it in Wh&tely, Mass., on Ascutney, and in Barnet,
Vt. On the southeast point of Little Ascutney we find a con-
glomerate, or perhaps a breccia, which is made of fragments of
silex and some mica, probably a sandstone with nearly pure
<iuartz. On one side of this mass, it passes, without an interven-

ing seam, into a porphyry, and this into granite, all forming one
undivided ledge; so that the conclusion is forced upon us that
"

5 gran"

Lte. I

composition, and thus becomes syenite, and this abounds in.black

rounded masses, which are, for the most part, crystalline horn-

blende, with some feldspar, and which are probably pebbles

transmuted. At Granby, the pebbles manifestly rounded, are

either mica schist, or white almost hyaline quartz, just such as

form the pebbles in the conglomerates at Wallingford and Ply-

mouth, and the base is a fine-grained syenite, passing sometimes
almost into mica schist. A pebble of hornblende schist is also

In bowlders of this conglomerate found in Northampton,

Mass., and probably derived from Whately, the most abundant

pebbles are those of the brown sandstone, considerably meta-

morphosed and flattened. Those of hornblende schist are com-
mon. Sometimes they are merely crystalline hornblende, not

generally laminated however, but mixed with some feldspar, and
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they may become syenil

tinct crystals of feldsp

hornblendic than usual.

When the pebbles are highly crystallized, they become so in-

corporated with the matrix that it is difficult to separate them
with a smooth surface, and. if we are not mistaken, they pass

insensibly into those rounded nodules chiefly hornblendic, so

common in syenite, especially that of Ascutney. We think these

are produced from the metamorphoses of pebbles which have

become crystalline since they were formed into conglomerate.

We find them, as we think, in all stages of the metamorphosis.

These facts certainly give great plausibility to the view which
supposes granite and syenite to be often the result of the meta-

morphosis of stratified rock. But they afford a presumption,

also, in favor of the position, that pebbles, which have been
plastic for ages in the rocks, may have greatly changed their

mineral cpnstitutions without essentially altering their external

form. This might certainly be thoroughly done if those pebbles

were permeated by water containing in solution powerful chem-
ical agents. Some of the ingredients might thus be abstracted
from the pebbles and new ones supplied, if needed to form the
new compounds.

In all the cases of pebbles in unstratified rocks described
above, syenite has formed the matrix. ' But at the meeting
of the American Association at Springfield, Prof. Hubbard of
Dartmouth College exhibited a specimen of pure white granite
from Warren in New Hampshire, in which there lay imbedded
a rounded bowlder of hornblende rock, more than a foot in

diameter, and easily separable from the granite. We had no
doubt but that it was mechanically rounded, nor much doubt
but that its mineral character had been changed since it was
enveloped in granite. Hornblende bowlders in the drift are
among the most infrequent of all rocks, because hornblende
schist is very limited. But in the older metamorphic conglom-
erates, such nodules are the most common of all, and this fact

furnishes the presumption of their metamorphic origin.

The facts which we have detailed respecting the occasional

presence of feldspar pebbles in the Vermont conglomerates and
especially of the occasional conversion of the cement into gneiss,

are most probably examples of a change of mineral character
during metamorphosis. It seems hardly possible to account
for a cement of crystalline mica or talc, in any other way. But
when we find feldspar interpolated between the laminae, any
other than a chemical origin appears improbable. We cannot
therefore but regard feldspar in perhaps all cases in the crystal-

line rocks, as the result of metamorphism. Silicates probably
furnished the ingredients, which being abstracted by hot water,
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left the excess of silica in the form of quartz, and forced the
feldspar and mica to fill up the interstices. The feldspar which
has converted the cement into gneiss, could have had no other
origin and this fact in connection with all the rest which have
been adduced, affords a presumption that feldspar in nearly all the
crystalline rocks, stratified and unstratified, is a product of meta-
morphism.

We will add a few words as to other localities of conglomerat<?s with
flattened pebbles. The subject has opened upon us in its fullness so re-

cently that we have not had time to visit others. But we happen to

have specimens from Bernardston, Mass., in which the elongation and
flattening are decided in a conglomerate micaceous schist connected with
clay slate and quartz rock. The same is true to some extent in a like

rock from Bellinghara, Mass. Still more decided is it in bowlders of
the conglomerate-syenite described above from North Hampton ; as it is

also in the same variety of rock on Little Ascutney. In fact we predict

that this phenomenon will be found present in very many of the thor-

oughly metamorphic conglomerates, although not noticed by observers,

Less than a mile north of the conglomerate locality in Plymouth, Vt.,

on the east side of the pond, and nearly on the strike of the conglome-
rate, occurs a remarkable variety of marble in an interstratified bed sev-

eral rods wide. It consists of a ground of dark limestone through which
are disseminated numerous elongated masses from half an inch to six

inches long, and from a quarter of an inch to an inch wide, of white,

seraicrystalline carbonate of lime. Their larger axes lie as nearly parallel

to one another as those of the quartzose conglomerate. What their
'

1 conjecture. One naturally en-

• they are not masses elongated by the same force that has acted

not far distant conglomerate. This idea did not occur to me when
icinity, and therefore I did not go to determine the point. If

J any foundation for this suggestion, we should expect that the

ixes of these nodules would correspond more nearly with the dip

th the strike. I have not the slightest recollection whether it

The chief interest in the facts and conclusions in this paper,

lies in the light they cast upon metamorphism. We had indeed

felt that there was a good deal of probability in the general doc-

trines of metamorphism advanced by able men. But never

before have we had the various steps of the process brought direct-

ly under our eyes, and so distinctly as to confound our scepticism

and challenge our belief. Instead of any prejudices in favor of

the conclusions to which we have been brought, our preposses-

sions have been the other way. But we could not resist evidence

so clear, and we find that our new views greatly illustrate the

subject of metamorphism. It seems to us difficult to conceive

how geologists can avoid the conclusions we have presented, if
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they will visit and study the localities we have pointed out.

We have indeed, specimens from them ail, in the Amherst Cab-

inets, to the amount of several hundred pounds, and they illus-

trate nearly all the points we have brought out. But we advise

gentlemen not to substitute an inspection of these, for the more

satisfactory exhibitions i '

Amherst College, Nov. 1, ISe

NOTB.-

who presided at the meeting, expressed his dissent from my
views as to the manner in which the pebbles had been flattened

and distorted, and his conviction that they had either been worn
nto these shapes by water, previous to aggregatic

some of these were concretions. At a subsequent meeting.

Prof Wm. B. Rogers expressed similar views, which appeared
in the published proceedings of the society.* I do not under-

stand these distinguished geologists to have made up their minds
very decidedly on the subject, especially as they have not visited

the Vermont localities. But objections suggested by gentlemen
of such large geological experience, deserve serious considera-

an objection to my views, that the pressure which I suppose to

have flattened and distorted the pebbles, has not produced cleav-

age. But this conglomerate is not a rock in which cleavage is

ever found. It is a foliated, or schistose rock. It has joints in

it, such as prove very clearly that it was once in a state more or

less plastic ; but these (the most perfect ones especially,) (

larger pebbles, particularly at their extremities, do show t

mencement of a schistose structure, probably the result of pres-

sure. Yet the facts do not require us to suppose the pressure on
this rock to have been of the most powerful kind. In some cases

indeed, as at Plymouth, the pebbles are compressed into laminse,

but in general, they are only moderately flattened, and sometimes
not at all. If only moderately plastic, such effects could not

have required a very enormous force.

Another objection is, that the compression has not distorted the

fossil Lingular found in the pebbles on Taunton river, and at

Newport. But I am not aware that the pebbles in the conglom-
erate of Taunton river, have been compressed and elongated

;

nor have they been, in but a part of that around Newport.
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Whether they hare been in the "particular pebbles containing
the fossils, I am unable to say.

A third objection rests upon the fact that some of the pebbles
have scarcely been flattened at all, and their longer axes cross
the foliation ;—though I do not myself recollect to have seen
any where the position was much awry. But some of them, on
account of their composition, may have been scarcely at all plas-

tic, or had such a position that the pressure affected them but
slightly. We certainly ought to expect such cases.

I have been led, of late, to a reperusal of the able papers that
have appeared for several years past in the English journals, on
cleavage, compressed and distorted fossils, and particles of slate,

by Sharpe, Sorbv, Tyndall, Scrope, Scheerer, and Haughtoi
ult is, a coi ' '

the facts

respecting the conglomerates, are only another phase of the"phe-

nomena described by these eminent geologists. If the facts

they adduce prove the elongation and expansion of slate, lime-

stone and fossils, as is generally conceded, although proved
mainly by the microscope, why stiould we think it strange that
the like effects may have been produced upon conglomerates, so
Jis to show themselves on a large scale, and to unaided vision?
The manner in which the veteran geologist, Scrope, supposes
gneiss and mica schist may have been formed out of granite,

(which he has illustrated by figures, Phil. Magazine^ vol. li, p.

196), whatever we may think of the hypothesis, corresponds
very nearly with some of my suppositions, or rather fads^ aa
to the conversion of conglomerates into schists. And the
ideas of most of these writers as to the former plastic condition
of most of the rocks, correspond with those which I have ex-

pressed. If I am wrong, then, I have the consolation of being in

good companv.
Prof. Tyndall, in his recent work on the Alpine Glaciers, has

referred to an interesting specimen in London, analogous to the

conglomerates of Ehode Island and Vermont.
In the museum of the Government school of Mines, he says,

"we have a collection of quartz stones placed there by Mr.
Salter, and which have been subjected to enormous pressure, in

the neighborhood of a fault. These rigid pebbles, have in

some cases, been squeezed against each other so as to produce

^ mutual flattenincr and indentation.. Some of them have
yielded along planes passing through them, as if one half had
slidden over the other; but the reattachment is very strong.

Some of the larger stones, moreover, which have endured pres-

sure at a particular point, are fissured radially around the point.

In short, the whole collection is a most instructive example of

the manner and extent to which some of the most rigid substances

Am. Jour, Sci.-Second Series, Voi. XXXI, No. 93.-Mat. 1861.
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in nature can yield on the application of a sufficient force.— ((??a-

ciers of the Alps, p. 404, Araer. Ed.)

Though these specimens are not so definitely described as we
could wish, we presume they are conglomerates with flattened

quartz pebbles, like those in Rhode Island and Vermont. Our

objections to Prof. Tyndall's hypothesis, which imputes the effect

wholly to the mechanical compression of solid quartz, are as

follows

:

1. The compression of pure quartz pebbles, such as some of

those in Rhode Island, and most of those in Vermont, would

break and crush them, nor have we any reason to suppose that

the fragments could be reconstructed so as to form hyaline

masses, without fissures. There is no fluid, as in ice, to produce

regelation ; nor could the particles be brought near enough for

molecular attraction, without being crushed into the finest pow-

der, by such a pressure as the facts show not to have been ex-

trted upon the conglomerates.
2. The compressing force has not been great enough to de-

stroy except partially, the form of the pebbles. It has not

crushed but only moulded them, except that now and then, one

has been fractured. If it had been powerful enough to compress

and distort solid quartz and to reunite its particles, it must have

destroyed all marks of a mechanical origin in the pebbles.

3. There is evidence, as we have tried to show, in the prece-

ding discussion, that many of the pebbles, especially in the Ver-

mont rocks, have undergone a chemical change ; that certain

silicates have been abstracted from them, leaving the excess of

silica in the form of quartz. This, of course, would require

such a degree of plasticity, as to enable water to permeate the

March 20th, 1861.

Art. XXXV.—On some points in American Geology; by T.

Sterry Hunt, F.H.S., of the Geological Survey of Canada.

The recent publication of two important volumes on Ameri-

can geology seems to afford a fitting occasion for reviewing some
questions connected with the progress of geological science, and

with the history of the older rock formations of Korth America.

The first of these works is the third volume of the Palaeontology

of New York by James Hall ; we shall not attempt the task of

noticing the continuation of this author's labors in the study of

organic remains, labors which have by common consent placed

him at the head of American paleontologists, but we have to

call atf— "•""- "- -'-- --—«--•- -- -' • ^^ > --1-—^
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summary of the principal facta in the geology of the United
States and Canada, followed by some theoretical notions on the
formation of mountain chains, metamorphism and volcanic phe-
nomena, where these questions are discussed from a point of view
which we conceive to be of the greatest importance for the fu-

ture of geological science. A piiblication of this introduction
in a separate form, with some additions, would we think be most
acceptable to the scientific public.

The other work before us is Prof H. D. Eogere' elaborate re-

port on the geology of Pennsylvania, giving the results of the
Survey of that State for many years carried on under his direc-

tion, and embracing a minute description of those grand exhibi-

tions of structural geology, which have rendered that State clas-

sic ground for the student. The volumes are copiously illustra-

ted with maps, sections and figures of organic remains, and the

admirable studies on the coal fields of Pennsylvania and Great
Britain add much to its value.

The oldest series of rocks known in America is that which
has been investigated by the officers of the Greological Survey of

Canada, and by them designated the Laurentian system. It is

now several years since we suggested that these rocks are the

equivalents of the oldest crystalline strata of Avestern Scotland
and Scandinavia.* This identity has since been established by
Sir R I. Murchison in his late remarkable researches in the

northwestern Highlands, and he has adopted the name of the

Laurentian system for these ancient rocks of Ross, Sutherland,

and the Western Islands, which he at first called fundamental

gneiss.f These are undoubtedly the oldest known strata of the

earth's crust, and therefore offer peculiar interest to the geologist.

As displayed in the Laurentide and Adirondack mountains, they

exhibit a volume which has been estimated by Sir William Lo-

gan to be equal to the whole palaeozoic series of North America
in its greatest development. The Laurentian series consists of

gneiss, generally granitoid, with great beds of quartzite, some-

times conglomerate, and three or more limestone formations, (one

1000 feet in thickness) associated with dolomites, serpentines,

plumbago, and iron ores. In the upper portion of the series an

extensive formation of rocks, consisting chiefly of basic feldspars

without quartz and with more or less pyroxene, is met with.

The peculiar characters of these latter strata, not less than the

absence of argillites and talcose and chloritic schists, conjoined

with various other mineralogical characteristics seem to distin-

guish the Laurentian series throughout its whole extent, so far

as yet studied, from any other system of crystalline strata. It

il'i.
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Overlying the Laurentian series on Lake Huron and Superior,

we have the Huronian system, about 10,000 feet in thickness,

and consisting to a great extent of quartzites, often conglomer-

ate, with limestones, peculiar slaty rocks, and great "beds of dior-

ite, which we are disposed to regard as altered sediments. These

constitute the lower copper-bearing rocks of the lake region, and

the immense beds of iron ore at Marquette and other places on

the south shore of Lake Superior have lately been found by Mr.

Murray to belong to this series, which is entirely wanting along

the farther eastern outcrop of the Laurentian system. This Hu-
ronian series appears to be the equivalent of the Cambrian sand-

stones and conglomerates described by Murchison, which form

mountain masses along the western const of Scotland, where
they repose in detached portions upon the Laurentian series.

Besides these systems of crystalline rocks, the latter of which
is local and restricted in its distribution, we have along the great

Appalachian chain, from Georgia to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a

third series of crystalline strata, which form the gneissoid and
mica slate series" of most American geologists, the hypozoic
group of Prof. Rogers, consisting of feldspathic gneiss, with
quartzites, argillites, micaceous, epidotic, chloritic, talcose and
specular schists, accompanied with steatite, diorites and chromif-
erous ophiolites. This group of strata has been recognized by
Safibrd m Tennessee, by Rogers in Pennsylvania, and by most
of the New England geologists as forming" the base of x\ppala-
chian system, while Sir William Logan, Mr. Hall, and the pres-

ent writer have for many years maintained that they are really

altered palseozoic sediments, and superior to the lowest fossilifer-

ous strata of the Silurian series. Sir William Logan has shown
that the gneissoid ranges in Eastern Canada have the form of
synclinals, and are underlaid by shales which exhibit fossils in

their prolongation, while his sections leave no doubt that these
ranges of gneiss, with micaceous, chloritic, talcose and specular
schists, epidosites, quartzites, diorites and ophiolites, are really

the altered sediments of the Quebec group, which is a lower
member of the Silurian series, corresponding to the Calciferous

and Chazy formations of New York, or to the Primal and Au-
roral series of Pennsylvania. Prof Rogers indeed admits that

these are in some parts of Pennsylvania metamorphosed into

feldspathic, micaceous and talcose rocks, which it is extremely
difficult to distinguish from the hypozoic gneiss, which latter,

however, he conceives to present a want of conformity with the

palaeozoic strata.

To this
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have to object that the hypozoic gneiss is identical with the Green
'n gneiss, not only in lithologi

: of certain rare metals, such

Mountain gneiss, not only in lithological character, bu

nickel which characterise its magnesian rocks; all of these we
have shown to be present in the unaltered sediments of the Que-
bec group, with which Sir William Logan has identified the
gneiss formation in question. Besides which the lithological and
chemical tjharacters of the Appalachian gneiss are so totally dis-

tinct from the crystalline strata of the Laurentian system, with
which Prof. Rogers would seem to identify them, that no one
who has studied the two can for a moment confound them. Prof.

but indistinguishable from the altered paleozoic series, or eh
admit that the whole of his gneissic series in Pennsylvania is,

like the corresponding rocks in Canada, of pakeozoic age.* We
believe that nature never repeats herself without a difference, and
that certain variations in the chemical and mineralogical consti-

tution of sediments mark successive epochs so clearly that it

would be impossible to suppose the formation in adjacent regions
of a series of crystalline schists like those of the Alleghanies con-

temporaneous with the sediments which produced the Laurentian
sj'stem. We have elsewhere indicated the general principles

iipon which this notion of a progressive change in the composi-
tion of sediments is based, and shown how the gradual removal
of alkalies from aluminous rocks has led to the formation of ar-

gillites, chloritic and epidotic rocks, at the same time removing
carbonic acid from the atmosphere, while the resulting carbon-

ate of soda by decomposing the calcareous and magnesian salts

of the ocean, furnished the carbonates for the formation of lime-

stones and dolomites, at the same time generating sea salt.f

Closely connected with these chemical questions is that of the

commencement of life on the earth. The recognition beneath
the Silurian and Huronian rocks, of 40,000 feet of sediments

analogous to those of more recent times, carries far back into the

* Dr. Bigsby in 1824 described an extensive tract of gneissoid rocks on Rainy
Lake and Lake Lacroix, north of Lake Superior. The general course of the strata

he states to be "from N.W. to N. by W., with a correspondincr easterly dip;" but

contains beds and disseminated grains of hornblende, and \
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past the evidence of the existence of physical and chemical con-

ditions, similar to those of more recent periods. But these highly
'

" '
^ exclude, for the most part, organic forms, and

""

ly by applying to their study the same chemical principles

h we now "find in operation that we are led to suppose the

of organic life during the Laurentian period. The
great processes of deoxydation in nature are dependent upon
organization

;
plants by solar force convert water and carbonic

acid into hydrocarbonaceoua substances, from whence bitumens,

coal, anthracite and plumbago, and it is the action of organic

matter which reduces sulphates, giving rise to metallic sulphu-

xets and sulphur. In like manner it is by the action of dissolved

organic matters that oxyd of iron is partially reduced and dis-

solved from great masses of sediments, to be subsequently accu-

mulated in beds of iron ore. We see in the Laurentian series

beds and veins of metallic sulphurets, precisely as in more recent

formations, and the extensive beds of iron ore hundreds of feet

thick which abound in that ancient system, correspond not only
to great volumes of strata deprived of that metal, but as we may
suppose, to organic matters, which but for the then great diffusion

of iron oxyd in conditions favorable for their oxydation, might
have formed deposits of mineral carbon far more extensive than
those beds of plumbago which we actually meet in the Lauren-

All these conditions lead us then to conclude to the existence
of an abundant vegetation during the Laurentian period, nor are

there wanting evidences of animal life in these oldest strata.

Sir William Logan has described forms occurring in the Lauren-
tian limestone which cannot be distinguished from the silicified

specimens of Stromatopora vugosa found in the Lower Silurian

rocks. They consist of concentric layers made up of crystalhne
grains of white pyroxene in one case and of serpentine in an-

other, the first imbedded in limestone and the second in dolo-

mite
; we may well suppose that the result of metamorphisni

would be to convert silicified fossils into silicates of lime and
magnesia. The nodules of phosphate of lime in some beds of

the Laurentian limestones also recall the phosphatic coprolites

which are frequently met with in Lower Silurian strata, and are

in the latter case the exuvi* of animalS; which have been fed

upon Lingula^ Orbicula, Conularia and SerpuUtes, the shells and
tubes of which we have long since shown to be similar in com-
position to the bones of vertebrates.* So far therefore from
looking upon the base of the Silurian as marking the dawn of

life upon our planet, we see abundant reasons for supposing that

organisms, probably as varied and abundant as those of the

* Logan and Hunt, Amer. Jour. Sci. [2]. xvii, 2C5.
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paleozoic age, may have existed during the long Laurentian
period.

Along the northern rim of the great palaeozoic basin of North
America the Potsdam sandstone of the New York geologists is

jstionably the lowest rock from below Quebec to the IsLand
ntreal, and thence passing up the valley of Lake Cham-

piam and sweeping round the Adirondack mountains, until it

reenters Canada and soon disappears to the north of Lake Onta-
rio, where the Birdseye and Black River limestones repose di-

rectly upon the Laurentian rocks, and furthermore overlie the

great Lake Superior group of slates and sandstones, which re-
-"-

- "' nformable Huronian system,
'''

'
''

of Mo

upper copper-bearing rocks of this region. This Lake Superior

William Logan remarks, may then include the

,
Calciferous and Chazy, and thus b^ equivalent in part

to the Quebec group hereafter to be described.

Passing westward into the Mississippi valley we again find a
sandstone formation, which forms the base of the palaeozoic

series, and is considered by Mr. Hall to be the equivalent of the

Potsdam. Here it occasionally exhibits intercalated beds of

sihco-argillaceous limestone, in which occur abundant remains of

trilobites of the genera Dikdlocephalus, Menocq>halus, Arionellus,

and Conocephahts, Passing upwards this sandstone is succeeded
' the Lower Magnesian limestone, which is the equivalent of

i Calciferous sand-rock of New York, and in Missouri, where
i great metalliferous formation, alternates several times

Potedam' (

by tl

the(

ndstone, constituting the Magnesia

which in Missouri attains a thickness of 1300 feet. The same
thing is observed to a less degree in "Wisconsin and Iowa;
throughout this region the higher beds of the Potsdam sandstone

are often composed of rounded oolitic granules, and the beds of
'

) frequently of such a character a" ^- "•— '^ "- '^

thickness, which c

west, and are made of the ruins of an earlier sandstone. In Mis-

souri, the Birdseye and Black River limestones repose directly

upon the Lower Magnesian limestone, while farther north, a

sandstone intervenes, occupying the place of the Chazy lime-
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The Potsdam sandstone of the St. Lawrence valley, has for

the most part the character of a littoral formation, being made

np in great part of pure quartzose sand, and offering upon suc-

cessive beds, ripple and wind marks, and the tracks of animals.

Occasionally it includes beds of conglomerate, or as at jlemming-

ford, encloses large rounded fragments of green and black shale;

it also exhibits calcareous beds apparently marking the passage

to the succeeding formation, which although called a Calciferous

sandrock, is for the most part here, as in the west, a magnesian

limestone, often geodifeious, and including calcite, pearl spar,

gypsum, barytes and quartz. Sir William Logan had already

shown that the fauna of the Potsdam and Calciferous in Canada

are apparently identical, (Can. Nat, June, 1860 ; This Journal,

[2], xxxi, 18), and Mr. Hall has arrived at the same conclusion

with regard to the ifiore extended fauna of these formations in the

valley of the Mississippi, so that these two may be regarded as

forming but one group. While in the west Dikellocephalus oc-

cars both in the lower sandstones and the magnesian limestones,

Conocephahis mi?iutus, found in the Potsdam on LakeChamplain,
and identified by Mr. Billings, has lately been detected by him
in specimens from the sandstones of Wisconsin with Dikelioce-

phalus, which genus has there been found to pass upwards into

the magnesian limestones. On the other hand, the sandstones of

Bastard in Canada, having the characters of the Potsdam, con-

tain Lingula acuminata and Ophikta compacta, species regarded
as'characteristic of the Calciferous, together with two undescribed
species of Ortkoceras, and in another locality a Pleurotomaria re-

sembling P. Laureniina. The researches of Mr. Billings have
extended the fauna of the Calciferous in Canada to forty-one

species, and the succeeding Chazy formation to 129 species. The
thickness of this latter division in the St. Lawrence valley is

about 250 feet, and it includes in its lower part about fifty feet

of sandstones with green fucoidal shales and a bed of conglom-
erate. The Calciferous has a thickness of about 300 feet, while

the Potsdam may be estimated at not far from 600 feet.

We have then seen that along the northeastern outcrop of the

great American basin in Canada and New York, the base of the

Paheozoic series is represented by less than 1000 feet of sand-

stones and dolomites, reposing directly upon the Laurentian
system. Avery different condition of things is, however, found
in the more central parts of the basin. According to Prof.

Rogers, the older Primal slates, which form the base of the pal-

ieozoic system, attain in Virginia a thickness of 1200 feet, and
are succeeded by 300 feet of Primal sandstone marked by ScoU-
Onis, which he considers the Potsdam, followed by the upper
Primal slates, consisting of 700 feet of greenish and brownish
taloo-argillaceous shales with fucoids. To these succeed h'\<
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Auroral division, consisting of sixty feet or more of calcareous
sandstone, the supposed equivalent of the Calciferous sandrock,
followed by the Auroral limestone, which is magnesian, and
often argillaceous and cherty in the upper beds. Its thickness
is estimated at from 2500 to 5500 feet, and it is supposed by
Rogers to include the Chazy and Black Eiver limestones, while
the succeeding Matinal division exhibits first, from SOO to 500
feet of limestone, (Trenton), secondly, 300 to 400 feet black
shale, (Utica), and thirdly, 1200 feet of shales with red slates and
conglomerates, (Hudson River Grroup), thus completing the Lower

. Saflford describes, (1st.) on the con-
lines of North Carolina, a great volume of gneissoid and mica-
ceous rocks similar to those of Pennsylvania, succeeded to the
west by (2nd.) the Ococee conglomerates and sandstones, with
argillites, chloritic, talcose and micaceous slates, and occasional

bands of limestone, all dipping, like the rocks of the 1st division,

to the S.E. In the 3d place we have the Chilhowee sandstones
and shales, several thousand feet in thickness, including near
the summit be<Is of sandstone with Scolithui, and considered by
Mr. Safford the equivalent of the Potsdam. (4th.) The Mag-
nesian limestone and shale group, also several thousand feet thick,

and divided into three parts ; first a series of fucoidal sandstones

approaching to slates and including bands of magnesian lime-

stone
; second, a group of many hundred feet of soft brownish,

greenish, and buff shales, with beds of blue oolitic limestone,

which as well as the shales, contain trilobites. Passing upward
these limestones become interstratified with the third sub-divis-

ion, consisting of heavy bedded
less sparrv and cherty near the

Knoxville" belong to this group, which with the 3d or Chilhowee
group is designated bv Mr. Safford as Cambrian, corresponding

to the Primal and Auroral of Rogers, or to the Potsdam or Cal-

ciferous sandrock, with the possible addition of the Chazy, being

equivalent to the great Magnesian limestone series of Prof. Swal-

low of Missouri. To these strata succeed Safford's 5th forma-

tion, consisting of limestones, the equivalents of the Black River,

Trenton and higher portions of the Lower Silurian.

In Eastern Canada we find a group of strata similar to those

described by Rogers and Safford, and distinguished by Sir Wil-

liam Logan as the Quebec group. It has for its base a series of

black and blue shales, often yielding roofing slatea succeeded by
grey sandstones and gi'eat beds of conglomerate, with dolomites

and pure limestones, often concretionary and having the charac-

ter of travertines. These are associated with beds of fossiliferous

limestones, and with slates containing compound graptolites, and
Ail. Jour Sci.-Second Sbhiks. Vol. XXXI, No. 93.-Mat, 186L
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I followed by a great thickness of red and green shales, often

gnesian, and overlaid by 2000 feet of green and red sandstone,

known as the Sillery sandstone, the whole from the bpse of the

conglomerate, having a thickness about 7000 feet. These red

and green shales resemble closely those at the top of the Hudson
Eiver group, and the succeeding sandstones are so much like

those of the Oneida and Medina formations, that the Quebec
group was for a long time regarded as belonging to the summit
of the Lower Silurian series, the more so by a great break and
upthrow to the S.E., the rocks of this group are made to overlap

the Hadson Eiver formation. "Sometimes it may overlie the

overturned Utica formation, and in Vermont, points of the over-

turned Trenton appear occasionally to emerge from beneath the

overlap,"* This great dislocation is traceable in a gently curving

line from near Lake Champlain to Quebec, passing just north

of the fortress ; thence it traverses the island of Orleans, leaving

a band of higher strata on the northern part of the island, and
after passing under the waters of the Gulf, again appears on the

main land about eighty miles from the extremity of Gaspd, where
on the north side of the break, we have as in the island of Or-

leans, a band of Utica or Hudson River strata. To the south
and east of this line the rocks of the Quebec group are arranged
in long, narrow, parallel, synclinal forms, with many overturn
dips. These synclinals are separated by dark gray and black
shales, with limestones, hitherto regarded as of the Hudson River
age, but which are perhaps the deep-sea equivalent of the

Potsdam.
The presence of conglomerates and sandstones, alternating

with great masses of fine shales, indicates a period of frequent
disturbances, with elevations and depressions of the ocean's bot-

tom, while the deposits of dolomite, magnesite, travertine and
highly metalliferous strata show the existence of shallow water,

lagoons and springs over a great area and for a long period be-

tween the formation of the upper and lower shales. We may
suppose that while the Potsdam sandstone was being deposited
along the shores of the great palajozoic ocean, the lower black
shales were accumulating in the deeper waters, after which an
elevation took place, and the magnesian strata were deposited,

followed by a subsidence during the period of the upper shales

and Sillery sandstones.

Associated with the magnesian strata at Point Levi and in

several other localities in the same horizon of the Quebec group,

an extensive fauna is found, of which 187 species are now
known, embracing more than 40 new species of graptolites,

which have been described by Mr. James Hail in the report of
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the Geological Survey of Canada for 1857, and thirty-six species
of trilobites described by Mr. Billings in the Canadian Naturalist
for August, 1860. These species are as yet distinct from any-
thing found in the Potsdam below or the Birdseye and Black
River above ; although the trilobites recall by their aspect those
found by Owen in the Lower Sandstone of the Mississippi.

Seven species alone out of this fauna have been identified Avith

those known in other formations, and of these one is Chazy,
while six belong to the Calciferous, to which latter horizon Mr.
Billings considers the Quebec group to belong. The Chazy has
not yet been identified in this region, unless indeed it be repre-

sented in some of the upper portions of the Quebec group. The
Calciferous sandrock is wanting along the north side of the St.

Lawrence valley from near Lake St. Peter to the Mingan Islands,

but at Lorette behind Quebec, at the foot of the Laurentides, the

Birdseye limestone is found reposing conformably upon the Pots-

dam sandstone.

It is not easy to find the exact horizon of the Potsdam sand-

stone among the black shales which underlie the Quebec
group. The Scoh'thiis of Rogers' Primal sandstone, and of the

summit of Safford's 3d or Chilhowee formation is identical with
that found in the quartz rock at the western base of the Greeu
^mountains, and figured by Mr. Hall in the 1st volume of the

Palosontology. It is however distinct from what has been
called Scolithus in the Potsdam of Canada. The value of this

fossil as a means of identification is diminished by the fact that

similar marks are found in sandstones of wery different ages.

Thus a ScolUhus very like that of the St. Lawrence valley occurs

in the sandstone of Lake Superior and in the Medina sandstone,

while in Western Scotland, according to Mr. Salter, the two
quartzite formations above and below the Lower Silurian lime-

stones of Chazy age are alike characterized by these tubular

markings, which are regarded by him as produced by annelids

or sea-worms. A¥e find however in shales which underlie the

Quebec group at Georgia in Vermont, trilobites which were

described by Mr. Hall in 1859 as belonging to the genus Olentis,

a recognized primordial type; he has since erected them into a
new g§nus. Again at Braintree in Eastern Massachusetts occur

the well known Paradoxyds in an argillaceous slate. These

latter fossils Mr. Hall suggests probably belong to the same hori-

zon as certain slaty beds in the Potsdam sandstone, or perhaps

even at the base oJF this formation. (Iiitroduction, page 9.) In

this connection we must recall the similar shales of Newfound-

land, in which Salter has recognized trilobites of the same genua.

These shales containing Paradoxyds, like those underlying the

Quebec group, thus appear to belong to the Primordial zone, and
are to be regarded as the equivalents of the Potsdam sandstone



which both in Lake Champlain and in the Mississippi valley is

characterized by primordial types. The intermingling of Pots-

dam and Calciferous forms to which we have already alluded,

lower rocks, which at the same time offer as yet no evidence (

any fauna lower than that of the Potsdam. So that we regard

the whole Quebec group with its underlying Primordial shales

as the greatly developed representative of the Potsdam and Cal-

ciferous (with perhaps the Chazy), and the true base of the Silu-

rian system.

The Quebec group with its underlying shales is no other than

the Taconic system of Emmons. Distinct in its lithological

characters from the Potsdam and Calciferous formations as devel-

oped on Lake Champlain, Mr. Emmons was led to regard these

strata as belonging to a lower or sub-Silurian group. We have

however shown that the palseontological evidence afforded by
this formation gives no support to such a view. To Mr. Em-
mons is however undoubtedly due the merit of having for a long

time maintained that the Taconic hills are composed of strata

inferior to the Trenton limestones, brought up into their present

position by a great dislocation, with an upthrow on the eastern

side. We would not object to the term Taconic if used as indi-.

eating a subdivision of the Lower Silurian series, but as the name
of a distinct and sub-Silurian system it can no longer be main-

tained. The Quebec group evidently increases in thickness as

we proceed toward the south, and the calcareous parts of the

formation are more developed. In 1859, I visited in company
with Mr. A. D. Hager the marble quarries of Eutland and Dor-

set, in Yermont. The latter occur in a remarkable synclinal

mountain of nearly horizontal strata of marble and dolomite,

capped by shales, and attaining a height of 2700 feet above the

railway station at its base. I then identified these marbles with

the limestones of the Quebec group, considering them to be beds

of chemically precipitated carbonate of lime or travertine, and

not limestones of organic origin.

The existence of great dislocations in the Appalachian chain

is amply illustrated in the sections of Prof. Rogers, and in those

given by Safford in Eastern Tennessee, where by the aid of

fossils it becomes comparatively easy to trace them. See the

Map accompanying his Geographical Reconnaisance of Tennessee,

1855; where the magnesian limestones of formation IV, are

shown to be not only brought up on the east against the Upper
Silurian and Devonian, but even to overlap the black shales at

the base of the Carboniferous system. It i

that as early as 1822, the idea of a great disk

.rkable t

&as l»i52, the idea ot a great dislocation of this i

ew York was maintained by Mr. D. H. Ban
hi.s Journal, Til.; description of Canaan

-18).
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To the southeast of this great fault in Canada we have as yet
no evidence of Lower Silurian strata higher than those of the
Quebec group. At the eastern base of the Green mountains, we
find limestones of upper Silurian and Devonian age reposing
unconformablj upon the altered strata of the Quebec group,
themselves also having undergone more or less alteration. Im-
mediately succeeding are the chiastolite and mica slates of Lake
St. Francis, which as we have long since stated are probably
also of Upper Silurian age.

The White mountains as we suggested in 1849, (this Journal,

[2], ix, 19), are probably, in part at least, of Devonian age, and
are the representatives of 7000 feet of Devonian sandstone ob-
served by Sir William Logan in Gaspe. Mr. J. P. Lesley ]

ntly, after an examination of the White mountains,
snown tnat they possess a synclinal structure, and has adduced
many reasons for regarding them as of Devonian age. (Amer.
Mining Journal, Jan. 1861, p. 99).

It will be seen from what has been previously said that we
look upon the 1st and 2d divisions described by Mr. Safford in

Eastern Tennessee, as corresponding to the hypozoic series of
Rogers and to the Gi'een mountain gneissic formation, which
instead of being beneath the Silurian series, is really a portion
of the Quebec group more or less metamorphosed, so that we
recognize nothing in New England or southeastern Canada
lower than the Silurian system, nor do we at present see any
evidence of older strata, such as Laurentian or Huronian, in any
part of the Appalachian chain. The general conclusions which
we have previously expressed with regard to the lithological,

chemical and mineral relations of the Green mountain rocks
remain unchanged. (This Journal [2], ix, 12).

The remarkable parallelism between the rocks of Western Scot-

land and Canada has already been shown in the existence of the

Laurentian, and Cambrian (Huronian) systems, overlaid by
quartzitcs containing Scolithus, to which succeed limestones con-

taining a numerous fauna, identified by Mr. Salter with that of

the Chazy limestone. These strata, with an eastward dip, are

covered by other quartzites and limestones, to which succeeds

the great gneissoid formation of the western Highlands, consist-

ing of feldspathic, chlorilic, micaceous, and talcose schists resem-

bling closely the gneissoid rocks of the Green mountains, and
including the chromiferous ophiolites of Perthshire, Banff and
the Shetland Isles.

This gneissoid series was by Prof Nicol suggested to be the older

or Laurentian gneiss brought up by a dislocation on the east of

the Silurian limestones, but Sir Roderick Murchison, with Messrs.

Ramsay and Harkness, has shown not only from the differences

in lithological character, but from actual sections, that the eastern
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gneissoid series is made up of altered strata newer than the Silu-

rian limestones.* Thus in geological structure and age, not less

than in lithological and mineralogical characters, the rocks of

the western Highlands are the counterparts of the Laurentian

and Silurian gneiss formations, as seen in the Laurentides and

Adirondacks, and in the Green mountains. The same parallel-

ism may be extended by Scandinavia, (where Kjerulf and Forbes

have shown much of the crystalline gneiss to be of Silurian age,)

marking as it would seem the outer edge of a vast Silurian basin,

which maybe followed in the other direction across the Atlantic

to the Gulf of Mexico. We also remark in Great Britain as in

America, that whereas the northern outcrop of the paleozoic

basin offers at its base only a series of quartzose sandstones re-

posing upon the Laurentian system and characterized by fucoids

and Scolithus, we find further"south in England an immense de-

velopment of shales, sandstones and conglomerates, which form

the base of the Silurian system and correspond to the Primordial

zone and the Quebec group.
We have said that upon Lake Huron and Superior the sand-

stones of the upper copper-bearing rocks are the equivalents of
the Quebec group. The clear exposition of the question by Mr.
J. D. Whitney in the Mining Journal for 1860 (p. 435) left

little more to be said, but the sections made last year by Mr.
Alex. Murray of the Canadian Geological Survey place the mat-
ter beyond all doubt. On Campment d'Ours,\a small island

near St. Joseph's, the sandstones of Sault St. Mary are seen re-

posing horizontally upon the upturned edges of the Huronian
rocks, and overlaid by limestones which contain in abundance
the fossils of the Black Eiver and Birdseve divisions. The only
fossil as yet found in these sandstones is a single Lingula from
near Sault St. Mary, which may be either of Potsdam or Chazy
age. The sandstones in question form the upper member of a

series of strata which on Lake Superior attain a thickness of

several thousand feet, and passing downwards we find a succes-

,
marls and argillaceous sandstones, interstrat-

ified with greenstone and amygdaloid, and followed by abou
2000 feet of bluish slates and sandstones, with cherty beds con-

tammg grains of anthracite, the whole underlaid by conglome-
rates, and reposing unconformably upon rocks of the Huronian
system. The presence of such slates is the more significant

from the occurrence already mentioned of fragments of green and
black slates in the coarse grained sand.-^tones^iear the base of the

Potsdam, at Hemmingford mountain, showing the existence of

argillaceous shales before the deposition of the quartzites of the

Potsdam
; these are more recent than the lowest shales of the

* Murchison, Quar. Jour. GeoL Society, vol. xv, 353 anfl xvi, 215.
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This Quebec group is of considerable i

much as it is the great metalliferous formation of North America.
To it belongs the gold which is found along the Appalachian
chain from Canada to Georgia, together with lead, zinc, coj)per,
silver, cobalt, nickel, chrome and titanium. I have long since

'sociation of the latter metals,

nth the ophiolites and magne-
ley are wanting in similar rocks
al, [2], xxvi. 237).
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period.

The metals of the Quebec group seem to have been originally

brought to the surface in watery solution, from which we con-
ceive them to have been separated by the reducing agency of
organic matter in the form of sulphurets, or in the native slate,

and mingled with the contemporaneous sediments, where they
occur in beds, in disseminated grains forming fahlbands, or as at

Acton, are the cementing material of conglomerates. During
the subsequent metamorphism of the strata these metallic mat-
ters being taken into solution by alkaline carbonates or sulphu-

rets, have been redeposited in fissures in the metalliferous strata,

forming veins, or ascending to higher beds, have given rise to

metalliferous veins in strata not themselves metalliferous. Such
we conceive to be in a few words the theory of metallic deposits;

they belong to a period when the primal sediments were yet

impregnated with metallic compounds which were soluble in the

permeating waters. The metals of the sedimentary rocks are

now however for the greater part in the form of insoluble sul-

phurets, so that we have only traces of them in a few mineral

springs, which serve to show "'the agencies once at work in the

sediments and waters of the earth's" crust. The present occur-

rence of these metals in waters which are alkaline from the

presence of carbonate of soda, is as we have elsewhere pointed

out, of great significance when taken in connection with the

metalliferous character of certain dolomites, which as we have

shown probably owe their origin to the action of similar alkaline

springs upon basins of sea water.

The intervention of intense heat, sublimation and similar hy-

potheses to explain the origin of metallic ores, we conceive to be

uncallcd'for. The solvent powers of solutions of alkaline car-
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bonates, chlorids and sulphurets at elevated temperatures, taken

in connection with the notions above enunciated, and with De
Senarmont's and Daubree's beautiful experiments on the crys-

tallization of certain mineral species in the moist way, will suffice

to form the basis of a satisfactory theory of metallic deposits.*

The sediments of the carboniferous period, like those of earlier

formations, exhibit towards the east a great amount of coarse

sediments, evidently derived from a wasting continent, and are

nearly destitute of calcareous beds. In Nova Scotia Sir William

Logan found by eareful measurement, 14,000 feet of carbonifer-

ous strata; and Professor Rogers gives their thickness in Penn-

sylvania as 8000 feet, including at the base 1400 feet of conglome-

rate, which disappears before reaching the Mississippi. In Mis-

souri Prof Swallow finds but 640 feet of carboniferous strata,

and in Iowa their thickness is still less, the sediments composing

them being at the same time of finer materials. In fact, as Mr.

Hall remarks, throughout the whole palaeozoic period we observe

a greater accumulation and a coarser character of sediments

along the line of the Appalachian chain, with a gradual thinning

westward, and a deposition of finer and farther transported

matter in that direction. To the west, as this shore-derived

material diminishes in volume, the amount of calcareous matter

rapidly augments. Mr. Hall concludes therefore that the coal-

measure sediments were driven westward into an ocean, where
there already existed a marine fauna. At length, the marine
limestones predominating, the coal measures come to be of little

importance, and we have a great limestone formation of marine
origin, which in the Rocky Mountains and New Mexico occupies

the horizon of the coal, and itself unaltered, rests on crystalline

strata like those of the Appalachian range. In truth, Mr. Hall

observes, the carboniferous limestone is one of the most extensive

marine formations of the continent, and is characterized over a

much greater area by its marine fauna than by its terrestrial

" The accumulations of the coal period were the las* that gave
form and contour to the eastern side of our continent, from the

Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico : and as we have
shown that the great sedimentary deposits of successive periods

have followed essentially the same course, parallel to the moun-
. tain ranges, we naturally inquire : What influence this accumu-
lation has had upon the topography of our country, and whether
the present line ot mountain elevation from northeast and south-

west is in any way connected with the original accumulation of

sediments?" ffaWs Introduction, p. m.
The total thickness of the palaeozoic strata along the Appala-

chian chain is about 40,000 feet, while the same formations in
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the Mississippi valley, including the carboniferous limestone,
which is wanting in the east, have, accordiog to Mr. Hall, a
thickness of scarce 4000 feet* In many places in this valley
we find the Silurian formations exposed, exhibiting hills of 1000
feet, made of horizontal strata, with the Potsdam sandstone for

their base, and capped by the Niagara limestone, while the same
strata in the Appalachians Avould give them ten to sixteen times
that thickness. Still, as Mr. Hall remarks, we have there no
mountains of corresponding altitude, that is to say, none whose
height, like those of the Mississippi valley, equals the actual

there has been little or no disturbance, and the highest eleva-

tions mark essentially the aggregate thickness of the strata com-
prising them. In the disturbed regions of the east on the con-

thickness are included in the mountains, the height of these is

never equal to the aggregate amount of the formations. " We
thus find that in a country not mountainous, the elevations cor-

country, where the strata are immensely thicker, the mountain
heights bear no comparative })ro})ortion"^ to the thickness of the
strata." " While the horizontal strata give their whole elevation

to the highest parts of the plain, we find the same beds folded

and contorted in the mountain region, and giving to the moun-
tain elevations not one-sixth of their actual measurement.*'

Both in the east and west, the valleys exhibit the lower strata

of the paleozoic series, and it is evident that had the eastern

region been elevated without folding of the strata, so as to make
the base of the .series correspond nearly with the sea level, as in

the Mississippi valley, the mountains exposed between these

valleys, and including the whole pah^ozoic series, would have
a height of 40,000 feet; so that the mountains evidently corres-

pond to depressions of the surflice, which have carried down the

bottom rocks below the level at which we meet them in the val-

leys. In other words the synclinal structure of these mountains

depend^-upon an actual subsidence of the strata along certain

We have been taught to believe that mountains are produced
by uj)heaval, folding and plication of the .strata, and that from

some unexplained cause these lines of elevation extend along

Vol. XXXI, No. S
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certain directions, gradually dying out on either side, and sub-

siding at the extremities. We have, however, here shown that

the line of the Appalachian chain is the line of the greatest

accumulation of sediments, and this great mountain barrier is

due to original deposition of materials, and not to any subsequent

forces breaking up or disturbing the strata of which it is com-

posed."

We have given Mr. Hall's reasoning on this subject, for the

most part in his own words, and with some detail, for we con-

ceive that the views which he is here urging are of the highest

importance to a correct understanding of the theory of mountains.

In the last volume of this Journal ([2], xxx, li^7,) will be found

an allusion to the rival theories of upheaval and accumulation

as applied to volcanic mountains, the discussion between which
we conceive to be settled in favor of the latter theory by the

reasonings and observations of Constant-Prevost, Scrope and
Lyell A similar view applied to mountain chains like those of

the Alps, Pyrennees and Alleghanies, which are made up of

aqueous sediments, has been imposed upon the world by the

authority of Humboldt, Von Buch and Elie de Beaumont, with
scarcely a protest. Buffon, it is true, when he explained the

formations of continents by the slow accumulation of detritus

beneath the ocean, conceived that the irregular action of the

water would give rise to great banks or ridges of sediments,

which when raised above the waves must assume the form of

mountains, and later, in 1832, we find De Montlosier protesting

against the elevation hypothesis of Von Buch, and maintaining
that the great mountain chains of Europe are but the remnants
of continental elevations which have been cut away hj denuda-
tion, and that the foldings and inversions to be met with in the

structure of mountains are to be looked upon only as local and
accidental.

In 1856, Mr. J. P. Lesley published a little volume entitled Coal

and its Topography, (12mo, pp. 224), in the second part of which
he has in a few brilliant and profound chapters discussed tlie

principles of topographical science with the pen of a master.

Here he tells us that the mountain lies at the base of all topo-

graphical geology. Continents are but congeries of mountains,

or rather the latter are but fragments of continents, separated by
valleys which represent the absence or removal of mountain
land (p. 126); and again "mountains terminate where the rocks

thin out." (p. 144.)

The arrangeruent of the sedimentary strata of which m«Min-

tains are composed may be either horizontal, synclmal, anticlinal

or vertical, but from the greater action of diluvial forces up<ui

anticlinala in disturbed strata it results that great mountain
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chains are generally synclinal in their structure, being in fact
but fragments of the upper portion of the earth's crust, lying in
synclinals, and thus preserved from the destruction and transla-
tion which has exposed the lower strata in the anticlinal valleys,
leaving the intermediate mountains capped with lower strata.

The effects of those great and mysterious denuding forces which
have so powerfully modified the surface of the globe become
less apparent as we approach the equatorial regions, and accord-
ingly we find that in the southern portion of the Appalachian

y of the anticlinal folds have escaped erosion, and
hills of an anticlinal structure. The same thing isappear as hills of an anticlinal structure.

thus Sutton mountain in

nai valleys, has an anticlinal

ts opposite slopes. Its form
als, the middle of which has

onally met with further

Canada, lying between two an
centre, with two synclinals c

appears to result from three antic!

to a great extent escaped denudat:

The error of the prevailing ideas upon the nature of moun-
tain chains may be traced to the notion that the disturbed con-
dition of the strata was not only essential to the structure of a

mountain, but an evidence of its having been formed by local

upheaval, and the great merit of De Montlosier and Lesley, (the

latter altogether independently,) is to have seen that the up-
heaval has been in all cases not local but continental, and that

the disturbance so often seen in the strata is neither dependent
essential to the formation of a mountain.

TrThe synclinal structure of portions of the Alps, previously ob-

served by Studer and others, has been beautifully illustrated by
Euskin in the fourth volume of his Modern Painters, and in a late

review of Alpine geology we have endeavored to show that the

Alps, as a whole, have likewise a synclinal structure. (Amer.
Jour. Science, xxix, 118.)

Such was the state of the question when Mr. Hall came for-

ward, bringing his great knowledge of the sedimentary forma-

tions of North America to bear upon the theory of continents

and mountains. These were first advanced in his address de-

livered before the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, as its president, at Montreal in August, 1857. This

address was never published, but the author's views were

brought forward in the first volume of his Report on the Geology

of Iowa, p. 41, and with more detail in the introduction to the

third volume of his Palaeontology of New York, from which we
have taken the abstract already given. He has shown that

the difference between the geographical features of the eastern

and central parts of North America is directly connected with

the greater accuinulation of sediment along the Appalachians.

He has further shown that so far from local elevation being con-

cerned in the formation of these mountains, the strata which
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form their base are to be found beneatb tbeir foundations at a

much lower horizon than in the undisturbed hills of the Missis-

sippi valley, and that to this depression, chiefly, is due the fact

that the mountains of the Appalachian range do not, like those

hills, exhibit in their vertical height above the sea the whole

accumulated thickness of the palseozoic strata which lie buried

beneath their summits.
Mr. Hall has made a beautiful application of these views to

explain the fact of the height of the Green mountains over the

Laurentides, and of the White mountains over the former, by
remarking that we have successively the Lower and Upper Si-

lurian strata superimposed on those of the Laurentian system.

The same thing is strikingly shown in the fact that the higher

mountain chains of the globe are composed of newer formations,

and that the summits of the Alps are probably altered sediments

of tertiary age. (This Journal, xxix, 118.)

The lines of mountain elevation of De Beaumont are according

to Hall, simply those of original accumulations, which took place

along current or shore lines, and have subsequentl}-, by conti-

nental elevations, produced mountain chains. They were not

then due to a later action upon the earth's crust, " but the course

of the chain and the source of the materials were predetermined

by forces in operation long anterior to the existence of the

mountains or of the continent of which they form a part." p. 86.

It will be seen from what we have said of Buffon, De Montlo-

sier and Lesley that many of the views of Mr. Hall are not new
but old ; it was, however, reserved to him to complete the theory

and give to the world a rational system of orographic geology.

He modestly says, "I believe I have controverted no established

fa-t or principle beyond that of denying an influence of local

elevating forces, and the intrusion of ancient or plutonic forma-

tions beneath the lines of mountains, as ordinarily understood

and advocated. In this I believe I am only going back to the

views which were long since entertained by geologists relative

to continental elevations." p. 82.

The nature of the pakeozoic sediments of North America
clearly show that they were accumulated during a slow pro-

gressive subsidence of the ocean's bed, lasting through the palae-

ozoic period, and this subsidence which would be greatest along

the line of greatest accumulation, was doubtless, as Mr. Hall

considers, connected with the transfer of sediment and the vari-

ations of local pressure acting upon the yielding crust of the

earth, agreeably to the view of Sir John lierschel. The subsi-

dence of the ocean's bottom would, according to Mr. Hall, cause

plications in the soft and yielding strata. Lyell had already in

speculating upon the result^; of a cooling and contracting ?-" ^^
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molten matter, such as he imagined might have once underlaid
the Appalachians, suggested that the incumbent flexible strata,

collapsing in obedience to gravity would be forced, if this con-
traction took place along narrow and parallel zones of country,
to fold into a smaller space as they conformed to the circumfer-
ence of a smaller arc, " thus enabling the force of gravity, though
originally exerted vertically, to bend and squeeze the rocks as

if they had been subjected to lateral pressure.*

Admitting thus Herschel's theory of subsidence and Lyelfsof
plication, Mr. Hall proceeds to inquire into the great system of
foldings presented by the Appalachians. The sinking along the

line of greatest accumulation produces a vast synclinal, which is

that of the mountain ranges, and the result of such a sinking of
flexible beds will be the production within the greater synchnal
of numerous smaller synclinal and anticlinal axes, which must
gradually decline toward the margin of the great synclinal axis.

This process the author observes appears to furnish a satisfactory

explanation of the ditference of slope on the two sides of the

Appalachian anticlinals, where the dips on one side are uniformly
steeper than on the other, p. 71.

An important question here arises, which is this;—while ad-

mitting with Lyell and Hall that parallel foldings may be the

result of the subsidence which accompanied the deposition of the

Appalachian sediments, we inquire whether the cause is ade-

quate to produce these vast and repeated flexures, presented by
the Alleghanies. Mr. Billings in a recent paper in the Canadian
NaluraUst (Jan. 1860), has endeavored to show that the foldings

thus produced must be insignificant when compared with the

great undulations of strata, whose origin Prof Rogers has en-

deavored to explain by his theory of earthquake waves propa-

gated through the igneous fluid mass of the globe, and rolling

up the flexible crust. We shall not stop to discuss this theory,

but call attention to another agency hitherto overlooked, which

must also cause contraction and folding of the strata, and to

wiijch we have already alluded (Am. Jour. Sci. [2], xxx, 138).

It is the condensation which must take place when porous sedi-

ments are converted into crystalline rocks like gneiss and mica

slate, and still more when the elements of these sediments are

changed into minerals of high specific gravity, such as pyroxene,

garnet, epidote, staurotide, chaistolite and chloritoid. This con-

traction can only take place when the sediments have become

deeply buried and are undergoing metamorphism, and is, as

many" attendant phenomena indicate, connected with a softened

and yielding condition of the lower strata.

We have now in this connection to consider the hypothesis

which ascribes the corrugation of portions of the earth's crust to
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the gradual contraction of the interior. An able discussion of

this view will be found in the American Journal of Science [2]

iii, 176, from the pen of Mr. J. D. Dana, who, in common with

all others who have hitherto written on the subject, adopts the

notion of the igneous fluidity of the earth's interior.

We have however elsewhere given our reasons for accepting

the conclusion of Hopkins and Hennessy that the earth, instead

of being a liquid mass covered with a thin crust, is essentially

solid to a great depth, if not indeed to the centre, so that the

volcanic and igneous phenomena generally ascribed

nucleus have their seat as Keferstein and after him Sir John
Herschel long since suggested, not in the anhydrous solid un-

stratified nucleus, but in the deeply buried layers of aqueous

sediments which, permeated with water, and raised to a high

temperature, become reduced to a state of more ol^less complete

igneo-aqueous fusion. So that beneath the outer crast of sedi-

ments, and surrounding the solid nucleus w^e may suppose a zone

of plastic sedimentary material, adequate to explain all the phe-

nomena hitherto ascribed to a fluid nucleus. (Quar. Jour. Geol.

Society, Nov. 1859. Canadian Naturalist, Dec. 1859, and Araer.

Jour.Sci. [2,] XXX, 136).

This hypothesis, as we have endeavored to show, is not only
completely conformable with what we know of the behavior of

aqueous sediments impregnated with water and exposed to a high
temperature, but offers a ready explanation of all of the phe-

nomena of volcanos and igneous rocks, while avoiding the many
difficulties which beset the hypothesis of a nuclens in a state of

igneous fluidity. At the same time any changes in volume
resulting from the contraction of the nucleus would affect the

outer crust through the medium of the more or less plastic zone
of sediments, precisely as if the whole interior of the globe were

The accumulation of a great thickness of sediment along a giv-

en line would by destroying the equilibrium of pressure cause

the somewhat flexible crust to subside; the lower strata becom-
ing altered by the ascending heat of the nucleus would crystal-

lize and contract, and plications would thus be determined paral-

lel to the line of deposition. These foldings, not less than the

softening of the bottom strata, establish lines of weakness or of

least resistance in the earth's crust, and thus determine the con-

traction which results from the cooling of the globe to exhibit

itself in those regions and along those lines where the ocean's

bed is subsiding beneath the accumulating sediments. Hence
we conceive that the subsidence invoked by Mr. Hall, although

not the sole nor even the principle cause of the corrugations of

the strata, is the one which determines their position and direc-

tion, by making the effects produced by the contraction, not only
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of sediments, but of the eartli's nucleus itself, to be exerted along
4i,« !;.,„„ „f *„„*. accumulation.lines of gr<

t will readil that the lateral pressure which is brought
IV uear upon the strata of an elongated basin by the contraction
of the globe, would cause the folds 6n either side to incline to
the margin of the basin, and hence we find along the Appala-
chians, which occupy the western side of such a great synclinal,
"' ' "

urn dips or folded flexures, and the

! to the westward, so that the general
uip oi me siraia is to tne centre of the basin, on the other side
of which we might expect to find the reverse order of dips pre-

vailing. The apparent exceptions to this order of upthrows to
the southeast in the Appalachians appear to be due to small
downthrows to the southeast, parallel to and immediately to the
northwest of great upheavals in the same direction.

Mr. Hall adopts the theory of metamorphism which we have
expounded in the pages of this Journal and in the paper just
quoted above, (see also Am. Jour. Sci. [2,] xxv, 287, 435, xxx,
135), which has received a strong confirmation from the late re-

searches of Daubree. According to this view, which is essen-
tially that put forward by Herschel and Babbage, these changes
have been effected in deeply buried sediments by chemical reac-

tions, which we have endeavored to explain, so that metamorph-
ism, like folding, takes place along the lines of great accumula-
tion. The appearance at the surface of the altered strata is the
evidence of a considerable denudation. It is probable that the
gneissic rocks of Lower Silurian age in North America were at

the time of their crystallization overlaid by the whole of the

palaeozoic strata, while the metamorphism of carboniferous strata

in eastern New England points to the former existence of great

deposits of newer and overlying deposits, which were subse-

quently swept away.
On the subject of igneous rocks and volcanic phenomena, Mr,

Hall insists upon the principles which we were, so for as we
know, the first to point out, namely their connection with great

accumulations of sediment, and of active volcanos with the newer
deposits. We have elsewhere said :

" the volcanic phenomena
of the present day appear, so far as we are aware, to be con-

fined to regions of newer secondary and tertiary deposits, which
We may suppose the central heat to be still penetrating, (as shown
by Mr. Babbage), a process which has long since ceased in the

palaeozoic regions." To the accumulation of sediments then we
referred both modern volcanos and ancient plutonic rocks ; these

latter, like lavas, we regard in all cases as but altered and dis-

placed sediments, for wliich reason we have called them exotic

rocks. (Am. Jour. Sci. [2,] xxx, 133). Mr. Hall reiterates these
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views, and calls attention moreover to the fact that the greatest

outbursts of igneous rock in the various formations appear to be

in all cases connected with rapid accumulation over limited areas,

causing perhaps disruptions of the crust, through which the semi-

fluid stratum may have risen to the surfoce. He cites in this

connection the traps with the pala?ozoic sandstones of Lake Su-

peiior, and with tlie mesozoic sandstones of Nova Scotia and the

Connecticut and Hudson valleys.

It may sometimes happen that the displaced and liquified sub-

stratum will find vent, not along the line of greatest accumula-

tion, but along the outskirts of the basin. Thus in eastern Can-

ada it is not along the chain of the Notre Dame mountains, but

on the northwest side of it that we meet with the great outbursts

of trachyte and dolerite, whose composition and distribution we
have elsewhere described. (Report of Geological Survey for

1858. and Am. Jour. Science, [2,] xxix,' 285).

The North American continent, from the grand simplicity of

its geological structure, and from the absence, over great areas,

of the more recent formations, offers peculiar facilities for the

solution of some of the great problems of geology ; and we can-

not finish tins article without congratulating ourselves upon the

great progress in this direction which has been made within the

last few years by the labors of ximerican geologists.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCl
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

On R-fichiion.—ln the year 1850. Prof. Faraday direr

antly pa..ing fi

i Physics, pp. S7i
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•n words as follows: If to a n

mding to change its form be applied, there will be a c

of pressures applied to particular parts—liquefaction c

rts through the lowering of the melting-points by pr

t" the cold {sic) by which the so melted portions had h

n state—dispersion of the water so produced i

I by the cold previ-

ously evolved, of the water on its being relieved from this pressure:

the cycle of operations will then begin again ; for the parts re-congealed,

after liaving been melted, must in their turn, through the yielding of other
parts, receive pressures from the applied forces, thereby to be again lique-

fied and to proceed through successive operations as before. This theory
certainly appears to be tenable in the case of glaciers, or wherever great

pressures are applied, as in the moulding of ice under a hydrostatic press,

tact between small masses of ice. Moreover Faraday has shown that

pressure is not necessary in regelation. Of the numerous experiments
which he has instituted the following appears to us the most convincing.

Two round cakes of ice, convex upon the upper surfaces, are placed in water
of ordinary temperature and then sunk beneath the surface by little weights
of wax or spermaceti. Two such pieces of ice touching each other gently

at a single point freeze together. In this case no sensible capillary action

takes place in consequence of the figures of the masses of ice. Faraday

nor with glacial acetic acid, or saline bodies. He considers the phenome-

2. On the changes produced in the position of the fixed lines in the spec-

trinn of htjponitric acid by changes in density.—Weiss has found by ac-

trura of hyponitric acid diminishes as the density of the gas increases.

The measurements were made with an Oertling's circle reading directly

to two seconds of arc and, by a filar micrometer in the ocular, to a single

second. The same phenomenon occurs with the spectrum of chlorophyll.

The stronger the extract in ether the less is the distance of the absorptioa

bands. Thus the absorption-band in the red in the case of a strong

extract corresponds quite well with Fraunhofer's line C ; in the case of a

weak extract it stands at some distance fi'om it. The other absorption-

bands in this spectrum undergo similar dislocations.

These changes in the distances of the dark lines are very sensible even

itrum of Ijypouitric acid, when i

e considerable

;

3 gas are considerable ; they are not however equal 1

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of

t Royal Society Proceedings, vol x, p.

JouB. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.-Mat,

April 19th, 1868.
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The cause of these dislocations is to be sought, according to Weiss, in

a one-sided absorption which each line undergoes toward the violet end

of the spectrum, when the density of the body is increased. This is shown

by direct observations and comparisons with the solar spectrum as well as

by numerous measurements. There is no specific absorption upon both

sides of each line, but only an absorption upon the side of the line which

lies toward the violet end of the spectrum. In this manner the bands

become broader and the distance between them less. The author has ob-

served similar changes in the breadth of Fraunhofer's lines at sunset. In

this case also the absorption was only upon one side. From this it appears

that tlie lines of hyponitric acid cannot be used as standards in determin-

ations nf indices, &c.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxii, p. 153, Jan. 1861. w. o.

3. Note on Dr. J. LeConte's Paper {on the influence of Musical

Soirnds on the flame of a jet of Coal Gas, [This Jour. [2], xxv, 62]), tmth

an experiment by Dr. Charles Sondhaim, Director of the Realschule of

Noisse, (in a letter to Dr. William Sharswood).—'^ The observation of

your fiiend Dr. LeConte is very interesting, although I must beg leave to

differ from his theory of " molecular cohesion," or attraction between the

particlef> of an aeriform body, particularly at the higli temperature of iianie.

Such an hypothesis, however, seems to me unnecessary as an explanation

of the phenotnenon ; nor does this theory demonstrate tliat tlie gas-flarae

is a body different from air :—in which case the flame would be removed
from the external tendency to oscillation, and by its own oscillation would
even bring the surrounding air or gas column into a state of fluctuation

and singing, as in the case of the chemical harmonicon.
Thus a flame operates to surround and hold together the gas column

as a separate body. This becomes quite evident from the following ex-

periment Avhich I have devised.

]_
I employ a glass tube of the following

^
'

^ form, fig. 1, or fig. 2, which is open at both

^ ^ ends. Half of the opening (c), is placed
""^

dose to a small flame of an alcohol lamp,

\ /-, ^'^^ ' *'''' ^'^^ ^"^"^'^ fi''^^^ ^^ (")' ^ ^'^''
!— ^ ^^d slow current of air, when there is produced

^^-Ok ^ '^^''' whistling tone, the pitch of which isQ governed by the dimensions of the appara-

ide, and the diameter o^ the cylinder w spherical enlargement (6, c),

If we blow a current of air through such a glass tube, without employ-

ig the flame as above, there will be produced only a roaring sound, in

hich there is perceived a tendency to the production of such a tone."

Note by Dr. Sharswood.—To those physieists, who may be inclined

D take up the investigation of singing flaines, etc., I would suggest,

hat, the phenomena n»ay be most conveniently produced, by sounding

wo imperfect intervals iq unison, on the flageolet. By two imperfect
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I subjoin a list of the contributions to Acoustics by Dr. Sondhauss.
They have been mostly published as Programmes, and are therefore not
generally accessible in this countrv.*

4. Color of Blood Globules.—Editorial Note to Dr. Reuhens paper, p.
328.—With regard to the color of single blood globules, it must be ad-
mitted tliat when individual blood globules are viewed under a magnify-
ing power of from 600 to 800 diam., they certainly appear colored dis-

tinctly yellow, and not red. If now one or two plates of cobalt glass be
placed under the stage, or over the eye-piece, the blooii globules by virtue

of their yellow tint, actually do cut off much of this blue liglit, probably

the genera! field; their tint at first sight seems simply dark giey, atten-

tive examination shows it to be dark bluish-green.

Compare also Herschel on the chango of tint by an increase of thick-

ness. Herschel on Light, Sect. 4 Do.

In the 8th No. of the Allgemeine Encyklopcedie der Phi/sik, (Dec.

1860), Helmholtz details some observations of Purkiiije on this subject,

which agree with those of Prof. Wm. B. Rogers already published in"this

ance(seen with the naked eye,) to the flow of blood globules or to some
other cause. He adds, "If this appearance has actually a connection

with the circulation of the blood, we can admit at the most only, that

single lymph corpuscles rich in tat and passing through some of the

larger vessels, become visible in this manner."
5. Subjective Optical Phenomena.—In the London and Edinburgh Phil,

Magazine, Jan. 1861, Sir David Brewster gives a short account of some
optical experiments of a subjective nature. A blackened card provided

with slits was moved rapidly before a circular aperture in the window
shutter of a dark room ; the aperture appearetl then colored; reckoning

from the centre, white or bluish, darker blue, white, dark ring, white,

greenish yellow, reddish. It is unfortunate that neither he nor other

observers "have detailed the rates of motion they communicated to the

slits, so as to render a comparison of observations possible, I infer from

than those employed by me. See No. 00 of this Journal, 1860.

He found also when the luminous impressions succeeded each other at

a certain (long or short?) interval, that a hexagonal pattern was plainly

visible. Compare a similar observation of Fnrkinjef nnder the same

circumstances. Streams of moving particles have also been observed,

and have been ascribed by Vierordt, to the blood circulation in the retina,

becoming momentarily visible.f I have often caught distinct glimpses

of this appearance. o. >•. e.

* (1.) Ueber die Schallschwingungen der Luft in erliitzten Glassroliorn und m

—Jahresbericht K. Kath. Gymnasiums' Breslau, 1850. pp. 3-37.

(in.) Ueber die beiin Austromen der Liift entstehenden Tone.—Programme der

Realschule zu N'eisse, 1853, pp. 1-31, reprinted m Ann. ch. u. Pii xci, p. 129. et iivfra.

""i^PhjsTohffiSe bptik, by H. Helmholtz, 1860, page 381.
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G. On some illusions, and other phenomena, attendant on vision through

colored media ; by Simon Newcomb.—(1.) Let one put a red glass over

the right eye, pressing it in so closely that little or r

igh the glass, hold a green or blin

ind thus look at surrounding objects in general

the eye except through the glass, hold a green or blue one over the left

suiting from observation through colored

iation, because, the r

for a few minutes. On removing the glass he will find that white objects

will appear greenish when observed with the right eye alone, and reddish,

or tinged with orange, when viewed with the left eye alone.

judgment ; the term illusion (or error) of sensation, being applied to the

case in which the impression actually conveyed to the mind is different

from that ordinarily conveyed by the same exciting cause; and the term
illusion or error of judgment to the case in which the mind forms an
erroneous opinion respecting the nature of the impession. We are fre-

quently, though not always, able to refer an observed illusion to one or

the other of these two classes. Thus, in the case of the apparent enlarge-

irient of the celestial bodies when near the horizon, it is well known that

; that the r

IS judgmei

. which judges being

I respecting a sen-

. I respecting a similar sensation
by the other. The glasses may be held so that it will be

impossible for the observer to say which eye is covered by the red glass
and which by the green one ; yet on removing the glasses he can speed-
ily solve the question by shutting the eyes alternately. "

This phenomenon may be accounted for on the general principle that
the increase of sensibility of the eye when placed for some time in dark-
ness takes place independently with respect to the several colors of light;
60 that an eye from which all t' —
sitive to red light with equal
admitted or excluded.

[This is analogous to the experiment of Count Schoffgotseh. His
diploscope consists of a rotating disc painted half green, half red, and is

observed through two tubes held before the two eyes. One eye becomes
fatigued by the green light, the other by the red ; 'if now the d'isc is set in
rotation, the first eye sees only red, the other only green light. (See Eisen-
lohr, Physik, p. 327.)]

.
b h

\

2. The two following experiments illustrate very finely the doctrine of
corresponding retina points, and the inability of the eye to distinguish the
organ by which observed sensation is conveyed.

With the glasses arranged as already mentioned look at a piece of
white paper, having on it two spots, one of a very bright red, and the
other of a very bright and pure green or greenish bine. If the left eye be
closed the green spot will appear entirely black, while the red spot will
appear so nearly of the general color of the paper as to be scarcely visible,
and will not present the faintest indication of being red. If the right eye
be closed the red spot will seem black, and the green spot will appear of
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tlie color of the paper ; but if both eyes be open, the spots will both ap-

Under the same circumstances look at a white spot of paper with a sin-

gle black spot on it. The spot will of course appear black, while the
paper will be of those uncertain, mixed and ever varying shades which
we know to be the result of looking at white objects in this manner.
But, let the paper be now brought so close to the eye that two images of

the spot may be seen. Instead of one or both images seeming black, that

which corresponds to the black image as seen through the red glass will

expect ~ — - ••
™'"'

phrases, let I represent the
j

of the spot falls, and I' the corresponding
^

i' represent the portion of the retina of the left eye on which the image
falls, and J the corresponding portion of the right retina. Call E and
E' all those portions of the respective retinas except L-fl, and J-f-J'.

Then the mind can make no distinction between the impression coDTeyed
by L, and that conveyed by L', and so of the other portions. From the

arrangement of the glasses we have

On E red light, on E' green light; result, an uncertain white.

On I darkness, on I' green light ; result, green.

On J red light, on J' darkness ; result, red.

These results correspond with the observed phenomena. It will l>e ob-
served that the greenness of the apparent image of the spot seen by the
right eye proceeds from the green light which falls on the corresponding
point of the left eye, where it is not neutralized by the red light of the
right eye. The result of the previous experiment is to be explained in a
similar manner. [Compare Dove's experiment of looking at a green

pattern on a red ground through red and green glasses. This vol., p. 109].

3. Suppose now that the green glass is removed, the eyes still observing

a double image. It might then be supposed that the red image would
preserve its color, since the nature of the light falling on the portions J,

J', of the retinas is not changed ; and that the other image would lose all

coloration, since it is now produced by white light on the one retina and
darkness on the other. But the real result will be singularly the con-

verse of this. The first image will lose nearly every trace of red, appear-

ing almost perfectly black, wliile the second one will preserve its apparent

greenness in all its brilliantly, though not a particle of green light (except

Vkhat helps to form white,) can reach either eye 1 Vice versa, if the red

glass be removed, the green image will change to black, while the red

[J^o. 3 may be explained by the well kno

belongs to the left eye, and vice vei-sa ; also that a I

aredi

Chemistrt.—
7. Researches on the mutual relations of the Equivalents.—^\i]\ this

title J. S. Stas has communicated the results of a ten years' laborious

investigation, devoted specially to the examination of Front's ofteu dis-
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cussed hypothesis. The memoir in question is one of extraordinary

thoroughness and detail, which requires to be carefully studied, and

do3.s not admit of an abstract. Full details are given of the balances

employed, of the methods of purification and analysis made use of; of the

vessels used and the changes which they undergo; in short of all the

precautions required to render the results as free as possible from errors

The result of this immense and conscientious labor is that there is no

common divisor for the equivalents of the elements. In his own words,

the autlior has attained " the full conviction, and so far as is humanly

possible the perfect certainty, that Front's law, together with the modifi-

cations introduced by Dumas, is nothing but a deception, a pure hy-

The equivalents deduced by Stas are as follows:

Potassium, 39-154 from the decomposition of the chlorate.

Sodium, 23-05

103-45 from the synthesis of the sulphate.

Berzelius found for potassium 39*150; Pelouze 39-15G, and Marignac
19-1 ti 1. By comparing the equivalents of ammonium and nitrogen in thi

able it will be seen that the clifFerence is 4-02 instead of 4-00. As th(

quivalent of nitrogen was deduced from the synthesis of nitrate of silver

probable, and proposes to institute a new investigation of the composition

of water.—Recherckes sur les rapports reciprociques cles poids atomiques,

BruT. 1860, quoted in Jour,fur prakt. Chemie, 29, p. 65, No. 2, 1861.

8. On the polyatomic bases of the nitrogen, phosphorus and arsenic

series.—A. W. Hofmann has given some general views on the structure

of the ammonia-derivatives which will serve as a useful guide in the study

of the immense number and variety of new bases with which he has

enriched the science. When dibromid of ethylene CJIJ^y.^ reacts with

a monamin, as for example with ammonia, either one or two molecules

of the latter are fixed and there result two series of salts, one of which is

monatoraic and the other diatomic, and the composition of which is ex-

pressed in the following formulas

:

I. Diatomic series. II. Mnnatomic series.

S(C4H4)«

Il6N2]"Br2 ) [(C4H4Br) HsNJBr 1
(C4H4)"2n;>fi]"Br2 f r(C4H4Br)jH-2NlBr I Bromethyl
(C4H4)".H.N-2]"Br.

\

Etl^y^«ne bases-jj^^
j^^^,.53jj ^.jg,.

V
^^^^^^

(C4H4)"4 N2]"BraJ [{C4n4Br)4 N]Brj

In the salts of the second series bromine may be eliminated either

wholly or partially as bromhydric acid, formed either at tJio expense of

water present—in which case the atomic group HOj replaces bromine

—
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formulated as follows:

in. Oxetliyl bases. IV. Vinyl bases.

[(C4H4HO2) e.NjBr r(C4H3) IIsNlBr
. [(C4H4H02)jH5N]Br

'

|(C4H3)2H2NlBr
l(C4H4HO.)3H N]Br l(C4U3)3H N Br
[(C4H4HOa)4 NJBr [(C4H3)4 N]Br

From this it appears that the action of dibromid of ethylene upon am-
monia produces sixteen bases, independently of intermediate and secondary

and tertiary raonamins, the first class giving twelve, the second eight, and
the third four bases. The author obtained the clearest expression of his

theoretical views by operating upon triethylarnin, triethylphosphin and
triethylarsen. When these alkaloids are treated with dibromid of ethy-

lene the following three groups of compounds are formed :

[(C4H4)"(GrH3).N2]"Br2. [(C4H4)"(C4H3)€P2]"Br2. [(C4H4)"(C4H3)6As2]"Br2

II, Bromoelhyl-triethylized salts.

[(C4H4BrXC4H5)GN]Br. [(C4H4Br)iC4H3):P]Br. [(C4E4BrXC4H5)3As]Br

III. Oxethyl-trieihylizcd salts.

[{C4H302XC4H5)3N]Br. [(C4H302)(C4H5)3P]Br. [(C4H50i)(C4H5}3As]Br

IV. VimjUriethylized salts.

[(C4H3)(CrH5)3]s']Br. [(C4E3)(C4U3)3P]Br. [(C4H3XC4H5)3A9]Br

The bodies belonging to the second group, in the presence of other sub-

stances, yield vftvy elegant reactions. Treatment with monamines, mono-
pliosphines, and monarsines transform them into an ine.xljanstibie group
of diammonium, diphosphonium, and diarsonium compounds on the one

hand, and of pliosammonium, phospharsonium, and arsammonium salts on

the other. Polyatomic bases of a higher order result from the action of

the diamines—ethylene diamines for instance—upon the bromo-ethylized

The derivation of the oxetliyl fi-om the bromo-ethyl salts has already

[(C4n4Br)(C4n5)3P]Br-fIl202=Bn+[(C4ll4n02)(C4H5)3P]Br.

The new salt bears the same relation to the bromo-ethyl salt which alcohol

bears to bromid of ethyl. Hence, as might he expected, the o.xethyl salt

may be converted into the bromo-ethyl salt by distiiiatioa with peutabromid

of phosphorus.

[C4HiH02XC4H5)3P]Br+PBr3=P02Br3-|-HCI-f-[(C4H4BrXC4H3):P]Br.

The bromo-ethyl bromids mav be regarded as tetrethyl compounds in

•which a molecule of ethyl has been converted into bromo-ethyl. Nascent

hydrogen converts the bromo-ethvlized bromids into tetrethyl bromids.

Thus we have:
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[(C4ll4HBr)(C4H5)3P]Br+2H=HBr+[(C4H4)4P]Br.

In conclusion the author points out the possibility of obtaining triatomic,

tetratoiuic and pentatornic bases, either by the action of ammonia upon

more highly brorainated brorao-ethyl bases or by the same action upon

bases containing two, three or four equivalents of bromo-etbyl. Thus we

might have the reactions indicated by the equations

[(C4H3Rr2)nsN]Br+2H3N=-.[(C4H3y"H9K3]"'Br3.

[(C4H2Br3)H3N]BrH-3n3N=[(C4H2)ivHi2N4]""Br4.

[(C4n4Br)2H2N]Br+2NH3=[(C4H4)2"H8N3]'"Br3.

[(C4H4Br)3HN]Br+3NH3=[(C4H4)"3HioN4]""Br4.

[(C4H4Br)4N]Br4-4NH3=[(C4H4)"4Hi3N6]"'"Br5.

Hofmann has already obtained a series of triatomic bases, of which

diethyientriamin may b6 regarded as especially worthy of notice. The

base has the formula

CSHISNS— (C4H4)"2 )

^^

and is the first triacid ammonia. It forms magnificent salts, the chlorid

[{C4H4)"2H8N3]Cl3.

—Journal fur prakt, Chem., No. 2, 1861, p. 110, and Sitzungsherichte

der k. Preuss. Acad, zu Berlin, Oct. 1860. w. g.

9. On the cyanid of Ethylene.—Succinic acid bears the same relation

to glycol which propionic acid bears to alcohol. As cyanid of ethyl by

it might be expected that under the same circumstances cyanid of ethy-

lene would yield succinate of potash. Simpson has found that this is the

case. The cyanid of ethylene, as prepared by the action of bromid of

ethylene upon cyanid of potassium, is a semifluid brown and crystalline

mass, easily soluble in water and alcohol. When boiled for some time

•with an alcoholic solution of caustic potash, ammonia is given off and
succinate of potash formed. The reaction is expressed by the equation

C4ll4Cy2 4-2KH02+4HO=C8H4K20s-j-2NH3.
—Zeitschrift fiir Chemie und Fharmacie, Heft. 1, 1861, p. U. w. g.

10. On the separation of Mono- Bi- and Triethylamin.—^^h^n iodid

of ethyl is heated with ammonia, as Hofmann long since showed, all three

ethylated ammonias are formed and these are difficult to separate. Hof-

mann now finds that the separation is easily afFected by adding oxalate

of ethyl to the mixed bases. This converts the ethylamin into diethyl-

C4O4 \

oxaraid (04115)2 V N2 ; the diethylamin into dietbyl-oxamate of ethyl

C4H4
^^

Y
C4O5

\ (C4e5)2N i

ates

I fluid and \
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by caustic potasli and yield the pure s^k?i\o\As.—Zeitschift fiur Chemie
und Phunnacie, 1861, Heft. 1, 13. w. g.

11. On the Alloys of Copper and Zinc ; by Frank H. Storer. (Con-
cluded from p. 289.)

sometimes even between the fingers. Attention has recenily been called to this

subject by Bobierre,* who would refer such cases more particularly to chemical

used in the preparatTon of tlie alloy, yellow-metal, as well as to changes of compo-

which Bobierre has suggested, namely, peculiar arrangement of the molecules of

copper which would thus be formed may subsequently be pressed into the body of

" It must also be borne in mind, that, of the enormous quantity of yellow-metal
which is now used by the merchant vessels of Great Britain and of this country,—all

cessary consequence either of hot rolling or of the presence of 40 percent of zinc ii

the alloy, as has been implied by Bobierre4 1 am stiongly of opinion, that it inigh
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objections to the proposition of M. Bobierre. Not only would the method of cold

be maintiiined so nearly constant as is the case with yellownietal.* It is not

probable that a test like the one applied to this alloy could be found anywhere else

pared from '• best-selected" copper, and one is led to infer that a metal of peculiar pu-

would probably be subject to consi.jerable variations, one' might, nevertheless, soon

demand,—they are obliged to remelt large quantities of old copper shealhiiiy;,t the

origin of which is unknown to them, and which may liave been originally prepared

from copper of inferior quality.

"Now since many of the impurities of copper are eliminated when it unites with

zinc, being thrown up on the surface of the melted metal as a crust or scum which

the workman might ascertain at least approximately the composition of Jiis alloy.
|

" That it is of the first importance that every alloy used for sheathing shall possess

Blal of differs

iinds capable
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in sp.tu of the te^t to wliich I Ii.ive ~c. fit-quentlv .ihu.le.l ilo^t ]).ob:iblv tliij verj
rare oa^e^ in which tin* allo> ^^ e.it. out iru-ul.ii !>, porcio.is of th<- -lieet bi in^r nnirh

A det.'iiied account of the method of analv-i" employed [iiumid a'^'.ay

!>}• means of iron] and a li'^t g'ning the compoMtion of the ditieient alloys

examined, folloux V*- al&o, comments upon the violent action which is

exhibit ^^lHn not mixed 1 oyether l._\ stmiun.
' It is doubtless this te sep-

arate layers when not sul )iected" to a<rifation, which ha> led seve.aich

ists to believe that the all <,ys of copper and zinc are apt tc> separat.Eeliquation into tuo port ions re-jpectively rich in copper at

which thev have inferred, as I ha\e previously remaiked, the exi^tencToi
definite compounds."
The color of the alloys is next considered.
" The mo-,t contradictory statements have been made by different

senensinrrrrard to vari,itions of color amonij the allo>s'of copper and

zinc. In the -jU'cimens w hich I have myself prepared, no al.raptchange

or peculiar modification of the true color is to be pcceived, ahho„gh

some vervstiikiniT ^upci licial chai actors pi,-sent theinsolv in^

fiom the red of puie c.^p] .cr, the col.-r of the all<.\. is less lalandn
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upon tlie surface of the metal during the process of

(foperties of some of these alloys may be produced by varying the

ditions in which they pass from the liquid to the solid state. These

} very peculiar e
. „ .

I tlieir practical bearing, but also from affording anothe

I of ' tempering' which may possibly be of consequence in the

changes are very peculiar and are evidently of great importance, not only

.
ng' wh

r of this most difficult subjec

" In preparing the white alloys containing less than 45 per cent of zinc, I have fre-

quently ob?«rved, upon the under surface of the sheet obtained by pouring off the

liquid alloy, a thin layer of a soft, tenacious, malleable alloy, of a yellow color.

The formation of this singular sheet was at tirst attributed to eliquation ; but as it

was difficult to conceive that an alloy apparently richer in copper should remain at

the surface of the melted mass in the crucible,—which must have been the case in

order that it should form the bottom of the ingot,—it was thought possible that

volatilization of the zinc might have increased the proportion of copper at the sur-

face of the melted alloy. In order to decide this question, a new series of alloys

'

; preceding. After thorough stirring, the a
I about five pounds' wei

I have observed. It is, however, so very clearly defined in the white alloys co

taining 40 to 45 per cent of copper, being readily bent, cut, or filed, while tl

remainder of the alloy is exceedingly hard and brittle, that no question as to i

identity can possibly be entertained, "in the alloys containing more than 50 per ce
of copper, which are naturally of a yellow color, It is not so easy to detect a simil

up as the alloy prepared from 64 parts of copper plus 46 parts of zinc.
" An experiment made in order to ascertain whether this soft modification of t!

alloys could be obtained at will, afforded no positive result. An alloy of 42 parts
copper plus 58 parts of zinc being prepared, a portion of it was poured by smf

obtained were covered with a yellow film, and this was especially true of tl

iron plates, po as to form very thin sheets. A thin yelli^' film' w^urred, it is tru

the alloy came in contact with the ingot-mould; it was, however, exceedingly thin.

On pouring some of the remaining alloy into a cold iron mould, a yellow film of the

" Although the phenomena of tempering exhibited by these alloys are more readily

perceived among those the normal color of which is white, it is highlv probable that

all the alloys are liable to have their physical properties influenced" to a greater or
less extent from this cause. This would' appear, not only from the evident analogy

tin ;
* but Dussaussoyf has already shown that ordinary brass, copper 65 to 70 per
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cent plus zinc 30 to 35 per cent, is rendered softer, leas tenacious, and less dense by
tempering it;—a fact which Mallet* has very properly urged in explanation of the
differences between several of the specific gravities of alloys of copper and zinc ob-
served by himself, and the numbers which had been previously obtained by other

light yellow color the yellow appears to be made much deeper when the alloy is

strongly compressed, as when cut with a cold-chisel or hammered. I may also inci-

that an ordinary file makes little or no impression upon tbem;| a result wiiich

Bon** have recently attempted to express these differences numerically. The alloy

readily be broken from it, was found to be exceedingly diificult to cut with a cold-
chisel

; for though still so soft that it could be filed without any very great trouble,
it destroyed at once the edges of cutting instruments, though the latter were well
tempered. This peculiarity appears to be connected with the fibrous structure of

12. Preparation of Oxi/gen on the Great Scale.—In addition to the
new methods of obtaining large quantities of oxygen which were reported
on page 280, Deville and Debray have now published an elaborate ar-

ticle containing the details of their labors upon this sutiject to which we
would call the attention of technological chemists. In this memoir, wliich

forms a part of their remarkable monograph upon the metallurgy of pla-

tinum, (fee, they have studied the comparative merits of all the industrial

processes of manufacturing oxygen which were known heretofore and of

the methods which they have themselves devised,—with a view of ena-

bling any manufacturer 'to decide which process may be best suited to the

locality or circumstances in which he happens to be situated. Tliey de-

scribe also a method of preparing oxygen from chlorid of lime which
seems to be well adapted for laboratory use,—when heated to low redness,

chlorid of lime (bleaching powders) gives off, per pound, from twenty to

twenty-five litres of oxygen. This gas is mixed with a little chlorine,

from which it may be freed by washing with an alkaline solution, or bet-

ter, the formation of this impurity may be prevented by adding enough
slaked lime to the chlorid employed that this shall be strongly alkaline

;

if this precaution be attended to, the operation may be conducted in iron

vessels. It is of importance only to avoid heating the mass to the fusion

* Loc.cit.,p.2rA

i L^TcU^! S^^^3.'^ * ^ " °^\
""" ^
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compared with those commonly employed by chemists;—in the exi>eri-

ments of the authors tlie cubic metre [.^o-SlO cubic feet] of oxygen when

prepared from black oxyd of manganese cost about four francs, from chio-

rid of lime five francs, while from chlorate of potash it could not be ob-

tained for less than ten francs; but the process is nevertheless far more

expensive tlian their sulphuric acid method, the cubic metre of oxygen

having cost in this case not more than one or two francs,—and in prac-

tice tlie price would probably be much less than this, since the sulphurous

It is worthy of remark that the oxygen prepared from sulphuric acid

can be easily obtained in a state of chemical purity.—that made from

black oxvd of manganese is always contaminated with nitrogen.

—

Ann.

de Chim. et Pkys., [3], Ixi, 97, Jan., 1861.

13. On the " Sweet Fermentation" of Milk.—On the occasion of a dis-

cussion, upon the conditions requisite for the preparation of butter, which

took place at the meeting of the convention of Swedish Agriculturalists,

in 1858, it occurred to Prof. Alexander Mijller of Stockholtn, that

the simplest explanation of the multifarious appearances which must be

precautions to be followed in the preparation of good
utter, was to be found m the suppo
ivelopes of the fat globules in the rt globules in the milk must undergo

offers exi)primental results, of which the following table is an abstract

:

As Mitsclierlich proved long ago, ether dissolves only mere traces of fat

when shaken « ith milk as it comes from the cow, and dissolves so much
the more fat in proportion to the length of time that the milk h".s been

This milk, which for the sake of convenience had been diluted with

an equal volume of water, gave up to ether in the mth hour after milking,

in the vth hour after it had been diluted with water, and after it had been

mixed with ether for one hour,* /per cent of M.

The temperature of the laboratory during these e

[=59 F.]. No. 3«, curdled while being shaken w
were already sour; the other samples were fresh an
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AlthonG:h the ppecimoTT; came from three different niilkinpfs, \ho results

ter is atteniU'il with oxvdation, for the air of the \eN>ol-; in which tlic milk

t the comm.-nce-

? it is aKo to be

w this .sohition is

The (Jescrihfcd solution,—or rather alteration, which the anthor propo-
ses to de>ip-nate as the ' -sweet fe.mentation {Su.ne Gahrumj) of n.ilk"

must he of importance in exphiining the rationale of the preparation of

ures; bv H. V. Craig.—The perusal of the paper of l^iinsen an.l Schis-

koff on '"The Chemical Theory of Gunpowder," whose publication about
two years ago attracted much attention, (This Jour., [2j, xxvi. 106), led

The in\estigations of the above-namfd chemists were made on the pro-

ducts of gunpowder which had been burned in Muall quantities, and un-

der very slight ])res.>.ure, and, in concluding their paper, they ad\ance the

suppo^ition, ihat, under a difterencc of ciicuni^tance«, the ])ioducts may

J be expected fiom our knowledge of cliemic

charge of powder, as in firing a i

d to be of a bright grt^on color, '
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action of acids. The cause of this color seemed to me at first obscure,

but I f

sulphuret of iron to solution of protosulph:

color was produced, and a sensible trace of iron may always be found in

gunpowder.

A greenish color is frequently observed when sulphuret of iron is pre-

standing, it has been commonly attributed to the presence of particles of

sulphuret of iron held in suspension, an opinion which must be erroneous,

since I have obtained a solution of iron in sulphuret of potassium of an

intensely green color perfectly clear and transparent, and permanent for

many days in a sealed tube.

Why this green compound should be formed under some circumstan-

ces, and not under others, in a mortar, and not in a cannon, is not insus-

ceptible of explanation.

It has been shown that when powder is exploded under slight pressure

the alkaline metal remains in large part as a sulphate, but under higher

pressure and corresponding temperature, it is reduced to the condition of

a sulphuret. Now, by analogy, it would seem, that with the ordinary

charges of a cannon or musket the iron is not reduced to the state of sul-

phuret, but if, as is often the case in a mortar, the projectile is fifty times

the weight of the powder, or upwards, the gases are brought to a stale of

great tension before the shot moves, and in that state of things the car-

bon is completely converted into carbonic acid, and the iron, as well as

the potassium, brought to the condition of sulphuret.

Smithsonian Laboratory, Washington, D. C, Oct., I860.

1.5. On ike Amounts of Lead contained in some Silver Coins; by Eltot

ver coin was suggested to the authors by finding half of one per cent of
lead in a sample of zinc such as is used at the United States mint for re-

ducing chlorid of silver. (See their Memoir on the Impurities of Com-
mercial Zinc in Memoirs Amer. Acad., [n. s.], viii, 61 ; also this Journal,

[2], xxxi, 142). For the sake of comparison other coins were subse-

quently examined.

1 American half-dollar of 1824, - - - - 0-310

20 " five-cent pieces of 1853, - - - 0-209

10 « ten-cent " of 1854, - - - 0-228

2 " twenty-five cent pieces of 1858, - - 0-231
" Fine Silver" from the U. S. Assay Oflice in N. York, 1860, 0161

1 Spanish dollar of 1793, Carolus IV, - - 0-056

1 Mexican '• " 1829, 0-043

2 English Shillings of 1816, ... - 0-485

1 French five-franc piece of 1852, Napoleon III, - 0-428

On the supposition that the zinc used in the reduction of the silver is

the source of the lead in the American coin, the authors cali:ulate the

amount of lead which would thus find its way into the coin. Their me-
moir, already cited, gives the per cents of lead found in two specimens of

Vieille Montague zinc; if zinc of the best quality (containing 0-292 per



cent of lead) had been used, the silver coin would have contained 0-158
per cent of lead

; if the second quality (containing 0-494 per cent of lead)
had been employed, the coin would have contained 0-268 per cent of lead.

silver coins lie. In offering this explanation of the occurrence of lead ia
American silver coin, the authors would by no means afiirm that the zinc
is the exclusive source of this impurity, for" it is not at all improbable that
a portion of the lead is derived from the leaden vats in which the reduc-
tion of the chlorid of silver is effected, or from the sulphuric acid which
is used to excite the reaction. The process of analysis was such as to
permit the separation of the gold contained in each kind of coin. A dis-

tinct button of metallic gold was obtained in every instance, before the

abundant in the American and Spanish coin, less was observed in the
English and Mexican, and but little in the P'rench coin or in the American
fine silver. Briiel has remarked "that the process of separating lead and
silver was less perfectly executed in the ages of antiquity than is at pres-

ent the case." {Karsten u. Dechen's Archiv. fur MinemJogie, etc., 1844,
xviii, 509), yet in none of the recorded analyses of ancient silver coins

shown to occur in American fine silver of the year 1860, if a single analy-
sis of Prof. Draper's be excepted which gave nearly three per cent of lead
in a silver coin of Hadrian. It is probable however that the methods of

analysis—none of which are recorded—employed for separating lead from
silver by other chemists, were less delicate than those which the authors
made use of and have fully described. The occurrence of lead in the

American silver coin could probably be mainly, if not altogether, avoided,

by employing zinc free from lead, such as is produced at the Zinc Works
of P>ethleheni, Pennsylvania. It is noteworthy that the American system

metalkirgisls, affords silver which is less strongly contaminated with lead,

aiid is probably purer in other respects, than is produced by any other

process of manufacture.

—

Proceedings of the American Academy, V, 62,

1. Botanical and PalcBontological Report on the Geological State Sur-

vey of Arkansas ; by Leo Lesquereux.—This is a separate issue of the

Botanical poi'tion of the second Gi^ological Report of Arkansas, just pub-

lished, from p. 297 to 399, large Bvo, with five good plates representing

new species of fossil plants from the Coal formation and one of fossil-leaves

Considering that the operations recorded in this paper were made during

more thorough surveys under better auspices, e.-ipecially as to

to the recent Botany, and general distribution of the plants c

This part is introduced by the following appropriate

—

Am. Jour. Sci.—Secokd Sekies, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.—Mat, 186L
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ants of a country, according

smely difficult to settle with

_. jf reliability. It has been asserted with apparent reason:

was proved that they are directly depending on the nature of the underlying

geological strata, have a perceptible influence on the vegetation which natu-

rally covers any peculiar place. That, in any case, the amount of influence

which the chemical constitution of the soil exercises upon the distribution of

the vegetation is still problematical.

2d. That the geological elements, viz., the particles resulting from the de-

composition of the rocks and entering into the composition of the soil, even if

their influence on the vegetation were well marked, are generally disseminated

by water and atmospheric agency to a great distance from the areas occupied

by the formations from which they come. The lime of a limestone ridge, the

sand of a mountain of sandstone are carried down the declivities, spread over

other kind of rocks, transported to the alluvial plains, or deposited on the

banks of rivers and thus mixed together in a peculiar compound which, in its

new state, has but an indirect relation to the rocks from which it is derived,

and no relation whatever to the formations which it covers. Moreover, the

frequent alternations of strata of sandstone an^d of limestone which compose f

circumstances more actively govern the distribul

country than can chemical constituents of the rocks. Consequently, that the
direction of the ridges, the amount of light and atmospheric heat and moisture,

the thickness of the soil, its hardness and capacity for retaining water, are
the essential causes of the distribution of the plants.

These considerations may be true, but they touch only one side of a corn-

compactness of a soil, its capacity for retaining water and heat, are essential

causes affecting the distribution of the plants, it is evident that this cause
depends principally on the chemical nature of the geological strata. On the
other hand, if the dissemination of the geological elemems renders the task
of ascertaining their influence difficult in somo places, it is not a reason to

reject as useless or impossible any attempt to compare the vegetation of a
country with its geolonical formations. If this comparison can be made any-

e exploration of the Botany of Arkansas began t

mit the fulfilling of a work \
'' " ''

r data collected along our road of
travel can thus be considered only as the first pointsof delineating lines which
may be continued and completed hereafter."

Under the head of the Mammoth Spring of Fulton County, Mr. Les-

queriiux notices the rank development of aquatic vegetation which it

supports, owing to the temperature of the water, constantly 60° Fahr.,

and the amount of air it is surcharged with. It would be well to know
what proportion of this air is carbonic acid. The short section on the

prairies of xVrkansas is of such general interest that we cite the whole.

" Prairies of ArJ{ansas.—Before enteriag into the examination of the botan-

ical distribution characteristic of the part of Arkansas which I explored,

there is etill a peculiar question which caanot be easily treated elsewhere, and
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The Prairies of Arkansas do not appear to have been formed

vations, and their general aspect differs apparently so'mucli, thi

a peculiar law had directed the formation of each "of them,
I have explained elsewhere* the general formation of the pi

cribed it to the agency of water. All the prairies still in a stal

along the great lakes of the North are nothing else but marshes
to dry land by slow recession of water. When land is contii

by low stagnant water, its only vegetation is tiiat of the rush
sedges. When the same land is alternately subjected to long ii

From these considerations, the law of the general formation of the prairies ca

be deduced : While a land or a part of a country is slowly passing from the stal

of swamp or marsh to the state of dry land the annual alternative of stagnai

water and dryness causes the vegetation of peculiar plants, which, by the

decomposition, form a peculiar soil unfavorable to the growth of the tree

From this general rule of formation, which regards only the prairies of tfc'" '

r peculiar appearances of til

3 prairies of North Arkansas mostly b

which are examined in the next division. They are singular ii. ui.^ .«..

their surface is not always flat, and that they are mostly placed on soft d

ities or coves along or between the ridges. They are mostly of small <

Subcarboniferous Limestone which they cover does not absorb water with

ity. Hence, in the spring, water percolates slowly along the slopes, takin;

it the detritus of the stone, and depositing it where its course is either st

remains are mixed with the original deposit, which, by and by, augme
thickness under the action of water and of vegetation. This soil is nat

bles,"ami thus cannot sustain trees. They establish themselves on a

ground all around. When by successive contribution of limestone Aep

by water and of particles of humus received from the plants this soil h

come thick enouo-h it is, when drained by a few ditches (serving as chc
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trees grow along them. They are mostly stunted specimens of the Post-Oak,

the Rock Chestnut Oak, tlie Persimmon, the Mockernut, the Juniper, and a
shrub, Bumelia lanuginosa, Pers. The characteristic herbaceous plants of

these limestone prairies are especially: Ambrosia polystachya, Kuhnia Evpa-
torioides, Aster sericeus, Croton capitatum, Giindelia lanceolata, Palafoxia callosa,

Oxihaphus albidus, &i.c., species which are not found on the prairies of other

formation. Besides these plants they are covered with a great number of

species belonging to the prairies in general.

Between this and the second division of the prairies, viz., of those which
are formed on the Carboniferous shales and clay, there is a remarkable transi-

tion, which unites both divisions, or rather shows their common origin. In the

western parts of Benton and the northern part of Washington counties some
flat prairies, formed like those of the second division, and underlaid by shales

or red clay, have still at their surface some isolated patches of Subcarbonifer-

ous cherty limestone, which appear here and there, breaking the general hori-

zontality like small mounds. Possibly these low mounds could support the

vegetation of the trees, and they may have been transformed into prairies by
the influence of fire, which is a secondary agent of their formation. But the

rounding prairies, and as their height is no more than two or three feet, they

may have been formed in the same manner and by the agency of water.

The prairies on the Carboniferous shales are generally flat, surrounded by
hills, or at least by a higher border, which gives them the appearance of the

bottom of drained' lakes. These prairies are of various extent, and although
they may overlie diflferent kinds of ground or geological formation, in Arkansas
tliey are generally underlaid by Carboniferous fire-clay or shales. In the

spring they are covered with Avater which cannot percolate, and become true

marshes for a time, and have the vegetation of marshes: the rushes and the
sedges. This semi-aquatic vegetation gives, according to the nature of the

underlying strata, either a hard, compact, cold soil, by decomposition of shales

nois and of the Northern States. 1 n the summer months, these marshy prairies

become dry by evaporation, and as it happens witii the prairies of the first sec-
tion, tlie alternative of too much water and of dryness in the soil prevents the
growth of trees.

These prairies are more sterile or rather more difficult to cultivate than those

counties of Sebastian, Franklin, &c., where this kind of prairie is mostly found.
A few trees,—the Water Oak, the Pin Oak, the Honey Locust,—grow along
tiie creeks which meander in their middle. The soil is, in its natural state,

mostly covered with the great Compositse of the prairies and the hard grasses,
species of Beard-grass and Broom-corn.
The prairies of the third class are extensively formed in Arkansas on the

Tertiary or Alluvial land bordering some rivers of the South, especially lied
River. Our exploration did not extend to that part of the State. It is very
probable that these prairies have been formed in the same manner and by the
same agency as those of the other sections. From the catalogue of Mr. Nut-
tall, who explored these plains, their plants appear somewhat diflferent from
those of the other prairies. They rather bear the character of a Western
Flora, or of the Flora of the plains extending toward Mexico."

Then the geological nature of the soil, and the general characteristics
of the vegetation, the agricultural capabilities, ifec, of different districts

of the State are considered in succession, and lastly, there is a catalogue
of the plants of Arkansas, as far as known, systematically arranged, their

Latin names, their English nanoes, Geological station, and natural hab-
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itat, being given in parallel columns, with well-chosen remarks upon
properties and uf^es appended in foot notes.

The Palajontological part, noting that all the coal-beds of the State
appear to belong to the lowest member of the Coal-formations, briefly

mentions the characteristics of different beds examined, and describes 18
new species of plants iVom their overlying shales, and enumerates 50
others which have been elsewhere found. Leaves of a new supposed
Magnolia, of a Bhamnus, and of a Quercus, are described and figured
from a tertiary deposit. A. G.

2. Fro/. Heer's reply to Dr. Newberry on the Age of the Nebraska
Leaves.—The article of Dr. Newberry in this Journal, xxx, p. 2*73, having
a hyf days ago come to my notice, calls for an answer from me, although
It is with great unwillingness that I enter into controversy.

The point of dispute is known to be on the plants discovered in Ne-
braska, Dr. Newberry had remarked in relation to thetn (cf. On the

so-called Triassic rocks of Kansas and Nebraska by Meek and Hayden,
this Journal, [2], vol. xxvii, p. 33) ; 'the species of your fossil plants are

probably all new, though generally closely allied to the Cretaceous species

of the old world,^ and, to prove tliis, he quotes the following genera

:

Sphenopteris, Abietites, Acer, Fagus, Populus, Cornus, Liriodendron,

Pyrus?, Alnus, Salix, Magnolia, Credneria and Ettinghausenia. I took
the liberty of remarking, that according to my views, the two last named
genera were not correctly defined, and that the rest of the genera, quoted
' Dr. Newberry are represented in the Tertiary and not in the Creta-

again. I allow myself

1, In relation to the Credneria Dr. Newberry seems now to admit, that

the leaves from Nebraska cannot be assigned to this genus, as he Jiimself

says : it may prove a new genus. In fact, all the characteristics of

Credneria are wanting in these leaves, (to wit: those fine lateral veins,

which stand out rectangular, proceeding from below the rigid secondary

veins.) This very characteristic caused Mr. Stii-hler to compare them
with Coccolaba, whilst the leaves from Nebraska are very similar to

examined the drasvings of Rossmaessler and Unger, but also fine leaves

i to Dr. Newberry's

All the leaves

apex, the leaf from Nebraska, on the contrary, has its blade divided into

three lobes, and these have an even margin. This leaf seems to nie

rather to belong to Sassafras, of which genus Massalongo has oue species

presented in beautiful plates (in his Stiidii della fiorifossili del Senega-

gliense). The same species {S. Feretianum Mass.) I have received from

Herat, only the lobes in this are much shorter ; of a second species {S. ger-

manica, M.) I have a representation in my work on the flora of Skojian

(cf. Beitrdge zur Flora des sachs. Braunkohlen). A comparison of the

drawings of the Nebraska leaf (in the Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil-
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7 Sassafras species,

le tbat it is much

genus. In relation to the separation of Ettinghansenia from Credneria, I

did not intend to pronounce it in my letter to Mr. Lesquereux as unjustified.

But Mr. Stichler certainly will willingly concede, that with the present

materials it is impossible to establish this genus in a satisfactory manner ;

for Mr. Stichler himself has found cause to add the sign of interro-

gation to more tlian hslf of the species, mentioned by him among the

Ettinghausenia. Dr. Xewberry's assigning such a deviating form of leaf

to this genus, proves the correctness of what I have said, Mr. Stichler

has characterized excellently and circumscribed more strictly the genus

Credneria, and separated from it a number of deviating leaves, which

put us more in mind of Cissus, and has united them under one com-

mon name (as Mr. Bronn has done already before him). But at present

it is impossible to characterize in a satisfactorj' manner this group of

leaves, which itself seems to embrace very different elements. Where-
fore it can justly be said, that this genus has no value whenever it is

desired to fix the age of a certain formation, while, on the contrary, the

several species of it may be of great importance in the decision. There-

fore, I do not think that I have done injustice to Mr. Stichler by my
having said so much in a letter to a friend, which letter was not intended

for publication. That Dr. Newberry feels himself called on to appear

as the defender of Mr, Stichler amuses me. The thought of offending

Mr. Stichler never entered my mind, having lived for years in habits of

flora of Nebraska, and if the leaves so interpreted belong rather to the

Tertiary than to the Cretaceous genera, the question may be put, on what
grounds can the assertion of Dr. Newberry be established : that these

plants ally themselves closely to the Cretaceous species of the Old World ?

As we remarked above. Dr. Newberry mentions besides Credneria and
Ettinghausenia, eleven other genera, to the list of which he afterwards

adds Platanus. These are all, however, well known Teitiary genera and
several of them bear an important part in the Tertiary flora. Two of

them {Sphenopteris and Abietites) are not of any importance in this discus-

sion, being present in nearly all the formations and therefore not pecu-
liar to any one of them ; but this is not tiie case with the rest of them.
Dr. Newberry now maintains, that several of thf^se are contained in the

work of Stichler {iiber die Kreidefiora des Hayes Palxeontographka,

Stichler, and am, therefore, not competent to give an opinion upon it ; or

I have known it, and a severer expression would be justified. To this I

have to reply, that Mr. Stichler, in the work mentioned, describes only the

genera: Credneria, Ettinghausenia, Weichseiia, Paadanus, Pterophyilum,
Delesserites, and mentions Salicites? fragiUformis, etc., and Juglans
Humboldtiana ; but in the introduction, (p. 60), he mentions, that Mr.
Apothecary Hampe gives the following additional genera: Chondrites,

Halymenites, Equisetura, Pecapteni, Flabellaria, Pinites, Geinitzia, Arau-
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carites ? Comptonite&, Salicites, Populus, AInites, Acer? and Qiiercites.

Mr. Sticliler, however, says, (p. 50), that most of these vef/etable remains
need further examination, which was not possible, until more 2}erfect

specimens were on hand, and he enumerates expressly certain insuffi-

ciently determined genera : viz. Coniptonitcs, Salicites, Populus and AI-

nites. Mr. Stichler, therefore, does not enter into those at all, although
his work treats on the very flora of this locality, and this evidently

only for want of material for a description in any way adequate. These
are precisely the genera to which Dr. Newberry refers, and for which
he reproaches nie, as either not having taken notice of, or else of willingly

ignoring them. I confess freely, that in my opinion it is not possible

to build such important conclusions on such uncertain data, and that

it were better to lay them aside until a somewhat more correct sokuinn

nitions of Mr. Hampe, based upon incomplete materials and pronounced
unsatisfsictory by Mr. Stichler himself, Dr. Newberry's position is not

thereby bettered, as that list contains only two of the genera mentioned
by him, Populus and Acer, and this last one, Stichler himself designates

immediately afterwards as Acoriles ? That Acerites is not the saine as

Acer, AInites not Alnus, and Salicites not Salix, it is surely not necessary
~

• ent. They designate only similar forms of

) incompletely preserved, that a stricter defi-

nition could not be formed, as Mr. Stichler himself shows, that Sali(;ites fra-

giiiformis is not a proper Salix, but is better to be designated as Phyllites,

It is true, Messrs. Gceppert, Reuss and Dunker mention salicifonn'leaves

in the Cretaceous formation, but in none of all the now known species

are the veins sufKciently preserved to enable us to recognize in them the

Mr. Ettinghausen is of the same opinion
;

(cf. iiber die Froteaceen der

Vorivelt, S. 8), according to him Salicites anyustus Reuss belongs to

Grevillea, Comptonites aniiquus Nils., however, to Dryandra. Thus

Newberry, Nebraska has in common with the Cretaceous formation. Six

MagnoUritTpiat?mrs)!\arrrorment^^^^^^^^^^^

or in any work on the Cretaceous flora. Therefore, I do not feel that I

deserve the reproaches of Dr. Newberry, while at the same time I consider

myself justified in declaring again, on the present occasion, that the very

genera mentioned by Dr. Newberry himself argue in favor of the Tertiary

flora and not of the Cretaceous, and that, consequently, his assertion, that

the Flora of Nebraska is closely allied with the Cretaceous of Europe, is

not supported by the evidence. It is entirely incomprehensible to me,

iwing), they reach the margin. Salkites PotzeldlanwiG^^.,(^yiv .
Act. Acad,

c, t. 47 ; fig. 18), Mr. Gceppert himself considers as very dubious. la this s]

:ur also those shortened lateral veins characteristic of the willows. (Jar-p

tnaeeus Gp., (I. c. Taf. 47, fig. 19, 20) cannot be compared with Carpinus
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how be can say " the fossil flora of Blankenburg is indeed strikingly like

that of our lower Cretaceous strata," (this Journal, [2], xxix, p. 211),—
a flora so wholly different from the present European and American,

now known genera of the flora of Nehraska.

3. If the rehitions of the strata and the fossil remains of animals make
it indubitable that the fossiliferous sandstone in Nebraska and Kansas

belongs Lo the Cretaceous formation, it follows of course, that these

plants' have to be assigned to the Cretaceous flora. In this case the inter-

esting fiict would present itself, that the Cretaceous flora of America

differs entirely from that of Europe, and is more closely related to that

of the middle" Tertiary. The Coal flora of America corresponds in many
of its most important"^ types with that of Europe, as shown by the excel-

lent works of Mr. Lesquereux, likewise the flora of the Keuper, as we
learn from the distinguished labors on these plants by E. Emmons; fur-

ther, the Miocene flora of Vancouver shows the most striking relation-

ship with the Miocene flora of Europe ; the Cretaceous flora, therefore,

would form a remarkable exception. We must, of course, not forget, that

the Cietaceous flora of Europe has not been as yet extensively examined,

and that many new forms will doubtless yet come to light. The
Tertiary flora shows such an abundance of Dicotyledons, that in all pro-

bability many more of its typical genera than are known at pres-

ent have their original forms in the Cretaceous epoch, among them, per-

haps, some of those which came to our knowledge from Kansas and Ne-
braska. It is, however, worthy of notice, that the Eocene flora of Europe,

(i. e., that of Monte Bolca, of the Isle of Wight, of St. Zacharie in

T'rovence, and of Skopau), does not contain those genera mentioned by
\)\-. Newberry (with the exception of Acer), and that they do not make
their appearance in Europe before the lower Miocene epoch, while, on

Cretaceous plants known, although the sands and clays of Aix belong

to the upper Cretaceous formation (Turonienne) \ wherefore we must
suppose here a nearer approach to the Tertiary flora, than in the lowest

Cretaceous, to which the formation of Nebraska is said to belong. The
materials before us enable us to assert, that the Cretaceous flora of Europe
has an entirely different character from that of Nebraska, and I will try

culiar.Filices, difleriiig in type from the present European forms. We
notice among ihein beautiful Gleicheniace?e, (one genuine Gieichenia), and
large ] >Hna^Mceje, among which the superb Weichselia reminds us of Auo-
mopteris of the varigated sandstone, and which, with several more ex-

tinct genera, (Moriconia, Benizia, Bonaventura, Manheimia, etc.), gives the

Cretaceous forms a peculiar feature. Among Monocotyledons we meet
Palms, Pandaneae and Scitamenese, (Cannophyllites) ; among the Gymno-
sperm?e also a considerable number which remind us of the Cycadese of

the Jurassic flora, (Cycadites, Pterophyllum, Pterozamites, Microzamia
and Zamiostrobus), and numerous peculiar Coniferse, of which the genus

Cycadopsis, {Geonitzia), related to Sequoia, has spread very largely. With
this, and with those forms which are closely allied to the Indio-Australian
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exists," says Studer, [Geologie der Sckweiz, ii, f. 4), "in this mountain

group of several square leagues, the wonderful arrangement, that Flysch

and Nummulite-sandstones, which we have learnt to recognize as the last

sediu}ent-formation in the system of tlie Alps, here appear in the founda-

tion of the Verrunaco, of the Jura and of the Chalk-formation, not other-

wise as wo are used to see gneiss and mica-slate in other parts of the Alps

berry could visit the Glarnisch, (Canton Glarus), on the eastern slopes of

which true Jurassic to a great extent lies over nummuiitic chalk in a

nearly horizontal position, he, perhaps, also would find, that, without the

shadow of a doubt, one must believe the Nummulitic-chalk older than

the Jura.

I cannot close this note without expressing my deep regret for having

been obliged thus publicly to defend myself against Dr. Newberry. There

aie so few men engaged in the study of fossil plants, and the field is so

immensely extensive, "that it would be better to devote our time to this

work, and not to useless disputes. I have, however, not sought this dis-

cussion, and only entered into it corapulsorily ; and I hope that in future

1 may meet Dr. Newberry, who has already rendered to science such

important services, on more pleasant grounds. Oswald Heer.

On the causes ivhich gave rise to the generally elongated form and
rranqement of the pebbles in the Nexoport Conglomerate ; by
,LiAM B. Rogers (from Proc. Boston Sci. Nat. History).—Refer-

" \e conglomerate as presented at Purgatory and
J of Newport and indeed generally throughout

lately been proposed

ment of the pebbh '

steep and alternating dips of th(

near Purgatory, as made appa
sandstone, and pointed out theIstone, and pointed out the general parallelism there and elsewhere of

flat sides of the pebbles to the planes of deposition as well as the pre-

ing uniformity of direction of their larger axes.

arrangement of the pebbles corresponds pre-

jciseiy witli llie ettects oX wave and current action on water-worn and par-

tially water borne fragments during their accumulation. The large pro-

portion of pebbles of elongated shape met with in tliese beds was, ho

considered, the natural consequence of the mode of disintegration of the

oiiginal metaraorphic rocks from which the pebbles were derived. Such
rocks, in virtue of sharply intersecting joints and cleavage planes are prone

in many localities to break up in long irregular somewhat rhombic figures

which by the wearing action of streams and tides are easily converted

into oblong pebbles like those of the Newport conglomerate. Examples

of this mode of disintegration are common in the more altered belts of

the Appalachian region, especially among the silicious and argillaceous

slates along the southeastern border, and may be seen at various points

among the similar altered rocks of New England.

To the hypothesis of Prof. Hitchcock (see Prof. H.'s paper in this No.)

,that these elongated pebbles owe their peculiar shape and positiuu to the



action of powerful pressure upon the strati

soft condition from intense heat or other c

1st. The etiect of pressure upon a plastic solid, as shown by Sorby and
Tynda], is in all cases to develope more and more distinct cleavage planes

direction of the pressing force. Such an action applied on a large scale

to the strata of conglomerate must therefore have had the effect not only
of flattening the plastic pebbles in a uniform direction, but of developing
a cleavage or lamination in them all, parallel to their flat sections as they

cleavage planes of different pebbles running in wholly different directions,

sometimes across, sometimes parallel, and sometimes oblique to the gen-
eral bedding, just as might be expected from the preservation of the

original cleavage-structure of the rock from which they were derived.

2d. Such a moulding of the pebbles by pressure would either enor-

mously distort or entirely obliterate any fossil forms or impressions which
may have existed upon or within the pebbles ' ' • - • -

n perpen

direction. As these could not have escaped the (

these d

escapE

all-pervading, softening action and pressure which the hypoth

their presence in these discordant conditions seems of itseli

ved form and close adaptation observed in some of

the pebbles. Prof. Rogers thought that accidental peculiarities of shape in

the original fragment and the effects of attrition and the close packing of

the accumulated deposit furnished an adequate explanation both of the

bent form sometimes met with and the accurate fitting of the contiguous

As an example of the formation of flattened pebbles by the action of

the shore waves. Prof. Rogers referred to the paving stones of slaty trap

recently imported from Newfoundland, which are remarkable for their

very uniform circular outline, their smooth, slightly convex faces and a

thickness rarely exceeding one-third of their breadth. If we suppose a

great mass of these, as they lie piled along the shore with their hroad

.sides horizontal, to be hereafter cemented together as a stratum of con-

glomerate rock, would not the argument founded on their shape and

position be even stronger than in the case of the Newport conglomerate ?

Vet nothing is more certain tlian that they owe their shape and arrange-

ment to the peculiar movement and attrition to which they have been

subjected by the action of the waves.

Thus as regards the Newport rocks and most other conglomerates

which had fallen under his notice, Prof. Rogers saw no difficulty in refer-
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ring tlie form and arrangement of the pebbles to the familiar agencies

indicated. He does not however doubt that in some highly metamorphic
districts, congloineraie rocks are to be found which liave sustained great

internal changes through the effects of heat, chemical action and violent

pressure. Such he has long thought must have been the conditions in

some parts of the Blue Ridge and South Mountain chain in the Middle

States, and such perhaps were the influences whicli operated on the

Gneissoid conglomerates of the Green mountains, to which Prof. Hitch-

cock has referred in his recent communication to the Society.

Ml.N-EEALOGT.-

4. Note on Chloritoid from Canada ; by T. Sterrv Hunt, F.R.S.—
Among the crystalline Pala;ozoic schists of the Notre Dame Mts., which
are the Canadian prolongation of the Green Mts., of Vermont, is a rock

characterized by the presence of a mineral which has been designated

in the Reports of the Survey by the name of phyllite, from the suppo-

sition of its identity with a similar mineral from Massachusetts, de-

scribed, named and analyzed by Thump.^uu. The mineral in question is

abundant in a hue grained grayish wrinkled micaceous schist from Brome
and in larger specimens from Leeds ; where it occurs in a similar rock

which is pearl gray in color, passing into greenish gray, and contains a

large proportion of quartz with a mineral talcose in aspect, but alumin-

ous in composition, and apparently micaceous. Similar micaceous schists

containing the mineral in question may be traced in tlie continuation of

the Notre Dame Mts., as tar as Gaspe. In the rock of Leeds the phyl-

lite occurs in small lamellar masses rarely more than one-fourth of an

inch broad and one-eighth of an inch thick. In some specimens it forms

spherical aggregations half an inch or more in diameter composed of ra-

diating lamelhe and sometimes making up one-half the volume of the

dant. The mineral has a perfect cleavage in one direction and two less

distinct transverse cleavages, 'the lamella} are often curved and are not
easily separable. Hardness 6'0, density o-513, color dark greenish-gray

to black ; brilliant black on the surfaces of perfect cleavage which have

waxy lustre. The streak and powder are greenish gray. The mineral

resembles somewhat a dark colored variety of hypersthene.' The analy-

sis of a carefully selected specimen from Leeds gave as follows ;*

Silica, 26-30

Alumina, 37-10

Protoxyd of

Protoxyd of

This analysis shows the mineral to be chloritoid, with which its spe-

cific gravity and other characters agree. It is the harytnphyUite of

Breithaupt, the masonite of Jackson and the si.wiondine of Delesse. All
of these minerals occur in argillaceous, micaceous or chloritic slates and

Report of GeoL Survey of Canada, 1858, p, 194.



havin^r a hardness of 5-0—6-0, and a density of 3-45—

J

5-57, have been
united with chloritoid, with which thev agn 1. (Dana,
Mineralo<jy, ii, -298).

Tlie phyllite of Thompson according to t!he analysis < at chemist

contains a larger amount of silica than chl.aritoid together '

witli more
manganese, and G-80 p. c. of potash, hut ha^ring ha.l 0C( 1 to repeat

,d that his dctern^linationsof

alkalies are "entirely erroneous.
' Thus in tht; case of rap hyllit

lite containing only traces of alkalies he in dicated mor m'ten per

cent of potash and in his retinalite, a pure serpentine, near! V nineteen

per cent of soda * In both cases the error nsc of the

magnesia of the mineral. The substance c Thoi

not so tar as I know been exa.ninetl or idemtitled by Am,evican mincralo-

gists, but in the minerological cabinet of thi

hec, is a specimen from the collection of tlu

. Laval Vni ty at Que-

^ late Mr. H,iulan d ; said to

be phvllite from Massachusetts, which is e\'idently chloritoid1, and can-

not be distinguished from the specimens of i just described
;

the rock is also apparently identical.

The ottrelite of llaiiv', to which Dana \las referred the phyllite of

Thompson, occurs in an argillaceous slate in Belgium, and in ;a specimen

before me cannot be distinguished from the

bl^'weyer
1 Massachusetts

or the chloritoid of Canada. This mineral 1 analyzed

sibly be derived from the gangue. The specific gravity which Danic

of that composition that we are led to suspect some error probably

the press or pen. The question of the identity of ottrelite with chlo

mineral assumes some importance to the litholog

III. BOTANY.

1. Journal of the Proceedings of the Linncean Society ; Botany. No.

18 (1860), contains, (l.) Notes on Ternstrcemiacece, by George Bentliam,

V.P.L.S. A critical survey of the order (for which we could liave wished

that the name Camelliacece were adopted), in which Mr. Ik-ntham re-

tains the SauravjecB, and to this refers Stachyuriis, very properly re-

ducing Draytonia to So.uranja ; also the Gordirnece or proper Camel-

liacece, and the Bonnetiece, to which he joins the genus Marila ; and

finally lie makes of the Marcgraviacece another tribe of the same order.

new plants of Spruce's collection.

(2.) Mr. Crocker, a foreman in Kew Gardens describes the curious ger-

mination of Streptocarpas polyanthus and a few other Cyrtandrem of

similar peculiarities. In the adult state, the plant above mentioned has

" " " ' pical size expands in germination
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and at length becomes about a foot long, the flowerstalks springing from

its sinus. The two cotyledons grow equally for the first few days, but one

of thcin is soon arrested while the other grows on in this remarkable man-
ner. S. Rexii and S. bifiorns show this remarkable peculiaiity, but also

(3.) The Notes on Anonaceo', by George Bcntham, indicate the prin-

ciples adopted in the forthcoming revision of this order for the new
Oenera Plantarum, and characterizes several new species. The rather

numerous instances in which the petals are imbricated in

MagnoUacece, are mentioned, and the aestivation is (perhaps

(4.) Botun
Mr. Bentham
sense. We must demur to his conclusion that the so-called involucre of

Anemone answers to a single amplexical divided leaf, and would refer to

the involucels of two opposite leaves in A. Virginiana and A. Pennayl-

vanica in proof of the contrary ; nor can we regard the change from al-

ternate to opposite or verticillate leaves as so anomalous or so unusual as

in itself to give likelihood to the new hypothesis. The more elaborate

ensuing note on the stigmas of Pajmvaracece is clear and admirable.

(oy On Fissicalyx, a new genus of Dalbergiece (No. 2223 of Feudler's

Venezuelan collection), by the same author.

(6.) Account of tlie plants collected by Dr. Walker in Greenland and
Arctic America during the expedition of Sir Francis M'Cliutock in the

Yacht 'Fox,' by Dr. J. D. Hooker.

(7.) Hepalkce India Orientali!), by Mr. Mitten; commenced.
Supplement to vol. v.; Botany, 1860, contains the Florida Adenensis,

by Dr. Thomas Anderson, a botanist of excellent promise; 43 pages,

with G plates. Ninety-four species compose the known phtenogamous
flora of this arid little peninsula of Aden, belonging to 79 genera and 41

of the more arid forms predominating; all are more or less peculiar in

their habit, and destitute of a bright green color; nearly all are glaucous,

whitened, or hoary, many are fleshy, and 16 bear sharp thorns. " All

the species have to strive against conditions tending to the entire extinc-

tion of vegetable life ;" and " the flora appears to be a collection of des-

ert species, selected from widely ditFerent natural orders and genera, and
all alike contending with the excessive heat and drought." "In so dry a

climate, Ferns and other Cryptogamia except Licheaes, are quite un-

known." A. G.

2. Life on the Earth, Us Origin and Succession; by John Phillips,

M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., late President of the Geological Society of Lon-

don, Professor of Geology in the University of Oxford. Cambridge and

London, Macmillan & Co., 1860, pp. 224, i2mo.

—

A book with this tak-

ing title, espeuially in these days, is sure of a prompt and wide circula-

tion,—all the more so when the author is an Oxford Professor, and a Rede
Lecturer at the sister University. The subject and the author here com-
roatul attention and respect, and excite a high degree of expectation. We
imagine that those readers who take this volume for what it really is, viz..



an amplification of " the Rede Lecture," d

fore the University of Cnmbricige, and as a
_

geologist, of an interesting scientific topic— wi'll not be d

On the otlier liand, those who take it,-as the title-page mi
them to do-either for an original speculation upon the Origin j

cession of Life on the Eart:

particular hypothesis whi(

hardly have their expectati

i M r? DarwirharreStj" p'o^^^^^^^^^^^

ons satisfied. Yet, along with a large

of very good elementary exposition,^somejon^Kierations are addn

how well Professor PiiiUi]i« could^havT dis"Lsed 'the 'whole'' si

least in its geological beari ngs, if he had seriously undertaken it,

The best point, as it strikes us, which Professor Phillips make;
Darwin is drawn from a cc

—tlie latter of numerous and widely diversified types, and of grea

;:^^:i!

of change are all integrated by time, and we behold the sum —how lit-

different branches of a stem still older than either, how much stronger,

if possible, is this decisive testimony against the doctrine of indefinite

have passed away, and yet every generic group exhibits at every step the

same essential characters, and u'lany of the little peculiarities, such as ero-

ded beaks, plications on the suiface, reflexions of the lip, carinations of

the whorls, which cannot be consistent with accumulated tendencies to

1 with Pupa, in the interior of a fossil tree (Sigillai

ition of Nova Scot!
'^^

'

I Scotia," (p.

To enforce the argument we need the statement,—which we wonder

Prof. Phillips luis not adduced, and which we suppose may be safely ven-

tured upon,—that fluviatile and terrestrial conditions must all along have

been more variant and diverse, and therefore more favorable to the educ-

' doth suifer s

strange," the freshwater and terrestrial genera remain almost

Put in this form, the objection appears to us a formidable one,

should be on the theory, a far greater diversity on land than in :

The common form of similar objections misapprehends the the-

suming that actual variability is something constant and equab



jilex wliicli is condensed and rather boldly personified by the term Natu-

rnl Selection is no better comprehended by many naturalists than is the

Maklmsiaii theory by many political economists.

In view of the fact that a large number of existing species appear (by

the evidence of their remains) to have existed from near the beginning of

the pleistoeono or quaternary epoch, and that the difference between the

fauna of that period and tlie present consists merely in the extinction of

a, niiml>er of species, Mr. Pictet convincingly argues that the actual geo-

logical epoch, the present creation, began at tlie close of the tertiary.

Professor Pliillips would seem to go farther; for, in view of the similar,

though less universal identifications by which " the tertiary series is link-

ed in easy harmony with the actual period," he concludes that; "The
present age is in fact a part of the great cenozoic peiiod," (p. 109, ITO),

under whieh term, as the preface informs us, he "comprehends not only

ary quadrupeds c

:ry;" noting al

predecessors, o

onlyevid,ence presented

. 'it'ext

ifies the .

Stouesti*

ends'To other

lotion of some
dd, so in Aus-

fd with Cyca-

ynchonellf, Trigonia and Cucultea, consort with Turtles

;iont Sharks, near reefs of coral, and rivers tenanted by
>diles, so at Stonesfield in the older lime, similar animals

this teach us? Are we looking upon two partially simi-

eparate creations suited to partially similar conditions in

jriods of time ? Or is the life-system of the modern Aus-
i sea truly derived in some of its components by descent

)n from the older periods of the Avorld, and preserved to

itwithstanding displacement over half the circumference
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the courage to adopt the latter view must accept with
rence, that, in all the countless ages which have relied

ranches [?] of Zaniia were blown into the lagoon at

lount of organic change has been small in each group
nals ; that a similar amount of change ati'ected the un-
' land and sea ; that Mollusca and Sharks, and Turtles

and Crocodiles, have all been modified by ditferences of a small descrip-

tion in passing from Oolitic to modern times, while not only hosts of Am-

forms, as Oliva, Mitra, Triton, Struthiolaria, unknown in the earlier period,

have come into view in the latter. But let it be adopted. What follows ?

These small differences then, accomplished in all that prodigious range of

elapsed time, under all that variety of physical changes and removals,

these are all the mutations which have been possible under the constant

tendency of hereditary descent to perpetuate similar forms with modifica-

" One of these genera, that of Trigonia, is known to be in the fossil

state rich in species. Supposing them all to have come from one original

typical form, the differences which they show in strata of the same sys-

tem, deposited within the same grand period, and under much similarity

of conditions, argue a facility in giving variations : let this operation be

supposed to be continued in the interval between the epoch of Stonesfield

and that of Australia, and the efiects summed by natural selection, the

result is the modern Trigonia, scarcely difi'ering more in appearance from
the fossil species than they differ one from another. But, if not so deri-

ved by continual descent, but sprung from separate contemporaneous

branches of one stem of life, how should it happen that plants and quad-

rupeds on land and raollusks in the sea, should in each of these two cases

])as3 with equal advance along the streams of change, moving in one case

so fast, in the other so slow ? But if the branches sprang at different

variation is wholly occult,—the fact is, that some forms remain long inva-

riable or slightly variable under the same conditions in which others vary

freely. If Mr. Darwin's theory is bound to explain variation, or to assign

a reason for one species varying when another does not, then it utterly

fails, for it can do no such thing. If, however, it <loes not undertake to

account for the diversity of species except by regarding them as varieties

of earlier origin and wider divergence,—leaving the reason why the pro-

unexplained as why it is usually like it, but showing how the struggle for

resulting natural sele(

:he lines of favorable

:'ritici.sms which have

Am. Jour. Sci.—Seco
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The criticisms from wliicli, however, it is least able to escape are those

which call for lacking intermediate forms between tribes, families, and

other great groups, or for some evidence that they ever existed. Here
Prof. Phillips as a geologist feels his advantage and urges his point more
aptly than some other critics have done.

' mation offered in the hypothesis of Mr. Darwin is, that the

1 which appear to be and really are distinct, in the Cambro-
ounrian rocKs are not aboriginal forms, but derived from progenitors of far

earlier date, belonging to few types or to one, the original form, and the

transition forms being known to us. Now they are not unknown to us by
any impossibility of being preserved, for the strata of the Cambro-Silurian

series are of a kind in which organic remains of great delicacy are often

' ' 3 preserved in these very strata ; and by the

l^orUfe

hypothesis the life-structures which are lost must have only gradually c

fered in their nature from those which are preserved. It follows, therefore,

that the earlier-living progenitors of the Cambro-Silurian series not only

lived long before, but must have lived somewhere else. But as in all the

known examples of this series of strata, wherever found, we have every-

where animals of the same general type, and nowhere the traces of the

earlier progenitors, it is clear that everywhere we are required by the hy-

pothesis to look somewhere else;—which may fairly be interpreted to

signify that the hypothesis everywhere fails in the first and most important

step. How is it conceivable that the second stage should be everywhere

preserved, but the first nowhere?" (p. 214, 215.)
So, also, of what follows :

" Are we sure that varieties which are given by nature in successive

generations can be summed up in erne direction by the variable preponde-

rant of a number of concomitant variable conditions of life ? Can we
remove 'natural selection' from the large synonomy of 'chance' except

by giving to one of the variable conditions of which it is the sum, direc-

tion, definite value, or effect. Is it not the one acknowledged possession

of every species, au inherent tendency to propagate its like ? Would not

the effect of this one constant among any number of variables without

law be to preserve the characters of the" species forever ?" But what,

we ask, is this inherent tendency of the species to propagate its like but
the summing up in one direction of the tendency of each generation of

individuals to propagate its like ? Is not the occasional appearance of an
offspring unlike the progenitor as much a natural fact as the contrary ?

And does not each initial variety, once originated, also have an inherent

tendency to propagate its particular like, which, when it prevails for some
generations, fixes a new " constant " which would equally tend " to pre-

serve the characters of the 'variety' forever?"

"And," continues our author, "if 'natural selection' were regarded as

giving direction to these variables, in combination with that constant ten-

dency, what would be the final result but that which has always been

recognized, viz : a species varying within limits which are to be sought
out by experience. But finally, if natural selection be thus gifted with

power of continually acting for the good of its subject, e

it, or rather compelling it to continual advancement,—how is this beneti-

^ient personification to bo separated from an ever-watcliful providonce,—
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which once brought into view sheds a new light over the whole picture of
causes and eflfects?" (p. 216, 216),
We answer, nohow, except by indicating to some extent the mode or

way in which this Providence may operate.

The more we can recognize or clearly conceive the mode, tbe better

;

but, whether we can express the results of observation in tbe form of
general laws or not, we are equally convinced that " what would be re-

garded as remarkable inventions if they were due to human minds and
hands," " cannot be removed from the list of intelligent adaptations be-
cause they are frequent in nature, and are of higher perfection and greater

beauty than any work of man;" and that "no one will ever be [or

rather, reasonably can be] satisfied with laws which had no Author,
works which had no Maker, co-ordinations which had no Designer."

And our author does simple justice to Lamarck in giving him the ben-

efit of his own averment that " by Nature we are to understand a certain'

order of causes and effects constituted by the will of the Supreme Author
of all things." The points against Darwin's theory made or suggested
in the present volume, with so much acuteness, are all the more telling

for the entire fairness and excellent spirit in which they are made. This
is far more than can be said of the following essay, viz

:

3. Species not Transmutable nor the Result of Secondary Causes;
being a Critical Examination ofMr. Darwin's Work, &c; by C. R. Bree^
Esq., M.D., F.L.S., &c.—London, Groombridge & Sons.—A favorable

notice in the Athenaeum of Dr. Bree's volume led us to suppose that it

might be a contribution of some importance in the discussion of the

nice questions which the publication of Mr. Darwin's book has raised.

But this expectation has not been fulfilled on perusal. The author's

intentions are praiseworthy, and his zeal in a good cause exuberant. But
we cannot entertain a great respect for the reasoning of a writer who, on
the one hand sees design and adaptation in the distribution of sunshine

and rain, and the succession of the seasons, while on the other he insists

that because "all the parts of a creature act harmoniously and co-ordinately

one with another," necessitating the inference "that they were pre-

collectively for the animal," therefore " they could not

e exactly to comprehend how one who sees design and adaptation

realised in the inorganic world through what are called secondary causes,

is entitled to declare that the establishment of the doctrine of the succes-

sion of species,—each marked with more special if not stronger evidences

of design than anything in inorganic nature,—through secondary causes,

would " destroy every vestige of a shadow of belief in a watchful Provi-

dence and adaptive creation, and strike deeply and irrecoverably at the
_-_. i.-xi_ -i._-.— , __,i _ i„j -„i:^-^„" T„ ^„. opinion such de-



IV. BOOK NOTICES.

1. The Manufaclure of Vinegar: its Theory and Practice, with espe-

cial Reference to ike Quick Process ; by Charles M. Wetherill, Pli.B.,

M.D. Philadelphia, Lindsay and Bkkiston, 1860. 12mo, pp. 300.—
This is a very full, correct, and much needed treatise on an important

branch of technology, and the book does credit both to the author and

to the publishers. It is well printed and contains but few typographical

errors, among which we remark "Bertholet" for "Berthelot," on p. 17,

and "Reaumer" in all cases for "Reaumur."
The author professes to have based his work on Otto's "Lehrbuch

der Essig Fabrikation," and says in the preface, " The general division

of the work, many of the tables, all of the w ood cuts, except two, and

the quantitative analysis of vinegar, are borrowed frona Otto." The
first division of the book is devoted to an explanation of the general

principles of chemistry, with especial reference to the subject in liand,

—

to an account of the nature, properties and tiansformations, of sugar and
alcohol, and to a discussion of the various methods of determining the

strength of alcoholic liquors and vinegars. The second part gives the

practical details of the vinegar manufacture. Scientific accuracy is

maintained throughout, and to the trained chemist the book is valuable

as giving in one volume all the important matters relating to these

various subjects. But though the general principles are clearly stated,

it seems doubtful whether a mere practical man could fully comprehend
all that is laid down. Yet he could understand enough to provL-nt \\\\n

from becoming the dupe of men who make a great secret of the vinegar
business and pretend to an exclusive knowledge of valuable receipts'or

methods. At the present time when scientific schools in various parts

of our country, bring instruction within the reach of all who desire it,

no one should engage as manager in the manufacture of vinegar, or

in any other chemical manufacture, without previous study of chemistrv

and some training in chemical manipulation. One may learn a great

deal from books, if he first learns how to understand books. One may
derive much benefit from experienced workmen, if he first acquires a

knowledge of natural laws and principles so that he can exercise a just

control over the whims and prejudices which such workmen always
possess. Like men of other trades, the vinegar maker too often insis'ts

on trifling points for which no better reason can be rendered than that

such has been his beaten track ; to such the work now under considera-

tion will prove very useful, as it gives many actual variations in the

practical details, thus showing that there are more ways than one of

arriving at the same end.

One or two incidental matters occur in the book, to which we must
be allowed to take exception. Wood vinegar is epoken of as "pyroxilic

acid," and pyroxylic,—which is of pure Greek origin,—perhaps it ought
to have been called ; but the mongrel word pyroliyneous has been so

long exclusively in use that it should pass as the established name. The
author also substitutes the term " raisin sugar " for glucose^ because
"glucose means sweet, and raisin sugar is inferior in sweetness to cither
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derived from tlu; positive ylvnC;, and not froFii the superlative y'^uxtaro-

of them—distinguish roasted wheat starch as British gum, while roasted
potato starch is called gum subatitute. And the distinction is said to be
founded on a real ditfereuce as great as that between the starches them-

In speaking of the expression " proof spirits" the author says, "the
vinegar maker should be entirely ignorant of proof." But as long as

spirits are bought and sold according to 'proof,' neither the buyer nor
the seller should be ignorant of what the term means. The common
material used in this country for making vinegar by the quick process,

is whiskey. The consumer buys it at a specified price for the quantity

of proof spirit that it contains. lie buj's say 1000 gallons of rectified

whiskey at 25 cts. per gallon, and how much must he pay for it? It is

invoiced perhaps as '' 40 over proof," that is, the 1000 gallons are actu-

ally equal to 1400 gallons of proof sptirit ; so the bill amounts to $350.

To see whether this charge is correct he should test the liquor by the

alcooraeter. One per cent of " dry " (absolute) alcohol is equal to two
per cent of proof spirit—that is, New York proof. Hence if the article

examined stands at 70° Tralles, it contains 140 per cent of proof spirit,

or in commercial language is 40 over proof. So the vinegar maker can

no more afford to be *' ignorant of proof" than he can ignore the mean-
ing of the term gallon.

The subject of acetometry is pretty fnlly discussed, and by the methods
given, one accustomed to nice chemical manipulation will find no diffi-

culty in determining the strength of vinegar. But it is desirable

the common workman should have sc
'

' , - . .

•

generators from day to day to see that

There is such a plan in use among calico printers,—a plan which

pie mode for testing the

penses with exact weighings and measurings and nicely adjusted aicaiine

liquids, and is therefore deserving of especial mention in any work in-

tended for practical men. Dry slacked lime is added to some of

the vinegar to be tested, until there is an excess of lime present,

which is known by a sudden change in the color of the solution to yel-

low or brown and the precipitation of some flocculent matter. The
resulting liquid is allowed to settle and is at the same time cooled to

60° F. The hydrometer strength of the clear solution is now noted,

and by reference to a table constructed for the particular hydrometer

used, the strength in acetic acid will be found with accuracy, enough for

all common purposes. Of course this method is applicable only to pure

vinegars made from diluted alcohol. Whiskey vinegar is now very

largely consumed in calico printing, and for this use it is commonly re-

quired to contain five per cent of dry acetic acid. The acetate of lime

made from a vinegar of this strength stands at 8° of Twaddle's hydro-
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The second part of the work describes several different arrangements

of the apparatus for making vinegar as well as various modes of work-

ing ; and one about to start or remodel a manufactory, would derive

much advantage from a careful study of the many plans here detailed.

Yet some questions might be asked to Avhich the book gives no satis-

factory answer. The first point to be decided is, of what size shall the

graduators be made ? They commonly have an average diameter of

about 3^ feet and a height not exceeding 12 feet. But they seem to

be so made rather from precedent than from any actual necessity. It is

quite likely that there would be some advantage in having them much
wider. As for height, we have no published accounts of any generators

higher than 13 feet; and of course the greater the height, the greater

is the difficulty of maintaining a sufficient circulation of air through the

filling of shavings. Private experience however has shown that twice

the ordinary height is none too great. For there are in this country

srenerators in successful operation having a full height of 22 feet. The
acetified is raised, once for all, and passed through the

20 feet of filling, drawn out at bottom as finished vinegar. These long

graduators produce quite as much strong vinegar for the same amount
of filling as those of half the height worked in pairs ; and being furnished

the feeding apparatus to be described presently, they dispen:

wiin a large part of the labor and attention required in the older wavs
of working.

As to the form of the generators, a word may he said. They are made
somewhat conical so that the hoops may be driven tight; but which
end should be uppermost ? Graduators are always described and de-

picted as standing on the smaller end. Yet we cannot think of a single

advantage in having them so set. It is true the filling usually shrinks

more or less in the course of time, and one might suppose that were the

taper from the bottom upwards, the filling would draw away from the

sides and leave there too free a passage for the air. But it is a some-
what yielding mass we have to deal with. Therefore while it is short-

ened vertically it presses out laterally. There are on the other hand
some slight reasons for departing from the usual custom and adopting the

more stable position. The liquor to be acetified is likely to be more
uniformly distributed in its passage downwards, if it is showered on the

smaller end of a right conical column than when it falls on the larger base

of an inverted frustrum. Again the liability to lateral leakage would be

much lessened. In the third place some of the hoops require to be renewed
; the generators are in operation, and it is easy enough at any time

' )op over a smaller top and drive it down, but to get one up
^ is by no means easy. It is particularly difficult to replace

the bottom hoop when this has the least diameter of all.

There is much difference of opinion and practice with reference to the

admission of air. Some "practical" men insist on boring the holes

three or four feet above the false bottom. Others make them an inch

or two above. Some lay great stress on bringing in the air by one or

more wooden tubes passing \\p through the bottom of the generator and
terminating just below the false bottom on which the filling rests.

They forget that air is an elastic fluid and tends to diffuse itself equally

•oSel
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in every direction so that if it only has a chance to enter anyhow or
anywhere below the filling, there is no danger of a partial distribution.

There can be no simpler or better plan than to bore two or three holes
in the sides just below the sieve bottom. If they are above, there is a

J for the filling to press against the inner orifices and hinder the

s of air; and to go very high up, is to lose the benefit of all t

filling below the holes.

While s3 speaking of air it may not be amiss to mention a very natural

mathematical oversight that occurs in Dr. Wetherill's book on p. 259.

It is said that:—"Otto c"
'

' .
-

-

air employed in the vinegar fermentation."

is 20-9 oxygen to 79-1 nitrogen, an atmosph
of oxygen or 84 per cent of nitrogen, must have had originally with this

„, . ., 20-9^^^ ooo ^ TT . 1, 1
22-2-16

«4 ot nitrogen ;-—-X84=:22-2 oi oxygen. Hence it has lost

=5-84 per cent of the air itself or 27-8 p. c. of its oxygen. And so

when an air contains 14 p. c. of oxygen, it has lost 8 p. c. of its first

weight or 38-4 p. c. of its oxygen.

It is said that some manufacturers allow the vinegar to flow out

at bottom as fasts as it trickles down, yet we nowhere find a suffi-

cient reason rendered for this plan. Our author after describing a

goose neck arrangement, as well as a peculiar cock for drawing the

vinegar always from the very bottom of what is constantly accumu-
lating, goes on to say :—" Besides the advantage of saving heat, the vin-

egar drawn from the bottom of the tub, as by the action of the goose
neck or faucet, is of stronger quality, for several reasons which will be
given in the proper place." This " proper place," however, is not to be
found in the book, and a statement so very questionable is left unsup-

ported by any reasoning. If there are any real advantages in the goose

neck or any similar contrivance, it is desirable that they should be speci-

fied ; for one who has never used such arrangements, can hardly con-

; how anything can be, on the whole, better than periodical drawings

merely presenting an extended

rface over^which the liquor to be acetified flows in a tortuous coui-se

trom top to bottom. But perhaps the graduator ought rather to be

considered as a kind of apparatus for " displacement." It is not improb-

able that the alcoholic mixtures instead of simply trickling over the

shavings saturated with vinegar, partly drives this absorbed vinegar

before it, and so a part of the fresh mixture may be several days in reach-

ing the bottom. In fact if we fill a generator with shavings soaked in

water and then run on strong vinegar at a moderate rate, we find that

it is some time before anything but water flows out from the bottom.

This idea of displacement, if correct, ought to be taken into account in

theorizing about the process, and it has also some practical bearings.

Among other things it should enter into the discussion of the compara-

tive advantages of a constant and a periodical running of the alcoholic

mixture. In the case of an interrupted flow, the pores of the filling
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cliance each time to empty themselves partially of liquid and
become filled with air; and the air will thus be brought into more inti-

mate contact with the liquor of the next pouring. While with a con-

stant flow, the air will be present only in the interstices and not in the

poies. Our author very justly considers that pouring at intervals would
be preferable to the constant flow, if it could be etfected i

great amount of care and manual labor which it commonly re

probably is not aware that there has been used in

fithout the

have a

The principle

in Gay Lussac's sulphuric acid apparatus. A barrel supported above the

graduator, is furnished with a wooden cock which delivers the alcoholic

mixture in a very slender stream into a vessel so poised that it shall tip

and discharge its contents whenever it has received as much liquor as

suffices to cover completely, for a moment, the distributing sieve head.
The apparatus used by some consists of a single vessel which rights

itself as soon as it has poured out its charge. But as this is made partly

of sheet copper, it is liable to obvious objections. The writer has had
in operation for more than a year, double oscillators made entirely i

wood dove-tailed together. ""' .
. ,

factory in their performanci

gallon, which is amply sufE

They are easy to construct and very satis-

!. Each of the compartments holds

f the oscillator mounted on its

frame. Fig. 2 shows the in-

side of the end piece with the

dove-tail grooves, n, n. The
whole of the oscillator itself

is made of pine boards five-

eighths of an inch thick. In

the triangles ahc, the side a c

is 7| inches long, a 6 is 6 inches

and 6 c is 7 inches. The sides

of the box d are 13^ inches

long, not including the dove-

tail tongues. The middle
piece e has a shallow, round,

or angular groove on each side

to receive the lower edges of

the side pieces d. These side

pieces are held fast by the pins

S, S. An indentation on the
outside of each end piece re-

ceives the sharp point of a brass

or iron screw G, and on these

points the box turns. The right place of the axis is determined by
actual trials of the box temporarily poised at different points along the
shorter diagonals of the end pieces. After the oscillator is permanently
mounted, the tipping may be still farther adjusted by varying the height
of the cushions h on which the sides d drop. The whole apparatus
should be well painted before it is set on a sieve head. j. .v. o.
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2. Chambers' EncyclopoBdia : a Dictionary of Universal Knowledge
for the people. Illustrated with maps and numerous engravings. Large
8vo. Vols. I and 11. J. B. Lippincott <fe Co., Philadelphia. W. & R.
Chambers, Edinburgh. 1860.—This excellent Encyclopedia is on the basis

of the German Conversations Lexicon. It is to be completed in six or seven
volumes of about 800 pages each, and fully illustrated with woodcuts in

the text and colored maps on steel. Its scientific articles are varied and
generally able, covering natural history, physics, astronomy, topography,
geography and medicine. The maps are models of clearness and ele-

gance in that style of illustration, which they understand so well in Edin-
burgh. Messrs. Chambers have earned a well deserved reputation for

their eflforts to open the treasuries of human knowledge to the people,

It will, by the terras of its prospectus, be the cheapest general encyclope-
dia ever published, as well as one of the most comprehensive. It con-
tains, as is just, few lengthy treatises such as we seek in the Encyclope-
dia Brittanica and in the American Cyclopedia, thus conforming more
strictly to the original idea of an encyclopedia, which was first realized

"" <• • ' - -
in his Universal Dictionary of Knowl-iionary ot Knowl-

edge fl728),'the basis after the 6th edition, (in lYSO) of Dr. Ree's Cyclo-

pedia. We cordially commend the new Chambers' Encyclopedia as

worthy of a place in every collection of books for reference.

3. New American Cyclopedia. Appletons, N. Y. 1861.—This able

and useful work has reached its 11th volume, ending with the word
'Moxa.' It is the plan to close it with the 16th volume. Among the

noticeable scientific articles in the 11th volume are '^ Microscope'' and
' Mineralogy^ the first due, as we infer, to Dr. Reuben, and the last to

Mr. Hodge, both authors of numerous scientific articles of merit in this

Cyclopedia. It is to be regretted that a work in general so excellent

should not include in its plan of publication those simple illustrations

without which it is hardly possible to make intelligible certain subjects,

especially in physics and natural history. During the hours^evoted to
'

' 3 volumes, lingering with satisfaction to read not a

I articles, we have been much impressed with the

labor and knowledge involved in the

) great a variety of subjects.

4. Second Report of a Geological Reconnoissance of the Middle and

Southern Counties of Arkansas, made during the years 1859 and 1860,

by D. D. Owen, Principal Geologist, assisted by Robert Peter, Chemi-

cal Assistant, Leo Lesquereux, Botanist, and Edward Cox, Assistant

Geologist. Philadelphia: C. Sherman & Son, Printers. 1860. 8vo,

pp. 433.—Having already devoted p. 431-435 to an extended notice of

the botanical portion of this Report, we can only add here its title in full.

It is beautifully printed, and will be regarded with interest as the last

labor of the lamented Owen. The Chemical Report by Dr. Peter con-

tains the results of the analyses of one hundred and eighty-seven soils,

subsoils, and underclays, and two nitre earths, besides a variety of other

chemical work. The volume is concluded by a brief report by Assistant

Cox.
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MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

Meteobic Stones.

92, Nov. 1, Ensisheim, Alsace, Dep. du Haut-Rhin, France.

53, July 3, Tahor (Plan, Strkow), Bohemia.

753, Sept. Y, Liponas^ Dep. de L'Ain, France.

768, Sept 13, Luce en Maine, D6p. de la Surthe, France.

768, Nov. 20, Mauerkirdien, Inn, Lower Austria.

790, July 24, Barhotan, (Roquefort, Creon, Juillac, Mezin, Agen,

&c.), Dep. des Landes, Dep. du Gers, Dep. du
Lot et Garonne, formerly Gascony, France.

794, June 16, Siena, Tuscany.

795, Dec. 13, Wold Cottage, Yorkshire, England.

798, March 8-12, Sales near Villefranche, Dep. du Rhone, France.

803, Oct. 8, Apt (Saurette), Dep. de Vaucluse, France.

805, March 25, Doroninsk, Government Irkutsk, Siberia.

806, March 15, Alais, St. j^tienne de Solm and Valence, Dep. du
Gard, France.

807, March 13, Timochin, Juchnow, Smolensk, Russia.

807, Dec. 14, Weston, Connecticut, U. S. A.

808, April 19, Parma (Casignano, Borgo St. Domino), Italy.

808, May 22, Stannern, Iglau, Motavia.
808, Sept. 3, Lissa, Bunzlau, Bohemia.
810, Aug. Tip-perary (Mooresfort), Ireland.

810, Nov. 22, Charsonville near Orleans, Dep. du Loiret, France.

811, March 12, Kuleschowka, Gov. Poltawa, Russia.

8V, July 8, Berlanguillds, near Burgos, Upper Castilia, Spain.

812, April 15, Erxhhen, between Madgeburg and Helmstaedt,

812, Aug. 5, Chantonnay, between Nantes and La Rochelle,

Dep. de la Vendee, France,

813, Sept. 10, Limerick (Adare, Scagh, Biasky, Faha), Limerick

814, Feb. .3, Bachnut j(Gov. lekaterinoslaw), Russia.

814, Sept. 5, Agen, Dep. du Lot and Garonne, France,
815, Oct. 3, C'has&igny, near Langres, D6p. de la Haute-Mame,

818, April 10, Zabm-zika (Saboryzy, Saboritz on the Slutsch,)

Volhynia, Russia.

818, June, Seres, Macedonia, Turkey.

818, Aug. 10^ Slobodka, luchnow. Gov. Smolensk, Russia.

819, June 13, Jonzac (Barbezieux), Dep. de la Charente, France.

819, Oct. 13, Politz, near Gera, Dutxjhy of Reuss.

820, July 12, Lima (Liksen), Lasdany, Gov. Witepsk, Russia.

821, June 15, Juvenas, near Libornez, Dep, de rArdeche, France.
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Nov. 30, Futtehpore, near Allahabad, Hindostan, E. Indies.

Aug. 7, Nobleboronr,h, Maine, U. S. A.

Jan. 15, Renazzo. Ferrara, Papal States.

Oct. 14, Zebrak (Praskoles), near Horzowitz, Beraun, Bo-

- York, V. S. A.

May 9, Nashville, Tennessee, U. S. A.

Oct. 5, Biuhjstok (Kuasta, or Kuasti village), Russian

June 4, Richmond, Virginia, U. S. A.
May 8, Forsyth, Georgia, U. S. A.
Aug. 15, Deal, near Long Branch, New Jersey, IJ. S. A.

Sept. 9, Wessely (Dorf Znorow), Moravia.

Nov. 25, Blansko, Bruenn, Moravia.

June 12, Charwallas, near Hissar, E. Indies.

Nov. 11, Macao, Prov. Rio Grande de Norte, Brazil.

Aug. Fmaude, Dep. de la Charente, France.

June 6, Ckandakapore, Berar, E. Indies.

Oct. 13, Capeland (Cold Bokkewelde), Cape of Good
Hope, Africa.

Feb. 13, Little Piiuy, Pulaski County, Missouri, U. S. A,
July 17, Cereseto, near Offiglia, Casale, Piedmont.

Concord, New Hampshire, U. S. A.

March 22, Oruneherg (Heinrichsau), Prussian Silesia.

June 12, Chateau-Renard, Dep. du Loiret, France.

April 26, Milena (Miiyan), Pusinsko Selo, Croatia.

June 4, Aumieres, Canton St. George, France.

March 25, Bishopsville, South Carolina, U. S. A.

June 2, Utrecht, Blaauw Kapel, Loewenhutye, Nether-

lands.

Sept. 16, Klein- Wenden, near Nordhausen, Prussia.

April 29, Killeter, County of Tyrone, Ireland.

Oct. 21, Favars, Canton de Laissac, France.

)r 1847, Richland (near Columbia), So. Carolioa, tJ. 8. A.

May 8, Macerata, Monte Milan village, Ancona, .Papal

States.

Feb. 25, Linn county, Iowa, U. S. A.

1850,

, April ]

, Sept, 4, Mezo-Maduras (and Fekete), Transylvania.

, March 6, Segowlee (Soojoulee), India.

, Feb. 10, Girgenti, Sicily.

, Found. Pegu.

, May 13, Bremervoerde, Landdrostei-Stade, Hanover.

1855, Aug, 5, Petersburg, lAr\Go\n county, Tennessee, U. S. .
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1857, Oct. 10, Ohaba, East of Karisburg, Transylvania.

1857, Feb. 27, ParrmlUe, S. Hindostan.

1858, May 19, Kakwa, Northwest of Oravitza, Temesvar, Banat.

1858, Dec. 9, Ausson, (Montrejean), France.

1859, March 26, Harrison county, Kentucky, U. S. A.

1859, Aug. 11, Bethlehem, near Albany, New York, U. S. A.

1860, May 1, New Concord, Muskingum county, Ohio, U. S. A.

Meteoric Irons.

Fell 1751, May 26, Agram (Hraschina village), Croatia.

Discov. 1751, Steinbach, between Eibenstock and Jo-

harn-Georgenstadt, Saxony.
" 1768, >Sene^aZ, Siratik in Bambuk, Africa.

" 1776, Krasnqjarsk, Gov. Jeneseisk, Siberia.

" 1784, ToJwca, (Xiquipilco), Mexico.
" 1788, Tecuman (Otumpa), Argentine Repub-

, Bohemia.
" 1811, I>uranff0, Mexico.
" 1814, ^i<6wr^, Lower Rhine, Prussia.

1814, Texas (Red River), U. S. A.
" 1816, Lenarto, Scharosch, Hungary.

1816, Bahia (Bemdego), Brazil.

" 1818, Lockport, New York, U. S. A.
" 1819, Burlington, Otsego County, New York,

U.S. A.

1820, Guildford, North Carolina, U. S. A.
" 1824, Basgata, New Grenada, S, America.
" 1827, Atacama, Bolivia.

1828, Caille (Grasse), Dep Du Var, France.

1829, Bohumilitz Prachin, Bohemia.
" 1834, Claiborne County, Alabama, U. S. A.

Fell 1835, July 30, Dickson county, Tennessee, U. S. A.
Discov. 1835, Black Mountain, Buncombe county,

North Carolina, U. S. A.
" 1839, ./45A€m7/«, Buncombe county, North Car-

olina, U. S. A.

Tewberry (Ruff's Mountain), South
Carohna, U. S. A.

Green county (Babb's Mills), Tennessee,

1843,
Discov. 1843,

1843,
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33. DUcov. 1845, Otsego county, New York, U. S. A.
" 1845, 2>e A'a^S county, Tennessee, U.S.A.

1846, CaWAa^/e, Tennessee, U, S. A.
" 1847, Chesterville, Chester District, South

Carolina, U. S. A.
Fell 1847, July 14, Braunau, (Hauptmannsdorf), Koenig-

graetz, Bohemia.
Discov. 1847, Seeldsffen, Newmark, Brandenburg,

" 1850, Schwetz, Province of Prussia.
" 1850, Salt River, Kentucky, U. S. A.
" 1850, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U. S. A.
" 1850, Seneca Falls, Cayuga county, Kew

York, U. S. A.

1850-1854, Lion River, Namaqua Land, South Africa.
" " Union county, Georgia, U. S. A.
" " Tazewell, Claiborne county, Tennesse, U. S. A.

•' Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
" Tuczon, Souora.
' Hemalga, Talcahuaxo, Chili.

" " Haywood county, North Carolina, U. S. A.
" " Oktibbeha county, Mississippi.
" " Orange River, South Africa.

1854, Madoc, Canada West.

1856, Hainholz, S. W. of Paderborn, Minden, Westphalia.
" Forsyth, Taney county, Missouri, U. S. A,
" j}febraska Territory, (between Council Bluffs and

Fort Union), on the Missouri River.

Brazos, Texas, U. I

Denton county, Texas, U. S. A,

Oldham county, near Lagrange, Kentucky, U. S. A.

Robertson county, Tennessee, U, S. A.

Total—88 Stones and 63 Irons, or 161 Meteorites. Their aggregate

weight is 820 pounds. The largest stone weighs 61 pounds, and the

largest iron mass, 326. The collection contains a large problematical

Homony Creek, Buncombe county. North Carolina, sup-

an altered meteoric iron ; also numerous native iron and steel-

masses whose origin is not understood, but which are suspected to be

To this latter group belong the specimens from Achen, Fran(

Kn
Collina de Brianza, Brazil ; Walker county, Alabama ; Scriba, New
York; Randolph county, North Carolina; Bedford county, Pennsyl-

vania
; Montgomery, Vermont ; Rutherford, North Carolina, and some

others. The black capillary matter seen to fall in a glowing state at,

Charleston, South Carolina, on the evening of Nov. 16, 1857, is also

preserved in this collection.

New Haven, Conn., Nov., 1860.
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2. Note and Correction to Mr. T. Sterry HunVs paper on Types, this

vol. p. 256-264.—To follow the note on p. 261:—"The formation

of a nitrite in the experiments of Cloez appears to be independent of the

presence of ammonia, and to require only the elements of air and water

( Comples Eendus, Ixi, 935). Some experiments now in progress lead me
to conclude that the appearance of a nitrite in the various processes for

ozone, is due to the power of nascent oxygen to destroy by oxydation

the ammonia generated by the action of water on nitrogen, the nitrous

nitryl ; so that the odor and many of the reactions assigned to ozone or

nascent oxygen are really due to the nitrous acid which is set free when
nascent oxygen encounters nitrogen and moisture. On the other hand,

nascent hydrogen, which readily reduces nitrates and nitrites to ammo-
nia, by destroying the regenerated nitrite of the nitryl, produces ammo-
nia in many cases from atmospheric nitrogen."

Two errors of the press occur in the first seven lines of p. 264—which
are corrected in the following paragraph :

" Without counting the still more basic sulphates of zinc and copper,

described by Kane and Schindler, we have the following salts, which in

accordance with Wurtz's notation, correspond to the annexed radicals

:

1. Unibasic, - - - SgH O, ^S^O, monatomic.
2. Bibasic, . - . . SgHgOg rrSgO^ diatomic.

3. Quadribasic, - - - 82X1^0,0=8302 tetratomic.

4. Sexbasic, - - - S^H^O^^^S^ hexatomic.
5. Octobasic, - - - S^IIgOj^^Sa-Oa octatomic.

3. Texas Survey.—We have received the following note from W. M.
Gabb on this subject, which we publish without comment.

' I take this opportunity of correcting a statement in your last i

the Am. Jour. Sci. in regard to my friend Dr. Moore of theTexas Geological

Survey. * * * Having been personally cognizant of all the circumstances

connected with the change, I feel able to speak confidently of the matter.

"It was determined that when Dr. Shumard's term of appointment
should expire (November, 1860) that he should be removed. There were
two applicants for the post, and Dr. Moore obtained the use of certain

* influential names' for the purpose of counteracting the weight of a letter

written by Humboldt some thirty years ago, in recommendation of the

other applicant, and not to prejudice Dr. S., whose removal had nothing

to do with the appointment of any particular successor.

"While I have every confidence in Dr. Shumard'a ability as a geolo-

gist, I cannot believe that his successor is inferior to him either in erudi-

tion, skill or ability. I hope therefore that you will do justice to a gen-

tleman who has been thus unfairly placed before the scientific public.

I remain your ob't serv't, W. M. Gabb."

Philadelphia. March 28, 1861.

4. Kentucky Geological Reports.—On page 294 we spoke of the fourth

Uhes
at new appropru

go on with the

ropriations of money will enable Dr. Peter and \
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Ernest Haecsser, an excellent geologist and mining engineer, died
in New York on the 18th of February, aged about 35 years, A native

of Saxony, educated by the government at the Mining Academy at Frei-

berg, he came to this country about eight yt-ars ago. He was engaged
on the Geological Survey of New Jersey, chiefly in the examination of
the northern counties of that State, from 1855 to the suspension of the

survey. Some of the results of his labors {without bis name) have ap-
peared in the Annual Reports of that survey. Frequent exposure to the

sickly climate of the Southern States when exploring in North Carolina

and elsewhere, broke down his health, developing by intermittent fever

the consumption which carried him off. Cautious, truthful, excellent in

character, his decease is a great loss to mining enterprises, in which there

is always need of the qualities which distinguished Ernest Haeusser.

Botanical Necrology for 18C0,—Professor Hochstetter of Esslingen,

died on the 19th of February, at the age of 74 years. The
ochstetter produced no important botanical works; but hef. Hocnstetter pro

udel, wliom tie survived two or tnree years.

active proraoters of botany through the Unio Itiner

Professor J. G. C. Lthmann, of Hamburgh, who died on the 12th of

February, in his 68th year, was a botanist of note, and a voluminous
author. His earliest work, a monograph of Primula, appeared in 1817,
his monograph of the Asperifolioe the year after, that of Potentilla in

1820. He elaborated the Onagracece and his favorite genus Potentilla

for Hooker's Flora of British America ; and his latest publication of any
magnitude and crowning work was his Revisio Potentillarum, a fine quarto

volume with 64 plates, issued in the year 1856, an excellent monograph.
G. H. von Schubert, a Bavarian botanist of a former generation, to

whom Mirbel in 1813, under the name of Sckubertia, dedicated the genus

established for our southern Cypress, which Richard had earlier called

Taxodium—&nrvived until July last, having attained the age of 80 years.

He is commemorated in an Asclepiadeous genus from Brazil, estab-

lished hv his fellow-countrymen, Martins and Zuccarini.

Dr. J. F. Klotzsch, keeper of the Royal Herbarium at Berlin for the

last twenty-five years, died on the 5th of November last at the age of

55 years. As a systematic botanist, Dr. Klotzsch worked industriously,

observed discriminatingly, but generalized badly, or rather—like others

of the same school—wanted that largeness of view which enables the

able naturalist to discover, almost instinctively, the true characters and

just subordination of natural groups, in the midst of the most diversified

details, and that gift of sound judgment as to natural genera in which

Linnaeus and the other great masters so much excelled most even of the

better botanists of the present age. Dr. Klotzsch's monograph of

BegoniacecB, and his papers on Uupkorbioe (one of the latter, which

dismembers the Linnajan genus Euphorbia into more than a dozen

genera, published during the past year,) are striking

opposite system. The distinctions are doubtless for lue mu
and good ; their valuation is open to serious objection.

Louis de Vilmorin. of Paris, died on the 22d of March,
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surviving father (to whom DeCandolle dedicated the genus Vilmorinia,)

hardly appears in the catalogue of botanical authors, yet both have rend-

ered important service to botanical science, while contributing most essen-

tially to the advancement ofagriculture and horticulture by original obser-

vations, and by experimental researches, devised and conducted upon

truly scientific principles, respecting the formation of varieties and their

fixation into races, and the amelioration and augmentation of the useful

products of cultivated plants. A notice of some of the brief but most

suggestive papers of the Vilmorins upon this subject was given in the

27th volume (new series) of this Journal (May, 1829). In devising and

conducting such experiments, often requiring both physiological and

chemical knowledge, a delicate skill in manipulation, and a quick eye for

natural affinities, the younger Vilmorin was unrivalled, and his death in

the midst of so useful and so honorable a career, has left a serious void.

It is but just to his memory to acknowledge that we have learned more
from him respecting the laws and conditions which govern both the

production and the preservation of vegetable varieties and races than

from any other source. What with his characteristic modesty he en-

titled an Essai d'un Catalogue Methodique et Synonymique des Fromenis^

arranging the sorts of AVheat known in cultivation under fifty-three

sections, reduced to seven botanical species, is a work which required the

researches of years, although only a pamphlet of fifty pages, and is his

most extended publication. His several articles, since collected under
the title of Notice sur Vamelioration des plantes par le senis, et conside-

rations sur Fheredite des vegetaux are characteristically brief. But they
are all the result of the most conscientious, skillful, and prolonged in-

vestigations, and all are real contributions to knowledge, the value of

which is not to be estimated by the bulk of the record.

J. B. Payer, one of the botanical members of the Academy of Sci-

ences, and Professor of Vegetable Organography and Anatomy of tlie

Faculty of Sciences, at Paris, died on the 5th of September last, aged
only 42 years. The correspondence of M. Nickles has already supplied

a biographical notice of Payer, in the preceding. (March) number of

this Journal. His speciality was organogeny ; his principal work Traite

d' Organogenie Comparee de la Fleur, in imperial octavo, with 154
crowded plates, is a very handsome and imposing production, but per-

haps not of the highest critical value. His seat at the Academy of

Sciences has recently been filled by another organogenist, of excellent

promise, M. Duchartre.

John E. LeConte, former Major of U. S. Topographical Engineers,

—

whose death, at Philadelphia, in November last, aged 77, was announced
in our March No., (p. 303)—was almost the Nestorof American botanists,

although his principal contributions to science, except the earlier, relate

to zoology, chiefly to entomology and herpetology. His first botanical

ttion, a Catalogue of the Plants growing 'spontaneously on the

of New York, appeared just half a century ago. Many of the
^ botanical stations even seventeen years later, when Dr. Torrey
lii- Catalogue of the same district, were as low as Canal St., and
--i in Kvon the earlier author lived to see nearly his whole florula

r t away by denudation, or unconformably overlaid bj
IKS brick and mortar. Major LeConte' made exteu-
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eive collections in Georgia at a period when that part of the country
had been little explored, and freely imparted his materials and his valu-
able observations to working botanists. He also published several good
botanical papers in the earlier volumes of the Annals of the Lyceum of
Natural History, New York, and more recently, in the Proceedings of
the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, an Enumeration of the
North American Vines, and a paper on the species of Tobacco, with
which, unfortunately, we are not acquainted. For the last ten or twelve
years Major LeConte has resided in Philadelphia; and we are to expect

afittinj

of this venerable, genial, and accomplished gentleman and naturalist.

Death ofProf. J. W. Gibbs.—JosiAn Willahd Gibbs, LL.D., Professor

of Sacred Literature in Yale College, died in New Haven, March 25,

1861, aged 70.

He was born in Salem, Mass., April 30, 1790, and graduated at Yale
College in 1809. He was Tutor in this institution from 1811 to 1815,
and Librarian from 1824 to 1843. From 1826 to the time of his death

he was Professor of Sacred Literature in the Theological Department of

the College, having been Lecturer here in 1824 and 1825. He was author

of a valuable Hebrew Lexicon, and of an abridgment thereof, and of
' '

' ug to grammatical and philological subjects, as
. -t...: ._

j^^ ^Yie periodical works of his time,

this Journal contain several important papers

•eful and thorough research, and all his produc-

tions bear marks of exact scholarship. He had been for several yeare

an active member of the American Oriental Society, and of the Connecti-

cut Academy of Arts and Sciences. The last named body, at their meet-

ing of April 17, 1861, passed resolves expressive of their high estimate

of the character of the deceased and lamenting his departure.

JVeto Planets.—A new planet, of the ]3lh magnitude, was discovered

April 9, 1861 by Mr. H. P. Tuttle, at the Observatory at Cambridge, Mass.

It is probably the 66th of the asteroidal group, the 64th and 65th hav-

ing been discovered at Marseilles, March 4 and 11, 1861.

liew Comet.—A telescopic comet was discovered early in April, in

Draco, by Mr. Thatcher, at the observatory of Mr, L. M. Eutherford in

New York City.

Notice.—The American Association for the Advancement of Science.—
The Standing Committee have announced that the meeting adjourned to

Nashville for l7th April, 1861, will be postponed for one year, to be con-

vened in Nashville, April 1862, unless otherwise ordered in the meantime.

Am. Jo0b. Sci.—Second Sebies, Vol. XXXI, No. 93.—Mat, 1861-
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